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Foreword

Maria Louise was born on January 5, 1872, in Provo,

Utah, to Henry Aldous Dixon, and Sarah DeGrey, the

only daughter in a family of nine children. She married

Arthur Nicholls Taylor in the Salt Lake City Temple on

May 9, 1894. They in turn were the parents of six sons

and two daughters. Among these children and their

progeny are General Authorities, Regional Representa-

tives, Patriarchs, Stake Presidents, Mission Presidents,

MTC Presidents, Bishops, and men and women filling

every imaginable position of service.

Maria, known far and wide as "Aunt Rye," was a

friend and confidant of everyone who knew her. Her life

story is well told in Clarence Taylor's book, My Folks The

Dixons.

Clarence, Maria and Arthur's sixth child, born

May 11, 1909, never married. He was always close to

his mother, and to the end of her life was her guardian

and protector. Probably from her he inherited his keen

interest and zeal in family solidarity, family history, and

genealogical research.

In May of 1930, Clarence received a call to serve

in The California Mission of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints. According to family legend, Maria

made an appointment with a General Authority in Salt

Lake City, told him a mistake had been made, and that

Clarence was really supposed to serve his mission in

The Union of South Africa, the birthplace of her father,

Henry Aldous Dixon. She must have been correct, as his

mission was changed and he departed for South Africa

on September 30, 1930.

In the years 1930-1933, Clarence and his moth-

er faithfully exchanged letters. This correspondence will

be of interest to family members and others wanting a

view of Provo during the years of the Great Depression.

On January 9, 1942, Clarence enlisted in the

Army. Eventually he was assigned as a cannoneer in the

109th Regiment of the 28th Division, landing on Omaha
Beach a few days after the initial invasion. He was in the

midst of the "Battle of the Bulge," and was fortunate to

clamber into the last company truck headed for France,

barely escaping becoming a prisoner of war. He was

honorably discharged September 12, 1945.

Clarence's mother wrote him faithfully during

his military service, and he seems to have kept all her

letters. Regrettably, his letters to her have not been

preserved and are not in this collection.

Clarence died on May 21, 2005, 96 years of

age. Many of his files and documents, including these

letters, were conveyed to Special Collections in Brigham

Young University's Harold B. Lee Library. A provision of

his financial support of the library was that his corre-

spondence with his mother be transcribed. This was ac-

complished by Susan Corrigan and her staff. To preserve

the appearance and rhythm of Maria and Clarence's

hand-written letters, each line of text was transcribed

as one line of type, thus accounting for the narrow mar-

gins in this book. The digitized results were provided

to Nina Whitehead who has expertly arranged the final

formatting.

The contents of this book are a faithful rendi-

tion of the correspondence. No changes or corrections

in grammar, diction, spelling, or punctuation have been

attempted. Neither has there been any rearrangement

of the letters that were saved out of order.

Our observation is that the sweetness and

tenderness of Clarence and Maria's loving relationship

emerges in their long correspondence.

At this date, one only of Maria's eight children re-

mains, Ruth Elaine Taylor Kartchner, age almost 94.

Readers of this book will learn much about

Clarence and Maria's many relatives and friends, and

goings-on in what seemed to us to be a perfect town,

Provo, in the approximately fifteen years covered by the

letters.

John Arthur Taylor

Henry Dixon Taylor Jr.

Kenneth Taylor Kartchner

January 2011
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Bracketed notes [ ] were inserted by transcriber; preprinted text

identified by bold font.

This collection of letters is not necessarily in chronological order.

Letter 1 January 8,1932

[Handwritten letter.]

[Letter 1 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 8, 1932

Dear Mother and Father and Family,

quiet

It is certainly q u i te and lonesome

around here at the present. During the past

week there has been a continual rush to bid

or two

oneA of the Elders good bye as they have left for

their various appointed Fields of [-]als[- -]. Four

of the Elders who didn't go up country are out

in the Country enjoying the mountain and

sea breeze mixed in with a few miles of walking,

tracting and a few meals (they don't get to see).

yesterday we received a card from

Elder Richard Knight and Godfrey, which stated

they had been fortunate in getting a meal the

first night as well as a nice soft bed, and every-

thing was fine and dandy, only they were still

looking for someone to give them lunch. Seeing

these Elders go out into the County sure brings

[Letter 1 pg. 2]

back memories of almost a year ago, when Elder

J. H. Smith and I were out in the Country. It is

certainly a fine thing to have had.

The Convention was well worth the

time, travel and expense it cost, for all the Elders

have returned filled to the "brim" with enthusiasm,

new thoughts and ideas and a determination

to make the coming year bigger and better than

the past. 1932 is starting out very well, with

ten baptisms already on record.

I kind of thought I would have a

chance to go out into the Field after Convention,

but Convention is over and I am still here. I

hope I can get up to Hartman's within the

next two weeks, I have been more or less

planning on it but I am not the one to say.

You should be out here and see how
we grow grapes. The Bowry in the back yard is

nothing less than hundreds of clusters of grapes.

There are some clusters which are so heavy they break

the vines. I am well and happy with plenty

of things to keep me out of mischief. Please except this

little note -for that is all I can think of just now
with Love. Clarence.

Letter 2 January 13, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]

[Letter 2 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 13, 1932.

Cumorah, Main Rd.,

Mowbray, C. P.

Dearest Mother, Father & Family,

Here I am back to my South African Home, at

least it seems to me like it is, even tho I haven't been

here for the past eight months. All seems so natural

and just as it used to be, when I was a permanent fixture.

Since last Wednesday when I scrawled a line

to you, I have covered a great deal of ground, and seen

many interesting and worthwhile things and sights. After

leaving Johannesburg, the Gold City of South Africa, last

Wednesday night (Jan. 4,) in company with Elder Stan

Smith, just recently arrived, and Elder Dalton, we arrived

in Bloemtontein, the Capital of the Orange Free State, and

spent a delightful two hours visiting with members of the

Church there. It was only a short stay, but we saw the

main section of the town, which seemed very progressive and

up-to-date, even having Electric trolley busses and being

very clean. I was very impressed with many of the show

windows. There displays, especially of furniture was the

best I have seen in South Africa. Traveling across the

desert country that morning on the way to Kimberley was

very hot and dry, but we survived and arrived at Beacons-

field, a suburb of Kimberley at 12:50 noon. I don't know

whether you have heard much about Kimberley or not, but as

it is the wealthiest diamond city in the world, I expected

to see a most wonderful place, but what a disappointment.

imagine

If you could/a spot somewhere out west of Utah Lake, or out

west of Salt Lake, in the middle of the XXXXXXXX Desert,

you would picture the location or site upon which Cecil

Rhodes first began laying out the city of Kimberley. There

are very few hills around, the landscape being mostly flat,

with an occasional underground diamond mine dump looming

up in the distant. Arriving there in the middle of the day

at the hottest part, we sweltered and sweat and perspired

most freely, before we finally found the home of [- -] one of

the Saints here. She was an old lady of 68, who with her

daughter lived alone, they did not have much, but what they

did have they didn't hesitate to give to us. We stayed with

them that night, for which they were very pleased, for Kim-

berley does not have Elders at the present. That afternoon

we went to the DeBeers Co. (they own most of Kimberley and

practically control the diamond supply of the world) where

we met the chief cashier and he issued us a permit to go

over into their building where their uncut diamonds are sorted

[Letter 2 pg. 2]

and kept guarded. He also showed us the great Kimberley

open hole. When diamonds were first found in Kimberley it was

on a small hill, since that time a period of 60 years, human
hands, mostly natives, have removed this hill, and dug
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straight down into the ground for over 2500 feet. It is over

a half mile across this great hole. In the bottom, since its

abandonment in 1912, it has filled up with over 1000 feet of

water. That was the reason for not working it; the expense

of pumping the water out was to great. There are just lots

of diamonds still in the great hole, which someday may be

re-opened and mined.

What a sight it was to see 75,000 Pounds Sterling,

or $375,000 worth of gems lying just in front of us. All were

uncut, and pilled into heaps on the tables of this workroom.

No doubt they have thousands and thousands of other stones

in the same building, for this amount was only one months

findings. Next these people obtained permission for us to

go thru a diamond cutting and polishing factory, which was

also very interesting. Diamonds can only be cut by using

diamonds- - the hardest stone known. How those stones do

sparkle and gleam after being polished. In the center of

the city it was not so unsightly, but yet it was plenty

hot and I did not care to stay there very long.

We travelled all the next day and arrived at

CapeTown Saturday morning at 11:00 A.M, very tired and

dirty- -how good a hot bath seemed.

Sunday Night I spoke on the street corner for the

first time since leaving, and while one of the other Elders

was speaking, a cop came up and made us move to the other

side of the street.

The past week has been spent in working on our

reports, which will be finished next week, I hope.

The most interesting thing that has occurred this

past week has been the re-appearance of the "itch".

The Government here is in great turmoil and trouble,

Within a few weeks, there points to being a removal of the

Governor-General Hertzog. from office by a vote of non con-

fidence. It seems that with the financial condition thru

out the world that we don't know exactly where we stand, a

sure indication of the last days. If the U.S. stays on the

Gold Standard and with South Africa off, means that each check

that is sent here in dollers, will be worth all the way from

one fourth to one half more than what is sent when changed

into South African money.

Time to catch the mail so I will have to close with

love to all, and prying the Lord to Bless and care and keep

you all safe and well.

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence

Letter 3 January 1 5, 1 932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]

[Letter 3 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 15, 1932.

Dear Mother and Father,

There have certainly been a lot of things hap-

pening here this past week. We have had as visitors a

Mr. & Mrs. Wagner, two old people about 55 who have just

completed a trip and tour to their native land, Hamburg

Germany going by way of the East Coast Africa, Mediteranean,

past the rock of Gibralter, visiting the Pyrmids of Gizeh,

and the Sphinx, having their picture taken sitting on a

Camel with a foreground of desert and a background of the

Sphinx and pyrmids. They have been gone about nine months

and have had a wonderful trip. We have also had Emile

Getaz, from Natal. He is one of the best young tennis players

of South Africa. In the tournament of the Western Province

held about six blocks from Cumorah, he was crowned Junior

Tennis Champion of the Western Province, which is just the

same as Junior Champion of South Africa. In the Mens Singles

he was beaten after a hard battle in the finals by a Mr. Fark-

uson who is a veteran, having played in matches in England and

America. He is only 17 but has great possibilities for a great

tennis player. His Mother and Sister and himself whould be

baptized to-day or would have been eight years ago, if the Father's

consent could be obtained. From the picture I am sending you

will be able to see that I was among those in attendance at the

[Letter 3 pg. 2]

thrilling match on Monday.

I was never so thrilled in all my time since I

have been out here, with the exception of meeting up with

Mrs. Humphrys, when yesterday morning I had a gentleman

call me up on the phone, stating that he was a very close

friend of Mr. William Hartman and was his partner in the

mercantile business for over ten years. He had been requested

by Mr. Hartman to call and pay me a visit, which I certainly

appreciated. So that afternoon, Thursday, he cmae out about

4:15 in the afternoon, and I talked and chatted for about an

hour. His home is in England, in the winter time, but he

travelled to the Orient, South America, All over Europe, was

in America, but never visited Salt Lake. His name was Captain

A. R. Upton. He mentioned the fact that Mr Hartman was getting

very old, and that he had a very hard time this past sickness.

As he had a dinner engageent he had to leave early but left an

invitation for me to call and see him during his two weeks stay

in Cape Town, which I am going to do next week.

The work is still going forward, eleven more baptisms

since the first of our year, December 1,. Elders Knight, Dalton,

Wright and Godfrey returned from their week of country work and

reported some very good receptions and acquaintenances. Elder

Knight and Godfrey have again climbed on their push bikes and

are taking the same country trip Elder Smith and I took a little

over a year ago, that is working their way towards Robertson and

back.

South Africa is still on the Gold Standard, which is

causing a very great deal of controversy and hard times here.

Last Sunday the Governor-General asked all religious denominations

to set that day apart as a day of fasting and prayer for the benefit

of South Africa and the world as a whole in these perilious times

of uncertainty and strife. It is evident the world over that some
greater power than man will be called upon to help settle conditions.

Now is the time that religion is being looked at from a different

angle and the necessity of it seems to me likeis being recognized by

many more people

I surely do hope that all things are rolling along smooth-

ly at home and that both your health is the best. I only wish that

I could enclose about 90 degrees of our 105-109 degrees in this en-

velope, I know we could spare it and I know that you would enjoy it.

Tell Aunt Sarah Monk that if her faith is as great as the

to

words she stated in that last letter, that she will surely listen my
report, and it will surely be a grand one for her. I only hope and
pray that I will be able to perform the expectations of you and that

I am trying hard to live up to them. Give my love to all

Your loving Son - Clarence.
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Letter 4 January 22, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]

[Letter 4 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 22, 1932.

Dear Mother and Father,

We are now beginning to settle down and get back

to the old routine. Everything has been so upset and changed

during the past two months that it has been really hard to

get in any full and consistent licks at the work, but now
that the Holiday Season in Cape Town is about over and most

all visitors have left, it will be possibble to work without

continually being disturbed through entertaining visitors or

by Conventions or what not.

During the past month three Elders have been re-

leased and will be home within the next two months. Elders

L. Winslow Hurst of Ogden and Herman J. Smith of Draper left

for home by way of the Orient and Honolula. Elder Barker will

leave Lorenco Marques to-morrow, going up the East Coast, thru

the Holy Land, the Mediteranean Sea an extensive travel thru

the Continent and will more than likely be home about the first

or latter part of April. They have all done very good mission-

ary work and we will miss them when they are gone, for these old

Elders are sure valuable and they were the backbone for that

most successful year of 1931.

At Convention we had a group picture taken which I

am sending to-day and should reach you a week or ten days later

than this letter. Will you take your choice of the two I am
sending and then keep one for me. I have no use for one out here,

but I may delight in looking at it when I get home, in years to

come. But if there is anyone at home that would really like the

extra, I could get another printed here. The "C. S. Cross" will

have the same picture in it this issue with the names of each. I

will cut the names out of the magazine and send to you and you can

here, but we have not received them from the printer yet.

This is my second appearance on a Convention Group

picture, which reminds me that I have been a full-fledged Mission-

arey for 15 months, can you imagine that Mother? Why that is

half of the time of a regular missionaries time. I am afraid that

I will have to remain out here for about four years in order to

accomplish my share of real missionary work. I am certainly thank-

ful for the health and strength I have enjoyed and for the many

most valuable experiences I am receiving from day to day.
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I am certainly blessed, it seems to me in every

way. Here I have the best Mother and Father in all the

world, and just as regular and faithful as the sun which

rises each morning, I can depend upon a letter from Mother, Every week

and Father's Monthly letter in the form of a draft. Some-

thing to look forward to and something to encourage one to

do more and follow in their foot steps. THere is one young

Elder out here who's father is a sheep man, who is not

naturally religiouly inclined, but consented to keep his

boy in the Mission field, but as the sheep industry has

taken a great drop he has not heard from his Father since

about last August or September. His Financial trouble is

giving him more and greater worry each day, for each day and

month puts him further and further in debt without knowing

when or where the next dollar is coming from. He is lucky

to receive a letter once or twice every two or three months

from his mother who is married again and living or Oregon.

After looking at that instance, I cannot help but count my
many blessings and give my thanks unto my Father in Heaven for

all of them, many of them coming indirectly from you.

The best word I like to receive from your letters

are that you are all feeling fine, have plenty to eat and

clothe yourselves, and that Father's health is continually and

gradually improving. I certainly hope and pray that it will

not be long until he is back again into his normal health,

and I am sure it cannot be long, with your constant watch and

ability to remind him of his medicine when he needs it and to

take his attention of his worries.

South Africa is still on the border line of going

of/the Gold Standard, but yet they are sticking, and are trying

every ways and means to work out some method of remaining as

such, even going so far as wanting to change their system of

money to one nearly like that of the U.S. (that is of a

decimal system rather than Sterling system) The financial

world here is very, very unstable and unsettled No one knows

what is going to happen or just exactly what should happen.

It is certainly trying times, and seems to indicate a general

indicator to the fulfillment of all of the O ld Testame nt Bible

prophesies, pertaining to the Last Days.

Tell Alice and Ruth that if I had anything of interest

to write them that I would drop them a line or two, but news is

so scarce that I have a hard time gathering up what little I do

write. I think of them often and will write soon. Give my best

wishes to all the family, and May the Lord bless you always,

Your loving son,

Clarence.

Letter 5 January 29, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 29, 1932

Dear Folks,

Just a hurried line to let you

know that I am still alive and well,

and that isn't all, for within the next

four hours I will be on the train

Bound for Hartman's at Cradock.

Isn't that great, yesterday President

Dalton decided I could go, so I wired

to Hartman's to see if they were home
and if it would be all right if I came,

within three hours I received a telegram

from them stating to come right along

for I was perfectly welcome.

I will write and tell you all

the news from the Eastern Province (or
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in Cradock, Grahamstown or where not.)

With love,

Your Son,

Clarence.

Letter 6 February 11, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

February 11, 1932.

Mr. & Mrs. Arthur N. Taylor

256 North Fifth West St.,

Provo, Utah.

Dear Mother and Father,

After a very busy and most enjoyable ten days

of travel and visiting, I am back here again in Cape

Town to close up all of my affairs here in preparation

to go back to Port Elizabeth and labour. I do not know

when I will be going it may be a week or it may be a month

and a half.

I am certainly sorry that I did not drop you a

line last week, but being way out on the farm at Halesowen,

and having such a good time. I plum neglected to let you

know how I was and some of the details and information I

have been gleaning.

After writing you that hurried note of three

Fridays ago, I boarded the train at 4 O' clock and started

on my first trip away from Cape Town, since coming in from

Robertson on my first country trip a year a go last Nov.

Of all the nights you have slept on a train, I don't see

how in the world it could compare with this one night I

(enjoyed?) As you know how the English trains are constructed,

with the separate compartments, and with the beds being made

so that you lie cross-wise of the train instead of lengthwise.

When we left Cape Town, there were only four of us to one of

the end compartments, the one which is built over the trucks of

the train and which does not have any padding in between. But

before it was bed time, Five husky men and a good sized boy had

been assigned to this little 7X6 foot box. I don't know what

you would have done Mother, if you had been sandwitched in be-

tween an upper and lower berth, with barely room to squeeze your

body, let alone andy extra air space. Why those upper berths in

the good old U.S. trains are palaces and feather beds compared to

this one I had, and with six persons in that small space, was not

at all healthful. Thank goodness I was real tired and enjoyed my
sleep, even if it wasn't restful. That night on the train, there

were over 300 persons who had to be cared for. So I guess I was

not the only one to be crowded up.
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The next morning found ourselves out on what

they call the Karoo, which is similiar to our plains of

rolling hills and sagebrush, but instead of the sage-

brush they have what they call the Karoo Bush, which is

able to withstand a great deal of heat, and in times of

drought, it appears to die but doesn't. Although it is

to keep fat on it. The woolmen and sheepmen out here

depend entirely upon this Karoo bush for feed. It is here

where the black headed Persian sheep are found and also the

Afrikaans sheep, which is a peculiar type, because of its

ability to store up a surplus amount of fat around its

tail during plentiful times, and then when there is not so

much feed, or in many cases none, it is able to draw upon

this fat around its tail and subsist. Its amazing to see

how large some of these tails are. There was one sheep

which had such a large tail that they had to make a small

two wheeled cart and put behind it to carry this huge tail

around. That is no fooling. They also raise a great deal

of Merino and Angora sheep to. This Karoo is all fenced in

with what they term Jackal Proof fencing, which is net and

barb wire fencing, and keeps the ravaging Jackal from get-

ting into the sheep and slaughtering them. In this way they

do not have to take the sheep out from the Kraals each morn-

ing and bring them back at night, but they feed on the range

day and night, with just an occasional watching by one of

the Kaffir boys. It is very easy work.

After making two changes and riding until ten O'

clock that night (Saturday) I arrived at Cradock, as I had

wired to Uncle Will and Aunt Flo, and how anxious and ex-

cited I was. Something unusual for me. After getting off

and walking up and down the platform a couple of times, look-

ing for some elderly man, I was approached by a very nice

looking gentleman, who asked me if I was not Mr. Taylor and

who intorduced himself as Mr. Radford, a relative thru marriage

to the Hartmanns His message was that I was to stay on the

train as far as Halesowen, which was the next station out from

Cradock about 14 miles, and here I would be met by Mr. & Mrs.

Hartmann. It was to late as the train was pulling out, so he

took me to his home where he introduced me to his wife who
proved to be the daughter of Jessie Hartman, the daughter of

Anne Hartman. Her name begin Florence Mac Donald Radford.

I chatted there for a little while, then we drove out to

Buffelshoek and I was able to surprise the folks, who after

not finding anyone on the train, decided I was not coming.

They have a comfortable little farm home, situated about

three miles from the nearest neighbor. The whole farm being

Karoo or Veldt land for sheep, with the exception of about an

acre of ground which they have a nice little orchard of figs,

peaches, lemons, oranges, almonds, quince, pomogranites, apples,

grapes, pears, and a little bit of most every vegetable raisable

[Letter 6 pg. 3]

Part of my time was spent down here picking almonds, carrots,

tomatoes and etc., and I really enjoyed it.

Uncle Will who is 74 is not looking a bit well, but

both he and Aunt Flo treated me very nice, giving me the best

guest room in the house, and making me s comfortable as they

could. They did not have electric lights, which was quite

a novelty for me once more. Can you imagine me slowly wending

my way to bed, with a dull yellow flame from a candle as my
guide?

Uncle Will is unable to work at anything but to tend

the chickens and putter around the garden and house. He doesn't

expect and even want to live much more, and whats more I don't

suppose he will last another ten years. His Father died when he

was about five years of age, which was just at the time that

Grandfather Dixon was out here, and he says he just can remember
his Uncle coming and visiting his mother on a horse. At the

age of fourteen he sought work elsewhere from where his family

was living and in consequence he does not know the family history

to well. I received some good information which I will send
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right home immediately. We went into town, Cradock, that Thursday

and spent the afternoon with Mrs. Radford looking at some old

albums of her mother's and also finding some very valuable letters

that Grandfather had written to his sister, which may prove of

some use. I am enclosing these letters and pictures under a

separate registered letter. They were kind enough to let me take

them with the understanding that I return them to them. On the

backs of them it gives the name. I will not send them off to-

morrow as I would like Mrs. Humphrys to see them, but will send

them the following week with a more full detail of history and

genealogy cards.

I spent one whole week with those good people, and

could have stayed longer, but it was necessary for me to return

at that time. I left Halesowen Station at 8:45 A. M Saturday

morning for Port Elizabeth, and was very lucky to get apast

Cookhouse before they had a rainstorm and flood. Although I did

not have time to get to Grahamstown, nor stop at Uitenhage, I

will in the near futuree This trip was more or less for the

purpose of getting to see Mr. William Hartmann in person, before

he gets to old and passes away. And I am certainly grateful that

I was able to do so. He is going to get some information which

will be very valuable I know.

Saturday afternoon I a rived at Port Elizabeth, but

found that the Elders had gone on a picnic out to New Brighton

Beach, so I contented myself with seeing the town on foot and

watching the fishers on the pier. I thoroughly enjoyed meeting

the saints and attending Sunday School, Testimonial Meeting and

Evening Service. Within half hour after church I had my clothes

changed and was ready to Board the train for Cape. I obta ned a

good compartment in the middle of the train, with three very nice

gentlemen, whom were interested in what I had to tell them about

Salt Lake and Mormonism
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Arrived back here at Cape Town Tuesday at 11:45, dirty

tired but fully repaid for the trip, even if it did cost

Five Pounds six shillings clergy rate.

There is one thing I cannot understand very well

about this genealogy of our family tree is that you have

Judith Boardman listed as a daughter of William Boardman.

Do you know whether this William Boardman was a church of

England Reverend. If so the 1820 settlers history Book,

states that Judith and her sister Mary were sisters to the

Rev. W. Boardman who was among the 1820 Settlers. I want to

send you one of these 1820 Settlers History Books if I can

buy one, they are quite rare and hard to get.

Thank you very much for the prescriptions, they

are helping already. I had not received my letters for three

weeks, and when I received those latter three all at once,

I just about ate the paper in order to thoroughly digest its

most newsy contents. I am pleased to hear that you are all

in the best of health, and glad to hear of your successful

Exmas. I will have to quite now, but if I get time to-

morrow. If not I wi I have to say God Bless you all in these

trying times. He is certainly blessing me.

With kind remembrances to the family and all

our relatives.

Your loving son,

P.S. Uncle Will & Aunt Flo send their best regards

to you all. They only wish you could all come
out and visit with them

Letter 7 February 11, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font,]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

February 11, 1932.

"Aunt Rye and the Gang"

c/o Maria D. Taylor

256 North Fifth West St.,

Provo, Utah.

Dear Aunt Rye and the Gang,

Upon my arrival back to Cumorah, after a ten

days trip up to Cradock to see some of our relatives,

what should greet my eyes but a large packet from U.S.A.

You should have seen how I unwrapped that

package, for I knew that I would hear some familiar voices

just as soon as I could get that record out and on my
phonograph had a broken spring so I took it up to a little

bicycle shop and left it for repair, but I could not wait

until it was fixed but got the man to let me use a little

old machine he had there. It wasn't to plain on the first

side on that machine, but the little sweet sentiments or

speeches you all presented almost made my heart melt. How
I did long to be back amongst you again, if nothing more

than to be able to wind up "Leapin Lena" and get you all on

the back and go down to the lake swimming and picnicing.

I certainly enjoyed the remarks of each of you, but when it

came to the song "When its Springtime in the Rockies" sung

by the "gang" living in the Rockies, I couldn't hold back a

couple of big drops of moisture gathering in my eyes or from

having a big lump rising in my throat. It was "splendiferous",

just "magnolios", in fact I haven't words to express myself.

When I heard old Alma Pater I thought I was back again in the

old Y buildings and going to school, but when Silent Night

came on, I had completely lost myself an d thought I was in the

next world listening to a choir of Angels singing and playing

their harps. I was really in heaven enjoying myself. How
much I appreciated that record you will never be able to know.

I am sure that if you all keep practicing your music

that you will form the front ranks of that great choir in

heaven, for you have such sweet, soft, beautiful voices. Keep it

up and when I get back, maybe you will s ng to me and even teach

me to sing. Keep happy and learn lots in School and Sunday

School, for you need it when you get out here. With love to

you all, Your "Uncle" BUD.
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"Aunt Rye And The Gang"
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Letter 8 February 19, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

February 19, 1932.

Dear Mother,

As I have been kept busy in the office

the past week in closing up all my books and

affairs here, prior to my departure to Port

Elizabeth in the near future, When I do Not know

but I think it will be a bout the first week in

March, after I have sent off my February Report,

I have not been able to do much in regards to

genealogy work, but will be able to do much more

when I have a little more time to myself. Last

night I did go down to Mrs. Humphris and show her

the pictures I obtained in Cradock, she was very

much amused to see them and recognized very many

of them. Her youngest daughter in looking them

over certainly got a big kick out of them. Even

more so than Alice gets out of your picture gallery.

I know you will enjoy seeing some of these

pictures, but I promised Mrs. Radford that I would

send them back to her, so if there are any that are

written on the back to please return and you want a

picture of it, I think you could have a print taken

from them. I imagine you would want one of John

Henry Dixon, and possibly one or two others.

I do not know whether I made myslef very

plain last week in the story of my finding, but this

is the way I have things doped out. The next thing

will be to prove it. (This is not all fact, but

part of it is theory).

John Henry Dixon in the year 1819 left

England, one of 90,000 persons invited to make the

voyage, there being only 4, 000 imigrants selected

to sail in twenty-six vessels, which landed at

Table Bay in March of 1820, and at Port Elizabeth

in April. He in company with his wife Margaret

(Gurney)? brought with them four daughters:

Mary age 9; Emma age 6; Eliza age 4; and Sarah age 2.

Since their arrival there must have been born to them

one son William. (Conclusions drawn from the will

and from One of Grandfather's letters to Anne where

he recomends Williams widow being favored by the

estate settlement). As Mrs. Humphris gives it, the

mother Margaret leaves for England to get some money
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and is never heard of after that. So John Henry

Dixon marries Judith Boardman, SISTER of the Rev.

William Boardman, who came out with her brother

and her Sister Mary and his wife and children.

When she landed in 1820, she was 23, and her sister

Mary was 24.

John Henry Dixon and Judith Boardman

had two children, H. A. Dixon and Anne Dixon Hartmann,

and possibly some that died.

Anne Judith Dixon Married Johan Godlieb

Hartmann, who died at Grahamstown Sept. 25, 1862,

and was more than likely born in Germany.

Anne died at Cradock in 1847 or 1848.

Their children are :

John who was never married ( I am sending

his card completed.)

Henry Hartmann married Mary Ann Hewson

Children: 21,

Edwin Henry Died Sept/1884 age 5 Mo.

Violet Annie Hartmann

Owen Dixon died April 13, 1895 at the age

of 6 years, 6 Mo.

Jessie Elizabeth Hartmann married Donald

Murdock Mc Donald

Children:

Florence

Dorothy

William Hartmann married Florence E. Mc Cloed

One child Edna May which died at age of

7 months. May 14.

In your letter to President Dalton before I

left home, you mentioned Thomas Dixon Jr. Cape Colony,

William H. Dixon, Sarah Dixon Atkins, Hannah Dixon

Sargent, Mrs. Walden Dixon, and Augusta Dixon Fair.

Do you remember where you obtained the information?

The light is slowly coming around, and I hope to be

able to straighten things out soon. This isn't a very

good letter, for I have been interupted so much this

morning and now it is time to run for the mail, So I

will have to do better next week. I hope this will

be of a little value. Give my encouraging regards to

all the folks, especially those connected with the

Bank, it is too bad.

With Love,

Clarence D.

Letter 9 March 4, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

March 4, 1932.

Mr. & Mrs Arthur N. Taylor

256 North Fifth West,

Provo, Utah.

Dear Father and Mother:

One more week has slipped by and still I

am here in Cape Town. I hope to be able to receive

the remainder of my reports from the Districts this

afternoon, and get them compiled ready to send off

the first of next week. If I can get the Financial
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Report completed by next Monday Evening, I will be

wanting to leave on the Mail Board for Port Elizabeth

next Tuesday at 4: P.M. I don't know whether there

is any other work here for me to do, but I am all

ready to get settled down to a regular routine again,

so the quicker I can get located the better. My
new address for the present, at least for a month is

12 Hope Street, Port Elizabeth, Cape Province. South

Africa. Elder Wright and Elder Marcus Smith have

just moved to that place, and before you can leave

a boarding place you must give a months notice. So

if I don't care for the place and can get a better

one, it will at least be a month and a half at this

place.

m
Well Mother, do you remeber those dish

cloths and those two aprons you put in the bottom of

my trunk? After sixteen months waiting, they are

finally going to be put to use. It is surely going

to be some new experience for me. I feel more or

less like I am starting out on a new Mission. I have been

at Cumorah here so long that it is more like home than

anything else, and it sure gives me a funny feeling

to have to go around here and there gathering up my
things and getting them stuck in my trunk ready for

departure. It all seems for the best good; to give me
more time for genealogy work, to study more and in-

crease my knowledge of the Gospel, of meeting up with

people and being able to explain my message more clearly

and forceable. I feel that I am to go to Port Elizabeth

for some special reason, why I don't know. Time alone

will tell
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I have been feeding my "Athletic Feet" the past

pre

two weeks, according to your subscription, and although

it has not thoroughly healed yet, it is getting better all

the time. I have not had those cracks between my toes

since I put the prescription you sent me, on them. Which

I am sure will heal them eventually.

I did not receive a letter from you last week,

more than likely owing to faulty mail connections or else

it going around by India, which takes a week longer.

I will have to surprise you one of these days when I feel

overburdened with money and send you a letter by air mail,

which will reach you in about 18 or 20 days. They have

now introduced an 11 day mail service between Cape Town

and London, the mail leaving each Wednesday. It costs

1/ an ounce to England or 1/3 to America, which is still

plenty expensive and will naturally have to be reduced in

time. So if you ever receive one you know it is just a

little novelty, and nothing serious.

Yesterday afternoon, I took the opportunity

of going up to the Rosebank Agricultural Show which is

about a half mile from Cumorah. They had a pretty good

exhibit. I did not enjoy it as much as I have those at

the State Fair, or even those at Utah County Fair, but

still it gave me a pretty good idea of what they really

raised and could produce in this country. I think the

outstanding booth in my estimation was a flower booth,

which was arranged in the form of a bride before the

alter in a Cathedral, with every kind of flower, wreaths,

ferns, palms and what not artistically arranged around

and above the alter and bride. (It didnnt show the groom

I don't know whether he was still grooming or had forgotten

to come, anyway he Wasn't there) There was one wreath

in the form of a heart with an arrow thru it, standing

about three feet hight, all made up and covered with a

little small reddish pink flower. On the side they had

tables filled with moss with hundreds of varieties of

roses still fresh. On another table they had Dahlies,

some of them ten and twelve inches in diameter and of

every and all colors. In other buildings they had Diary

supplies, farm Produce of all fruits and vegetables, some

of them sure whoppers, but on a whole not as tempting as

those at home. Th e vegetab les as a who le were l a rger, th a t

i s some of th em. There was one building devoted to in-

dustries of this country which consisted of shoe and leather

industries, furniture manufacturing, the various food fact-

ories products, tobacco products and many others of minor

importance. I must have spent about two hours of my time

looking over the horses and watching the Amatuer horse

jumping contests. Most of the participants were women.

They had to jump over two hedges, two rail fences and a rock

fence, and which at times were very thrilling. Ask Alice
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so

if she has advanced along that far with old Dobbin, that

instead of having to get off and open the gates she can

just jump right over it.

As I will be isolated from the Deseret News & Herald

and other news items from now on I wtould certainly

appreciate as many newspapers as you can afford, and any

thing else that will afford a source of news. I have

enjoyed the magazines and papers of the past very much

but from now on will enjoy them more.

Tell Father that if it makes not a bit of difference

with him in the keeping account of the money he sends to me,

that I would just as leave or would rather have it come

direct to me in the form of a money order. That is an order

which you pay in dollars at home but is payable in South

African Pounds here. In that way I will at any time know

how much money I have and how much I can spend in order to

keep from going into debt, and will also be able to one or

two shillings or whatever I can possibly save in the Post

Office Savings bank, ready to be drawn at any time when I

am in need, and also will be drawing 37z% interest. For the

little money I had put in the Savings bank here in CapeTown

I received 7/6 interest for the past two months, which is all

going to be a help in getting me home or keeping me here,

for a little extra in order to hunt down genealogy. So all

you will have to do is get a International Money Order from

the Post Office at Provo, payable at the Post office in

Port Elizabeth in South African Pounds and send it in one

of your letters. When I receive it I will acknowledge the

receipt of it in my very next letter.

Hoping and praying that you are all feeling in the

best of health, with lots of joy and happiness.

Your loving son,

Clarence D.

P.S. I neglected to tell you that I had sent a British and

South African Year Book or Annual home, which will give you

a different viewpoint and will be of much interest in regards

to South Africa. Hope you like it.

C.D.T.
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

March 11, 1932.

Mrs. A. N. Taylor

256 North 5th West,

Provo, Utah.

Dearest Mother,

One more Friday finds me here in Cape Town, not

having left last Tuesday as I had intended, but possibly

next Tuesday.

The weather is much warmer and clearer to-day than

what it has been in the past week. It has been such strange

weather here the past two weeks that people have been think-

ing that the seasons have reversed and that winter is coming

now in the summer months of January, February and March and

that possibly we will get summer weather during July and Aug.

There has been enough rain fall the past two weeks for the

Cape Town reservoir to hold enough water so that although

it would not rain for another two years, Cape Town would still

have water. That is certainly a great and good claim, but

when you see some of these patches of veldt and desert country

you almost think that it was necessary to look that far in

advance. Some places here in South West Africa they do no

have rain once in five, six or ten years.

My goodness you must be certainly getting enough

water at home, from the depth of the snow as so vividly de-

scribed by Ruth in her last letter. Even with all the icy

weather and with so much snow, I would not mind it one bit to

be in it all once again. I sort of miss the snow at present,

but I guess when I get home I will long for the land of eternal

sunshine.

I am certainly thankful to hear that Father's health

is improving so well, especially during this auwful cold weath-

er, for I know how he likes the cold so well. I'll bet Father

is getting so well and fat that you have a hard time keeping

he and Ken from snowshoeing, skiing, and skating all the time

or hasn't he tried skiing or snowshoeing yet?

From the reports in the papers you sent me, the bank

is certainly going all they can to help their depositors from

losing money, by what seems to me as a most fair proposition,

but I guess with things being so tight now days that people

are not willing to take even a small chance. But I certainly

hope things will turn out for the best.

Conditions here in South Africa are going from bad

to worse, although I don't think we have felt the depression

as much as you have at home, yet I think it is coming to us in
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the near future. It is really surprising, all though things

are so hard, to note the building activity that is being

carried on here. Labour is dirt cheap at the present which

seems to account for such a lot of building and remodeling
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going on

I haven't been down to Mrs. Humphrys as yet, but

was intending going down this afternoon to see hers and will

use all my tact and ability to get those blanks filled out

as you desire. Now that I can devote a little more of my

time to Genealogy, I wish you could give me a few ideas on

just what you want and how far you want me to trace some of

these lines from our family. Now that you have a little

more History of what I have found and conditions here you

could offer suggestions that I could obtain more and in a

quicker time, the information we are seeking. I haven't

heard from Uncle Will Hartmann as yet, but hope it will be

soon.

As there is not much of interest around here to

give besides what I have written, I will have to close.

Tell Alice and Ruth that they will never know how much I

appreciate their letters, which so many of them go unanswered

by me, Give them my Love as well as To Father and Ken and

all the rest of the family.

I am afraid if I did not have such wonderful backing

behind me and such regular letters of encouragement and news

that I would have failed long ao. But I just hope and pray

that I can keep my head above water, if nothing more than for

the sake of the family name which I bear.

May the Lord bless you all,

Your Son,

Clarence D.

P.S. Tell Elayne I received her most beautiful valentine

and interesting letter and that I will write her one of these

first days. Tell her that I surely little token and will be

her VALENTINE.

Letter 11 March 17, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

12 Hope St.

Port Elizabeth, CP.

March 17. 1932

Dear Mother & Father,

Believe it or not, here I am in

Port Elizabeth. I left Cape Town Tuesday Mar,

15, aboard the Ca[- -]ar[-]on Castle Mail Boat,

and had a very good trip here. I guess I am
still a pretty good sailor, not having been

troubled any, with sea sickness, despite the

fact that it was a bit rough. I thought

it best to come by Boat, in order to cut

down on my expenses. The fare on the train

would have been, with Ministers Concession [-](»9

(2 »9 »9)

and [- -]ss baggage on my trunk which would have

been approximately 125 lbs, would have cost close

to £ 1»7»6 or merely £3»17«3 without meals and

being stuffed up in a small dirty Train. My ticket
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by boat came at £3»5»8 Third Class, which included

all three meals each day and also the handling of

my luggage has a discount 6/6 or £2»19»2.

I feel as if I am just beginning my
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Missionary career, and hope that I will be

able to do some good.

Although Port Elizabeth isn't the best

city in the world, there are a lot of people here

who can very well use the Gospel in their

life. Port Elizabeth is almost the oldest city

in South Africa to which the Gospel has been

preached, and it being a more or less small

size has been tracted and re-tracted, with

very little success in the past few years.

I am indeed glad to get away from

the office, but miss it very much already.

I was certainly felt blue last monday

when I received your two letters, one stating

the condition of Father, but being not received

any further road, I was consoled that he

was getting along better. Tell him I only

wish that I could take his "Belly ache" and a

few of the pains, if it would relieve him any.

I do hope you are all well and

that conditions are running along smoothly.

As I am sitting here on the bed of a little

one room place called home, my writing is not

the best. So please [-]ase it, if you can.

I am going over to [-]ut[- -]hage this afternoon

and as ever, Keeping my £eyes eyes and ears open

for good news. I will have to close now as to

catch the air mail so that you will know I

am still "kicking" with Love to all.

Your Loving Son, Clarence.

Letter 12

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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12 Hope Street,

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

Mrs. A. N. Taylor

256 North Fifth West,

Provo, Utah.

Dear Mother,

Here I am in Port Elizabeth, sitting by the open window

of our one room "home sweet home", which is located about four feet

from the street, and whose inquisitive eye of each passerby peers

in to see what it is all about. I guess some of these Kaffirs and

colours have never seen a typewriter before the way they sometimes

stare. We have quite nice quarters to live in here, even though it is

only one room. As you enter the door, you [— ]
greeted by the re-

flection of yourself in a mirror hanging above Elder Marcus F. Smith's

Wardrobe trunk, flanked on each side by a single bed, with white spreads

on them and with a carpet to place your cold feet on in the mornings,

only it is far from cold. now. That takes up a little better than

half of the room. My bed is nearest the window, with a small dressing

table at its foot, but which I have taken of the mirror which is

hanging on the wall and taken of the upright posts, and now serves as

my desk to write on. Next to that is the District book case, which is

three parafine boxes joined one on top of the other, but serves the

purpose of keeping the books in one place. Hanging above this we have

a swinging shelf laden down by my books, in the corner is my, I should

say H. D's trunk with all my belongings. On the other side of the room

at the foot of Elder Smith's bed is a kitchen table, with a swinging

Shelf of all our dishes and utinsels, if we ever want to cook. In the

corner behind the door is a medicine cabinet and junk hole, as well as

a curtained wardrobe.

The majority of Prot Elizabeth City, lies at the back of

the Main St. which runs just in between the ocean beach and the hill,

not only is there one hill, but many different hills and valleys to go

over and through when visiting or tracting. Last night it seemed like

I had climbed so many hills and steps that I didn't care whether I

ever saw any more steps and hills again. I suppose P. E. takes after

Rome, only being built upon three or four hills instead of seven.

This is where the majority of members of the Church migrated

from in the early days, and seems to be an older headquarters than

Cape Town. It has a population of approximately 75,000 people, but has

been tracted so much and there has been so much Anti-mormon propaganda

spread around here that tracting is no pleasure at all. Yesterday morn-

ing I went Tracting and during my twenty calls only had one conversation

with a women, and that was not altogether a Gospel Conversation. Many

persons Had no Use for Mormonism at all. It was really discouraging.

But today, we went out to a suburb called Kensington, which has just

recently been built up surrounding the Ford Assembling Plant, and where

the tracting was a little better. I even loaned one Book of Mormon.
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Elder Wright left last Sunday Night, which leaves

Elder Smith and I to bring peace and contentment to this Branch.

About a year ago, just after Elder Wright came to this District,

because of some terrible gossipying that got out, there was a

big break up with the members, and which necessitated the taking

away of the Elders for a brief period to see if the Saints would

not come back to their senses. They have finally come back to

their proper senses and due to a removal or two, Elder Wright has

them pulling together better, but as it always is, just as he is

getting things going he was removed. So it is up to us to carry

out at New Brighton Beach, and I sure hope it is a good day and

we can have a big time.

It surely seems great to hear a little music now and

again from that phonograph Alice gave me It is coming more and

more useful, even tho I am getting older and older, I still enjoy

music. Last Monday night Cali Curcia gave a concert in the

Feather Market Hall (City Hall) and the price being so high, about

10/6 or about 2.50. We had to sit out on the front porch of the

house and listen, for we are only a block away and located above

the Hall which is very convenient to hear without paying such a

price.

As we have a Sunday School and Relief Soc[-]ty located at

Uitenhage. We all went up there last Saturday afternoon and I got

to see the Town, where Great Grand Father Dixon lived and spent most

of his later life. After we came back from there we went out on the

Beach wehre a girl of 16 was baptized by Elder Wright. This is the

third sister to join within one year, and they are a real asset to

the church.

At the present we are eating one English meal a day at the

Cafe, where we pay 1/6 for all we can eat, but I don't care so much

for the arrangment, So I want to have three regular meals a day, the

mid-day meal being obtained at some home, if possible and the other

two can be cold lunches.

I do not receive your letter until tomorrow now, so that
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means I write you a letter the day before I receive one, unless we

catch the air mail to Capetown.

There seems to be so much to do now, in getting acquainted

with the new conditions, that I will have to write to Alice, Ruth and

Ken and the Rest later. But tell them all "Howdy" and I think often

about them. As this is the news for the Week, I will have to close

and get out visiting Saints, which I do not relish. I do hope Father

is better by now and that his health is improving with the weather, as

it surely must be

With Love to all "even to the gang"

Your Loving Son,

Clarence

Letter 13 April 5, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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12 Hope St.,

April 5, 1932 Port Elizabeth

Cape Province,

South Africa.

Dear Folks,

Winter is supposed to be coming on here in South Africa

but believe me it is getting hotter each day. All the stores have

been displaying their heavier cotton and woolen goods the past week,

but are now taking them out of their windows and putting in light

clothing and sun shades. It is quite peculiar weather. I am feeling

fine and well, with the itch being about the same as usual. But talk

about being still in the legs, I haven't felt so many muscles and sore

ones at that, than I have the past few days. We have been doing a

little extra walking lately (I should say climbing, for that is what

you mostly have to do here in P. E.) Last Thursday, after receiving

your letters, Elder Smith and I went down into town to catch a Karrif

Taxi cab to Mt. Pleasant and Fairview to visit some saints living out

there, whom I had never met. Well we finally caught this Taxi, which

must be a subsidiary to Amos and Andy's Open Air Taxi Corporation.

Well, we rode for about seven miles for a six pence, amidst the black

Kaffirs and liked it, for even that was better than walking. After

visiting with Brown's and filling up on Chinese Quavos we hiked acrross

the Veldt, over a small mounain, ever on the lookout for some of these

little playthings of Johannes the snake tamer, or Cobras or puff adders.

It was a fairly good hike which took us about 45 minute or an hour and

we were rewarded at Mc Williams with a South African Dish of Rice, Potatoes

and bread and butter and jam, with desert of cheese. We left there about

8:30 and walked into town, a distance of a little over 7 miles without any

chance of a lift. It only took us about two hours, and that night I could
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hardly sleep for the knots and pains I had shooting up my legs and

other muscles. I am still pretty soft yet, I guess, and then when I

get trying to keep up with a 6ft. 3 in. tall companion that takes one

step to my two or three, there may be a reason for my soreness.

For the past week I have been peeling my nose and face by

the handfuls of dead skin, until now I am clean again, which I don't

mind as a consequence to the good time we had on our picnic.

I used to kind of object to attending one meeting a day at

home, but last Sunday I only had to attend about five, and it would have

been six, if time was not so limited. So by the time I get home again

I will be able to sit thru a whole Sunday without hardly budging, and

enjoy it. At times it seems that I talk so much that I will loose my

voice, what with going tracting all morning, then visiting in the after-

noon and evening and seven days a week, I am getting wound up pretty

tight and will be in the running with Aunt Alice D. and Mother, at least

that i[-] the way I feel at times.

As it is almost time for the mail to close I will have to

say good bye until next time, and start preparing my Relief Socity

lesson. I hope you don't have the trouble with the Women at home like

we do here in P. E. District. Because of meeting being held in the

homes of one of the Saints, another will not attend, or even so much as

two women although in the same room will never speak to each other.

There sure some funny Saints (?) in this District.

Hoping and Praying that you are still enjoying good health

and that prosperity is again coming your way. Tell all hello for me.

With heaps of love,

Clarence D.

P.S. Tell Dot D. that I received her wishbone (Chicken's) and that I

sure will have a happy birthday when it comes.

Letter 14 April 13, 1832

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

April 13, 1832.

12 Hope Street

Port Elizabeth, C. P

To the Dearest Little Mother- - that ever set foot upon this Mortal Earth.

As I sit here in our little "home sweet home" of one room,

I have been gazing at our family group picture and then wondering just

how many of those wrinkles, which do not show but which are neverless

there, and the gray hairs mixed among your jet black hair- - just how
many of those I have been responsible for. Oh! if I could only be able

to replace those worries, wrinkles, and gray hairs by having those

same trials placed upon my head- -even twice as many -I would gladly

be willing to do. But as we cannot replace such things the next best

we can do is see that you never receive any more, and to make your

life happy and free so that you can do the things you wish to do and

gain the everlasting happiness you have earned.

Although this is the second Mother's Day I have been away

from home, its significance and its principle and beautiful thought

means more to me each day. For the past week Elder Smith and I have

been searching all over Port Elizabeth to try and find some little

Mother's Day card that would express our setiments to Our Mother's

on this Memoriable occasion, but not a one could be found. How much
better would the world be if they would take a day and set it aside

in remembrance of our Parents. Last week when I was out to one of

the Saints home and heard the discourteous and the remarks made by

one of the sons to his parents, it made me thoroughly disgusted with

that boy, and I only wished that I could make him realize the respect

and honour that is due to a Parent who has suffered so much for his

welfare and then receive such a dissappointment as those good parents

get. One day a year- -just one day wherein we can honour and make a
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pattern day, whereby we can set the other 364 after them is truly a

great asset to a country, and I hope South Africa innauguarates it soon.

I haven't the means of putting my thoughts into words that

will any way express my appreciation to you and to our Heavenly Father

for you life, but I do know that If I could only follow in your foot-

steps, doing as you have done all your life- -going out of your way here

to help someone over there- -Sacrificing the little you have to make it

possible for someone else to enjoy what you have- -in other words spread-

i ng love, happiness, and service to everyone alike. Never thinking of

yourself, but always the other person. My what a successful life.

How true have you lived up to that instruction Of Jesus when He Stated,

" Let your Light so shine before men that they may see your good works

and glorify our Father in Heaven."
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I happened across a little poem of Mother which seems

to fit exactly in many respects into what my Mother Means to me and

has done for me: Written by C. H. D. :

My Mother

"When but a lad of two or three,

When Mother held me on her knee,

T 'was then she chased away my fears,

Bound up my wounds, and dried my tears.

These mem'ries linger with me yet-

So at this time I'll not forget.

MY MOTHER.

Among the things she did for me:

She risked her life that I might be

And strove to teach me in the ways

That I should walk in after days.

Enough for me she could not do;

That was the spirit, through and through,

of Mother

She taught me to avoid the strife

And evil things that crowns man's life;

She taught me to refrain from lies;

Tobacco and strong drink despise

If I do this then will live

A clean, pure life, and credit give

My Mother.

May her life's years, as on they speed,

To happiness and pleasures lead.

May I be found in virtues way,

And make the best of life today.

If I a useful life can live,

I know that I will pleasure give

MY MOTHER."

Well, Mother, May this Day be one of the happiest

days of this year, with the blessings of the Lord being showered

down on you in consequence to your noble deeds, thoughts, and

examples. May Father's health improve from day to day and both

your lives be [-] joyful, long and happy upon this beautiful land that

the Lord has given us. May God bless you always, is the humble

prayer of your fifth son,

Clarence D.

Letter 15 April 20, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

April 20, 1932.

Mrs. Arthur N. Taylor.

256 North Fifth West,

Provo, Utah.

Dear Mother and Father and Family,

Wednesday afternoon- - the sun is shinning brightly,

but not as hot as it has been the past two weeks, in other

words winter is drawing close. The wind is blowing in from the

ocean and bringing with it large white caped waves which look

like large white sea horses, bobbing up and down on the ocean.

It is certainly a great sight to stand up here near the top of

the hill and look out over the city, the docks, into the harbor

protected by the great cement and stone breakwater, that the hand

of man has been building for the past sixty or such years, and when

it is completed will be a man made harbor for ocean vessels.

On a rough day, we can stand here and see those huge, rolling waves

dash against the protection or breakwater, with so much force that

they slash over these walls, sometimes going at least twenty to

fifty feet in the air. Port Elizabeth is a nice little town, but is

terribly dirty and filthy in some respects.

Last Wednesday, we went over to Uitenhage by train, a

distance of about 21 miles, costing 3/2 or about 79C. While there

in the afternoon we visited the Cemetary, and after walking all

thru it, was quite dissappointed to find no Dixon tombstones as I

had anticipated I would. After inquiring of the caretaker we found

that they keep no record of burials, but that they had divided the

cemetary into plots and given each Church a portion of ground for

its congregation, and the churches did not keep account of th[-]e/>

burials. Next we went to Mr. N. L. Alexander, the Uitenhage Under-

taker, whose forefathers have been in the same business since 1865,

and who treated us very cordially and showed us three maps he had of

the plots in the cemetary. The older map was torn into, but was the

map of the Old Dutch Reformed Cemetary, which was the first one and

where all the old people were burried. The other two were later

editions of all cemetaries. He has the most complete records of any

records kept. We next visited a Mr. James of the Royal Hotel, who
in turn referred us to a Mr. Luyte who is 76 and knew some early

Mormon's and had heard of the Dixon's in fact, he stated that just

that day a John Dixon, who had been employed in the Government Customs

Office, but who was just sailing for England that day.

We then went to Bro. & Sister Smith's and heard their first

Relief Society Lesson which they seemed to enjoy very much.

Next day in rambling thru a cemetary on St. George'

Square in P. I. happened across the following names: In card. / do not

know who they are at Present, but they may come in handy latter.

KEEP THEM .
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We have met a couple of persons who are interested

in Mormonism, but the rest of the people in Port Elizabeth,

take to Mormonism like poison. It is sure strange what weird
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and peculiar ideas some people have. The Mr. Dippennaar whom
I told you about last week, is very interested and is gaining

a knowledge of the Gospel fast, at least by the questions he

asks. As he is particularly interested in the Book of Mormon
and Joseph smith, he asked if I would get him a photo of Joseph

Smith for him. Not having any out here, I thought maybe you

might know where you could pick up two photos and inclose them

in one of your letters to me. He would surely appreciate them.

Just after receiving your letter and the Patriarchal

Blessing I had them in my pocket while calling at one of the

homes of a sister. Somehow things turned out on the subject of

Blessings and I let her read these two of yours, before she was

through she was crying and certainly felt that you were the

most blessed person in the world to have such a wonderful bless-

ing, which I then told that there was no doubt about it that

you were, and that I still thought I had more than thank you for

the trouble you have taken to get Alice to copy these and send

them to me, it is certainly a faith promoter.

Pertaining to that 1820 settlers Book you spoke about

in your last letter. I have a borrowed copy of one from up in

Cradock, and as yet have been unable to get one for myself due

m
to their being only a limited nu A ber in circulation. It was

printed in 1920 at the great celebration at Grahamstown, and

since then there has been no other issue, but I will find one

before I leave this country.

It sure makes me feel good to hear that you are all

feeling well, although business is not as it should be. We can

surely be thankful for our Health and Strength, we have. As you

say it surely is good news, when I hear that Father is feeling so

fine and isable to go to work and put in His full shift, for I

know he get much more joy from his work than having to lie around

at home with the "belly ache".

I only have the time to write on letter to-day, also

that is all the news I have to send on, so will close until next

w ek. Praying the Lord to Bless you at all times,

Your loving son,

Clarence D.

P.S. Most anxiously awaiting your letter to

come tomorrow morning.

Letter 16 April 27, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

April 27, 1932.

Dear Mother,

Received your two most welcome letters last

Thursday, one written on March 14, and the other March 20,

They cannot tell me Zion is not growing, what with the in-

crease in our family since I have been out in this country.

Tell Maurine and Art that I send my few words of congratulations,

and from the looks of things they are doing more to bringing

members into the Church than I. What color does the new

Miss have?

When I read your letters stating the gathering of the

Dixon Taylor Family, I could close my eyes and just hear what

a good time you must have had. Cheer and lots of it is what

we need these days, and you certainly must have furnished it

that day.

Thank you for sending out that information in

regards to our Genealogy, I have had to lay it aside at the

present, for next week is Annual Conference, and President

Dalton will be visiting here, after only giving one weeks

notice, so you can judge about the amount of work that must

be fulfilled and planed this week. So far we have planned to

hold a Priesthood Conference this Saturday night when Pres.

arrives, followed on Sunday by a Sunday School Conference,

Fast and Testimony and Genealogical meeting. With the Evening

Service at night climaxing Sunday. Monday we are presenting a

little Pageant "The Light of Truth" followed by a basket social

there and hold a cottage meeting. Wednesday night will be Relief

Society Conference after which President Dalton, Elder Smith and

myself will leave Port Elizabeth for East London on the 9:35 train,

for Conference there. Coming back we will stop off at Grahams-

Town and King Williams Town to Tract and visit and which time I

will be able to find out more concerning that our genealogy.

Mother, will you please write and tell me just exactly

what information you are lacking and need, besides all I can get

about the Boardman Family. It seems from this last letter you have

all the information that I have been trying to get, which is covering

the same ground. If I know just exactly what you are lacking I may

be able to get more done that just a general idea. Stumbling around

in the Dark, so to speak.

Gossip has certainly been the downfall of this District

during the past three years. In visiting the homes of the Saints,

not all but a good portion, we hear nothing but reports about how
one person has been talking about another, and which has brought on no End of

trouble. I get so tired of hearing these sad tells, of almost having
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women weep on your shoulder, that at times I just want to fly

and get away from it all. I hope you don't think that I am ve y

blue and despondent, but this district is really in a big slump,

what to do to bring the members together again and get things

working right, I am sure I don't know what to do. But I guess

it will turn out all right.

It is sure music to my ears to hear that you are all feel-

ing well, and especially to hear that Father is picking up so well.

I received my check yesterday and thank you a lot. It will come in

handy in making this additional expense to East London.

We are still eating one meal a day at the Cafe, at noon
with a dish of bread and milk at night. A pint each.

I still have those letters from Cradock which I

was going to send you, but as yet I have not had time to check

them over and see what they contain, but as soon as I do I will

send them on to you.

I will have to close now as the mail will be closing

soon, and I have to prepare a lesson for Relief Society on
Homemaking- -can you feature that?

Give my love to all, and will try and write you next

week, at least drop you a line, for we will be pretty busy with

finishing up Conference week and getting ready to go to East London,

so until you hear from me in one or two weeks, when I hope I will

have good news for you. May the Lord continue to bless you all

and keep you well and happy, both physically and mentally,

Your loving son,

Clarence D.
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If you s e Vern Greene tell him I received his

letter and will write later.

Can you tell me what part of the Pearl of

Great Price the Writings ofJoseph are found?

Abraham & Joseph are credited with writing'

the Book ofAbraham.

Letter 17 May 4, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

May 4, 1932.

Dearest Mother and Father & Family,

Here Wednesday comes around again, and with it

ends our Port Elizabeth District Conference. Thank Good-

ness. President Dalton came last Saturday Morning at 6:15

A. M., and since then we have been kept real busy. Something

doing all the time.

Saturday afternoon, Elder Smith, Pres. Dalton and

a Mr. Dippenaar and myslef, went down to New Brighton Beach,

where I had the privilege of baptizing Mr. Dippenaar a member
of the church. He is going to be a real pillar for the church

in this country, as he has shown by his interest and his desire

to obtain the truth and how he has found it. It is surely in-

teresting how he became acquainted with Mormonism. This is how
it happened. One day while he was looking thru a second hand

book dealers he came across a book called the Book of Mormon,

he became interested in it and purchased the book for 1/6 or about

30C, even cheaper than I could have sold him one for. In his

reading this book he was deeply impressed by its message and its

teachings being so similar to those taught by the Bible. It took

him about a month to study this book through, after which he no-

ticed a small interesting reference pasted in the front, which had

the Mission address on it. He then wrote to President Dalton at

Cumorah, asking for information regarding the origin and further

literature on this Book and also about the Pearl of Great Price.

Right from the beginning, he has believed Joseph Smith to be the

divinely inspired in the translation of this Book and that he

is a true prophet of God.

President Dalton then wrote a letter to him, refering

him to us. We then called around to see him, and explained more

about the book and the teachings of the Church. We visited a

number of other times and went to a number of teaching and passages

in the Bible to prove where his Church and other Churches were not

teaching the complete teaching of Christ. He readily could see

our viewpoint, and after making a more thorough study into the

literature and tracts we had left him, he finally came and asked for

the priveledge of being baptized. By the questions he had asked

us and the way he was able to understand our answers, showed that

he was worthy of baptism, having a repentant spirit and willing to

start a newness of life.

We have had a good Conference attendance and most of the

meetings have been pretty good, although our pg.ant and social

we had with over 65 being present did not work out as well as we
expected.

Relief Society Conference is ton-night followed by our

departure to Conference at East London with President Dalton an

a little tracting and visiting at Grahastown and other small towns.
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I will have to close now as it is time to go

to an Indian dinner appointment, after which we go to

meeting.

I am feeling well, only have eaten too much the

past week, and I guess it doesn't agr e with me.

Give all my love and best wishes. Hope you are

all well and happy, Didn't receive your letter last week,

so am expecting them next week.

With Love,

Clarence. D.

Letter 18 May 13, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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Grahamstown, CP.

South Africa

May 13, 1932.

Dearest Mother,

Please excuse the paper I am
writing on but that is all I have with

me and all stores are closed, so that I

cannot get any other.

The weather to-day and part of

yesterday has been very wet and chilly.

The farmers need the rain here, and as I

am glad to see it rain for their benefit

even tho it is not so convenient for our

tracting. Since last Tuesday when we
arrived here from East London, Elder Smith

and I have been 1st tracting and also follow-

up tracting of previous Elders, trying to

explain those things they do not understand

about the Book of Mormon, or to create and

get them to read it. We have also sold

these subscriptions to Cumorah's Southern Cross.

(I am writing on my knee, hence the slant.)

This morning I decided that while

the opportunity presented itself, that I was going

to find out where Grandfather Dixon was born

and the original grant of land given to Great-
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Grandfather.

I first started by inquiring at

the City Hall, who referred me to the

1820 Settlers Memorial Secretary Mr. Bosa[-]quet

who was quiet difficult to locate, but which

I finally did and he treated me most

kind. He could not give me any information

but took his Hat and umbrella, left his work,

and went out in the rain with me to

find someone who could impart the
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desired information. After calling on an

attorney, then a Home furnishings Store manager

we went to the Albany Land Office, where

a map of all the original Land Grants of the

1820 Settlers locating in the District of Albany

were shown and indicated. The Dixon Party

had not settled in Albany so it was not shown.

After talking and speaking with four or five

other very well known and kind gentlemen

of the Town, among them Mr. McKenzie the

Present Historian of Grahamstown, and Mr.

Gill of the Albany Office. They advised me to get

in touch with a Mr. W. R. Dixon living

at the Coombs, near the Albany District.

This Mr. Dixon was an old man of 87, very

active and a seal old English type Gentleman.

He was of the early 1820 settlers, so they stated

and was indeed a wonderful and well

one of

liked man by all. To show A his characterstics

It is said that when General Botha came

out to take command of the South
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African Armies in German East Africa, during

the World War, that this old "Boss" Dixon

gave to the General, a fine, thoroughbred

charger, which was transported by the

General to the field of action, and which

carried Him thru that war.

As there was no way of getting into

communication with Him by telephone,

and the necessity of leaving in the morning

for Port Elizabeth, I hired a taxi to take me
the 25 miles out there, over not to good

roads for £ 2»0»0. That was a lot of money

to be risking, but as the regular change was

a shilling a mile, I decided that for the 50 miles

it was reasonable in this country, and that

if I did not go now—maybe it would be

my last chance or else something might

happen to the "old man." So at two 0 clock

we left in a Dodge Six sedan. The rain was

beginning to come down then. Soon the

roads were so bad we had to get out and

start pushing and were forced to put on the

chains. This lasted half the way down and

half the way back.

We went thru some very beautiful

country, in fact for farming Country there is

more that I have seen in South Africa that

looks as good as the ground in the valleys

of the rolling hills and mountains which

surrounds Grahamstown. The Country
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reminds me very much of some of the

hilly portions of Heber Valley. - Charleston

and Walshing.

after a most difficult time we
arrived at the Dixon Farm almost 5:30 or

Quarter to six- just as it was getting dusk -

Having had to leave the car a half mile down

the Road and walk the remainer . We
talked to the Son who stated he did not

know anything about his Grandparents,

then mentioned that he had a viewed a letter

from someone inquiring of the same in -

formation, which later proved that it

was a letter I had written about 9 months

ago from Cape. He had never answered,

as he was still waiting for information per-

taining to that which I desired.

Going over to the "old man", he and

his wife living in a little two room house,

clean

but nice& A inside, told me He was the son

of Matthew Dixon, who came out 2 years

after the Settlers landed = You will not be

able to imagine my disappointment at

those words. I had anticipated to much.

I thought this old man would be William

Dixon spoken of in the Will . And that I

would be able to get first Hand information.

But no suck
"
Luck".
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The trip was not altogether in vain, for

I was near to where old Great Grandfather

Dixon settled, which was just over the valley

in what is called Dixon's Bush - named after

him. Also there was a person up in Goldsberg

who had the name of W. R. Dixon.

He did not know of old Rev. Boardman or

any of His Family who must have lived at

Bathhurst only a few miles off.

Knowing that the rain was making

the roads worse all along, we left after

only a few minutes visit - with a feeling of maybe

having to sleep on the side of the infrequently

travelled roadside.

We were certainly blessed by being able

to work ourselves thru all right and arrived

back to Grahamstown at 7:30 and to late

for our Boarding House supper. Not mentioning

the mud and clay- and condition of the

only suit I have with me. I am happy

and contented, even tho the pocketbook is

crushed and empty, I have the knowledge of one

more Dixon in South Africa who are not

our relatives.

As it is past missionary Hours, I will

have to close, with a prayer in my heart for

your protection, happiness and health—

and that you will be able to translate this

experiene. with Love to Father and all others,

Your affectionate Son - Clarence.
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May 18, 1932.

12 Hope St.,

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

Dearest Mother, Father & Family,

I just returned from the Oxford Cafe, where we eat

dinner once and a while, and to my surprise found your letter

here for me, and how I did dive into and enjoy it. It surely

makes me feel good to hear that Father is enjoying such good

health now, and that conditions are not to bad at home, although

they could be better.

Elder Smith and I returned from East London and

Grahamstown, last Saturday at about 7 P.M. It sure seemed good

to get back here, after having been so unsettled for the past

two weeks, but I think I enjoyed getting back so much was that

our letters were here waiting to be opened and read, and believe

me they were the first things to be opened or donearound here.

Before I even took off my hat, I had to sit down on the partially

made bed and read your letters, which are as essential to the

week now to me, as is Friday, Saturday or Sunday. I surely do

look forward to them and most of all the sweet messages and

words of encouragement they contain. After reading your letters,

I feel like I could go out and whip a couple of wildcats or so.

We had a fine trip to East London, and enjoyed very much the

meeting again of Elder Peterson and MacArthur, and also of enjoying

the Conference which was being held there at the time we were.

They had aver y good little Mother's Day Exercise in the afternoon

of Sunday the 8th, where all the Mother's present were given a

white carnation, and at which time Pres. Dalton gave a sermon on

Mother, which certainly carried me back across the Pacific, at

least in thoughts. All in all we were very much uplifted by the

contacts and the ways and new ideas that we obtained to take back

and incorporate in our Missionary Activities her e at Port Elizabeth.

A week ago last Monday, that is on May 9, we left the Elders and

President Dalton at East London and headed for Grahamstown. I might

also state that the Family at which Elder Peterson and MacArthur are

staying at, is by all means one of the finest and best families I

have met out here. And that is not all, but they are good cooks to,

for on the Sunday we were there they gave us a chicken dinner and

didn't even serve CABBAGE with it. That is the first South African

Home, outside of Cumorah, that I have been in that didn't serve

Cabbage. And how I did enjoy the meal. As you know the smell of

cabbage just spoils my appetite and seems to almost turn my stomach

over, let alone when I have to stuff it down me and henceforth after

that taste it and redigest it for about a week after.

At Grahamstown, we Stayed at a Family Boarding House called

the Kingston, located near the center of town, and on the main or
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High Street, just about a block and half from the Cathedral.

Here we spent all day Tuesday, having arrived there at 6:30

that morning, tracting and following up the friends that the

Elders had previously made. That evening visiting the Janitor
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of the St. Michael's Cathedral. Wednesday and Thursday was

also spend in tracting, with Friday the 13th. being spent as

I have told you in the letter I had written that night to you,

when we went Geneological hunting down to the Coombs, in the

rain. We left Grahamstown Saturday afternoon at 1:50 P. M and

arrived at P. E. at 7:00 P ;. I regretted very much leaving

Grahamstown, for it appealed to me more than any town I have

been in South Africa. It is very quiet, which would get mon-

0 tonous if one had to live there always, but still it is so

green and pretty, and I met some very nice people there, and

1 suppose above all, it held fond memories of the birthplace

of Grandfather Dixon.

I met a lady from Durban, who was visiting Grahamstown

for Geneological purposes, and was very fortunate in finding

where her grandparents built there house, which was still stand-

ing, and which contained many of the antiques of the 1820 Settlers.

I had quite a talk with her, but she was gathering her information

just as a hobby, and to get pictures to show her club some of the

ways of living among the Settlers and show some of the views in

and around Grahamstown. She was well versed on History of the

Town, having been born there, but knew nothing of the Dixon's.

I went inside the Cathedral, which is composed of one

wall only of the early 1820 structure, and was shown around by

the caretaker, who took me upon to the stand, into the Bishops

Room, into the libraray, which has a good set of books, many which

have not been opened for the past thirty years. In this libraray,

there were two sets of the old choir seats, three seats joined to-

gether in a set, which were used in this first Church and which

by all probability, Grandfather had the privilege of siting in.

I want to get a picture of these the next time I go up.

I only wish that I were home to help you put in that

garden at the lake, and also help you enjoy all the good vegetables

and fruits which it will yield, under the watchful care of you and

Father and Ken. It is sure fine to be able to grow your own pro-

duce and especially in these hard times. It will come in very handy

this winter. I hope you do not go down and work, so hard that you

will hurt yourself or get a sunstroke.

I was surely sorry to hear of the death of Old Grandma

Munk, but as you sat it was really a blessing, for she fullfilled

her Earthly Mission very commendably and worthily. When I hear of

so many deaths, I at times wonder if I will know anybody outside

our family when I get home, but time alone will tell that.

You must have certaily been able to read my wants when

you spoke of Garmets, for last Saturday after taking a bath and

ready to put on some clean Garments I found that I did not have

any clean one's so had to borrow a pair of Elder Smith's. They are

short one's for him, but are more than long one's for me. The reason

for the shortage was not having our washing done since about two weeks

ago and all five of my pair were dirty. In order to keep from getting
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into such a fix again, with possibly only one or two dirty

pair to rely on, I would appreciate if you could get me about

two or three pairs of the same kind you bought for me before I

left. Maybe if you make it four pairs, it will tide me over

until I reach home, at least I hope it will. The way they wash

things out here just about keeps you mending and buying new
clothing all the time. I can say that I was very blessed in

having such a good wardrobe of clothing to come out here with,

and I am ever so thankful to you and Father for all that you

have blessed me with and done for me.
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Conditions here in Port Elizabeth are very bad now,

in fact I think it is feeling the depression worse now than it

ever did. There is rumors of the General Motors Assembling

Plant and the Ford Assembling plant clo sing down, as well as

many of the other factories completely closing which will mean

more hungry mouths to go without the necessities.

I do want to express my thancks to you for remembering

my birthday in the form of that letter last week and the doller

bill this week. I thought that by now, noone would remember my
birthday, but although everyone else may forget, Mother, Father,

and the family never forget. May the Lord bless you always.

The Money Order came through in fine style, and will

deposit three pounds in the Post Office, leaving seven pounds to

live from and pay my transportation around. I even want to cut

down more than that if I possibly can, and will have to as I spent

so much last month for traveling.

You say that Judith Boardman died at Uitenhage? Was she

buried there? I could not find any trace of her grave either

from the tombstones, nor from the undertakers chart.

Mr. Gill of the Albany Land Office told me that he had

had the necessity of going into the old records of the Bathhurst

Churhc at Bathhurst, and had found a very complete record of all

baptisms, christening, and deaths, since the time of 1816, even

before the 1820 settlers. SO next time I go down there, I will

investigate into these records for the Boardman's and the Dixon's.

It is certaily a pleasure to receive your letter in

the morning and be able to sight right down and write to you and

immediately have the news on its way

Tell Ruth and Alice and Ken hello and thanx for their

letters. I also just received a letter from Dorothy Dixon who
tells me she is going to be in the athletic contests with Ruth at

the Stadium. May the Lord bless you and keep you all well and

happy, with all the necessities of life. Your loving Son,

Clarence D.

[The following line was written on the left side of the pg..]

Please excuse the mistakes and errors, I didn't get time to proofread it.

C.D.T.

Letter 20 May 25, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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May 25, 1932.

Mrs. A. N. Taylor

256 North Fifth West,

Provo, Utah.

Dearest Mother, Father, and Family,

I just finished reading your most welcome letters,

which came this morning, and believe me I did enjoy them.

I haven't had time to go thru the papers as yet but thank you

for them. It seems that instead of getting accustomed to

the receiving of your letters, the more I get the more anxious

I am for the next one, and can hardly wait from one week to

the next to receive the next. I suppose it is like "Cracker

Jack" 'the more you eat the more you want"'

The past week has been spent in mostly getting back

after our trip

to the routine again, with little, if anything, exceptionally,

happening with the exception of a Picnic yesterday at the New

Brighton Beach. 2nd tracting at Kensington is proving better

with regards to placing the Book of Mormon in the hands of the

people, but there are so many out of work, that over half of the

Books I place are either loaned or given away, the people do

not have the money to spare to buy a book. Last night we had

a very good conversation with a man and his wife living at

Kensington, who seem very interested, whether out of curiosity

sake or according to the teachings, I do not know as yet.

Winter is fast approaching, I even have to sleep with

my sheet and blanket over me, and then towards morning pull my
bathrobe over the top of me. I think I will have to buy me a

steamer rug or another blanket, I didn't want to, but I guess I

will have to. We have the most changeable weather a person can

imagine. Yesterday morning, before going on our picnic, it was

raining, by the time we reached the beach it was so cold we had

to run around to keep warm. We could not even play ball, because

of our hands being chilled, but by the time we were eating dinner

and soon after I had to seek for shade under a sand bank covered

with vegetation. It really became warm. We all had a good time

anyway, even tho I could not go bathing, because of the moths

getting into my suit and making a few holes in it. TO make our

Picnic more sussessful, we had a baptismal ceremony, when Bro

Dippenaar's friend, Mr. Lotter, was baptized by Elder Smith.

Even in this far off land of South Africa, most fitting

birthday services were held for Queen Victoria. On the Market
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Square, where there is a Statue of the Queen, they held services

in Commemoration of her, and placed wreaths and tokens of re-

membrances to her Birthday, which was yesterday.

No more genealogy has cropped up as yet, but I am
always on the lookout for something concerning the Dixon

Family, as well as the Boardman's; and most everyone I get to

speak to who has been in this country all their life, I mention

the name, and inquire of information. As I stated in one of my
previous letters, I do not seem to be able to find any trace of

Dixons in the cemetary at Uitenhage.

Bro A. C. Smith Jr. living at Uitenhage, in answer

to a letter written to Pres. Lund in England, regarding Genealogy.

Elder John F. Cook of 43 Tavistock Square, London, W. C. 1 England

answered the letter stating that he was spending all of his time

along this one line, and had acess to the majority of records in

the various Parishes and other places and that for a very nominal

fees to pay the Rector or Pastor, he would be able to obtain much
information regarding our genealogy in England. So if you care to

write to him, he may be able to do a lot of good.

I do not think it will be long before Elder Evans of

Lehi and Elder Stringham of Vernal will be released, as well as

Elder Sutherland, the local full time Scotch Elder. So with

a decrease of three more missionaries and no prospects for more
coming out, our forces will be pretty well depleted. You will

remember Elder Evans Mother, whom we visited in Lehi before I left.

They are now living in Logan, at least that was the last place I

heard they were.

Is Elder Greene Married yet? I understand that he should

be soon, if he is not already. When the big day comes off, could

you cut off a little of my monthly check and give him a present?

I would appreciate it if you could. You know what is best.
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I will have to close as it is getting time to go out

and tract a little bit, this afternoon. Give my love and best

regards to all. So until next week Adios.

May the Lord Continue to bless, protect, and supply

the necessities of life,

Your loving son & brother,

Clarence D.

P.S. will you please help me carry out my "Scotch" plan" by

delivering these Birthday cards to Elton & Elayne. It saves

money, therefore it wiH pays.. C.D.T.

Letter 21 June 8, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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June 8, 1932.

Dear Mother, Father and Family,

The weather during the past couple of days has been

most rainny and miserable, with lost of rain and wind that seems

to just penetrate right thru your body. While tracting this

morning, it was so cold that at times I would have to exert every

effort I had to keep from letting my mouth quiver and shake from

the coldness. In fact it was very difficult to speak. Can you

imagine a thing like that way down here in Sunny South Africa?

That is no fish story either. Elder Smith's nose and face was so

red and glowing that if he had of had a red suit trimmed with cotton

and bells on, I would have thought he was Santa Claus. I suppose

the temperature does not register so low, but due to the sudden

change, makes us feel the head or the cold so much, for one day it

is a most beutiful day and then the next day it is cold and windy.

All in all tho I am thriving on it, at least the scales indicate that

I have gained more than a pound since I came from CapeTown.

As you no doubt have read in the Cumorah's Southern Cross

about the Meeting Competition for the Mission, we are working quite

hard to make a good showing by holding just as many meetings as we
can possibly crowd in. Last Monday we held three meetings, all being

opened and closed with prayer and songs, and lasting for 40 minutes

or more. In one Meeting we are studying the Book of Mormon, another

the Articles of Faith, in another the Pearl of Great Price, and then

some of the other meetings we are studying the Bible, the Lord Has

Spoken series of Tracts and the Rays of Living Light Series of Tracts,

besides our regular Relief Society and Priesthood meeting, and Sunday

Services.

Last night we had a most interesting evening at a gentleman's

by the name of Mr. Bluiit, who belongs to no Church, for he says that

none are teaching the fullness of the Gospel of Christ. He is a great

student of the Bible and also well read in literature and History.

He has read the Book of Mormon through, and gave us his idea concerning

his idea of how it came about, also giving his reasons and proof. He

has compared the writing, the words and phrases used in the B. of Mormon
as to those in the Bible and because of their similarity to peculiar

words and phrases as are used by Paul or Peter or John or others, even

before they used them, he has drawn that quotations bearing one of the

characteristics of these New Test. Prophests, have been taken from the

Bible and written into the Book of Mormon. He also brought out many

of the words used in the Book of Mormon are of Greek Origin such as

Christ, Mary, Compass, Cement and Etc ,
stating that they had been used
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in the Book of Mormon hundreds of years before the Greeks even

existed. On this point I did not know definitely and have not had

time to look it up, but gave him the answer that possibly Joseph

Smith, thru inspiration gave the names of these Nouns in the way

that we could understand and connect them with our present day

usage of the language. We did not have time to give our story

as completely as we wanted, nor to answer all of his questions,

which are very well thought out and have taken time and study to

bring up. He has invited us to come around at any time and ex-

plain more to him and he will expalin some of his idead to us.

It has made us think deeper into the Book of Mormon and which we
are reaping many valuable points and additional testimony of its

Divinity. It is certainly an education to meet up with some

persons who are well educated and with an unprejudiced mind are

seeking after the truth, with proof.

I have finally purchased 51% interest in a Triumph Motor-

Bike. For the past three weeks we have been looking around for

something suitable and cheap and good, having our eye on several

good machines, this one among them. It finally narrowed down to

this one and a double cylinder machine costing about L30 but would

have needed new tires and was driven over 15,000 miles as compared

with this one we are getting as having gone only 3,388 with good

tires and more dependable, with a six months guarantee. It is

costing us 40 Pounds, which seems a lot of money to invest in a

Bike, but will require little attention and repairs and less run-

ning expense, with a higher return when I get rid of it.

I am paying [symbol: an L with superimposed # is presumably in-

tended to be £] 20-7-0 for my share. It will also cost around

30 shillings for a drivers lisense. We will be able to do more

work with a Bike, so I think it will pay.

I received your letter this morning and was glad to

hear that you are in your glory again of gardening, even if it is

only potatoes.

Give my love and regards to all, Trusting and praying

that you will be blessed with health, strength and happiness.

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence D.

Letter 22 June 15, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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June 15, 1932.

Dear Father, Mother and the Family,

Just received two letters this week, and certainly

did enjoy them. I am sorry to hear that Father is again on a

liquid diet, and not feeling his normal self. Tell him if he

will send that liquid down here to me that I will only be to glad

to take it for him. (even if it is ONION OR CABBAGE juice)
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I received the money order O.K. and Thank you ever so

much. The Lord has surely blessed me, that I may have this

means of keeping me here, without any worry or trouble at all.

At times I think he is good to me, and that I am not deserving of

these blessing, and that it could be more beneficial and a greater

amount of work could be accomplished if my blessing was given to

someone else. May it not work a hardship on you is my utmost

desire.

I forgot whether I told you last week, about Elder Smith

and I finally buying a Motor cycle. It is a Triumph make, five

horsepower and has only been driven about 3,500 miles. It is in

good condition and we received a six months guarantee with it

which

alone is worth a great deal, for most second hand bikes you have to

take as you see them, with no guarantee at all. It is a lot of

money to invest, but most of it will be refunded when we sell it.

Already I have noticed the number of persons we can call on

and see that we otherwise was unable to, on account of waiting for

busses and trams and trains. I am a full fledged driver now,

having taken out my drivers lisence this morning.

Last Sunday afternoon we motored to Uitenhage and back.

Holding a Sunday School there and then returning in time for

Evening service here.

We are still tracting out at Kensington, having gone over

it, Completely, twice. There are a number of friends we have made,

but no prospects for converts as yet.

Our schedule is certainly taken, what with trying to

meeting

hold at least one c lass in the homes of the Saints each night, and

sometimes two and three a night or day. Since the first of may

there have been over 80 Meetings held in the Port Elizab th Branch,

and the majority of them I have been present. SO you can see that

there is little time to be loafing

As per your instructions, I am taking a glass of water

every morning with a half lemon added and can feel that it is

doing me a lot of good. As often as I think about it, and that is quite

often, I always have a raw carrot where I can get something to

eat.

Tell Alice I received her letter to Janet in my Letters,

but have forwarded to Logan. This is my weekly letter to the family,
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as it is all the time I have to-day, so give them all my love

and best wishes.

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence D.

Written but not re-read nor approvedfree from

mistakes.

CDT.

I have sent the letter that Alice wrote

to Janet, which by mistake came in my
letters, on to her.

C.D.T

Tell Ruth to send me a picture of her

in her "Swell" "New" Smart graduation Gown.

C.D.T.

Letter 23 June 22, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

June 22, 1932.

Dear Mother, Father and Family,

I received your most welcome letters to-day, but

cannot understand why you do not receive regular weekly

letters, for I could not let one week pass by without sending

you at least a card or note.

It sure seems like Father to not be able to rest,

but always want to be active and accomplis ing something.

I do hope and pray that he will soon have his normal strength

back again. I suppose there are so many worries surrounding

him that he just cannot feel his best. Conditions here are

getting worse all the time. The square here in front of the

Town Hall is often crowded with unemployed seeking for work,

but unable to get any. Many persons are having to go without

the necessities of life in order to s rvive. Please excuse this

typing because I sort of cut my index finger with a razor blade

and it is getting along splendidly, but is never-the-less sore

and touchy.

May I ask a little question concerning the work of

Genealogy in connection to the three degrees of glory? The

Question: Will my Great Grandfather have the chance of

receiving the Celestial Degree of Glory, if his work has all

been done for him in the Temples by Proxy, and providing he

is taught the Gospel on the other side and accepts of it? For

he had a chance to accept upon this earth and he rejected it.

For the Terrestial degree is for those good and honorable men
who lived upon the earth, but did never accept of it here, as is

told us in the 76 Section of the D & C. What do you think?

Give Ken and Ruth my most hearty congratulation for

the successful scholastic standing they have obtained, even

enough to graduate from their schools. Tell them to carry on

in the good work, and get all they can, while they can, for they

will need every bit of it in the near future. Sorry they didn't

get their picture taken, but probably will soon.

Had a most interesting and educational experience

last Sunday afternoon when 7 of us went out on the great Breakwater

which shelters the boats. It is about a mile and a quarter long,

and was by all means most interesting, which I will have to tell

you about next week. Also saw a couple of little sharks that were

caught by fishermen. At a lantern lecture at one of my friends I

had made in Kensington, we had about 20 persons come and enjoy it.
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so you can see that a little bit of work is going along, at

least there are twenty more people who have a chance of knowing

a little about Mormonism.

Inclosed is a snap of me on our "Iron Horse". Isn't to

good but gives you an idea what it looks like.

Still holding lots of cottage meetings and Study classes

which keeps us on the jump.

Met a Miss Dixon this morning, who is a descendant of

the 1820 settlers her grandfather coming from Nottingham, didn't
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have much time to speak to her this morning, but will see her

later, and possibly connect up family ties.

With love,your son,

Clarence

.

Letter 24 July 6, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

July 6, 1932.

Dear Mother, Father and family,

You should see our new room, it is certainly a

big difference from our last room at Hope Street. It is

plenty large, roomy, light and clean, with two good single

beds and clean sheets each week. The first two or three

nights I had a hard time getting my body adjusted to fit

comfortably and straight in our new beds, for previously it

had been all twisted from curving around trying to miss the

bumps and misplaced springs. My only trouble will be the

difficulty from rising from such confort. Just imagine, we
even are furnished with hot water to shave with; and all for

three pounds. Not so bad is it. It is excellent in comparison

with what we paid at Hope Street and received nothing, but

lots of dirt and discomfort.

This last week, we heard that more of the Saints

are moving out from this District, which makes us feel quite

discouraged. The Smith family at Uitenhage, 12 in number are

moving to Durban soon, then last week we heard that Seaward's

are going to move to Durban also, but not until the end of the

year. Two or three other families are intending and trying

to arrange to find better conditions and circumstances else -

where. All in all we are still forging ahead. In our tracting

we are still located at the suburb of Kensington. We have gone

over most of it three times, but still intend to continue to

search and find the Blood of Israel, if there is any, even if

it takes 12 or more tradings. The receptions are not so good,

but since I have been out there I have made three or four good

friends who are interested in the Gospel. Last Sunday we were

invited out to dinner to a Mr. & Mrs. Back who have treated us

very hospitable, she is even making Elder Smith and I a scarf

to protect our throat and lungs from the cold night air, while

riding the motorcycle.

Last Friday we spent the day at Uitenhage, a portion

of the time helping a dear old Lady Sister Erasmus to fill in

her geneological blanks and help and show her how to proceed with

that work. She is getting old and has nothing more to live for,

as she has given up every getting her husband favorably interested.

In fact she was at one time forbidden to speak or invite the Elders

to her home. In the same day I had the privilege of baptising

Bro. Andrew Smith's little boy , Michael.

There is a great amount of good being accomplished thru
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the holding of the meetings, but it seems the Saints have to

have the Elders present to carry the Lesson on. If we could

only get them to take more responsibility and conduct their

own meetings which would leave us free to start other meetings

we would be able to average a little higher on the Contest

average.

Last week end there were approximately 1000 unemplyed

men walking the streets of Port Elizabeth doing nothing, who
the day before had work. It seems that from the dole system

from what they call the Mayors' Emergencies Fund, that many men
will not take a job, even if they are offered one, for as they

say it is easier and cheaper to live from the charity fund.

How I would like to see that beautiful picture of

flowers and trees you pictured in your last letter, and who
knows but within the blooming of those roses again, I might be

present to see them, and also partake of that good home made
strawberry fruit and jam. It even makes my mouth water to

think about it. It sounds most encouraging to hear that the

crops are grwoing so well and outlooks for full and bounteous

harvest, which will rel/eve much of the suffering, I hope.

If I should send Father a nice ripe Avocate Pear or

a lucious Paw Paw or a few nice yellow ripe lady finger banana's,

do you think he could leave his liquid diet long enough to eat

them? I only wish that I could send somthing that would not

perish enroute, and would satisfy His craving for food and fruit

which he must have. I do hope and pray that it will not be long

until he will have his former health and strength back again.

Ask Lynn and Henry, how about building me a house

when they get thru with theirs'. They will be regular full

fledged contractors, no doubt. Only wish I were there to drive

a few nails for them and grow old and tired whilst building their

castles.

Give my love and regards to all especially to Faithful

Ruth and Alice. I certainly appreciate their weekly letters.

The day looks dark and dreary and prospective rains are

hovering over head, but I will have to close my letter now and be

out visiting. May the Good and Merciful Lord Protect you all and

bless you with abundance of health, happiness and joy and all else

you may so desire.

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence D.

Letter 25 July 13,1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

July 13, 1932.

Dearest Folks,

I am a little lost so far, not having received

my regular and accustomed Wednesday morning letter from

you, but no doubt it will come either to-morrow or next

Wednesday. So until then I will have to be satisfied.

Last week's rain has has cleared off and again,

we have the bright winter sunshine. I think it is im-

possible to beat the winter weather we have here, no matter

where else you go. The nights are a bit damp and chilly
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at times, but that just seems to invigorate a person very

much, somthing which we need.

Nothing of much importance has happened outside of

the old routine of; get upp in the morning, go out tracting,

eat dinner, hold meeting in the homes of Saints, or else

visit with investigators, and then at night attend and hold

more meetings. I only wished I had more time to put into

a more thorough study of the lessons we are having, for they

are more than proving their worth. It seems that there is

such a limited time and so many different phases to be

studied and contained in our study program, that I can only

scrap the surface of each lesson. I am gaining a lot of

what I call real good knowledge, which I only hope I will

be able to remember.

Last Saturday afternoon, Elder Smith and I motored

out to Mt. Pleasant to see some Saints there. During the

afternoon three of the boys and we two Elders went out for

a little walk in the Bush, just in the rear of their place,

before I had gone very far I began to observe the wildness of

this Bush, or as I later called it the Jungle, for I was told

that there were Wild Boar, Bush Buck or Deer, Monkeys, Gorilla's

and all kinds of species of Wild animal life there. If there

was no trail to follow, it was almost next best thing to turn

around and go back, for as we tried to get thru the thick bush,

to make Headway

btrt it was next best thing to impossible. When we finally

arrived back to the house we were plenty hungry, and enjoyed

very much the bread and butter and cheese that was given us.

Best of all, we did not have to walk the seven miles back to

town, but was home in just a "jiffy" on our iron horse.

Did I ask you for the address of one of the former

Elder's who is living in Provo? I think Henry or Lynn would

know him, if not Sank Dixon does, for there is one of the

Saints here who has lost his address and desires to write him,
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but cannot until they get his address. I mentioned they

could enclose it in my letter and you would be only to

pleased to deliver or forward it to him, but they preferred

to wait for address. His name is Alden Gray, and when

I left was working at the Utah Power and light Office.

Sis Cawood would appreciate very much if you could send

it to me, for her.

In the morning we are leaving for a two day trip

into the country, to do a little visiting and tracting.

So, next Wednesday I will be able to tell you something

interesting.

Hoping and praying that you are all feeling well

and happy, and that everything is going along smoothly.

May the Lord Bless you all, is my sincere prayer,

Your loving Son and Brother,

Clarence D

I am feeling fine.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Letter 26 July 20, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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Port Elizabeth

Visitors Writing Room

Lbrary Building

July 20, 1932

Dear Mother, Father & Family,

The weather here at the

Present is most extra ordinary, as they

would say in California when it

is raining and the atmosphere is chilly

as it is here today. I just came from

the Cafe where we had dinner, and

due to so much water falling from the

heaven's and it having a long walk up

the hill to "Homelea", where I would write

to you and then leave to come back

down town in all the rain and

water to mail the letter before five o'clock

So I am writing from the Library,

this afternoon, So I hope you will

please excuse the paper and the way

in which this is written.

I had planned to go out

tracting this morning, when I made

out my Days schedule last night, so

when the rain came pouring down
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rather than let a little thing like

rain spoil my plans I went out to

Kensington to Tract. I was never in

such a rain & windstorm in my life.

It seemed that the wind just blew thru

my "Slicker" and just drenched me. After

calling on a few houses, and only receiving

one invitation in, I gave up and went

back to the Room to change Clothes and

keep from catching Cold. It is lucky I did

raining

for it has been almost constantly A since.

It would not have been so bad

if the houses in this district had porches

or stoops as they call them, for that sheds

the rain, but the door opens right onto the

sidewalk, near the gate.

A most interesting accident

Previous

had happened just A to my going out Tracting.

one of the Train Cars, or street car, which

coming down one of the steep Hills, got

beyond control, left the tracks and made
a bee-line for a Jewelry shop. It took with

it on its way Porch supports, iron light poles
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and the whole glass Display Window.

If there had not been any wreckage

around, it would have looked like some
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#3

in Placing the car in the window

Boys Halloween trick. A There were

four persons on it, but lucky none

were seriouslly injured.

Last Thursday Elder Smith

and I went to Kirkwood, visiting with

Saints on the road. The roads were

dreadfully poor, especially as we felt it

on a motor cycle. The people living

in the S[- -]day River Valley, have very

good prospects for Citrus fruit cultivation

the English language

but are all Dutch, and do not like to

I don't like to

A w[- -]n h[-]tten many of these Dutch, because

they will have nothing to do for with a

person with another Riligion. Very

narrow minded. While we were in

the home, everything was spoken in

the Afrikaanse Language, but occasional

we were asked a question in English

which all could understand. So when

Dutch was being conversed amongst, Elder

Smith & I sat like to stuffed Owls gazing

on. we enjoyed our trip very much,

climbed Mountains, hunted Doves

and eat all the Oranges I could, peel.
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#4

coming back we only had fi[-]e p[—]ct[— ]s

a most thorough shakeup, but arrived

back home Saturday night in time

for Bed.

This morning I received your

two long anticipated letters, and it

was most interesting to read, especially

about the new arrivals. What are they

naming them? In your latter letter I

received the Draft for £10-5-4 or $50.00

and want to Thank you so much. I

know it is plenty hard to raise the

money, and if it is to great a hardship

now — send what you can and I

know I will be able to pull thru on it

no matter how small the amount.

I am sure the Lord will more than "doubly"

repay you for what you are doing to help

push on this work, and I hope I can re -

Pay you also, that is my wish.

I will surely do all I can to

find out more about on Genealogy, but

it seems I will be unable to go back to

Cape Town unless I make a special trip for

Plans are being worked out for Convention to
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be held at Johannesburg this year, and

if that is the case- 1 may not go back to

Cape Town. If I can get more information

there concerning our Genealogy, I am positive

that the Lord will open the way for me
back

to go there before I leave, even as he has

directed my steps in locating this other

information I have.

As the sun has burst thru the

Clouds and the rain has ceased, even

so is it time for me to stop until

next week.

Ever Praying for the rapid recovery

of the health of Father and that you all

are enjoying the blessings of the Lord.

Extend to all my love

Your loving Son & Brother

Clarence D.

You can see why I prefer to type my letters

So that you can Read them.

[The following was written in the left margin of the paper. The

brackets around the next line were inserted by the author, not the

transcriber.]

[Free paper]

Letter 27 July 27, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

3 CuylerSt.,

Port Elizabeth, CP.

July 27, 1932.

Dearest Mother and Father,

How delighted I was to received your letter this

morning, but sorry to note the depressed condition still hanging

on and the possibility of its continuance thru the coming winter.

I know that if there is any help you can offer to any one in

need that you will be the first to render your aid and assistance,

but if you cannot help them, Mother, by all means don't worry

about it, for that is not helping them, but on the other hand is

harming you. I am surely taking your advice and doing all in my
power to keep from worryi g about things and conditions which

I cannot help, but if there is any time that I can be of an help

or service, I do hope you will let me know if it. You can rest

assured Mother, that there is never a morning or night, but what

I pray for your and Father's and the families benefit and wellbeing,
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and I know that Our Father in Heaven is answering my prayers.

It seems like the old Devil, which has had Port Elizabeth

under his control, is strking again in our midst. I believe he

can see that the Lord is blessing his servants to the extent that

the true Gospel message is being accepted by many persons, and

that he is losing is once controlling power, and because of this

he is putting in overtime to break down this truth which is being

spread. Last week, we learned that one of the girls of the

biggest-hearted, and one of the most faithful familiesof this

District and Mission has got herself in trouble, and appears will

bring that good family name into disgrace, and not only that but

breaking one of the principles, so sacred to every Mormon. It

has certainly increased my testimony and faith in the necessity

of attending to our meetings and keeping in touch spiritually with

the Lord. For about the past year, the Mother of this family, had

refrained from attending Church, because as she stated there was

to much gossip among the women, which brought on trouble, which

was at that time true, but still was not a good reason for staying

from her meetings. Due to the Mother staying away, the two girls

also followed her in refraining from coming, With the loss of

the spiritual contact; the losing sight of the teachings which should

mean so much to the girl, she has stumbled and fell. It is a shame.

Just a note of appreciation to Mother to thank you for those many

times you had to almost drive me to attend at least one meeting

a Sunday- - which have kept me in the straight and narrow paths of

righeousness , and when I get home, if I should ever fail to keep

sight of the value of meetings, please for my benefit, take a

board or willow or anything you want and drive me, for nothing
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more than just to be in the proper environment, where I cannot

go wrong, but where nine chances out of ten I will get a sip of

that "everlasting wateror life",

It seems that it never rains but what it pours, last

Sunday Evening, just before we began our "Pioneer Day" Service

in commemoration of the 1847 Pioneers, we learned that one of

the Sisters had been picked up near the railway Station, early

that morning, bearing the evidence of having been attacked,

She was in the hospital seriously ill, and should have been on

our program. Not knowing the true state of affairs, we went up

to the hospital after, and found her quite bad, but she is

improving to-day, favorably. Even tho our program was not

complete as we had arranged, the meeting proved to be a success,

with 35 persons in attendance, which is very good for this

District as this time, so soon after the recent trouble. I hope

we will be able to even increase it even higher than that.

I am still taking my lemon juice each morning, as your

orders, not knowing why, and usually feel fine with the exception,

of visiting and getting fed up I in the morning and afternoon on

cakes, cookies, pies, and cocoa, which I never did care so much

for, but which we have to accept to be friendly, and which is

starting to tell on my "tummy". How would you go about refusing

such when given to you, without causing undue offense? It is

sure a problem. At cape Town, I never had to worry about such,

for I was never brought in contact with 11 or 3 o'clock tea, and

also had my regular meals. It seems to me like it would be a

good way to teach these people the Word of Wisdom, but how is the

next point. I will find out tho'.

As I told you in my last letter I received the Postal

order O.K. and Thank you. Also received the R.S. Magazines and

Liahona. This past week I have sent back those photographs to

Cradock, accompanied by a letter of thanks, as well as a

couple of genealogical blanks. Also sent the blanks to Mrs

Humphris, Uncle Will. I do hope I will get results from them.

I received a nice long letter from Dorothy Dixon

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

to-day, she likes Cal, but says there is no place like Provo,

which I can agree with her perfectly.

To-night we are having a Pioneer Social, both in dress

and of buying your way in side. So I will have to say goodbye,

until next week. May the Lord bless each and every one of you,

is my sincere prayer and desire.

Sincerely your beloved son,

Clarence D.

P.S. In order to still be an American Citizen, I had to

Re-new my passport which cost $5.00 or £1-1-8. Lasts for

another two years. Pretty expensive.

Letter 28 August 3, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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3 cuyler St..

Port Elizabeth, CP.

South Africa

August 3,1932.

Dearest Mother, and Father & Family,

As I have a dentist appointment

very soon, I thought I would have

time to drop you a line, while still

down town here. I am afraid I have

a couple of cavities in my teeth, but I

will soon know definite. So far I

have had no trouble at all with them,

which speaks pretty well for Doctor Tueller.

I sure wished you were all

here to enjoy this sunshine we are

having to-day. It is just like our ideal

First Spring Day at home. I am having

a hard time from Catching that disease

called "Spring Fever". Like all South African

weather, beautiful weather to-day - tomorrow

it will probably cold and raining. It is
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very changeable.

Last Wednesday evening, our Social

turned out to big a success. We had about

thirty-five present, many dressed in old

Pioneer dresses and Clothes, and the best

of all they seemed to thoroughly enjoy

themselves. One friend, who was a little

rediscent and shy about joining in the

games, sat on the side watching after-

ward making the remark that next

time we have a social he wants to

come and especially get in and dance

that "Virginia Reel." We held an Auction

with the Prod[- -]e, the-e which some
paid in order to get in, realizing about

£1»5»0 in all. (for both door receipts and auction).

During the majority of the past

week, starting last Wednesday, I have a
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most terrific, dull & sore, pounding headache,

which I was unable to sleep off as I usually

can, it is meanly all disappeared now, thank

goodness.

Can you imagine my surprise

last Thursday to receive a letter from
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California from Aunt Allie D. Cunningham.

She even remembered my Birthday, as she

always does, but due to her moving up

into the Mountains with the old lady

she is nursing, she could not write until

now. (June 22). I was never so surprised

and tickled over anything for a long time.

For her I thought that most everyone

should have forgotten me ( for I have been

tirthe away from home nearly 23 months.)

I hope she will see you in Dec. as she is

planning at the present.

Last Saturday Evening, we had

dinner at Mr. & Mrs. Back's at Kensington

they certainly do treat us royally, and to

top it all I tried eating TRIPE, but

couldn't finish all of it.

As there are two small Battleship

in the harbour, the town is filled with

sailor Boys, which seems to delight the girls

here very much.

The work seems to be rolling

along all the time, at present no noticeable

change, but I hope it will be a noticeable

growth forward.. As I have not as yet

received my letter from you, which will
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more than likely come early in

the morning. Something to look

forward to.

I do trust that Father's Health

is again at normal and that Business

is picking up so that his worries are not

to great that way

I am being blessed most

wonderfully here, especially being engaged

in this work. Praying that you all

are receiving a like blessing, with lots of

joy and happiness,

your loving Son & Brother,

Clarence.

Letter 29 August 1 0, 1 932

[Handwritten letter.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

August 10, 1932

Dearest Mother & Family

I just came from the Dentist

again to-day, therefore taking the time that

I usually write to you. I had one tooth that

had decayed from underneath and broken

through, which necessitated filling. To-day the

Dentist found a loose filling that he will have to

remove and refill. - more money, but at that it

is better to have a mouth full of good teeth of your

own, than a pocket full of money.

The last two days we have had very

dis-agreeable weather, plenty of wind and rain.

On our way tracting yesterday morning, it having

rained the night before, the roads were wet and

slipped and I experienced my first fall on the motor

cycle. Nothing serious, thank goodness, just some dirty

clothes, a skinned knee and bruised muscle on my leg.

Monday was spent in Uitenhage tracting,

visiting saints, and helping one old lady with her Geneological

research, upon our return we received the shock of hearing

of the sudden death of one of the members of the church, the

lady I mentioned about two weeks ago, who [-]et

with the accident. We had been visiting her at the

Hospital for the past two weeks, and Saturday night

when we adminstered to her she seemed much better, in

fact she was feeling well until she dropped off to sleep
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never to awaken, Her death due to a clot of blood

on the brain, which was the cause of her Paralysis.

She is being buried at Grahamstown towday.

Yesterday I received the package with

my Garments in them. I want to thank you so

much for them. I hope to make them last until

I get home now. I had to Pay 6/11 duty on them.

I will send you the duty charges next week, as I

am not at "home" right now, but up to one of the

friends' home- Mrs. Gray- sitting on the sofa here

w rig hti ng writing on a book on my knee, so please

excuse the scribble.

Night before last night, they say, we had

quite a noticeable earthquake, even shaking dishes

from the cubboard, near Cr[-]doc[-] and vicinity. They

have very few such occurrences here in the Eastern

Provine, whereas in Jo. Burg and the Transvall,

they have at lot.

Trusting all is well at home and that you

are feeling well both physically and Spiritual. May the

Lord bless you all and especially Father, so that he might

feel himself again .
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Tell Ruth & Alice, I really do appreciate

their letters and will write them soon.

May the blessings of the Lord be with

you all.

With heaps of love,

Clarence.

Letter 30 August 1 7, 1 932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

3 Cuyler Street,

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

August 17, 1932.

Dearest Mother, Father and Family,

The weather here today is most grand, not to hot nor

not to cold, but just right in regards to temperature, and the

sun is shinning, making this old depressed world look much more

pleasant and happy. At the present time there are a whole "herd"

of "kids" playing on the vacant ground just in front of the house,

and from the noise they are making surely is indicative of a good

time being enjoyed by all. When I see them out playing football

and soccer, it makes me want to go out and join them, but time is

to short to spend much time along those lines.

It feels to me as if we are just finishing up our winter

here, the past week there have been a number of small rains and

sprinkles, which makes things quite miserable at the time, but

seems to make the good weather much more appreciated and

enjoyable.

We are still tracting at Kensington, which we have been

for the past four months, having tracted it four times, and now
beginning the fifth. We have made a number of friends, distributed

a number of Books of Mormon, and I hope we have sown some seeds,

which may not be reaped at the present, but with a little cultivation

will be nourished an reaped a little later. I have never seen so

much gossip in all my life, as I did on one street we were tracting,

Buxton Avenue. No sooner would we leave a house than four or five

had

of the neighbors would get together, as soon as we left - -and I can

just imagine what they were talking about. One lady told us that

the lady at No. 23 would like to see us, we naturally thinking perhaps

she was interested. Upon knock ing three times, no one came so we
just dropped our tract thru the post slot in the door, no sooner had

it dropped on the inside than we heard a voice scream out," I don't

want any of that rubbish in my home", and open flew the door, accompanied

by our tracts. Very nice of her wasn't it? We thanked her and moved on.

In about two blocks we had six refusals, and over half of the other

doors not being answered, whether they had seen us coming or not I can-

not say. That is typical tracting here in Port Elizabeth. But if we
can only do a little bit of good, that is what we are here for, we are

at least giving the people an opportunity.

not

I surely do miss my letters/ coming to me before writing to

you, for it seems like the news is a week older after having written.
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I believe conditions are picking up a little here

now, at least I hope they have. During the past two months

we have had a lot of illness, a slight form of the "flu" in

and around this District. I had a touch of it, but that was

a couple of weeks a go, and now I am feeling first rate.

Due to our added expense in fixing up a broken part

on our bike, and trying to cut down on current expenses, we have

been going on sort of a diet the past week, that is as far as we

have to pay for it ourselves, but all meals and contributions

have been most welcome and received with thanksgiving. Monday

our dinner consisted of three pieces of new bread given us by

one of our members wife, and our regular pink of milk at night

and in the morning. I also forgot to mention we have some dried

prunes also. Yesterday noon we got along on two tomatoes and then

went out to one of the members and had supper with them. I think

it is a good thing for us to try and cut down as much as possible

on our expenses, if it does not hinder the work or break down our

health.

Tell Ken if he doesn't take good care of your garden

this year, then you will have to "can" him and then I will have to

show him how it is done properly. He seems to be having plenty of

fun, and tell him to get all he can, while he can for there is no

fun like that had in your youth, (maybe I should have stated in his

young man hood days.) I hope he is feeling O. K. now.

Is father getting to feel more like himself, as the

weather is warming up? I do trust and pray that he will soon

feel like himself again soon, if not already.

I certainly do appreciate all the sacrifices and untold

kindess' you and father have so willingly and graceously given up

for my sake, during these most depressing times. My one aim is

that someday I will be able to repay a few of them, for it would be

impossible to repay all. In my little bit of traveling, which takes

in half of the circumference of the globe, I haven't yet to find the

Mother or Father or Family, which even comes any where's near equal

to the Arthur N. Taylor Family. May the Lord Bless each and everyone

with the same testimony and faith that has been shown by the most

noble and worthy parents in the whole wide world. May YOUR lives be

long, sweet, and full of happiness, is my ever humble prayer.

Give my love to all the Family, so until next week,

Your Fifth Son,

Clarence D.

Letter 31 August 24, 1932

[Handwritten letter]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

3 Cuyler Street

.

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

August 24, 1932.

Dearest Mother, and Father and Family,

After a most terrible and terrific wind

yesterday, the atmosphere is as settled and calm today

as could be. The sun is shinning brightly, with one
or two birds twittering in the nearby trees. It seems
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that always after the darkest moment or time comes

the light. That is the way it seems to me, here, in

regards to the Depression. The darkest time has passed

breaking beginning

and the beginning of dawn is break ing to burst forth again

here in P.E. In talking to a salesman, he was very

optimistic about business, stating that he could

not grumble for he was getting his share of trade. He also

made the statement that as long as he comes to Our

Church he always gets some sales, but if he stays away

his sales fall off. He knows the Gospel and that it is true,

but his folks are against him being baptized which has

kept him from becoming a member, but I think he is

of age now, and is Considering baptism seriously.

Most of the unemployment is being cared

for by the city Council who are furnishing work in the

way of Completing the breakwater and harbour, making

new playgrounds, improving the roads and etc., the men
working receive 5 and 6 Shillings a day. The paper states

to day that imports & passengers from overseas have

increased considerable and that the added freight at the

freight depots, have called for additional hands and wagons,

which is certainly encouraging This week will be the

first wool sale, this year here of about 900,000 bales.
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That will certainly help the farmers, if they

can possibly recover the lost wool market. The shoe

industry, which is the outstanding industry in

Port Elizabeth are working full force with about 5 days

work a week. All in all it appears to be a brighter

would than last week.

The Missionary work is about the same, for

it rains little, with the exception of some outstanding

experiences. And this week I have more. This month

due to movings and the people being upset over the

death of - Sis Ca[-]ood has decreased our attendance and

number of meetings Considerable, but we are going to

hold a revival and sprint with all our might these

next two months.

The answer if my letter to our relations, as yet has

not come to me. why I now not, but I hope to see them

before I go home .

Did you know that your Seminary Books

that I brought with me are certainly aiding in giving

members

lessons to our boys at Study Classes, which we are Holding

I told you about having two old fillings in

my tooth taken out because they were loose and then

had them filled, as well as the first one filled, Dr.

Smith ONLY charged me £1»19»6, a 12C less than $10.00,

He is to expensive to make many, such trips to him.

You could have "floored" me when you

mentioned that Father had not been able to go to

his meetings for over a year— what a long time to him.

I really didn't realize he Father was so ill, but sincerely

trust that he is better now. Tell him the last three

months that I have attended enough meetings for bothe

he and I, for the rest of our life .

Remember Mother, that if money is to hard

scratch to gether at home there, and it is causing

you and Father undue worry and hardship; that

by being more careful here, getting a cheaper place to
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live and going without purse or script a little more

often, that I have saved enough to finish my
Mission. I can realize that with Ken going to

college this year and Ruth entering Hugh School, that

it will mean extra means for them, and with money

so tight and hard to collect, I believe with what money

I could realize from the sale of the Bike, and probably

what I will be repaired by the released Missionary whom
I helped out, and who is now working, that I will

have about £65 saved up, which would at least last me
for six or eight month's.

Ken isn't ready to go on a mission yet is he?

Could you answer me this question?

Grandfather Dixon's Father (John Henry) had the

Priviledge and opportunity of accepting the Gospel upon

this earth. What degree will he obtain when he

accepts the Gospel and the work that has been done

for him in the Temple. ?

Tell Ruth I surely did miss her weekly

letter of last week, but was more than pleased to receive

her last letter. I am going to try and find some place

where I can play tennis here in P.E early in the morning.

So she had better practice hard and long or I will come
home and beat her a "Love" game.

Give my love and best regards to all,

including Father, Mother, Alice, Ken & Ruth and the

"Outs" and "in-laws" of the Family.

I am enjoying my work and learning

lots, if I could only [-Jemembr what I study.

With Love your Son & Brother,

Clarence D.

Letter 32 August 31, 1932

[Type-written letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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August 31, 1932.

Dear Folks, (including Father, Mother, Alice, Ruth and Ken & etc.)

I was certainly delighted today to find a letter from

you, for I had really forgot all about mail day today, as it has

generally geen coming on Thursdays, instead of coming direct, as it

does on Wednesday. At times it seems that life would hardly be

worth while, without the weekly letter from you. I suppose the

regular weekly mail has formed such a habit on me that I cannot let

a week slip by without feeling lost, if I shouldn't get it, but

thanks to your steadfastness and faithfullness I do not have to

experience any such lost feeling. As you will notice from the above
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salutation, I am addressing this one letter to all, for I owe you

all a letter, but do not find time to write each a personal one, as

I have been wanting to for a long time but haven't been able to do.

( Excuse the delay, for I have to scratch me, for I again have the

"itch". Such a pleasant feeling to have had.)

I received the money order of L 10-5-4, last week, and

want to thank you for the same, and ask the Lord to bless you for

the sacrifices you are making in order to scratch together that

sum and send to me, may I be able to duplicate those efforts of

raising the money, in the form of real fruitful missionary work,

is my ever humble prayer.

During the past month, there have been over 70 meetings

held in this District, the majority of which I have attended, so

you can see there is plenty to keep one's time occupied. I want to

thank you Mother, for finding out the answer to that question on

the inheritance to the different degrees of glory, for I have though

along the same lines as you wrote back in your last letter, which

Bro. Keeler stated, but I had also recei ved the impression that

once a person passed up the opportunity of accepting the Gospel here,

he would never be able to advance to the highest degree, that im-

mediately brought forth the question, Why is all this work being done

for the dead, if they did not have the possibility of receiving this

work, which is necessary to obtain entrance to the Celestial Degree.

I am a little bit closer, or I have a little more light and truth now tho'.

We are still tracting at Kensington, but this next week,

will finish our efforts there, and then we will have to go to a new

District. To night we are having a social, instead of Relief Society,

as there are five Wednesdays this month, and it will be a means of

raising money for the Relief Society. We have a good program arranged,
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in the form of singing, dancing,/club swinging exhibition, and

then a lot of good clean games. Sweets, and other things will be

for sale, as well as the climax of the evening in the form of an

auction of produce, foods and etc., that will be donated by each

individual. I am expecting a good crowd, and know they will all

have a real good time. As we had been holding so many meetings [-]

the week, Saturday afternoon was utilized as a meeting, in the form

of a Recreational Meeting, at which time baseball, Pomp and many

other most interesting games were played. All seemed to enjoy the

meeting so well that we are going to have them each Saturday after-

noon. That is killing two birds with one stone, having a meeting; it

being opened and closed with prayer, and also a good recreational

hour.

Business is picking up very much the last two weeks here

in Port Elizabeth, and I hope it is here to stay and not just a "come

and gone". It makes me feel a lot better to see activity, rather

than just loafing. It makes the world look much brighter and better.

There seems to be a market for wool somewhere, for there are very

many great big trucks, with two and three trailers on the back, carrying

the wool from the storehouse to the Railroads and docks. If the

wool trade can right itself it will be a big boon to this country.

As I have exhausted what little news I have, I will have

to close with love to all.

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence D.

PS. I do pray that Father's health is better and that his blood

preasure is even down below 190 points.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Letter 33 September 28, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

3 Cuyler Street,

Port Elizabeth, CP.

September 28, 1932.

Dear Mother, Father, and Family,

I have never witnessed so much rain, as I have in

the past two weeks. During this recent storm there have been

over a dozen persons lose their life right around Port Elizabeth.

When it rains real hard, there is so much water pouring down

these steep hills, that it is dangerous to try to cross them for

fear of being swept off your feet and into the ocean. When I

first came here it was most amusing to see a great high bridge

spanning a small tiny stream of water, about the size of our old

main ditch at home, and above all they had the audacity to call

it a river (Baakens River). Since this recent storm I could see

the need of these large bridges, for this tiny stream of water

developed into a mighty torrent, and reminded me of the Provo

River during rains and when it was running high. The storm has

settled as yet, but I do not care if it would pass over right now
for it hinders us greatly, in regards to getting around, as we
do not use the motor cycle on these slick wet roads.

As I did not receive your letter last week, I was looking

forward with greater anticipation, this week. For as it was

stormy this morning, I stayed home to work on reports, it being the

end of the month, and was also rewarded with your two letters, so

you can see I am perfectly satisfied. How it does make me feel good

to hear that Father is feeling more of himself, and is able to go

to his work- - his one great joy. "Man is that he might have joy."

and Father's work is one of those sources. I certainly trust and

pray that thru his dieting and your good nursing that he will soon

be back to normal. Sorry to hear that Ken is not feeling himself

but tell him to keep happy (if possible) have lots of faith and do

as you and the Doctor tells him, and he will be better before he

knows it. Maybe he misses his bed partner to keep him warm on the

cold winter nights, or possibly he needs the shock of having someone
come to bed late at night to stick their ice cold feet in his back,

Tell him that if he does that it won't be long now, only about another

winter.

From the picture I received of Ruth, I am afraid I will

never know her when I get back. Why she looks to me like a fully

matured young lady, and whats more I'll bet she is. Tell her thanks

for the pictures and I will write her later.

In regards to my garments, you have no doubt received

my letter stating that I have received them O.K. and by now will
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have partially worn them out.

It must be mighty nice to be able to go out in the

garden again, and pick vegetables that are fresh for the table

use. I know when we go out to Uitenhage, there is one family

there that has a garden and which I delight to go out in amongst
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the peas, or the carrots and etc., and eat them. It seems like

old times.

Thanks so much for the advice in regards to eating in

between meals, I know that my health will be much better it I

can refrain from eating in between meals. But is is surely a

hard task doas evidenced by this attempt: We hold a little

Primary class at one of the homes of the Saints. I requested

that instead of any warm drink, that I would prefer water. She

complied with the request the first time, but after that she

brought out cocoa, stating that she could not see us eating bread

and butter and drinking water. So in a case like that if I insisted

it seems that it would have hurt her feelings. In these severe

cases I suppose I will have to make the best of it and endure the

short time that is left.

In tracting I am still making a few friends, although

there are some people that are nasty, but very few. One old

sour faced (excuse the phrase) lady whom I tracted just recently

listened while I introduced myself, then in a smart tone answered,

"You're a fine boy, you are!" then slammed the door. I would like

to have remarked to her, that I was proud that she thot so much

of the "Mormons" ?

I am feeling well, and really gaining a little in

weight, which is a good indication of health.

I will close now, with love and regards to all,

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence D.

Letter 34 October 5, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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October 5, 1932.

Dearest Folks,

I am writing you to-night previously to my anticipated

letter to-morrow, for I have a most busy day outlined and perhaps

I will not have time after receiving your letters.

For the past month it has been raining almost constantly,

until the present I feel as if we have had to much, or as the

common expression out here would be, "
I am fed up". As my raincoat

has quite a large tear in it after having been entangled in the

chain or the motor cycle, I decided this morning, rain or no rain,

I was going tracting. It sprinkled a bit, and I was dampened some,

but other than that I was able to get in two good hours tracting,

and one place the lady conversed with me at her door, until one

rain shower passed over. Another lady a little farther along, in-

vited me off her step while it was raining. All sorts and kinds

of people are met with in this kind of work.

The past week I have seen the most beautiful and almost

the worst weather possible, which is certainly characteristic of

South Africa. One minute it is shinning, and the next minute rain.

Sunday afternoon was a most beutiful spring afternoon, and I availed

the opportunity of visiting the St. George's Park, where it was
most beautiful to see all the different colored flowers and shrubs

in full bloom, with tropical trees forming a most picturesque back-

ground. I thoroughly enjoyed myself, although I did miss the sweet

singing birds which is a most complete feature of our perfect spring

days at home.

As yesterday was a Bank Holiday, we held a picnic at

New Brighton Beach, there were only 12 present, as a majority

of the Saints had to work. I was able to get a customary red-face

which will no doubt start peeling soon. It was certainly tempting

to see those big breakers come rolling in, and the water so beckoning

and not be able to go in swimming.

One of the Sisters, in fact the President of the Relief

Society, related to me yesterday a most beautiful testimony she

received in answer to her desire to obtain more and a stronger test-

imony to the Gospel as the last lesson in Our Lesson Manual suggested.

She saw this dream twice-" She saw her father in his coffin with

some flowers in his hands, she went out to pick some more flowers,

carnations to give him, but did not get that kind, but instead she

picked a most beautiful bunch of violets, which she placed on a table

nearby, and which her father seemed to say "Thank you darling, I

appreciate them very much". He then told her that she was on the

right road and to continue on, and also get his genealogy completed
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and have the work for him done in the temple.

Sis Russell is having a most trying time at the

present, what with her husband very sick with Asthma, and

bitter against the Church, he not having worked for over

six years, caused their most large home at Walmer to be sold

and they are living in two very small rooms at the present.

She has been trying to get her genealogy of her grandmother

who was born in Germany and was drowned near King Williamstown,

when she cannot find out. In writing to her Mother for such

information she received the answer that if the information was

for the Mormons, they would have to go to Germany and find out

for themselves. But after receiving this manifestation it has

given her new faith and courage to find out this information so

she can have her Father's work done for, which she knows that he

has accepted of the Gospel and is waiting for her to have the work

done for him It is most beautiful.

I am feeling fine and still gaining weight. As it is

past 110' clock and missionary hours, I will say good night to

you all. May the Lord ever continue to bless you all with health

and strength, especially you and Father is my ever prayerful desire.

Give my love and best wishes to all.

Your loving son and brother,

Clarence D.

P.S. Give Father, Ken, Maurine and all the

other Birthday Anniversaryists "many Happy

Returns of the Day
"

C.D.T.
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Letter 35 October 26, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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Oct. 26, 1932

3 Cuyler Street

Port Elizabeth, CP.

South Africa.

Dearest Folks,

Again it is a most beautiful morning, possibly

I notice it because I do not like the wet, rainny weather

which we have been having. The past two days I have

been caught out in the showers, and haven't completely

dried out yet. Risking a motor Bike in this rain and on

these glass- surfaced roads, certainly increases nerve, faith

and a continual prayer on your lips. I don't think that

walking a tight rope could be much worse. I know

that as long as I am engaged in the work of the Lord

I will always be protected, unless he sees otherwise.

To- night the Port Elizabeth Relief Society is

putting on a Social ( Basket Lunch) in order to raise

a few pennies to send a delegate from this district

to Relief Society Convention at Johannesburg on the

week of December 3-12. I have arisen a bit earlier

than usual in order to drop you a brief note of activities

here in the land of South Africa.

The next two months are going to be

very rushing with plenty to do and think about: There are

only 5 more days of our six month meeting Contest left, and

every spare moment is being used to crowd in a meeting.

Next Monday night, at Dollers house, which is just across

from the Cemetary; a Halloween Party is going to be held.

It is a most ideal location - Don't you think?

President & Sister Dalton leave Cape Town

on Nov. 11 to hold District Conference. They will arrive

here in Port Elizabeth on Nov. 13, 1932 at which time we
will have Conference until Nov. 18, 1932, when they depart.
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for East London, thence to Dubran by Boat and on to

Johannesburg by Rail, Arriving at Jo' Burg in time for

Relief Society and Elders ' Convention Conjointly December

3, 1932.

On Nov. 23, a one- act play Soul-Mates is

also to be produced by the Relief Society. Followed by the

Annual Bazaar on Nov. 30, 1932, and thence to

Convention.

If possible I am going to try and get

Pres. Dalton let me rise the 10 days for Convention, and

the money to go to Jo 'Burg, in going town to Grahamstown

and Bathhurst & vicinity and get some genealogy. I am
sure it would be the most profitable thing . I don't

know whether Pres. will allow it but I can at least try.

I am looking forward today for my
letter from you, whether I get it to-day or next week I

will let you know before I seal & send the letter.

Is it Possible that Roosevelt will have a

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

chance to defeat Hoover for the Presidential Chair? I

trust that he will not for we have heard rumors here

that if he does, the 18th Amendment may be abolished,

and that would be a catasrophe. I remember reading

in Grand Father Dixon's Diary that Drink was the curse of a

country, and I can actually see for myself that a truer

statement could not be made in regards to Drink. If

[illegible*] the younger people, at home could see the results

[illegible*] out here, they would by all means whole-heartedly

[illegible*] 18th amendment, and not try to break it down

[illegible*].

As I haven't time and Paper to extend my
& Happy Returns & etc.

birthday congratulations A to the Taylors individually, I will

[illegible*] publicly and to all in one greeting [illegible*]

May the Lord bless you, Father & Mother

[illegible*]alth , & strength and those things you

[illegible*], is my Constant prayer.

Your loving son,

Clarence D.

P.S. Just received your letter- & like it.

[* illegible because of water damage]

Letter 36 November 2, mi
[Typewritten and handwritten letter; handwriting signified by italic

font.]
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November 2, 1932.

"Father's Birthday".

Dear Father, Mother and Family,

As I am sitting here trying to think of something to

write you on this memorable day, it is most hard for me to keep

my mind and thoughts in the realm of South Africa; for they will

stray to familiar scenes and faces across the mighty deep. I

only wish that I could be with you to celebrate Father's Natal

day. Let's see, Father is about— sixteen past — now isn't he?

But I will bet with the invigorating and tingling November weather

he feels like a young colt again. At least I hope he does.

Last Monday night ended our six months Mission Meeting

contest, with a real weird, hair-raising, Halloween Party at the

home of Brother Doller. First of all a better location could not

be had anywhere to give atmosphere or background or feeling, for

his home is situated just opposite a cemet[-]ry, and unless a person

is accustomed to the place, it gives you a sort of creeping feeling

just to pass, let alone have a party where there are real live

ghosts, witches and what not roaming around. I don't know whether
any real ghosts came over from the "graveyard" to help us make a

success of it, but they must have done, as was evidenced by the

palpatations of the heart and the shaking knees and quivering voices.

Brother Doller's home is situated back from the road in a grovefof

trees, in all the trees there were hung all sorts of faceswith
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candles burning behind them (like our Jack O' lanterns) only they

were not pumpkins. They all met inside the housefirst, where they

became accustomed to the light, and where we began our meeting by

singing a song and ope ning with a word of prayer.

(Please excuse the changing in writing but

you can see from above the typewriter is not working

properly).

All were then taken out thru the front

door, where they were received by two Ghosts who

directed them on their way & also helped them by

giving them an electric shock. After working one's way
along a natural lane of overhanging bushes and trees,

tripping over roots and stepping on Snakes "(Hose) and

coming face to face with net burlaps, overhanging

[ ]s and other objects, you came to the Place the wire

[Letter 36 pg. 2]

or rope you were following made a t[- -] near

a tree there was awaiting an Old Ghost who held out

his cold, "Clammy" hand to shake. No sooner had you

passed this than the earth gave way under you

and the next minute you landed in a pit, with

the cans in them it. to step on & make a noise,

afoot & half board was next awaiting you to trip over,

followed by another pit. As you climbed out of this

pit you stepped on a Board which immediately

gave a loud "Honk". Walking alon[-] the Board was

to easy, until it titled and hit the ground with a

thump, which almost "jarred" many a persons false

teeth out. Again the rope took a turn, which led

thru an Auto tire, over a springy Car Cushion which

has the custom of giving away when any extra heavy

Pressure is added. After climbing then anotherframe,

and feeling a fuzzy, hairy "teddy Bear" in front of you,

made Chills go & up & drove my back as well as others.

If a rope about neck high had not rung a bell, the

rope would more than likely have chocked some one.

"No Man's" Land was next encountered which con-

sisted of a Maze of ropes crossed & re-crossed in order

to keep out the enemy. At the end of this land was

a "Graveyard" with monuments on it &. heaped up graves .

To end off, it was necessary to climb over

a bed & try to step over the lifeless form of a stuffed man.

Scene It.

Upon entering the room of Horror, an

old French Guillotine was seen, with a most

realistic neck of a man showing, who had

just had his head severedfrom his neck and

it was lying in a box underneath Blood was

all over the knife blade and streaming down the

frame work. The "Jagged" edges of his neck was

showing, as [illegible deletion] was also blood. The eyes were bulging

out, and his tongue dangled out at least five inches.

Blood was, or had been gushing from his mouth & nose.
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?

It almost looked like "Madam Tersa[-]ges" handiwork,

a hideous silhouette reflected on a sheet, revealed

how many cruel murders are accomplished, with

the blood curdling scream, and ugly faces appearing

from it seemed no where, almost made your

heart standstill, but was brought back into action

by a crash of a fire cracker, and even then tried to

run away by its rapid pounding.

It was so hot inside that all 60 of

us went outside where games were enjoyed, after

which ice Cream & dougnuts were served. We
would have climaxed the evening by going thru

the "Graveyard," but no one is permitted to go in

after sun set.

Since September 25, 1932 or just a little

better than one months time, Port Elizabeth

District has held 219 meetings. We had set our

mark at 200, which I didn't think we could quite

reach, but we sure did. Our membership is so

high, as compared with the number of Active

Members or Saints, that it pulls our per centage

way down. We did our best & that is saying a lot.

President Dalton will be here on

November 13, 1932 for District Conference, which will

be a real busy week, after which we are having a

Play then a Bazaar before the Closing of our South

African year on Nov. 30, 193[-]

I just haven't had time to

send my greetings to all of those many birthday's

this month, so if you will just pass on the good word

for me, even tho' late I will appreciate it.

May the Lord bless you always,

Your loving Son & Brother

Clarence D.

Letter 37 November 8, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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3 Cuyler Street

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

South Africa .

November 8, 1932.

Dear Folks,

Please excuse the "million Doller"

stationary, but that is all I have with

me, for I am writing you while there

is a rehearsal going on, in preperation

for a show or Concert to be given for

the benefit of sending a Relief Society

delegate to Johannesburg for their

Convention, beginning on December

3, to 12.

Sunday morning, President

and Sister Dalton will arrive here

for Conferne. Four meetings to be

held on Sunday: Sunday School Conf,

Fast & Testimony, General officers

and Teachers meeting, General

Conferene Session. Monday Evenng

a regular Priesthood Conferene.

Wednesday Evenng; Relief Society

Conference. Friday Evenng President
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and Sister Dalton leave for East London,

by train.

[Letter 37 pg. 2]

There has certainly been a lot of

rain during the past two months

here in the Eastern Provine. It seems

that the summer time is the wet

season, instead of the usual winter

time being the usual wet ye season.

For the past 12 hours it has been

continuously raining. This afternoon

we went out to Kozab's for our

regular Primary Class, after which

we walked for about a mile and a

half to Kensington, and were

absolutely drenched when we
arrived at Kensington, but Mr.

Stark, gave us a change of clothes

and kept us from getting a good cold.

It is here that the re-hearsal is being

held.

I am in hopes that I will

be able to go out genealogical hunting

within the next month. Last

Sunday we featured at our evening

service, Geneological work, and

it brought me to mind that

I had not been doing any of

this work for a long time.
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Last week, there was a

most unusual arrangement of

pictures
(
photographs ) of cities,

industries, and principle scen[—

]

scenes in Africa. It was a very

attractive and good arrangements

of photo's being displayed by the

South African Railroads

Publicity Department. I would

surely like to get a duplicate of

all the Pictures they have of

South Africa to bring home and

show you.

I am surely getting to

find out the greatness & the

amount of Truth this Church

upholds, but the worst is, that

my mind or memory is worse

than a sieve. I cannot remember

anything it seems. I only wish that

I could, I guess I will have to

take some course in "Memory
Improvement.".

As I did not get your

letter last week I am looking

even so forward for the two

letters to-morrow.
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This morning it looks a

little brighter, but traces of rain are

still in the sky.

By the time you reach this

note, no doubt you will be preparing

for [-]'Xmas. Just imagine this will

be my third absence on Christmas

Day. It surely doesn't seem possible

Time does fly,

As I am just leaving for

Tracting I will have to finish

at noon.

Just received your most

welcome letter, and pleased to

hear that you are all well

and happy. And most of all I

am thankful to hear of the

abundance of food, & fuel for for

on Coming winter.

May the Lord bless you

all is my sincere prayer,

your loving Son,

Clarence.

Letter 38 November 16, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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November 16, 1932

3. Cuyler Street,

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

Dearest Folks,

This week has certainly been one of rushing.

Making arrangements in preperation for President Daltons

Conference tour, and seeing that suitable programs are

carried out at each meetings, is really some job, but the

hardest part of all for me is the asking of the Port Elizabeth

Saints to give us meals during President and Sister Dalton's

stay. I feel as tho' I am growing very "cheecky" when
I ask some of the members if they would make room, so

that Pres. would have a place to stay and also eat . With

only a handful of saints and only a few who are able to

stand the expense of putting on a meal is a very difficult

task. President Dalton, has always made the remark that

when he comes to Port Elizabeth, he has to go on a fast or a diet

not because he wants to but he has to.

So far everything has turned out very

well, Our Sunday School Conference turned out better than I

expected, a well managed and entertaining program was
given both by the children and the grown-ups. One of the

best features was little four year old, Mavis Doller, dressed

as a little old fashioned girl, get up on the stand and recite,

"I am a little Mormon girl, just Four years old, I keep the

Word of Wisdom and do what I am told." President & Sis.

Dalton were the principle speakers.

To our great surprise, Elder & Sis.

B[ ], the two South African Missionaries, came from
Cape Town the day before Dalton's, on their way to their home
at Johannesburg, after having completed a most successful

28 month Mission. They are staying at our room.
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President & wife are staying at Cawoods, and we are

sleeping in a small galvanized iron shanty at Doller's.

About 52 were present at our evening Service,

Sunday Evening. All were well repaid for the 2 hours

they were in attendance.

yesterday a most unusual experience awaited

us just on the outskirt of Uitenhage, we encountered a

"dry" river which was filled with a swift stream of water,

we pushed the Bike there, the water having come up over the

saddle of the Bike. How lucky and blessed we[-] were to

have a man help us run the water from the crankcase,

the carburetor, and the magnets and generator. And

after a little puttering around, "it went". When Pres.

and party followed in the car, a cart brought them

thru the river, after borrowing another car, we were

able to visit Sis. Erasmus, and after having dinner, we then

departed by another route back to Port Elizabeth, thereby

avoiding the water. It is some job visiting so many

families with Pres. and Sister Dalton in such a short time,

but it will be over in another couple of days. Friday night

President leaves for East London.

I just received your letters of October 10 and

17. I was sorry to hear of Father's Condition, but have no

doubts that he will be better just as soon as he can throw

off those worries . I also received the money Order of $25.00

or £ 5«2»8 to- day. And don't you or Father worry in the least

about me, especially in regards to finances. If Grandfather

Dixon was able, by the help of the Lord to go without purse

or script, I am sure that I Could, if necessary do the

same thin g. But I seem to have been more blessed than

he, by having such good parents to make it possible for me
to be out here on this Mission. I will be able to live like

a "King" on this $25.00 so don't worry or think it is not

enough for it is, and I thank you from the bottom
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of my heart. I pray that the Lord will bless you at

all times, especially during these hard & depressing times.

It is certainly wonderful to think that you have

been able to raise a few vegetables and are able to

help those around you that are not so fortunate.

you will surely receive a bright pearl, from each one

of these little thoughtful acts to set in that great,

grand crown you are going to inherit in the

world to come.

As Elder Brummer is now waiting

for me, I will have to close with heaps of love

to all the family. May the Lord continue to bless

you with health, strength & prosperity thru

these long winter months is the humble prayer of

your far away Son,

Clarence

P.S. Just a little verse I found:

Freedom

Keep your heart free from hate, your mind from worry

Live simply; expect little; give much; sing often;

Pray always, Fill your heart with love; scatter sunshine;

Forget self; think of others; do as you would be done by.

These are the tried links in Contentments Golden chain

P.s.s

Tell Ruth I was sorry to hear that both the

y. and Provo High lost, but hope next game will

turn out differently. Keep Happy.

"Bud."

Letter 39 November 23, 1932

[Handwritten letter]
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3 . Cuyler Street

,

Port Elizabeth, C,P.

South Africa

.

Nov. 23, 1932.

Dear Folks,

I just can't imagine that within

a month's time it will again be Christmas.

But it more or less seems to me that Christmas

is a thing of the past, and something to look

forward in the near future (when I return).

The weather this past week has been

very hot and stifling. It was so warm Monday

morning that there was a steady stream of perspiration

dripping from my forehead and face. In fact, it was

even embarassing at times, after Climbing a number

of steps to tract a door, and while talking to the Lady,

you would have to continually dust your forhead

with a h a n derk handkerchief.

Our Conference week went off very

smoothly, and I think President & Sister Dalton and

Elder and Sister Brummer enjoyed their week's visit

very much. I know the Saints and friends here were

greatly edified and built up by their visit. They left

for East London Friday Evening at 9:25 There were a

good number at the station to see them off.

I was sorry to see them go but it

was really a good relief, or in other words a load

of responsibility was shifted.

As there are three new missionaries

on the way out here, our Elders Convention may be

posponed until their arrival, whenever that is. Where -

ever it is held (at Johannesburg or Cape Town) with President
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Dalton's consent, Elder Smith and I are going to

save a little money & also do a little County work

at the same time by going to Convention on the

Motor Bike without "Purse or Script". It will surely

be some experience to travel about 800 miles by Bike;

asking for entertaiment of the Boer Farmers. There

is no doubt that it will save us money and more

than that times are when we haven't to much to spend.
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I will be able to tell you more definite next week

what happens. As this month ends our South

to be

African year, and all reports areA made & compiled,

I may have to go back into the office for a while,

I certainly hope not, but time alone will tell.

Just imagine, To-morrow you will

aM be sitting with your feet under the old dinning Room
Table, enjoying a most appetizing and delicious Home
Cooked dinner of yours (Turkey, Cranberry sauce, mashed (YUM!YUM!)

Potatoes, Brown Gravy, Mince Pie, fruit salad and many
other delicacies, while here on the other side of the Globe

I will be sweltering in the Oxford Cafe, ordering up some

sterotyped (sameness) meal that I have had ever since

I have been here. Usually some Beef that has been

pulling a wagon from here up to Rhodesia and

back and so tough that it is hard to sink a tooth

in it, but never the less trying to think it to the

a Thanksgiving Turkey or Chicken. Just the same

I am mighty Thankful that I will at least

have that much to eat.

I am sure sorry to hear that Father's

stomach is still out of order. I do wished he would

be able to throw off all his worries. If Father needs

any sunshine and heat at the present, tell him we
have a surplus here in South Africa that I would

only be too pleased to send him. It is music to my
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ears to hear that his blood pressure is lower.

It can't be that you are overworking

Ken is it - that he always has something wrong

with him? (He likes work so well) I guess I had

better come home to carry that coal & wood for

him. (at least it won't be more than another

year yet.)

What a blessing it is to you to have

a Radio, especially during these times that Father

is ill. when it is impossible to go to Church, all

you have to do is switch on the radio, and you

have it in your own home. Seeing that K.S.L

is so powerful now, I am going to try hard to

find someone who can pick it up and listen

in on some of those good programes.

How I will enjoy some of those good

apples you were talking about in your letter. Why
out here if I want a small, dry apple we have to

Pay all the way from three to 5 cents for one. They can

raise only a very few. Last month President Dalton and

I bought a six pence worth of Cherries and had quite

a good time sitting in a tea room eating them. This

is the first Cherries I have tasted since I have been

here. Strawberries are sometimes seen, but they are too high

priced. Rasberries are never seen. There is something

to look forward to next summer isn't there?

I also received the papers this morning

and Thank you.

What is Santa bringing you all this

year. Even Wood and Coal in one's socks would be

appreciated this year wouldn't it? For me I'll take a cake

of rice. Have all the kids write and tell me what they

get and send it in one letter.
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Well Folks, I am surely thankful for all that

I have, for health, strength, for you all, and that

which you are giving me; for the Gospel and

P[— ] leges and blessings I am receiving while engaged

in this wonderful and great work.

May the Lord continue to bless you

with his choicest blessings.

I wish each and every one of you a

"Merry, Merry" X'mas and a most prosperous

and Happy new year.

your Loving son and brother,

Clarence

Dear Alice & Ruth,

Just a note to let you know I received

your letter and pleased to note you are still

enjoying life as much as ever. Congratulations on

the Primary Class attendance on Rally Day, I hope

you win. By the way when are you going to

give me some of the low down on that book you

read "The Royal Road to Romance" If you could

take time out and give me a few of the most

interesting points in it, until I could get the Book

I would really enjoy it as much as you. For when
we tour Europe we want to know something about

what & where we[-]are going.

If you see Santa, tell him

that a pretty good present for next year (Xmas 1933)

will be to let me help celebrate with you on Sandy

Alley in plenty of nice white snow.

Christmas wishes,

"Bud"

Letter 40 November 30, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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November 30, 1932.

Dearest Folks,

To-night we are holding our annual Bazaar in this

Port Elizabeth District, and there is always something to

prepare for it, I will not be able to write too much this

week. Another of our South African years draws to a close

this evening also. Just imagine another year having slipped

by. During this past week, my time has been mostly spent in

arranging for the Bazaar, that is calling on friends and

Saints encouraging them to come out, or in collecting the

finished articles to be sold, or in getting donations from
local shops where we do some of our purchasing. I will really
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be glad to see to-night pass, and most of all hope that the

people here will support this affair and buy all the commodities

for sale. But money is pretty scarce, and it seems that people

have very little to spend.

I had been planning on going to Convention, which was

to be held at Jo'burg, this week end; but since writing my last

letter, President Dalton has postponed our Elders' Convention

which

to sometime near Xmas when hasn't been definitely announced as

yet. I also received another intimation that I would more than

likely have to go into the office again for a little while, at

least until they get the reports off. This would be after

Convention and would last about a month or six weeks. The Relief

Society is having their Convention at Johannesburg, beginning

on Saturday Dec. 3, and lasting until the 12. It is certainly

a wonderful opportunity for one or two sisters of each district

to meet together and discuss the plans for the coming year. It

is doing a wonderful amount of good.

Last Sunday, Elder Smith and I were invited to dinner

at Mr. & Mrs Bach, at Kensington, As an invited guet, was also

a Miss Jean, from East London, who stated that her Mother was a Dixon

from Grahamstown. Unfortunately she knew not her Grandparents

name, so I could not find out whether it was a relative of J. H.

Dixon, or those Dixon's who live at the Coomb. She stated she

would find out and let me know later.

A week ago last Monday Evening, we started to hold

regular Geneological Study Class. Half of the time is devoted to

studying our lesson, taken from "Way to Perfection" written

by J. F. Smith. We have borrowed this book from one of the Saints,

and it is surely proving interesting. The other half of the

time is taken up in solving the questions that each individual

encounters in searing for their ancestors. We are also trying

to compile biographies of ourselves, then our parents, then our

grandparents and so on. Have the life Histories of you, Mother

and Father been published yet? If it has, I would surely like to

obtain a copy of each. Also of Grandfather Taylor.
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At our last class we had over twenty present, and

about

all are enthusiastic over the work. If you have some in-

formation regarding how to make one of these Book of Remembrances,

I would surely like to get more concerning it. For I know nothing

about it at-att.

I don't know when I will be able to get any more

information regarding our family, but I know that if there is

any more here to find, that the way will be opened up for me
to obtain it for you.

If within the next six or eight months, the Pres.

of the Mission, feels that I have finished my work here, what

would you desire that I do; come home directly by way of the

shortest route (West Coast) or go around by way of China, Japan

and the Hawaiian Islands to California, or by way of the East

coast of Africa, thru the Holy Land and up thru Europe? As you

know conditions at home, and that which will best suit you. I

am only too willing to do as you think best. I have been hope-

fully anticipating that You, Father and Mother, and Alice and

Ruth would be able to take a short vacation and tour Europe, and

there meet me, and I am still hoping it can be arranged that way.

I trust that you have all had a most pleasant and

merry Christmas and that your Holiday has been thoroughly

enjoyed by all. Give all my regards,

With Love,

Clarence.

35

Letter 41 December 14, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]
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December 14, 1932.

Dearest Father, Mother, Alice & Ruth, & Family,

I just received your most welcome,

and "thoughtful" letters. Summer is in its fullness

at the present, with an abundance of heat being

pelted down on us here. It has been so long since I

have seen real snow, and it is so hot here just now

that I cannot even imagine such, that I cannot

really imagine the good old cold, crisp, invigorating

Xmas weather you are having. Yesterday while

passing the Cold Storage plant, a refrigerator railroad

car was, standing along side being re-filled, around the

car was a lot of snow that had accumulated inside

the plant and had been thrown out. I had a real

hard time going apast that old dirty snow, without

first feeling it and playing in it. Perhaps another year

and I will be able to get into more than I will like. (?)

Just received word from Pres. Dalton

that Elders Convention would be held at Johannesburg

after the 18th of this month. We will be unable to leave

Port Elizabeth until Sunday Evening the 18th and will

arrive at Jo'Burg Dec. 20, 1932. While at Convention Pres.

Dalton has arranged for a few baseball games, so we
will be able to leave off Missionary Work for a while

and turn ball players. It will be a real time. As far as I

know now, I will have to help with reports at Jo Burg and

the return back here to Port Elizabeth, where I will more

than likely finish up.

Last Monday I went to Uitenhage

and did some tracting, then helped Sis Erasmus fill

in her Geneological information she is gathering. It is
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what information we have been able to gather

and bring to gether, while she originally knew

nothing about. We have gathered over three Group forms,

with about all the names & dates required.

While at Grahamstown I called on the

Rev. Mu[-]sim of the English Church for Geneological infor-

mation concerning Judith B. Dixon's death. He

was out but his wife referred me to the Arch-deacon,

Flack who kept all records. The Arch deacon was ill

at the time but I left a note requesting the date of

death, and just to - day I received word from him.

His note: Recotry, Uitenhage

Dear Sir, Dec. 13, 1932.

Our Burial Register records that Judith

Dixon, age 73 was buried at Uitenhage on Sept. 24, 1865

by the late Reverend W. L leweland who was Rector of the
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Parish at that time. The date of death is not recorded.

Yours Sincerely

F. W. Flack.

This information, age of J. Dixon at death,

does not correspond with your information, or the

1820 settlers record, as to her date of Birth.

Last week I received an invitation to

spend the X'mas holidays with Uncle Will & Aunt Flo

but as we will be in Jo' Burg I will not be able to.

The Lord is certainly kind to us all.

May he continue to do such is my sincere prayer.

I will have to close now, as we are arranging for

our Railroad accommodations . Please continue to

send my mail to this same address.

Give all my love and best wishes,

Love,

Clarence . D.

[The following insert was typed]

[Insert #2]

after Convention and long enough to get the Annual Report out

Nothing has been said but I have a feeling that it will happen

I am still enjoying myself and well and happy.

Give my regards to all. I am working on Monthly reports so will

not be able to write to the rest.

Love,

Clarence D. Taylor.

Letter 42 December^ 1932

[Handwritten letter]
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[The following letter bears considerable damage from liquid)

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

3 cuyler Street,

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

7,

December 4 1932

Dearest Folks,

The mornings here is most beautiful, at this

time of year [illegible*] few of the birds that sing, can be

heard, I think mostly in answer to the canaries

that adorn most of the f[— ]t St[—]s of each house.

Towards the middle of the day, the real summer
heat can be felt, which at times gets very depressing.

There has not been very much happening

the past week, at least of any importance, with the exception

the Old Devil again is stepping in and asserting his

authority and power of many of the Saints and friends.

He seems to have Port Elizabeth firmly in his clutches.

During the past six or seven months the work has been

progressing and growing splendidly, it appeared that

the people had taken account of themselves and were going

to serve the Lord. Now again, that hated & dreaded instrument

Hate, envy, jealousy and Gossip has been let loose again

and doing much damage. During the past two years

this same thing has been carried on to pull down the

growth and poison the minds of those friends of the

Port Elizabeth District. If the Lord sees fit that this

matter be cleared up, I have no doubt that a way will

be opened whereby it might.

Our Bazaar we held a week ago was

not as successful as it could have been, but people

just don't seem to have the money to spend. They were

all very generous with their donations, but could not

afford to buy.
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The past week has mostly been spent in

getting all books up- to-date, and in making reports.

On the 28th Nov. the three new missionaries arrived

and are now enlisted in our depleted missionary ranks.

We need them greatly and they will be able to do a lot

of good, (not too much in P.E.)

Dearest Mother, it just dawned on me that

by the time you receive this letter, one more year

will be added to your age. May January 5, 1933 be

a most happy, pleasant and beautiful day, and

that you will be able to witness many more

such days.

I was just thinking of a few words that a poet

once stated "Come, grow old with me" what a

beautiful thought. How I "envy" Father, to think

that you two have shared such happiness, one with

another thru all these years. How happy I would

be, to be able to look back upon my life and see

the same amount of having been done, as

you my beloved parents have done. Now you can

see why I would have liked "growing old" with you.

How thankful I am to my Heavenly Father

for blessing me with such wonderful parents. For

your ideals, your teachings, the love and kindnesses

you extend to me, and the sacrifices you are making

in my behalf. It is impossible to conceive of enough

methods or w[-] ways to repay you. I only wish I could.

Mother Dear, May the Lord bless you with

all those things you need & desire, for Health & strength,

joy, Happiness and the priv[-]lidge of Serving God, our Father,

and help to bring to pass His work and Glory upon this

earth. God be with you and bless you my dear little

black haired Mother.

Lovingly, your fifth son

Clarence D .

[* illegible because of water damage]
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Letter 43 December 19, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

Between Cradock & Rosmead

On S. African Railway.

December 19, 1932.

Dear Folks,

Last night after Church Services, we boarded the

train, bound for Johannesburg at 9:00 P. M. After a very

tiresome and restless night, I was able to pull out this morn-

ing, after a most peculiar fashion, and decided to type you

a letter, so as to reach you with this mail. It is about the

most profitable thing I could do while on the train, for I can-

not concentrate to-day, I cannot write in longhand, and I don't

want to read any of these ten cent novel magazines, that some of

the passengers have who are in the same compartment as we. But

I do want to write. I hope you will excuse some of the mistakes

I make, for the trainrocks and swings terribly when it picks up

a little speed. The reason it doesn't ride as easy as our trains,

is because it is only a 3ft. 6 in. gauge instead of over 4 ft. at

home.

This morning at about 8 O'clock we passed through

Cradock, but was unable to stop, due to my excursion ticket only

allowing me to stop on the way back, so coming back I will stop off,

for a day and visit with Uncle Will and Aunt Flo. These trains

surely do creep along. When the American Athletes were out here

they made the statement that they took their workouts by getting

off the train and running alongside of it, whih is surely true.

Just imagine going only 200 miles in 12 hours. That is what we
made last night.

Just now in the middle of the Karroo, there are a number
of small farms. The manner in which the reaping of the grain was

being done was the old primitive style of using the sickle. One
Kaffir man and lady worked a small patch, taking a handful of grain

stalks and then cutting it, then tying it into bundles and bunching

it in stacks. It is surely typical of much of the primitive methods

used out here. I would not like the idea of having to eeke out my
existence, way out here on some of these lonely farms. The country

is fairly dry, and a good rain would start the Karroo looking better.

I certainly do have a sore face that I received out at

our Last picinic at New Brighton last Friday. It was Dingaans Day

a holiday, and also Elder Smith's birthday. We had a bout thirty

Saints and friends out and all enjoyed themselves very much. Going

all out by Lorry or truck was much fun added, which we had not

previously had by going by train. After a good day of games, lunch

and some being brave enough to go into shark infested waters to

bathe, we left for home, and was caught in a rain shower. Other

than that we had a great time. The past week has been mostly spent

making arrangements to leave for JoBurg., preparing for a Children's

outing the day before X'mas, and also for grown up social on the

28th of this month. I hope the local brethren well be able to
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take care of it all right.

I was in the hopes of using the five pounds one shilling

and three pence, which my fare costs to Jo'burg and back, to go

out to Bathurst and get into the records of the Bathurst Church

there, but President Dalton did not think I should, so that ended

that. I will get up there before I leave tho', even if I have to

walk.

It seems that the change in fields of labor and the

type of work agree with me very much, for I feel much better,

especially the past two months, although I have lost a little

weight, I feel much better than formerly, with the exception

with this terribly warm weather making me very tired and in-

ambitious. The change of climate and attitude in going to

Jo'burg. I hope will make me feel much better so that I will be

able to finish up my Mission with much Vim and energy.

As I want to get this posted at Nawpoort, so that it

will get to Cape Town by Friday, I will have to close with love

to all. May the Lord continue blessing you with Health and

strength, and with the least amount of worries. Give my best

looking for

regards to all. tell Alice I am still/ she and Ruth to be over

in Europe, and also you Father and Mother if possible, by the

time I return home. I can't expect too much, but I am still

counting on it.

Will write and tell you somewhat about the American

City, Johannesburg, the Gold Center of South Africa next week.

Your beloved Son,

Clarence D.

Letter 44 December 27, 1932

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

395 Commissioner St.,

Johannesburg, Tvl.

December 27, 1932.

Dearest Folks,

Well, here I am in the largest city of South Africa

and not only that but, it appears to me the best. It is almost

a real American City, with plenty of pep and activity on every

hand. I haven't seen much of the City, but what I have I

like it very much. Yes, Christmas is over, and I enjoyed myself

very much again this year. To begin the 25th. out right, five of

we Elders went out to one of the small branches in this District

to attend their Sunday School. We had to walk about 3 miles from

the end of the car line to get there. This little Sunday School

was held under a bowry, having home made and hewn seats to sit on,

with a very small organ to accompany their choir. There were not

very many in attendance as it was Xmas day, but we enjoyed the

acquaintence of the few there. They conduct and carry on the same

as any of our largest Sunday Schools at home there.

It was a most beautiful day this morning, to me it was

a typical Day for such a noble character as the Saviour to be born

into the World. The night before there had been plenty of rain

which made everything look refreshed and green and beautiful,

especially out in the country. I could almost picture myself as
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one of the wise men, going in search of the Christ Child, as we
were walking along on the country road.

For dinner we went back into town, and Elder M. F. Smith

and myself went to dinner at Sister Vice. She is a hard working

women with six children and only has the older, who is 20 to support

her. She gave us plenty and more than I could eat, then after a

good chat; and as you would expect along the genealogical line, she

showed us a few of the many pictures she had gathered, then we
returned to "Ramah" or our home here in Johannesburg. We had a fine

meeting, but with very few being in attendance. After which we
were invited to go to one of the Saints homes and help eat up the

remainder of the Xmas dinner. We all had a good time, and I was

ready to turn in bed, after a most merry day. And I might also

mention that the bed I am now sleeping on is nothing more than a

single Army Cot, with one blanket over the top of me and no pillow.

We all sleep in the Church, after having removed the benches.

Yesterday I felt like a king, the way we were treated

by some of the "big men of Johannesburg and Pretori[- -] At 10 A. M.

yesterday we (all of the 15 missionaries) were picked up in the c

enter of Johannesburg, and taken over The Capital of the

Union of South Africa, Pretoria, where we "the Cumorah's" or Mormons

were going to play baseball, against a picked team fromthat city.
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It was too bad that it rained and made things quite miserable, and

hard to play, but we beat them by the score of 11 to 3. I played

the majority of the game, and was able to score 2 runs. While at

Pretoria we were taken sight-seeing all over the city, had a real

good dinner at the best hotel --all free of charge.

Next Saturday the advertized "All American Team" from

Salt Lake City, and the Mormons; are going to play a picked team

from Johannesburg., I certainly hope we will be able to win, for

it is doing a lot of good in breaking down prejudice and showing

the people of the world that the Mormon religion is not so

narrow as to neglect the physical growth of the body as well as the

spiritual. We have many occassions to explain our message to

inquiring people, all of whom are of the middle or better class.

Our Elder's Convention is going on just the same as

before, with the addition of an hour and half of practice each day

which serves as a good recreation, and most worthwhile at that.

Much good is being done in the way of planning our work

for the coming year, and how and by what means we will be able to

deliver our message to the people of South Africa in a way they

can see the Truth.

I have been here a whole week, having arrived last

Tuesday morning at 7:50 A. M. Since that time we have been so

busy that it only seems that a couple of days have fled by.

I am helping at the present on the Yearly Reports, only as a helper

thank goodness and not having the brunt of the responsibility on

me.

I am enclosing a clipping and picture of the Mormon
baseball team in South Africa.

I received the money order and the five dollar bill O.K.

and I really can't express my joy in receiving it. But really I

was not expecting it, and I only wished you had kept it at home and

enjoyed some nice present yourself, for I donot need a Xmas present

for I am continually receiving a present from you and Father.

I trust and pray that all is going along smoothly with

all, and that all of the sick are well and healthy again. Tell

Ken that I hope we will be a REAL GOLDBRICKER and be the means of

bringing the club back up to normal.

May the Lord bless you, My dearest Father and Mother,

with health and strength, and plenty of wisdom and happiness

during these trying days, is my ever prayer. As it is time to
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retire now I will have to say "God bless you", until next time.

Your affectionate Son,

Clarence D.

Letter 45 January 4, 1933

[Handwritten letter.]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

395 Commissioner St.,

Johannesburg, Tvl.

January 4, 1933.

Dearest Folks,

Here I am still in Johannesburg, and will be

until to- night at 7:45 when I leave with two other

of the Elders for Cape Town. President Dalton desired that

go back to Cape Town for a couple of weeks and help get

off the the Annual Reports, from Cape Town , I will return

to Port Elizabeth.

Elder's Convention officially breaks up to- day

with all missionaries returning to their assigned

fields of labor all enthused and edified with the

instruction we have received while here.

Since writing you last week the

Cumorah Baseball team "Mormons" played two

games, one last Saturday and the other Monday.

Both games were played in the rain which made
the games much slower. We won the Saturday game

by a score of 12 to 2 but lost the Monday game after a

most hard and difficult game by the small margin

of one point—6 to 7. It was a real thriller. From these

baseball games there has been rrmeh some very good

writeups and favorable Advertising, much prejudice

has been removed and many influential persons

are now staunch friends.

Yesterday we all went down one of the

Gold mines, located about 30 miles out from Jo Burg.

It was certainly interesting and educational.

The Geduld mine is about the eighth largest Gold

mine in the World We were treated royally from
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the time we entered down 4050 feet then brought out

on the surface to where they milled, & smelted the

Gold into ingots weighing 70 lbs and valued at about

$20,000 or £4000, They take about one of these bars of Gold

each day.

I have been looking over some Diamond

rings to- day with Elder Randall, who is leaving

soon for home. Since South Africa has gone off

the Gold Standard they have gone up in price

over 30%. I have a chance of getting a [— ]e stone

at the old price. I will give you the more details later

.

Will you please send what money
you can in $. (Dollers) I think the better way
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would be to send it thru the Church offices as

you did formerly. I do not know definitely

where I will be from now on and also as the

South African Pound fluctuates, it may be possible

to get a better exchange by sending the money

in Dollers.

From what I know at the present

I will be leaving South Africa about April the

21, 1933. Nothing definite, but possible.

Is Alice going to be able to make the

European Dream Trip of Ours? I hope so.

Please excuse the scribble, but the

train will be leaving soon, and I want to get

this letter off on to- night's mail

,

May the Lord bless you always. Give

my love to all.

your beloved Son

Clarence. D.

Letter 46 January 20, 1933

[Handwritten letter]
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 20, 1933

Dearest Folks,

The past week has been a very busy one

and most trying one. All of the time with the exception

of Wednesday Afternoon has been occupied with

getting out reports. Last night we stayed up until

3:00 A.M. (this morning) getting them copied and ready

to go off on the mail to - day.

After the past month's experience I am
certainly thankful that I am not tied down to

an office job. The satisfaction derived from real

proselyting work is not found indoors.

From the completed reports, it reveals

that the work here in South Africa is growing

and becoming geater each day, and especially that

"Mormonism" is finding its way into the minds

and eyes of many influential and worth people.

your letter of December 11, 1932., did not

reach me here at Cape Town until last Friday afternoon.

It having gone to Port Elizabeth and forwarded to me
from there. I was pleased to hear that you were all

right, even tho' Conditions are not so grand. I am
certainly grateful to you for letting me know the conditions

at home, and I can promise you that if there is

anything I can do on this end to relieve conditions

I will surely do my part, and will do anything + you

advise. If it is impossible for more money to send

me, I am sure the Lord will provide, so that I will be

able to stay until March or April and return the shortest & Quickest

Route, so as to do away with the extra expense
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While up in Johannesburg, Elder Wright and I

went into Thos. Cooke & Son to get an outline of a trip

home by way of the East Coast. They were very

accomodating and outlined a "swell" trip all thru

the Holy Land, over the continent by way of Rome, Venice,

Switzerland, Germany (Berlin), Paris and to London. It would

I

cost plenty as we do not have the ready cash, I

am contenting myself by buying a book of travels to

read en route home . Nothing would be more educational

than

or nicer A to travel, but if it isn't my lot I will take what

comes with great joy and thanksgiving. I feel that I have

received more blessings the past two years than I am
really deserving of, and I cannot thank you, my beloved

parents, enough for what you have done. So don't worry

about me, I am doing the work of the great Master,

and He will see that I am taken care of, and will

return to you in safety when my time is up.

I have been looking with keen interest

for this week's letter which will more than likely

come to me to-day, unless it is held up in Port Elizabeth.

As the reports are finished, I will more than

likely be leaving for P.E. the middle of next week, but

before I do, I am going to the archives here in Cape Town

and try and get a little Genealogy.

As I have an appointment with the

Dentist in about an hour, I will have to close and

change my clothes in order to get to Town and keep it.

a filling dropped out, so I will have to get it replaced,

otherwise my mouth is O.K.

Give my love to all. Keep well and happy.

May the Lord continue to bless you

Your beloved fifth son,

Clarence D.

Letter 47 January 26, 1933

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]
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Thursday

Friday Afternoon On Board

the South African Railway

Bound for Port Elizabeth

January 26, 1933.

Dear Folks,

At this minute I am sweltering in one of these little

"dinkey" Railroad compartments. I have the window blinds all up

my coat, tie and half of my clothes off trying to keep cool enough

to drop you this line, before I drop with the heat. In the next

compartment, I can hear a little baby grunting and tossing around,

and I sure feel sorry for the little thing, to think that it has

to bear this blistering heat, and not be able to help itself

keep cool. In coming from the dinner just now, where I went to

quench my thirst with a lemonade, I happened to be standing in the

sun, and with the train moving and stirring up a hot breeze, it
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actually scortched yett me. I was only to glad to seek the protect-

ed compartment, out of the way of these blistering heat waves.

During the past week, that is since last Monday, I have

been spending the majority of my time in the Archives of the

Union of South Africa, located in the bottom of the Parliament

Buildings. I have been well paid for the time I spent in research

work. They do not have many of the old records dealing with the

actual personal History of each settler, but from a compilation,

or actually from the letters which were written by the descendants

of the Settlers, a s k i ng in request of the Centennial Settlers Committee

who were at that time of 1919 preparing for the celebration of the

hundred years celebration of their arrival to this country, and were

trying to determine the number of descendants living at that time,

it

From what I have found, which deals mainly with Rev. William Boardman

History and his family. There was very little information in re-

gards to Grandfather Dixon's Genealogy. I was able to find an

answer from William Henry Dixon's son, George Waldron Dixon, and

have his address which I will write to and see if they are still

living. I am sending you the information I have obtained, which

will be kept for reference work in grouping them into families.

I think the most valuable piece of work I found was that

Genealogical Register, taken from the old family Bible of the Rev.

Boardman, now in possession of Mr. P.W. Boardman of Hei[-]elburg,

Transvaal. If I cannot copy it and get it to you this week, I will

in the near future.

In just going through a small kloof or canyon, I was

thinking how great it would be to go swimming in the small stream

which we are overlooking. Just now in an ideal little pool was

a young boy, paddling around having a good time. This is the first

time since I have been out here that I have had such a desire to

go bathing.
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This afternoon as we were going along the line I could

well pick out some of the most outstanding points of interest

that I well remember on my first country trip, Mainly the

Huguenotte Station, upon which Elder John Henry Smith and I

spent our first night, in would be sleep. Also the stream in

between Paarl and Wellington where we had a real good bath and

wash, and also saw the old colored lady washing and pounding

out her clothes on a huge flat stone. They are surely fine

experiences to look back upon, and not so pleasant to think of

having to go thru them in the future.

I left CapeTown, very hurriedly this afternoon at

2:40 P.M. and will arrive at Outshoorn tomorrow afternoon at

2:50 P.M. I am stopping there over night with intentions of

going out to the Cango Caves, which are similar to the Timp

Caves, as I understand. That is the reason I left a day sooner

than I anticipated. I will arrive at Port Elizabeth Sunday

morning at 6:30 A. M.

My mail for the past two weeks has been held up at

Port Elizabeth, so I will not know what has been happening

to you all until I get there to open them and read the good

news. I have nothing more to say than I have certainly been

blessed in being lead to those records in the archives and

getting what little information I have. I know that it is an

answer to your prayers and also mine. I do trust that you

are all feeling well, especially Father, and that Financial

worries are getting lighter all the time. When I will be

leaving I am not sure now, for I am partially waiting upon getting

to see what my mail contains. My money will not last too long

from now on, e specially if I have the expense that this last

Convention has cost. May the Lord bless you all, is my ever and

sincere wish and desire.

Give my best regards and love to all,

Sincerley your loving Son,

Clarence D.

Excuse the mistakes and Scrawl.

Letter 48 February 2, 1933

[Typewritten and handwritten letter with any handwriting signified

by italic font.]
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Feb 2: 1933

3 Cuyler Street,

Port Elizabeth, C. P.

South Africa.

Dearest Folks,

From the above address you will see that I am back again in

Port Elizabeth. I left CapeTown, as I wrote and told you, last Thursday

It was terribbly hot until we were away from Table Mountain, then we
had a cool breeze which made the weather more pleasant. The next day

the train was due to arrive at Oudshoorn, the Ostrich and tobacco

center ofSouth Africa, it at 2:50 P.M, but due to a

freight can being [- -jlsed we were delayed nearly

for hours, while waiting at a small siding, I went

up into the engine cab, and the engineer, explained

and showed me how to start stop and drive the

train. That night I stopped over at Oudshoon

and due to the heat -for it was terrible - and also due

to other non-invited pests which often inhabit strange

beds, I didn't sleep one wink. It was way in the

morning after it was light that I dropped off to sleep.

I had arranged, the previous night with a young

fellow on a motor cycle, to take me to the Famous
Cango Caves the following day. It lies a distance of 20

miles from town, and as my train left that day

at 3:00 P.M., it was essential to get an early start in

order to get back in time to catch the train. After that

night I was only to pleased to get out and waiting by

to go.

6:30 A.M. the morning ride was really pleasant, and we
passed some beautifulfarms. going up the Cango Calley.

The ground here is fertile and groes beautiful crops, if

only water is available . Here and there on the green alf-alfa

fields are hundreds of Ostriches, some with very beautiful and
long plumes. Here Every once in a while you see a mother

ostrich go running awayfrom the road with a whole

flood of 15 or 20 young following her. It was here that

I saw tobacco growing

.

The entrance to the Cango Caves have

a most picturesque setting. Being located about

500 ft above the Canyon bottom. The road leads

right up to the entrance, where there is a most fitting
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tea room constructed out of the lime stone, which

forms the entrance. Iron Bars and a gate which is locked

keep visitors from entering the cave without a guide,

and only then at certain hours.

It was most interesting to note how
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this cave was discovered, a man, farmer, living

in that Vicinity was out hunting deer. He wounded

one, bttt and in tracing itfound it enter a cavern.

He went into the first room, which to day bears

about

his name. (Van Zyll.) This was in 1780. Since that

time it has been explored and over 15 or 20 new
caverns have been found. Nor have they completely

explored it. for it is thought, that the whole

Mountain is porous and filled with like cavities.

The additions of the electric lights

make it most beautiful. I thoroughly enjoyed

the 214 hours I was there.

I caught the train and arrived at

Port Elizabeth the next morning at 6:30 A.M.

Monday afternoon a telegram came from
Capetown, which I did not receive until after a cottage

meeting that night, stating that I was to prepare

to leave this Friday - tomorrow with Elder Randall

and Elder John H. Smith. SO the remainder of this

week has been spent in packing and getting

ready to leave. It is some job, but above all a most

unexpected surprise.

I will go as far as Port Said over to the

Holy Land and Egypt for about three weeks, then catch

a German Boat out the Mediteranean Sea up to

England. (Southampton arriving there about April 16.)

I am sorry to leave South Africa, but

if I can be of greater service elsewhere, there I shall go.

I am sorry to hear of things not going the best, but I

know if we live honest, good lives and obey the commands

of the Lord, we will be able to pull thru these trying times.

May the Lord bless you all with health and strength

to carry on in these trying times is my prayer.

Your loving son.

C. D.Taylor

[The following line was written perpendicular on the left margin of

the pg..]

Please excuse the scribble, I am in a big rush.

[Insert #3; Western Union Telegram, received at 45 East Center

Street, Provo, Utah]

16KH M 25 CABLE

LONDON APR 21 1933

NLT TAYLOR

DIXON TAYLOR RUSSELL CO PROVO 9UTAH

0

ARRIVED LONDON SAIL APRIL 27 ON PRES HARDING WILL ARRIVE

NEWYORK MAY 5 THANKS FOR MONEY LOVE

CLARENCE

215P APR 21 1933

[Insert #4; check acknowledgement.]

Acknowledgement of Check No. 31024

For the information of your folks at home, or the person

who sends you this money, the next time you write, please mention

that you have received the above=numbered check. If you send

them this card, it will serve the same purpose. They have a receipt

with this number and will be able to identify the remittance, and to

know that it reached you promptly.

If you have occasion to write us, or your folks, about a

check, be sure to give the number of it. The number identifies it at

once.

Should you desire future checks drawn on another city,

advise your folks to that effect, and be sure to give them the new
address plainly and correctly.

It would be a splendid thing for you to keep a record of

every remittance you receive, with the number, date and amount of

every check.

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AGENCY
47 E. South Temple Street

Salt Lake City, Utah

Letter 49 February 9,1933

[Typewritten letter with any handwritten notes signified by italic

font.]

[Letter 49 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

47 E. South Temple ST., SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

February 9, 1933

Arthur D. Taylor

c/o Dixon-Taylor-Russell Co.

Provo, Utah

Dear Brother Taylor

:

Regret that I do not have a sailing schedule

showing the date the SS ADOLPH WOEMAN will arrive

in England. This is a Hamburg-American Line steamer.

It takes, however, about one month from Durban to

Southampton. You mention that your brother expects

to visit Egypt and Palestine. It is probable that

he will go through the Suez Canal and disembark at

Port Said and visit Egypt also Palestine and take a

later steamer. Do not think the steamer would stop

long enough to allow passengers to visit these points.

He would probably wish to visit the continent from

Palestine and thence proceed to London.

With regard to his money, it would seem to me
that if he needed money, he would have advised you in

the cablegram. However, if you wish to send money to

him, you can do so through this office and would suggest

that it be sent to the Mission headquarters in London,

namely, 43 Tavistock Square, London, W C [-], England.

The European Office will arrange for his steamship and

rail transportation, namely, from Southampton to New
York and thence to his home. The missionaries usually

travel over the United States Lines from Southampton

using the new SS MANHATTAN, LEVIATHAN, PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

and PRESIDENT HARDING. When he arrives in New York, he

will probably wish to return over the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad or the Pennsylvania railroad via Philadelphia,

Washington, D. C, St. Louis or Chicago. Suggest that

when you write to your brother in London that you request

him to advise you the date and the steam he will sail

on, also the approximate date he will arrive home. If
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you should wish to write to President John A. Widtsoe of

the European Mission, his address is - 295 Edge Lane,

Liverpool, England. Elder James H. Douglas is the Presi -

dent of the British Mission.

[Letter 49 pg. 2]

Arthur D. Taylor. #2 Feb. 9, 1933

Trusting this is the information you desire,

Sincerely yours,

Harold G. Reynolds

Mission Secretary

P.S. If you prefer mailing the money, if you decide

to send same by postal money order, it could also be

sent to the London Office and one of the missionaries

would be pleased to identify him.

H.G.R.

[Insert #5; Western Union Telegram, received at 45 East Center

Street, Provo, Utah.]

20 KH QN 22

CD DURBAN QO FEB 6 1933

NLT [-]AYLOR DIXON TAYLOR RUSSELL CO

PROVO UTAH

COAST

SAILED EAST/ON ADOLPH WOERMAN FEBRUARY 3 CALLING EGYPT

PALESTINE LONDON LOVE.

CLARENCE.

856 PM

Letter 50 April 27, 1933

[Handwritten letter.]

[Letter 50 pg. 1]

[Following three lines printed on the top right corner of each page

of letter.]

UNITED STATES LINES.

14 REGENT STREET

LONDON. S.W.I.

[Following two lines printed diagonally in the top left corner, on each

page.]

TELEPHONE

WHITEHALL 4162

I will have to apologize

for not having written you and tell

you the reason For over a

week now, I have had a nice,

big, juicy BOIL, breaking out in a

most distressing and inconvenient

place. In fact, now that I am sitting

here on this chair, I can feel that the

core has not been withdrawn. Any-

way it is better and I can walk

around in ease.

[Letter 50 pg. 2]

I only wished that I could

remain here in London for another

2 or 3 months. I have seen a number

of places of interest, but not half as many

as I would like to.

Last Sunday I took advantage

of the excursion to Birmingham and

saw the 2nd largest city in England as

well as calling on Janet's, brother Howard,

who treated me very well. I returned

to London that night, happy to have

called on those folks. Her other brother

and sister were out when I called.

As the boil had broken

yesterday, I was able to go see the Tower

of London, including the White Tower

with all its Armor and relics of war, also

the Chassis that bore Queen Victoria from

Padington to Victoria Station, very educational,

was tak[rest of word has presumably been cut off by hole-puncher]

then the "Bloody Tower." Then

[Letter 50 pg. 3]

took a good look at the almost

Priceless collection of Jewels. They

are beautiful to look at, but that

doesn't feed a person these days

does it. Parts of two of the largest

diamonds in the world are found in

King George's Crown (506 Karat) and

the one in the Sceptre of 516 Karats.

In Paris at the Louvre we saw the

most beautiful cut Diamond.

I will have to close now
and no doubt will see you

soon after this letter reaches you .

Love to all.

Clarence.

April 27, 1933.

Dear Folks,

Today at 3:30 the train leaves

Waterloo Station for Southampton,

connecting with the Pres Harding

bound for New York.
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Letter 51 January 28, 1932

[Handwritten letter.]

[Letter 51 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

January 28, 1932.

Dear Sister Taylor-

I was indeed very

happy to receive your kind and

good letter of Nov. 13. and although

I have been slow in answering

it -
1 still have appreciated your

thoughtfulness in thinking of me
so kindly. I think that Elder

Taylor has written you what a

very busy time we have been

having here for the past two

months. It seems that we have

not had time to do half that

we would like to do. We are

having a bit of a breathing spell

just now - at least I am - but

I don't think your son is for I see

him working on more reports. He

[Letter 51 pg. 2]

is surely a splendid young man
and is untiring in his efforts

to promote this work. He is our

right hand man & sometimes

I think we call upon him too

much. It is the old story that

we work a willing horse too much.

But I believe that he is happiest

when he is busiest and so he

just keeps real busy all the

time. We wouldn't know what

to do without him.

I do appreciate your sweet

words of Comfort in the loss of

my Dear Mother. IT was very hard

to bear & still is - but good,

sincere thoughts from people

who are faithful in the Gospel

have helped me greatly to bear[-]

this sorrow and as you say

,

our faith in the Lord & his

Church is what helps us at

such a time . I am indeed

[Letter 51 pg. 3]

thankful for this wonderful blessing

of having a knowledge of the gospel

and being a member of His

Church - and only wish I could

be more worthy and more thank-

ful for these wonderful things.

I am thankful that I had such

a wonderful good Mother and

that she could stay with us as

long as she did . It was very hard

to be so far away, but I have

been comforted and blessed so

I can only thank the Lord and

feel that it was all His will,

We were very glad to

hear that Bro . Taylor was recovering

from his illness and we do hope

that he is still gaining in

strength & is able to carry on

'his duties as he desires to do.

Elder Taylor was very worried at

the time of his sickness - and

we were very happy when we

[Letter 51 pg. 4]

learned he was getting better. It

is hard to be so far away &
have your loved ones sick. But

we just have to pray and trust

to the Lord as we would do were

we home with them.

We are having nice weather

now - and just lots of fruit -

grapes, figs, peaches - watermelon

& many other kinds . Our grape

vine here at Cumorah is just

a mass of clusters of grapes -

I wish we could send you

some. With all the fruit here

we still miss the good Utah

Cherries - strawberries & raspberries-

and all the other kinds too.

We trust you are all

happy & well & getting along in

these hard times . We pray that

you will all be blessed greatly

along with your good son & Missionary

President Dalton joins me in sending

every good wish - Sincerely-

Sister G. Dalton
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Bracketed notes [ ] were inserted by transcriber.

[Insert #1]

Extracted From the Patriarchal Blessing

of Albert Delloma Clark, Feb. 2, 1910

"Dear Sister Maria Dixon Taylor, - - out of choice thou wast

retained in Heaven to come to earth when the Gospel was shedding

it's light among mankind and choice spirits have been given unto thee,

heavenly mesengers realizing that thou art fully capable of rearing

them in fear and admonition of Thee, our Heavenly Father.
" " and

when the responsibility of thy family has grown less, thou shalt take

great joy in laboring in the House of the Lord for the salvation of

the dead." "Thou has great cause to rejoice at the present for thy

standing in the Church before our Heavenly Father and of that work

that hath mentioned in laboring for the salvation of the dead, the

windows of Heaven will be opened unto thee, and the records and the

genealogies that will come to thee through divine guidance will cause

thy heart to swell with joy."

[Insert #2]

[An 8x10 photograph]

Letter 1 September 29, 1930

[Letter 1 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah, Sept. 29, 1930

Dear Clarence, Thanks very much for the

cards, it has sure meant a lot to me
it seemed like I have been traveling

with you and I know you have en

joyed every minute of your traveling

Received your letter this morning

and please dont apologize for detail

letters you know my weakness of

wanting to "know things" write evey

thing as much as you can spare

time for.

You say you were anxious to hear

from home, that mad em e made me
feel bad for I had not written

but I hardly knew how to catch

you. I guess this letter will be

a long time on its way, but after

this I hope you will be able to get

me oftener, perhaps once a week

[Letter 1 pg. 2]

2

I hope so at least.

I am feeling fine now but I was sick

after I got home that day I went to bed and

had a good sweat and was alright in

a day or two

It sure did seem lonesome with out

you Sunday we had fun to dinner, Ruth

being away, had dinner with Fay Clark

Next week I think Elton & Ethel are coming

in it will seem good to see them again.

Last week or I should say the past week

has been very cold and stormy raning

heavy for two or three days, and so cold

we have had a fire in the fireplace

every evening.

The county fair opened Thursday Ruth

went with the school gang after dinner

and did not get home until after 930 o clock

p.m. when she came she was nearly froze

but they had to stay and see every thing

and the fireworks at night

Father, Kenneth and I went down

last night and it was a very good

[Letter 1 pg. 3]

3

showing. D.T.R. Co had their booths again

they looked very fine, the fire works were

about the best I have every seen.

Alice took Jen. Bushard and went to

Salt Lake to see the furniture houses

display. Lynn & wife, Henry & wife also

went.

I sure had to laugh when some of the

youngsters came in and said Aunt Sarah

was on the jury and did not get home
until after two a.m. I met her last night

and asked her how she liked it she said

it wasn't so bad now as it was so strange

she had never been in a court room before.

She was supposed to be on the murder

case but finally was excused because she

was the only woman.

I sure hope it wont come to me I

think that would be terrible.

Father and I have just been over to

Feschers. John died yesterday he was

operated on about two weeks ago for

hernia and was getting along

[Letter 1 pg. 4]

4

fine, he came home about four oclock

and seemed fine was so glad to get

home, when bed time came he was

telling his mother he would go to bed

early and get rested up so that he

would be rested ready to go to school

Monday morning he had three classes

to teach he said he felt equal to it

as it would not be hard,

he knelt down to say his prayers

and they found him kneeling, called

the Doctor but died in a few minutes

The doctor said it may have been

a blood clot struck the heart.

The parents of coarse feel his loss

keenly as every one else does for he

was a wonderful boy and I told

Flossie she should feel proud to

think she was the mother of such

a fine Son. Well Clarence the family
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has left me in a cold room so I must retire

May the Lord bless you with health and strength

that you may enjoy your work and I

know you will all send loads of love Mother.

Letter 2 October 5, 1930

[Letter 2 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Oct. 5th. 1930

Dear Clarence,

Another week has gone and

no doubt you have seen many

changes, and a lot of English scenery

dont you like it I did. but maby

you havent seen as good as I did

along the Avon river in Stratford

around the Warwick Castle I never did

see any thing so beautiful, but there

is one thing I am sure of, any kind

of a country or land would look

good to you after being on the water

seven or eight days.

I was watching very closely for the

announcement in the news for

the arrival of your ship.

Thursday evening it was announced

with all your names so now
I am looking forward for a letter

from England tell of your trip I do

hope you were not sick

[Letter 2 pg. 2]

2

and I feel so bad to think I did not

get an address in England where I

could write if you had been landing

at Liverpool I would have addressed

it there but I did not know just where

you would land.

Hope you have a lot of letters awaiting

you on your arrival. Dot was here

today and she said she had written

you twice. Fay came into today to

get your address. Ruth wrote last week.

The last three days I have been listening

to the conference sermon which

thrilled me thru especially as the

Presidents of missions were speaking

and asking for more elders I sure

did feel thankful to my Heavenly

Father for making it possible for us

to send another Son into his

vineyard and especially to the

land of my Fathers birthplace

and I offered a prayer that you

[Letter 2 pg. 3]

3

might become an instrument in

His hands to locate some of our

ancestors either dead or alive and

be the means of many honest

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

souls hearing the same message

preached by you as preached by

your worthy Grandfather.

I sure do bless you every time I

turn on the radio especially at

conference times to think you

were kind enough to make it

possible I could hear the broadcast

without running into the other part

of the house, and as winter comes

I will appreciate it more than

ever.

We have sure had wet weather

has been raining off and on ever since

you have been gone, but the frost hasn't

done any damage yet.

beautiful

I got some of the most delicious

apples for 1.00 per Bus from Uncle Ernest

[Letter 2 pg. 4]

4

it looks like there will be apples to

give away. I never did see so many

Uncle Ernest, sold his whole Orchard

of Jonethans for 50C per Bus.

Elton and Ethel came down Friday

and are going back in the morning

They were in Salt Lake to Conference

today. Arthur went with them, these

Bishops Counsellors have reserved

seats so of course they couldn't go to

waste, Ethel had to go about an hour

earlier in order to get a seat as they

do not give reserves to the women.

What do you think Clarence. Alice

made a date for a perment wave

for me Thursday, and I have

been afraid to comb my hair since

in case it would all comb out

or go frizzy all over my head

Last Wednesday night the

furniture houses gave a fashion

show it was certainly fine.

[Letter 2 pg. 5]

5

Kenneth has been working on

that ground and got some seed

yesterday and planted it.

He and some of the boys have

had a lot of fun taking the body

off the old "Ford" and you should

see them it looks like they are

sitting on the wheels but how they

do go I have warned him if

he goes to fast he will have to

lock it up for keeps.

His latest desire is to take that

old shot gun from the attic and

go hunting Phesants, this year

they are giving eight days with

a limit of 1 female & 2 male a

day. he has had the gun in
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here showing it to your father

and it sure does shine inside

of the barrel Alice says to get her

a lisence and she will go with

[Letter 2 pg. 6]

6

him.

There was a letter came here from

the Alpha Kapp Phie, I opened it

and it said you were apponied

Treasurer and congratulating you

upon the same, I gave it to Kenny

to send it where it belonged as

it seemed important as it called

for bonds or something.

Well I believe I have exhausted

my budget and I am studying

to give my book of Mormon lesson

Tuesday.

all send love and kisses and

trust you are getting located

in your new work and may

the Lord give you joy and comfort

at all times is the sincere

desire of your loving mother

and father, & family.

Letter 3 October 19, 1930

[Letter 3 pg. 1]

[Utahs are written sideways on the left side of the page]

Utah Utah Utah

256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Oct. 19. 1930

Dear Clarence: Have just returned

from Union meeting, Father and

I walked up [- -] it was such a

beautiful day, but nearly every

block someone hailed us. Father

sure looked disgusted as he wanted

to get a little sunshine, it seems

so good after a very cold spell

and frost has taken all my
flowers.

[The following word is written in the right margin]

Atle[-]st.

I went to Price a week ago with

your father, it was the greatest

sight the mountains were all

colors, and the roads were in

a good condition, when we left

Helper it was raining in torrents

but the farther we went the

roads were right dry. Just after

[Letter 3 pg. 2]

2

we left Castle gate going up a steep

dug way we had a terrible blowout

I thot sure we were going over the

cliff. Well your father will not

take any more chances he told

Ken to take the car down and

get some new tires.

Business is picking up fine out

there but not as fast here.

Elton and Farrel Smith are b[-]ing

a lot or they talked like it. Just two

blocks East from where they are

living. The man lives in California

and is anxious to sell, by taking

the [-]i[-]o I believe they get them

for 425 or 450 each, twenty five

dollars down with no interest

the first year after that 3 of interest

I told them I hated to see them

invest while times were so

bad. but Ethel said it would only

[Letter 3 pg. 3]

3

be like paying rent and they could

build what they like.

They brought Maurines living room

set last week. Lynn came up

with samples yesterday for the

drapes, they certainly have a nice

homes now.

Maurine and Elaine went to

Salt Lake yesterday on the excusion

train they only charged 75C for

the round trip it as they wanted

all the students to go up to the

game, between U of U. and B.Y.U.

score 34 to 7. in favor of U.

We received your card from London

and were glad to hear you had

landed safe that far, but I was

rather disappointed to think you

could only stay such a short time

in that very interesting city

[Letter 3 pg. 4]

4

but you will have a chance to

see all the sights when you

return home.

Ruth keeps her eye on my change

and takes every penney for the

fund fun from me yesterday

also 15C [-] from her father.

Alice hasn't got very far yet.

Donald was married last Friday

they are going to live in Mrs

Morrison's home.

Uncle Arnold is moving into

that house next to where Henry

lives as Mrs Hoover is moving

into town.

Ruth and the gang are here telling

ghost stories while they are eating

their candy.

They had a party over to Vestas
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Friday night. Ruth dressed up

like Madam Queen, she had

[Letter 3 pg. 5]

5

on a green waist, red shirt,

yellow & black stockings, a hat

with a yellow feather and all

kinds of jewelry, her face and

arms were all black. Fay was

Andy. Dot Lightning.

They sure are a wild bunch,

I was wondering if I put the

negetaves of those pictures in

with the others. Celestia is so

anxious to have some deleproped

of John. I cant find them and

so if you find them send them

in a letter.

Do you have the deseret news sent

you if not I will send the

Saturday news to you. if you

would like those radio sermons

by Talmage I will forward them

to you if you would like them

[Letter 3 pg. 6]

6

I told Kenny to see Dan Webster

about your tuxedo, Henry thot he

would insert an ad in the Y.

news. I told him to tell Dan

if he wanted it he could let

the credit stand until you came

home. Dan said he thot Henry

would be able to get more for it

from the students, so Henry will

do his best for you.

Kenneth is getting quite an

[-]imrod. he hasn't got any ducks

yet. Searle Johnson, Bill Bandley, Dennis

Morgan & himself left at 5 am. the other

morning got nothing and came home

at nine asked permission to try there

luck at rabbit[-]s he brot one but I

would not cook it. so he gave it away.

Lynn & Brent Hall are going Deer hunting

and want Ken to go your father says

yes but I am afraid he will yet cold.

Well I have exhausted my budget for

news. It is church time good night

and the Lord bless you in all things

with love Mother.

Letter 4 October 27, 1930

[Letter 4 pg. 1]

Provo Utah

October 27. 1930

Dear Clarence: Another week has

gone, was going to write yesterday but

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

it seemed like there are so many things

to interfer.

Ruth wrote her letter just after I had

posted mine and she keeps asking

when I am going to write again.

It seems ages since I received your

card stating you were on the thames

river on your way to your destination

I cant understand why you are traveling

third class as the elders generally

travel second.

Well I guess you are now on land

again, and I certainly hope your first

impressions are good, but any land

looks good after an ocean [-] voyage

Do hope you were not sick, but enjoyed

your meals. Could you use your talking

machine? We have had wonderful

[Letter 4 pg. 2]

2

weather the past week.

Father asked me to go to Price with him

last Friday and we came back Saturday

we had a wonderful trip it was

very warm when we went but we
had a little flurry of snow on the

way back, but the roads are in a

very good condition especially the

new ones.

Things are looking good out there

much better than the other stores

they expect business to continue

good until Jan. or Feb.

Allan the manager of the Helper store

gave us a fine roast of venison

it was a two year old and very

tender.

Lynn and Kenneth went hunting

Saturday night, down in southern

Utah, they just came in but no

deer, of course I was not disappointed

in fact if they had brought one

home the shock would have been

[Letter 4 pg. 3]

3

too great. Ken said he saw one about

15 yards from him he throwed rocks

at it to see if he could make it go

farther down where Lynn was it did

not move he fired and it ran down
the gulch the brush was so thick

they followed it but lost it, as a

result Lynn tore the seat out of his

trousers and Ken came home with

his overall legs nearly torn off.

but I think they had a thrill anyhow.

I was glad to see them back for I

was worried and I hope they will

never want to be gone on Sunday

again I don't like it a bit.

Last night was a welcome home for

Jack Scott & Jarl Knudsen, they gave
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some goods talks and incidents of

their experiences.

Things are sure getting warm in

[Letter 4 pg. 4]

4

in politics they are using the radio

in some bitter talks against each

other the wires are sure hot father I

guess has heard enough and shut it off.

Poor Andy is getting more troubles every

day and A[- -]s takes pity on him and

comes to his rescue, your father still

gets a kick out of it.

Alice and Ruth have just come in

from Uncle Arnolds, they had to move

and have gone into that house next

to Henry's in the south, the girls

went down to help them a little.

Well Clarence there is nothing of

importance to write about, I guess

you will not appreciate what I write

but I have to fill it up with something

or other. Father says bed time so you

know what that means.

All join with love and best wishes

and may the Lord bless you with every

righteous desire of your heart good night

and sweet dreams. Mother

Letter 5 November 2, 1930

[Letter 5 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Nov. 2 1930

Dear Clarence: I was indeed thrilled last

Tuesday afternoon as i was going to Relief

Society I received your first Real letter I could

not wait until I returned home so read it

on the way.

Was glad that you were enjoying your trip

but did not like to hear of you loosing weight,

as I dont think you had any to spare in

regards to your sleeping I wanted to sleep

all day nearly while I was on the ship

you will probably be sleepy for some time

to come for a change in climate makes

you feel that way. but when you get down
to real work I think you will be so

tired at night you will sleep all night.

I was so glad to hear that every thing was

alright in your trunk

I think Alice felt it was worth the price

she paid for the Phonograph for what

you wrote home it will be fine to have

a little music for diversion as you are

such a lover of music, did you like

those new records she bought for you

[Letter 5 pg. 2]

2

I guess by this time you are beginning to

now

adjust yourself, and perhaps you are not

holding church, but I should not say that

because I guess there is a great difference

in time whether aheard or behind I do

not know.

I went to fast meeting this afternoon

and we had a very good meeting

because I spoke. I related the incident

of father being in that collision with

the ice-berg. When I was in Price I was

telling Elton of reading about it in fathers

journal, he said he had heard grandma

Dixon tell of it and related it in fast

meeting out there, when he got thru [-]

Bro Porter arose and said out of the mouth

of two witnesses shall all things be

established, he said he came home
from his mission in England on

the Arizona the same ship after it had

been repaired he saw it in the docks

with a great hole he said it was sure

some miracle, that it ever reached land

in that condition, but these things

strengthens my testimony and I am

[Letter 5 pg. 3]

3

thankful that I believe in a kind and

Heavenly Father who hears and answers

our prayers in time of need.

Everything is going along fine at home
we are all well and as far as finances

I guess they are about the same as

when you left I think business is as

good as anyones etee. of coarse every

is

one are looking to this winter to be a

hard one on many people no doubt

many people will suffer, but after all

I think there is much less distress

amongst the L D Saints than anyone

else. The crops have been very heavy in

fact, thousands of bus of apples are going

to waste on the trees no sale for them.

We got nearly 80 bus of wheat for our share

your father sold most of it and will take

the money to buy seed wheat in the spring

and about 70 or 80 bus of very fine potatoes

so you see the Lord blesses us in many

things.

Kenneth wanted to go hunting today I told

[Letter 5 pg. 4]

4

him I did not like this Sunday work

he promised he would be back by Sunday

school so father said let him go. he was

true to his word and came on time he

wanted to go again this afternoon but I

said no, I was writing a letter to Janet

he came in and wanted me to go for

a ride with him, so Howard, Berlin,

Ken and I went, up the Canyon the
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boys wanted to get some wood for

bows as Wm Carr is going to organize

an archery club. I will never get these

letters written but I felt it was better

for me to buy gas and go with the boys

it would keep them out of mischief

I gathered some rocks while they were

up on the mountain, I [— ]
collecting

some rocks for a rock garden next

spring.

Last night your father wanted me to go

down to the farm with him while he

went over the land I walked on the beach,

and picked up some rocks it did sure did

seem lonely not a car in sight a few

[Letter 5 pg. 5]

5

fisherman out in boats.

Your father told Lawrence to tear up the

bridge as it was unsafe, and it was a

good thing for timbers in the center

were all crumbling it is a wonder they

dident go down. I think there are many

disappointed people when they could not

drive over, we went down the north side

I sure was surprised to see so many

sheep they have about 1400 they are going

to take care of George Madsens this winter

he is renting nearly all of the fields

around there.

We have John here while his father

and Mother are at Church, he sure is

a cute kid, his mother came in and

asked him what grandma was doing

he said writing a letter to Bud.

Maurine just came in and she had

been down to her brother Lynns for her

birthday dinner, the law was up to day

and he promised her some Pheasants

[Letter 5 pg. 6]

6

and they sure had it

Kenneth is going with him in the

morning to learn how Lynn has a

fine [- -] dog who scares the birds out of

the bush and goes into the sle[-]s

after them.

Lynn and Cess are here he has been

up on the "Heights" making a bridge,

he is so stiff tonight

Well if I keep on you will get tired

of reading and wont be so anxious

for One letter even

all join with love and best wishes

and many the Lord bless you at all

times your loving mother.

Maria D Taylor

Monday morning

Ken went with Lynn Goodridge at

530 this morning and got 2 Phesants

so here's for a good dinner.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

Letter 6 November 10, 1930

[Letter 6 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Nov. 10. 1930

Dear Clarence: Being unable to

write yesterday I just felt like I

could not go to bed without writing

Elton and Ethel came in just

before dinner yesterday, there in

the afternoon Alice wanted me
to go over to Pleasant Grove with

her to look for some old relick,

So Kenneth and I went out to look

for some rocks I am collecting

for a rock garden.

In the evening I went to church

Will Norman brought his

Scandavian choir and gave a

programme it was good, the

house was packed.

I have been washing today

guess I have caught a little

cold I don't feel the best tonight.

Maby I am going to have

[Letter 6 pg. 2]

2

what Maurine's kiddies has

just got over a bad cold.

Tomorrow is Armistic day the

stores are closing.

Elton is going down to the Lake

to help your father I think

a sey[— ] is going with them.

Henry & Lynn have been working

up on their road I think

they will be glad to have a

day off to spend up there,

Alice was saying tonight

Henry had been home all

day today, they thought he

had an intestinal flux,

so I don't think he should go

and work, if Kenneth is

home I believe he had better

go.

We have had the most

wonderful weather but it

looks like there might be

[Letter 6 pg. 3]

3

a change.

Alice wants to get the houses up

and go for a ride tomorrow

probably up rock canyon.

Well Clarence it seems like the

times goes so slowly until we
hear that you have landed,

are getting into your regular

routine of work.

Election is over so things
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are quite again.

I guess you will have to

excuse a short letter as my
eyes don't feel just right to-

night.

Father is there by my side his

book in his lap but he is

sound asleep, he is sure feeling

fire never complains a bit

of his stomach.

I guess he will send his

letter when he starts sending

[Letter 6 pg. 4]

4

your money, when had he

better sent the first installment?

All join with love and

blessings for your future.

With loads of love from

Mother

Letter 7 November 17, 1930

[Letter 7 pg. 1]

256 North 5th West Provo

Nov. 17, 1930

Dear Clarence: yesterday and today we
have witnessed one of the heaviest rain

storms in years, in fact I never rem-

ember of so much snow in November.

The papers tonight speak of it as a

blessing especially to the farmers next

summer as the ground was so dry it

will soak into the earth, also it will

give employment to some men in

helping clear it away, it will give em
ployment to the coal miners, and so

on, but to me I dont like it a bit as it

will make the winter so long unless

we have good weather again,

one thing tho it may clear the [- -]

atmosphere for so many people are

suffering with colds, I have been under

the weather for the past week,

I felt better and went to a party

in the gym. The High Council & Presidency

[Letter 7 pg. 2]

2

were entertaining so of coarse your father

insisted we go. Alice was anxious for

me to look nice so she bought me
a beautiful chiffon and lace dress it

is beautiful, I had a very nice time

but I think I took cold as I got warm
and then sat in a draught, I had

chills & fever and was in bed nearly

all day yesterday. Alice took me then

a coarse & I sweat during the night

and am fine today, have had the

dressmaker here, we made Ruth a

costume for the road show it was

sure cute .

Fred Markham designed them he is

quite a genius.

Celestia is putting on the 4th Ward

show. I think we have the best

circuit, Mana[— ] . Fourth, v Third,

aunt Alice was telling me Harry is

getting along fine, she says he has

[Letter 7 pg. 3]

3

always been such a funny boy about his

eating, but now he can eat any thing

even snails, and clabbard milk with

sugar on it, he seems to be enjoying

the work.

May was telling me she hears

from Virl and he is doing fine she

said one letter she received from him

last week paid for all the expense

for the year she said it had been

the happiest year of her life I was so

glad to hear her say that for at first

every time she mentioned him she cried

I think Sena will feel the same they

said she cried all day on Harrys' birth-

day, I guess your mother is hardended

to those things but I think I can

feel the joy they feel that is the only

way I dare think about my boys

being so far away, is they are in

the hands of their Heavenly Father

[Letter 7 pg. 4]

4

and he will care for them at all

times, and that is more than

your earthly Father & Mother can do

and so my sorrow is turned into

joy, and especially when my sons have

had the courage and faith to go out

into the world to teach the things

that are dearer than life its self,

and Clarence my dear boy I have no

fear of you I know you will do your

duty to the fullest extent and are

better prepared than many boys who
have been called, because thru hard

work and perseverance you have

tried to help your self then you

have a right to call upon you

Father in Heaven to help you.

So go into the work strong and

brave you have nothing to be ashamed

of for Mormonism has been tried

[Letter 7 pg. 5]

5

and tested thru one Hundred years

and it will stand the test forever.
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The more I read the Book of Mormon
the better I love it and the stronger

my testimony grows.

Next month I will give the lesson

on Helaman and his two thousand

young striplings it is such a wonder

ful story and what wonderful mothers

those young Nephites must have had

to instil such faith into their children

it some makes me thrill to read of

these things

Maurine gives the Literacy lesson

to morrow and she does it in a

very intelligent manner.

I am glad it is not me for that

is something I could not do, I would

rather have theology than any other

study and Maurine can handle

her subject better than any one I

[Letter 7 pg. 6]

6

know of in this ward.

Well Clarence this snow reminds

me it will soon be Christmas and

as it takes so long to reach you

I will mail it so you wont be

disappointed in not receiving

mail am enclosing 10.00 as a little

Christmas cheer and this is from

Father, Mother, Kenneth & Ruth now this

is sent for a very happy Christmas

time spend it tt for whatever will

make give you the most joy and

pleasure, for we are doing this instead

of sending articles, as I was advised by

Mission Pres. not to send cakes, candy.

etc. as they were not fit to eat, so trust

you will take this and spend it for

pleasure. I do hope you can read

this my arm is not the best.

May the Lord bless you and may

you have a merry Christmas & Happy

New Year. All join with love Mother

Letter 8 November 23, 1930

[Letter 8 pg. 1]

256 N. 5th West

Provo Utah. Nov. 23/30

Dear Clarence: We were all so happy

yesterday morning when we received

your letter.

I was talking to Mrs Green and she

said her letters usually came on Saturday

but the papers stated how trains and

traffic had been held up so I did not

want to be disappointed so I set Monday

for your mail day.

It seemed so good to hear that you

were on land again, of course I never

doubted but what you would be alright.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

I was just wondering why you went

on that boat for I understand most

of the missionaries travel on the

mail boat, was it because the boys

did not have the money until they

landed so you all had to go on a

different boat, but never mind that

is past and gone, but when you

return perhaps you will have better

luck.

I was telling Alice that was one

[Letter 8 pg. 2]

2

good turn she did you giving you

something to help break the monotony

I sure wish I was with you for

a few months this cold weather

isnt a bit to my liking I guess it

is good for the system the changing

seasons but it is very uncomfortable

to say the least and especially coming

so extremely cold so soon, I do hope

there will not be much suffering,

but people here fare much better

than else where, there was an

abundance of things produced and

living cost are going down some.

Asael Dalquist brought us a nice

181b turkey for our thanksgiving

W it will sure seem strange such

a few of us. Arthur and Maurine

& family will be here, Lynn & family

will be home I think Celestia's father

is coming. Alta and Henry are

thinking of going to Richfield, as their

whole family will be together, Phil

came home about a week ago

[Letter 8 pg. 3]

3

sooner on account of ill health.

I don't know wether Jant and family

will be down for Christmas or not

yesterday or rather today is her birth

day I wrote her and said we were

expecting them.

She said their crops had turned

out better than they expected 244 tons

beets.

Bro Noble was in a very bad way

he has high blood pressure and

sort of a stroke that makes his eyes

shut he has to hold the lids to keep

them open.

Last Wednesday moning before five

oclock Aunt Lonie came to an door

and said the telephone operator could

not raise us and there was a death

in Uncle Ashteds family, it was

the little girl. I didn't want your

father to drive for it was so cold

and dark, so we roused Kenneth

I was sure nervous going down
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those winding roads. Ashted and

Kate were sure broken up Roy and

his wife got there before us but as

[Letter 8 pg. 4]

4

usual they always want your father,

so he phone for the undertaker I fixed

the corpse the best I could.

They had very nice services, I think

it one of the biggest blessings that

could come to them and Genevive as

well, of course they have taken

such care of her it is only natural

they will miss her.

You should have seen the gang

when they received your letters

they were some tickled bunch.

Well I guess I must ring off for an

hour or two as I am asked to give

a five minute talk in Relief Society

conference to night. I have chosen

for my subject Lucky Mack Smith

Mother of the Prophet, and it is hard

to condense it down to 5 min.

will finish this letter after church.

9 p.m. Well Clarence I feel much

better I got thru fine only I

forgot my glasses your

father loaned me his

[Letter 8 pg. 5]

5

only he thot they would be

too young for me I told the

audience I thot he was right

for I could hardly see thru

them, they sure did laugh.

Maurine gave a wonderful

retold story, and we got thru

right on the dot at 8. 30 the

women showed the men they

could start on time and close

on time.

I met Bessie Collins young

man Elder Crowther. in church

he arrived home this morning

at 8 oclock, he said he saw

you in London for a few

moments was glad to hear

of your safe arrival in Africa.

I sure feel sorry for the poor

boy loosing his mother and

father and the sister he

would stay with is in the

[Letter 8 pg. 6]

6

hospital with a young baby,

quite a sad home coming

I would say. I told him the

best thing for him to do would

be to go to school he thought

he would.

Celestia Lynn & John came in

tonight, she is quite tired

after putting in the road

show her second number even

out in the Paramont.

Then she took her boys glee club

to salt Lake last night to

sing over the radio on the

D T. R. hour, she says she is

thru now. Ruth is writing

so I will close she will probably

tell you what I ommit

Good night and sweet dreams

may the Lord bless you with

health and strength to accomplish

the desires of your heart.

All send love Your loving mother

Maria D Taylor

Letter 9 November 30, 1930

[Letter 9 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Nov 30. 1930

Dear Clarence: Was sure disappointed

yesterday when no letter came, but

guess it will be here tomorrow hope

so at least.

I am trying to write every week hope

I will be able to continue, for I know if I

hear from you every week the time

will pass much more pleasantly.

I was not feeling a bit good last

week but am feeling fine now
Thanksgiving is gone and Christmas

will be the next great event I

suppose. Art Maurine and family were

here all enjoyed the dinner especially

the turkey.

Ken went skating, all the rest went

to the show, Father and I had a quite

time all afternoon, but it was so cold

I was glad to sit and watch the

[Letter 9 pg. 2]

2

bright red coals shed their welcome heat

It was cloudy yesterday so not so cold

above zero again, but when I went to

Conference this morning I nearly froze

the fog and frost was so thick you

could hardly see and it made me think

of England that dampness goes right to the

bone. Last week it went to four below

zero.

Kenneth went skating on the City pond

("Commonly called Aliens ice pond)" they

have put lights up there and are making

quite a skating pond. He went down to

the Lake yesterday and said the ice

was so thick trucks were going over

it.
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Kenneth woke up this morning and

said his foot hurt him I told him no

more skating as I thot it was rheumatism

but I took him along to the Tabernacle

with me.

He went to the Priesthood meeting with

your father last night Your Dad had to

[Letter 9 pg. 3]

3

give a ttek talk. Apostle Whitney was there

they had a good turn out and a very fine

meeting.

I enjoyed the meetings to day Arthur Hasler

gave a very fine talk. Bro Whitneys talks

were so good.

Elton came in this morning and w[ - ]te wanted

to go right back as they were having beautiful

sunshine and dusty roads out there I was

glad he did not come in the car.

Their business is very good at this time.

The gang is here and I can hardly hear

my self think they said to tell you they

did enjoy your letters so much.

I heard this morning that Dr Nelson the

dentist had committed suicide I did not

hear the particulars, but it is sure sad

when people are driven to such rash acts.

Elton was telling me the Bishop from

Hung[-]nton or where ever Violet Peterson is

teaching was in the store yesterday and

told him she was married about a week

ago to some fellow out there a contractor

[Letter 9 pg. 4]

4

I believe. I was sure shocked to hear of

it as I thot she and Paul Halt were going

to get married later.

Edgar Clayton was married to Fae Penrod Talboe

I guess you know Gene Penrods girl who

was married but divorced

Well Clarence I dont know of any more news

I will enclose a clipping of a party I saw

an account of in the papers, but there was an

error as Henry and Alta was just here

and they said they did not go although they

had Henry down for a toast a favor for Alta,

I guess Henry told you of selling your suit.

I told him to say nothing to anyone but put

the money on deposit for you. he might as

well have let your shirt go with it for it

is no use of keeping it as it will only rot

and go out of style.

Monday afternoon. Well Clarence

I am so happy I received your letter

this morning also gloves they came

thru fine I never dreamed any

thing but cards or letters were

[Letter 9 pg. 5]

[number is circled] 5

enclosed in the envelopes they

are certainly nice Alice tried them

on but I did not as I usually

take 6 J4 but she thinks These

would fit one because my fingers

are so much shorter than hers

they are a little short in the

fingers for her but she could wear

them fine.

You must of felt hard to wards

us for not writing as you had

just received my letter. I guess they

have been going a week late as

I usually write on Sunday and

sometimes it does not get posted

until late Monday.

I went to the Post office once and

asked when the boats left but they

had the schedule for the Pacific

sailings but not the Atlantic. But I

will do as you say mail them

Sunday night or Monday morning

[Letter 9 pg. 6]

[number circled] 6

Clarence I was sure shocked to

hear that you do not eat break-

fast that is all wrong especially

as you eat at 630 supper.

A traveling man was telling

Lynn he had stomach trouble and

the Doctor told him to eat breakfast

because when you dont and there

is no food in the stomach the acid

eats the lining of your stomach, now
if it is for economy just forget it

and eat all you want for there

will always be enough for you

if you was a hearty eater it would

not be so bad, Elton does not eat

breakfast but he says he evens

it up because it is 9 and 10 oclock

before he gets his supper.

Your father is feeling fine I dont

think he is worrying over anything

he eats and sleeps well, good bye

until next week, and ask the Lord

to bless you at all time keep you

strong and well all send love Mother

Letter 10 December 5, 1930

[Letter 10 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Dec. 5. 1930

Dear Clarence, Am determined to try

and catch the mail boat this

week.

Alice was writing and said they

was plenty of room for more in her

letter, Ruth has gone to a party it

was to have been a skating party

but we are having warmer weather

again and the ice has thawed
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or something happened so they

went to Margaret Johnson's instead.

Maurine has been entertaining

her literary club today, the women
just couldn't say enough about her

home most of them said they had

never been into a home that

was nicer, and it sure is Clarence

you just could never imagine

how beautiful it looks, the papering

painting, beautiful green velvet

carpets draperies, living room

suit, little tables and every thing

[Letter 10 pg. 2]

2

that goes to make a real home.

Celestia phoned and said to tell Maurine

she could not come as her Grand-

mother had died, she has been

staying with Mrs Hastings since

Lynn and Cess moved back into their

own home in Sept. about a week

ago her daughter Mrs Rollins took

her home, she was 86 years old,

Well Clarence I have a surprise for

you, in your letter you asked if

Buck had a girl I did not answer

but the other day he came in

and I told him what you said

he laughed and said I sure have

one of the best in the world. I

said you must be getting serious

I really thot you were fickle, yes I

used to be he said but this is

the girl and if you dont believe

it I will bring her down and

let you see the ring on her finger

Well I nearly fell over.

Then he told me the story he has

[Letter 10 pg. 3]

3

only know her for about six weeks

about that time she came to school

in lining up her studies she asked

Fred what he thot of certain studies

he said she started in so late it

would be hard and he would

advise her to take some thing else

but she said no, so he promised to

help her, and so the romance

developed. Well I havent told her

name it was Helen Chipman

of American Fork she married a

boy by the name of Heislett I think

he died after they had been married

a year she has a little girl, Alta

Celestia and every one who knows

her say she is a wonderful girl

she is about (Bucks) age he said

he was going East for a month

and wanted to tie her up before

he went. Now what do you think

of that it took me nearly a week

to recover the shock.

My brother John used to work

[Letter 10 pg. 4]

4

in the bank in Salt Lake when

he was State treasurer and had

his office in the National Bank

where Wash Chipman the girls

father worked and he is a

wonderful man, they live in

that beautiful home on the

main road in Am. Fork.

Well it is bed time I will not

close my letter until tomorrow

and see if I receive your letter.

I saw an item in the d* Deseret

tonight

New that will probably interest

you so will enclose it.

We had a school board election and

it was hotly contested, Uncle John T

Taylor won out his vote 374 Victor

Bird 147.

No letter no guess I will wait

until Monday.

All send love and pray for your

success and I know the Lord will

bless you in your work

With heaps of Love Mother

of coarse Father says Amen to all I say

and will write you some time.

Letter 11 December 14, 1930

[Letter 11 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Dec. 14, 1930

Dear Clarence Received your letter Monday

morning, and was glad to know that time

was going so fast a good sign[-] I would

say. Your father always used to tell

your brothers if at any time you felt

discouraged homesick and blue to go to

work and work work wor k and

before they knew it their troubles were

all forgotten, what a blessing work

is (not too much) but enough to

make us happy, and where could

you find more happiness than in

the work in which you are engaged

for your Heavenly Father has blessed

you Clarence if you will only look

back over your life, then why not

show your appreciation for those blessings

by trying to bring more souls to Christ

[Letter 11 pg. 2]

[number is circled] 2

The longer I live the more I have to thank

my kind and Heavenly Father for
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I was just telling Maurine the other

day how happy I was it just seemed

I was blessed more than anyone

my husband as good and kind as could

be my children grown and so far not

a black sheep amongst them (only Henry)

good clean boys and girls, my time

is my own to go and come when I

please, enough time to study for

my seminary class and my relief

society lessons and so on and so forth

and above all the thing I appreciate

most is the strong testamony of this

gospel it brings me such comfort

and joy I don't think I ever have

felt so happy and contented in my
life I go to bed with that peaceful

feeling arise in the morning with

[Letter 11 pg. 3]

3

a song in my heart and occasionally

when a little feeling or worry comes

over me I am able to banish it

and my constant prayer is I may

be given strength to continue.

Some times I just wake up and think

it is a dream I have had you being

so far away, and then when I realize

it is true I utter a prayer for your

safety and progress and don't you

think the Lord hears my prayers

I know He does for I have them

answered all the time. Well Clarence

you will think it strange me writing

like this in the beginning but I don't

know I just feel that way and just

had to express it.

As you say I was wishing you had

been sent where elder Wright went

you know I am so anxious for

[Letter 11 pg. 4]

4

thank you for phample[-]t I will send money for 1 years subscrip[
]

you to visit some where around your

grand fathers home, but I am not

worrying I believe all things are

going to turn out right I feel right

down deep in my heart.

I was reading fathers diary he had

when he went to England and

the collission of the vessel with the

ice berg I have copied it and

some time I will get Kenneth to

type it and send you a copy of

it. I was out to Price soon after you

left, and was telling Elton about it

he said he had heard Grandma

Dixon tell about it and in fast meeting

the Sunday before he told of the incident

a Brother there I think he called him

Judge Potter arose and said in the

mouth of two witnesses all things

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

shall be established. He said he came

[Letter 11 pg. 5]

5

home on that same boat a few years

after, and he saw it lying in the

docks for repairs with a hole as

big as a room in it, he later talked

to the captain also the crew and

they said it was a miracle, I met

him as I was leaving Price and he

repeated it too me. he said he was

told that when the word was taken

to Mr Guion (for the ship was the

Arizona of the Guion line) he asked if

any Mormon elders were aboard when

told there four he went back to

wed bed and said he knew every

thing was alright. In the forty years

they had carried Mormons never a

ship had gone down. Mormons were

better than insurance.

In fathers diary he tells of receiving

word from Africa from his nephew

of the death of his sister Anne Hartman

[Letter 11 pg. 6]

6

in grahams town

I think she died in the years 1875 and

her daughter had gone to Croyden to

live with her brother John, same

time I will write you all the

partictulars. I think in that book

you have in several place it speaks

of his uncle & Nephews some of their

addreses were Bugher Dorps or some

thing of that name their names

were Boardman. If any elders are

around Grahamstown probaly they could

find the Hartman records or graves.

I would like to have their work done

death

I believe the date of the husband is in

your diary I don't know his given name.

I think if your expenses are some

where around 50 dollars that is very

reasonable, as you say it was a good

thing you took as many clothes as

you did and I think you are right

in wearing them and keeping

the rest for later use

[Letter 11 pg. 7]

7

I guess so far you have had no use

for the apron I sent you I would like

a picture of you dressed in an apron

cooking your first meal.

Today I was hardly looking for your

letter as it has come on Monday

the last twice, when I opened it

and saw it written in ink and
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only a note I wondered what

had happened, I was releived to

know you were out in a town

and what a blessing you had a

nice board platform to sleep (or

lay down on) and not too full a stomach

to keep you awake, well Ruth said

with tears in her eyes I think

that is terrible to sleep out and

nothing to eat I cant think of it for

if I go with out my meals it just

makes me sick all over

[Letter 11 pg. 8]

8

I laughed and said I will write and

tell him it will make a man out

of him I hope he wont hold it against

me like Elton did. Ruth said don't etc do

that mother, but I have said it and

I mean it it will help you to endure

things in the future it may seem

hard at the time but I have heard

elders say they gained their testamony

in this way for it brings you nearer

to the Lord and I do not fear for

I know He will take care of you if

you will put your trust in him

and have faith.

Ruth and Kenneth are out to a party

they are going for those who took part

in the Road show. Alice asked Ken how
it was he got in on it, but you see he

was one of the schaffers, he has been

out getting Christmas trees today.

I trust this letter will not be overweight

I took one to the P. Office and they said I

could send twice as much. I must ring off

With love and best wishes from all

the family Mother

Letter 12 December 20, 1930

[Letter 12 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Dec. 20.

Dear Clarence: Was surely surprised

yesterday afternoon as I was going down
town I looked in the mail box and

found your letter, last week it came
on Saturday, but other times on Mondays

but never on Friday. I was sure glad to

get it as the last one I had you had

spent the night on a platform. I see by

this letter you are still out but meeting

some kind people and it will be a won-

derful experience for you altho hard for

the time being, and I believe it will make
you feel you have been in closer contact

with your Heavenly Father.

We received a very nice letter from

President Dalton. telling us of your trip

without purse or scrip, he stated he

thought if later he would call you

into the office, your father and I

would rather see you out than

[Letter 12 pg. 2]

2

confined in an office, but the boys

says you will get plenty of chance for

tracting also meetings and real

missionary work, but we have no

say in the matter your Presidents

knows conditions better than we do

but I do hope you will be able to do

a little research work, and above all

take care of yourself and guard your

health, if you cant eat cooked vegetables

try and eat them raw. especially the

green leafy stuff and fruit if you can

get it, do you get good milk?

The Christmas news has just come and

it is fine I think I will send it to you

when we get thru with it.

every thing I read I feel like I want to

send it to you so if I do send some-

thing you dont want burn it

I sure did enjoy your magazine

The Southern Cross, I will enclose 100 for

subscription, I have a Liahona I believe

[Letter 12 pg. 3]

3

you would enjoy the article on the

book of Mormon.

It has been very cold for several days

Alice said they reported 9 below zero

last night. Tuesday and Wednesday

nights I was out in snow storms

why I felt as young as a kid every store

I went into they called me "Santa" my
coat was white with snow it was

grand not cold, and if you can

picture what I saw it would thrill

you too.

The large arc lights are painted red & green

then a continous string of colored lights

are string on each side of the street from

1st East to 5th West. The Tabernacle evergreen

trees are all lit up with colored lights

and a real sleigh with a life sized

Santa Claus in it it and some real

ree[—]ters stuffed attached to the sleigh

electricity makes their bells jingle

[Letter 12 pg. 4]

4

the city and Co building have flood

lights thrown on it large Xmas trees

all down the steps lighted with colored

lights. Maser Memorial has lights

thrown on it.

You can imagine how glorious it

all looked with the flakes of snow

coming down.
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I met Aldous and I was complimenting

the City for its decorations, he is

president of the C of C. he said it

only cost the merchants about five

dollars each for the globes the C of C

takes care of them the City and

power plant gives the power.

Yesterday I spent a hard day wrapping

presents, it sure takes time but I am
glad to get it over before the last

minute.

We are expecting Joe, Janet, and the

girls down, about Tuesday they go

to Salt Lake to Elsie's for Monday night

[Letter 12 pg. 5]

5

I hope they get thru all right I know

how nervous Joe is, but Janet says

hundreds go thru all the time why
cant they.

I guess Henry and Alta will be here

but Lynn has a family on their hands

Mrs Johnson is still in New York she

was operated an for gall stoness stones

or some thing of the kind, she was operated

on the same day that her mother died.

is getting along ok I think.

Aunt Sarah Mink spent last Sunday with

us I believe she is going to California as

they send her the money. She says to tell

you she still loves you. and she is

not the only lady who expresses their

love for you don't get excited I mean

older ladies, I went up to the Ladies

club house with Alta and Celestia it

was their club entertaining Pearl Snow

gave a review of the Passion Play it

[Letter 12 pg. 6]
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just wonderful the way she gave it

and pictures were fine.

Mrs Hanson went with us and she

said to tell you how she appreciated

your sweet letter and will write

soon, she has been in Salt Lake

for a couple of week taking treatments

she has been quite sick but is better

now.

Ruth has gone to a school dance how

does that sound for your baby sister,

she is getting q[-]te a ki[-]k out of buying

her presents and wrapping them.

Business is going an alright not

as many large things to deliver this

year I guess the drivers will be

glad, especially if it is cold.

Ruth put a few more pennies in

the bank to day, but dont count on

the trip if it means staying away

from shows etc. so don't you stint

[Letter 12 pg. 7]

7

yourself and go without necessaries,

because that wont help.

Kenneth went down to the Lake today

to see if he could find Prince as he

got out of the field, Lawrence says

he has no time to look for horses

as he has some sick sheep they have

sore mouth, so you know how
grouchy he would be I think he

is running George Madsens sheep for

the winter they have rented all

the fields around there.

Well I will close for tomorrow and

see if I can find some thing else

to write about tomorrow.

Sunday afternoon, Have just returned

from union meeting and feel a lot

better, as I had to give a little talk

so now can write and feel better about

it. Henry and Alta were here when I

got home. Lynn and Celestia have just

come in and Johnny he is sure cute

[Letter 12 pg. 8]

8

I says what shall tell uncle Bud he said

Merry X-mas. Sister Green was telling me
her Son was to be released in Feb. she

was so happy she could hardly talk, she

said she had been so blue for two or three

days before and that day she cried nearly

all day and she sure was surprised like me
to get her letter on Friday it seemed to put

new life into her. she was in hopes Elder

Christenson would come back with him.

There will be no meetings in the wards

tonight as they are putting on a Cantata

in the Tabernacle.

Alice & Ruth are trimming the Christmas tree

and are enjoying it as much as if they

were kids.

Well I have told you all I know so will

tell you more next week.

May the Lord still continue his blessings

to you that you will enjoy your work.

Your father will surprise you someday with

a letter, I guess after Christmas all join with

love Mother.

Letter 13 December 27, 1930

[Letter 13 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Dec. 27. 1930

Dear Clarence: Christmas has gone for

another year, and we had a very

happy time only a few little regrets

that we could not all be together for

one day.
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Lynn and Cess stayed home, Elton and

Ethel was not here, and Clarence

away at the end of the world eating

his Christmas dinner in the heat

of the summer, we eating ours with

icicles hanging from the roof and

the temperature down below zero could

hardly keep the house warm, but

we enjoyed our dinner and our big

turkey and I told the family the

reason I had such a large piece

was for Clarence, What did you

have for dinner I guess if it is

too warm you would rather

eat it cold.

Janet and Joe came here last Tuesday

and we have enjoyed their

company very much. Santa Clause

[Letter 13 pg. 2]
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was very good to all of us. I received

a box from your father with a co[-]d

(Woolwort h's Best) with Crystal bead

neckless, and a beautiful pair of

kid gloves, Alice gave me a lovely

chiffon & lace dress, I got house slippers

handkerciefs, hose too many things

to mention. I will let the rest tell

you their own story when they write

I have been trying to get Ken down

to write but have given it up. I gave

Howard some paper and he wrote

but I tell Ken he is lazy about

some things. I need not worry

about Ruth she is so anxious, don't

you enjoy her letters? once in a while

I look them over and I sure do laugh.

Kenneth is over to Amy's to a party

Rhea had one this afternoon for her

friends, Alice has sure been stepping

the last week or two, Slain Gunn

and out two or three times [- -]th

Max Mangum and a date for

the New Years party. I wish she

enjoyed it more I think boys kind

of bore her she enjoys to sit at home

[Letter 13 pg. 3]

3

and read more than any thing else.

I wish we could send a little of

our cold weather down there and

get some of your heat to warm things

up it seems like it has been cold

for so long. It sure does seem nice

to sit in front of the grate and

watch the fire, with plenty of good

food to eat clothes to keep us

warm, the only thing that makes

me unhappy is the thot that so

many havent these comforts

but all of the coal yards have given

a car is coal each, and that

takes care of the widows and poor

for some time at least.

I suppose ere this you are at

headquarters getting acquainted

with the elders of the mission

as they come in. I know what that

means, as I used to look forward

to the elders coming in when I

was in England. We are sitting

here listening to the D. T. R programme

[Letter 13 pg. 4]
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over the radio I understand this

is the last time, they have put on

some very fine programmes in the

past. I guess business will be

very quiet f[- -]n now on and

probably wish to conserve.

I asked your father how Christmas

business had been and he said

only fair, but I think as good as

any one else.

I expect Elton and family in for

New Years, as there will be a ma[-]ages

convention on the 2nd of Jan.

I will be glad of coarse to know that

you are back again where you can

get your rest and food once again

but I am also glad that you had

that wonderful experience in

the beginning of your work and I

am sure it will make a man
out of you and prepare you for

your work in the future, and

meeting up with the different

[Letter 13 pg. 5]

5

classes of people is educational

another and the biggest thing is

the dependency you place upon

your prayer to your Heavenly Father

and I am sure if I were near you

would bear your testimony to use

to me of the goodness of God to you

and you will have more confidence

in asking favors in the future

for you will know that God lives

and answers prayers.

I have not sent your papers yet

as the Christmas rush has been

on hope I well have more time

soon, my eyes are tired so better

say goodnight will try and write

more tomorrow.

Sunday night.

Kenny Alta came over for dinner

Lynn & Cess came over this afternoon

and so we have had a house

full, Kenneth went out for dinner

to Searle Johnson's this
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[Letter 13 pg. 6]
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afternoon. Bill Bandley and

Dennie. came back with

Ken for a while now they have

gone out together somewhere.

Well I must close as it is

time this letter had gone into

the office, since you told

me to get the letters in by

Sunday night I believe you

will get them sooner.

The folks have gone home
so night things are quiter,

Your father has quite a

cold and headache so we
have not been out today

may the Lord bless you

with health and strength

that you may be able to

continue your work according

to your desires, all join

with love and best wishes

for the New Year good night

and sweet dreams Mother

Letter 14 January 4, 1931

[Letter 14 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Jan. 4, 1931

Dear Clarence:

Friday and Saturday

but no letter, cant wait until Monday

or you will get no letter for another

week.

Spring did you say, the sun is

shining just beautiful, and not

cold either that is we can see out

of the glass windows in the dining

room. I think they have been frosted

for the past two or three weeks.

We had a snow storm Friday and

yesterday and today it is beautiful

for which we are thankful

just come in from fast meeting

had a very good meeting.

Elton and Ethel came in Wednesday

We had a very pleasant time on

New Years day. Ja[-] & Janet went

home Friday morning in an awful

snow storm I guess they got home
safe and sound

[Letter 14 pg. 2]
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they did enjoy their visit and

Santa Claus was good to them

I am just arranging some of my
records Joe will do some of the

mens work for me and he and

Janet will have them sealed when

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

they take their girls to be sealed to

them.

I will be glad when school starts

for it seems like our house is in

a turmoile all the time, but now
Christmas is over things will be

quite.

Elton and family leave in the

mornig for home.

D. T. R. have had a convention for

the past two days all managers

were in.

Your father goes to Salt Lake in

the morning he is called on the

jury and would like to be

excused but is afraid no such

luck as people tell him Judge

[Letter 14 pg. 3]

3

Johnson is qute hard boiled. Can

you imagine him sitting for so

long, he will sure get nervous

trouble

and have stomach, I am so

thankful his health has been

so fine and trust it will

continue the next year as it

has the past.

will

Probably you have a hard time

reaching this as my arm does not

feel just right today, maby used it

a little too much yesterday

Alice went out with Max Mangun
News Years eve Ethel says she knows

it was five a.m. when she got in

she has been out with him several

times but you know how she is

I get so mad at her she does not

went to be bothered, I gave her

a good talking to day. a person

must not give way to their

own inclinations always

[Letter 14 pg. 4]
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she has the habit of sitting and

relaxing so much, don't tell her

what I say.

Kenneth was invited out by a girl

to a party up to Aunt Leeks

Helen and some of the girls were

going a party, it was after three

when he got in. this younger

generation is sure going to the

dogs.

Kenneth and Bill Bandley.

put in some s[- -jtches in Kens

rooms and Alices room yesterday

they did a first class job of it.

I wished he liked to study as well

as he does to do things like that

I have a time getting him to
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study especially his book keeping

I went up to Aunt Electa's New Years

day to see Lizzie Clarkson she is

just fine after her operation, and

Aunt Leek was tellinig me Sarah

is practly engaged to be married

[Letter 14 pg. 5]

5

I dont know wether you know him

or not his name is Clyde Summerhays

he lives at Aunt Lonies they say

he is a fine fellow, it seems to be

love at first sight. I guess the way

the romance started was he being

elected president of the class and

Sarah Vice President, well they

are together nearly all the time

Leek says she thinks the marriage

will take place in the fall, Sarah

is wearing his frat pin

And I told Lonie changes are coming

fast in her family. I wouldn't be

surprised if Edna doesn't slip off

within the next year of coarse I

have heard nothing but Mark

has been away with "Buck"

for the past month and Edna gets

a letter about every day.

Mark tells Edna Fred spends all

his time at the writing desk

[Letter 14 pg. 6]

6

writing his lady, so now I have

told you all the "low down" is

that what they call it? You will

think your mother has turned out

to be a regular gossip, but I don't

know who will tell you all the

news, if not mother for you know

I am the only talker in the family.

Well I think I have exhausted my
budget.

Last week I sent you a shell happy

time book thot you would like some

of the sentiments, also some liahonas

maby maby you will have read

some of them but pass them on if you

have no use for them.

I am sending you some news papers

I picked up. the post man said I

could send you any printed matter

cheaper than I could to Springville. only

one cent an ounce to Africa and two

in U.S. so if I swamp you with papers

just shout stop.

All send love and wishes for the

New Year and all the blessings pretaing

to it bushels of love from Mother

Letter 15 January 10, 1931

[Letter 15 pg. 1]

Provo Utah Jan. 10 1931

Dear Clarence,

Received your letter Wednesday

after I had given up hope of it coming

for another week. I phoned Mrs Green

she said she never had waited so long

before many thanks for the lovely things

you said. I received many calls and

birthday greetings. Allie Cummingham
sent me a very pretty hand painted

card with a calendar attached and

the 5th of Jan checked with a nice note,

no matter where she is she remembers

me.

Was glad to hear you were back safe and

sound a home or headquarters, I was

glad to hear you say you really did

appreciate your home and remember

we appreciate you and thou you

was trying at times I knew it was

of the head and not the heart

and you more than paid me for

[Letter 15 pg. 2]

2

I did for you in so many little things

that meant so much for my comfort

and happiness I may not have said

much about it but I blessed you from

the bottom of my heart, and I do hope

all your children will always remember

you mother and know that I always

had your welfare at heart and my
prayers are constantly for you and

my happiness on a great measure comes

thru my children for you h are all

as good and kind and your Father has

always been so sweet and considerate

to me that I feel I am the most blessed

women in the world.

I am sure your country trip will be

a great help to you because you came

in contact with so many different

types of people, and it will give you

a chance to study them.

I know Alice got a thrill out of reading

of the four poster bed and imagine

[Letter 15 pg. 3]

3

sleeping on ostrich feathers, well that

is some difference to sleeping on hard

boards. Trust your bazar was a sucess

I believe I could help better than you when

it comes to those kind of things. Our relief

society had a bazar the fore part of Dec

some quilts and rugs mostly apr[- -]s
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and refreshment not a big affair like

we used to have but they cleared about

70 dollars, they want to get some new

decorations for funerals out of it.

I am so anxious to hear about how
you live what you eat, what kind

of people you meet, and if you eat

plenty of fruit I was told there was

lots of fine fruit there, or any thing

about the country for you know I am
interested, I know you are pushed for

time but when you have a few

moments you know.

Next Wednesday morning I am going

to Salt Lake with sister Keeler it is

a temple excursion but we are

[Letter 15 pg. 4]

4

going to the genealogical rooms to

hunt up genealogy. She is tracing a

line of Brooks as one of her ancestors

and happened to see a record of mothers

mother being Brooks. I do hope I can

get some thing some times I get so

discouraged and then information

comes from scorces I least expect and

I feel that I am the only one in our big

family working in this line and I just

cant get away from it. I wonder at

times if Father, Mother, John, Walter, Roy

are preaching on the other side to convert

those who have passed beyond, then some

one here must do their work, and I

have been blessed in the past and

I will still receive more information

I never did enjoy any thing as much

it seems so strange when Mother

used to struggle so hard to go to the

temple I used to laugh and tell

her it was alright to do the work

[Letter 15 pg. 5]

5

for her father. Mother or those nearest

to her, but foolish to go any farther

and now I just cant quit if I lay it

aside for a while I go at it again more

thrilled than ever and so I believe that

is my mission, and if I pass before I

complete what I desire I do pray some

of my children will carry on for me.

Buck came in today quite thrilled over

his trip they beat 9 out of 16 games.

I asked if he was still in love he said

more than ever he had been gone 27 days

had received that many letters and wrote

probably more than that, and the best

part of it the girl loved him better all the

time she is going to California with her

father and mother for a month. I said

I guess she does not care about school

now, he said she told him the class

she took under him brought her an

A and a man into the bargain.

Alice went to Bricker party last night and

she said so many of the fellow asked

[Letter 15 pg. 6]

6

about you I think she will be writing you

Kenneth has been up above Wildwood

today ski-ying I guess that is how you

spell it you know what it means

He is here dreading to get in the bath tub.

The past week has been quite mild

and I hope it wont freeze as hard

again, Kenneth carried out over 11 bus

of potatoes today that were all soft and

there is still more. Well Father has gone

to bed and I must turn in. He has been

in Salt Lake nearly all week and was

excused and got home at 1 oclock yesterday

didnt have to go today, but dreads going

back Monday. Good night and sweet

dreams.

Sunday afternoon. Father received your

report last night so I look for my letter

tomorrow when the mail man comes

we were all delighted with your report it

shows you have been working.

Lynn, Cess and John have just come in.

they are going to Price tomorrow. I will lend

John your father has quite a cold today I

had it last week I guess it is the change in

weather I must close and get this letter

into the office. God Bless & protect you give

you joy and happiness in your work.

with heaps of love Mother.

Letter 16 January 18, 1931

[Letter 16 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Jan. 18 1931

Dear Clarence

A week soon rolls around

and some times it seems almost

impossible to write, but so far I

have never let anything interfer

for I know how it feels to be disapp[—

]

on mail day which I was last

week, and yesterday when I did

not receive any, I called Mrs Green

she said they got their letter last

week when they got their report

and had another that morning

by but about eleven oclock I got

a bunch. Two from you one

from Janet, one from Virl,

and one from Harry, so I entertained

your father during the noon hour

reading letters to him.

He has had a bad cold for the past

week or two and lumbago I put

a mustard plaster on, which helped

some, last night he coughed nearly
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all night, but is feeling better

since he got up, the Judge released

[Letter 16 pg. 2]

2

him from the jury last Wed. but

he has to go back in the morning,

and I don't like it a bit. but we
cant always do as we please.

Last week it was very cold again

but today the sun is shining

just like the summer. I will sure be

glad when spring comes it has

been real cold weather since

14 Nov. I guess your father was

right when he said in the

fall it was going to be a hard

winter for the squirrells were

carrying nuts.

Am so glad that the fruit is

coming on it will be a help to

your diet.

Can you get lemons oranges

grape fruit or any cit[-]rous

fruit they are a help to your

teeth I have Kenneth take a

Vi lemon in a glass of water

each morning, and Ruth eats

grape fruit for breakfast, they

have been very cheap this

[Letter 16 pg. 3]

3

year and we have use a lot of

them.

I have never seen things so

reasonable for years as now, but

it all works a hardship on the

farmer, flour, eggs sometimes

offered for less the 20C doz. last

years Ethel said her father Mr
Scott got 68C per Doz.

where creamery butter was 50C per

lb it is now 25. and clothing

and every thing is dropping in

price, it makes it better for

some but harder for others.

Business is very bad since the

first of the year of coarse that

can only be expected

The papers are very optomistic

over the future I sure hope they

are right.

Harvey wants you to write him

so that he can get your address

he wrote me a very fine letter

in appreciation of my letter and

money sent him at Christmas

[Letter 16 pg. 4]
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and from the tone of his letter

he has the missionary spirit

alright and appreciates the mission

he was called to. I have often

thought what a blessing that

the Lord blesses each elder with

appreciation for the field of labor

they are working in each Elder

I have heard speak is so thankful

for the mission they labored in.

Don't worry about what the people

say about you Mormons being bad

just live a life and let that light

so shine that those watching from

without will see your good

Character and good works and

will be attracted toward you.

and history repeats its self that

when persecution rages it wakes

the people up and they begin to

take notice and often times

has proved a blessing in disguise,

and many investigate that

other wise wouldn't do it

[Letter 16 pg. 5]

5

your father thinks you had better

wait for a while, in regards to

the motor cycle, as he hardly

knows how things are going to

be and I guess money is hard to

get, but send us word how
much one will cost and as

soon as circumstance will permit

I am sure your father will act.

He sent your check to Arthur

Winters last week and you will

get exchange on it in your favor.

430. P.M.

Have just come in my Union meeting

went down to see Aunt Agnes her

neighbor told me she was sick and

so I went before I came home
She has gall stones and is suffering

intense pain.

Last Wednesday morning I got up at

5 oclock and caught the early

morning train it was a temple

excursion, Sister Keeler wanted

me to go the genealogical

rooms to see if we could connect

[Letter 16 pg. 6]

6

up some names, her Grandmother

was a Brook and my grandmother

was a Brooks, but we found

a great many by that name but

so far we could trace no relation

ship. I had a lovely time visiting

with Sarah Mc and Aunt Rye

Rissitter. but it sure was cold.

I have just come from church

Bro Elmer Jacobsen and John

C Savensen were the speakers.
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Celestia went with me Lynn

stayed with John and the family

as you know they don't care to go

to Church Sunday night.

I enjoyed reading the description

you gave of Cape town, I attended

a picture show yesterday afternoon

"Africa Speaks" It was sure good

but I would rather see those wild

animals on the screen rather than

in the forests I must close as it

is late and Ken, will take it to the

office tonight so that you will

get it. So good night and sweet

dreams May the Lord Bless you

in all things all join with love

Mother

LetterUJanuary 25,1931

[Letter 17 pg. 1]

Provo. Jan. 25, 1931

Dear Clarence: Another mail day and

no letter hope it will come to morrow

(Monday) as it does some times

I like to get my letter Saturday

then I can answer it Sunday,

but it is more than welcome when

ever it does come

You cant imagine a more beautiful

morning the sky is so clear and

blue, the sun is getting more

power and shining so bright

the snow so white with crystals

glistening every where. I really

believe we are going to have

spring if we will just be content

a little longer. I can hardly wait

to clean house, having cold weather

so long every thing is so smoky

and dirty. I was in the drapery

dept. yesterday George Norman and

men were cleaning the walls [-] ceiling

it was just like black, then white

Alice and Jen were about wild

for they have had a sale on the

[Letter 17 pg. 2]

2

past week on draperies, trying to

serve customers and do[-]de falling

dirt and cleaner, Jen says never

again they will have to wait

until they have no customers,

but it looks fine now. they say

the gas is worse than the coal.

Your father is feeling better than

last week altho when he sits

down he can hardly get up

he is at the hosipal this morning

Aunt Agnes is being operated on

for gall stones, she has been very
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sick for over [-]ive weeks and it

seems like nothing gives her relief

so we were down last night and

they said she was going this morning

and Uncle Wall wanted him to be

there I am so anxious to know

how things are he has been gone

over three hours.

The judge excused him from the

jury for a few days the last of

the week but has to go back

to morrow morning I will be glad

when he can settle down at home

[Letter 17 pg. 3]

3

has he written you yet he says

every mail he sure would bet

he has quite a load stick taking

and making adjustments and

not feeling the best and you know

how hard it is for him to get down

to writing. I tell him if I had not

assumed the responsibility he would

have been more prompt. I hope he

has answered your Presidents letter

for he surely did appreciate very

much as much as I did and

that is saying a lot please convey

our thanks for the same. I tell

your father he has been spoiled by

having so many stenographers,

but he loves you and has your

welfare at heart nothing he wouldn't

do for you and when he does not

sanction your having things it is

because circumstance does not

permit, Arthur was telling me
they were going to cut the cash

dividend nearly into, as you know

[Letter 17 pg. 4]

4

no business has been as prosperous

as usual and expenses are the

same. Your father has keen fore

sight is trying to retrench, of coarse

they have many times assest over

their liabilites I guess that is what

terms you use in business (and

you know I am a full fledged business

woman) but farmers are in such

a bad way they cannot pay anything,

but I am telling you this as you

want to know, your father has

never said anything, but there is

nothing to worry about only we
must be a little careful for a while

I 9in

Sunday afternoon I quit writing

to get dinner, we had chicken

would you like me to save you

a wing or a leg?

Aunt Agnes got thru the operation
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ok but I guess it was a bad one

about 45 gall stones, I s[—]e hope

she gets along alright.

Mrs Goodridge was operated on

for her other leg and got along

much better, may be home in two

[Letter 17 pg. 5]

5

weeks, she stayed in Canada

until after Thanksgiving.

I have been over to see Aunt Lizzie

Taylor she has been quite sick

with hose old spells, but is feeling

better today. Uncle Ju[-]n is not

feeling the best but I think when

the weather gets better and he

can get out he will feel better.

Celestia called me and said John

had spe stepped on the furnace

and burned his feet, and wanted

Grandma to come over and

kiss them better, poor little kid

he was so sweet about it, I never

did see a child change like him

he stayed over here Friday afternoon

and was no trouble at all, he

talks like a little man.

Tomorrow classes starts up at

the Y for Leadership so I guess

I will be able to attend some

of them.

We sent the Electrola to the store

[Letter 17 pg. 6]

6

and Hicks put in a Sterling radio

Preston Peterson sure made a fine job

there had to be a panel made, he took

a piece of walnut or whatever wood
the cabinet was made from and

you cant tell where it is joined,

they brought it back yesterday and

it goes fine. I told him to be sure

and fix the switch into the kitchen

he was afraid he could not do it with

this make of machine, but fixed it

so you can turn off the kitchen but

no the front rooms but that is

good.

I am gathering up a few of each paper

with the games ect. will send you

Well I believe I must close before

I get so I cant write so you can

read it. With love from all

and ask God to be with you at

all times and grant you the

desires of your heart, that you may
be able to acomplish the things

you have set out to do

As ever Your loving Mother

Letter 18 January 30, 1931

[Letter 18 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Jan. 30.

Dear Clarence: Here I am in college

Hall waiting for the afternoon meeting

I came up at eleven oclock for the

genealogy meeting and I certainly have

enjoyed them all the week.

I started in early Monday morning

and came for three days, but yesterday

I did not come until noon as I was

afraid if I didn't get a hot dinner

once in a while I might get fired

and that would be terrible.

I have enjoyed every minute.

President Grant was here Wed.

Afternoon and we are expecting

the Govenor to day it is only one

oclock but the house is packed to

overflowing.

In our our genealogy Dept we
have had such feasts. I have enjoyed

them more than any thing and

am more determined to start all

over again and do some more research

work, for I see more plainly every

day how important it is to connect

[Letter 18 pg. 2]

2 [number is circled]

up our lines. I lay down on the

job for awhile then I get the fever

so strong again I cant rest, I am
making out my Pedigree charts,

They are going to put genealogy in

the lesser Priest hood your father

got some of the books of remembrance

and I told him he should come

with me and get instructions how

to use they, he said nothing doing

I told him he stands at the head

in the stakes and would have

to teach it to the other class leaders

so I am getting what I can on

that subject and perhaps he

will be glad to listen to me
I am afraid it is going to be hard

to get the younger generation but

I really believe they will put it

over better if they get interested

in it for they grasp things quicker

than the older people

I do pray earnestly that the Lord

will open the way for me and

I am praying for your success

in this line for I have faith

if we do our part what we
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[Letter 18 pg. 3]

3 [number is circled]

can then the Lord will help us

and you will have the greatest

joy of your life, I shall try and

send you a little money from time

to time as I can for this purpose

I realize I must not expect

impossibilities as your mission

comes first. Well the govenor is

here.

Sunday afternoon: Well my school

days are over and I certainly did enjoy

the week, but I must settle down to

my home again.

I guess you were surprised to see your

friend Georkie. and what a good visit

you had to gether. You will no doubt be

settled again and the elders gone th to

their respective fields of labor. I guess

you had a wonderful time together

and would get thouroughly acquainted

with each other.

Sister Dalton sure had my sympathy

with so many rough boys in her hands,

but I know how the elders enjoy going

home or to headquarters, I remember

when I was in the conference house

in England, and used to help with

the meals and how those boys did

[Letter 18 pg. 4]

4

enjoy them, it did me good to watch

them. You mormons move in high

society I would say when you can

entertain the America Consul at a

banquet.

I am always on the lookout for any

thing I think you would be interested

in. trust you have received the

papers I sent you probably you will

find some thing in them, as well

as the Liahona, but perhaps you get

these things at the mission office.

In regards to genealogy I was wishing

last night that you were here to help

me with some letters. I wrote one to

Parish Church at West Bromwich Eng.

in regards to my grandmother De Grey,

and one to Bishops Paa+a Palace Chester

Eng. as I found a note in my fathers

funeral stating the will of his Gt

(Thomas Boardman)

Grandfather was filed there so I

wrote to ask what the cost of an

abstract would be. so you can see I am
still hunting or as it were groping

in the dark but some times light

appears.

Clarence I was surely touched

when you said you would

[Letter 18 pg. 5]

5 [number is circled]

fast on 14 March and I will pass

the word along here at home.

Do you get the out line for the Teachers

class there you will find many

valuable things there in this

subject.

If I were in a place where my ancestors

has lived I believe the first thing I

would do. go to the the church where

there were christenings, marriages &
deaths records, next to grave yards

and look for names of any Dixon or

Boardman.

If you could get any records for of First

settlers in about 1800 up to 1820 or

some where Wills are filed. I don't know

but I believe my grandfather Dixon

would make a will because he was

considered well to do. and I have

heard that he was married before he

married my grandmother Judith

Boardman. and that there were

sons I don't know if any daughters,

so if he made a will their names

would be mentioned more than

likely. John Henry Dixon born 28 May 1786

died 1 April 1874

[Letter 18 pg. 6]

6

Judith Boardman B. 16 Dec. 1796

died 23 Sept. 1865

Uitenhage S. Africa

I dont know where my Gr father died

but I think it would be Uitenhage or

Grahams town.

If you could get at the records in Grahams

town and see if fathers sister Ann.

Dixon birth or marriage was

there as I have neither I know

she married a man by the name
of Hart[-]man. In that book that

you have it states when he died

but I did not get it so if I could

get her birth or marriage I have

just found her death, and you

look in that diary for his death

I could have them sealed. If you

don't have the death record the

temple wont accept their work unless

it is over a hundred years.

Their children I think was Jessie

only girl. John, Henry & Willie.

I believe my aunt was living with

her son at Craddox or some thing

like that it is on that picture you

took with you, she died there

according to the letter my father

received in 1879 while in Eng.
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[Letter 18 pg. 7]

7 [number is circled]

The Boardmans I think perhaps you

can find out in your book I think

they lived up contry.

I notice some Dixon names in my
records but I do not know weather it

was England or Africa it does not

state. Eliza, Mary, Sarah Dixon Atkins

Hannah Dixon Sargent Cape Colony

Mrs Walden Dixon

" Emma J[--]by

Augusta Dixon Fair

William H Dixon

Ann

Thomas Dixon Jr

George Aldons (Cousins to father)

George Earle

Charles
"

It seems like Cape Colony is the place

where most of these people were it perhaps

will give you a dew clue.

Do you remember Aunt Sarah Mc telling

us a man by the name of Dixon

and architect in a ship yard, but here

I am telling you all of these things and

I dont know one single thing about

how you can get at these things only

trust to the Lord.

[Letter 18 pg. 8

8 [number is circled]

I have been to fast meeting there

was a very good attendance more

like the first of Jan. than Feb.

Aunt Agnes is getting along as well

as can be expected. Father went to

the hospital last night to administer

to her and the doctors and nurses

were quite encouraged about her.

Cess and John are here Lynn is laid

up with a bad toe nearly blood

poison has not been to work for

several days. It is better now but

he cant get out yet.

Lynn has been drawing plans

for Eltons a house, he bought some

old homes at sunnyside and Ethel's

father is putting it up.

I think he has a nerve when times

are so bad, but on the other hand

it will not cost so much and

he can apply the 30 dollars he pays

for rent on it each month

The gang are in the kitchen making

candy. Will close with much
love from all, May the Lords

blessings attend you

Mother

69

Letter 19 February 8, 1931

[Letter 19 pg. 1]

Feb. 8, 1931

Dear Clarence, Have spent about one hour looking for my
writing tablet, so have to do next best and write on this.

Father wanted some to so had give him the same

This is sure a dismal dreary day. not cold but dark I was

reading a little and had to turn on the reading lamp but perhaps

it is because I am getting old

Elton came in late Thursday night and said he was on his

way to Salt Lake on business, so I told him I was going along

also Maurine as she wanted to see her mother who was in

the hospital. I went to the genealogical rooms and sat from

[-] 9 in the morning until 4 p.m. I got a lot of Boardman

names from the district I know my relatives came from

and have done some correspondance to Eng so perhaps in

time I can connect them up.

Art and Kenneth went to Salt Lake this morning and brot Mrs

Goodridge home, her knee is quite sore but I believe she will

get along alright now. she is sure glad to get home, that is she is

staying with Maurine for a while

Elton bought live lots as he got them about on his own terms

and then he can sell one to someone he likes, but there was one

a small one on the north he has been trying to get a hold of but

could not locate the people I think it was sold for taxes, but the other day

he got a tip that two big black g© Greeks had written the lady who
owned it in Salt Lake, so he jumped into the car and came down after

phoning the lady for a date the next morning She said she would

sell it to him for 1.75 cash as the others were willing to pay 2.25

on time, but when he tried to close the deal he husband objected

so he paid $1.90 but was glad to get it for that as he expected to have

to pay over $.40 for taxes but they had been paid so he made on

it and may for for if anyone built it would be right up to his

house. Lynn drew his plans and they have the hole dug for quite

a nice house. His father in law is working for his board and

Elton can pay him the rest whenever he can

[Letter 19 pg. 2]

I am sure glad, but it will be a struggle he is having a lot of

the work done by men who are owning the store it will help in

both ways. Lynn has been laid up for some time with a

bad foot but I think it is better now.

Alice has taken the car and gone over to Pleasant Grove

for SS Convention. I did not receive your letter yesterday so

will look for it in the morning. I hardly know what to write

I forget from time to another what I say. I save up some

of the papers I think you would be interested in.

Would you like the Relief Society Magazine, or Era or any of

those to distribute amongst your friends.

The Prom is over and from reports the decorations were

very pretty. I will send a newspaper with an account of

it, Aunt Sarah Mc has been quite sick ever since

I was up there before but is better now.

Aunt Agnes is getting along as well as can be

expected.

I see your father is really writing so I guess I

can slow down since as I am afraid you will

get indigestion if you have too much reading

matter with heaps of love from all friends who
enquire about you and all the family

I send with the blessings of the Lord

Mother
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P.S. I don't know wether I told you your can mix any

kind of fruit in that Ice Cream only leave out the vanilla

flavoring, strawberries, bananas, or anything you like.

Letter 20 February 15, 1931

[Letter 20 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Feb. 15. 1931

Dear Clarence: Received two letters this

morning as my letter for last week

did not reach here until today, but

am always glad when mail day comes

that is if I receive mail.

I can imagine how you all enjoyed

yourselves at convention and will

give the Elders some thing to think about

for a long time and will bring a

more lasting friendship thru closer

companionship.

I often think of you and the heat it must

be warm there, but if it cools off at night

and you can get your rest it wont

be so bad.

It begins to look like we might have

spring soon. Altho the last two days

the sun has shined but clouds are

hanging around, the snow is

melting fast.

Elton says it has been dusty roads

nearly all winter in Prince,

oh: while I think of it that was

a mistake about Violet Peterson

[Letter 20 pg. 2]

2

marrying out there, the Bishop must

have been misinformed she did go

with the man and the board had

her up and she said she was not

married. Valeria was telling me
Paul Holt has given her a diamond,

Today is Valentine day and the

door bell is kept ringing, Ruth did

not send any only to the little

kiddies.

Dot came in today to show me the

letter she got from you she is so

thrilled over them.

Mrs Clark was telling me Fay got

a letter from you how pleased she

was, Mrs C says she was so glad

the way you wrote her in regard

to Church duties.

I see by the papers Roger Fescher is

released to return home, he must

have made a good missionary he

was secetary of Eng also Conf. President

and then mission Secy, he has

been gone 32 months.

[Letter 20 pg. 3]

3

Father and I went down to see Aunt

Agnes the other night she is home
and feeling quite good.

Mrs Goodridge is getting along fine,

gets around with her crutch much

better than she did before.

I was some surprised the other

day when I picked up the school

paper to see that Kenneth's name
was up for Business manager

of the white and green, and the

next thing I saw that he had won.

and on merit, well I guess its

alright his card shows good marks

but he doesn't do much studying at

home, but I well send you a clipping.

Well it is nearly eleven o'clock father

is in the bath tub and I will

loose my beauty sleep so bye bye

until tomorrow.

Union meeting is over. Lynn. Celestia

and John were here when I got home
Lynns foot is getting along fine now.

I was talking to Sister Quen today

[Letter 20 pg. 4]

4

she said her Son would be released

next Friday. I am storing up a lot of

questions to ask him hope he is a

good natured chap.

Father is wearing a worried look

reason he is going to the Bonneville

ward to preach tonight.

I had to give a topic in Union meeting

today on the Book of Mormon lesson.

I love this book more all the time

our magazine has a wonderful outline

Do you go to Relief Society and give the

lessons, perhaps you will be able to

help me out.

Well it is nearly supper time and I

have run out of news so will close

until next week. All join with

love and best wishes for your

success and happiness in your work

and I pray for you that success may

attend you. that the desires of your heart

may be accomplished.

With love Mother

Letter 21 February 20, 1931

[Letter 21 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Feb. 20, 1931

Dear Clarence: Am sitting here with

waiting

the family for the mistery story that
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comes on every Friday night of coarse

I am just waiting for Ruth's sake so she

wont let the spooks get her, but I must

admit I get a thrill out of them.

The first of the week I thought sure spring

was here I went out of every afternoon

and it put pep into me. But today it

has been blowing and snowing all day

but that is not as bad as that cold freezing

weather.

I guess I have got a little cold as when I

sit down I can hardly get up again,

my back is so stiff but perhaps it is old

age. coming, altho I can out walk and

work lots of younger woman. Alice was

telling me I should ride horse back I sure

did laugh, but to night I was reading

in the Doctors book about apendicitis

as the doctor thinks Alice has chronic

and I was reading the symptoms, when
I ran across an item stating stout

people should ride horse back one hour

a day. so if you hear of me re[—]ing

you will know I am riding.

[Letter 21 pg. 2]

2

well if I do you shall surely get a

picture of me. but don't be disappointed

I am so fleshly I tell them I will diet

but they only laugh.

I have been working hard lately on

my records it is a testamony to me
that I am in the right work for

the records I have looked at so many

times, but now I look at them in a

different way. I got some of fathers

books and papers from Stanley and

found many things there that helps

me, I asked for his fathers record book

and in them I found the relationships

of my kindred, I was trying to find

out who my Gt Gt gr fathers Joseph

Dixon's wife was I wrote to the

temple to see if they had a record

of the sealing, this morning I received

transcripts and records of sealings

and found that they had sealed in 1870

Joseph to Mrs Dixon no maiden

name, and Thomas my Gt grd father

to Elizabeth. You remember when I

got that letter from England it stated

Thomas wife was Sarah, I find an

[Letter 21 pg. 3]

3 [number is circled]

Elizabeth on my records that father had

sealed to Joseph Thomas and I am won
dering if it could have been that father got

the grand mothers names mixed. I

wrote back to the temple today and

told them what I had found and what

could be done?

I have written several letters to Eng. to

see if I can trace the Boardmans Brooks

and De Greys of my mothers side.

I have been making some records of

Grandmothers Taylors family "The M[-]holls"

It is astonishing what can be done when

you go at a thing and I went to bed

the other night feeling Grandmother

Taylors influence so strongly I feel I

was led to start on these records and

want the "boys her Boys" to finish it.

In the records or sheets I received from

the temple father had done the work

for William Henry Dixon of Africa

a Brother now weather this was a

" or a half I don't know but hope

if you have the prevelege some time of

searching you will find out some of

these things. There are several

[Letter 21 pg. 4]

4 [number is circled]

women Dixon and their relationship

to father were sister in laws. Cape Colony

Africa I imagine it would be around

Grahamstown for that was where

they first settled.

In searching thru some of fathers papers

that Stanley let me take. It stated

John Henry Dixon led a colony from

England to South Africa in the ship

"Ocean" in 1820 it took them six months

to cross the ocean. I heard that father had

half brothers or it may have been sisters

I would like to know weather they were

born in Eng. or Africa.

Clarence don't think I am going funny over

this but I have been working so hard

on genealogy lately that every little clue

means a great deal. I don't want you

to worry about this and think that I

am in a hurry not that but I have

to tell you things when I think of it.

Saturday

I received your letter this morning

and I am afraid you think because

you are not out tracting etc you are

not accomplishing much now don't

get that into your head Clarence be-

cause it makes no difference where

[Letter 21 pg. 5]

5 [number is circled]

you are placed it is missionary work

into

just the same, we all fill our little

nicks as the Primary songs says "you

in your small corner and I in mine"

of coarse you have greater contact

with people while out tracting but some
one must do the office work and if you

are better qualified for that line of work

pray to your father to help you mag[- -]yfy

your calling that you will put as much
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other

energy into it as you would any line

of missionary life. You are there to do

what you are told and always be

submissive to those in authority

and you will receive blessings untold

and I have unbounded faith in you

no matter what you are told to do

you will accept it cheerfully and

remember your parents are behind

you 100% with their faith and prayer

and when you get a little discouraged

and things don't go just as you would

like don't yet out of patience but just

go to your Heavenly Father and ask his

how
help and see you will receive Comfort

and an assurance that all will be

well I know for I have tried it

[Letter 21 pg. 6]

6

Well Amos has got his temper up and

is going to throw out the king fish

Andy and every one else. Father is

sitting here enjoying it. I guess you

have forgotten all about such foolish

things

Sister Scott died Thursday night

with cancer she is too be buried

to morrow after noon

I have been over to Uncle Georges

He and Aunt Lizzie has just got back

from a trip to California they are

feeling quite well. Uncle Ju[-]n walked

out for a little while the other day

while the sun was sh[-]ing he

looks quite bad.

Don't you worry about your father

and I we are fine had better

health both getting stouter all

the time he hardly even complains

of his stomach and I sure feel

thankful for all blessings

that has come to us, and

especially that spring is just arou

around the corner the few days

of sunshine this week put new

life into me but yesterday

and today it has been

[Letter 21 pg. 7]

7 [number is circled]

blowing and snowing

Kenneth and Bill Bandley have

been fixing that old body of a

truck onto the Ford, he says he

was never so tired, he will have

to get hardened to work

Alice got a letter from Gorkee Lewis

today he said some very nice things

about you he was at Joansburg

I am going to get a little book of fathers

bound and send it to you I think it

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

will interest you it is comments

from the different news papers when

he was in S Africa, there was some

very bad things said about the

Elders at that time, and according

to what you say they are still

saying bad things but the work is

still going on and it will continue

in spite of Satans efforts to over

throw it.

Well I have run out of material to

write about it is about bed

time, so I will close and then

[Letter 21 pg. 8]

8

I can get it in the mail tomorrow

may the Lord continue his blessings

to you in the future as he has

in the past we are all well

and happy

All join with best love

Mother

[following paragraph written at an upward slant]

You can't imagine

how sco[— ] I have be

come since I started

to have so diligen[-]le

you see the effect

here-

Do you get the sermons and

liahonas & papers?

[following paragraph written at an upward slant]

I really should enclose

that magnifying glass so

you could read the last of the letter

Dear Bud,

Just a note I received

a letter from Geo[-]lsee Lewis yesterday

He said you surely made his trip

worth while- He also mentioned what

a wonderful record you were making

and that we had a brother to be justly

proud of- (I already am) He says he is

going to exert all the influence he can in

seeing that I go to S. Africa - and that

he would like to speak to go back again

when I go- He says "in decorating homes

be sure that you are not decorating one

of your own before you have seen more

of the world & I'll be telling you why." So

we will hear all about you when he

comes home- We just came back from

Nephi- mother wanted to get some Temple

records from Uncle Charlie Hall- It was

a nice try as the sun has been so nice

today. Ken took his friends & we went up

the canyon, while we were waiting for mother

Wishing you success & love

Alice
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Letter 22 February 28, 1931

[Letter 22 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Feb. 28-1931

Dear Clarence. Received your this morning

and glad to hear that you were well

and happy which is the best things

you could wish for. and why should'nt

you be happy when you have health

to perform the work you are called

to do, one of the most important in

the whole world, and what a privelege

is given you to help spread the truth

abroard and you are doing your part

even if you cant get out and do what

you would like to do and your reward

will be just as great if you do what

you are called to do and do it the

very best you know how.

My heart is so full sometimes I can

hardly keep the tears back for gratitude

to my kind and Heavenly Father for

so many blessings he gives me from

day. and gives me strength to do the

things I am called upon to perform

from day to day. I feel very weak

when called to do things in public

but never the less I try and do the

best I can and then I ask for

[Letter 22 pg. 2]

2

Divine aid, and sometimes I surprise

myself the things I say especially is

this true in my Thealogy work oh how
I do love the Book of Mormon when ever

I read it it seems like my whole being

is thrilled, and after lessons given some
of the older people come up to me and

it

say how they have enjoyed you know

they read each month and report how
many chapters they have read it is

astonishing what a large number

read from 1 to 130 chapters, after

reading them as I said many come
and tell me they have read many
chapters, then when I give the lesson

they can follow me right along and

see everything in a different light,

now Clarence don't think I am boasting

far from it but it is in answer to

my prayer for I never attempt to

give a lesson with out asking help

to give the things most needed to

those present, It certainly strengthens

my testamony that our Father hears

and answers, our prayers.

On an annual day the 17 of March

the Stake Board are asking the

[Letter 22 pg. 3]

3

Theology Class leaders from each ward

to put on an entertainment I think

it will be in College Hall, we met at

the seminary last Wed. and each read

our parts Bro Washburn said well

I never dreamed you folks had such

talents if you can put that over it

will be the best thing Provo has ever

seen in that line. I hope we can

do it. I drew No 9 the last every

ward nearly wanted that each ward

furnishes an story from the life of

Book of Mormon characters.

Mine is Moroni hiding the plates

and I have worked out quite a pretty

scene, that is keeping me busy

then I am to give the lesson in

Relief Society next Tuesday, Last but

not least I have an addition to the

family Lynn & John are here. Celestia

had a baby girl last Tuesday. Last

night Alta had a fine baby boy

and they say it has red hair. I am
going down to night to see. both of

the girls at the Crane maternity

home, both in the same room

they are thrilled to be together. John has

[Letter 22 pg. 4]

4

the croup and it sure worries me
so you see Zion is growing. And

Grandma Taylors family is getting

larger all the time. John is the sweetest

little kid you ever did see he is like

a little old man. I never did see such

a change in a child he is just as

good as he used to be bad. people

wonder if he is well it does not

seem natural for him to be so docile,

does everything I tell him I enjoy having

him here.

Sunday afternoon. Went to the hospital

last night and saw the two babies they

are cute. I did not get a good look at

them as the nurse held them in

the nursery and we just stood in

the door way. I will get a better look

when I go down again.

I have been putting cold packs on

Johns chest as he seems so hoarse

Lynn went to Helper today with

some [- -]tichets who are going to build

a store for the America Branch.

Father and I have been to a funeral

for Mrs Taylor of Lake View, Golden & Glen's

mother it was largely attended
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[Letter 22 pg. 5]

5

Fathers not feel the best for the past

week his stomach is bad again a

little too much worry I guess, he has

felt so good nearly all winter.

I am feeling fine so don't worry about us

at home for we are all just fine as

Ruth used to write . It sure is like spring

today but the wind is cold it nearly

freezes you when you go outside.

Jack Hall called here this morning and

said he was in his way to Salt Lake

as [-]use Vickers had died yesterday

after noon, he was operated on for

Hernia and was going home from

the hospital to day. I guess it was

like John Fescher a blood clot either

hits the heart or brain, the funeral

is to be held Wed. afternoon at l[-]m

I would like to go if I can arrange

it . I don't know if you can read

this for I have been having a

tussel with Johnny after I took the

cold packs off I rubbed him with

Vicks vapo rub and now he

is climbing on my lap and I

can hardly write so I guess

[Letter 22 pg. 6]

6

I had better sign off.

All send love.

With a bushel from Mother.

Letter 23 March 8,1931

[Letter 23 pg. 1]

Provo Utah March. 8 1931

Dear Clarence: As you say another

week rolls around so fast it seems

almost impossible. I was just saying

it is past eight oclock on Sunday

night and I have not touched your

letter and if I don't get it off tonight

it means you will get a disappointed

and I don't want that.

I have been tied down so since I have

had John as he has had such a cold

and croup but is beginng to get better

now.

I received your letter Friday this

week and was so glad you had been

able to leave the office for a little change

I am sure you must have enjoyed

yourself, and give you a chance

to explain yourself.

Just think of you hearing of a man

by the name of Dixon and from

[Letter 23 pg. 2]

2 [number is circled]

Grahams town too it must be some

relative of ours or I would think so

it seems quite a coinsidence doest it.

I received two letters from Eng. in

answer to mine, one from Chester

near Liverpool in regards to the

Boardman name. They said they

had three William B. about the time

I asked for from 1815-23. I think the

one of Liverpool m hos will was requested

in 1817 would more than likely be

my Gt gt Gr father, they said they

would be glad to do research work

or give me an abstract for 1-1-0

so when I have a little money to

spare I believe I will take a chance

I received one from West Bromwich

in regard to my Grand mother Maria

Brooks or her father Job Brooks but I

cant see why for I know my Gr mother

was born there in 1805 and the [- -]ar

says there was no other church

until 1828. some of those old fellows

don't want to put themselves out

[Letter 23 pg. 3]

3 [number is circled]

but he was glad enough for the

1. dollar bill. I wrote to Dudley in

regards to the De Greys at the same

time but have received no ans as

yet, some times I feel discouraged and

think what is the use. then after

a few weeks I get another jolt and go

at it again. It is so fascinating I just

cant let it alone.

I hardly know if we will be able to go

to the Temple next week or not I will

feel bad if we cant, it seems like they

all look to me to get the thing going

and I have this Relief Society show

coming on and that is quite a worry

Celestia is going home tomorrow I guess

but I think I will keep John for another

week at least as the Doctor says it would

never do to have him around the other

baby, and he is such a good little fellow

when he is well.

Henry was here to night and he said

he thot Alta would go home tomorrow

or the next day as her mother is

there and can take care of her.

[Letter 23 pg. 4]

4

The weather has since been cold the

last few days froze ice thick last

night but the sun has been shining

beautiful today.
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It is conference I did not go until

this afternoon. Richard R Lyman and

Andrew Jenson were the Speakers we
did not go to night as your father

was about all in after sitting so

long he is much better these last

few days and I hope he will continue

and not have the belly ache as he

says, after meeting he was going

to call a man in Am Fork up

but I said lets drive over and it

was grand riding. I believe this

man is going to build a store for

them.

Last Wednesday I went to Nephi to

Tuse Vickers funeral there was a

good representative of families from

Salt Lake and Provo also Uncle Alf

Hall & wife also John Hall & wife

Ju ard D ix ie from Dixie I was

sure glad to see them and they

[Letter 23 pg. 5]

5 [number circled]

would hardly let me go.

I was trying to think of some thing

pleasant to write you they announced

over the Radio last night the U. beat

the Wyoming team for champ of Rocky

mountain they also beat the Y. so now

they hold the title.

I was just over to Aunt Louies I saw Buck

and Sanky they said to say hello to

you.

I sure did appreciate those pictures

there surely were not taken with a

€© Kodax I was wondering if your

friend Gorkee took them for you.

My but you look good to me and

what a wonderful home you have

to live in I guess those boys with

the ice cream were having some fun

have you used the reciepts I sent

you yet. in another month or two

I will enjoy ice cream better than

now for it is too cold

You did not answer if you would

like my relief society magazine I

[Letter 23 pg. 6]

6 [number circled]

thot perhaps you could give them to

some of the sisters or era's or any

of those things, do you want me to

send those radio sermons I sent

some but did not know if the church

sent them to you.

Maurines Sister and husband are

here from Canada they came for

Franks mothers funeral last Sunday

I think I told you of Sister Taylor dying,

they were going back to day but Franks

Boss wired him not to come as it

was blowing and snowing.

The crowd from the store went over to

Glengary the other night skating Ruth

and Ken went and had a fine time.

Well I guess I must close or this letter

will be late.

Father received your letter and enjoyed

it very much.

May the Lord bless you in all

your work and protect you at all

times is the wishes of the Taylor

family and lots of love Mother

Letter 24 March 15, 1931

[Letter 24 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. March 15 1931

Dear Clarence:

Received your letter

yesterday, and was delighted to hear

from you if it was only a note

I was wondering whatever is the

matter your blood must be in

a bad condition, why don't you

consult a Physician some times a

change in the climate makes a

difference or perhaps the druggists

or (chemists) I suppose the English

would call it could give you some

information or some thing, don't

neglect yourself Clarence and

get run down for you know you

are a long way from Mother far

enough that I could'nt give you

a dose of castor oil or salts as I

used to when you were a youngster

Have just come in from Union

meeting, had a meeting after with

Prof Eastward in regards to our

costumes for next Tuesday.

[Letter 24 pg. 2]

2 [number circled]

I will be glad when it is over as

things like that worry me, especially

when the main ones have to throw

up their parts.

I had Bro. Moffitt for the angel

Moroni but he had so many other

things interfer that I told him

I would excuse him and not call

him a piker either, So I finally

went to my eldest son and told

him he must of course he said

he couldent I told him I must have

a Moroni he said Mother you

are the only person in the world

I would do it for, so that was settled

yesterday at noon Jack Scott called

and said his work was taking him

out of town until after Tuesday

and our final rehearsel was to be

at night, so I got busy and got
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Roy Busby, poor kid he was nervous

and we had to wait until nearly

eleven oclock before our part came

then he had to knell before Moroni

while a quartette sang [-]3 verses

of an "Angel from on high"

[Letter 24 pg. 3]

3 [number circled]

but I told him I would work it

out so that when Moroni gives the

plates to him he could arise, I

believe he will make a good Jos.

Smith, if it goes off like we have

planned it will be fine.

Friday we went to the Temple it

was quite getting them all together for

you know they all depend upon me
and once or twice I felt I would

have to give it up for the time being

but I hated to do that because it never

gets done, but Aldous took his car

with Lucie, his mother, Arnold and

wife. Henry drove our car Arthur

Maurine, Uncle Charl and I went

we enjoyed it very much and I had

a grand feeling all thru,

one thing that made me happy was

our gt gr parents and their children

were done and I feel they will accept

of it. Temple work is sure growing

there was 743 went thru on the

night session they had to divide

ours and make an extra one

it was after 1 oclock in the morning

when we got home so you can

[Letter 24 pg. 4]

4

imagine what time they would get

out

To day is just beautiful the sun

shining so warm and nice, cars

passing here by the hundreds,

Lynn and Celestia are out and have

taken Johnny. I still have him here

as I was afraid he had whoop[- -] Cough

but I don't think so now. Lynn has

been staying here until last night

he went, but I think I will keep

John for another week.

Rhod[-] came home and is going

to school for the spring quarter

so I think they will all go home

their mother is still in New York.

but it is too much for Lynn and

Cess, to have a family that large

on their hands. Rhod[-] said to tell

you hello when I wrote

Your father was checking up on

your money Jan. 13 50.00 Feb. 6 50.00

Mar. 14. 50.00 so guess you will have

received them all by this time or

I hope so, it would be too bad

if you were forced to go out with

[Letter 24 pg. 5]

5

out purse or script thru lack of funds.

I know you will feel blue when
Elder Green leaves. When I was in

Eng. and any of the Elders from the

mission home who I had become

attached to left I felt very homesick

myself for some time but you

soon get over it and every thing

moves along just the same and

I believe you have ample work

to keep from brooding, and isnt

it a blessing to have work to do

and especially when it is the

Lords work. I am so thankful

that I have health and strength

to do what I am called on.

I was quite upset the other day

I was to a meeting of the D. of Pioneers

and I heard my name read out

on the ticket for 1st vice president

I told them I could not accept. I

met Mrs Warnick today and

she said when the voting was

on she was going to withdraw

[Letter 24 pg. 6]

6

in favor of me, but I just cant do

it especially since I have turned

out to be a play writer and every

thing I don't want to get to many

positions. I love the B of Mormon
work but when I get too many

things on it worries. Well I have

written a lot and said nothing.

Father and I were out visiting babies

the other night but he says they

all look alike to him. Alta is getting

along fine also Cess.

Your father is writing a sermon

so I guess he is going some where

to preach to night.

Well I must close as Alice says

supper is ready. Now Clarence

take care of your health try to

eat plenty of vegetables that is

what your system requires, eat them

even if you don't like them, tell

sister Dalton not to get discouraged with

you for your mother has had to over

look your faults in eating but try to

do better for her. The Lord bless you

my dear boy in all that you do

All send love Mother
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Letter 25 March 21, 1931

[Letter 25 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. March. 21, 1931

Dear Clarence

Received your very welcome letters this

morning, and am glad you are feeling

better than last week altho you did

not say so I can read between the

lines, and your hand must be

better or you could not have written

so much.

Ill say the work is progressing down
there 35 already this year, what is

the membership of your mission?

I know you will miss Elder Green

by time is the remedy and work

too you will settle down again.

I received a lovely letter from Janet

telling me how she appreciated now
the schooling I gave her and she

said she wished she could be as

even tempered as me thu all things

she certainly has forgotten how I

could flare up the same as every

one else altho some times I was

[Letter 25 pg. 2]

2 [number circled]

able to control my feelings an[-]

found it much better to bit your

lips when ever possible for words

once spoken in anger can never

be recalled, she said she certainly

appreciated your letter, She has sure

had some time the past week with

Grandma. She had a spell and

didn't know anything for two days

and nights thought the D- was

after her. they locked the door and

thot she was safe but she got thru

the window and some boys found her

barefooted and in her night clothes

her hair hanging down her back.

She was

down by the meeting house, and it

was raining poor thing was soaked

it is getting on Janets nerves I can

tell, they will soon be moving to

the farm now as the farm work

is on.

I went down to the lake with Ken

the other day and took John he

sure got a kick out of the sheep

they had about 150 lambs and I

[Letter 25 pg. 3]

3

never did see finer ones, the older

ones some were born in Feb. are

in a new pen north of the Alfafa

patch, a lot of the later ones have

77

twins, it being such a hard winter

they have had to feed a lot it seems

like it keeps your father buying

hay. but the weather is getting

warm now and they will be able

to rustle a lot.

Dave is fixing the bridge it has

been closed all winter had all

rotted underneath (that is the

timbers) I feel like I havent any

worries now. John has gone home
and our Pagent is over, it was

a grand sucess they estimate there

were over a thousand there and

many turned away, many are

asking to have it repeated, I was

a nervous wreck when I got

home I went to bed, I was

saying when a person gets

[Letter 25 pg. 4]

4

so old that they let little things

like that worry them it is time

they were quitting everything

Mrs Keeler, Holt, and then

others

came behind the stage and huged

Arthur and said he spoke the most

distinct of any one and as he stood

dressed in the white robe giving Jos.

Smith the plates with the spot lights

shining on him and that beautiful

quartette. Aldous. Ken. Weight, Mrs

Lewis, V Crain singing "An Angel

from on high" they said the tears

rolled down their faces, many

people phoned me and said the

same thing, so I feeled paid if

things did not go just as I had

planned, I am sending you some

papers if I can ever get time

I have been saving them for

a long time.

It seems like I cant get Ken

down to type those histories so

I will have to send what I have

even if they are soiled I have

Letter 26 March 29, 1931

[Letter 26 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah, March. 29, 1931,

Dear Clarence,

Would you believe it I have

been so busy this last week

cleaning house that I nearly for

got to write.

Kenny, Alta. and Mrs Hansen

were here to dinner and spent

the afternoon, my letter will be

short as it is getting late
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I went to Roger Feschers welcome

home to night, there was a

full house a good programme

a good talk by the Bishop and

a fine talk by Roger nothing

elec tion eloquent but a good

talk with the right spirit,

telling of his travels and bore

his testimony.

I guess you are a very busy

man according to your

letter, but some times it all

[Letter 26 pg. 2]

2

comes on at once, it seems

bad that more missionaries

cant be sent out to the different

fields, every mission is

calling for more,

Bishop Eves said to night if

we could make two blades

of Grass grow where one was

if we could sent two boys

out for every one returned

it would about bring us

up to our qttte q[-]uoto that

is 10 or 11 and there are

only three out at present,

I guess many more would

go if money could be raised

to keep them there, but the

way things are so many

out of work it would

[Letter 26 pg. 3]

3

be impossible.

I think Uncle Ernest folks

are having a struggle as he

has had no work since

last fall Aunt May takes

boarders and that helps

but I tell them to have

faith the Lord will provide

and they will feel so

greatful that that they

had a son worthy

I cant write so you can

read as I have been

house cleaning and my
arm don't feel good.

God Bless you my dear

boy do the best you can

and your desires will

be granted unto you

[Letter 26 pg. 4]

4

pray to your heavenly

father for all things no

matter what, He knows

your needs and desires

and then work for

what you pray for

and your fathers prayers

and mine ascend in

your behalf, be humble

at all times and if you

see faults in others

over look them and always

look for the good not the bad

for we all have our faults

and failing, good night

sweet dreams

All send love

Mother

Letter 27 April 6, 1931

[Letter 27 pg. 1]

April, 6, 1931

Dear Clarence, As you say the

weeks roll around before I can

realize it, as do the months and the

years,

Ruth and Fae are standing here

Ruth said her teacher in S School

asked her what today meant to

the church she said she remembered

an account of the Pagent a year ago

and we all said it dident seem

possible a year had passed since

then.

I have been so thrilled yesterday

on account of sitting here and

hearing the speakers deliver the

words of God to his people I believe

I have enjoyed it more than

any I have heard.

President Grant spoke with power

as did all the others. I will send

you the papers, Your father and

I sat here this morning I never

moved even forgot to start dinner

[Letter 27 pg. 2]

2

until they came home from

Sunday School, Bro Irvins surely

gave a wonderful talk on the

resurrection. Bro Nibley stated 62

years ago as a boy 20 he went the

mission field I can hardly believe

he is 82 years old he talks like a

man much younger he said two

things that the people were lacking

and had helped to bring on these

trying times were unwilling to

sacrifice and save, many people

pray and tell the Lord they are

willing to sacrifice their all for

the gospel, but still they are not

willing to support a missionary

in the field where they are needed

so badly, my concience did not
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smite me a bit nor your father

in this respect altho we may

be lacking in many others

I think you will get quite a

few letters this mail. Fae says

she has written quite a lot

Dan Dixon came in yesterday

[Letter 27 pg. 3]

3

and asked for your address he

said he was quite ashamed to

think he had not written before,

Aldous and Lucile were laughing

coming home from meeting last

Sunday night, they said if Dot

was a few years older they

would think it was her sweet-

heart on a mission she is so

anxious to write, Aldous says it

keeps her purse empty buying stamps

but he doesn't mind that

The girls from all the branch houses

came in for convention Friday and

Saturday. Alice and Gen. gave a

dinner party here for them, it was

a swell affair, the long table

with my best Havilan china

candles lighted at each end of the

table flowers etc, menu consists

veal roast with dressing, mashed

potatoes, gravy, asparagus, fruit cocktail

salad, hot rolls, angel and devil

cake, ice cream.

[Letter 27 pg. 4]

4

Dot and Ruth helped to serve,

poor father dident know what

to do so Alice suggested he take

me to the picture show to see

Will Rogers, I was glad for him

to see it for he enjoyed it, and

it took his mind off other things,

Well the choir is singing and

the afternoon session is about

ready to start so will finish

later,

The afternoon session is over

and has been fine altho I dont

beleive I enjoyed it as much as

yesterday and this morning.

I will send as many papers as

possible you can read them

when you get time for I know

it takes time to read and I can

see by your letters you are a

very busy man, as you say

it is rather hard to get accus-

tomed to the money

[Letter 27 pg. 5]

5

you must not get dis couraged

if you cant do just as good

as the other sec'y but wait

until you have had time then

it will be much easier,

John Craner was buried

yesterday, and Sister Bray this

afternoon, but I felt I wanted

to hear the conference and did

not go to the funeral.

Electa phoned me today and

said Aunt Sarah Mink is very

sick she has been in California

all winter she sent word she

wanted us all to pray for her

because if she was going to die

she wanted strength enough

to come home to be amongst her

friends, I would like to write

her but don't know her adres

I went to Salt Lake last Thur.

to Relief Society Conf.

[Letter 27 pg. 6]

6

I have not seen Elton and

Ethel for such a long time,

Lynn was out there last

week and I understand

they are moving into their

new home, they are only

finishing the back part.

Father wished me to go to the Lake

with him it being about the first

warm day. I sure did enjoy walking

amongst the sheep and lambs I asked

Lawrence how many they had he said

over 500, about 200 lambs and 300 old

ones so you see the herd is growing it

has been a very expensive year as they

have been feeding since the latter part

of Nov. and such a late spring, but if

it keeps as warm as today the grass will

start growing. Mr Wilson was down there

and I went thru his boat it has been

fixed over and is a swell boat now.

People were out in droves being Easter but

the bridge not being fixed they could not

get over. Mr Wilson had his radio going

said he sat there all day listening to the

conference and smoking some Combination

dong you think but he was at least in good

company. All send love Mother.
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Letter28 April 11, 1931

[Letter 28 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. April, 11. 1931

Dear Clarence, Have been looking

all day for a letter but none came,

guess it will be here Monday.

I was just thinking I never

sent the papers with the conf.

news in. but it seems like

I have been so worried I forgot

nearly every thing.

Last Thursday morning about 7 10 a.m.

Aunt May phoned me and said

would I go over as Ernest was

very sick, she said he went out

to milk the cow and something

seemed to strike him in the top

of his head it seemed like a knife

turning the top of his head off. he

fell to the ground, twice finally

he staggered into the house with

the sweat pouring off his head and

as white as a a corpse. Doctor A[- -]d

came and said it looked like

spinal menigitis as he had such

terrible pains in his head and his

neck was stiff, he said he would

come later, about 4 p.m. I could

see a big change I thot he was

[Letter 28 pg. 2]

2

loosing his mind his head was

so bad I finally had Ronald help me
put him to bed and he went

unconcious I thot he was going

when the Doctor came he was

shocked to see such a change he

said it sure looked like mengitis

he would go and get his Son and

tape his spine and bring some

serum, when they took the fluid

instead of it being clear as when

normal or yellow when the disease

was present it was bright red

they went back to anaylis it and

said if they found nothing they

would not return, when in about

two hours Dr A[- -]d came back we
nearly died with fright and I said

Dr you are the last man in

the world I wanted to see, he

kept us in suspense for a little

while and then told us it was

not mengitis but ruptured blood

vessels on the brain, May said

then he will be parylised he said

no if it had gone into the tissues

of the brain he would have
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[Letter 28 pg. 3]

3

been parlysed but as luck would

have it it had gone into the

cavities on each side of the

skull where the spinal fluid

generates and so the blood

mixed with the fluid and

went down the spine and the

Doctor thot the body would absorb

it and he thot he would get over

it if he did not have a recurrance

and I don't believe he will, altho

the Doctor says he must not

work hard anymore he has been

out of work all winter and had

just worked one week, I really

believe the worry over not working

helped to bring on his trouble

We must all have faith the

Lord is the great Physician

I phoned this morning and he had

the most natural sleep and seems

much better I have been going

up there but some thing got into

my leg and I can hardly walk

I think it was thru digging

[Letter 28 pg. 4]

4

those horrid morning glores out

of my flower garden I used the

old spade and it strained the

vessels of my leg pushing the

spade into the ground.

Your father was so angry because

I cleaned out the attic and carried

baskets of books down stairs that

might have helped a little he said

I did it because I was afraid it

would tire Kenneth, so he put

Ruth to guard me. I went out

side to see if Kenneth was

getting all the rubbish to

haul away, out came Ruth

and ordered me in and she

was not slow in telling her

Dad, so you see if I am nearly

60 yrs old I am not my own
boss.

Sunday afternoon Will add

a little more Uncle Ernest

seems better this morning

and so is my leg I can walk

quite good today will be alright

[Letter 28 pg. 5]

5

by tomorrow. I kind of thot

Elton and family would be in

today but I guess they are not

coming as it is after dinner now
I havent seen Ethel & the kiddies
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since Jan. Father just told me
perhaps he would take me
out there next week, I hear

they have moved into their

new home or the back part of

it. I can hardly wait to see

how it looks.

I got a letter from Janet and

she said she was writing you

for your birthday I woke up

with a start I forgot it would

take a whole month for a letter

to go, so it may be a day or two late

but not too late to wish

you any happy returns of the

day and trust you are happier

on this birthday than any

other and why shouldn't you for

you are engaged in the most

important work of your life

[Letter 28 pg. 6]

6

and one that will bring you

the greatest blessings. It only

seems the other day since I

took you up to Wildwood a

baby two months old, I was a

cripple as I had milk leg but

you grew fine and I got better

I used to say the canyon air

was good for whatever ailed

you and I still believe it.

Altho I think your father would

say Lake breezes were the best,

Alice and the others are going

over to the Art exhibit at Springville

I did not feel like I could climb

the stairs today

Well I will close for now
Praying Gods blessing to attend

you at this birthday and every

day thru your life, We are

all well and trust you are

all sends love

Mother

P.S. Enclosed fine 1.00 bill by some

little luxury or something to make you happy

Letter 29 April 17, 1931

[Letter 29 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. April, 17. 1931

Dear Clarence, Went to Price yesterday

morning with your father, was

glad to go for a little change as

it seems like we have been under

such a strain.

I think I must have left my
purse in the Helper store as I

was sitting on a davenport

waiting for you father I do hope

I havent lost it for it had my
glasses, check book, and fountain

pen and a little change.

Elton and Ethel have moved into

their new home it isnt all

finished but much more comfortable

than their other house, it will

sure be nice when it is finished.

but it looks like a hotel it

is so large, I tell Elton I am
afraid he has taken on too

much but he don't think it

will be much more than

paying rent, but business is

[Letter 29 pg. 2]

2

not as good as it could be.

I received your letter today

when I got home and was

surprised to get it Friday

it was Monday last week

before I got it.

You say the people down there

are feeling the depression I guess

it is universal all over the

world and I guess many people

are really suffering I will be glad

when things are more settled

but I think we are more blessed

than any other people and have

lots to be thankful for.

In my last letter I told you of

Uncle Ernests condition well-

1

cant tell you anything very

favorable, he seemed some better

when I finished your letter but

later he began to talk incessently

until I thot he would loose all

the strength he had did not

seem to realize what he was

[Letter 29 pg. 3]

3

saying his pain gradually

went but his reason with it

Doctor A[-]id came down yesterday

and May told him she wanted

the true condition, he told her

said it looked like the brain

was softening and probably would

never be his self again. I was

not surprised seeing his condition

the last few days and my
prayer has been if he lost his

memory that the Lord would be

merciful to him and take him

but they will not ours be done,

and so he is in the hands

of the Lord and he knows all

things for the best.

Aunt May called me before

I went to Price and asked

what she should do in regards
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to sending for Virl she said

she would rather starve as

when he left he said he hoped

nothing would happen that

[Letter 29 pg. 4]

4

would call him home, but

I could not tell her what to do

only there is no set time for

a mission and it not only

means his support while there

but his mother needs him

to stand behind her in this

great trial. I told Electa to

talk to Aldous as he was the

Bishop when he went and let

Aldous talk to Uncle Tarn &
Bishop Eves let them decide

I have sit up several nights

I think he seemed a little

weaker, today than when I left

and does not say anything now
altho the Dr says he understands

a lot he cant express.

Kenneth has gone to Wildwood

on a hike with the scouts he

sure gets a kick out of it and

I don't mind when Bro Hall

and some one supervises them

it is good clean sport

[Letter 29 pg. 5]

5

It is bed time but Ruth wanted

me to stay up and listen to

the mistery story I get sort of

spooky but I can't leave her alone

your father has gone to bed

I guess he is tired after driving

so far. the roads out there

are fine, they are building

the road on the other side

of the track by Thistle it

will be fine when completed

Sunday afternoon 530 p.m.

I thot I would be able to furnish

this before Sunday. I have been

over to Ernest since dinner to

sit with him while May went

out for a little fresh air, I think

he seems a little stronger, held

out his hand for one of his grand

children and called them by name

he tried to talk to me but couldn't

form the words it is sure pitiful.

I trust you are not working so

hard that it will impair your

[Letter 29 pg. 6]

6

health. All the missions are handi

caped for the lack of missionaries

I was reading a letter from Pres.

Tingey of the Australian mission

he says they only have 32 elders but

all are working very hard and

seeing results. I think your mission

has shown wonderful results with

such a few elders. We only have three

out from this ward and there

should be ten. I think there are

many who would like to go but no

means of support while away. I was

saying the other day if I had the money
it would give me the greatest pleasure

of any thing I know of to keep some

worthy young men in the field, but

for the present will forego that pleasure.

I did not go to union meeting

today as my leg is still a little stiff

to climb stairs.

Well my dear boy I must close for

another week Praying the blessing

of our heavenly father to attend you

and keep you from sickness and harm

all join with love Mother

Letter 30 April 25, 1931

[Letter 30 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah, April. 25. 1931

Dear Clarence:

Another week gone and mail day

is here, and with it comes our troubles

and trials, Aunt Alice got a wire this

morning that Aunt Hattie West had

died at 2 a.m. it wasn't as great a

shock as she received word that she

was sick a day or two ago. then

a special delivery stating she had

a stroke, then a wire to come and

then the last wire.

So two car loads of them left this

afternoon for California, I was

sorry I couldn't go. but I have been

laid up for three days with a bad

knee, have been limping around

for two weeks and finally your

father called Doctor Boyer he has

given me three treatments the

one tonight he said was getting

along fine and he would give

me a few more. If I would stay

off my feet for a few more days

[Letter 30 pg. 2]

2

by the first of the week I could

get around again but not to run

foot races. You know what torture

it is to have to lie down.

Ruth stayed home yesterday she

wanted to go to school today but

Father said your mother has nursed
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you for 14 yrs now you can nurse

her for a few days, she is sure a

good kid.

Well I cant report any thing very

encouraging about Uncle Ernest

Doctor A[- -]d was down yesterday and

gives no hopes of him ever being

normal again. Doctor came to

look him over before leaving to

make his home in California

I have to see him go.

I wrote Uncle George and I told

him there was worse things than

death and he should be glad to see

Hattie laid away instead of being

like Ernest I would rather see

him where Hattie is than in

the condition he is in if there is

[Letter 30 pg. 3]

3

no hope for him to be better as it

would wear Aunt May out as well

as all the family.

I am perfectly satisfied that our

Father in Heaven will do all things

for the best. Perhaps I should not

write you these troubles but I

want you to know I am perfectly

frank with you in all things

and am holding nothing back

I think Uncle Tom and the Bishop

met to day and decided it was

wise to send for Virl as bad

as Aunt May hated to do he

could be such a support to her

She is holding up remarkable

for she has always been so

hysterical but the Lords fits

the back for the burden, and

we will put our trust in him,

We are well for which I am truly

thankful.

I am expecting Elton ad Ethel

about Sunday, Helen Swenson

Alice's friend is here from Cal.

[Letter 30 pg. 4]

4

and was to spend the week end

with Alice, but Alice had her

postpone it for another week

as I could not help very much
right now.

Father has been down to the

Beach burning weeds for the

past two days has gone to bed

tired out.

We had a good rain last night

for which everyone was thankful

there is a water shortage threatened

every where, if we don't have more

rains.

Well Clarence Dear I am getting

tired as it is nearly eleven

0 clock and I will finish to morrow

or next day. goodnight.

Sunday afternoon

welcome

Received your ever letter yesterday

and note that you are still busy

but that is a good sign, as time

will go faster, but the complaint

of most missionaries is times

goes too quickly to accomplish

[Letter 30 pg. 5]

5

the things they desire.

1 was happily surprised last night

to see on the front page of church

supplement the picture of your

President and family it was a

fine picture, and when I turned

the page it was a_N Africa.

I surely did enjoy reading

the account Prest. Dalton gave

he will have all the missionaries

in the church wanting to go to

Africa. Elton & Ethel came in &
I was telling him, he said we
are sending two of our boys down

there in June, so I know this will

be good news to you for missionaries

are needed in all fields, I feel

more thankful everyday that you

were sent there, to think you are

the only one of all Fathers posterity

to follow in his footsteps, and

I trust before you return home
you will be given a little time

[Letter 30 pg. 6]

6

to visit the home of his birth.

Some time when you are not too

busy if you could look in that

journal it states when the Husband

of my Aunt died Mr Hartman I

forgot to put down the date. I have

the date of her death.

but on second thot perhaps it would

be better to wait and see if some time

you could find the death certificate

or some thing that would give his

name as I cant find out, don't let

it worry you when I give you information

that you cant do it now, Do your duty

first and the Lord will provide a

way.

I have just received a lot of infor-

mation from Dudley on the De Grey

and Brooks side.

I am getting little by little these names

I am getting now I will get them all

ready and send them to the folks
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to do in that temple

down in Dixie, I still put a dollar

bill in the letter, but some of them

have brought me nothing but when

I get one like the one from dudley

[Letter 30 pg. 7]

7

it pays, if I did have to pay 5 dollars

there were about 25 or 26 names, some

of them I know were Mothers uncles

also her Gt gr Mother & Gt Gr father De Grey.

Janet and Joe have done a lot of sealings

for me and Joe has finished a list

of nineteen news names so you

can imagine how greatful I feel

for it is so hard to get the men to go

to the Temple.

I can make out quite a pedigree

chart now. if you would like one I

can furnish it too you.

Uncle Ernest seems about the same

I phoned today.

Kenny and Alta were here this afternoon

but I did not let them in as Julia

has the whooping cough Ethel has

had her and Jinney inoculated and

her cough is much better and it

may prevent Juan from taking it

I hope so anyway.

I rolled my leg up in a blanket

and drove down to the beach

with Alice while father went over

[Letter 30 pg. 8]

8

the farm. The sun was shining

and the lake looked beautiful with

a sail boat with masts full

sailing around the Lake

also Billy Wilson's "Bar[—]" cruising

around.

I see every one going to church

as it starts at 6.30 to night instead

of 7.30 they are changing to see if

they can get more people out

Well I must close as Alice is

getting supper ready. I wish I could

do it I have been a lady quite

long enough

All join with best love Alice says

she would write if she had anything

to say but don't know what to write,

I asked her how many letters I would

write you if I thot that, but I write

and find something to say. if it is

not always interesting to you

may the Lord bless you with a contented

mind and love in your heart for even

one As ever your loving

Mother
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Letter 31 May 1, 1931

[Letter 31 pg. 1]

Friday May 1, 1931

Dear Clarence, While sitting here

baking my knee with a spot light

Ken fixed up for me, I thot I may

as well start my letter and finish it

later on.

The Doctor came to night and

I told him I could walk to day without

hardly limping and felt fine but he

said I must rest it all I can for a few

weeks and it would be as good as it

ever was, so I guess I will take his

advice, I am getting quite used to

being the lady. The girls does the work

in the morning and I get dinner then

lay down the rest of the afternoon.

Last night I went up to see Uncle

Ernest Alice drove me up there I had

not seen him for nearly a week and

I sure saw a change in him, he was

so bright and talked as good as ever

he did.

The Doctors were worried over him

because he had never had a mrt

[Letter 31 pg. 2]

2

natural movement for over two

week his bowels being paralyzed

they said he could not live over two

or three days. Doctor Aird told May

to get Doctor Smith for Ern as he

was to the best physician for his case.

The doctor decided there was only

only one thing to do and he wouldn't

do it only in case of life and death,

that was to insert a long tube and

break the obstruction, he came this

morning and did that, Electa was so

excited when she was telling me she

said it had just saved his life.

It was as big as a tennis ball he

had to break it in pieces, if his

bowels would only get reaction into

them he could have a chance to

get well, but it would be some days

before the reaction took place

So I say as I did before he is in

the Lords hands.

The folks just got back from California

last night, they did not bury

Hattie until Tuesday, we thot

[Letter 31 pg. 3]

3

they would bury her Sunday as she

died on Friday, the folks got there

on Sat. but George had nothing done

until they got there. Alice and Sarah
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went out and bought her clothes Albert

arranged the services and the vault

etc.

The Elders had charge of the services

Albert told them on account of George being

so sick it must be short. They had it

at the funeral home which is very

lovely a nice room for the family

with couches easy chairs etc.

an opening with a gauze curtain

thru which the mourners can see and

hear but the audience can not see

them. George had a doctor and a

trained nurse and had to give him

hypo during the service he has been

so sick I don't expect him to live long

has not laid down for months.

The chapel was filled to overflowing

with church and out side people

The Mayor of the city was a pall bearer

and sent his big packard car

for the family, they said the

services were very fine.

[Letter 31 pg. 4]

4

I cant grieve for her for I am
thankful to see her go before

George. I don't look at death like I

used to.

I sure was surprised the other

afternoon when Mrs Green called

and said her Son was home, I had

been quite blue all day and was

thinking of Virl just about getting

word of his fathers illness she said

Vern wanted to talk to me but. I

guess it made me think of you

and I began to cry and told her

I would talk to him later, and I

did he seemed pleased to get home
and was feeling fine. I told him

I was so anxious to see him

and ask him so many questions

he said he would let me know

when he could come up but I guess

his mother told him the troubles we
had had as soon as I am able to

get around a little better I will have

her come and have dinner with us.

[Letter 31 pg. 5]

5

Sunday afternoon.

It generally happens if I don't finish my
letter when I start it it goes until Sunday.

I spent an hour or two at Ernest's home last

night and he talked as good and reasoned

things as good as he ever did but I was quite

worried as he complained of a pain in his

head or he said he didn't know wether it was

pain or a fullness his head seemed stooped

up and he was so dizzy and had smothering

spells, before I left he had a slight result from

his bowels and he was so happy as we
all were he went to sleep.

Electa called me this morning and said he

had had the results we were waiting

for as the Doctors said if his bowels would

get alright he thot he would get along.

Father has gone to the funeral of Peter Jensens

baby.

Alice is going over to P.G. to see Helen Swenson.

I sent you a parcel the other day containing

that journal of Grandpa Dixons I told you about

I had bro Hiller put a cheap binding on it

inside I put a paper I don't know if it will

be any service to you. Electa found it

amongst Mothers papers and sent it to me
the other day. so I sent you the original

and I kept a copy of it. I guess it is the

[Letter 31 pg. 6]

6

Heirs of my grandfathers property. My Aunt

Anne Hartman signed for Father, but I don't

know who the others are.

I send every little thing to you and it

is alright if you cant use them it

will do no harm, but what a jumbled

up mess you will have when you

get it all together.

Your father wants me to ride out to

Price with him tomorrow thot I would

enjoy the ride if it wouldn't be too much

for me in one day as he wants to get

back tomorrow night. I think I will go

if Ernest is alright and it quits raining

it has rained of and on for two or three

days and it was appreciated by all but I

don't like to go over that road when it is

wet. I did not get your letter yesterday

so I guess it will be here tomorrow

The clouds are going and the sun is

shing every thing looks so green and

beautiful.

I have run out of material to write so will

close until next week

and may the blessings of the Lord attend

you in all you do bless you with health

strength and a contented mind,

all send love and best wishes for your success

Mother

Letter 32 May 8, 1931

[Letter 32 pg. 1]

Provo Friday May 8, 1931

Dear Clarence: Was sure surprised

to receive your letter this

morning, as it was Monday

last week when it came.

Was so pleased you were getting

along alright and were happy

and you surely should be for it

is one of the greatest works you
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could engage in, and I know

a missionary has the spirit of

the Lord more while doing

this work than any other time

in his life.

You will miss President Dalton I am
sure not only for his advice and

counsel but also for your tennis

games, I am glad you are taking

a little recreation in this way

when you are tied up so close with

office work even it is only chasing

b utterfl ies

I enjoyed reading the account of

[Letter 32 pg. 2]

2

entertainment it sounded high class

Well Elder Greene paid us a visit

last night and I warned him before

he came to be prepared to answer

a lot of questions and he certainly

was patient and long suffering

once in a while your father got

in a word or two but Mother had

the floor the biggest part of the time

but there were so many things I

wanted to know about, He brot his

kodax pictures and explained them

to us.

I was so sorry I could not treat

him as I have other missionaries

but I am not able to be on my
leg very much yet altho it is

better I told the Doctor tonight I

did not think he need come

anymore unless I sent for him

it seems like it is rest that

is needed.

We served him with cake and

punch and I told him when

I was able I would like he and

[Letter 32 pg. 3]

3

his companion that came home with

him to have dinner with us, so

don't feel bad because I did not set

a spread for him my heart was in

the right place, he seems a very

fine young man and we were

very much interested in hearing

him relate his travels.

Well we are all very happy the

improvement in Uncle Ernest condition

when I phoned this morning Leah

said he was just fine. Aunt May

was getting him ready to get up

as he sits up until he is tired and

then rests, She said when the doctor

came yesterday he said he never

was more pleased over anything

than to see how wonderful he was

getting along, it just seems like he has

been raised from the dead, and his

mind seems to be as clear as ever

Last Monday your father had to go

to Price on business and wanted

me to go if I thot I could stand the

[Letter 32 pg. 4]

4

trip, as I had been in so close it

would do me good I bundled up

my leg in the robe, and all went

well until we came to 6 or 8 sheep

herds and I got so nervous I nearly

died, then in the after noon

coming back we met that many

or more I guess I forgot I had

a bad leg or knee and bore too

much weight to releive the tension

so I had to suffer for a day or

two with sore muscles under the

knee, but I enjoyed the ride other

wise as every thing was so green

and beautiful Eltons house looks

fine it has green shutters on the

windows, Julia and Jimmy have

whooping cough.

It is sure cold but last night and

tonight I do hope it wont kill

all of the berries as they say it

took part of them last night,

for that is about all the farmers

look forward to now it looks

as though there will be a water

[Letter 32 pg. 5]

5

shortage, in water this sumer

in some localites they will hardly

have enough to drink,

Since I have not felt the best

Kenneth gets up at 5 oclock in

the morning to water the lawn

we only have it every other morning

from 5 to 7 a.m. it froze ice this

morning he sure looked cold

Maurines place looks beautiful

she spends most of her time out

there, has brought a lot of shrubs

I am about to give up on flowers

for those pesky old morning glories

are springing up right in my
flower garden, that is how I hurt

my knee was spading them out.

so I don't want to take any more

risks, Ken planted lawn seed

across the street and he says it

is coming up fine.

Ruth is making her self a dress

she is getting quite a dress maker

[Letter 32 pg. 6]

6

Henry and Alta have gone to Wildwood
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tonight Maud and Enna Rubins wife

are giving a party for Fred and Helen

I see by the papers they are going to be

married the end of the month

Alice goes horse back riding nearly

every night they keep the horses over

to Uncle Georges I said he other day

to your father I thot it foolish to

waste money feeding them when times

were so hard Ken said that is

what I say. I don't think he meant

from financial point of view as much

as letting him out of a job tending them

I got a nice letter from Viola & Norma

telling me if I would come up they

would wait upon me and was

saving a kitten for me but the mother

cat ran away and they all died.

Well I believe I will close so that

I can mail my letter before so late

Sunday night all join with love

May the Lord bless you

Mother

Letter33May15,1931

[Letter 33 pg. 1]

Friday May 15. 1931

Dear Clarence,

Thot I would write a little

tonight then if I get rushed you will

get a little more than otherwise

Well I felt like I was able to do a

little entertaining so I called up Vern

Green he was out but his mother

said she knew he would be pleased

to come, then I called up Am Fork

Mrs Christensen said her son was

out wouldn't be back until about

5 p.m. when I told her what I wanted

she said he had a date to speak to

before the Lions club at 7 P. M Thurs.

night, so I told her he could come
Wed. night at 7 that would be

alright, then I invited the family

and we had a most wonderful

evening I know everyone enjoyed

I will give you the menu and

see if you approve.

[Letter 33 pg. 2]

2

Roast veal with dressing, mashed potatos

brown gravy, peas & carrotts, fruit salad

Parker house rolls, whole wheat bread

6 butter, pickles raisin & lemon pie,

would you like to have been here

never mind when you return

we will kill the fatted calf or lam b

and repeat the menu
Your brother enjoyed asking questions

especially Arthur.

Vern gave a very good report of you

especially in your work how well

you handled it in such a short

time.

During our conversation I asked

if he know where Croyden was they

did not seem to recall the name

finally I go the letter written to

father from Henry Hartman and

I had the name mixed with one

in Eng. it was Cradock in a

minute they located that place

and when Vern saw the name

[Letter 33 pg. 3]

3

of Hartman he said there were several

on record by that name, Elder C said

not members now they had apostzed

but you might look into it.

The last five days have been

very warm the first time I havent

had fire in the grate for weeks.

Your father went to Price yesterday

but I did not dare tackle it again

afraid it would lay me up again

such a hurried trip.

This afternoon I went to a

party at Celestia's mother, each member
were supposed to bring their Mothers.

Mrs Hansen came and Alta took her,

Maurine, her mother, and each mother

was presented with a dainty handerkerchief

as a favor. I enjoyed it very much.

After supper your father wanted

me to go for a ride we went thru

the vineyard road around PI Grove

everything looks beautiful

If we have some rain to help

out the water situation

[Letter 33 pg. 4]

4

it looks like there will be good

crops.

Uncle Ernest is up and around

but Aunt May says he gets too tired

and then his memory is not as

good but in the morning he is as

bright as can be. he said he was

so thrilled to think Virl was coming

home, then he thot for a while and

said what if he feels bad about

coming, he wondered if they could

get word to him now. May said

she would never have let them

send if she had thot he was going

to get well, but I tell her he has

had a year & half and probably does

more good as he was so well prepared

before going than many who have

been out two years, and he has a

mission at home to help his mother

for she certainly has a load to
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carry.

Sunday Alice took my pen to

write last night and so I will

have to write with pencil

This afternoon I listened to the

[Letter 34 pg. 5]

5

funeral services of Apostle O F Whitney,

over the radio I could not go to

union meeting on account of climbing

the stairs, I was alone and I could

just feel the influence of those

services. I received your letter

and I don't know who enjoyed

the letters most you or I

just look forward to the next

week and then I am so happy

to hear that you are well

and enjoy your work even

if it is trying I can read

into your letters and know

that you have the spirit of

your calling and you will

suceed in what ever you

wish if you work hard

to get it, for they say the

Lord helps them who help

themselves, so do as Grandma

[Letter 33 pg. 6]

6

Taylor used to say work and

pray.

I have just come home from

meeting it was quite an inspiration

to see 24 deacins on the stand

singing be led by Arthur D,

and your brother gave a talk on

tithing it was a very good programme

Ruth gave her talk in Sunday

School and everyone said she

did exceptionally well. Your

father went to the second Ward

so you see the family was

well represented. Alice Dangerfield

phoned and wanted to know how long

since my grandson John had joined

the christan Science Church.

He rode in his bike up to that

church went in and walked up

the isle and said he wanted his

mother she had gone to church

a lady took him out and Mildred

Dixon said he was Lynns Son. Lynn

came and gave him a whipping.

I must close as Ken will post

this all send love Mother

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

Letter 34 May 22, 1931

[Letter 34 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah, May. 22, 1931

Dear Clarence: In order to get my letter

completed by Sunday night I start

on Friday, write what I can then

finish later,

Sometimes on Sundays we have

a crowd come in and if I go to

church it makes it very late before

I get it posted.

I have almost come

to think winter is coming instead

of Spring or summer. Last Saturday it

was so warm, we nearly died then

it cooled off and rained and the

mountains were covered with snow

we closed doors and windows and

had to keep fire in the grate,

today has been some warmer but

I am setting in front of the fire

place enjoying the warmth.

The rains did some good to the

crops but not much at the lake

The seeds closer and alfafa isnt

coming up on account of the dryness

of the ground. Your father has

[Letter 34 pg. 2]

2

been digging a ditch from the flowing

well to water the lucerne, the well

has been shut off all winter and

summer, and the hay bring up.

The Ervells loaded the sheep onto cars

this morning and left for their range

and I guess it is final. Your father

has been checking them up a little

too close this year, Poor old Lawrence

has had the load, Dave is only a big

Blu ff your father thot they were acting

strange not getting the crops in and

complaining all the time, and so he

had an understanding with them

Roy said he had worked there for 9

years and had made nothing and

if he worked longer he wanted a

monthly wage, Lawrence said

they had more last fall than

any time of their life. They had

their winters flour, potatoes, two

hogs, milk & butter etc, and he felt

bad the way the others were acting

so in the fall they will divide

and part ways. I think Arnold

[Letter 34 pg. 3]

3

Taylor will go down there, poor boy I

don't see how he lives hasant a thing
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and a large family to support,

Kenneth has been down several after-

noons thining beets, They put in about

5 acres of beets but only about 2 came

up. He came home tired and said

his back was about broke and the

sun so hot he was nearly cooked.

Saturday night.

Was so tired I lay down for a few

minutes Alice said Mother go to bed

as you are snoring, so I woke up

and thot I would write a little

more.

The men came up from the

store and kals[—]ined the summer
kitchen and Valeria Ruth and I

have been cleaning, cooking and

etc. my knee is fine now. but I

get tired easily.

Aunt Lorie had a party Thurs.

night for Helen, "Bucks" young

lady. I sure do like her and her

mother too. They are to be married

[Letter 34 pg. 4]

4

next Wed May 24. and leave for

a trip to the North West for two or three

weeks.

Donald and Lettie are going to

the Coast for a honeymoon, they

have purchased a coupe for about

2.50 Dollars it has only been run

a year Aunt Lonie was telling me
all the gossip. Lettie is quite thrilled

as she has never been away from

home, she works and has helped

Don get out of debt so I think she

deserves it.

I think Edara will be married

in July or August.

Your letter did not arrive to day so will

have to wait until Monday I guess.

We are thinking of going to Logan next

week I want your father to go Friday

afternoon and stay until Monday but

he said he had a meeting at 9 am.

Monday June 1. I don't think I will stay

this year, if Kenneth works I will have

to care for him, and Ruth wants to go into

the strawberries Will have to go to the

canyon, Will close Praying the Lord to

continue his blessings upon you, at all times

all send heaps of love.

Mother

Letter 35 May 29, 1931

[Letter 35 pg. 1]

Provo Utah MAY 29. 1931

Dear Clarence: Received your

sweet timed letter with your

words of appreciation and love.

How could I expect you to think

of Mothers Day a whole month

ahead. I know you have

appreciated whatever I have

done for you and the longer

you live and the older you

grow you will see things from

a different angle and I must

confess at times you have

been trying but I have had

patience and have told Alice

just be patient a little longer

until he gets over this cranky

stage you will be see he

has the making of a

wonderful man, because

you were so sweet and kind

and I know knew when

you were not just yourself

it was from the head

[Letter 35 pg. 2]

instead of the heart

and you owe me nothing

for I have been paid a hundred

fold for what I have done

for you, when you try to

live a good life and keep your

self clean and unspotted from

the world.

I often think of the time when
I said I did not believe my
boys had ever been tempted

to do bad things, you laughed

and said why Mother I have

had many offers to smoke and

drink, you little know what

that meant to me for I loved

you more than ever for

standing firm and true to

your conciense and the

teaching of your parents and

so I say you are paying your

father and I every day

I sure had to laugh do you

think you be doing me a

kindness to let me sit down
and you work in the

[Letter 35 pg. 3]

kitchen? but it made me feel

good and I know your heart is

in the right place, but I will

tell you what you can do

treat Sister Dalton as you would

your Mother for she has re-

to carry

sponsibilities, be kind and

considerate to her & Pres Dalton,

and I am sure it will make

you very happy.
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I received the name for

the sister, and would have

sent it in this week with

some other names I was

sending for baptisms, but

they are so particular I have

to have things right or they

cancell them, I will send

you a blank filled out so

you will know how they

should be. I will be only too

glad to have the baptism

done also the endowments

and there will be no cost

[Letter 35 pg. 4]

4

to it for I have a chance

to get so many womens names

done it is the mens I find

it so hard to get done.

and any time if there are any

names of women just send

them and if I cant do them

myself I will see that they

are done.

Alice had her club party here

last night, they had some swell

lunch Alta and Ferrell Pr[- -]pent

assisted her.

Father and I went to the show

for you know he don't like to

stay home when the house is

filled with women, we enjoyed

it very much as it was a

good Comedy.

We are expecting to go to Logan

Friday afternoon I just got a

letter from Janet today and

she is expecting me to come

and stay for two weeks but

[Letter 35 pg. 5]

5

I am afraid she will be

disappointed as I cant make

it this time, I must give the

lesson in meeting next Tuesday

Thursday night.

Have just been out with Alice to Mrs

Berry's place to take a picture she

says she hopes someday to buy her

Timp. picture.

Ruth is so thrilled her school will

be out tomorrow, she has certainly

got some good marks, Mrs Gillespie

gave her an A in sewing, she said

it was almost perfect.

I don't know what about Kenneth

he never seems to study but his

cards shows fairly good marks I

wish he would pep up, but his

wood work and drafting he gets

A & A [-] in drafting he has made

some clever little things and if

I want anything repaired around

the house he can sure do it.

Fred Dixon was married yesterday

[Letter 35 pg. 6]

6

and left for their honeymoon trip

Alice went to Beth Mangums tea

today she gets married soon.

I received another letter from

Janet today saying how disappo[- -]ed

she was that I could not stay longer

I guess Elton & Ethel will be here,

my pen is going dry so good

night and God bless you

All send love

Mother

Insert #3

[Insert #3 pg. 1]

Mrs. Mary E. Nice

140 Doran Street

Jeffy Exten.

Johannesburg

Elder Christensen said a lady of this

address said w she heard that an elder

named Taylor was coming out and his

grandfather Dixon had been there

before or was born there, he thot

she might have been a relative

because she looked up a paper

[Insert #3 pg. 2]

or book or some thing and found

it was right, so he wrote down
this address and you could

find out what she knew.

I think what information I give

you I will put on separate paper

then it will not be so hard to

locate it as you could file them

all together

Letter 36 June 5, 1931

[Letter 36 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. June 5. 1931

Dear Clarence,

When I opened your letter

and started to read, well I guess I had

the same feeling that you had when

you found out your relationship to

Mrs Humphries. I just shook with

excitement Ethel and I were sitting

talking when the mail came it
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was Monday. Well I just could not

read fast enough and I guess Ethel

thot I had gone crazy.

I said well that is a direct answer

to a prayer and strengthened my testamony

and I know it did yours, and it shows

Clarence that altho you have not

had the opportunity of getting out in

the country or tracting you have been

directed the Lord has been mindful

of you and your desires. And I have

felt it myself I knew not what

or how it was going to be but I

felt certain if we had faith some

thing would come to light.

[Letter 36 pg. 2]

2

but I never expected any thing like

that.

I don't remember wether it was that

diary you have or some letters I read

where father says he wrote a letter

to his father and told him he thot

it was a shame he did not do more

for Emma & Annie, I know who
Annie was but I could not figure

out who Emma was I thot it must

be

someone near to Grand father but thot

perhaps there may have been a half

brother of fathers and perhaps Emma
was his widow.

There must have been some boys

as you will see by those papers of

the distribution of property there

was the Webber name also some

Dixons. I sent you the original

and thot it would help to locate

someone.

I sure do hope you will be able to

see Willie Hartman if he is well

enough, I would like the name and

birth of his father also his death

and my aunts, also their children

who are dead or living, just say

[Letter 36 pg. 3]

3

that I am compiling my Pedigree

or family history, get all the information

you can or family history to put in

our record books. I would sure like

to know what Emma Dixons mothers

name was that would be my Gd fathers

1st

wife, I my the record book there is

Elizabeth no other name, father had

had here sealed to Thomas Dixon,

but since that information I got

from Eng. Sarah was the wife of

Thomas and mother of John Henry and

I have wondered who Elizabeth could

be, I wrote to Dudly Parish church and

received about 25 Brooks and De Grey

name and having them baptized

and censored thu the Index Bureau

and will send them down to St George,

for the folks to do down there.

Well we had our trip to Logan and

sure did enjoy it every thing so quite

and peaceful, left Friday afternoon &
came back Sunday afternoon

Joe's crops look fine I did not go over

the farm but your father did

[Letter 36 pg. 4]

4

Ken is there with our beets and

is making a garden for me I don't

know if it is too late yet but he

seems anxious so I bought some

seeds today and will let him

try, he is going to build a fence

around it tomorrow.

Aunt May got a letter from Verl last

week and he said the President said

he received a letter from Pres Grant

giving him his honorable release

that is he said he did not consider

it a release but a change or removable.

Aunt May feels terrible she says now
uncle Ern is some better she would

get out and see if she could find a job

to help keep the family and Verl I told

her there is no jobs to be had for men
or women and her place was with

her family and Verl would understand.

Well I must close until tomorrow.

Sunday afternoon, Have been to fast meeting

Alice & Henry are here came over to dinner

They has just gone home, I believe Alta

is going home next Sunday for a few weeks

[Letter 36 pg. 5]

5

Everything sure looks beautiful the roses

are coming out and the Peonies have all

come out at once, June is certainly the

most beautiful month of the

year, and just think it will

soon be the longest day in the

year, then oh! my horrid winter

I am afraid there will be an

awful lot of suffering so many

people out of work and no

prospects of things any better, but

we must trust to the Lord to

work things out, and if we
have faith enough all will

be well, but whatever come it

cant be worse than in Pioneer

days the people had to live on

sego roots and they lived thu

it. Levi Edgar Young gave a wonderful

talk over the Radio N.B.C. this

morning I never head any thing

more beautiful language if it is
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pub. I will mail it to you

Business is quite slow but they

are getting along as well as can

[Letter 36 pg. 6]

6

be expected if they could get in what

money that was owing them they

need have no worry, but when
people cant work they cant pay.

Henry and Vern go out collecting

when they are not busy

We rode up the canyon the other

evening every thing looked so green

and beautiful, when I am there

I want to stay. I was just telling

Alice there are two holidays for the

4th of July and if your father was

willing we could go up and stay

a couple of day.

I am sitting on the side of the Buick

some where out from Mantella near P.G.

watching Alice paint, the weather has

been so cloudy she has done very little

it has been cloudy nearly all day

but the sun is shing now.

Well I must close with love and

best wishes for your success

and do your part cheerily and

the Lord will bless you in the

things you desire. All send love

Mother

Letter 37 June 14, 1931

[Letter 37 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. June 14. 1931

Dear Clarence, Saturday past, and

no better, but I will have to some-

thing to look forward tomorrow

besides washday.

This is one of the most beautiful

Sabbath mornings you could

imagine, every where you look

green grass and trees, and flowers

this is truly the garden city.

Last Tuesday the stake relief

society sponsored on exhibit of

work done during the year many

afghans [-] rugs made out of

old clothing it was truly wonderful

what can be done. Bessie Courley

was the supervisor. And the flower

show in connection with it was

simply gorgeous 92 varieties

were represented I hardly thot there

[Letter 37 pg. 2]

were so many flowers in the City

it beat any fair I have seen.

I saw in the paper Richard Knight-

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

picture his farewell is being given

tonight.

Vern Greens is going to talk

in our ward tonight. I haven't

seen him since that night he was

here. I thot I would invite him

over if he has no other engagement

after church. His mother was telling

someone that he could not get a

days work, it is sure discouraging

I hear that Helton Birch is called

to Mexico on a mission

Aunt May was telling me she

received a wire from Virl he

landed on the 11 of June will vist

a little on this side of the water

before returning home. Uncle Ernest

was over here the other day

[Letter 37 pg. 3]

3

and I have never seen him so

fat he says he eats too much is

hungry nearly all of the time, but

does not get his strength back,

he has not smoked since he was

sick I think that is why his

appetite is so good, I hope he will

never touch it again.

Am sitting here listening to the sermon

Pres Grant is talking on the word of Wisdom

said there are 127 billion cigarattes used

every year or 127 every minute from

the birth of the Saviour until the

present time, It is alarming how just

mere boys and girls smoke, just think

if all the money spent on tobacco was

used for food there would not be so

much suffering

Kenneth is all peped up over going

fishing, he wants to go up to the Cabin

[Letter 37 pg. 4]

4

and stay over night. I gave him some

money for a license, he does not spend

much in other ways and that is good

clean sport, he is quite excited over

his garden down to the lake it has

only been planted a week and is coming

up. I soaked some pink eye beans yesterday

and told him to try them out down there

Arnold Taylor has not moved yet but is

getting the house ready is going to move

my little cottage and join it on to the

other. Uncle Arnold is going to move into

the Bert Carter home, as they tried to raise

his rent to 40 dollars instead of 30 and I

think he will get this place for about 20.

They will go up the canyon on the 1st of July and

stay until Sept. when the house will be

ready. Henry, Alta, Lynn & Celestia have gone

to Richfield today. Alta will stay two weeks
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with her mother.

We are all well and happy and know you are

or trust you are, and my prayer constantly

is in your behalf and the Lord will bless

you if you will do your part. All send love

Mother

Letter38June19,1931

[Letter 38 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. June. 19, 1931

Dear Clarence, Thought I would make a

start on Friday so that I would be sure

to finish by Sunday

Received your letter Monday morning

that the weather is cooling

off you will no doubt feel the change

be careful that you dress accordingly

for your blood being thin you will

take cold more easily

Our hot weather is just coming a

few hot ones but it has been a

cool year so far.

I see by the papers tonight a heat

wave has struck Chicago, so we will

sure get it.

Yesterday Maurine and children

Va Lera driving went to "Wildwood"

to clean house, and it was sure

dirty. When cleaning in the bedroom

and opened the bottom drawer there

was sure some excitement, the drawer

was just full of wool out of the

mattress Maurine and La Vera ch[- -]ed

[Letter 38 pg. 2]

2

on the bed I on a chair poking [—]h

the broom out came all kind of mice

large, medium and small, even baby

ones. Well that is past and gone and

every thing is spic and span, we
put the rugs on the line and washed

them turned the hose on the ceilings

and all thru the rooms watered the

lawn good so now it is all ready

for when I can run up for a

few days.

I have been making root beer

and it is good only I miss you

especially for putting the corks on

my arm is lame for a day or two

after.

I received a letter from Lynn West

this morning, in answer to one I

wrote after Hattie died, his father is

still in San Bernandino with his nurse

ever since the funeral, and the past

week has had bad spells with his

heart so I don't know how it is going

to be with him.

Henry has just stepped in for a sandwich

his wife has gone to see her mother

he comes here for dinner gets his

[Letter 38 pg. 3]

3

breakfast and supper at home Alta's

brother Lee is staying there going to summer
school.

Your father kind of got him going he said

if he had a fine sight site he would

build a little shack and stop paying

rent, for the way they are now they

will never get ahead, by doing this

they could build a fund for a better

home in time, Well Lynn got the fever

and that's all they think about, they

want to go right to work, they have

been out to night measuring for

a cistern and running the pipes

into their home, I think they said

it would cost be about 16.00 feet

and it would cost about 15.00

hundred dollars each for house

and water ami it is a bad time

to borrow every one is afraid, but

Henry says if he borrowed a thousand

he could pay it back at 30 dollars

a month he is paying for rent, now
in about three years, I am almost

afraid for them to take this on

[Letter 38 pg. 4]

4

as things don't look very good, men
are being laid off all the time

and you never can tell how
things will be before winter,

In your letter you stated you had

visited Mrs Humpheries, I sure would

like to get some address from Eng.

if they are sure they were our relatives,

it may lead to some of the names

I already have.

When you get any names or information

from any where be sure and get, birth, or

christening, death, husband or wife and

children, or any information possible.

I wish if you could get a day or

two off to go and visit Willie Hartman

of coarse I do not know how far it is

or how your work is lined up I guess

I am over anxious.

I think he could give you information

of the Boardmans as his Aunt lived

with the Hartmans by a letter I saw.

Clarence the more I think of it the more

I feel that you were inspired thru

your faith and I feel some other

things will follow, so that we will

[Letter 38 pg. 5]

5

make up a nice history and also
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be saviors of our fathers family.

Would'nt that bring joy to you and

too others who have gone beyond,

Who knows but what they can see

and know how you feel and the

Lord has sent you to that land as

an instrument in his hands to

accomplishment the work, let us

keep on have faith and work then

the Lord will do his part.

Sunday night 9 p.m.

I think you can guess where we
have been over the week end. I was

sure surprised when your Father said

yesterday morning what do you say if

we go to the canyon tonight I was

sure thrilled to think he would sug[-]ect

such a thing.

1 sure did enjoy it as it was so hot

all day. Father and I sat out on the

porch the air so cool and the birds

twittering. At about 10 oclock we went

to bed and cold did you say we
slept with a sheet a pair of blankets

2 light quilts, and did we sleep I

[Letter 38 pg. 6]

6

say yes could not get your father up

until nearly eleven oclock and so i

only gave him an orange for breakfast

Alice, Henry, Ken and Ruth came up

for dinner and they surely did j[-]stic

to it

Received you letter yesterday and

enjoyed it very much .

Virl Dixon arrived home Friday

I have not seen him yet.

They say he looks fine.

I have saved a paper for you of

Edna Dixons announcement and

Photo, she will be married the 28 of

July.

I must close in order to let Ruth

have my pen and tablet to write

you and it is late so must get

this in the office

All is well and trust this

will find you the same

May the Lord bless you with

health and strength and happiness

all [— ] with love as ever

Mother

Letter 39 June 28, 1931

[Letter 39 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

June 28, 1931

Dear Clarence: From the above

you will see I took your advice

and fled to the mountains, and trust

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

it will be for the summer.

Father enjoyed it so much last

week that he suggested we go

again, so last night he loaded

the chev. to capacity Ken and I

hung on. I was so tired I did not

care wether school kept or not

as it was so hot and I did extra

cooking for the family at home
and our Sunday dinner up here

It was nice and cool but just

as I began to dose a pesky old

rat began its work I could hear

it rattling the dishes in the

kitchen and I dare not close my

[letter 39 pg. 2]

2 [number is circled]

eyes for fear it would invade our

room, it ate about half of a currant

cake.

Lynn and Celestia came up for

a week that is Lynn will come up

evenings, I served notice he could

not go to bed to night until he

inspected the place for holes whe[-]

a rat could get thru.

Alice and Henry froze some ice

cream and brot up

our menu consisted of

Roast beef mashed potatoes & gravy lettuce

salad, green peas, boston baked beans

mince pie, and cherry pie with

ice cream.

Henry and Ruth left before three

as she had to go to a meeting

for instructions as she is going

to the Temple Tuesday to be

baptized for the dead.

[Letter 39 pg. 3]

3

Alta is still in Richfield I think

Henry will go down for the 4th and

bring here home.

Ruth will have to stay home and

be house keeper, but she served

notice on me that the gang were

ready to come next Sunday but

I told her to wait and see.

Then I thot Ethel could come for

a week, and when Alice gets

her vacation and Ruth I had

better go home and take care

of things. It is sure fine up

and I am truly greatful to have

such a wonderful place to come.

It seems like the Lord has blessed

me more than I deserve, and I

believe I am enjoying life more

now than ever before I think

some times we are ready to

pass on before we wake to
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[Letter 39 pg. 4]

4

to the fact that life is very short at

the longest, and people say well

in a little while I will be able

to take things easy and enjoy

myself but before they feel that

they are in a position to do that

they either die or are too old to

enjoy the things as they thot they

would, so I hope I am not too

young nor yet too old to get a

kick (pardon the expression) out of

life.

Received your letter yesterday and

and always pleased to hear that

you are well and happy which

is a great blessing.

I know you were pleased to greet

your President as it will take a

lot of responsibility from you and

trust you will be able to get out

a little and kind of see if you

can trace any more of our

[Letter 39 pg. 5]

5

relatives, but if you cant find

any more if you can only find

the data required of my Aunt and

her family and the last information

about Emma Dixon Webbers family

you will feel well paid for your

trip to Africa.

Verne Green came in the other

evening and I let him read

some of your letters he was

thrilled because he says that

is about the only way he has

of keeping in touch with you

I really believe he is home sick

for South Africa, I try to make

him feel at home and tell him

to drop in any time, I asked if

he had any job yet he said

had

he was been working for the

Utah Wholesale for a couple of

[Letter 39 pg. 6]

6

days had'nt had much to do

but was in hopes of more.

Virl came in to see me the other

night he looks well, and as I

talked to him of conditions he said

he felt it was the only thing

finances being as they are and

his father not being able to

work. I understand he is to

talk in church to night, I guess

I will not get much church this

sumer.

Bishop Eves was hurt I hear

I have not heard today but they

say he was quite serious, I do

hope he gets along alright

Well the folks are ready to go

so I must cl[-]e praying the

Lord to bless you. I am afraid

you will not hear from Ruth

this week all send love

Mother,

Letter40 July 5, 1931

[Letter 40 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 5, 1931

Dear Clarence: Another week has

passed and I am still in the Canyon

enjoying the cool breezes.

Yesterday the fourth being very cool

Lynn, Celestia, and I drove down to see

the parade, it was quite good what

there was of it but not as large as

some other years.

Art, Maurine, and family came up

here and had dinner Alice and

Maurine made some sherbet and

is sure did taste good.

I am leaving this evening for

home so that I can wash tomorrow

and living the gang up to morrow

night they are sure pepped up over

coming.

Celestia's time is up she leaves

to day and she hates to go home in the

[Letter 40 pg. 2]

in the heat, but I want to have

each of the girls a week so I have to

call time out.

Henry has gone to Richfield I think

Alta will come home with him

she has been gone nearly three weeks.

I certainly feel rested and thankful

for such a wonderful home to

come to for a rest.

The boys were saying yesterday

this was the best investment we
had ever made and I believe it.

if I could get all the rat holes stopped

up, Lynn was called out of bed to

chase a big fat rat the other night

it got out thru a hole in the top of

the room.

Maby some day we will have a

nice fireplace and all glassed in

wont that be fine when the

depression is over.

Lynn and Henry are kind of
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[Letter 40 pg. 3]

disappointed as they have their plans

all drawn the road completed and

every thing built in their imaginations

but I told them not to build their

hopes too high for I knew it would

be nearly impossible to get money,

but they thot they could if they got

their plans & blue prints but they

are looking a little down cast the last

day or two as so far no money in

sight they still are hoping some one

has more than they need and want

to let loose of some I wish they could

for it would be no more than

paying rent.

Kenneth has gone to grand daddy

lakes for a few days I hope he catches

some fish it would be quite a surprise

though. He has been working real

hard in the hay, but I am afraid

he has hay fever for he sneezes

[Letter 40 pg. 4]

his eyes and nose was a stream

your father has sured enjoyed it

up here, [- -] came up here Friday

night and wouldn't even go down

for the parade, Celestia said he

was looking around last night to

see where we could put a fireplace

dont that sound good, but of coarse I

know it dosent mean for a while yet

Well I dont know that I have much

to write about, hope I will get your

letter tomorrow.

Be good and take good care of your

self, now that winter is on dress

accordingly. I was wondering if we
over load on letters as we post them

late on Sunday night and cant

weigh them. I wish you would tell

me for I dont want you to have to

pay excess postage

All send love and pray you will be

blessed in all that you do as ever

Mother

Letter 41 July

[Letter 41 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

July

Dear Clarence: Still in the Canyon

and how thankful I feel for my Mountain

home. It has been right cold at nights

but was warmer last night and tonight

Very warm in the day time I do wish

rain

it would as we have had no rain

for months the raspberries are dropping

off the vines, I am afraid I will have

to go home and put up berries but

some times I feel like I would rather

go without than go home,

The gang will have to go home Monday

as I promised Elaine she could come

up for a few days, and I think Alice

will get her vacation next week

so I guess I will have to go home
and be house keeper, and then come

back later, The gang has certainly

had some time I do the cooking

[Letter 41 pg. 2]

2

and the girls does the work

I had guests this afternoon, I invited

Ruby Clark, Hannah Pike, Aunt Sarah, Aunt

Electa, Aunt Maud,

The girls helped me a lot and they all

enjoyed their supper very much.

I went home to wash Monday and received

your letter, it sure keeps you going with

so much to do, but work is the greatest

blessing to us all if we don't over do

I am sure you are happy when you

enjoy your work, and I certainly was

happy to read that Mrs Humpheries had

asked for a book of Mormon, who knows

but what you will be an instrument

in the hands of the Lord to preach the

gospel to some of your own relatives

when I read your letters it seems

like a dream and my testamony

is strengthened greately that the

Lord is mindful of the things we
desire and strive and pray for

[Letter 41 pg. 3]

3 [number is boxed]

Saturday night

I started your letter last night but had

one ear open listening to Maurine Dixon

tell a story I got so interested that I laid

my letter aside, the gang sure did enjoy

it.

I had Ruth phone to Alice this morning

and tell her to invite Vern Green up

to dinner tomorrow. Alice thot I had a

nerve when the noisy girls were

here, but they have promised to be on

their best behaviour.

I go in the river every day with them

it sure makes me feel fine I don't stay

in too long and take a good rubdown.

Kenneth brought a radio up one they

repossed from Heber. he put the Ariel

up on a tree but I think the wind

blew down for I found it on the ground

but it goes fine.

Uncle Charl and family were here tonight

La Vera Va Lera was telling me that

Henry came and got her to go down
there as Alta was sick
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[Letter 41 pg. 4]

4

had tomaine poisoning, but is better

now. their house is so hot I don't see

how they stand it.

Va Lera said your letter came today

but she forgot to bring it up, so I

will close for tonight and finish after

I read your letter, good night and

sweet dreams

Well Clarence here I am at home
The folks came up the canyon and

had dinner. Vern came with them

but Alice said he had to get back

by 5 oclock, and your father was

not feeling the best so Alice said

she would stay with the girls and

I could go home with father, and

we have just got home from church

it was Hilton Burch's farewell

and Verl Dixon, welcome home
they had a good programmee

and the boys made a fine talk

Do your really think you will

[Letter 41 pg. 5]

5

leave the office? You must not

get over anxious until you get

some one who can do the work

for that would work a hard-

ship on your President, I know

how you feel about it and I

guess you would get more

real satisfaction out of real

missionary work I mean to

get out amongst the people, but

Clarence the Lord has certainly

blessed you and he will still

continue no matter what you

do if you do what you are

asked to do.

Mrs Humpherie must have been

impressed with you or she would

not have invited you back and

think of attending your conference

What kind of a woman is she

[Letter 41 pg. 6]

6

old middle aged or young, you

know I am interested in my own
flesh and blood

Alice brot some pictures up the

canyon and asked me to send

them to you, I am going back to -

morrow and so I got a crate of

raspberries to put up in the morning

but I don't think I will get very

many for they are so expensive

145 crate, a few days ago they

were selling for 80C the same kind

so I wont put up so many.

I must close or Kenneth wont

post this, he came down from

the canyon with us to help with

the sacrament.

All send love Alice will write later

may the Lord Bless you in all

things father will write when his

stomach does not ache With love Mother

Letter42July18,1931

[Letter 42 pg. 1]

Provo Utah

July. 18. 1931

Dear Clarence:-

Here I am home and

just think I wrote you three big

pages last night in Wildwood

and came off in a rush this

afternoon and forgot my tablet

so I wont have time you write

much now.

I came home to wash tomorrow

and it is just killing hot

I came home last Sunday and

Monday I put up fruit and

sprinkled the lawn at 4 oclock

I thot I sure had a sunstroke

my head beat for a few days

after, I rushed back that

night and felt to thank the

Lord for a place of rest away

from all the hustle and

bustle. I took some of the

[Letter 42 pg. 2]

2

berries with me and made
jam up there

Ruth and her gang went

home and I took Elayne and

her cousin Virginia Zabriskee

with her they were only to stay

a few days but they enjoyed

it so much I let them stay

until today and they surely

did have a good time.

I go in swimming every

day if you could see me
with

splashing around playing the

youngsters you would think

I was 16 instead of nearly

60, 1 took my first shower

yesterday in that apparatus

Ruth fixed up last year

and I sure got a thrill out

of it.

Lynn, Henry, and their wives

moved up into Johnsons place
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[Letter 42 pg. 3]

3

today happy to be out of the

heat they intend to stay

until

Sept. I tell you it is the

best place on earth.

Your father has been out

to where the Ervell Boys

have the sheep, has just

got in and I guess the

ride was too much for

him, he is about all in

so I will fix something

for him Alice says

she will write you when
she gets in the Canyon.

Ruth is out somewhere

with the girls and is

shirking her job. but she

will perhaps write more

next time

All send love God Bless

you Mother

It is only 104 some hot.

Letter 43 July 24, 1931

[Letter 43 pg. 1]

July 24 1931

Dear Clarence: Did you say it got

hot in Africa, well it would have

to go some to beat the heat here

yesterday it registered 105 has been

over a 100 mark for over 10 days

every thing is drying on account of

no water if it does not rain soon

we will get no peaches

This afternoon it is clouding up

and I hope and pray we will get

relief.

I was reading the account of

the covered wagon parade and

many people collapsed and one

died thu the heat.

No parade could drag me to

Salt Lake today or any where else

I came home from the canyon

last Sunday night and havent

gone back yet as your father

was not feeling the best had

a bad spell with his stomach.

[Letter 43 pg. 2]

2

and so I thot I would rather

stay with him for awhile, I think

he will be better when it gets

cooler.

They have been digging wells down

to the Lake and have a wonderful

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

flow of water which will insure

then a good second cutting of

hay, they have put up about 50 tons

and expect that many more

Hay should bring a good price as

the drought has been so bad.

Elton and Ethel came in last

night and I told them they had

better take advantage of the cabin

while it was unoccupied, and

they did not have to be urged

very much.

Arthur & family went up today

I think they will stay all night

Wouldn't that be fine if you could

visit Grahamstown or some of those

places, but what I am more

interested in is the Hartmans could

[Letter 43 pg. 3]

3

you get a few days off and go to

Craddock, do you think they would

receive a mormon in their home
I am over anxious I guess about him

as you say he is old and ill, but

perhaps you could get some Board-

mans History from him because

his Grandmother like yours was a

Boardman and of coarse Mrs Humpheries

family would not be interested in

her.

Did you get any addresses of our

relatives in England?

Clarence you have asked for different

things and I have left you letters

out for the family to read and then

they get misplaced I have been looking

over a number of them but don't

remember just what you asked

for. I have been rather neglectful

about the papers but while I was

up the canyon I did not get all of

them, and I have neglected sending

those relief society magazines it

seems like things come up that

I just don't do things that I should

[Letter 43 pg. 4]

4

I did finally remember those Hollar

supports I hope you received them.

Sunday afternoon:

Dear Clarence I will try and finish your

letter altho I am nearly cooked, on the 4th

of July it reached 108, I wish it would cool

off as it saps your fathers strength, I see

by Ruths letter she gave you the particulars

but you must not worry as I feel everything

is going to be alright, I was a bit worried

for a while but now I feel different.

The Doctor says he must stay in bed

for another week to rest up and get his

strength back and you know what
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that means to him, I almost have to

sit on him to keep him down, if the weather

cooled down he would gain sooner, but Clarence

my dear you are so far away and I know things

seem worse but you are there to do the

Lords work and not to worry about things

over which we have no control. We will

trust in the Lord and all things will

be well. I will keep you posted on his

true condition.

I sure appreciate our G.E. for his ice, milk

and cream & buttermilk it is sure a

God send this hot weather, I did not get

your letter yesterday suppose it will come

tomorrow, keep on smiling as I am doing

and may the Lord bless you in all things

all send love Mother.

Letter 44 August 2,1931

[Letter 44 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

Aug. 2 1931

Dearest Clarence: You will see by

the above I am writing at Wildwood

yes we came up here last Monday

evening.

It got so hot at home your father

was loosing more than he was

gaining, we put his bed in the

dining room and kept the electric

fan going but day and night he

was wet with presperation. I

finally got desperate and asked the

Doctor if we could not bring him

here, at first he said no and then

when he saw the condition he

said yes if we got the ambulance

they put him on a stretcher and

into the ambulance without any

exertion on his part the doctor

went with him and he came

thru fine, altho he had a restless

night due to the change I guess.

The boys from the store brot up

my G.E. refrigator so that we

[Letter 44 pg. 2]

2

could keep his milk and cream

cold also ice to give him.

How I blessed the man who
invented electricity, right here

in the mountains, we have

the refrigator electric fan to keep

cool, the little electric stove to

cook on the radio, electric pad

and electric heater we have them
all here.

The boys from the store have

been wonderful done every

thing in their power to take

the responsibility so your father

would not worry. He chafed

considerable at first when told he

would have to stay in bed, but

is getting quite docile now.

He has not had any more

hemmorages since a day or two

after he was taken sick and the

doctor said rest and quiet were

the only things.

Wednesday night we had a

heavy downpour of rain and

[Letter 44 pg. 3]

3

and it brot down the mudslide near

Dounons, it looks like it will be nearly

a week before it is released.

Lynn just came over this morning as

your father wished to go over with him

an agreement for the new building a

man is putting for them in Heber.

The Doctor has just gone and he says

your fathers condition is very encouraging

his blood is building 2 points a day

now we are giving him iron. I told

him I was writing you and wanted

to know his true condition, he said well

I don't see how he could get along better and

in another week we expect to have him

up, the only thing he must be kept quite

and not worry.

So now Clarence dont worry for I have kept

nothing back and will continue to keep

you informed and I feel that he is going

to be alright, as soon as he makes up

the blood he has lost.

Alice has been on here vacation for

two weeks and goes back tomorrow if

she can climb over the hill.

Ethel is here and gives your father

his daily bath and alcohol rubs

which he fought at first but says

[Letter 44 pg. 4]

4

he doesn't blame Jiggs in the funny paper

for wanting to go to the hospital

he says Ethel must stay until he is ready

to go home, she says he either wants to

go home or else keep her here a long time,

It is sure cold up here in the mornings

but lovely in the day time.

I was telling very one to bring

your letter up but none came

until last night and you

said you hadn't sent it but I

will forgive you for I know

it was for lack of time.

I know how busy you must

be. I will be busy when Alice

goes to work but Ruth is

a good help.

Well I must close as Lynn
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says he is hungry and I have

chicken to fry.

All send love and don't worry

about daddy for he is going to be

alright May the Lord bless &
guide you in all things

with love Mother

Letter 45 August 9, 1931

[Letter 45 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

Aug. 9 1931

Dear Clarence,

Still here enjoying the

cool fresh breeze and this

wonderful canyon air, I have

always enjoyed my mountain

home, but more than ever

now that I could have the

modern conveniences that

is some of them especially the

electricity, so that it was

possible to bring your father

here in the hour of need for

I don't think he could have

survived in the heat,

of coarse since the storm the

heat wave is broken and

while warm in the day time

it is cool at night,

At home for the ten days of

his illness there I could neither

eat or sleep, but now I have

my canyon appetite and can

sleep too.

[Letter 45 pg. 2]

2

then there was that big house

to keep clean, answer the many
call over the phone as to your

fathers condition, and receive

the many callers which I could

not allow in his room,

The boys from the store comes

up when he wants to tell

them something in regards

to the business, Olsen the

barber came up Thursday

as soon as the road was open

and gave him a hair cut and

shave.

Yesterday afternoon one of the

salesmans that used to come
thru but who is in charge of

a branch in Kansas was wanted

to come up so Sid Russell brot

him his wife and Mrs Russell

up for a few moments.

He sat up for an hour yesterday

and is just fine now only
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from about 11 pm to 3 am
he suffers with those gas pains

The Doctor was up the other

evening and took his blood test.

[Letter 45 pg. 3]

3

and was very much encouraged

over his condition his blood

content had come up 15 points

it went below 40 and now it

is 55 the Doctor wants to raise

it to 80, we are giving him iron

Allie Dixon is home and was

up last night and she has been

studying along the Diet in 5th ave

Hospital in N.Y. so she is going

to get in touch the doctor and

work out a chart.

Ethel is still here so he gets a

good bath and alcohol rub

every day. he is gaing so fast

now that it is cool he will

soon be around again but I tell

him he must take things easy

all the boys are so good they take

all responsibility, and they have

quite a load especially at this

time, but all are hoping the worst

is past and things will pick

up. I don't want you to worry

about finances we have had

plenty for you and have

not lacked in any way yet

and the Lord will provide

[Letter 45 pg. 4]

4

so go about your work with

a willing and cheerful heart

and the Lord will bless you

with contentment and happiness

I was thrilled yesterday with

your letter for I can read between

every line your whole soul is

devoted to your work.

I'll say that was baptizing under

dificulties.

I was surprised to hear you say it

was nearly cold enough to freeze

and being near the ocean you

would feel it worse because it is

a damp cold.

Am glad to know that our relatives

are coming along that is she invites

you to go back to her home and is

interested in the Book of Mormon.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if you would

be the means of taking the gospel to

some of our relatives, but we must

not expect too much the Lord knows

all things for the best and if the

time is right all things will come
out well.
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I was wondering if I had better write

Mrs Humpheries a letter some times

I feel like I would like too and

[Letter 45 pg. 5]

5

if I can get the right spirit I will

drop her a line, how ever I will send

it to you and you can seal it and

deliver it to her if you read it and

think it is alright.

Maurine & Ethel & their families

are still here, Art comes up every

night and I think it will do him

good riding back and forth .

none of the heads of Depts are

getting any vacations until times

are better. Some of the employees

are having two weeks vacation

without pay.

Alice was glad to get back so her

money would come in again

The weather is ideal up her a

cool breeze is blowing, but the nights

are quite cold, If we only had a fire

place place and the windows in

how nice it would be while your

father is convelesing.

Lynn and Cess has just come
in they are going to stay until

it rains any how. as their roofs

leek.

I must close and see if some one

[Letter 45 pg. 6]

6

will take this letter down.

all send best love and may
the Lord bless you in all

things Mother.

Dear Bud,

Just a note- I have

been talking to Allie Dixon

just back from N.Y. She is

looking fine- They had a

lovely trip thru the panama
and around the San Francisco.

I was up to Aunt Electa's just

now- taking about my
trip- I surly get all hopped

up- I hope nothing comes up

to prevent me taking it.

Sylvan Erickson came in

the store Monday- 1 was aw-

fully surprised to see him-
I had a date with him Tues

night and he went home
Wed. He hasn't been down
for a long time-

Ken & I are going back

& forth between here & home—
We quite enjoy it- It's

rather a change- We get our

good meal a day & a good nites

sleep that way- So long-love

Alice

Letter 46

[The following letter is an incomplete excerpt that was not dated.]

[Letter 46 pg. 1]

5 [number is circled]

people. I am so thankful I feel like

offering a prayer of thanks every

time I look at him, so now I

want you to do as he is doing and

forget every thing but what you

are engaged in and offer your

prayers for the welfare and good

for us all and I am sure the Lord

will be mindful and grant unto

us according to our needs in the

future as he has in the past.

Alice has gone to Ogden to visit with

Mrs Drake for the seek end. Mrs

Drake has been wanting her to

come for a long time and Alice

got a letter from her yesterday

morning asking her to come, it will

be a nice change for her

I have been down to the farm with

Father and Kenneth planting garden

and how I did enjoy it. I do hope it

will grow, it is just west of the

Lucrene patch near where the

toilets stood, the ground is quite

sandy in places and in others

[Letter 46 pg. 2]

6

very rough in here the salt grass was
Ken has put up a fence to keep out

the stock. I want to plant enough

potatoes and vegetable for winter

use to. Elmer Smith and Hewitt String

have built- a very large boat and

last Monday night the Dentists of the

state had a banquet and dance I

believe, the city are fixing things

up on the other side of the river

I guess people think we have our

nerve to keep the gates closed they

try to break them, but I am glad

father has taken the stand he has

for Arnold is making a real farm

out of it and seems a treat to

walk around and not have a

crowd of people every where you

turn, and it means a lot to your

fathers health to rid himself of

responsibility.

I received a letter from Janet

and Joe's mother died last Friday

poor old soul it was a blessing

to her. Her daughter Lottie Carlsen
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[Letter 46 pg. 3]

7 [number is circled]

has been sick all winter and

was unable to attend the funeral

Fred Mankha[- -]'s father was buried

yesterday, and old Lady Ashworth

who used to be up at Wildwood

was in Salt Lake taking care of her

Son Paul's children while they went

to Portland to a convention, she opened

the wrong door and fell into the

basement and broke her neck her

funeral was held today.

Elton and Ethel stayed until Wednesday

morning, as they had all the managers

in to a convention and banquet

at the Hotel. They are taking over a

new washer I believe it is the

universal.

I cleaned the basement yesterday

and have such a lot of fine fruit

left I was thinking of you as I looked

at it and thot how you would

enjoy some of it, but I will see that

there is plenty for you whe n when
you come home.

Arthur got your money order as

[Letter 46 pg. 4]

8

you desired and trust it will

reach you o.k. I am enclosing

a dollar bill for your birthday I

had to get your letter off last mail

and did not have currency.

Altho it will be late for your birthday

never the less it will remind you

of the love and best wishes from

Father and Mother and would like

you to use it for a little recreation

as I know you are skimping yourself

all the time, so celebrate your birthday

by doing something you would like to

do. you never answered about

the garments if you wanted some

and how I should sent them and how

many. Well I must close as father has

gone to bed and it is late.

Praying the blessing of our Heavenly

Father to comfort and direct you

in all that you do and bless you

with joy and happiness, all join

with love and best wishes

Mother

Letter 47 August 16, 1931

[Letter 47 pg. 1]

352 10th East St

Salt Lake City Aug. 16. 1931

Dear Clarence: You will no doubt

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor:

wonder at the heading of this

letter as I was in Wildwood

when I last wrote.

Well last Thursday morning we
brot your father here to the

Hospital, as we felt he was not

gaining as fast as we would like

to see him and he had some pain

Dr Bailey was highly recommended

to us for stomach trouble as there

were several in Provo who he

had cured without operation

I am glad we brot him for he

is doing just fine the Doctor wanted

to treat him and getting b[— ] to

sleep better before putting the X

Ray on him

I was up there last night when
the Doctor came and he was

delighted with his condition

and said he thot the first part

[Letter 47 pg. 2]

2

of the week they would take a

picture.

He had some chicken broth yesterday

noon and an egg for supper

neither hurt him at all so

they are giving him still extra

things today, it has been nearly

a month since he had a

hemmorage, a month today

since he was taken sick but

it seems like a year for him

to be laid up

I am staying to Aunt Rye Rossiters

as he is at the Holy Cross Hospital

the Doctor favored him going

there as the nurses and

assistants who is accustomed

to his methods.

The Doctor says if he continues

to improve he will be able

to take an X Ray the beginning of

the week.

Henry Alta Ken, Alice & Ruth

have just come, They thot

[Letter 47 pg. 3]

3

your father was looking so

much better.

I am having a grand time

between going to the Hospital

3 times a day, I go up and

read and visit with your

father,

The girls can take care of

things at home so I think

I would feel better contented

to stay here for a time any

how.

I was rather disappointed
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at not receiving your letter

but guess I will have to

wait until it comes.

I will write and keep

you posted as to your

fathers condition but I

feel so good about him

and think it will only

[Letter 47 pg. 4]

4

be a short time until we
are able to go home, of course

he will have to be careful

for some time.

Well Clarence Dear I have

no news much to write

about. If I can get the

papers together I will send

them, as I sit here on Rys

porch writing the streets are

lined with cars for this

tennis match. I hear that

Fred & Dan has just won the

doubles and they with their

wives will leave for Boston

in the morning.

Will close with heaps of love

and pray for the Blessings

of the Lord upon you.

Mother.

Letter 48 August 22, 1931

[Letter 48 pg. 1]

352 So 10 East

S. L. City Aug. 22. 1931

My Dear Son.

I was very much surprised

yesterday afternoon when I went up

to the Hospital to find Albert Dixon there

and he handed me your letter, it

came earlier this mail, I don't under-

stand your not receiving my letter for

I never miss but feel sure you

would get it sometime.

You say the buds are beginning to

shoot forth and I can see what is

in store for you hot weather I pity

you if it is any hotter than we
are having I nearly pass out it is

so oppressive you cant get a breath

day or night, There was a terrible

wind last night and it thundered

and lightened but not much rain

it is cooler tonight.

Aunt Sarah Me met me at the

Hospital last night and I went and

stayed all night with her, we went

[Letter 48 pg. 2]

2

to the cafe and had lunch th[-] to

the Library and got three books I

took the car for the Hospital and read

for about three hours.

I did not go back to night as my
feet hurt and it is so warm day

and night. Billy came with his

wife and took us for a grand

ride up by the old mill and

a little way up Cotton wood canyon

then down mill creek it was a treat

to get cooled off.

Wednesday they took an X ray of your

father. When I went up in the

afternoon he looked a wreck as

he had nothing not even water

from seven oclock the night before

until about five the next day.

after they had taken the last

picture.

The Doctor came in the next

morning and we had a very nice

talk with him he said there

was no need for an operation

[Letter 48 pg. 3]

3 [number is boxed]

not for the present anyway as the

Picture showed his food passed thru

fairly well

The ulcer was in the Duodeman or

some such a name any how it was

outside of the stomach near the opening

and his condition was good he

was responding fine to the treatment

your father said well now the most

important thing is when can I go

home, the Doctor say now we want

to build up your blood and see

that you eat three good meals a

day, but thot he could go in two

weeks but he must report quite

often for inspection which he

promised to do.

I am so glad we brot him here it

was the best thing to do as he has

no more pain and is making

rapid progress has the very best

of care and it will only be a short

time until he will be around

again for which we will all be

[Letter 48 pg. 4]

4 [number is boxed]

thankful, We have many things to

be thankful for Clarence altho it

makes you sad to see people out

of work and things not the best

still things could be a lot worse
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and the Lord has certainly blessed

us and he will continue if we
put our trust in him and do

our parts the best we know how.

Clarence you have never told

me if you got in touch with

Willie Hartman I wish you could

before it is too late if he is not

well.

I phoned Alice the other night and

told her if they came up Sunday

I would go home with them for a

day or two as I am getting a little

homesick to see the family and

there is a little business I want

to attend too. Alice said Mother

have a heart Father would

get so lonesome but he feels

[Letter 48 pg. 5]

5 [number is boxed]

alright about it.

He has suffered with the heat and

gets so tired of lying in bed I go up

two or three time a day and read

him one of Zane Grey or Harold Bell

Wrights wild stories and it makes

him forget his troubles for a little

while any how.

Everyone has been so kind to me
here and I appreciate being here near

to your father, it is about 18 of these

long blocks every day if I go up

there three times unless some of

them take me up in the Auto

I was telling Aunt Rye the other day

what with walking and prespering

so much I should get thin but

I believe I am getting fatter, but

I am feeling fine and having a

grand time between visiting

horns. I am glad you are well

and happy as it leaves me

[Letter 48 pg. 6]

6 [number is boxed]

at present I cant write any more

news for I don't know any perhaps

Ruth or some of them will write.

Good night and sweet dreams

Mother

Sunday night,

Alice Ken, & Ruth came up

this afternoon and we went

for a ride then went back

to the Hospital found your

father sitting up

it is 9 30 p.m. and now

we are leaving for home

good bye and the Lord

bless you

Mother

Exerpts

Oct. 5, 1930

I SURE DID FEEL THANKFUL TO MY HEAVENLY

FATHER FOR MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR US TO SEND ANOTHER
SON INTO HIS VINEYARD AND ESPECIALLY TO THE LAND

OF MY FATHER'S BIRTHPLACE AND I OFFERED A PRAYER

THAT YOU MIGHT BECOME THE MEANS INSTRUMENT IN HIS

HANDS TO LOCATE SOME OF OUR ANCESTORS EITHER DEAD
OR ALIVE AND BE THE MEANS OF MANY HONEST SOULS

HEARING THE SAME MESSAGE PREACHED BY YOU AS

PREACHED BY YOUR WORTHY GRANFATHER

I WAS SO HAPPY TO-DAY TO SEE MOST OF MY FAMILY AT FAST

MEETING, THAT IS, ALICE, KEN, AND RUTH. AND THEY SEEMED TO

ENJOY IT VERY MUCH. RUTH WANTED TO KNOW WHY I DID NOT
BEAR MY TESTIMONY AS SHE HAD HEARD ME. I TOLD

HER THEY DID NOT GIVE ME A CHANCE, AS THEY RESPONDED

SO READILY. SHE SAID SHE WOULD HAVE TO GO NEXT MONTH
TO HEAR ME. SO YOU SEE THE FUTURE HAS SOMETHING IN

STORE FOR ME CLARENCE, MY DEAR, IF YOU COULD KNOW TH£

MY FEELINGS WHEN MY CHILDREN ARE DOING THEIR DUTY IN

THE CHURCH, THAT BRINGS SO MUCH COMFORT AND JOY INTO

MY LIFE. MONEY AND MATERIAL THINGS ARE ONLY FOR THIS

WORLD AND THAT IS TRUE, THEY ARE HEEDFUL TO A CERTAIN

EXTENT, BUT WE CAN'T TAKE THEM WITH US. WHEN WE 60
PASS ON FROM THIS LIFE.
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[Brown binder of documents and letters in plastic sleeves, docu-

ments are handwritten unless noted otherwise; bracketed notes

added by transcriber, preprinted text is signified by bold font]

Letter 1 February 2, 1910

[Letter 1]

[Typewritten document]

EXTRACTED FROM THE PATRIARCHAL BLESSING

Of Albert Dellorma Clark, Feb. 2, 1910

"Dear Sister Maria Dixon Taylor, out of choice thou wast

retained in Heaven to come to the earth when the Gospel was shedding

it's light among mankind and choice spirits have been given unto thee,

heavenly mesengers realizing that thou art fully capable of rearing

them in fear and admonition of Thee, our Heavenly Father." " and

when the responsibility of thy family has grown less, thou shalt take

great joy in laboring in the House of the Lord for the salvation of

the dead." "Thou hast great cause to rejoice at the present for thy

standing in the Church before our Heavenly Father and of that work
that hath mentioned in laboring for the salvation of the dead, the

windows of Heaven will be opened unto thee, and the records and the

genealogies that will come to thee through divine guidance will cause

thy heart to swell with joy."

Letter 2 August 29, 1931

[Letter 2 pg. 1]

352 So 10 East Aug, 29, 1931

Salt Lake City

Dear Clarence, You will see by the

above address I am still in S. L.

City, If Alice or any of the folks

comes up to morrow I am going

home and take Aunt Rye and

the little girls with me for a few

days, if all goes well we will

come back Thursday and take

your father home with us.

The Doctor comes in every day

and thinks he is getting along

fine,

I went home last Sunday

night came back Tuesday

afternoon, with Arthur and Lynn

I attended to a few things such

as paying bills washing and

mending Kenneth's shirts

socks and so, on,

Your father is able to sit up

[Letter 2, pg. 2]

for about two hours at a times

so I think he will be able to read

and amuse himself especially

as he knows his time is near

for his departure for home
I feel we have many things to

be thankful for especially for

his recovery so far.

Last week he had a little pain

and I could see he was a little

worried so they had him swallow

the stomach pump and made a

test for acid but found none the

doctor said it may have been his

bowels were a little relaxed, but he

was delighted with the regular

movements of his bowels every

day for that was a sure sign

that the ulcer was healing

I asked how long it took it too

heal entirely he said from

weeks

three months to nine months

but he could count scores of

[Letter 2 pg. 3]

his patients who never had any

more trouble and ate nearly

every thing, but your father

would be a little slower to

mend in his body as his

nerves were not so good and

his loosing so much blood it

was slow coming back and

he wanted him under super -

vision for some time but he

was sure he was going to be

fine, and I feel the same way.

Yesterday he sat up for two hours

and more than that today .

He has had quite a lot of compay

and so many beautiful flowers

from friends,

I have read 126 pages to him

to day and I feel as tired as if

I had done a big days work

but I am so anxious to entertain

him. I cant tell you much news

from home because I dont know

any, I see by the Paper Bishop &

[Letter 2 pg. 4]

& Mrs 0[-]es announce the engagement

of Dora marrage to take place in

S.L. Temple, then in todays news I

see the announcemet of Kathleens

marrage Aug. 21 in Temple, but

I heard she went to Salt Lake and

was married without her parent

knowledge and I understood they

felt bad because she did not go to

the Temple but I dont know which

is correct.

I have been collecting a few papers

but forgot to send them when
I was home so it may be stale

news before I get them off to you

The weather has cooled off considerable

the nights are cool and nice

so your father sleeps nearly all

night. I am looking forward

to the folks bringing your letter up

to morrow , Trust all is well and
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may the Lord continue to bless

you as He has us

with love Mother

Dear Bud:

I am sorry I was not able to write a

letter to you this week but I have not

had time. I'll do better next time

-

Love Ruth-

Letter 3 September 6, 1931

[Letter 3 pg. 1]

256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah , Sept. 6 1931

Dear Clarence:

Alice brot your letter to me in

Salt Lake, and I was delighted with

its contents especially the letter

or copy of the letter you received

from Willie Hartman. And trust

you will take advantage of the

invitation and visit him.

I was sure surprised to hear of Elders

playing that noisy game of Pitt you

must have had a good time, well

do more of it for you know relaxation

is good for anyone even L D S Elders.

You say your attendance at Church is

very poor well I guess it is the same

here altho I have not been to Church

for over two months it is very poorly

attended in the summer time.

Glad to hear of you going to peoples homes

with the picture machine, it will help

to allay predijuce.

I hope you can read this, I was washing

the din[-]er dishes and cut my thumb on

the paring knife and it is right in the

way of my pen.

[Letter3 pg. 2]

2

Have just returned from riding, I thot it

would do your father good to get a little fresh air

as he did not sleep so well last night

We came home Thursday from the Hospital

and he is feeling pretty good but still weak

I think he will go to the store Tuesday

morning for a short time each day, I tell

him I shall be his shadow for I am so

afraid he will over do. We sure feel thankful

to see him up and around again for it

is seven weeks today since he went to

bed. He went to the store for a short time

yesterday to shake hands with the employees

Aunt Rye Rossitter came down with me and

went back Thursday,

Monday we went to Wildwood and closed

up the Cabin, as I was afraid in another

week the fruit coming on and school starting

I would be busy

I put up some pears and Tomatoes next

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

week it will be on in full swing

Arthur, Maurine, & children left yesterday for

Price they will come back Monday as that

is Labor day and a holiday.

Alice has gone to Salt Lake with Thaynes

Sylvan wrote and said he was driving

his Mother down to Salt Lake to a family

[Letter 3 pg. 3]

3

reunion or some kind of a party and

wanted her to meet him in S.L. Perhaps

she told you when I was up the canyon

he and his Mother came in the store one

day and wanted her to go out with him

she went one night

Tomorrow being a holiday she wan[-]ts Ken &
Howard to go out in the wilds with her

painting. She may get a lay off for a

week, I beleive instead of laying one girl

off for good or until things pick up

they are letting each girl take a week

off that will be one in four weeks

I think business is picking up some

a lady is putting up a fine new store

for D T. R in Spanish Fork, and Mr
Steele of American Fork is building a

store in Heber for them so that they

will have some fine stores in their

system.

Will Knight called me up the other

Morning and said he had just received

a cable from Richard stating he had

landed safe and mentioned Clarence

Taylor. I thanked him kindly for calling

I noticed in the news paper of another

[Letter 3 pg. 4]

[4]

Elder going to South Africa so you

will be happy to have these new

Arrivals especially as you stated some

of them would be released the first of

the year.

Uncle Arnold has moved into Bert Carters

home they have built a new porch on the

east with a bed room and painted it

and it looks quite respectable, the kiddies

are glad to get back into the 3rd Ward.

You asked what Henry D Jr name was

well thats it named after his daddy,

and he is the most wonderful baby,

never cries and has a smile for

every one Lyn[-]s little girl is a dainty

little thing Henry D would make nearly

two of her (Janice) but then he is a

boy, Henry and Alta went to Richfield

last night, I think Lee is going to

stay with them this winter and go to

school, I dont know wether Floy is going or

not, Mrs Hansen is so crazy about that

baby it is pitiful she cries evey time

she has to leave him.

I did not get your letter but guess I will
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get it to morrow. I hope so.

Ruth and the gang & Ken & his pals are

out on the back lawn eating water melons.

I must Close With Love & Kisses and the Lord Bless You

[Following line written up the right margin]

Mother

up tomatoes to day,

Your Father went to the office Tues

Mornig at 10 and stayed until 12 noon

ate dinner layed down until 2pm

[Letter 4 pg. 3]

Letter 4 September 11, 1931

[Letter 4 pg. 1]

Dear Clarence:

Did not receive your

letter until Tuesday, as Monday was

labor day a holiday, and I did enjoy

reading it, that was sure some day

dream you had of our family life at

Wildwood and things more unlikely

than that have happened . Wont it

be great when the time comes it

have our cabin fixed up just as

you pictured it, perhaps it will

have to wait until you get back

and help to build it or until the

depression if is off. and we sure

hope it wont last forever.

School started Monday and what a

peppy bunch, Ruths crowd call for

her, Howard came up and waited

for Ken, then Bill Bandley and

Dennie Morgan came, just after

they left, I heard Burlin Williams

voice call Ken in a deep voice like

a fog horn. It sure seems funy

Provo ,Utah . Sept. 11. 1931

[Letter 4 pg. 2]

how they all center around here

Ken hardly ever goes away but

I would rather have him stay home
and entertain his friends here,

I had three Bus of peaches come from

Ercanbracks , I went up to Aunt Mauds

to a shower for Sarah Dixon, so when
I got home Alice was already to peel

peaches, then Ruth takes her place

there, then Ken was forced into

service, Howard came and he was

told to do likewise, Bill and Dennie

came in and Alice had them all

busy I found I could not cook

them fast enough I kept calling

a halt but before I could prevail

upon them to stop I had 40 qt to

put up and so it was eleven oclock

and after before I went to bed, but

it was a great help, I have 2 bus

bartlett pears and 2 more bus peaches

comng Monday, I have been putting

then went again until 4 oclock

but I think he found that a little too

strenous, so he went down to the

beach in the afternoon for too days

but the wind blew so hard he decided

to change the time, so this morning

instead of going to the store he went

down to the farm he has been coaxing

me to go with him every day and I

decided to leave every thing and go

we sat on the South side of a big

hay stack and it was sure fine

then we walked around the farm

for a while and I think I enjoyed

it as much as him,

He gets so discouraged because he does

not get strong as quick as he thinks he

should, but I tell him he is doing fine

the Doctor said it would take him

longer to get his strength back on account

of his age & he was in a run down

condition, it may be year before

he is normal. I think he looks a

lot better today and I tell him he

must be patient and wait, I am
mighty glad to see him as well as he is

[Letter 4 pg. 4]

I see by the paper tonight Pres Grant

will be here for Priesthood meeting tomorrow

night and for Conference Sunday.

I said to father Wouldn't you like to be there

he said III say I would but not this

time, you see he takes his bottle of

milk and powders along every where he -

goes, takes the powders on the Vi hour

and milk on the hour, he says that

is a one mans job and gets rather

tiresome.

The weather is wonderful now warm
in the day and cool at nights,

Well Clarence dear the family have gone to

bed so I must go to will finish later.

Saturday night 10 p.m.

Late but if I go to church all day

to morrow I will be unable to

write

,

Received your letter written to the

family today, was certan[-]ly glad to

note the happiness you feel what

a satisfaction to note the growth of

your mission. It is wonderful

considering such a few elders there

I was thinking of Harry Alice D
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[Letter 4 pg. 5]

5

was telling me that Aunt Sena

was feeling so bad because she had

a letter from him he said he and

Max Swensen had a 48 hour fast

on account of not receiving their money

he had loaned Max 10.00 and so

neither one had any owing perhaps

to their Changing address , they held

meeting and only their selves were

there, it being a new place they were

opening Harry must have been dis -

couraged and homesick he said he

thot he could do more good at home, I

thought so much about it, but the

other day I asked Alice how things were

and she said much better they had

recieved their money and had 10

attend their meeting, had met a young

fellow who was helping them in their

french so I guess he is feeling better

now.

I would certainly love to get a

picture of Mrs Humpheries or any

other relatives especially the old

[Letter 4 pg. 6]

6

gentlemen of Hartman are you

going to be able to go and see him

I know it costs to travel and if you

are short I will try and send you

some

Kenneth has just come in in from

Priesthood meeting Pres Grant was

not there but will be in attendance

to morrow

Alice has gone up to Brinhalls

to a shower for Sarah D.

I was talking to Aunt Electa she said

Sarah was quite upset because Clyde

had written and said he could not

get a vacation now as they had

layed off 20 men that week and

if he left he would loose his job but

if he stayed he would be promoted

in time, His Bishop advised him to

stay with his job and be married there

then go to the Temple later Uncle Tom

also advised Sarah not to put it off

so I guess Aunt Electa will go with

her and see her married

Well Clarence it is late and I will loose

my beauty sleep if I dont turn in

Father will think it is mornng so

good night and sweet dreams and

May the Lord bless you always Mother

Letter 5 September 18, 1931

[Letter 5 pg. 1]

Provo,. Utah. Sept. 18, 1931

Dear Clarence, Another week gone

and how quickly time does fly

especially now that the fruit season

is on, I have just finished putting,

up five bushels peaches, 3 tomatoes

3 pears besides jams, jellies, chili

sauce etc, I will soon be thru

not that I expect to use all of it

in our house hold as our family

is very small now but so many

people out of work there will be many

glad of a little help, fruit is so

cheap I paid Mr Ercanbrack 85C

bus. for peaches, but most of them

are delivered for 50C and 25C in the

orchards if you pick them, It

seems there are no buyers so there

is very few being shipped,

Last year apples were so plentiful

so many wasted on the trees now

very few apples and an over supply

[Letter 5 pg. 2]

2

of peaches. I thought fruit being so

plentiful and cheap I would fill all the

bottles I have,

Just think it is just one year today

since you left S. L. City and I guess

you wonder where the time has gone

but in that time you have seen

many things, and how the Lord

has blessed you and strengthened

your testimony in answering prayers

I can tell you it has thrilled me
and I know that the time had

come for one of my fathers kin to

go to his native land and in a

most wonderful way meet up

with relatives who was the key

to unlock or break the s ile nt silence

of over 70 years and Clarence if you

can only get some of the genealogy

you will be blest as a saviour

of your grandfathers house,

so I will say again work and

pray and I will do the same

and all things that is for the

[Letter 5 pg. 3]

3

best will come your way.

-Your father is progressing but he

thinks too slow, he has no pain

but is just weak, he wrote the Doctor

and his answer came yesterday
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saying he was not surprised at

his weakness that could be expected

until his blood got built up and

that would be slow, but as long as

he was not distressed, his bowels

moved regular and could take

his nourishment it showed that

he was progressing, he should not

spend over one or two hours at the

store and get too tired, he goes

down to the Lake in the mornig and

takes his sun bath, then comes

home has his dinner lays down for

a couple of hours then drives to the

office for two hours. I think it

worries him some because business

is poor and they are laying off

quite a few men, Alice has had

a week at home. She with Ken

[Letter 5 pg. 4]

4

and Ruth left for Logan to night

will stay until Sunday.

I have certainly been glad of her

help as she has cleaned all the

house and helped with the fruit too.

To morrow is Sarah Dixons troussea tea

they want me to stand in the

receiving line from 5 to 7 p.m, it

will be some swell affair I suppose,

Well my dear your daddy has gone

to bed so I will go too so as not

to disturb him. Good night sweet dreams

Sunday night.

Yesterday I went up to Aunt Electa's

to a tea for Sarah, they wanted me
to stand in line which I did for

awhile, but when Aunt Sarah Mc
and Aunt Rye Rossiter came down
I visited with them. Her troussea

was wonderful, I understand

Clyde is coming in an airplane

they will have the Ceremony

performed in the Temple Saturday

and leave Saturday night because

he has to be back to work

[Letter 5 pg. 5]

5

Monday Morning I am so glad to

know that he can get here they

will feel so much to be married in

the Temple.

Aunt Sarah and Aunt Rye stayed

here last night. Henry and Alta

were here for dinner are going back

in the morning.

I asked your father what I should

write you he said he has a one

man job a p[- -]nder on the half hr

milk & cream on the hour, it gets

quite tiresome, he cant go to Church

because he has to take his bottle

with him,

I went to Union meeting today

and met Mrs Green I asked her about

Verne she says she feels so sorry

for him he cant get a thing to do

and he wants to go to school so

bad. he started a bakery but got no

trade and had to close in a weeks

time and that cost him a hundred

[Letter 5 pg. 6]

6

dollars, they are all quite discouraged

I feel so sorry for people I dont know

what the out come will be if it

continues, and boys like Vern and

Virl Dixon who are so good and

performed -good missions it surely

tests their faith, but I do hope and

pray that some thing will work

out for them the Lord is at the

helm and I am sure He will

steer us safely to the shore if we will

live near to Him and trust Him

in all things, guess I will receive

your letter in the mornig I hope

so,

I expect the children will soon

be here as it is nearly 9 oclock

and I have to have Ken take

this letter to post tonight

Well I will close praying our Heavenly

father to bless you give you comfort

and happiness in the future as in

the past, all send love

Mother

P.S. Clarence please send a list on separate paper

[Following line wraps up the right margin]

of things you have asked for and I have forgot to send you

Letter 6 September 26, 1931

[Letter 6 pg. 1]

Provo ,Utah Sept . 26,1931

My dear Son: Another mail day how
t

he time does fly, in another week

we will have general Conference, and

then comes Christmas and that terrible

cold frosty weather then spring and

so it goes, It cant go too fast if it would

hasten good times again, but they say

all things comes to them who wait,

so we must be patient and make the

best of what comes and be as happy

and cheerful as we can and thank

the Lord for all that he blesses us

with and to show our appreciation for

the same we should live near to Him

and keep his commandments.

I certainly hope that your health

is good for without good health we can

enjoy nothing.
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I feel like I am ready for Sunday

for I am tired this last week I have

sure put up a lot of fruit and pickles

relish etc. wish I was near you

I would treat all of your friends

am about thru now as my

[Letter 6 pg. 2]

2

bottles are all nearly full.

Yesterday I found some prunes like we
use to raise only they were very small

I put up 23 qts of them and saved

some to eat I sure do enjoy them.

It seems to bad that all of the fruit

comes on at once.

I have in the basement now peaches

pears, prunes, tomatoes water melons

cantaloupes, honeydews, and so

many nice fruits to eat but in

just a week or two there will be nothing.

Last night Alice wanted me to go

down to the fair with her I did not

want to go very much but was glad

after for it was fine, the most

beautiful moonlight night and the

largest crowd I have ever seen, not

so cold as usual the programme

was fine and the exhibit very

good. D T.R took first prize but they

was no one else to compete against

them but their display was very

fine, as it always is.

[Letter 6 pg. 3]

3

I think I will have to quit for tonigh [text appears to run off the page]

as I feel tired,

I saw Verne Green with Ada Burch

at the fair last night I dident hav [text appears to run off the page]

much chance to say much to him but

I told him I was always pleased to

have him come down any time,

I almost hate to leave this nice

fire as Ken bought a new saw to-

day a large one, and has sawed

some old tree stumps or knots you

remember them on that box elder

in front of the house, and we put

a log or knot in the grate and it

has burned all eveni[-]g.

I was just telling the family if it

was not for Mother and Ruth how

would Clarence get any news from

home I told Ken he was lazy &
when he goes into the mission

field no one will write him

he said well Clarence didint

write anymore that me

[Letter 6 pg. 4]

4

Your father is gaining but slow he

thinks, his color is good and he

looks fine but he says no one knows

how weak he feels, he goes down to the

office for about 3 hours every afternoon

now. goes to the farm and lays in

the sand in the mornings.

Sunday afternoon.

Just had dinner, Lynn & Cess & family

were here. Alice was going out painting

this afternoon but before Sunday school

was out it rained in torrents, and

so the girls called it off. she was

going with Blanch Thomas and

Ann Hughes from Sp Fork also

Allie Dixon.

The sun is shining beautiful now
it is sunshine and showers.

I have been accumalating a lot of

papers I will try and send them to

you so you [-] will get some of the

things that are transpiring.

I will close and leave room for a

note for Alice, May you be blessed

in all you undertake and I know

the Lord is blessing you every day

guess I will get your letter to morrow

with love in which all join Mother

Letter 7 October 4, 1931

[Letter 7 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah . Oct. 4, 1931

My Dear Son, What a surprise I received

Friday morning when I got your letter

as it has been late coming even as

late as Monday and Wednesday,

It was very short but I will forgive

you as I know your time is taken

up with so many other things and

then you promised to write me a

longer one when you wer'nt so

busy, I am wondering just why

you dont visit our cous in

Willie Hartman is it because you

are kept so busy and hate to ask

permission or is it because you

have'nt the money .. I don't know

how far away it is and what

the cost would be but if you

are short just tell me and I will

send you the amount, I am so

afraid he may pass away before

you see him for he must be

about 90 years and I feel the

Lord has preserved him for a

[Letter 7 pg. 2]

2

wise purpose, and you would feel

very bad, I certainly never expected

to hear of any of my Aunts children

being left, and so I am sure
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the President will grant you a

few days if you explain things

to him. for Clarence dont you

know that is missionary work

for you dont know what the

out come will be especially

as he has so kindly invited

you to visit him.

I can image what a kick

or pleasure you would get

out visiting with the boys from

home, and hearing the news,

and they would appreciate

your meeting them to see

some one more than strangers

in a strange land ..

I am sitting here writing and

listening to the Conference speakers

and what a feast we are having

Reed Smoot is speaking now

so will listen to him.

[Letter 7 pg. 3]

(3)

I wish the radio was powerful

enough to penetrate space and

reach to the end of the world

even So Africa so that you could

enjoy these wonderful talks and

feel the inspiration of the Lord

as it is coming to us and to

think we are sitting right here

in our easy chairs and can

hear the speakers voice plainer

than in some parts of the

Tabernacle.. My heart is full of

gratitude to the Lord for my
standing in this wonderful

Church who have such wonderful

leaders that speak thru the

power of God and my testimony

is strengthened very much. The

speakers promised if the people

will only serve the Lord and

keep his commandments

pay their tithes and offerings

the poor will not suffer

and all will be well in

these trying times,

[Letter 7 pg. 4]

(4)

Your father is gaining some
and looks pretty good but is

still some what weak,

and does not sleep at all well

at night, he has smothered feeling

and twiches at night, I want

him to go to the Doctor who
requests a monthly visit, I think

he will go to morrow or the next

day.

The weather is beautiful altho

it has looksd threatened for several

days but today when the sun

does shine it is really hot

Alice wanted to go and do a

little painting but the Clouds

obscure the sun once in a

while, I told her if she would

go next week I would go with

her as she has an week off -

She has 3 tickets for the fair

in Salt Lake as she sent four

of her pictures up and got passes.

I must not put too much time

in writing as I have to look

over my relief society lesson

[Letter 7 pg. 5]

5

as I must give it next Tuesday

and it truly does seem a

longer

task it seems like the more

I go the harder it is to start

again .

Elton and Ethel came in yesterday

morning before we were up

Arthur & Elton went to Conference

this morning they have reserved

seat so they dont need to worry

about the crowds, so there is

somecH" recompense for being

in the Bishopric.

Art and Maurine went up

yesterday for the reunion

and especially to see the President

Tingey and his wife, they were

kidding Maurine and said

everyone wanted Arthur to

be the future President, she

seemed to be a little worried.

She said what if they did [-] it would

take a derrick to drag me there

I told her not to worry they were

[Letter 7 pg. 6]

6

just teasing her,

Father wanted Alice to drive hum over

to American Fork to see how Will had

painted the store, on the outside

It looks fine tan, brown, and black

lettering. Did I tell you they had moved

a door West into the Coop Building

And the other stores painted in blue

stands out so people in Salt Lake were

asking me if D.TR had gone out of Business

in Am Fork seeing all those windows

empty, but his new painted front calles

attention to the new location
,

While we were out we drove across

the bench and got some of those good

sweet muscat grapes,

If your sum[-]er is coming on now you

will be able to get fruit again.

I wish you could have some of these
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delicious peaches I have been putting

up I have filled every bottle with

something and if I cant use it there will

be some one no doubt that can before

the winter is thru .

Well Clarence Dear it is supper time and

I have to fix things for your father

Praying the Lord to continue his blessing

upon you, be prayerful and humble and all will

be well with lots of love from all Mother -

Letter 8 October 9, 1931

[Letter 8 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Oct. 9. 1931

Dear Clarence: Here I am sitting in the

front room waiting for your father

to get ready to go to the lake, Alice thot

she would like to go down and ride the

horse for a little while, I thot I would

take my tablet down and start your

letter and finish it tomorrow or Sunday

then I can write longer letters when I

do it in relays

I went to the D of U Pioneers yesterday

afternoon, Ken drove up and got me
and we went to get him a suit of

clothes as he has to sell tickets for every

dance and his brown suit is quite

shabby. We got quite a fine looking suit

he dosent know wether he like it or

not he is getting quite fastidious in

his likes and dislikes . but I beleive he

will like this. Mr Shriver the young

man said when I wrote to tell you

hello and he often thinks of you and

the nice conversations you used to

have, the older gentleman also wished

to be remembered to you.

Well I dont know hardly what I am
writing as I have the radio on and

the World's series of Baseball is on in

[Letter 8 pg. 2]

2

full blast, and the shouting and

clapping is deafing. Maurine has

hardly left her room even to eat

while these games are on,

Alice has been out for a week but

has done no painting as the weather

has been Cloudy or hazey most of the

time except the day she Ken & Howard

went to the Fair.

One of her pictures took first prize

in the oils, but I think they only pay

5.00 this year

Your father went to Salt Lake Wednesday

to see the Doctor. I was afraid his heart

was affected as he had such smothered

spells when he laid down, after the

examination he said it was his

blood not building at all, we cant

give him iron to help as it hurts his

stomach, but the Doctor has given

him some medicine, after meals

and a eaptttte capsule before going

to bed and so he has slept the last

two nights which makes him

feel better, For the past two or three

weeks I dont think he has slept

over an hour or two all night

Letter 9 October 17, 1931

[Letter 9 pg. 1]

Provo .Utah. Oct. 17. 1931

Dear Clarence.

Received your letter this

morning and read the contents with

great pleasure,

How wonderful for you to think

that summer is coming on instead

of winter, If father time could just

turn his clock ahead for a few

month and we were having that

beautiful spring weather instead of

gloomy winter would'nt it be

grand, well we must be prepared

to take whatever is in store for

us and have courage to face every

problem that confronts us in life

and if we feel weak trust in

our Heavenly Father to assist us

and before we know it the things

we looked forward to with fear and

dread are past and it dident seem

so bad as we feared,

From the report you gave in fathers

[Letter 9 pg. 2]

2

letter, the work in South Africa is

going by leaps and bounds and must

make Pres. Dalton and his Co workers

feel very happy, and I know someone

else who is interested in its growth,

I feel so happy some times I could

shed tears of joy and I know you

must feel that was the place for

your mission, and the time was

right, and I know that the Lord

has blessed you above your other

brothers, for answering our prayers

and locating some of our relatives,

for which I have worked so hard

to find, it will always be a

source of joy and satisfaction to

you, I think I was inspired to get

you to do a little corresponding

for me on genealogy, as it gave

you more of a desire to do research

work. And may the Lord bless

your efforts to continue to get
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results. I just feel prompted to

write our relatives I will send

[Letter 9 pg. 3]

3

the letters to you to read then if

you think they are alright please

forward them. I have done nothing

on my genealogy since your fathers

illness, but one thing I have been

waiting to see if you sent any

more names before I go any farther.

Your father is feeling a little better

the last few days . he has his good

and bad days but I think he is gaining

You invited him to So Africa I wish

he could go to some warmer Climate

for the winter.

I think they are disposing of the sheep some

sort of a trade for cattle or steers or something

Arnold Taylor is making the trade with

someone on the reservation. I hope father

will get rid of everythink that worries

him,

We are having the most beautiful

weather the sun is as hot as sumer time

the nights are getting quite cool the frost

has not been heavy enough to kill

the flowers yet. I passed Mrs Becksteads

place to day and the roses are just

beautiful, it looks a little cloudy

tonight we may have a change in

[Letter 9 pg. 4]

4

the weather.

I was going thru your letters the other

night to see if there was anything you

had asked for and had not been sent

.

I have looked for those books but cant

locate them will have another trial

perhaps one of the boys hass borrowed

Dr Oakes book.

I have found a number of Relief Society

magazines and some Liahona's some

of them may be old but good reading

if you cant use them pass them

on to someone else

The B Y U. v U of U. are playing foot ball

today, I hear the score is something

over 40 to .0 in favor of the U, of U,

Aunt Sarah Monk has been home
since May or June she was so sick in

Cal, and was sick for a long time after

she got home but is feeling some better

now.

Amos & Andy are giving their acts I am
trying to write and listen to them too

good night and God bless you

always with joy in your work and

health and strength to do it all

send love and best wishes

Mother

Letter 10 October 24, 1931

[Letter 10 pg. 1]

Provo Utah Oct, 24. 1931

My dear Son: Your letter came in

good time this morning, and we were

all so happy to see how you looked after

a year's absence, and we all said

looks just the same as ever. Elayne

said my it does seems good to see Uncle

Buds picture.

Were pleased to receive those other

pictures also, If I am not mistaken

some time ago you said some thing

about getting a picture of Mrs Humpherys

I sure would be delighted to get any

of their pictures for we all form

opinions of people and how they look

I wrote a letter to her also to

William Hartman I sent them to you

not only for the addresses but for

inspection also and if you think

there was something I should not

have written trust you will

not send them, but I wrote as I

felt led. I hope they will write me

[Letter 10 pg. 2]

[2

if they feel so inclined, and if they

could tell me any of their family

history. You do not say much about

Mrs Humpherys dont you go to visit

her, does she treat you as nice as

she did. did she read the book of Mr.

and make any comment. You know

your Mother she is very inquisitive

I like to know.

Do you know if Willie Hartman

is married or single, did his sister

Jessie marry. Is Henry Hartmans wife

still living.

Try and learn something of the Boardmans

if you can. I have written to several

Parishes in Eng. but there are so

many lines I dont know which to

follow.

Would any of Mrs Humpheries

relatives know the name of Emma
Dixon (or Webbers) Mother who went to

Eng. She would be my Grand fathers

first wife if I understand correctly

and should be sealed to him if she

was a good woman and worthy

[Letter 10 pg. 3]

3]

of coarse I dont know that .

Father had Elizabeth sealed to Thomas

Dixon, those records from England

said Thomases wife was Sarah and

I dont know what to do, I am holding
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up my Temple work now waiting

to hear if you get any more information

I would like to do the work for my
Aunt Ann Hartman, I dont know

her husbands name,

I know you are kept busy and

probably should not ask these questions

but when you get an opportunity

it will be alright.

I guess you will think I am a

long time getting those books to you

I went thru some of your letters and

so got busy. I could not find those

books for Vern Green I sent Ruth

upstairs just as soon as I received

your letter, she said she found

that one by Paulson and brot it

down but it must have got

misplaced, I have been looking

[Letter 10 pg. 4]

(4)

for it. if I cant find it I will

call Vern up and tell him I

will see that I get them for

him, I guess I could get them at

the BYU. bookstore, I am sorry I

rem[-]ember of telling him once when

he was here I was looking for your

letter as I had forgot the [-]names,

he said it was alright, but if I

cant find them I will get them

for him .

I went to the book store the other

day for Oakes book they did not have

any but sent to Salt Lake for it and

delivered it to me but too late to

get into the post office so maby

you will not get it this mail.

I finally located that grammer

book you asked for I have searched

every where, Valina was over to day

and I was telling her she said it

was over to her house as I let her

take it last year when she was

looking for a grammer book so I

[Letter 10 pg. 5]

(5)

will enclose that with the other

book.

I sent you two pkgs last week

Relief society magazines and other

things, if you can use these

magazines I will send you some

more when I get thru with my
lessons,

sun

I dont think your shine shine

is any better than our today it

is like a beautiful spring day

and the flowers are still blooming

it has been cold at times but not

enough to freeze them.

Lyn[-] took your father to Heber today

the first time since he was so sick

up there. The store is nearly

completed

,

He does not gain his strength as I

would like to see him. I sure wish

he could go away to some warmer

clime for the colder weather, but

I guess that is out of the question

the rest of us are all feeling fine

You ask if there is plenty of food

there is an abundance and

[Letter 10 pg. 6]

(6)

prices so low. I see where they are

selling flour for 63 Cents 48 lb bag

only a short time ago I paid 14C for

the same flour, eggs are going [-]up

again abt 35 C a dozen butter is also

going up 35 a lb. potatoes and other

vegetables very cheap, and the stores

are cutting prices your can hardly

believe, but money is so hard to

get people cant buy no matter what

the cost every thing is being done

to save the poor from suffering this

winter, and I feel like you, if we
will do our part keep the command -

ment of God pay our tithes and

offerings we will come thru all

right, it seems like everyone is in

the same boat, and trying times

for most everyone, but I believe

it will be a good lesson to all

for people have been living

beyond their income, I think we
will all be glad to see the pendlum

swing back the other way.

[Letter 10 pg. 7]

7J

If we only would count our many

blessings instead of looking at the

black picture we would all be

happier

.

I cant understand why your

mail is so irregular for I write

every week and no matter how
late it is on Sunday night Ken

takes the letter up so that it will

be in time, I know how anxious

you are for it just seems to me
I just live and wait for Saturday

mornng and if it dosent come

then I can hardly wait until

Monday

,

And so your brown suit is still

being worn it hardly seems possible

I was just thinking the other

day about your clothes You never

say whether you want anything

how are your garments holding

out let me know in plenty of
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time so that I can get them

for you know it would be over

[Letter 10 pg. 8]

(8)

two months before you could get

them.

Ruth has gone to a Hallow' eve

party in that place we used to

call the "old 'Castle" I guess you

remember it dow[-] by the Central

school, Fay is going to sleep here

with Ruth as her Mother and

father have gone to a party

Ken has gone with Fred William

& Burkin deer hunting tonight

I dont like him to go on Sundays

but he has promised to attend his

meetings regular.

Father has gone to bed so it is time

I was going, good night and pleasant

dreams .

Sunday Have been for a ride upon

the H eights it is the [-] most beautiful

view all colors and shades

The first time I have up there since

the new Road was finished, Your

father sure did enjoy it we sat

on the point of the hill for about

two hours, Well time is up I must

get ready for Church With love from all Mother

Letter 11 October 31, 1931

[Letter 11 pg. 1]

Provo . Utah. Oct, 31, 1931

Dear Clarence: Saturday night the

last day of the week also the last

day of the month and will soon be

the last day of the year.

as you say time is sure flying

And it really makes a person sit up

and take notice and wonder where

the time has gone, and what has

been acomplished during that time

if we have done the things beneficial

to ourselves and helped others.

As the song says "Have I done any good

in the world to day",

As I look back over each month

and year I always have a regret for

I can think of so many things I could

have done but neglected them for the

time being, but too late they could

not be recalled, We are all weak mortal

beings and I surely trust the Lord

will overlook a lot of our weaknesess.

Received your note for

it was too short to be called a

letter, but it was appreciated just

[Letter 11 pg. 2]

2

the same, of coarse I love to read

long letters never too long to suit

me, but nevertessthe less I know

or I think I do what you have to do

all the time and as I have told you

before if it is only a few words

saying "all well" or something like

that sent every mail I am satisfied

for I know it is the best you can

do under the Circumstances.

That bad news must have been

hard for Sister Dalton being so far away

from home and you say how brave

she was. Well Clarence I beleive the

Lords blesses a person more abundantly

with his spirit and makes them

braver and stronger in time of trouble

when they are in his service,

I was talking to Aunt Lizzie

Clarkson to day over the telephone

she is at Aunt Electa's still, and she

had just received a letter from

Lily in Arizona saying while

they were at Sunday School Sunday

morning their house burned to the

ground , she had nothing left only

what was on her back, she did

[Letter 11 pg. 3]

3

not even have her coat on. all her

jewelery, photos and family relics

she brot from England, not a thing

left. She said they were homeless and

peniliness. Some times I wonder

why such things happen when people

are attending their Church duties

and living a life or real Latterday

Saints, but it is not for us to be

the judge, my heart goes out to them

especially these hard and trying times

but she says they can be thankful

no lives were lost, there is always

something we can be thankful

.

for - We are having beautiful weather

almost like summer instead of winter

coming but more moisture is needed

if we dont have a lot this winter

I dont know what will become

of the farmes next year.

Vern Greene called me up

the other day to see how you was

him

getting along. I told you was just

fine but I thot if you could get

out tracting or doing something

[Letter 11 pg. 4]

(4)

like that you would feel more like

you were doing real missionary

work would at least have some -
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thing more interesting to record in

your diary. He said the first month

or two it was about ditto in his

daily diary, then he recorded every

week then ,month and it almost

became annual, but he said tell

Bud I will trade with him any

day . what wouldn't I give to sit at

that little old desk again.

He is attending school and

working part time . I understood him

to say at the Typewriting supply Co

I dont know where that is. but he

seems in better spirits than before,

I told him about the books and if I

was unable to locate them I would

buy him some more he said III say

not I am not needing them at all

and Clarence can bring those back

when he comes I only wish them

for reference books.

I mailed you news papers, Liohona's

and Relief Society magazines last

[Letter 11 pg. 5]

5

week.

Yesterday being such a beautiful

day I wanted an excuse to get out.

so I took those books you have been

asking for so long Lynn wrapped them

up for me and I walked up to

the Post office with them,

Perhaps I should not send so much

reading matter but I feel that there

are people you can pass them

etrt on to where they will be

enjoyed.

Your father has been feeling

more like himself the last few

day laughs and jokes a little it

sure seems good, but he is still weak

the car was cold the other mornig

and he couldnt get it started, so he

walked to work but got so tired he

had to drop in Ray Snows shop and

rest for a little while, his left leg

and arm seems to bother him, a

little I tell him it is poor Circulation

I think when his blood builds up

he will get stronger

,

Arthur was telling me he was

[Letter 11 pg. 6]

talking to Dr Smith and said his fathers

blood was building so slow and the Dr

said he was not surprized as this

condition has been coming on for a

long time before he collapsed I did

not tell your father this but it

will be some time to build up

again.

If this depression would only pass

and things become normal again

everyone would feel better, but we
must hope and pray and accept

what comes and acknowledge the

hand of the Lord in all things

if we pay our tithes and offerings

and live near to the Lord keep His

commandments we will come

out alright.

Thursday I went to Mrs Beesleys

funeral you remember dont you

the Lady you used to bring with

me from Sister Cheevers D of U Pioneer

meetings, She had a stroke nearly three

years ago and has had to go in a

wheel chair so it was a blessing

for her to go..

Will close for now as the family have

gone to bed.

[Letter 11 pg. 7]

7

Sunday afternoon.

After fast meeting Alice wanted to go

out painting but no one wanted to go with

her I proffered, and I asked father if he

did'nt want a sun bath, we drove up to

the heights, he layed down and the sun

was really hot your father went to sleep.

I am sure the air will make him sleep

tonight.

Henry and Alta came up Lynn and

Henry planted some trees last week and

they came up to pile more dirt around

them.

Well Clarence Dear I have run

[Letter 11 pg. 8]

8

out of writing material, so will have

to close I dont mean writing material

but material to write about.

Maud D Markham had her baby boy

blessed Joseph Dixon Markham,

Well they are shouting supper and wont

eat without me-

May the Lord continue you to bless

and inspire you to do the right

things at all times as ever

Mother

Letter 12 November 6, 1931

[Letter 12 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah 0ctr Nov. 6. 1931

Dear Clarence:

Friday night is here again

and having a few spare moments thot

I would write a little, I find that when

I do a little each night you receive

a longer letter, because if it is left

until Sunday there are so many people
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talking and some times we go for a

ride and so it makes it harder to

write

The weather is just beautiful I

got Kenneth Ruth and some of the

kiddies to help me rake the leaves

so I could have the lawn cut and

watered, as it is so very dry.

Ken was rathered upset because he

said the only reason for wanting

it done was to please Alice because

she is having a party or tea here

to morrow, and I let her go down to

the Lake with father horse back riding

and we all had to get out and

do her work, I told him we would

[Letter 12 pg. 2]

2

settle that he could take his turn

tomorrow go hunting and get us

a Pheasant, and so I beleive he feels

better.

Alice is home this week and I have

made good use of her Cleaning house

and preparing for this formal tea,

she says I must put on my best

black lace dress and stand in line

but I would feel better in the

kitchen helping to serve and wash

dishes.

Allie Dixon has been in California

to see if she could get a position but

I hear that things are worse there

than they are here, and so she

came back yesterday, I guess Aunt

Electa can use here at home as she

has boarders this year

Aunt Electa says Sarah is settled down
and very happy.

I received your mission paper and

I always read it thru from Cover to

Cover and enjoy it very much,

I guess your saints enjoy it for

[Letter 12 pg. 3]

3

I know when I was in England

the Saints could hardly wait for

Sunday to come the received them

from Liverpool and distributed them

to the Birmingham Saints.

Your father is feeling much better

this last week, for two or three

nights he has not rested so well

but seems more cheerful than

he did last week in fact he seems

more like himself

I have been reading the new papers

to him tonight, and if you can

rely on what they say things are

looking much brighter, it looks like

wheat is going to a dollar a bushel

and silver is coming up if it goes

just a little higher the mines will

be able to open and that would be

a god send to lots of men and their

families.

Sunday afternoon. Well Clarence I

did not get a chance to finish as

we had a real lively time yesterday

[Letter 12 pg. 4]

4

s[-]me swell affair, the house sure

looked beautiful with so many

season flowers.

Aunt Sarah Monk is here come to

dinner and we enjoy her so much

her address is 258 West 4th North

she says she often thinks of you

but I guess it is rather hard for her

to write. I have just been reading

your letter to her she is so interested

in what you are doing to get

fathers genealogy and how happy

you grandfather will be, Clarence

you cant imagine how thrilled I am
when I get this information and it

seems so wonderful to come from

sources we least expect, As you say

we know beyond a doubt father had

half broth ers sisters and who knows

but what there will be brothers also

as soon as you get any definate dates

or something I would like to get them

thru the index bureau in order

that if anyone wants a name I

would have them, I am not getting

any from the genealogical rooms

[Letter 12 pg. 5]

(5)

now I will finish up what I

have, and devote my time to those

I know definately are my own relatives.

I was just saying today I have

been the means of hundreds of names

being done, altho I may never be

able to trace any relationship I have

always felt in as much as I had

no one to do for of my own I would

do for someone else and the Lord

would open the way to trace some

of my own and now Clarence dear

do you see how the Lord is blessing

me thru your efforts, dont you think

so, I have been been looking in

my records books and find the

names of the little girls that came

over with John Henry Dixon and his

wife Margaret, Eliza, Mary and Sarah

Dixon A[-]tkins but no dates nor

birthplace, so now I know now
where they belong, and was so glad

to get their mothers name Margaret

even if I dont get any more data I [-]

could have them sealed to their
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[Letter 12 pg. 6]

6

parents and Margaret to her Husband

John Henry Dixon, but if there is

any more information of coars I will

be glad to get it.

I will enclose 5.00 so that in case

you need a little money for this

purpose it will help a little I will try

and send you a little once in

a while as I can spare it.

What ever is the matter as they charge

so much for exchange that is terrible

trust it will be changed before

long or it will work a hardship

on you boys.

Well I must close as I want to go to

Church and it is nearly time

Praying for the Lord to continue his

blessings upon you in the future

as he has in the past.

All join with love and best

wishes for your sucess.

as ever your loving Mother

Letter 13 November 13, 1931

[Letter 13 pg. 1]

256 N 5th W
Provo Utah . Nov . 13,1931

Dear Clarence: Do you realize it will

soon be thanksgiving, and then is a

short time Christmas and then in a

few days after my sixteith birthday

well I cant account for the time is

is certainly flying, but it is a blessing

for what would be worse than to have

drag.

Your father has been going to the

store in the afternoon for the past

three days, and I dont scold him very

much for it. because the weather has

been so cold he could not go down to

the farm and time Certainly does drag

for him when he is home, if he will

come home when he is tired, lean

see that he is gaining a little each day.

I was telling you Aunt Sarah Monk
was down here to dinner Sunday and

she enjoyed the day so much. Ken took

her home in the car at night.

Tuesday Electa phoned and said she was

talking to a man and without a moments

[Letter 13 pg. 2]
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warning her legs began to spin and

she fell to the floor the doctor said it

was a fore runner of a stroke her head

ached so terrible for two days but

yesterday it became easier but she is

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

still in bed. I have been going up every

day. none of her children are her.

All the folks thot we should wire

for Fern to come, so I got Arnold to wire

for her yesterday. She seems so much

better today and I have kind of worried

and wondered how she would feel about

sending for her, but the doctor said it

looked like there was only one chance

in a hundred,

Arnold told her last night, and I told

her today I would take the responsibility

of sending for her. She said that was

fine because she had had three nurses

in three days, and it was getting on

her nerves. She feels today like she

wants to live if it is the Will of the

Lord.

Alice, Lynn & wife Henry & Wife have gone

to Mrs Berrys home to spend the evenig

Lynn was late comng as he has been

to Spanish Fork for several days helping

[Letter 13 pg. 3]

3

to get things ready for the opening

tomorrow, most of the boys have gone

over tonight to help,

I think they intend opening the new
store at Heber next week.

Erma Dixon Boshard was here this after-

noon to get me to help her fill out her

genealogy chart, I feel that I have been

inspired to get what histories I have

for the whole family comes to me for

information, I was telling her I wish

that her and Arnold would go to the

temple if not before on our excursion

in March if we can get one up

as they were married on the 10 of Mar.

it would be fine to celebrate with a

real marriage, she said she was

telling Arnold at the dinner table how
she would like to do and he said

they would try. I told her perhaps

you would have some names for

us of our own people.

Sunday night: Have just come

from Church and if I dont hurry

it will be too late to get your

[Letter 13 pg. 4]

4

letter in the office tonight.

I went to Union meeting and

on my way home stopped in to see

Aunt Sarah Monk, she was not as

well as she was last night when

I was there, Fern is with her now

and she seemed lonely so I told

her I would stay with her for a

few hours. She seemed much better

when I left she says she wants

to get well but if her Father in
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Heaven wants her she is ready

to go.

I was in hopes I could get your

letter yesterday so that I could

answer but guess it will come

in the morning,

I wrote a letter to Sister Dalton

trust I am not out of place in

doing this, but I feel I almost

know the inmates of your

mission home thru your

letters. Trust she will receive

comfort and strength to help her in

[Letter 13 pg. 5]

5]

her hour of trial

The weather has moderated considerabl [text runs off the page]

like

it look very much, some more

rain or snow

Nancy had her birthday party

yesterday it was sure a pretty

sight to see all the little tots

seated around the tables with candles

burning.

You should have seen young John

Lynns boy I guess it is the first

party he has ever attended he got

quite a kick out of it.

Henry is talking of moving into

Stanley Dixon's home if he can

be released from the other place

this house would be so much better

for summer and many other things

they would let them have it for

the same 30 dollars per month,

Did I tell you Stan and his

wife have had a divorce. He was

let out from Taylor Bros early in

the summer, I sure feel sorry for

[Letter 13 pg. 6]

(6)

the way he has turned out I dont

know where he is now I did hear

that he was in Satt California

It has been a great trial to

his mother, but I tell her if Children

does not love their parents enough[-]

but bring disgrace to them thru

drinking and other evils, why
should parents kill theirselves

with worry, the main thing is

to teach them right principles and

set a good example to them and

our shirts are clean.

Well I must find someone to

take this to the office

Father and all join with lots

of love and best wishes for

your happiness and ask the

Lord to bless you with every

righteous desire of your heart

As ever Mother,

Letter 14 November 18, 1931

[Letter 14 pg. 1]

Provo Utah Nov. 18.1931

Dear Clarence: You will think I am
getting an early start in writing

this week but I just happened to

think it takes a month to get a

letter to you and I want it to reach

you before Christmas

Just think your second Christmas

away from home, and I surely trust

it will be a happy one and I think

it will because I beleive that it the

time when all the missionaries meet

together for a little fun and frolic

so turn yourself loose and have a

good time.

I am enclosing 10.00 for your Christmas

and spend it for what will give you

the most pleasure, I generally send money

instead of other things because when

you are in a civilized Country you

can buy most any thing you need

and at present I do not know what

your needs are. I wish I had

[Letter 14 pg. 2]

(2)

twice as much to send you. but

perhaps when times get more prosperous

I will try and make up

I would rather have you where you

are and doing what you are doing

than the best Christmas present in

the world, that is where I get real

joy and how thankful I feel from

the bottom of my heart, that my fifth

Son was able to go into the world

and preach the gospel, and I only hope

and pray that the sixth and last

Son will have the same privelege,

As Thanksgiving is drawing near

I have so many things to be thankful

for, not only on this day but every

day in the year, My Heavenly Father

has certainly been kind to me all

my life
, any little trial or trouble that

has come into my life has been

for my good, and I can say truthful

our Father does all thnigs for the

best,

out

My heart goes to those in trouble and

trials and I feel I would like to lift

their load if it could be possible
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[Letter 14 pg. 3]

(3)

but it is impossible and so I have

come to the conclusion that I will

will do the very best I can in every

way I can and try to be happy.

Your father had a little headache

yesterday and did not go to the store

in the afternoon, but is feeling quite

cheerful and bright today and tonight

I was just telling him I would like

him to write you just a few words

of Christmas Cheer if not more, as he

is not as strong yet as I would like

to see, he may get Courage enough

before I send this letter.

I was up to see Aunt Sarah Monk
to night and she is feeling much better

Aldous and Arthur went up and gave

her a beautiful blessing last night

and it has made her feel better.

Did you say Christmas was coming

it has snowed off and on for about

three days every thing was white

this morning but nearly all melted

when the snow came out quite Cold.

[Letter 14 pg. 4]

(4)

Clarence dear, I thot I could read

between the lines of your letter that

came Monday a little depressed feeling

perhaps you want to be in keeping

with the times depression is all we
hear, over the radio happy hour

this mornng they said to take

d, i, e out of depression and it left

press-on, and so I say to you

let depressed feelings die and press-on

I cant blame you for feeling desperate

if you have had that "itch" for a year

it is enough to drive you crazy

and the terrible heat with it,

Surely the doctors or druggest could

give you something to cure it up

sulphur ointment, or that (scabasicle

spelling not vouched for) take a bath

rub it all over the body do not

Change Clothing or bedding for 3 days

bur rub the salve on every night

then change everything and

wash all clothing , if I thot you

could not get anything there I would

[Letter 14 pg. 5]

(5)

send you some but dont know if it

would reach you

Clarence remember health counts

for more than anything and try

and take care of it and for goodness

sake get rid of that itch I dont know

how you can work or think and

it is very contagious if anyone else

sleep in your bed.

They said they had a wonderful

opening at the Spanish Fork store they

had over 500 carnations to give just

to the Ladies and they were all gone

before closing so you see they must

had a goood good crowd out

Saturday night, Well Clarence I started

early in the week but here I am
dragging into the end.

I received your ever welcome letter

and I dont want you to think

that your letters are not interesting

for no matter what you write

much or little it is certainly

know

appreciated, of coarse as you some

[Letter 14 pg. 6]

(6)

times things we write are more

others

interesting than, but please dont feel

we dont enjoy what you write for

we look forward to every letter

I got Ken to drive me up to Aunt

Sarah Monk's tonight they thot she

was better at noon but when I

was there her head was paining

her quite bad and Fern said she

did not seem so well . She told

Kenneth she wanted to get well and

she beleived she would.

Pheobe and her Son George came last

night, I invited them down to dinner

to morrow.

Just imagine next Thursday is

Thanksgiving day it hardly seems

possible that a year has passed

I think Alta and Henry are going to

Richfiel. Lynn and Celestia are going

to Johnsons, Mr J is coming home
and Rhoda is teaching in Fredonia

Ariz, where Merrill Christopherson is

teaching she is coming home too,

I guess Art and family will be here

and I think Elton and Ethel will be

[Letter 14 pg. 7]

(Z)

I think they have not been here

since the 1st of Oct. and they do not

get here for Christmas.

I think we will have Turkey as Asael

was saying the other day he was feeding

some up.

The way the time is flying it

wont be so long until you will be here

eating turkey with us.

If we could have a little of your heat

and you some of our cold, it is sure

cold tonight I think it will go to zero

as it was only 4 above the other night
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and it is so much colder tonight.

Tomorrow night we have our Relief

Society Conference and I have to Conduct

the Theology Class as I would in meeting

have different sisters in the Audience

answer questions and bear their

testimonies,

I have been checking up and I find

we had about 20 read the book of

Mormon from Cover to Cover and

over 75 % read some and they

all enjoyed it so much

[Letter 14 pg. 8]

8

How are you getting along with your

B of Momon contest they there will

be some students along that line

and I am sure if they read it with

a prayerful heart they will get a

lot out of it. I never have read anything

that I felt such a beautiful spirit

accomping it and I feel the more

I read it and study it the more sure

I feel that it was a Divine Book

and Joseph Smith was an instrument

in the hands of the Lord in bringing

it to us, I will send you some more

of my magizines as soon as I am
thru with them.

Well if I keep writing I will never

get to bed to night and it will take

a lot of your time to read it.

Praying the Lord to bless you with

health and strength and assist you

with your work that it will not be a

burden to you but a labor of love

that you may have the good desires

of your heart granted , All send best

love, Mother.

Letter 15 November 27, 1931

[Letter 15 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah, Nov. 27, 1931

Dear Clarence:

Thanksgiving day is past

and gone for another year, and the

weather has surely moderated for

which we are truly thankful, It is

almost spring weather today the

snow is melting fast,

The past week it has registered between

six & ten below zero. I have never seen

it so cold for this time of the year,

and it just seems like I cant enjoy

our warm fires and food for thinking

how many poor people are probably

suffering I hope not.

Well I must wait for a few minutes

as father has turned on the radio

to hear Amos & Andy. It has been very

good for the past few weeks and your

father enjoys it.

Poor old Andy has eaten too much

turkey and when Amos tries to get

him up in the morning he thinks

someone is sitting on his stomach

and his head feels so heavy,

[Letter 15 pg. 2]

2

I guess there are others who feel the

same this morning.

Elton & Ethel and family Art Maurine

and family were here for dinner

we had a fine big turkey and

every thing that goes with it.

Henry and Alta went to Richfield

came back today-

Ruth and Stella have been scrubbing

and cleaning the house, Ken helped

Henry take a load of two of furniture

up so I guess they will move every

thing tomorrow. I think they are

anxious to get in because they

have the furnace and it will be

much more comfortable, Aldous has

had Uncle Ernest put in a fireplace

for them.

It sure seems good to see Ernest

around working and I never have

seen him so fat and look so well

May says she just cant fill him up

I tell him it was very hard to have

to have such a terrible sick spell

to make him quit tobacco but I really

[Letter 15 pg. 3]

3

think it is worth it. I wish he could

get more worlk he some times puts

in a vault at the Cemetary. May only

has one girl boarder Verl is working

at the furniture exchange for Taylor

Bros, and goes out for a day or two

collecting I do hope he can keep it

for they are like nearly everyone else

up against it. Verl is so sweet in the

home May says she dont know what

they would do without him he joshes

his father sometimes he picks him

up and carries him around the room

Any thing to keep his spirits up.

Verl is doing every thing in the ward

he can you see him to Church every

Sunday night, I guess he has no money
to take girls out with. He surely will

be blessed for what he is to their family
,

Well we had our releif Society Conf.

and it was a very fine meeting

so everyone said, and a good big

crowd.

Elton and €+ton Ken are here compang
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[Letter 15 pg. 4]

(4)

comparing shoes Elton has been

bawling Ken out for having such

a big foot, so Ken wanted to show

that his foot was not larger than

Elton's.

Ken went up to Wallsburg yesterday

afternoon and got one cotton tail, but

gave it to one of the boys because I

told him not to bring any for me
to cook.

Aunt Sarah Monk is quite a bit better

she said this was the first morning

she had waked up without a headache

so she may recover and if it is the

will of the Lord she would like to get

well.

Well the family are saying good

night so that is a good hint that

I should go to bed, Alice is out

went over to Williams for a

Sunday school party, poor Ruth

hated to go without her but she is

so tired she had to give in and

got to bed.

[Letter 15 pg. 5]

5

Sunday evening:

Today is Conference. I went this mornng

and afternoon,

B. H Roberts was the speaker it is the

first time I have seen him since his

illness, he has sort of a small shoe or

block to replace his foot which was

taken off. he gave some very good talks

Ruth and Kenneth went with me
this mornng Ken sort of rebelled as

he said he had the sore throat

and wanted to sleep but I insisted

It seem like boys at that age dont

care to attend Church so much but

it is a critical period and if bridged

over chances they come thru ok.

I have come to the conclusion that

Verl Dixon will be the Orator of the

family he represented the Elders

and made a wonderful talk
,

Henry moved yesterday I had

them and Lee to dnner today

[Letter 15 pg. 6]

6

Elton & Ethel went home this

afternoon.

Ruth and her gang have been

here I told them to go somewhere

else for a change as they make

so much noise. She said to tell

you she would write next week

as she is tired today helping Alta

move.

I was wishing I had received your

letter yesterday then I could have

written more, but guess it will

come tomorrow.

It is your fathers supper time

so must close

Praying the blessings of the Lord

upon you that you might accomplish

your work you are Called to do and

especially get your annual reports

out so that you can go to the

Convention and visit the Hartmans

and enjoy the Holidays Wishing you

a very Happy New Year with love

Mother

Letter 16 December 5, 1931

[Letter 16 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. Dec. 5. 1931

Dear Clarence :

Received your letter

this morning also a letter from

Janet. I wrote her saying we were

not giving Christmas presents only

small ones if any so I wanted her

to govern herself accordingly.

She said if we would only let them

come home for a little while and

Father could be well that would be a

happy Xmas for her.

She sure appreciates the radio these

winter evenings and I know how Joe

will enjoy it.

Clarence I do not want to [-] to

feel I think you are neglecting the

genealogy part of your mission for

I am more than surprised and

pleased at what you have done. I

guess I am a little over anxious

about the Hartmans on account of his

age and recent illness, of coarse I

do not know what your work

consists of and I thought perhaps

[Letter 16 pg. 2]

(2)

you could have squeezed in a

little time, but according to your

letter you are a very busy man
in fact I think you are trying to

do too much and as I have told you

it does not pay to overdo and break

your health, there is wisdom in

all things. My prayers daily are in

your behalf that you may be able

to accomplish your work in a

pleasing manner to yourself and

I do pray for you in your report

for I know it must be nerve

racking and you will want to

get it over before your convention.
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It looks like all your good times

or conventions come at once to bad

you cant spread them out a little

I am afraid if you dont keep your

office door shut tight when all of

those releif society women come

you wont accomplish much work

of coarse it is business no

gossipp but I really beleive it

[Letter 16 pg. 3]

(3)

would be a temptation to listen.

What a wonderful treat is in store

for you at your annual convention

to meet all the Elders again .

Did I understand you to say you

were not holding it at Cape Town this

year? I thought it was the place

where Sister Vice lives.

I have been going to write to her

and thank here for that wonderful

information, but thought perhaps

you would be hearing from her

again about that old Lady Dixon

she was going to visit.

I have just come from Aunt Sarah

Monks she sure does look better

and feels much stronger too she said

the doctor allowed her to sit up a

little while to day. I took your letter

and read to her as it would give

her something to think about while

she was lying in bed. She was so

pleased and said she was never

more thrilled than when she

[Letter 16 pg. 4]

(4)

heard you had been called to

Africa, and since you have been

able to find our relatives in such

a miraclous way, and she imagines

she can see your Grand father smiling

his approval and saying how proud

he was to think hjs own Grandson

was following in his foot steps and

taking the gospel to his native land

and perhaps his people,

I was telling her I feel just as sure

that my father and brothers were

called from us young as they were

to take a mission amongst our

dead kindred and perhaps those

people are converted and waiting

for their work to be done for them
and that I who never cared any

thing about genealogy should be

so impressed to try and find some
of those people. And it just seems

like I cant let it alone,

I have not done any thing since

your fathers illness, but now I am

[Letter 16 pg. 5]

5)

all peped up again , and when I

received that letter of sister Vices

stating who my Grand fathers first

wife was her age and her childrens

age I was so happy because she

should be sealed to my grandfather

I have often thought if my grand

father did have another wife why

did'nt my father have her work

done, but now I can see for if

she went back to England and was

never heard of after he would not

know wether she was dead or alive,

and there is a ruling if you have'nt

the date of death the work cant be

done for them until they would be

one hundred years old.

I think you will notice on a sheet I

sent you once the names Eliza, Mary

and Sarah Dixon Atkins were on the

list there were no dates at all and

still their work has been done

showing they must have passed away

before father died or he could not

have had their work done for them

[Letter 16 pg. 6]

(6)

I wonder if there were any boys ?

I must tell you what Aunt Sarah

said to tell you she feels like if it

is the Heavenly Fathers will she will

get well and live until you come

home and report your findings to

her -

Aunt Alice Dangerfield sent two

Dollars down for me to send you but

it was too late to enclose in my
letter for Christmas so you must

write her and thank her for it

when you get time

The weather has moderated considerable

but the side walks are quite slippery

to night as I was going up to Monks

I slipped and feel it was a good thing

I had on my heavy Coat with the fur

on the sleeve or I would have broken

my arm but I am all ok.

You father is still gaining a little and

looks much better,

Well I think I had better close as it

is getting late.

Praying the Lord to bless you thru

the coming year as he has in the

past all join with love.

Mother.
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Letter 17 December 12, 1931

[Letter 17 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah Dec. 12, 1931

Dear Clarence: Saturday night

sitting under the reading lamp in

front of the grate writing it sure

does seem cosy and how thankful

I am for these comforts and especially

to have father sitting by my side

listening to Amos and Andy, he is

gaining a little each day and gets along

quite well unless something in

business depresses him or if he gets

a little overtired.

I guess your letter went astray and

I will get it Monday as usual

I went up to the post office to mail

a letter to Harry Dixon but it was

closed, so I guess that is the reason

if your letter does not come on

Sat. mornng we dont get it until

Monday, as the mail & P.O. official

have a holiday Saturday afternoon.

[Letter 17 pg. 2]

2

We sure have a white world every

where you look the beautiful white

snow, according to the papers we have

more snow for water next summer
right now than all last winter, so

that should encourage the farmers

and they certainly need some encour

agement I dont suppose half of them

will be able to pay their taxes,

they get nothing for their produce even

if they had enough water to raise

it

.

I dont remember for years of

seeing things so cheap, I had bought

a roast of beef for 33C today that

would have cost 75 or 80C a year

ago, the best tea bone steak 12/2

and 15C per lb. and every thing

in purportion. If a person only had

the money, but for lots-of people no

matter what the cost they can not

b[-]y

.

Next Friday night the ward is putting

on an entertainment, the admission

is any thing you wish to give

[Letter 17 pg. 3]

3

vegetable money, canned goods any

thing to help the poor.

Thursday night the Sunday School

gave a programme to furnish means

for their Santa Clause, they sure

gave enough for the money only

5C for Children & 15 for adults, the
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house was full. They are giving

a prize to the class having the best

number. I think it will go to Alice's

Class for that was by far the

most outstanding, they said they

would annonce the winners on

Sunday morning.

At our D of Pioneers meeting Thursday

I was appointed on a committee to

raise money for our relic building

The Mayor told them if they could

furnish the money for materials

the money raised for the unemployed

could be used for labor but not for

materials, Camp No[- -] made 20 dollars

on selling meat pies, we have

[Letter 17 pg. 4]

4

decided to make candy being so near

Christmas. I do hope we make some

money for this camp.

Alice has gone to a dancing party

to night with a boy by the name
of Jacobs I beleive she called him

Russell Jacobs, she says she has

forgotten all she ever knew about

dancing .and that was'nt very much.

Kenneth and I were looking at the

map of So Africa to see f how far

it was to where you were going

to hold your convention it must

be quite a long ways from Cape Town.

I do hope your are getting along ok

with your reports and what a

fitting climax after a month of

strenous work when you get it

off then to feel free and go and

mix with the rest of the other

Elders . I beleive you stated that

the Relief society sisters were going to

hold their Conventon on the 7 of Dec

so now I guess that is over and

[Letter 17 pg. 5]

(5)

they will be going to their homes

again.

I can hardly beleive Christmas is

so near at hand only by the weather

and that is very seasonable, lam

not doing much shopping I went with

Ruth and Fay this afternoon to look at

some things,

I tell the folks if we can have a

good dinner and all be well and

together and father well and happy

that will be better than all the

presents dont you think so?

Well Clarence dear I have run out of

news so will say goodnight and

perhaps tomorrow I will be able to

think of something else.

Sunday night have just
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returned home from church they had

a very fine program[-]ee

Donald Olson and a large

orchestra with Nola Nielson as

soloist and Ruth Watts reader

the house was packed,

[Letter 17 pg. 6]

6

perhaps next week I will tell

you where the gang and I

have been this afternoon

and what we have been

doing, but Ken is waiting

to take this letter to the

office so I cant go into detail

Alice's class claimed the

prize but I dont know

how much yet,

It is so cold to night that

the vapor is rising from

the water in the ditches so

you can imagine how cold

it is.

All join with best love

and best wishes for a happy

New Year

As ever Mother

Letter 18 December 20, 1931

[Letter 18 pg. 1]

Provo .Utah. Dec. 20, 1931

Dear Clarence:

I was surprised to

find three letters in the mail

box on Friday .

I was certainly pleased to find

a letter from Mrs Humpheryies,

it was kind of her to write so

soon for I could hardly realize

she had received it

She seems to like you and

says they are always pleased

when you come, and you will

always be welcome.

The only thing her children feel

that perhaps you get bored as

you being on a mission you

dont have many pleasures, such

as dancing and playing cards

only just sit and chat

I think I shall write to Mrs

Kayser and see if she can

give me any information

[Letter 18 pg. 2]

2)

and especially the Dixons in

England .

I do hope ere this you

have been to vist the Hartmans

I did not mention the wife

[-]f in his letter for I did not

know if he was married.

Perhaps you could locate some

people by death cards or wedding

cards, maby they dont have

Africa like in

them in England.

Be sure and get as many dates

as possible with each name.

Mrs Humpheries gave me the

names of the children of Charles

& Emma Webber but no dates,

I have been going to write

Mrs Vice but it seems like I

am hard pressed for time

I have spent about three days

the past week making candy

for the D of P camp to raise

money for the relic building

and I had Ruth go out and

[Letter 18 pg. 3]

3

sell it for me,

I think Joe and Janet will come

to morrow if the weather permits-

It has moderated considerable

-but is clouding up and looks

like we may have some snow.

Just think day after tomorrow

is the shortest day, and then

we will be looking forwards to

Spring,

Thursday night we had a

wonderful programme and you

should have seen the stuff lined

up flour, vegetables, all kinds

of canned goods, and groceries

and about 20 dollars in Cash.

so I dont think any one needs

go hungry and cold I certainly

hope not ..

I think last week I was

going to tell you some thing

what we had been doing

Sunday afternoon, but had

to post the letter,

[Letter 18 pg. 4]

(4)

Well I got the gang together and

phoned to Uncle Albert to go to

the store and make a record

for us on the new R.C.A.

recording machine

Well we went down at 2 P.M-

and it was after five oclock

when we came out., but oh
|

what fun I beleive I am as

kiddish as they when I am
with them, we made one

record, and just as we got to
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the end, Dorothy, Ruth, and Fay

started the Alto and the Sopronas

could not get their pitch it

sounded like a lot of dying cats

I kept calling to Albert to cut

it out and you could hear me
he let it go thinking they could right

it, it was sure a scream , he

wanted to send it but I would

not, so we had to make

another, but the one we sent

[Letter 18 pg. 5]

5

you was not as lound and

clear as the first, especially

myself I dont know weather

you can understand what

I say:

I do hope you can understand

it for it is a message of love

from Aunt Rye and her gang.

I wish we had sent it so you

could have had it for Christmas

but as you say as the seasons

are so different you wont know

wether it is Christmas or not

I hope they put the needle in

to play the record with just

insert the needle in place of

the regular one,

I thot after you may have

to pay duty on it if so I will

repay you for I dont want you

to be out any

Lynn and Celestia & children were

here for dinner. I went to Union

meeting and after called on

Aunt Sarah Monk she was sitting

[Letter 18 pg. 6]

6

up and looked so much better,

she said she had received your

Christmas card and it reminded

her of England, she was so

pleased to hear from you.

Father and I were so pleased

with Pres. and Sister Daltons

sweet sentiments and greetings

and the things they said about

you. speaks well of the love they

bear for you.

Your father is about as usual

he says he is going to Salt Lake

to morrow or next day and ask

the Doctor if he can have some

plumb pudding and beefsteak

smothered with onions..

Well Art and Maurine are going

to a concert in the Tabernacle

by the choir and they said I

could go with them, so I must

close and post this when I go

Dot says she will write later

All join with love and best

wishes & seasons greetings,

Mother,

Letter 19 December 26, 1931

[Letter 19 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Dec. 26. 1931

My dear Son: Received your letter this

morning and was glad to hear that

you were well with the exception of

a sore stomach due to eating too

much Thanksgiving dinner,

That was some dinner it made my
mouth water to read of it

Well Christmas is over and well all

enjoyed it very much,

& Children,

Janet and Joe came Tuesday, our

family for dinner consisted of Janet Joe

& girls Art Maurine and family, Lynn

Celestia, John & Janice, Henry Alta & Henry D[-].

We all enjoyed our dinner very much

I made all the Candy except some

Alice made and it was fine I have

been experimenting until I am getting

a proffessional.

I received some very lovely presents

even if I did serve notice to retrench

Father game me some fine goloshes,

house slippers, a beautiful silk slip

& a box of candy.

Alice and Ruth a very pretty vase

Art & Maurine a pillow and flowers

[Letter 19 pg. 2]

m
Janet & Joe 2 pain of silk garments,

I said it did not look much like

hard times.

I did not ask how business was at

the store for I could see your father

was not very jubilent I dont think

it was very good,

Woolworths did a rushing business

and all the cheap places

Montgomery Wards are closing out there

is a rumor that Sears Robuck are

going to take the building and open up here

They closed up the two Sutton

stores the other day. that will work

a hardship on Uncle Ablert as he

got over 60 dollars a month for

his share rent in the store, and

I am afraid it will be hard to

rent it again as there are so

many stores empty, I will sure

be glad when things take a turn

for the better, although I really beleive

it will be a blessing in the end

as people were going at too rapid
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rate, as long as people could

[Letter 19 pg. 3]

3

get credit they would buy anything

regardless of cost.

Well I guess it will come out alright

in the end, the Country has had

these things before and come out

alright in the end.

Good health is better than wealth

I have come to the conclusion,

and that was the biggest factor

in the happy time we had on

Christmas.

Your father went up to see the

Doctor he is changing the powders

and thinks that will make his

food taste better, his blood is not

building very fast and the doctor

thinks he will try giving him

some iron I do hope his stomach

will take it.

He has been down to the lake with

Kenneth riding horses.

You cant imagine the change

in the weather, it is just like

spring. I have been up stairs

cleaning with the windows open

[Letter 19 pg. 4]

(4)

and people running around without

wraps on. the snow has all gone

and your father says the frost

is all out of the ground,

some difference to a week or two

ago when it went to 15 below.

I guess it is a blessing for those

who has'nt much fuel.

I suppose - when you receive this

you will have been to your

Convention, and probably to visit

out relatives, I do hope nothing

will happen before you get there

I guess you are right in what

you say of Mrs Humphris, as she

stated in my letter that she had

always belonged to the Church of

England and always would,

she had never been interested in

the Mormon religion before but

liked to hear you give your views

but you never know you have

done your part in delivering your

message to her, and the Lord

will work things in his own

[Letter 19 pg. 5]

(5)

way and in his own due time,

You did not say if you was leaving

the office for good or just on a

furlough, and who will take

your place,

Now Clarence dear dont expect too

much for you know satan will

try to discourage you and you

may not get information you

desire, but if you dont get any

more than you have already

found out I will always feel

thankful that your mission

was to Africa and the Lord

directed you to find our kin.

As soon as the holidays are over

and I get settled down again I

will answer Mrs Humpheirs letter

and write to Mrs Kayser,

Even if you cant get the information

you desire you will have the

pleasure of visiting the Country

where your Grand parents lived

We will hope and pray for we

[Letter 19 pg. 6]

(6)

know that the Lord does hear our

prayers dont we?

It will be a nice change if you

can get out for a while it will

give you more of the missionary

spirit.

I think I had better get you

some more garments as soon

as I can as the weather being

so warm there you will want to

change more often and the

presperation rots the garments

you have done mighty fine to

keep your clothes so long and it

looks like you will come nearly

making your suits hang out

how about your shoes are they

giving you good service, but remember

if you go into the field it will be

harder on your clothes, if there is

any thing you would like me to

send just let me know and I will

be pleased to send them.

Sunday afternoon

Have just returned from Leland

[Letter 19 pg. 7]

C7J

Stewarts funeral, he is older that

De-los (Will Howe's brother in law

he hanged himself day before

Christmas, He has had stomach

trouble for a long time,

his old father found him hanging

from the rafters in the Cellar.

I have just been over to Aunt

Louies I took that record that

we did not send you in other

words the one we spoiled, to play

on their talking machine as
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ours in not in working condition.

Janet and Joe wanted to hear it

It does not record as loud as it

did on the electric machine I do

hope you can understand it.

Mark & Edna were there and

Mark wanted to know if I had

heard you speak of a Randall

boy, I told him I had and you

thot a lot of him by your letters.

Mark says he is almost like

[Letter 19 pg. 8]

(8)

a brother of his, He says to tell

you hello for him. Donald was

there too and he said the same

thing.

Janet received your Christmas card

and sends love, Also Aunt Louie

received one and says they are

all going to write to you.

I have collected a lot of news

papers but as yet have not

sent them so it may be stale

news when you receive them.

Well I must close as it is

getting near Church time and

I want to go.

May you be blessed all thru

the coming year with health

strength and happiness and

accomplish the desires of your

heart. All join with love and

best wishes.

As ever Mother,

Letter 20 January 1,1932

[Letter 20 pg. 1]

Provo . Utah . BJan. 1, 1932

Dear Clarence

Just think here we are starting

on a brand new year,

You will see I started to write

Dec. instead of Jan. it hardly

seems possible the years go by

so quickly and many people

your father included is glad to

see 1931 go, but it could have

been a great deal worth worse

I think of coarse I hope the

coming year will be better than

the outgoing

The weather has moderated

again after a few very cold

days and now that the shortest

day has passed we will soon

be looking forward to spring

and then in looking back over the

winter we'll say it was'nt so bad

after all. I often think we worry
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[Letter 20 pg. 2]

2

and dread things and if they really

do happen the imagination was

worse than the realization.

Elton and Ethel came yesterday and

will stay until Sunday I think. Joe

and Janet are visiting at Blakes

today, so we did not have very

many for dinner,

Art and Elton went to the Lake

skating, Lynn and Henry went up

the Canyon Skiing Rulon Van had

a tobbogan and they said they

sure had fun.

Kenneth went up to Aspen Grove

the other day and it was so

cold he froze his feet or heels

he said they looked kind of a

whitish or yellow, when I came

home from town he had them

in Snow and they seem to be

ok now.

What do you think of your baby

brother having a date?

he said the preview or what

ever they call it did not let out

[Letter 20 pg. 3]

(3)

until 4 oclock then they went to

Bob Hansens ( I think his father is

in the Piggley Wiggley ) and had

breakfast Elton slept with him

and he said it was day light

when he came home
Alice and Ruth went horse back riding

but did not stay out long as they got

cold.

I wrote Mrs Humpheries this mail

she was so prompt in answering my
letter and asked that I write her again.

I have heard nothing has yet from

Mr Hartman I do hope that he is

not ill.

Well Clarence I cant hardly collect my
thots to night as I have had a headache

to day I guess due to a party I attended

at aunt Alice Dangerfields yesterday

I think every one of the girls were there

with the exception of Aunt Sarah Mc,

and did we talk well you can imagine

and I go to such a few parties I guess

it was too much for me, will finish

later.

[Letter 20 p. 4]

4)

Sunday afternoon

What a difference in the home Janet

and family went home this mornig

about ten oclock. Elton & family about

two after dinner I wanted to go to
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fast meeting but such a confusion

I could not get dinner over, a bad

beginning will try and do better next

time , the house seems so quite we
hardly know how to act.

I was so pleased to know that you

had heard from W Hartman I begun

to worry and wondered if he was

ill. but by his letter I see he is very

much alive and planning trips for

you what a thrill you will get to

be able to drive a car again

that will be a real vacation for

you after a strenous year.

By his letter the farmers are having

a time the same as the farmers

here also sheep and wool have

declined so greatly and the condition

is'nt getting any better, next season

promises on abundance of water

and if crops can be raised

[Letter 20 p. 5]

5

people wont starve. Payson bank

closed last Thursday and three down
south Cedar City, Parawon & St George,

it is surely trying but I am not

worrying the Lord knows what is

for our best and I firmly beleive

it will be a blessing in disguise

people were going at too rapid a pace

and did not value money as long

as they could get things on .credit,

every one seems to be in the same

boat

Vern Green said when he was up

the Canyon he would show us some

pictures, but father became ill and

I did not want to bother him while

school was one so I asked him to

come on Sat. night so that Elton &
Ethel, Joe and Janet could see them

I invited the relatives in, quite a

few of them were ill with colds and

could not come Uncle Chart was very

sick with appenditisis but seems

easier today , Uncle Em & May Virl &
Erma and many othes and they sure

enjoyed it Well I just cant tell you

in words how I enjoyed it. it was

just like I have seen you so

[Letter 20 p. 6]

6/

so many times scrapping with the

boys and where you mount the

bike and ride away, I told Vern

you seemed happy enough about going

he said yes but you dont know what

a lump was in his throat.

The Dalton family are some peppy

folks, Vern said when he showed it

to his old Mother she just wept and

I dont blame her. Well we sure owe
Vern a debt of gratitude for it seems like

you are not so far away, to see the

folks you associate with even Bro &
Sister Daniels, and the maid at "Cumoral

she is some stepper. When you speak

about Bro Daniels and his suppers I can

see what they look like.

We had the heaviest snow of the season

and now I guess it will be cold again

We are here with a roaring fire in the

grate your father sure enjoys it.

I must sign off as I have a lesson to

prepare for Tuesday

May the Lord pour out his blessings

upon you give you joy and contentment

health and strength to accomplish the

desires of your heart. All join with love

Mother

Letter 21 January 10, 1932

[Letter 21 pg. 1]

Provo .Utah, Jan, 10, 1932

My Dear Son:

no letter yesterday

but as you say it will be here

Monday

.

I can hardly understand

why you do not get your letters

each week for I have them

posted each Sunday night even

if it is eleven oclock, for that

was the understanding if Ken

did not write he was to see

they were mailed

Here we are right or nearly

in the middle of January and

the most beautiful sunshine

you can ever imagine the

ground and trees are covered

with Snow, but if this warm
sun continues to shine it wont

last long.

I was just telling your

father how much we had

to be thankful for, this milder

[Letter 21 pg. 2]

(2)

weather is a boon to the poor who
have little fuel, the heavy snow

has made employment for many

men . I see shoveling the snow

with trucks and hauling it

away. Uncle Charl has lost his

job due to change in Commissoner

I wish he could get a janitorial

job where the work would not

be so hard and could have his

children help him.

I was up to see Aunt Sarah
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Monk the other evening she was

looking fine sits up all day

and walks around some.

I sent her up a loaf of bread

yesterday and Ken said she

was not feeling, so well as

her head was painig her

again. I do hope she does not

have that trouble again.

There has been quite a lot of

sickness in the way of colds

your father has had it and

coughed until he nearly

[Letter 21 pg. 3]

(3)

went black in the face I told

him he was going back into

his second child hood, he seemed

worried afraid it would go to

his lungs so I called Doctor

Smith he said it was in his

bronchial tubes and gave some

stuff to inhale which helped

him he is ok now.

Alice is having her week off

to morrow and is going to Price

with Lynn in the mornig I

think she will stay until about

Thursday and Uncle Albert will

bring her back, then she wants

to go to Ogden to visit Mrs Drake

for the week end if she hears

from her.

I received a letter from Janet

she said they arrived home
alright the roads were a little

slippery but it was grand thru

the canyon.

Did I tell you that Bro Noble

was married again, to a widow

[Letter 21 pg. 4]

(4)

worker in the Temple Janet

says she is a very fine lady.

I told Vern Green if I could not

locate those books I would be

glad to buy him some more, he

called me up the other and

said this new quarter he

could use that accounting book

if I had found it, I had not

and told him I would be

clad to gete one or[-] give him

the price he said he did

not want to do that he thot

perhaps I had found it

I told him I would feel

much better to get one his book was

doing you good and it saved

me from sending one to him

so I sent him a check for

4.00 dollars

I hear that Verl Dixon has

started to school, he worked for

Taylor Bros Co in the exchange

but he was afraid he would

get laid off as there was little

doing and told Sterling he only

had one quarter to complete

[Letter 21 pg. 5]

(5)

so that he could graduate, and

would rather go now that in

the spring as if there is any

work at all he could help his

father then. Sterling said he

was glad because it would

fall to Verl because he was

the last to be employed, altho

he hated to do it in Verls case.

Next Thursday the Daughter

of Pioneers meet at Aunt Sarahs

home I am one of the assisting

hostesses, She wants me to

give a little sketch of fathers

life, she found some papers in

an old bible of hers it was

part of fathers diary just before

he was released from his

mission in Africa.

Give some instances and then

tell of some of the things or

people you have discovered in

such a miriclous way.

so I must get busy and do

a little research.

[Letter 21 pg. 6]

6

To night is Walters Hillers

welcome home.

They say his mission has

improved him greatly.

I must Close as I have to

study the lesson before Union

meeting, in fact I am a very

busy woman, dont you think?

I asked Dr Smith for a prescription

for the itch also athlete foot

for the foot.

(medicated

take a tooth pich and roll |Cotton_

on the end and dip in Iodine

full strength paint over the

part affected, every day 3 or 4 days .

it may take two or three Iodine

treatments dont use often than

3 or 4 days, use ointment once

a day( if it blisters or is too strong

use every other day)

May the Lord bless you at all

times . all join with love.

Mother.
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Letter 22 January 15, 1932

[Letter 22 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Jan. 15, 1932

My dear Clarence : Another week has

rolled around and with it many changes

and troubles, Last Tuesday morning

the Farmers and Merchant Bank

failed to open its doors due to a

run of nearly two week, when they

hundred

paid out over three thousand dollars

and the directors decided it would

be wise to close to protect the depositors

Well you can imagine the shock to

every one as only about two weekes

before the Bank examiners said it was

one of the strongest of the smaller banks

in the State and so it was but false

rumors circulated by wicked people

were responsible, For over a month

rumors have been afloat that Taylor

Bros was going into the hands of

Marshall Field Co, and then it spead

to the Bank people got scared and

thats what happened, They have been

running the commercial Bank ever

since but father thot it was

quiter today, The other day when

[Letter 22 pg. 2]

2)

Crowds were in line the officials

told them. Do you want to do to

us as you did the other Bank?

You see the results of that, your

money is here you can have it,

Reed Smoot wired a lot of money
from the East so I think they will

be alright.

Maurine and I were left without

a penny, I was glad I checked as

heavy as I did I think there will be

about 30 dollars, Alice deposited 50 of

her wages for me to help pay on a

note I borrowed to pay Mrs Reynolds

in the summer when two checks

came in that she had been holding

for nearly two years. I paid 25 dollars

last month on it and Alice said I

might as well apply her's on it and

I could give her the interest as she

wanted to save it and perhaps

she would not be able to have

so much after the 1st of the year

but she put it on my checking acct

I told her to apply it on the note

[Letter 22 pg. 3]

3)

but I guess she did not understand

but Arnold says it will be alright

my Checking will go against the note

so you see I will be out nothing

only a little inconvenient to be without

funds and a check book full of Checks

all the others banks at the Commercial

so they were alright.

There was a piece in the Salt Lake

paper stating that the State Bank

examiner Hadlock was trying to trace

the rumor and if they could fasten

it on the persons they would be sent

to the Federal prison, he told Arnold

and Aldous the same thing, for he said

that Bank was considered of the

safest.

My heart aches for the boys, they

are leaving tomorrow it is in the

hands of a receiver, Arnold said

today he did not know where to look

for a job. There is some talk of opening

it again every one is in sympathy

with them and many are willing to

put their money with them again

with all the confidence

It takes all Aunt Sarah & Aldous

[Letter 22 pg. 4]

4)

And all the stockholders Charl

had some money he had saved

from the building and loan

to tide him over until he could

get work about 4 hundred dollars

But I say what is the use of

worrying it cant be helped perhaps

it was for a wise purpose who
knows, all the Directors and so

many stockholders were the best men
in the community ttth payed their

tithing and devote latterday saints

I guess Uncle Tom feels dreadful,

everything seems btH blue in fact

black but I say it is always the

blackest before the dawn and we
will soon be seeing a ray of sun

light, every one is in the same

boat nearly so we will all be

poor together what does it matter

just so we have our health and

strength, Your father seem much

better the doctor gave him some
iron and I beleive his blood

[Letter 22 pg. 5]

5J

is building he walks better seems

to have more life in his legs

What do you think your baby brother

has gone to a Leap Year ball of the

O.S. with Florence Allen sister of Ruth,

has had his invitation for two weeks

Alice asked Lee Hansen Alta's brother

they have just gone,

Yesterday we had a D of Pioneers meeting
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up to Aunt Sarah's I hardly thot she

would feel like having it, I called her

up on Wed. I did not dare talk to her

on Tues. as they said she looked like

a person walking in a trance, but

when I asked how she was she said

alright how are you I said the same

then we laughed and she said what

is the use of worrying over things that

cant be helped I have fought it out

and now I am going to quit worrying

I have said hurrah for Sarah you still

have some fight left[-] III say I

have and come right along and

well have a good meeting and

we sure did, You know what

[Letter 22 pg. 6]

6]

Your father would say when asked

if they had a good meeting III say

we did. who preached I of coarse.

When I was assisting hostess and we
had to give the programme, Sarah

found somes leaves of fathers diary in

an old bible, I told her his history had

been given so I would give some

instances in his life

Well I gave that history of my Grand -

father that sister Vice sent

,

then I gave a sketch of fathes with

some of his experiences, then I told of

instances in your missioney experence

of finding our relatives, and made some

comparisons of fathers time and

how things were now even about

the releif society members coming so

far and tho you were 1400 miles

away I had the pleasure of seeing you

in action in moving pictures and

also you would be able to hear my
voice on that record, Well they

said it was one of the best papers

this year . I was as weak as could

be when I got thru as I had not

been eating and sleeping any to good

[Letter 22 pg. 7]

7J

but the Lord blessed me we had

about 50 present - Aunt Sarah Monk
was there the first time since her

illness and how she did enjoy it

.

In looking over this letter I wonder

if I have done wrong in telling you

all of this, but as I have told you

before I would be frank in all

things and you would possibly

hear it from someone else but

you must not let it disturb you

for all will be well and the Lord

will not forsake us if we will

have faith in him all that matters

to you at the present time is your

missionary work and h[- -]ting

genealogy, I am thinking of you

all the time as I beleive you have

either been or are with William

Hartman, I have not received his

letter yet, I wrote Mrs Humpherys

but I addressed what she gave me
but I beleive I but Mowb[-]ay Cape Colony

[Letter 22 pg. 8]

8

I thot if you lived in Mowbray

she must but I dont know what made
me put Colony insted of Cape Providence.

I addressed yours the same way

last week and some one called my
attention to it so I put it in another

one, I hope she receives it, I must

retire as your father has gone some

time ago. will finish later goodnight

sweet dreams.

Sunday afternoon. Received your letter

yesterday. I guess by the time you receive this

letter you will be having your convention at

Capetown ,why was that? I know you will

enjoy it. where ever it is

Kenneth is not feeling the best a cold

or sort of flu. I did not want him to go

to the dance the other night but would

go as he had promised and I guess it

dident do him any good, these colds

are going around... Trust you got your

reports out alright for I know it would

be a strain on you

I will close praying Gods blessings upon

you to comfort and cheer you at all

times that your work may be once of

pleasure and joy all send love Mother

Letter 23 January 22, 1932

[Letter 23 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Jan. 22. 1932

Dear Clarence: Jan. will soon be a thing

of the past, I have dreaded it so much

but it really has not been as cold as

Nov. & Dec. lots of snow, the people are al -

ready beginning to cry out and say we
will be flooded out, and so one extreme

follows another, this milder weather

has been a blessing to people who has

a limited amount of fuel, and I guess if

we knew it there are many who have

gone cold, its a good thing we dont know

of everyones troubles, I am too sympathic

I guess I try to shoulder everyones troubles

and it does'nt do when you cant be of

any help, so the thing to do is to do the

best we can in every way we can

and leave the rest to the Lord

I dont feel quite as blue and upset
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as I did a week ago, I have tried to

reason things out and pray to my
Father in heaven to work things out

for the good of all and I really beleive

He will and sometime we will see

[Letter 23 pg. 2]

(2)

the wisdom of His ways

Arnold has been working over at Lehi

the Bank closed there and the two at

American Fork the same day. I think

there were seven in one week in Utah

The examiner gave him work helping

to check things over I dont know if it

will be days or weeks.

Dot was in here last night and said

her father thinks they will open again

as all their friends are getting behind

them I have'nt been out for over a week

so I dont know how things are going but

I hope something will come.

It has affected business and collections

are bad as so many people had their

money tied up or some use that as an

excuse, Maurine and I have been seeing

how it would be to get along without money

I had a little change in the house

and I was telling Ruth it was like

the loaves and fishes it has certainly

multiplied, I had some canned stuff

in and flour and fruit so we have

fared fine and it has astonished me
to see what can be done when you

want to . But I am going to get some

[Letter 23 pg. 3]

3

money to morrow that I have been

getting on the 15 of each month,

this will be my last dividend Check

your father says he is going to cut

expenses in every way possible pay

what is owing the Banks and get

out of debt, this is in regards to the

store, they have been paying a lot

the last 6 or 8 months and their

business was never in a better

shape financially, that is the reason

I had to wait because this panic[-]

has caused the Commercial to be

careful and your father did not

want to draw anymore than they

had to, so I beleive we will all profit

by our experience and cut down and

get out of debt.

I see by the paper the two billion dollar

bill has passed and that will give

help to reopen banks and take care

of the frozen loans,

I have not worred over myself but

I can always see the other people

suffering and if it was a reality

I dont beleive it would be as bad

as I image sometimes, I try to

[Letter 23 pg. 4]

(4)

shake it off but it nearly gets me
down some times, and I feel so

ashamed of my self for being such

a coward, it seems like the only

way I get comfort is to pray and

ask the Lord to give me courage

another comfort and bright spot

is you being in the mission

held and how things have worked

out that we desired to know, and

I know beyond a doubt the Lord

heard and answered our prayers

then and he always will if we
ask in faith, Dont you think we
are blessed to have a knowledge

of a kind and merciful father who
hears our petitions?

Ken has been out of school for nearly

a week, went to school yesterday

Ruth has had the same thing

and I had to make her stay home
she likes her school so much

she is better today.

Your father I think had the same

thing he had quite tempture

and such a cough. I had him

[document ends]

Letter 24 January 29, 1932

[Letter 24 pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Jan. 29. 1932

My dear Son: Friday and nearly

the end of the month, I wont

be a bit sorry when this month

and the next go by. this week

it registered 20 below zero, but

thank goodness it has moderated

a lot now.

I have been going to Leadership

ever since Monday . I went up

for the 1130 Genealogy cate Class

and stayed until 4 30 in after_

noon, and how I did enjoy it.

One spot of sunshine in this

gloomy world, Pres. Ivans said

in his address when the sun

rose on 1932 it rose on a

bankrupt world not only on

individuals but the whole world

I never did see any thing like

it, but we are all in the same

boat the rich and the poor

Well I guess there are some
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[Letter 24 pg. 2]

(2)

who have taken their money out

of the Banks and are hoarding

it. I feel in time we will see

that it is for a wise purpose

if we can rely on our Heavenly

Father

and have faith in him too

rule all things for our best good .

We must look at it in the

right way.

It looks like the Bank may

open again they held a meeting

for Deposition and a very good

feeling was expressed, they seem

to have the sympathy of the

whole community, but it sure

cast a gloom over the people

and business dropped a lot.

Valera I think will get a job

teaching at the Maeser school

Margaretta Farrer was marred

at Christmas time, so you see

there are a few bright spots

and best of all your father

[Letter 24 pg. 3]

3)

went to Salt Lake today to see

the Doctor and he notes a big

improvement in him , his blood

has gone from 40 to 65 the first

gain it has made since his

illness, He has been under

the weather I guess it was this

flu that has been going the

rounds . I was quite worried

the other night because his back

hurt him so I was afraid of his

kidneys, but the doctor examned

him and said they were alright

and it was the flu that affected

him, I am so happy about it I

guess I imagine a lot of things

Henry said the doctor was

very pleased with his condition

I know he will feel better when

the warmer weather comes

and he can get out

Alice has had this trouble

[Letter 24 pg. 4]

4

I wanted her to stay home for

a day or two but she would'nt

I think she did stay home this

after noon while I was away,

she seems much better tonight

I received a letter from Janet and

she said the snow was over 30 in

and 28 below zero, at the ranch

it was 38, think of that and you

just sweltering with the heat, but

that is the way of the world if thngs

Could be a little more evenly divided

it would suit us all better.

The family have all gone to bed so I

must go too. perhaps I will get your

letter in the mornig.

Well I received your ever welcome

letter and it seems so strange to

be telling me about Christmas as

it seems ages since Christmas time

Well the depression did some good if

only to prevent people from getting

drunk to celebrate Christs birthday

I dont envy Sister Dalton her

job feeding so many husky

young men when it must take a

[Letter 24 pg. 5]

lot of food to fill them up , but

what joy it would give her to see

them enjoy their food and bring

so joy into their lives while away

from their homes and Mother at

Christmas time and I am sure

the boys will all love her for it

Lynn Celestia and family are here

they have not been over for a while

as I did not want them to come

while the family were sick.

Ken wanted to go up to Wildwood

yesterday yesterd ay to clean off the

snow from the roof . Denny, Burlin

And he have finished their snow

shoes intending to go, but as usual

your Mother put a spoke in the

wheel, I was afraid of snow slides

they all laughed at me and said

it was too cold for such things

There was an article in the paper

stating that the roofs were threatened

at Vivian Park and Ken said there

was more at Wildwood, I called

Purvance residence to see if

[Letter 24 pg. 6]

6

if he thot there was danger of snow

slides , Mrs P. said there were two

last night, one by the Ferguson

place the first there in 16 years

another by Bridal Veil it tore out

the flume and the water rushed

down and covered the road with mud
She said her Son and 4 or 5 boys

were at Vivian for a week end

trip and had cleaned off some

of the roofs in Vivian so I asked

if they would go to Wildwood

and take care of ours she got

word to them and I hope they

will be able to do, as there is over

4 ft of snow and next to the

roff roof is about 12 in of ice
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so that it cant slip off.

I would hate to have the roof caved

glad

in. I was sure I had a hunch

not to let Ken go as he might

have been caught on the other

side.

Well there is always something

to be thankful for

Letter 25 February 6, 1932

[Letter 25 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Feb. 6. 1932

Dear Clarence, Received your letter

this morning along with a letter

from W. Hartman. He write a very

nice letter, and said he was anxiously

awaiting your arrival. And would do

all he and his wife could do to make

your stay pleasant. I was a little

disappointed as I thot right after convention

you would be going, but dont think I

blame you in the least, but if you

have explained to the President I cant

understand why he does not let you

go for it means so much as he is getting

old. but be patient and every thing will

come out alright. You say you are well

and happy for which I am truly thank -

ful for that is the best thing in the

world, And it brings joy to me when

you feel that way.

Perhaps my letters lately have been rather

blue but it seems like the Bank cast a

gloom over everyone, they are still working

on it and every report is more encouraging

it takes time to work things out. My

[Letter 25 pg. 2]

prayer go up in its behalf or for what

ever is for the best good of all, for the

Lord knows what is for our best good.

And I feel assured all things will turn

out that way if we will be patient and

put our full trust in Him, altho some
times it seems hard when it looks like

every thing is going wrong,

During the past week I have had another

trial. Last Tuesday mornng your father

put on his galoshes and over coat and

left for the store, I heard him come
back thot perhaps he had forgotten some
thing in a little while he called me
I was mixing bread and dough was

on my hands but I went in and he

was sitting in his big chair by the

Heatrola and asked for a drink .

his right hand was numb and his

speech was affected. I ran to Maurine

and asked her to help me get him

to the couch. I called the Doctor and

when he came he said it looked like

a stroke but he was to go to bed

and be quite. I had the boys put

[Letter 25 pg. 3]

3

his bed in the dining room where

it would not be so much running and

be warmer to take care of him.

Well this is Saturday and he is like a

different man. The night he was stricken

Art, Lynn, & Henry , came and administered

to him and he has been getting better

ever since, He can use his arm about

as good as ever and the last few days

his speech is just as good as ever

I phoned the Doctor and told him he

said well I guess it is not what

we thot it was but it is a warnig

and must be heeded, his blood pressure

was up . I think I told you last week

how pleased we were over Dr Baileys

report his blood went from 40 to 65

so I am not going to give him more

iron as he has been taking it for about

a month and that is what has been

bringing his pressure up. The Doctor

said to keep him in bed and keep him

on a light diet, he is coming Monday

to test him again. If we can only

keep him from worrying that is one

[Letter 25 pg. 4]

4

thing they are trying to adjust things

at the store laying off many of the

employees and cutting wages to

makes ends meet, as business has

fell off so much, but I beleive they

have got things to a point where every

thing will be alright . The sun is shining

beautiful and if you could look at the

sky instead of the earth you would

surely think Spring had come, such a

change in a few days time from away

below zero to Spring . I beleive if the sun

would shine and the snow melt every

one would feel better, and it would help

business too I beleive,

I guess you would like to have a little

snow for a change, but as our warmer

weather comes you will enjoy cooler.

I will close now as I cant think of any

thing else to write

all send love and pray our Heavenly

Father to bless you with contentment

and happiness that His spirit will attend

you at all times that your hearts desires

may be granted.

Mother.
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Letter 26 February 12,1932

[Letter 26 pg. 1]

Provo Utah Feb. 12. 1932

Dear Clarence

Thought I would write

a few lines tonight, because when
I leave it until Sunday some thing

comes up and I cant collect my
thots or I dont have time to write

what I would like too.

Next Sunday is Union meeting

because our Conference is the next

week. And I see by the paper tonight

Sister Staggs funeral is to be held

at 12.30 Sunday and so I will have

a full day.

She died Tuesday morning

I guess they were waiting to see if

their Son John could get here from

the reservation all roads are

completely blocked, I never did hear

of so many snowslides . the paper

stated there were 18 in Daniels Canyon.

And the big one came out by Do[ ]s

it is so large the paper states to

save expenses they are considering

putting planks and making a detour

[Letter 26 pg. 2]

2

around it until some of the snow

melts , the famers shore have

good prospects for next summer
if water counts for any thing

We had a hard rain one night and

day and it melted nearly all of

the snow you can see the green

grass that has been under the

snow all winter, then the sun

was shining and in about an

hour there was the worst blizzard

I think I ever saw, yesterday was

Cold today has been like spring so

you see we have plenty of Changes

Monday the Doctor came down and

tested your fathers pressure and

it had gone down 25 points nearly

to normal he said if we could

keep it down and he did not worry

too much there was no danger

Yesterday Albert drove him down

to the store for a couple of hours

but today he insisted on walking

this morning and afternoon and

I really think he feels better for it

[Letter 26 pg. 3]

3

he seems to feel about as good

as ever. It is wonderful how he

has got over it I am sure it

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

is through faith and prayer

the night he was taken sick

the boys administered to him and

he began to get better and now
seems well, and how greatful we
feel for it.

We certainly have lots to be thankful

for if we could look for the bright

spots instead of the dark ones.

Your baby sister has gone to a dance

at the Dixon High, she wore her

dress she got at Christmas and

bought some new shoes today and

she looked quite the class.

Ken says while the depression is on

he thinks it will be cheaper to stay

at home and save his money,

that is the slogan now with every

one, we will get so used to saving

that when we get plenty after

the "repression" is over we wont

want to spend. Well none of us are

[Letter 26 pg. 4]

4)

hurt at all we just think we
are. if we can only have our health

and strength we should feel

thankful and I am,

There has been a lot of flu around

and it seems to settle in the ears

Erma Boshard's little boys ears are

quite bad Dr Oakes was afraid last

night it might be mastoid trouble

I guess the remember Shirl Wilson

Billy Wilson who owned the "Bonnie"

died and is being bured Sunday.

Uncle Albert brot me a picture of Harry

I never did see anyone get so fat it

looks like he gets plenty to eat. and is

contented.

I have been working on my Temple

sheets today am sending some to

Joe and Janet to do, and then

when you send me some names

I will be already to attend to them

1 sent about 30 names of Mothers

relatives I sent to St George to have

them done by my relatives. I wrote

to England and I know they are her

kin, and that makes it more interesting

[Letter 26 pg. 5]

(3)

Sunday afternoon. Just returned

from Union Meeting . It went to

the funeral and it was after

2 when it let out I dashed

home for my books and father

insisted I eat my dinner but

I had no time for such trifles

I hurried so and it was snowing

a wet snow b[-]y the time I got

up to the top of the stairs I
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thot my heart had stopped

but it was alright in a mnute,

I was late but enjoyed the discussion

Received your letter also news

it

paper and enjoyed very much.

I know you would enjoy

meeting that gentleman it

was nice for William Hartman

to have him Call on you he

would at least have the satis -

faction of seeing a real live

Mormon preacher, and

probably could tell you some

thing of our Cousin but I

hope and pray you have

[Letter 26 pg. 6]

4

been up to see him before now
I cant understand why the

President does not suggest

you going have you told him

how important it is that

you do not delay on account of

his age. I was wondering

how it would be if I sent him

Mothers Photo and the pictures

of the ten boys taken before

by brother Art died.. Does he know

my father had two wives and

I have half brothers and sisters ?

If I did send the Photos I would

want you to bring them back

with you. I have a book gotten out

by the Chamber of Commerce of Provo

I could send it to you and if

you wish you could let the

relations see it, I was up to see

Aunt Sarah Monk she is so much better

and says she would like to live to

see you again. Well it is nearly

Church time, May the Lord bless

you at all times, all send love

Mother -

Letter 27 February 19, 1932

[Letter 27 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Feb. 19. 1932

My dear Clarence: Just a few lines before

before retiring, for that gives you a little

longer letter.

The weather is still cool the sun shines

in the day time but the air is cold,

it does seem good to see the sun shining

until nearly six oclock, we begin to

feel that spring is on its way and

I dont think any one will be sorry, dull

weather makes gloomy people,

Your father is feeling about as good as

he did before he had that last turn

we have lots to be thankful for for

I know it was thru faith he was healed.

He goes to work at 10 in the morning

comes home at 12.30 eats his dinner then

sits in his big chair in the corner

where the sun sheds it's warm rays

on him and doses until after two. then

to work again until nearly six. And here

we are so cosy in a nice warm room[-]

reading. Ken has gone to a game &
dance. Alice is dressed in her blue

[Letter 27 pg. 2]

2

chiffon velvet dress with silver trimmings

and silver slippers, going to a formal

party with that that Jacobs boy. It is the

missionary unit of the Y.

Last night I went up to Aunt Sarah Monks

and it was after ten oclock when I left

as Fern wanted to take a little run,

She looks wonderful and when the

weather gets warmer will be able to

go out and that will help her.

She gets kind of lonesome at times misses

her meetings a lot, I take your letters to

her to give her some thing to think about

last night I took all the Pat[- -]ical

blessing I could find , yours amongst

them some time if I can get some

one to type my blessing I will send

you a copy of one of them, it gives

me a great deal of comfort in these

trying times to read them ,

especially the one A D Clark gave me
in 1918 I did not understand it then as

now for it says if I will labor for

the salvation of the dead the windows

of heaven will be opened and records

[Letter 27 pg. 3]

5)

and genealogies will come to me and

my heart will swell with joy thru

them. And dont you think that has

been the case?

Amos and Andy are on so will rest for

a moment. Do you have radio's there
,

and how do they compare with ours. ?

I hear that Elton and Ethel are coming

in Sunday to spend Washingtons birthday,

it seems like a long time since I have seen

them. I think the Price business has been

the best in the whole system , the weather

being so cold has given the coal miners

more work. I beleive they are going to make

a change in Helper the 1st of March, they

will let Allan out and take one of Eltons

men Jack Harmon for Helper. I think

Vern Cullimore will go to Pleasant

Grove the 1st they are letting Harold Walker

out as the has a fa[- -]. Vern was laid

off here so I guess he will be glad to

get the job.
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Celestia and the children were over to

day. Lynn has gone to Cedar to put up

a stage curtain and wont be back

[Letter 27 pg. 4]

[-]

until to morrow night, he has sure had

good sucess with them as he has in -

stalled a lot of them. Alice has gone back

to work again. She was talking to Prof Larson

about taking classes in Art as she will

have two weeks off each month he thot

that would be fine. I beleive they are still

working on the Bank question I heard

yesterday they might merge with the State

Bank I dont know how true that is.

Salt Lake was sure boiling over Monday

when the Deseret National merged with the

First Security Bank and the Deseret Savings

Closed its doors . A run was started on Zions

saving I understand they paid out over a

Million dollars and still kept paying so I

guess it kind of quited people down, it is

terrible the way people loose their heads

I guess there never has been such pecular

times and conditions and you dont

know what is coming next, but I beleive

firmly the Lord will rule everything

for our best good, if we will acknowledge

his hand in all things. And keep His

Commandments.

[Letter 27 pg. 5]

I have been going to write to that

Mrs Kaysen that Mrs Mtm Humpheries

told me of but have not got at it

I was wondering if I sent some of

those group sheets and them filled

out by the different fam[-]lies, I beleive

I will enclose one to you and see

if Mrs Humpheries could fill one

out for her Mothers family I

would appreciate it. I am anxiously

awaiting your letter to say that

you have been to visit our cousin

and that you had a real vacation

and formed a good impression

of your relatives.

I have just come from meeting

Charles Josie gave a very good talk

on his travels and missionary

experience I enjoyed it very much

and he sang a very sweet song

in Russian.

Well Clarence Kenneth is waiting

to take this to the office

[Letter 27 pg. 6]

8

so will have to close

We are all feeling fine today and

trust you are the same enjoying

good health and strength

and your labors in the greatest

work on the earth

all join with love and best

wishes for your sucess

Good night and sweet dreams

God bless you my Son

Mother

Letter 28 February 26, 1932

[Letter 28 pg. 1]

Provo Utah. Feb. 26. 1932

My dear Son:

Had a very pleasant

surprise this morning. Ruth came

in and said letters did you say [-]

all made a scramble but all four

were for Mother and two from

Africa, Yours and one from Sister D.

She said how much they thot of you

and what a wonderful work you

was doing in fact she did not know

how they could get along without you

but it was as the saying goes the

willing horse carries the load, and

many times you were overloaded , but

you were happy when you were the

busiest. And I am sure you are

doing a big part in forwarding the

work along even if you cant go out

and tract like the other elders do .in

fact you are doing a greater work

because every one cant do what you

are doing , and I am proud of you

to think you are putting it over

[Letter 28 pg. 2]

2

so fine for I am sure you have had

to put forth a lot of self efforts .and

you are being blessed for it so keep up

the good work as long as you are

needed in that capacity , of coarse

if some one comes who could relieve

you I know you would enjoy getting

out into the Country.

Well I could have shouted for joy when

I read your note saying in a few

hours you would be on the train

bound for Hartmans home. I almost

envy you the trip how I would love

to be there and visit with one of my
own flesh and blood in a country

where I little thot any of them were

still living . According to the letter I

received from him I know they will

treat you nice. And I feel you have

been highly favored to have this

privelege out of all the descendents

of my gr father Dixon. Now I will

be so anxious to get your next letter.

And I hope you will go into details
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and tell me as much as you can

how you found things .

[Letter 28 pg. 3]

We received your group picture yesterday

and were delighted with the pictures

I thot you looked rather thin but

the family said you look the same

as when you went with the exception

of a more matured look.

I received a letter from Janet and

she was so delighted with the letter

you sent her. I sent some temple sheets

to Joe and he has done four already

and when he is not working will

do nine a week I am so thrilled

to get these names done because

that will clean everything up

it seems like everyone is down and

out and I hate to ask them to go

to the temple, but when we get

some names from you I will ask

the family then because I dont

want anyone else to do that work

but the relatives.

Aunt Electa called up yesterday and

said Paul had a baby boy born in

the 5th Ave hospital New York, Rulon

Dixon has a Son born a week or

two ago.

[Letter 28 pg. 4]

4

Last Monday Washington's Birthday

I went down to the Lake with father

and Henry I walked down to the beach

it was all covered with ice and snow

you could see a few places where the

ice was beginning to break.

People seem quite disappointed when
they come to the bridge and see the

gates locked. They are guibbing the willows

along the river by the ice house and

are going to plow and plant grain

in that piece right down to the

dance hall. Father told Lynn and Henry

they could have the lumber of that out

side dance floor and in the big

hall I beleive they could get quite a

lot that they could store and when
they get a little money would go a

long way towards putting up a

house ..if they only had a little money
they could build cheap as so many
men are out of work, but dollars now
are very scarce so they will have

to wait. Your father was talking the

[Letter 28 pg. 5]

5

other day and said he thot he would

I

give the farm away , Alice and said

we thot that would be awful he

said he wanted to get rid of as much

responsibility as possible and maby

he would let Arnold Taylor have it

if he would keep up the taxes which

amount to 14 hundred dollars a year

that is drainage tax too and fix

some price he could pay as he could .

I dont know what terms they will make

but I will be glad for him to have as

little as possible to worry about. The

business is quite plenty, I do wish

things would take a turn for the

better but it will, things cant go

on for very long like this for more

men are out of work every day and

many people are really suffering

The outlook for farm crops were

never better, but as to how prices

will be I cant tell, and I dont think

any one can see far enough ahead

to tell just what will happen so the

only thing to do is do the best we

[Letter 28 pg. 6]

6

can and have faith that all will

be well and for our best good and

not to worry any more than we
can help, and live as good as we
can each day and ask our Heavenly

Father to bless and direct us in all

things, if we could only count our[-]

many blessings instead of our trials

we would see how[-] much we have

to be thankful for. Sometimes it looks

almost doubtful if the Bank will open

I guess the stockholders will have a hard

time raising the money as it is

impossible to borrow, I do hope all things

will be for the best.

Arnold has about two more weeks at

the Lehi Bank which has certainly been

a blessing to him. Well it is getting late

so I must close Praying the blessings

of the Lord to Cheer and comfort you

in your dark moments that we all

may see the silver lining , and press

on in the work of the Lord for therein

is real happiness, all join with

love as ever Mother.

Letter 29 March 6,1932

[Letter 29 pg. 1]

Provo . Utah , March 6. 1932

Dear Clarence.

Was rather dissapointed

yesterday when I did not receive

your weekly letter, as it gives me
something more to write you about

I will have something to look
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forward to in the morning, was

especially anxious to see what

kind of a reception you received

from our relatives , but I feel quite

sure it would be a welcome one.

The gang are waiting to hear if

you received that record we sent

before Christmas of "Aunt Rye and

her Gang" and if you could under -

stand it

.

The past week has been very

cold with cutting winds and

crisp air, today the sun is shinig

bright and it looks like spring

again. When the sun shines it

makes the house look so dingy

and dirty I want to get right in

[Letter 29 pg. 2]

2

and clean house, but when it

is cloudy I can look at the smoky

ceilings and dirty curtains and

it does not worry me so much.

Alice is home for another week goes

up to school three days a week to

take Art. I guess your papers are full

of the kidnapping of the Lindbergh baby

every nation it seems is stirred and

I am sure every Mothers heart aches

for its parents.

I was reading the Church edition

of the News last night and I saw

an account of a Gleaner girl giving

the history of her Grand parents who
helped to settle South Africa , she speaks

of a book that was published in

Port Elizabeth at the 100 years An ivers

of settling that country. I would sure

like to get a hold of one with photos

etc. I will send you the paper and

you can read it.

It does seem strange when you

are interested in things how
many come to your notice

[Letter 29 pg. 3]

3

did you ever hear any more from

Mrs Vice , I thot several times I

would write her and thank her

for that very valuable information

she gave you but I have been wanting

to see if she found out any more.

Your father is feeling fine I beleive

he is better than before this

last illness and I know you

will be as happy to receive this

good news as we are to send it

to you , he goes to his office every

day and stays until 6 oclock.

I do hope and pray that it will

continue, we are all well with

plenty to eat drink wear and

keep warm and that is better

than most people have.

Business is still sluggish with

collections hard to get.

I have'nt heard for some time

about the Bank sometimes it

looks doubtful if they will

open. Arnold is still at Lehi

I think they will soon open

[Letter 29 pg. 4]

that Bank also the Two Am.

Fork banks,

I guess the stock holders in

our bank is what is holding

that up it is impossible to borrow

money. Well my prayers have ascended in

its behalf and I a good many others also

so I beleive whatever happens will be

for the best, even if it does seem distrasting

at the time. I am enclosing a copy of

an incident in my fathers life in

some news papers, Alice is typeing

my blessings I thot it would strengthen

your testimony as it has mine for the

servants of the Lord surely knew what

they were talking about and especially

to the genealogies, and you will receive

joy and blessings for assisting me in

this line. Well I will close will try and

write more next week.

All join with heaps of love and

wishes for your sucess , May our Father

in Heaven watch over you and direct

you in all things give you joy and

comfort Mother.

Letter 30 March 14, 1932

[Letter 30 pg. 1]

Provo Utah . Mar . 14, 1932

Dear Clarence . What a happy day I

had yesterday . To start the day off

I received that wonderful letter

of yours filled with so many inter-

esting things , And the letter to

the gang . I was so glad that you

could get a little of it enough to

make you know that we were

all thinking of you.

What a good time you must have had

will Uncle William & Aunt Flo. If

you never do any thing else we
will always be glad to know

you had the priv[-]lege of them

in the flesh and hope to see them

all some day under happy

conditions.

Well I had planned a party for

the in laws of the Taylor and

Dixon relatives (that is women)

you know it would be impossible
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to get the men together) we had

it on Saturday because I thot

[Letter 30 pg. 2]

Sarah Mc may be able to come

down with Fred Markham, he

teaches in Salt Lake and rooms

with Aunt Sarah, and comes

home every Friday night.

And she came, I beleive I told

you in my last letter that

I saw an article written by

a girl telling of her gr gr father

in Africa. I wrote Sarah to see

if she could find her and look

at the book of the early settlers

She located the Aunt who owns

the book over the telephone and

went to see her, she is an

invalid now and has a nurse

has the same thing Uncle Ernest

had, She was so happey to talk

with Aunt Sarah and even

proffered to let her bring the

book down, I sat up last night

until 12 reading it as she

must take it back today,

And so you need not put

your self to the trouble of finding

[Letter 30 pg. 3]

3)

one as I have taken a lot of

information out of that , and

Sarah Mac asked the same

question that you asked in

regards to Rev Boardman.

I have heard my father say

many times his mother was

a Minister's daughter and I

have Judith Boardman my
Gr mother listed as his Child

also Mary with their dates of

their birth, and in checking

back against the age given in

this book it tallies with the

date I have so I feel that the

book has made the error as

it explains there are some

mistakes, I was wondering if

the father Rev. Boardman was

buried a the Bath[-]urst Church

As he taught English tha

at that place,, and his wife

Margaret her name was Hayes

or Heys,, I will send you the

names I have of who the Children

[Letter 30. pg. 4]

4)

married if I dont have time today

next time, I did not know this

family went to Africa, of Coarse

I know Judith must have been

there or my gr father could not

have married her.

Another surprise I had was you

meeting up with Jessie Hartmans

daughter as I did not know she

was married, in fact one surprise

after another and is'nt it interesting?

I sure get a thrill in checking

things over. How can you leave

the office who is going to take

your place you have not told

me of anyone training for the

work I know you will enjoy

the outside work more but

where ever you are needed is

the place you must go and

the Lord will bless you for

being obedient.

Well the party was a cackling

sucess if noise was any

thing to go by, Alice and Ruth

[Letter 30 pg. 5]

5)

set the table and served it

The tables sure looked pretty

with yellow candles lite lighted

and pretty place cards Alice

made I will enclose one if I

dont forget, just imagine 22

women at one long table and

all talking at once only when

the food stopped them, the

guest list included

Aunt Sarah MC Maud Taylor

" Dixon, Electa, May,

Rene, Louie, May B. Alice D

Sena .Etta, Hattie D Hattie MC.

Lizzie Taylor, Agnes, Katie, Clarissa

Eastmond who was here visiting

her mother, Aunt Sophia , Nellie Smith

Aunt Sarah Monk. & Fern Lizzie Clarkson.

they all said it was a red letter

day for it has been so long since

we have all been together I told them

there was a law against talking

depression or troubles and no one

broke the law they all went

home laughing and feeling better

[Letter 30 pg. 6]

[page is blank]

[Letter 30 pg. 7]

(7)

but I guess there was not one

but who could have told a sad

story, Well things are about the same

as far as I know , but we must

be patient and trust in the Lord

for results.

I have just returned from Union

meeting. Your father and Kenneth have
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gone so I guess they have gone dow[-]

to the farm as the sun is shinig

bright although the is still cold

Henry took him up to Salt Lake to

see the Doctor he says his blood Content

has gained 10 points it is now up

to 75 points so we wont have to

worry about that it will be keeping

the pressure down.

Arthur and Kent are staying here

as Maurine is in the Hospital

with a new .baby girl SVi lb

with black hair hangs down into

her neck. Lynn & Henry are quite

disgusted to think it was not a

boy. it was born last Wednesday

Lettie Donald Dixon wife is

there too.

[Letter 30 pg. 8]

(8)

Kenneth went to the girls day

dance I think it was held in

theYG[-]ym. where the decorations

were still up from the junior

Prom. You must have a real feast

on fruit while at our relatives

I knew they would treat you

well I wish you had a Kodax

to have taken their pictures

I think I shall answer his

letter I have been waiting

for your visit and then I

would have some thing to

write about.

Well I have run out of news

so guess yet* I had better stop

or I will be making up gossip

or something to fill in.

May the Lord continue to bless

with health happiness and

contentment, that every righteous

desire of your heart might be

gratified all send love

Mother

Letter 31 March 20, 1932

[Letter 31 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. March. 20. 1932

Dear Clarence: Have been trying to answer

your letter which I received yesterday and

was delighted to receive the information

you gave I have not received the Photo's

yet. I sat down to write but was looking over

my records to straighten out who Judith B

belonged to I have made a chart from a

copy I find and have had the work done &
these children sealed to William Boardman &
Margaret. I have a file that Stan Dixon arranged

and I was looking for a letter written by

Henry Hartman when father was on a mission

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

in England . it stated when his Mother had

died I beleive I will send it to you and if

you wish you could send it to W Hartman

perhaps he would be interested in it but

I should like it returned as a memento. You

had her death listed as 1847 or 8. I also found

another diary of fathers in that file it

was while he was on his way to Africa

for his mission and labored in Eng. for

some time. I noticed he states he is in

Blackburn and is contrasting his position

with that of his Grandfather the Rev Wm

[Letter 31 pg. 2]

2

Boardman a clergyman of the Episcopal Church

who Emigrated from Blackburn for the Cape of

Good Hope in the year 1820 leaving one Son

Thomas in Blackburn, the one taught error and

myself the Truth. In looking at the Parish Church

I thot of my grandfather.

So I think we are right dont you. but if

you find any thing differet I will be pleace

to rectify it. I am glad for anything and

in searching thru these things I get a lot

of information I would not otherwise get.

I am sure getting a kick out of it and I beleive

you will too and will always feel a thrill

to think it was up to you to find our

relatives and get information I never

expected to get. I have just been listening

to a sermon by Bro Lund just returned

from presiding over the British Isles, he sure

bore a powerful testimony.

We are all well for which I am thankful

your father is getting along wonderful

and although he has enough to worry

him he is throwing it off I guess he

realizes that is the only thing for him

to do, and I have decided worry helps

[Letter 31 pg. 3]

3

no one and if we can only muster strength

and courage and trust to a higher power

we will be better off. I am trying to

Count my many blessings each day and

not think of the black future, for if we
was to think of how people will get along

next winter if things dont change as more

men are being laid off every day and

things closing down. I was so happy

when I read your fathers letter and you

stated what you had saved, I always

knew you was careful but I dont see

how you have done I am afraid you

have deprived yourself of many things

When you stated what you had done to help

out that young missionarie I thot of what

your Patrichial blessing said and you

are fulfilling it. and I am sure if you

never get any other reward than knowing

you could add your mite so that he could

continue his labors.
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In regards to reducing your check father

says he will continue as he has been

as long as he can and in the future

if anything happens that he cant you

[Letter 31 pg. 4]

4

would have something to tide you over

I sure felt releived to think you had

that much ahead and my prayer is

that we may be able to send the

required amount so that you can keep

what you have for traveling expenses

but things are so slow there is scarcely

no business and collections are very

poor but so far we have been able

to meet our obligations. I do hope and

pray things will take a turn for the

better, but we should be thankful we
have something to eat and fuel to

keep us warm. I am so thankful that you

had your call when you did for I dont

know how we could have fitted you out now.

so we have lots to be thankful for, perhaps we
would never have found our relatives and

could never have had their work done

for them, Well I must close as it is nearly

church time. May the Lord bless you

with every blessing you desire for the

advancement of His work that you

may receive joy and comfort, all join

with love, Mother.

Letter 32 March 24, 1932

[Letter 32 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. March. 24,1932

Dear Clarence, Having a few moments
to spare thot I would write you a

few lines, I guess it does not

matter when I write it will all

be news to you. Maurinecame

home yesterday and is feeling fine

and has one of the prettiest babies

I have seen. She is trying to get

along without help. I cleaned her

house before she came home and

I am baking bread and still cooking

dinner for them for a few more

days for you know in these days

of the "repression" we have to help

each other out

,

This morning was one of the most

beautiful or began to be sun

shine days but by noon the sun

was under a cloud and this after -

noon it rained in torrents.

I have'nt started my cleaning

yet as the weather has been

so cold. Kenneth is going to have

a garden down to the Lake and

[Letter 32 pg. 2]

2

try and raise vegetable for our

sumer use also for winter, he

worked a little last Saturday and

if it rains next I have a job

for him cleaning wall paper

but he says he would rather

work in the rain than do

that

.

I received your reg i stred

registered letter or pkg with

photos and I dont wonder at

Miss Humpheries laughing we
sure had some fun looking at

them I certainly enjoyed seeing

what some of my ancestors looked

like, but I guess the young

people will get a lot of sport

looking at ours in another

generation. Mr and Mrs Radford

have a lot of beautiful children

I was glad to see what cousin

Will Hartmann looked like, those

pictures I gave you must have

been John Jessie .& Henry for

William looks different

[Letter 32 pg. 3]

3

I was glad to get the geneology

you sent but would like to have

them a little more complete .

but perhaps that was all you

could get. . My Aunt has no date

of birth of coarse I have her death

date from her Sons letter , I can do

the work for them with .just the

death dates . I imagine her husband

was of Holland or dutch instead

of Germany by the sound of the name.

You did not give any dates of Henry

nor Jessie, nor William couldn't

you get any?

I was about to write to Mrs Keyser

but in looking for the address I see

it was Port Elizabeth so I thot

perhaps it would be better for

you to make a personal visit.

I would like very much to get

one date if not more of Emma
& Charles Welber & family lam

putting all these names on group

sheets, I think you will be

able to get more information

[Letter 32 pg. 4]

4

where you are going. I was so

glad to have a look at Aunt Crause,

as I have read of her in my
Aunts letters, she was not Mary

but Sarah Hays Boardman as
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you will see by the Chart I sent

you. I have the note she wrote

in regards to genealogy father

wrote for but she said she was

only a child when they left Eng.

and did not know, I think that

old gentleman is James and is

the father of Phillip Boardman.

because father speaks of his

uncle and Cousin Phillip being

kindly disposed toward him
,

and it says in that letter I sent

you from Henry, Father sent to Uncle

Janes for information and he

turned over to Aunt Crause -, Well

I will close as my eyes feel like it

is bed time, Good night and sweet

dreams. Sunday afternoon. Have just

come in from Sister Hastings funeral.

Salt

Bro and Sister came in to see

your father for a minute but the

[Letter 32 pg. 5]

5

bird had flown I can make a

guess that he has gone to the Lake

as the sun is shinig and he likes

to have a little airing once a week.

Was so glad to hear that you are

relieved of some of your responsibilities

and getting out of the office , And

especially as you are thinking of

going to Port Elizabeth you may be

able to get some more genealogy.

I trust you will enjoy you work but

I feel a little fearful about your cooking

as you have had no experience and

I dont want you to upset your stomach

so be careful and take good care of

your health for that is the most

important thing, but I will be

praying for you in your new work.

I am sending some news papers to W
Hartman containig funeral services of John

& Le Reys they contain so much good doctrine

Well I must close as it is nearly Church

time Praying Gods blessing upon you

in all things and where ever you go

With love from all Mother

Letter 33 March 31, 1932

[Letter 33 pg. 1]

Provo .Utah. March. 31,1932

My dear Son .

Your father was just

telling me it was time for me to go to bed

instead of starting to write, but I am
like Janet used to be had my little

nap and feel like starting over again[-].

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Yesterday Maurine wanted me to take

Kent down town and get him some

trousers and shoes, To day Alice said

she wanted me to go and look at some

dresser June Needham had. I rebelled

because I was cleaning the attic and

I could not spare the time any way I did

not feel I could get me one, but she insisted

with the result I went and got me one

also a little cheap hat for running around

in. It was really the first hot day

the sun was warm and I enjoyed

it but get so tired when I walk a little

when I sat down to read I was

over come and went to sleep.

These youngsters are all talking and

trying to get me to do away with

[Letter 33 pg. 2]

2

lot of my old furniture and things, but

I tell them to do as they please in their

own homes but to leave me alone,

Alice has her vacation the next two

week and we will celebrate by starting

to clean the up stairs tomorrow,

Your father drove himself down to the

Lake this afternoon and said he went

all over the farm and had a real

sun bath, he was asking about the

grubbing hoe and it looks like he

means business. Lynn and Henry

started their work down there yesterday

and again tonight, they go down
after work now that the days are

getting longer. I never saw any one

so pepped up as they are if they only

had a little money to start a house

and put this lumber in it and

apply the rent they are paying out

now. but you cant borrow money

even if you have the best security

in the world, I was talking to Aldous

today and asked him about the Bank

he said they had been out amongst

the stock holders but it seemed

[Letter 33 pg. 3]

3

almost impossible for people to get

money, he said in ordinary times

they could have raised 85 thousand

dollars very easy but it seems al -

most impossible now so I dont know

what the out come will be. I think

he is glad to get into the schools again

and every one is sure happy to have

himforSupt. again. I do wish things

would take a turn for the better, but

I cant see a glimmer of light in any

direction more people are out of work

every day.

Last night I went up to see Aunt

Sarah Monk as I had not been up for
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over two weeks and she was very

bad again, the elders came while

I was there and gave her a blessing

and she seemed much better today.

Sunday afternoon or evening.

Went to fast meeting after dinner I

went up to the "Heights" with your

father Alice and the boys it was just

grand the sun was so warm and the

air so good, I hope your father has not

[Letter 33 pg. 4]

4

over tired himself he went with

Lynn and Henry all over the place

and away up the Canyon, Your father seems

quite enthused over it .1 looked for your

letter yesterday but guess it will come
tomorrow, Alice is home this next two

weeks and we have been house cleaning

and I am very glad of the help .

I may go to Salt Lake Thursday for Relief Society Conf.

I want to get all of my work done so that I can

listen in on the Radio for every session of Conf.

I think Elton will be in and go to Conf Sunday

with Art -
1 did not go to Church tonight as

I have to give the lesson next Tuesday and

I have to give some time to study

I will enclose Elaynes letter as I forgot

it last week

I must close now trusting I get a

letter to morrow.

May the Lord add his choicest

blessings upon you that your work

will be all that you desire that you

May be directed by His spirit at all

times and be protected from sickness

danger and him all send love

Mother.

Letter 34 April 9, 1932

[Letter 34 pg. 1]

(1)

Provo. Utah. April. 9.

Dear Clarence : Received your letter last

week on Monday, and was pleased to

know that you were getting ready to move

your headquarters. It will sure be some
change after having such a nice home
and cooking and everything done for

you. I trust you will not get discouraged

when you try to cook if things dont turn

out just right.

It is grand to know that you will go

right to the place where your Ancestors

landed and lived. In your letter today

you ask just how should you prece[-]d

Well I hardly know what to tell you

You could visit the Churchyards and

perhaps have axcess to the records

of the Rev. William Boardman and his

descendents, If you find any dates take

them and I could compare them

with mine. Or Dixon names and

[Letter 34 pg. 2]

2)

as many dates or history of any sort

If you could use those family group

sheets like I sent you I could send you

more for either living or dead I would

like as many as possible. You did not

get anything of Henry Hartmam if I had

any dates I could have his work done

but I would like to have his full record

with his wife and Children also William

altho he is still living I would like their

record to complete the family record, I

cant tell you just how it should be done

for I cant tell what circumstances you

will meet up with, but I can tell you

to make it a matter of prayer and then

be guided accordingly, but dont let it

worry you because if you never get

any more I will feel well paid for

your trip there.

Last Wednesday morning I went to

Salt Lake to Relief Society Conf. Aunt Sarah

Dixon and I went with Fred Markham

[Letter 34 pg. 3]

(3)

After we got there we decided to stay over until

the next day and go to the evening meeting on Wed.

night, And how we did enjoy it.

I was so glad to get Sarah to stay as it was the first

time she had stayed away from home over night

for about five years and we enjoyed the two days

very much. The family dident throw me out either

for staying . Your father is looking fine he goes

to the Lake nearly every afternoon. Alice went

down and painted Mat's' Cabin across the river

she said Ray and Ida came out to greet her and

she thot Id was going to embrace her. they have

two or three houses over there now-

Ruth went down with your father and I guess she

would go riding with Alice.

I have been listening to the Conf. yesterday and today

over the radio and what inspirational talks were

given. I will send you the papers with the

sermons in. I will only send what papers have

any thing worth reading to you- it seems like

the Herald does not have much news. I guess

the depression has hit that. Well it is late I will

say good night, Sunday night, Elton and family

came about 11 oclock last night. He had Art went to

Conf. this morning . We have all been listenng to

the Conf and it was sure fine, I must close

as it is time to tune in again for Sunday

School Conf. all send love and best wishes

for your sucess

May the Lord bless you in all things

Mother.
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[Following line of text wraps up the right margin]

P.S. I just happened

to think it will be your birth day I want to send you a

dollar bill as a birthday

greeting but will have to get

it next week

Letter 35 April 15, 1932

[Letter 35 pg. 1]

Provo Utah .April . 15,1932

Dear Clarence , I was happily surprised

this morning to receive the Air-mail

letter you spoke of sending, but it only

came one day ahead of your regular

letters, but I was thinking after you

are farthur away now so that may

make some difference, And to think

that you are now in one of the oldest

cities and where our ancestors lived

so many years ago, You say you were

going over to Uitenhage that is where

my grand mother Judith was buried

I dont know where Grandfather was

buried, does it give you a funny

feeling I beleive it would me it

seems like a dream to me as

those people down there dont seem

real never thinking we would

hear anything of them, and you

going there and meeting some of

the living relatives and now
right in the place where they

lived and died. Well I really think

[Letter 35 pg. 2]

2

You have been blessed above all in

the whole Dixon family to have

such a privelege, and I will always

thank my Heavenly Father for making

it possible for you to go

Clarence I note a little sadness or blues

in your letter was it because of the

change and things being different and

perhaps you felt a little lonesome ?

but I guess it was a shock to hear

of your fathers illness when we
all thot. he was getting along so

fine, but I do wish you could see

him now he is better than he

has been in years I beleive for

he has no pain and is eating

nearly everything, I am afraid

some times for it seems like he just

takes things off my plate when I

am not looking for he craves

different foods but so far it has

not hurt him. And if he worries

he does not let me know it.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

I think that last spell frightened

him and he knows worry kills

[Letter 35 pg. 3]

3

and that helps to keep him

down.

Well we went down to the farm

Alice painted a little while then

we drove back to the farm your

father had the horse and rode

around the farm for a little while

then we found him in the sand

[-]t takes his shoes and socks off

and goes barefooted while it is

warm, the blood does'nt seem

to circulate in his legs and I

think sun baths will do them

good.

I took my Relief society magazine

and book of Mormon with me and

got a lot out of it as there was no one

to interrupt me.

This is Saturday night and I was

in hopes I would get your letter

but guess it will be Monday

before it comes

I was cleaning out the cupboards

this morning and I came across

that salve Ruth used for her

[Letter 35 pg. 4]

4

toes, I have a faint idea you

asked me something about the

treatment for yours it was at the

time your father was so sick and

it seems like I was so worried I

forgot every thing. I asked Dr Smith

about athetic foot he said it was

easily cured. I did not think we
could send the ointment but if

he could send the prescription and

probably you could get it filled there

which would be the best.

You soak the foot in first as hot

water as you can stand then in

cold water in and out for a half

hour, I am sorry but if you want

it send word and I will send it,

If I have overlooked things you want

remind me again it seems like I

have so many things to think of

I forget so many things: To morrow

is Relief society Conf all day and so I

thot I wou[-]ld finish tonight in Case

I was too busy to morrow, all send

love and best wishes for your sucess

and May the Lord continue to bless you

Mother
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Letter 36

[Letter 36 pg. 1]

256 North 5 W.

Provo. Utah.

Dear Clarence : Having a few moments

to spare before supper, thot I could not

use it to better advantage than write

you a few lines. Last week we thot we
had sum[-]er , but I beleive all the

cold and snow in the north regions

have blown this way, Yesterday after -

noon I went to a Daughters of Pioneers

meeting after it was over I wanted

a few things from town and started

out but you should have seen the

hail it just peppered me I was glad

to run into D.T.R. for shelter and

phone Ken to come and take me home,

it was the largest hail I have seen

for a long time . It was sure cold we
are burning as much coal as in the

winter if you hear Ken tell it.

Today it has snowed off and on nearly

all day ,
poor Ruth came home nearly

froze she was in her gym suit &
had to go to the Stadium for posture

parade and it snowed nearly ail

the time,

[Letter 36 pg. 2]

2

Saturday night
,
Henry came in last night

and I did not get very far with my letter,

a little sunshine a few showers and then

a real snow storm with large flakes

that is the weather report for today . but it

looks clear tonight I do hope it does not

freeze the fruit. Your father has not

done much at grubbing willows since

last week. I guess I bragged too soon

to you he has been feeling so fine

and I was afraid for him to work

mu[-]ch and I am sure he has been

eating too much. I got him to go to the

doctor and have his blood pressure taken

it was much too high about 215 so he

has had to cut down on his eating and

take it easy. It is hard to keep him

from working , he goes to the store just

the same , but when he goes to the

farm I go with him and walk around

with him. Oh my! these men are

hard creatures to manage.

Kenneth and some boys and girls

went up to Wildwood last night

for a weine roast but it was so

Cold I think they went into Aunt

[Letter 36 pg. 3]

3

Electas cabin and roasted them over

the fire in the fireplace, foolish

boys and girls they dont feel the cold

like I do.

I received your letter this mornig

and was very much interested in the

picture you drew of your "Home Sweet

Home". Some change from "Cumorah" I imagine

and rather discouraging in tracting

when people wont even talk to you

but dont get discouraged, have faith and

in time you will be led to some honest

soul and if it is only one soul you

have been the means of showing

or delivering the message of Jesus

you will feel well paid. I wish

some time if you are at Uitenhag[-]e

you would see if you could locate

any of my people in the Cemetary

I know my grand mother died there.

Do you know where my Aunt Ann

Hartmam was buried. If I could

get her and her Husbands dates I

would do the work for them.

I understand Aunt Louie's boarders

[Letter 36 pg. 4]

4

have left, two had to go home, one

could not afford to pay board and went

to batch with some other boys so

she could not afford to just keepe one

Mell, and he went too , She will be

just as well off for she had to run

in debt I dont think they paid her

half the time. I think she is having

it fixed in two Apartments and

Donald will live there. I guess he is

up against it for they have been

weeks without their pay as the

school funds were tied up in the

American Fork Bank. They are trying

to open the 2 of May I hear,

Elton came in last Wed. for a meeting

of managers and went home that night

after the meeting, Jack Harman came

in with him. Lynn and Henry are

busy working on the plans for their

houses but it is hard to put them

up without money and it is im[-]

possible to get much of that . Henry's

Mother in law will have some

from Bldg and loan in November

[Letter 36 pg. 5]

5

she may be able to let them have

about 15 hundred dollars , that will

help to buy the materials and

with the lumber they will get from

the resort will go along way, they

may be able to only finish off a couple

of rooms if their money does not

hold out, but anything to shut off

their rent, well I dont know how
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things will turn out they are

figuring, Scotty said he would

tare out all the lumber from

the buildings for 15 dollars but

that seems too rediculous low

they would spend more than

that for gas, going back and

forth. You can rest assured the

contract was let to him so he

will soon start to work

Well it is getting late and

I am very tired and should

be in bed, so will say good

night sweet dreams and may

the Lord bless you and give

you courage and strength to

[Letter 36 pg. 6]

6

acomplish the things you so

much desire, that health and

strength may be given you

and above all re eat regular

and as many vegetable as you

can take lemon juice before

breakfast and tomatoe juice is

just as good or better than orange

juice .

All join with love and best

wishes for your sucess,

as ever Mother

Dear Bud;

I am busier than they make

them almost. I am in the Sunday

school road show Wed. and am making

the little flower to put on my head.

I had to speak in Sunday school,

and was busy with that. I don't know

How I did, but the kids said fine. This

weather is terrible, no telling what

its going to be like next. I must close be —
cause of lack of paper & time , but I will try

& find time next time to write a long one. Hoping

you are doing fine. Love. Ruth

Letter 37 April 30, 1932

[Letter 37 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. April 30. 1932

Dear Clarence, Received your very fine

letter at noon today it went to the

store and your Father brot it home.

Ken and I went to the farm to plant

seeds, it has been raining and snowing

for over a week and I thot while the

ground was damp it would be a

good time to get some more in, I

was sure glad to see the seeds coming

I planted two weeks ago, peas, turnips,

lettuce, and beets. I cut over three bus

of potatoes and Arnold and his boys

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

helped Ken and I to plant them
,

so we will have some early potatoes

if the Ground is not too rough, as there

are great big salt grass Clods, I will

plant a lot of late potatoes as there

will be many people who will need

food this winter I am afraid and

if we have a surplus I can give

some away. I dont know what people

are going to do as nearly all works are

shutting down, the pipe plant closed

[Letter 37 pg. 2]

(2)

over a week ago and they have made

two or three cuts in wages at the steel

plant, Arnold is still at the Lehi bank

but they are expecting that to open

most any time, and I dont know what

he will do as they have put another

man on steady at the building and

Loan and that takes Arnolds job

there, I understand they are still

trying to open the Farmers and Merchants

but it will be a new lot of men
and directors and no chance for him

there I understand, but I hope and

pray for him that the Lord will

provide He knows our needs, and

I pray every day for strength and

courage to live each day the best I

can, but some times I get kind of

upset when I see so many people

down and out good worthy people and

would be glad to do anything . but

the only thing we can do is to

have faith that all will be well

altho it sometimes puzzles me to

imagine just what the out come

[Letter 37 pg. 3]

3)

will be but I think it is for some

wise purpose. Probes are being made in

almost every department of the government

and it is shameful the way the Seano r

Senators squander money for expenses

and I understand they are investigationg

Wall St, and the large banks for hoarding

money, it is about time some thing was

being done. It has been very nice today

the Sun is quite warm when it shines

I went to Grandma Browns funeral today

and they had beautiful services and a

very large attendance. Your father is going

back to his second child hood I tell him

because he has the colic in the night

I had to get up and give him an

emena . The other night a boy came

around with some water cress it looked

so good I told your father I did not

think it would hurt him, but I guess

that is what ttpet upset him. so we
will have to keep him on a stricter
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diet. He has just come in Alice drove

him down to the Lake and he seems

[Letter 37 pg. 4]

(4)

all tired out. walked all over the farm

he must learn to take it easy.

I was sure glad to get those sheets I

will send you some more I

would like to get some dates of Charles

& Emma Dixon Webber and their children

Please thank Mrs Humpheries for those

I wrote her a letter in answer to

her letter as she said she would like

me to write to her again but have

received no answer as yet.

I think it will do you good to have

a female with some gas pay you a

visit, for when you come home you

will not be able to endure your Mothers

conversations, so dont shun the women
to much. Was glad to hear that your

dark cloud was begining to show its

silver lining, and I am sure you will

enjoy meeting up with people even

tho they shut the door in you face

you will appreciate the next one more

who receives you kindly

Just imagine you teaching the women

[Letter 37 pg. 5]

5)

what to feed their families, I would

sugest first that in order to be better

informed you cook and then eat

some yourself, especially vegetables

do you like them any better I hope

so for they will mean so much for

better health. You speak of the itch I

thot you had got rid of that a long

time ago. Have you tried the druggist

surely there must be some cure for it

Ken says to take a bath in €re

Kreso that is what they did in the

Army, that [following word encircled] scabiside spelling not

guaranteed will cure it, I have heard

that sulphur mixed in lard and

spread all over you do this for about

three nights then take a bath and

Change your clothes, the doctors used to

tell us years age to turn your suits

of clothes inside out and press especally

the seams where the germ nests, but I

beleive if they were sent to the Cleaners

and the bedding which touches you

should be washed. You must consult

a doctor or druggist and get rid of it

[Letter 37 pg. 6]

6

Last Monday I was washing and Alice

phoned Father was bring company home
for dinner I said no I am late getting

out my washing, she said but it is a

missionary from Africa I said that

is different, so I hurried with dinner

and let the washing go . It was Elder

Hurst from Ogden his visit was not

very long as he had to make other calls

but we enjoyed it very much

I have not been sending you so [-]many

papers as it does not seems there is

much in them[-] but I always save

the Church section.

Helen Dixon was operated on for appendicitis

Friday, she was not in a critical condition

but Leek thot it would be safer, she is

getting along fine.

I must close or Ken will not take it to

the office. Praying for you at ail times

in every thing you do and I know you

will be blessed, and dont worry about

home pray for every thing to turn out

for the best, With lots of love from

all. Mother

Letter 38 May 8, 1932

[Letter 38 pg. 1]

Provo . May. 8. 1932

My Dear Clarence. I looked for your letter

yesterday but none came, so I still have

the pleasure of expecting one to morrow,

It seems like as soon as I get one and

read it I begin to look forward to the

next and so the time flies and it

wont be long until we look for the time

of your coming home. I am so thankful

you are there at this time because I

do not know what you would do if you

were here, you would certainly be miserable

with nothing to do, so be thankful for

all things and enjoy yourself while you

can, and trust we will be able to send

your money each month and not

pinch our selves any more than we
have in the past

It sure feels like summer has come the

sun has been shinig all day and the

air is so fresh and fine. I have been

going down to the Lake every day the

weather permits. Your father has not

been feeling so well ate some thing

[Letter 38 pg. 2]

or I have been afraid for a long time

he has been so hungry and ate things

he should'nt. He went up to see Dr Bailey

last Monday and he told him to go to

bed and rest for a few days, but you

know your father he talked the Doctor out of it

and so the Dr said he could go to the office

for two hours in the morning and rest the

rest of the day. so about 2 P.M. after a good

rest we go to the farm, but that irritates
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him because he cant work. I take a

quilt and he lays down in the sand,

he has gone back again to a liquid diet.

I think if business would pick up he

would feel better, but there isnt any

signs of it getting better, so we must

hope for the best and take what comes.

We have just got back from a ride went

thru P.G. and over the Manilla road to

the Mouth of Am. Canyon and then up to

Alpine we all enjoyed it very much but

your father is a little tired .

Alice was going to take the gang for a

ride up the canyon today but your

father wanted to go for a ride and

[Letter 38 pg. 3]

3

Alice told them to save their pennies

to pay for the gas.

Uncle Arnold has a new baby boy

born last week, so now they have

nine Children one more than me.

I do hope something will turn up so

that he can get work to take care

of them.

To day is our annual celebration and

it seems strange not to have a family

gathering, but I thot it would be better

not to as the confusion might upset

your father, perhaps we will have

it next year when you come

home,

I received a very nice letter from

Janet for Mothers day, she said

they had not planted one thing

yet as it has snowed and rained

so much, last year they were

all thru by the 16 of April,

That piece of Salt grass on the farm

from the bridge to the resort is

plowed and in beets and you

never saw a better stand due to

[Letter 38 pg. 4]

4

much rain they have sure

planted a lot and have planted

nearly every thing but their potatoes.

I never did see such a change in

things, they have taken that little

white fence that was in the dance

Hall and put in front of the house

planted lawn and flowers , also

some of those black willow trees

around the house.

I have got to give the Lesson in

Union meeting next Sunday and

I feel very unequal to the task

I guess it is that on my mind

I cant think of any thing to write

It is nearly Church time so I had

better close so Ken can post it.

I found a sermon the other day amongst

my papers and thot it would be inter-

esting to you if it is old I will try

and send them off soon all joine

with love and May the Lord adds

his blessings in the things you

most need as ever

Mother

Letter 39 May 14, 1932

[Letter 39 pg. 1]

Provo . May . 14 . 1932

My Dear Son,

Did not receive your

letter at all last week, butyour's

dated 13 of April came on 13 of May

so that made good time even if

you are farthur away,

Clarence your Mothers day letter

was a masterpiece, it surely

was a beautiful letter, but I told

Alice I wish you children would

not throw such boquets at me
and say such lovely things for

I am not deserving of such praise,

I do appreciate the many little

kindness and words that came

from all you children, and

I know they are from the heart

but I do feel that you over

estimate my worth, and you

need never fear of having brot

wrinkles to my face, there is

never one thru thoughtlessness

on your part, for it seems to

[Letter 39 pg. 2]

(2)

me I have been blessed beyond

measure and I praise God every

day for such a wonderful family

that He has entrusted to my
care, And if I have had to sacrifice

and my cares have been a little

more, the only recompense I

ask is that they will keep the

commandments of the Lord, be

good honorable citizens so that

we may continue as a united

family when our mission on this

earth is ended.

Kenneth had a holiday yesterday

the school went on a hike, he did

not go, so I took him for an

outing down to the farm, Arnold

Taylor plowed a piece for of ground

on the Johnson place, we planted

125 tomatoes, 75 Cauliflower & Cabbage

some green peppers, and quite a

lot of seeds. This moring being

Saturday we went early and

planted carrotts, parsnips, beets,
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beans, this afternoon we were

[Letter 39 pg. 3]

(3)

all ready to go and it thundered

lightened and rained in torrents

so here we sit your father in

his farm suit, Alice all ready.

Ken took advantage of the time

and dashed down for a hair cut

It looks like the sun is going

to shine so we will go and plant

corn, squash and cucumbers,

Celestia was just over here and

they have every thing moved

into the warehouse at the store

and are moving up to Johnsons

until their house is completed

in the fall, That will help them

to cut down expenses. I understand

they have the excavating on Lynns

basement completed. They are giving

a lot of men work who ows the

store and cant pay. then the boys

will pay the store. I hope things will

turn out alright for them.

Scotty has got nearly all the buildings

torn down, and they are hauling them

up, The rain has sure made the

[Letter 39 pg. 4]

(4)

crops look fine it will do a lot of

good, To morrow is fast day again

set by the Govenor of the State for

the relief of the needy.

I have to give the lesson in our

Dept. tomorrow at Union meeting I

have been studying for some time but

will close now so that I can look

it over again.

4. P.M. Well Clarence I feel like a

big load has been lifted off me
I have the lesson and sure had

a lot of compliments and gave my
notes to a lady from another ward.

It was a wonderful lesson the

last one on the book of Mormon
after three years study. I certainly

feel happy to think I have had

the prevelige of studying that

book it has been an inspiration

and I feel as Moroni says it

will bear testimony to its truth

fullness. I was thinking of that

young man that you wrote about

buying a second hand book and

[Letter 39 pg. 5]

(5)

reading it, and here you go from

house to house trying to interest

some people who wont even listen

to you. I do hope your labors

with him will bear fruit.

It is a beautiful day, Alice has

taken the girls for a ride up

the canyon. Father has been out

doors all day in the porch swing

Alice put it under the tree

on the back lawn it is not so

conspicious as on the front

porch, He is still on a liquid

diet, but is feeling much better

I will be glad when he can

eat more solid food again

I have not seen Aunt Sarah Monk
for quite a while as I go to the

farm every day with your father.

I called in today but no one was

home so I guess some one must

have taken her for a ride, she

is much better went to Sunday

school and fast meeting

Your father gave me the

[Letter 39 pg. 6]

(6)

money order to send to you

but it was too late for last weeks

mail so will enclose it this

mail.

Janet wants us to make our

annual visit but I hardly think

we will as I am afraid it

would tire your father to much.

Ken has been going down to the

seminary building each Sunday

mornig I think it is to prepare

them for Sunday school teachers

they had their closing exercises last

Sunday night in the 5th Ward and

Ken got his doploma, but I dont

think he put in much hard work

for it or else he is easy to grasp things.

I beleive Henry has come to take

us for a ride it will do your

father good. May you be blessed

with every righteous desire of

your heart, keep on smiling all

will be well. All joins in best

wishes for your sucess and lots

of love Mother

Letter 40 May 22, 1932

[Letter 40 pg. 1]

Provo . Utah. May. 22. 1932

Dear Clarence. Received your lost letter

the middle of the week and beleive

me those snap shots were appreciated

that is next to seeing the subjects my
self. I dont imagine I would care to

live where Cousin Will Hartman lives

it looks so desolate, the orchard looks
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more inviting especially the orange

and fig trees . Those were good pictures

of Hartmans and Humpheries families.

Did not receive you letter yesterday but

it is on its way I suppose.

Your father is feeling better only it is

getting on his nerves to have to lay around

and not hoe, rake, or grubThe other day

he thot it would be a good thing if he

could follow in Kaiser Bill's footsteps

but instead of chopping wood to chop

some of those small willows he had

been grubbing, well he bought a small

hatchet or ax, has a solid chopping

block and now a stool so that he can

sit down, he only tried it out for a few

[Letter 40 pg. 2]

(2)

minutes the other day, and yesterday the

wind blew so hard he could not go down .

Kenneth and I went down to the farm early

in the morning and the men down there

planted six bus of potatoes, we planted

corn, beans, cucumbers, squash, and

I had a bucket of pink eye beans, but

the wind blew so hard your baby brother

rebelled so about 2 pm. we came home
and I dont know when we will be able

to finish as Ken has to start in the beets

tomorrow to return work for plowing

and getting our ground ready.

The wind storm finally ended up in

a down pour of rain. I went to Conf.

this morning and it was a good thing

Ken and Howard drove me up and left

the car, for when we came out it

was pouring with rain.

George Madsen was buried this after-

noon, they had a lovely service and

the most beautiful flowers.

Thursday night I attended Ruth's graduation

exercises and it was fine you should

have seen what a grown up lady

[Letter 40 pg. 3]

(3)

your baby sister looked, Friday night was

Kenneths exercises and they were

very fine only a little lengthy, about

eleven oclock when they dismissed .

Your would have been proud of your

younger brother when he pea paraded

across the stage with his broad smile-

the girls all looked very pretty.

Now Ken will have a chance to graduate

in farming but I am afraid it will go

against the grain, for a while anyhow.

I guess Janet will be disappointed

because we dont intend to go up this

year or at the present time, as your[-]

father does not feel be could hardly

stand the trip,

I was surprised last night to see the

announcement of Vern Greens marriage

soon, I have not seen him since

just after Christmas. I thot he was

up against it, but there are many

announcements in the papers today.

Well Clarence Dear I guess I

will have to close as Ken and

Howard are here waiting to take

[Letter 40 pg. 4]

(4)

it to the office I guess they want

the walk,

May the Lord bless you in all

that you desire , with health strength

and a contented mind,

all join with love and best

wishes

Mother

Letter 41 May 26, 1932

[Letter 41 pg. 1]

Provo. Utah. May 26. 1932

Dear Clarence,

Received your letter on

Monday, and was glad to know that

you were feeling ok, and as you say

your winter is approaching you will

feel better when the cooler weather comes

I do hope you have got rid of that

itch I dont know how you have stood

it so long. Does all the Elders out there

have it? I understand Harry Dixon

had that and the hives, but do try

and do some thing for it.

And so you visited Uitenhage, that

is where my grandmother died

I was reading an article or paragrah

mother had pasted in her record book

It read, Wife of early settler dies.

"Many of our readers will regret to hear of

the death of Mrs Dixon, which took place

at her residence in this town on Saturday

night last. The daughter of deceased was

telegraphed for to Grahamstown, but we beleive

did not arrive until after her mother had

breathed her last." This was 23/Sept 1865

[Letter 41 pg. 2]

(2)

I dont know where my grandfather

died I think probably it would be in

Grahamstown I beleive he lived with

his daughter Mrs Hartman.

From what you say I imagine they

cover up the old graves and bury

new ones, I will hold these cards

you sent for who knows what

they may lead [- -] to.

Did Mrs Humpheries ever tell you
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of a Mrs Kayser I believe she

lives ind in well I have forgotten

the town. I was going to write to

her but thot perhaps some time

you could call on her if it was

not very far away.

I wish I could send you a

little money to help you out in

this work but will be unable to

at the present time, but I dont

want you to spend money on this

work and suffer thru it, we will

do the best we can and leave the

rest to an all Knowing Father to

help us out, and I offer a prayer

Letter 42 June 4, 1932

[Letter 42 pg. 1]

Provo. June. 4 1932

My Dear Clarence

Received your very

welcome letter this morning, was glad

to hear that your conference was over

and what a thrill you must have

had when you baptized that man, who
had come in possession of the book of

mormon in such a way, that it seems

to me he must have had the seed of

Isareal, to accept the book or be interested

in it without the convincing testimony

of the Elders, and I do pray that the

Lord will bless him with an increasing

testimony that he will bless the day

he bought that book, for brot forth from

out of the dust to bring to him the light

of truth. After three years of study

and giving lesson from this book

my testimony has been made stronger

every time I read it, next Tuesday

I give the concuding concluding lesson

and I can truly bear my testimony

of the truthfulness of this book

and I know that Joseph Smith

[Letter 42 pg. 2]

an uneducated boy not yet 25 years

not

could write such a work even if

he took years, (instead of days or weeks)

as Joseph did) and make every

thing collect up so fine if he had

not been inspired by a high power.

Then we have the witnesses testimonies

many who left the Church and would

have been glad to have shown Jos. as

an imposter, but to their dying hour

they bore a strong testimony, and now
it seems that the time has come
or scientists to unearth ruins and

other things to prove what the B. of M.

says is true, but last but not

least is what Moroni tells us is

the way we can find out for our

selves wether it is true or not

read with a prayerful heart,

and we shall know for ourselves

which is better than hearing others

testimonies. It brings me more Comfort

and cheer than other work.

June the month of roses I wish

you could take a peep I never

[Letter 42 pg. 3]

(3)

did see things look more beautiful

than now due to so much rain

and moisture and lots of water we
have no set time to sprinkle so

far. The Peonies and roses are all

coming out in bloom. I was just

thinking this morning as I was

sprinkling what a beautiful

world we live in even tho so

many people are so worried and

blue and depressed if they would

look around them and see so

many beautiful things the Lord

has given us to make us happy

and such bounteo[-]s crops promised

as far as we can tell now. I say

if we could only see the beautiful

instead of the black,

I think your father is feeling a

little better the last week as he

has had no pain but I still

keep him on a liquid diet.

He went to the Doctor yesterday

and his pressure was much

better than a week ago, but

[Letter 42 pg. 4]

(4)

doctor said he would feel better

when we got it down 10 points more

to 190 or even lowe, Ruth drives

him to and from work and we
try to keep him from taking excersies

but he goes to the office 2 hrs in

the morning and 2 hrs in afternoon,

I went down to the farm yesterday

mornng with Ken in leaping [-]ena

and I had quite a thrilling ride

Howard went with me it sure

looks good to see the seeds comng

up so fine especially the pink[-] eye

beans if they all come up like they

have started we will have plenty

for winter, and the potatoes are

coming up fine, I sure enjoy planting

send

the seeds and watching them forth

their shoots and blossom and then

their fruits or vegetables

I hardly know what I am writing

for the radio is going full blast
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advertising Strawberry day. in

Pleasant Grove, Jean Paulson is sure

giving some speech and the musice

[Letter 42 pg. 5]

(5)

is very fine, I never did see better

strawberries they are so large, due

to the cool weather they gain size

before they ripen, I will put up

some Jam so that you can sample

them when you come home next

spring.

They boys have their basements in

and the cement work done Henry

is having the cistern put in his

basement, they cut the hard wood
dance floor in seven parts to

fit the rooms and hauled them up

on trucks and have got all the

floors laid in Lynns house, it seems

strange to put the floors down first

and then build the house afterwards

The boys are quite thrilled they go up

every night and work, Henry came

in last night I asked if he was'ant

tired he said yes but when its

your own its different, I hope every

thing will turn out for the best

and they will be comfortable and

be able to pay for it. they are using

[Letter 42 pg. 6]

(6)

a lot of labor who were owing the

store and could not pay and were

glad to work out some of the debt.

Thursday evening the ward had an

outing down to the Lake Alice went

down and fired hambergers the

relief society sold ice cream, but it

blew so cold and rained that it

kind of spoiled the pleasure. The

Bishopric was so anxious to make

some money as they are owing the

Bank a note of several hundred

dollars and it seems almost impossible

to raise,

Well Clarence I see your father is

getting ready for bed and the

girls have already gone so I

guess I had better say goodnight

and sweet dreams, and may the

Lord bless you with health and

strength and happiness and when

you have fulfilled your mission

you will return to us in peace

and safety. All send love

Mother,

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Letter 43 June 12, 1932

[Letter 43 pg. 1]

Provo. June, 12. 1932

My Dear Son:

Was somewhat disappointed

yesterday when I did not receive your letter

but will have something to look forward

to tomorrow. I dont understand why you

you dont receive your letters every week

as I never fail to write, and no matter

how late it is on Sunday night Ken

takes it up to post. The weather has been

ideal the last few day and every thing

looks so beautiful green and fresh after

the rain, I wish you could see our

hedges the peonies and roses are all

out, the strawberries are on in full blast

and I have never seen them so large

due to the cool weather they have had

a chance to develope before ripening.

Ken, Howard, Alice and Ruth went to Wildwood

in the truck yesterday to take some things

and clean the cabin , I did not know

wether they would get there or not as I

remember the time when you was

bringing a load down with the truck

[Letter 43 pg. 2]

2

and you had a break down. Alice said

Ken was sure mad because the electric

men had promised to turn on the lights

and they had not come, so she had the

boys take the rugs out and shake and

beat them and just as they were thru

the men came and turned on the

electricity . I told Alice I would not open

the cabin at all this sum[-]er as it

costs money, to keep two houses going

but she said she wanted to spend a

lot of her time up there and would

take care of the expense , she had those

rockers painted up and repaired

and they sure look nice. I sent up

that white enamel table you had

at the Lake.

Vern Green called last night to see

us as they were leaving for the East

I told him he had a nerve to take

a wife when times were so hard

he said well a person cant wait

forever and no telling when times

will be better, they are going out

selling woolen goods for the

[Letter 43 pg. 3]

(3)

summer and if they make enough

they will go to California to school
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next fall, but if he does not have

any more luck than most of the

boys who went out from here last

year he wont get enough to even

keep themselves. He said Clarence will

soon be coming home and he will be

doing the same thing that I have done.

Your father has been feeling much

better the past week has had no pain

altho I still keep him on a liquid diet,

I am afraid he overdoes himself Friday

he went to work in the morning, afternoon

and then met with some of the boys

at night. We try to conserve his

strength by Ruth taking him down

and bringing him back in the car,

If things would only change I think

he would be better, for well men
can hardly stand the uncertain

strain, and it seems like things are

getting worse many being laid off

all the time, If we could only see

the future and know what the

[Letter 43 pg. 4]

(4)

out come will be, but we must feel

that it is for some purpose that will

be a benefit to all, if we dont get weak

hearted, but have faith and courage

to press on and live in accord with

the laws of God. I have stopped writing

to listen to the sermons by Bro Ivins

Heber J Grant and others, which was

very inspiring Bro Ivins said he

had been very much depressed the past

few months on account of seeing so many

people in need, but after listening

to the young people at this conf.

and felt the inspiration his spirits

had been lifted up and the depressed

feeling had gone, and if people would

pay their tithing and fast offerings

the, depression would be no more

and no latter day Saint would

suffer. Every day when I see so

many of our boys out of work

walking around and so miserable

I feel so thankful to think you

are engaged in a work which

gives you so much satisfaction

[Letter 43 pg. 5]

(5)

and joy and I do trust that we
will be able to send your full

amount of money to complete your

mission. So far it has come with

much exertion on our part

Your father wanted to go up and

see how the boys houses were comng
the basements are all cemented and

the floors are laid and the studdings

all up on Lyn[-]ns, the cistern is

all cemented and the basements in

Henrys, what a grand view they

get from their homes, I trust they

will be able to complete them and

get them paid for for that will

make them happy. I hated to see

them go into debt but it seemed

the only way as so many bad accts

could be turned onto them, and

what they were paying out for Rent

could apply on them.

Today is Elaynes birth day ten

years old I tell her in ten more

years she will be a young lady

I wrote Aunt Sarah Mac about

[Letter 43 pg. 6]

(6)

those pictures, and Lynn West was

visiting her and he brot them

down to me. I think I shall send

them all you perhaps dts -

pose dispose of them.

As were are now thru our

study of the Book of Mormon I will

send the rest of the journals, was

sorry I was unable to get those pictu[-]s

in time to have sent them in this

mail. I am mailing you some

group sheets perhaps you may

make use of them before you Come
home., Well it is getting time for

Church so I must close Bro

Romney is home from Logan and

going to speak.

May the Lord bless you with

health, Strength, and comfort,

that every righteous desire of your

heart may be granted all sends

best love. Father forgot to get

your draft yesterday until the

office was closed

With love Mother

Letter44June19,1932

[Letter 44 pg. 1]

Provo . June. 19. 1932

Dear Clarence: Was very happy

yesterday morning to receive your

two letters, one written at Grahams -

town and one after your return to

P. E. Sorry to hear of your disappointment

in finding the Dixon was not a

relative, but as you say it was

not all in vain if you saw some of

the land marks of your great gr

father and the country it will be

something to remember at least even

if it did cost you more than you

felt you could afford, And Clarence

I do appreciate your efforts, but dont
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spend any more money than you

can help along geneology any more

for I know you are straning in

every way and I know you will

have to sacrifice thru spending

that amount, if I could send you

money for that purpose it would

[Letter 44 pg. 2]

(2)

be different, but at the present it is impossible

and as I have said before if you never locate

any more we are mighty thankful for what

you have been inspired to -get.

Arnold came up last night and said he had

met a young man over to Lehi a Knight boy

who was on a mission to So Africa a short

time ago. he came in the Bank to talk to Arnold

he said if you wanted to find out anything

about the early settlers he could tell you how
to do it as his grand parents lived there, and

he tried every way to locate some history, and

just before he came home, he run across a

man who told him where to go. I think I will

enclose the paper he gave Arnold, and if ever

you go to Cape town again perhaps you could

visit this place, but I hardly know what

information we are lacking only what I

have given you. He said those books give

histories of the people, births ,& deaths, perhaps

that is where they send all their records from

the different Parishes. This boy said they were

very kind and helpful to him, I am so glad

you have had the previlege of visiting these

places, where my father lived until early man -

hood, and it will always be a source of joy

to you I know, and another thing what little

research you are doing will be an incentive

to spur you on to take up this genealogical

work if I am not able to continue it I feel

you are better qualified for it than any of the

others as you have felt the joy that comes

from this work, It seems like I have laid

down on the joy I have not been to the temple

for over a year, but Joe Monk has done a lot of

[Letter 44 pg. 3]

(3)

work for me this past winter, in fact

it is about all done except these names

you are sending me and I am
waiting until I get as much infor

mation as possible before sending

in the names, and I feel that

these names are very valuable

I sent you three pkgs last week

that is they will go on this mail

I guess. I registered those Photos

you wished returned, The literature

from the Burea of information from

Aunt Sarah Mc. and newspapers

and Journals, thot I would send

them before the rates are raised

as instead of letters (local) costing

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

2c it will be 3C, I dont know if

they will raise the postage on

your letters, The weather still continues

cool and a little rain keeps every

thing looking green and the hedges

are a mass of roses and the

[Letter 44 pg. 4]

4)

perfume is so sweet, I went up to see Aunt

Sarah Monk last night and took your letters as

she enjoys them so much and it gives her some-

thing to think about, She is feeling much better again.

"Buck" Dixon has a baby boy, and this monng I

hear that Edna has a baby boy. Don will die

with envy I am afraid he wanted a boy so bad

but of coarse he loves his little girl she is sure

cute. Kent could not go to Sunday School today

because a brick fell on his toe and mashed it

Nan could not go because she had been sick

all night, but is better this moning.

Your father is feeling better altho his blood

pressure is not as low as we would like to

see it, he had it tested Friday and it was 200

the Doctor wants to get it down 10 points but

says it may take six months or a year to get

down as it has been a long time coming on

him leading such a strenous life,

Afton Baker and her husband are her and Alice invited

them up the Canyon for Friday night, it rained nearly all

afternoon but Alice said it would be alright as they had

put up that little heater, so I went with them[-] we sure

enjoyed our lunch and then sat in front of the fire until

nearly 10 oclock.

I will get your garments soon maik them and send

them to you for that would be a calamity if your Companion

had'nt come to your rescue.

I will close for I like to hear the Tabernacle services

over the radio. May the Lord bless you in all

you undertake give you comfort and joy in

your work and health and strength to

perform your work all send love

Mother

[Letter 44 pg. 5]

Dear Bud :

Just a line to let you know I

have not forgotten you.

We received your letter, which was

very welcome. You mentioned, when

you heard that Grandma Munk
had died that if people kept dying

you wouldn't know anyone when

you come home but there are as

many being born, especially in

Aunt Lou's family. Donald's wife,

Lettie had a baby girl in March,

Helen, buck's wife had one just a

few days ago, which was a baby

boy, and now Edna, and Mark had a

baby girl yesterday. So you see zion

is growing.

I can't think of any more news,

only I sure wish y the Dixon you
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found down there had given you a

great deal of information and that it had

been one of our relations. Better luck

next time

Hello Bud : (just a salutation

from Henry D. Jr.) [symbol: arrow pointing up to "Hello Bud" which

is in different handwriting] Oh, Bud you should

see Henry D's hair, red as yours or Kenny's

and as curly as either of yours, and he is

the healthiest, cutest , and best natured

baby I have ever seen. As you see

the limit of my page is exhausted so

I will eo4 close with heaps of love & lots

of good luck. Your youngest sister : Ruth

Letter 45 June 24, 1932

[Letter 45 pg. 1]

Provo. June. 24, 1932

Our Dearly Beloved Fifth Son :

Received your very welcome letter

of May 25 this morning, one day

early as you will see from the above

date, but it does not matter wether

it is early or late your letters are

always appreciated, and s\ as

you say it makes the time pass

more quickly from week to week

looking forward to letter day.

I was thinking the other day what

our life would be without language

to convey our thots to one another

and next best that we can put

our language, on paper and send

sweet messages to our absent

loved ones, During these strenous

and dark days if we could only

count our many blessings instead

of looking at the black side of

life with fear and trembling how

[Letter 45 pg. 2]

(2)

much happier we could be, and

I beleive the Lords wants us to be

happy and appreciate the blessings

he gives us from day to day, and

have faith in Him and all will

be well, and I do beleive He knows

all things for our best good and I

do acknowlege His hand in all

things , but somes times I guess

the flesh is weak and my faith

wavers a little and I look for -

ward with dread to next winter

afraid many will suffer for

necessities of life unless things

change, but you know me I am
always borring trouble and

thinking of the other fellow,

Alice tell me I must stop worrying

about others for I cant carry

every bodys load and I guess

that is true, So Clarence dear

pray for me that I will have

strength and courage to go on

[Letter 45 pg. 3]

(3)

from day to day.

Now dont let this worry you for

things are no worse only I

hear peoples troubles and I

taken them to heart too much

And dont worry about home for

we are alright, Business is very

quiet but we have been able to

meet our obligations thus far for

which I am thankful . Your father

is feeling quite good now if he

will only continue I will be very

happy. The managers all came

in last night for a convention

I only saw Elton for a few minets

as they had a meeting and banquet

at Hotel Roberts, and then he went

back after the meeting. Their business

is very quiet now for the next

month or two but hase held up

very fine considering the times.

I will mail that birthday card

you sent him as it came after

[Letter 45 pg. 4]

(4)

he left. Elayne was delighted to get

hers. The last three days has been

very warm, it has sure brot the

river up. Yesterday Ken and

Searle Johnson went for a hike

up Rock Canyon, after six oclock

they phoned and said they were

at Vivian Park and wanted some

one to come and get them. We
got Father to go with us and

picked them up then drove up

to Wildwood to get some thing

out of the Cabin, and we noticed

how high the Creek was, this

morning Mr Pierpont phoned and

said it was running down thru

our place and so Lester Taylor

picked Ken up and with

other men they got it back

into its old course, but he

said the whole stream was coming

under our Cabin as it had

washed nearly all the bridges

[Letter 45 pg. 5]

(5)

out and they had turned the

water. I went to Vans to get you

some garments and it is almost

impossible to get them with short
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legs, so I got different brands the only

ones with the short legs, 2 pairs

are heavier than the others I thot you

could wear them now that your winter

is coming on and the lighter grade Lyle

for summer or when you come home

as it will be summer here. I washed them

and took them to the post office this

morning, but they do not insure or

register parcels, I do hope you get

them, ok, In your letter you said you

thot you had better get a rug or a blanket

I think a steamer rug would be

warm and nice also useful for a

car robe when you return, but

dont go cold.

The boys are getting along fine with their

houses Henry's has the roof on and

Lynns coming right along.

In your letter you ask us to

[Letter 45 pg. 6]

(6)

get a present for Vern G[- -
] a Vern

Green I guess we will have to wait

until he comes back, those things

always come in handy.

Sunday afternoon. Have just turned

on the radio to listen to the Tabernacle

service, thot perhaps I could write

a little before the speakers begin.

Alice has just gone over to Sp Fork

to a trousseau tea of Blanch Thomas,

who is being married this month

It is surely warm today, the

roses are surely feeling the effects

of the heat they are nearly all

gone. Just think in another week

we will have the 4th of July here

I think Elton and family are coming

in. Well I must ring off Praying

the Lord to guide and direct you

in all things, give you health

and strength to perform your

labors all join with love

as ever Mother

Letter 46 July 3, 1932

[Letter 46 pg. 1]

Provo. July. 3. 1932

Dear Clarence: No mail yesterday

and probably not until Tuesday

as tomorrow is the 4th of July

and our old Postman will no

longer bring our mail as he( Mr
Bricky) retired last week having

been our mail carrier for 30 years

and 5 months and has certainly

been a faithful old soul,

Yesterday was a day of going and

coming. Ken and some of the boys

went up South Fork until Monday
they had such a good time before

they wanted to go back and slide

down so many of those snow-

slides they went over before.

Then Alta & Henry stayed here

Friday night as they had

moved their things that day

and they were getting ready to

[Letter 46 pg. 2]

(2)

go to Richfield, Alice also left

for Wildwood taking Kent and

Nan with her.

Elton and Ethel came in this

morning and left for Wildwood

their Bishop and family are

going up to night and stay

over tomorrow fish and go

around the loop and visit

Timpanogos Cave. Elton and

family will stay until Tuesday.

Ruth and gang are going after

the parade to stay in Aunt

Maud's cabin for a week, so

father and I will go back from

where we started when we were

married, I wanted him to go

up and have dinner today

but he would not; I guess he

will never forgive us for

taking him in that amblan[-]ce

last summer, and it seems

[Letter 46 pg. 3]

(3)

like I dont even like to think

go going to the Canyon since

I had so much worry with

him being so sick up there.

The house sure seems quiet,

I see it is time to get dinner as

I want to go to fast meeting

but your father cannot fast

he has been feeling very goo

good the past few weeks despite

the fact he has many worries

Have been to fast meeting came home
and had dinner layed down but did

not get off to sleep as one by one the gang

kept coming in, Father decided it would

be cooler out side and he invited me
to go too, We surely appreciate the porch

swing out there under the tree and the

beautiful surroundings the holly -

hoc hocks are all out in bloom

and all the other flowers, and we
have plenty of water this year to

keep things green and fresh
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[Letter 46 pg. 4]

(4)

Maurine's place looks beautiful

the Holly hocks by Lisonbees garage

is over a foot taller than the

garage, she sure takes a pride in

her lawn and flowers

My garden is not coming so good

I have'nt had any peas yet just

as soon as they come in blossom

they dry right up. I had three rows

of early one and they all died, the

later ones had the healthest looking

vines but the last time I was there

it looked like they some of them

die and nearly all of the beans

too, Ken thinks it is the Alkahi

I dont think it is the cut worm
because it dies from the leaves

and the roots are intact, I have

a fine crop of beets and other things

the squash is coming along fine.

I planted some pop corn and it

just shot up I never did see anything

grow like it.

[Letter 46 pg. 5]

Well I turned the radio on occasionally

and of all the tulm[-]ts a person ever

heard that Democratic convention was

the worst. In fact it sounded like the

majority of them were drunk, and

it looks like if they get in it will be

a wet nation, as they voted for the

repel of the 18th ammendment, the

Republicans was bad enough but

it will be up to each state wether

it is wet or dry. I certainly hope the

public Saloon[-] never comes back

as bad as bootleging is at the present

time it is not as bad as Saloon's

I got a nice letter from Janet the

other day she said Joe had just

put his first crop of hay up and

it had turned out wonderful

their beets were all thinned now
and she felt they were blessed for they

had plenty to eat drink and wear

if not luxeries some of which they

[Letter 46 pg. 6]

(6)

would like but could get along without

To morrow is the glorious Fourth

and they are planning a big time

but holidays mean little to me
but the kiddies sure get a kick out

of them. I understand they are getting

along fine with the boys houses

they have some of Henrys finished

enough to put his furniture in

and lock the doors of that room I

have not been up for a week

Henry will stay here and Alta in

Richfield that will cut down their

expenses and give them a little ready

money to meet so many of their obgHt

obligations. I will have to close as

Ken is not here and will have to

get some one to take it up to the

office for me. I do pray for you

every day and I know the Lord will

bless you for what you are doing

all send love Mother

Letter 47 July 8, 1932

[Letter 47 pg. 1]

Provo . July. 8 1932

My Dear Son,

Received your letter

last Tuesday morning and altho it

was short it is always appreciated

you said you were looking for a Motor

cycle, I guess it would mean a lot

to you in getting around and save

car fare. And I guess the weather

there is getting cooler while ours

is getting warmer, it has sure

been lot today, or else I felt it

more because I have been putting

up cherries, I put up 81 qt of fine

big bing cherries. 37 of those were

for Henry as Alta is in Richfield

I have some while ones to put

up tomorrow.

Alice and Ruth are both up

the canyon and I have surely

missed them, especially having

[Letter 47 pg. 2]

(2)

all of this fruit to put up, but I

want to take advantage of every

thing I can it will all help out

in the winter, as things does not

get any better in fact worse every

day there is practically no business

and collections are getting harder

.

but all we can do is to hope for

the best and take what comes

One thing we are all quite well

and that is the best and greatest

blessing that can come to us,

Ken has not been well the

last week he went on a hike

Saturday, came home quite early

on Monday as he cut his ankle

with an ax. right thru his

shoes and socks. I sent him to

the Doctor but he could not stich

it as it was too old, but they

in the canyon

applied first aid and it was

in good condition.
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[Letter 47 pg. 3]

(3)

He had a terrible cold and was

in bed for a day or two one night

he came and showed me a wood
tick on his arm. Henry heated a

needle and finally got it out but I

was wondering if that made him

sick I read my doctor book and

was sure frightened, I went down

to Mrs Ewell and asked her as her

Son Roy had spotted fever last

year, she came and look at

Ken and he had a little rash

on him she said it looked like

what Roy had, I phoned for the Doctor

he gave him some medicine for

his cold and said to watch him

but he hardly thot it was

that, His tempture has gone down

and he is about alright today

only his throat is still sore

I was telling him I guess my
garden will dry up I was

[Letter 47 pg. 4]

(4)

down the other day and I see

the peas have all dried up

Ken says it is the alkalhi,

The potatoes look very dry I

dont think I want a garden

down there any more, the garden

on the upper piece has never

been irrigated and things

look much better up there, I felt

a little discouraged but then no

good to worry about things that

cant be helped, I wish I could shut

my eyes to every thing and not

worry but as you know I always

did worry about everything

guess it is my nature, Worry

never helped anyone so why worry

trust in the Lord and all will

be well, And I trust before long

we will all be happy and smiling

about our worries during the

depression. I dont want you to

[Letter 47 pg. 5]

(5)

worry, keep on smiling and

preach the gospel to the sinners,

and you will receive a great

reward better than gold or silver

some thing that will be waiting

for you where you cant take any

riches with you. And this is one

of the bright spots for me now

for your being sent there and

what you have done has given

me a great deal of joy and comfort.

so have faith and courage and

dont let worries come into your

head.

Sunday afternoon. Your father is

lying on the couch and I in a

big easy chair listening to the

Tabernacle servicis, Elder James

E Talmage being the speaker

your father was just saying what

a clear and logical speaker he

is, How blessed we are to be able

[Letter 47 pg. 6]

to sit in our homes and listen to

the words of the Lord given by

his servants., Alice came home last

night and I was glad to see her and

have her help for I was very

tired. I guess Ruth will be home
to morrow. I guess your father will

be glad to have his Chauffer back

again as he has been driving

himself, he is still feeling quite

good for which I am thankful.

What a lot we have to be thankful

for if we could count our may

blessings, It is quite cloudy

to day with a little sprinkle of

rain, it would do a lot of good

right now. Will close now
and look for your letter in the

morning. The family joins with

love and best wishes for your

sucess, and may the Lord bless

you at all times Mother.

Letter48July 15,1932

[Letter 48 pg. 1]

Provo. July. 15 1932

Dear Clarence, It is now 930 p.m.

but happened to think it was

Friday night and so I thot I

would write a line or two in case

I dont get a chance to write much

Sunday. We received your letter Monday

You certainly are having trying weather

that is what gives a person colds

hot at one time and then cold

glad to hear you are gainig if it is only

one lb. You certainly are in the harness

holding so many meetings,

Was glad you met up with Mr B[- -]irt

as you say it is an education to meet

an educated person like that insead

of a passive one and gives you no

chance to discuss the things with

them in an intelligent manner,

Trust you can interest him enough

that he will see the light and
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[Letter 48 pg. 2]

(2)

become a member. Trust you are

enjoying your Motor bike, too bad

you did not have it in the summer

it would have been more pleasant

altho you have no snow and cold

weather like us so I guess you can

get around. I have received no

letter from Mrs Humpheries I answered

her letter she asked that I write

again but no reply has come back

also Will Hartman I sent some

news papers to him with the

services of Uncle John & Roys funeral

there were such beautiful

sentiments and our doctrine

contained in them I thot it

would be an indirect way of

preaching the gospel to them. I

hope they received them o.k.

You say I must be happy to go

down and work in the garden

but I hardly go down for the

[Letter 48 pg. 3]

(3)

peas and beans are drying up

and when Ken was down the other

day the bugs are killing all of

the squash. He says the potatoes

are looking fine coming in blossom

but I am afraid to even think of

them maturing in case they

will go too, Howard Dixon an Grant

are working in the fields for vegetables

they are working for Bishop Clark

Howard gets 125 per day and Grant

100. that is good, some men work

for 75C and glad to get it. I tell Howard

that will be as good or better than

money for the money would be spent

And they will have the vegetables

to live on if they can get flour

they wont starve this winter

Arnold is still at his job but

never knows how long it will

last, I dont know what they will

do for more men are being laid

[Letter 48 pg. 4]

(4)

off every day. They held a meeting

to the store the other night to see

where they could reduce expenses

they are cutting where ever they can

as the Banks are demanding more

money, Alice will get one weeks

pay a month the other girls the

same, Fred Williams and some of

the others half time some laid off

altogether, but we must not

get discouraged we have got

to meet things as they come

and do the best we can under

all circumstances, ask the Lord to

direct us to do the right thing

at the right time and be thank

ful for all things even trials if

it is for our best good, ask the

Lord to give us courage and

strength to bear them, and

all will be well, I have been

putting up currant jelly and

[Letter 48 pg. 5]

(5)

Raspberries this week, for you

know how good they are in the

winter, I want to put up a lot

of fruit if I can, Alice came

home from the canyon I asked

her why she said she came home

to get warm, it was cold here so

I know she would be cold, she

went back this mornig with Allie

Dixon, Thursday morning I received

a phone call at six in the

mornng from Elton saying Ethel

was sick and wanted her Mother

to come, so Ken had to take her

out yesterday in the Chev, I told

him if she could come back Sunday

he could save gas by staying and

bring her back, so I guess he decided

to do that as he has'ant come

back yet. Sunday afternoon, as usual

am sitting here waiting for the

Tabernacle service. I do enjoy

[Letter 48 pg. 6]

(6)

them[-] and it is the only service your

father hears for it is a year today since

he was taken sick, and has not been

to Church since on account of taking his

powders and milk every hour,

We did not receive your letter yesterday

so guess we will get it to morrow

We just received y word that Sarah

has a baby girl yesterday, Aunt Electa

has been down there for about a month.

Kenneth has not got home yet I think

he will come today. It has been very

warm this morning but has clouded

up and looks like rain, Alice came home
from the Canyon this morning for Sunday

School and has gone to Union Meeting

I see my letter is nearly at at end so will

say God bless you my dear Son and

give you health and strength joy and

comfort every day of you life and especially

in your labors at the present time,

All join in love and best wishes

(Mother) P.S. Will try and send
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[following line is written up the right margin]

your money next week, there has been a little delay in getting the

money

Letter 49 July 24,1932

[Letter 49 pg. 1]

Provo. July. 24. 1932

Dear Clarence. Altho it is nearly

9 oclock in the morning the family

are still in bed, I did not start

your letter as I usually do a day

or two ahead, so thot I would steal

a few moments before starting my
work. I received your letter yesterday

it has been coming lately on Monday

instead of Saturday. That is some

fine looking machine as it looks

from snap shot. I guess you are enjoying

riding it I think it would be more

fun than riding in an auto.

Poor Ruthie has just come down and

what a wreck she looks, stiff in

the joints her nose like a cherry

her face neck & arm all red and

sunburned, but she is happy because

she made it to the top and ahead

of any in the crowd. They say there

were between 10.000 & 12.000 in attendance

[Letter 49 pg. 2]

(2)

at the programme, and over a

thousand reached the top,

Valera said the glacier was different

from last year on account of so much

snow last winter and Ruth said she

never did see such beautiful wild

flowers, Last night it thundred and

lightened and rained some but this

morning the sun is shining altho

there is a rather cool breeze it feels

almost like fall, I sure do hope we
dont have an early fall and the

frost kill all the produce, for things

look dt black enough for the

future. There is one bright spot

they say peaches are apt to be

125 a bus on account of failure

of crops in other states, but if

people has'nt money how can

they buy at any price? the

beets crop has never looked

better I do trust they will get

[Letter 49 pg. 3]

(3)

good prices for them, The farmer

raises stuff and then cant sell it

Mrs Scott Ethel's Mother was telling

me they were only getting 7c a gal

for their milk. And of coarse when
the farmer is hit it hits business

and I dont see how it can get much
worse, I do hope it will pick up

in the fall or I dont know what

people will do. but the pioneers lived

thru hard times and I guess we
ought to. I do hope and pray that things

will change for the better, but what

cant be cured must be endured,

Our Heavenly Father is watching over

us and knows all things for our

best good so we must put our trust

in Him always. Your father is up

so I must get his breakfast. What a

scramble when they do get up. Kenneth

preparing a talk for Priesthood meeting

Alice the lesson for her Sunday School

class Ruth was asked to take Mrs

[Letter 49 pg. 4]

[page is blank]

[Letter 49 pg. 5]

(5)

Williams class, but it makes me very

happy to see them taking part to

help out in the Church.

The question you asked about genealogy

I had my own opinion but I wanted

some one else who understood better than

I. Called up Sister Keeler, she said we
all have a chance to repent, and if

grandfather was predijuced and stubborn

and would not listen to the gospel here

but if he received it and showed he had

repented by the work he was doing there

why would he not be entitled to the

celestial glory if he earned it, She

said she would like to have Bro Keeler

talk to me as he would soon be home
as soon as he came home I talked to him he said

In all ages men have fought the gospel

and the light. As Saul or Paul did nearly

destroyed the Church, but when he

saw the light he repented and

worked for the cause of God, and

if Grandfather had seen his error

[Letter 49 pg. 6]

(6)

and repented why should he not receive

a place in the Celestial Glory, he said if

you did not have the book "The way to

perfection" for me to send you one and

that would answer a good many questions

you would like to know, I will try and

get one for you. Henry has gone to Richfield

to visit his wife and Son Henry D.

I am enclosing your money order trust

you receive it OK, I was sitting here

watching the hundreds of cars pass most

of them loaded with bedding etc. coming or
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going on trips you would never think

there was any hard times but some people

will ride if they starve. Well it is no

sooner breakfast over than time to start dinner

Will sign off until next week

Praying for the blessings of peace comfort

and happiness will be yours that

the spirit of the Lord will be with you

to direct you in all things at all

times, All join with heaps of Love.

Mother.

Letter 50 July 31, 1932

[Letter 50 pg. 1]

Provo . July, 31, 1932

Dear Clarence, Received your always

welcome letter yesterday, and

was pleased to know that you

were well and hard at work

for work brings joy and

happiness, and I know from

your letter you must be going

day and night and I hope

and pray that your efforts

will be crowned with sucess

Clarence as I have told you

before I think you have done

all and more than was expected

of you in regards to genealogy

I thot if you was in the

neighbor where the Dixons or

Boardmans lived you might

go thru the Cemetaries and

see if there were any of these

names with dates, to check

[Letter 50 pg. 2]

a[-]ack against what I have

the work is done for a lot

of the Boardmans mostly

from Eng. Father got the

names from Eng, when
he was there on his mission

I have the work done for

William Boardman & his

family, and his father

Thomas Boardman and

most of his family, so dont

neglect your work for that

If you could get more dates

of my Aunt Anne and her

husband & their family I

am waiting until you get

more dates before I do any

of the work perhaps it will

be when you come home
and help to do it. I have

not been to the Temple for

over a year, and I haven't

[Letter 50 pg. 3]

(3)

done any research work I thot

I would wait for awhile until

money is not so scarce.

Trust things will change

for the better before long

altho things dont seem to get

any better, The Bank Arnold

was working in Lehi has

opened up and he is out

of a job, and goodness only

knows where he will find

another but we must have

faith for the Lord will

provide. I had Henry go over

to Springville and talk to Mrs

Reynolds to see if she would

let me pay the interest without

the principle until times

get better, She finally agreed

to get it go for six months

and then see how things

were, so that will be 26 dollars

[Letter 50 pg. 4]

(4)

instead of $76,00. that will make

your money more sure and

that is the thing that counts

I feel more happy every day

that you were able to go when

you did because if you were

here now you would sure

be miserable with nothing

to do. I sure feel sorry for

Verl Dixon but he puts on

a smiling face. Leah has a

baby boy yesterday Aunt May
and Mayo and all of them

are surely thrilled. It seems

like there is no end of

babies in the Dixon family

depression or not they are

all welcome. Edna and

Mark came down to day

to bring Aunt Louie home
she has been up there

for about two months.

Letter 51

[Letter 51]

[newspaper clipping]

Third Ward At

Canyon Home

The following seventeen men
from the Third ward devoted Fri-

day and Saturday on excavating

the foundation of the new girls'

home in the canyon: George
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Choules, John Collins, Ernest Dix-

on, Andrew Edwards, J. Fred

Fechser, Ashton Fielding, William

Goodman, David Fielding, Ernest

Harding, Alfred Henrichsen, Ascel

Lee, Fred Markham, J. C. Moffitt,

William R. Scott, Kenneth Taylor,

Norman Wing and James McPhie.

Through the invitation of Mrs.

Arthur N. Taylor, a delicious old-

fashioned dinner was served at her

cabin at Wildwood each noon hour.

Mrs. Spencer Clark, president of

the Y. L. M. I. A., was in charge

of the meals, and she was assisted

by Mrs. Bob Boswell, Miss Rhea

Busby, Miss Allie Dixon, Miss Alice

Taylor and Miss Ida Tanner.

Letter 52 August 7J 932

[Letter 52 pg. 1]

Provo, Jtt Aug. 7. 1932

My dear Clarence. Received your

most welcome letter yesterday

and was pleased to hear you

were so comfortably located.

I dont feel a bit sorry that you

had the experience because

you had things so nice

at the mission home, and

you know you have to have

the bitter to appreciate the sweet

so now you will enjoy the

co[- -]ences more than ever.

It is not quite so bad to have

Cold water in the summer but

now that winter is on hot

appeals to you more,

I have just come from fast

meeting it started at eleven

oclock and was held in

connection with Sunday School

[Letter 52 pg. 2]

(2)

I never did see such a big

fast meeting before and so

many bore their testimony

Alice came home from the

canyon yesterday, The weather

is cool enough without going

to the canyon I have'nt suffered

with the heat at all this summer
one reason is perhaps I am
so much thinner, but I really

dont think it has been so

warm, last Summer was

a night mare to me during

the time of your fathers illness

at times it registered 108,

Alice wants me to go to the

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Canyon if only for a day or

two , Aunt Rye Rossiter is

going up there for a week

or two, but it seems like I

just cant get enough pep

to go any where, and I hate

[Letter 52 pg. 3]

3)

to leave your father, I have

to mix his milk & cream

and put powders in them

and massage him after his

hot bath, and when he comes

home in the afternoon about

4 oclock I read every thing I

can find that will interest

him in the news papers.

We got him to go up with

Henry one night, the air

was so fresh he said it was

worth a dollar an hour and

the scenery was so grand

I wanted to go the next night

but he would not go he said

he did not have the energy

but I went for two nights

without him and it did

me a lot of good, to sit there

and as dusk approached

watch the lights turned

[Letter 52 pg. 4]

(4)

on in the different parts of the

City they looked like stars

twinkling amongst the tress

Henry's house is nearly

finished they only have a

few cupboards and steps to

make, Lynns is'nt as far

along ' but after they finish

Henrys they will put full

time on his they will be

nice little compact homes

and I am glad to see them

as far along as they are the

thing now is the struggle

to pay for them , but it will

be worth it. I only wish I hade

had a nice little home like

them, Who knows what the future

holds in store for us while

things look dark now there

are many wonderful things

in store for us no doubt

[Letter 52 pg. 5]

(5)

Aunt Leek is still in California

with Sarah I understand

Sarah is coming home with

her. Paul is coming home in
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August for a visit

Elton and Ethel came in

this morning to get the children

she is feeling much better

they sure did miss the children

This past week I have put

up a lot of apricots and

jam did you say? well there

will be plenty for you I think

when you come home, I

put up a lot for Henry as

Alta is still in Richfield

Henry thinks they will have

his house nearly finished

in about a week, that is

he will do the painting

himself. Lynns is not so

far along I guess they

[Letter 52 pg. 6]

were anxious to get it Closed

up as his furniture is in

there. We were sure shocked

Friday night to hear that

Dr Brimhall was dead

that he had shot himself,

he has been in poor health

for some time and the last

four weeks bedfast and

not in his right mind I

imagine. The Provo paper states

it may have been an accident

with an old gun that was

kept in the basement, but

there is one thing sure we
know he would never have

done such a thing if he had

been in his right mind

Your father is about as usual

he had his pressure taken

yesterday it was 204 so he

has started to take his hot

[Letter 52 pg. 7]

baths again at night and I

massage him. The Doctor wants

to get it down bef below the

190 mark for safety.

Kenneth has not been well

again the past few days he

ached all over and did not feel

like working, now it has settled

in his back I had to give him

a good rub last night, but

today he has gone with Williams

out to Stinking Springs to see

Berlin, who is out there with

his grandfather, the Doctor said

it would do him good to go to

the mountains. Sometimes I

guess I misjudge Ken and hardly

know when he is sick or well

because he sure hates to work

he is very thin and seems to

catch cold so easy, but if there

is a hike on he is always

[Letter 52 pg. 8]

(8)

well enough to go.

Well I guess I must have patience

as he will be better some day

I hope so anyhow.

I have listened to a wonderful

sermon by Apostle Ballard I

guess you will get it in the

New supplement I send you_

You stated you had moved I do

hope you got those garments I

sent as I sent them to your old

address. It is nearly supper time

and will have to get ready for

(6) church. May the Lord continue to

bless you with health strength

and happiness and receive joy

in your labors and return

to us again in peace and safety.

all join with love,

Mother

Letter 53 August 14, 1932

[Letter 53 pg. 1]

Provo, Aug, 14, 1932

Dearest Clarence. Sunday mornng

nearly nine oclock and the family

still in bed, The house being

quiet I thot I would drop you

a line or two. The mail yester -

day failed to bring your letter

so I will have something to

look forward to tomorrow

As I was talking to Mrs Knight

and she said they got Richards

letter yesterday as it was put

in their box at the office, our

mail has only one delivery on

Saturday,

Mrs Knight called up yester -

day and said a missionary

had called but she did not

get a chance to see him as

she was upstairs lying down
and the girl did not call her

I called this mornng to see

who it was and she said

it was Elder Stringham

[Letter 53 pg. 2]

(2)

and he was coming back

today, so I guess we will

get to see him, he seems to
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have many friends here.

Alice came home from the

canyon and insisted on me
going up so to have her quit

nagging at me I went with

Kenneth, I felt one night and

a day would be enough, but

I slept so much better and ate

so much better I stayed from

Tuesday until Friday afternoon.

Ken went up on the mountain

and got some of those pine logs

sawed them up and I thot

they would be so good to use

in the grate as soon as the

evenings get cool, we have to

make a little fire for your

father. So you see our trip was

profitable in more than

one way. Alta came while I

was away, and Henry took her

back yesterday last night

[Letter 53 pg. 3]

(3)

Their house is nearly finished

but the painting, she said it

may be October before they live

there, as they have so many

obligations to meet, and this way

cuts down their living expenses

and they can pay on other things

The workman will center now
on Lynns home and rush that

thru

Royden Dangerfield and his

wife are here, they are going up

the canyon this next week

And we are all going up that

is the sister in laws and married

girls, next Tuesday to meet the

lady, and have sort of a reunion.

I understand Paul Dixon is

coming for a vist today or to

morrow, and Electa is bringing

Sarah home for a visit to morrow,

so there will be a lot of reunions

taking place.

Well at last the Farmers and

Merchants Bank is opening Tuesday

[Letter 53 pg. 4]

with a big celebration, and it

sure is a time of rejocing for

Alex Headquist who will be

Pres. Announces no depositor

will loose one cent and the

Bank will be one of the strongest

South of Salt Lake. I do feel bad

th[- -] they did not even consider

Arnold, of coarse I guess they

felt justified as his note there

stands against him, Mr Malia

the examainer is Acting Cashier

for a Month, and I hear Al Favers

J.T Taylors son in law is Coming

from New York to take the

position. Arnold has no prospects

as yet, but the Lord provides

according to the papers things

are picking up in the East

and will gradually come

this way people as a whole

I f believe are becoming a little

more optimistic, the crop

are wonderful and tho prices

are low it should furnish

[Letter 53 pg. 5]

(5)

plenty of food. The government is

approating vast sums of money

but just how it will work out

we cant tell, most of the big

men think we have reached

the bottom but that remains to

be seen, Silver went up over 3 cents

but fell again, if silver would

reach a point where the mnes

could operate it would mean

so much for our part of the

country, Well The Lords knows what

is for our best good and so we
must trust in Him, If we can

only have health and strength

that is the big thing, for no

matter how much money a

person has they cant buy health.

Maurine has to give a talk to night

in Church on what my religion

means to me. and she is so

worried, but I tell her that is a

very easy subject , for it

means so much especially

our religion is so far reaching

[Letter 53 pg. 6]

(6)

I guess I had better see if your

father is going to get up for his

breakfast it is after 10 oclock and

the others have gone to Sunday

School, he is cutting down some

on his eating heavy things as

his pressure is up quite high

again. Sunday Afternoon.

After dinner took a nap Ken

came in and woke me up

and said some one wanted to see

me , when I went in the other

room it was Will Knight and

Elder Stringham, he seems a very

nice young man. we chatted for

about an hour or more [-]e he had

an appointment at 5. P.M. some

one was going to take him up

to Aspen Grove to see Pres. Harris

he says he hopes to come back
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to school if he can locate some

work. I trust he can for it

would be such a good way

to adjust himself after being away

[Letter 53 pg. 7]

[pages 7 and 8 are the front and back of a piece of paper about a

quarter of the size of that of the rest of the letter]

so long, He says everyone thinks

a great deal of you when you was

in the office you were so kind

and sweet to help every one who
needed help.

I have just been to Church and

Maurine gave a very good talk

[Letter 53 pg. 8]

she said when they asked her to give a

talk what her religion meant to her. She would

say not very much when your husband was

in the Bishopric and out nearly every night

in the week. Well I must Close With heaps

of love and May you be blessed at all times

Mother, Am enclosing your money order,

Letter 54

[Handwritten letter 54 pg. 1]

[undated portion of letter]

(7)

Sunday afternoon. Will try and finish

my letter as I have a little more to

write about. I received your letter yesterday

and know that you are a very busy

man, but that is a blessing to you

I think every one is happier when
they have something to do just so they

use wisdom and not overdo.

Clarence I really think you are making

a mistake in not eating three meals

a day, and especially your breakfast

when I read your letter to your father

he said tell him to eat three meals

a day he cant afford to risk his health .

I was wondering if you could get some

one to cook you a good warm meal

and then you could prepare a light

breakfast and supper your self.

I dont want to see you get a bad stomach

You asked me to send you some pictures of Jos.

Smith I had several around here but cant

locate one now, Your father said if I would

send to the Bureau of information he thot

from

I could get something to send you. there[-].

In your letter yesterday you asked about

[Letter 54 pg. 2]

(8)

the writings of Jos. in the Pearl of Great Price.

Father did not seem to know, so I called

up Bro Washburn and he said there

were writings of Jos. with Abrahams

but as far as he knew they were

never translated. Elton and Ethel came

in last night and will stay until Wednesday

The sun came up so bright and warm this

morning and it looked like it was going to

be a beautiful, but the clouds has chased

the sunshine away and the wind is blowing

so cold that we are glad to stay in doors. Your

father is feeling much better today . we have

been listening to the tabernacle service

B H. Roberts gave a wonderful talk.

We were surely shocked yesterday to hear

that Peter Jensens wife had died very

suddenly of heart trouble, Poor Peter is broken

hearted. Well I had better close, I dont know

wether Alice will write or not Ken and

she have gone to the canyon she wanted to get

the wicker chairs to have them[-] painted .

All join with love and may every righteous

desire of your heart be granted that peace

and comfort may be yours The Lord bless

you for ever, Mother

Letter 55 August 19, 1932

[Letter 55 pg. 1]

Provo, Aug. 19, 1932

Dear Clarence:

Friday night, having

a few momnets before retiring to

rest, thot I would take advantage

of it, and start my letter tonight

then finish it later.

Received your letter Monday and

also snap shot Father says that

looks a nice room in a fine

Hotel, and I know you are enjoying

it very much. We are all sitting here

suffering with the heat, the past

week has been the hottest part of

the summer registering 98 in the

shade yesterday , but that does not

compare with last summer when
your father was sick it went up to

108 I cant bear to think of it, but

with it all I like the summer better

than the winter, I surely do dread

the coming of winter this year as

I am afraid many will go cold no

one should go hungry for there is

[Letter 55 pg. 2]

2)

an abundant crop, the farmers

cant get any thing for their produce

I see by the paper tonight some

stores are selling potatoes for

10 lbs for 5C , tomatoes less than

lc a lb. it is just like giving things
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away. Ruth and I went down to the

farm early this morning to pick

cucumbers, carrotts, onions, and

corn, I never did see how things

are growing down there and they

have had no water at all,

Kenneth has'nt felt well since

we came from the canyon his

arms & legs have ached so. but

yesterday he could hardly walk and

last night he hardly closed his

eyes for pain, he was like he

was 3 or 4 years old I guess you remember

I had the doctor this morning he

gave some medicine and I have

to swab his throat for the Doctor

says it is what they call a

rheumatic throat, I do hope it

wont affect his heart and make

[Letter 55 pg. 3]

3)

it worse as it has been so much

better the past year. It seems like

it is doctors bills all the time but

we should'nt care about that as long

as we can see improvement

Your father had his pressure taken

yesterday and it was down to 196

so that is better if we can keep

it going down. I think he is feeling

much better he seems cheerful and

never complains, he does not eat

any thing heavy for his noon meal

only fruit juice, of coarse he takes

his milk and cream between meals

but it seems to have helped him a

lot. I have got to put Ken on a diet

no meat, pastry, or sugar & starches

My short trip to the Canyon has made

me feel a lot better. Can you smell

wintergreen on this paper? I have

been rubbing Ken and I cant get the

smell out. Tuesday after noon all

the married ladies of the Dixon

family went to Wildwood for sort

of a reunion. Aunt Alice Dangerfield

[Letter 55 pg. 4]

(4)

Royden and his wife were up there

D

Paul and his wife are here, Aunt

Electa brot Sarah home with her

baby. Edna D Ballif happened to

come home with her new baby,

Celestia read read a five act play

and everyone surely enjoyed it

Fred Dixons wife Helen read for

us she is a wonderful reader,

so you see there was some of the

time we were not talking but

we got a little in, Aunt Rye Rossitter

Bryant and his wife, and Billys

wife are staying in our Cabin

they are thrilled with it. I was

glad because Alice could not

go up for two week and I

felt I could not stay longer and

I am sure glad I did'ent now
Kenneth is sick I dont know what

I would have done up there

Well it is bed time I guess I

must make Kenneth as comfortable

as possible and see if he cant

get some sleep tonight.

[Letter 55 pg. 5]

(5)

Sunday afternoon. Clarence can

you guess what we had for

dinner today. Father cant eat

meat neither can Ken, so we
had potatoes in white sauce with

parsley, shrimp salad, peaches

sliced and ice cream, some

difference to the big roasts of meat

gravy and vegetables.

Berlin Williams is still out to

Straw berry and sent Ken some

small trout, but he says he dont

like fish any more since he

had to take Cod liver oil. He is

much better today altho he cant

move his leg without a lot of pain

I have it rolled up in flannels

the doctor says to keep him down

in bed, which is not very nice

for him as the weather is so

hot I have him on the couch

in the dining room by the

window, Itthundred and lightened

last night and rained some

but did not seem to clear the

[Letter 55 pg. 6]

(6)

air any. Rhea & Fenton came home
from California last night they

have been down there for a month

or two he had work most of the

time and when the Olimpic

games come on go on as an

usher as they wanted Big Men
so he had his -admission fr[-]ee

and one dollar a day besides,

I received letter from Janet last

week , she said she received the

finest letter from you it was

so much like the ones Arthur

used to write, I received your

letter yesterday, and about genealogy

Clarence I feel as you do if there

is any more to get the Lord will

direct your efforts as he has in

the past if we exercise our faith

and prayers. I was glad to hear

that you received your P.O. order
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and if you dont receive it

every month just let me know

You have not mentioned receiving

the garments I do hope you

[Letter 55 pg. 7]

(7)

you got them alright, it seems

to me it was the latter part

of June when I sent them

I have a receipt of them altho

they would not insure them

as you have moved and

changed your address it might

delay their delivery,

As to the money question it

is real sweet of you to feel the

way you do about it, but as long

as it is possible we will send

the usual amount. Now that

Mrs Reynolds has released me
for six months from paying

the principle that will help

matters a lot, I dont know how
things will be this fall and

winter with taxes and other

payments to meet, but I know

just as long as your father

can send your money he surely

will, If things would only

pick up, and the industries

[Letter 55 pg. 8]

8)

employ men it would start

business and collections would

pick up. As it is the railroads

are only employing a few men, the

foundry has closed down, the

pipe plant closed months ago

the Steel Plant 2 days a week

now and the wages cut to almost

nothing , the canning factory did

not even open, , But the papers

every day quote men predicting

the worst is over and things are

on the up grade, of coarse it will

take longer for it reach us

but we must still trust in the

Lord and [-] hope for the best

It is nearly Church time so

will close Praying for the blessings

of the Lord to attend you at all

times, give you strength, health

& courage every day, and give

you satisfaction in your labors

is the wish of the whole Taylor

family. With heaps of love

Mother
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Bracketed document and page numbers have been added by tran-

scriber. All bolded text signifies text that was pre-printed.]

Letter 3 August 27, 1932

Letter 1 February 2, 1910

[Letter 1, typed letter]

EXTRACTED FROM THE PATRIARCHAL BLESSING

Of Albert Dellorma Clark, Feb. 2, 1910

"Dear Sister Maria Dixon Taylor,— out of choice thou wast

retained in Heaven to come to the earth when the Gospel was shedding

it's light among mankind and choice spirits have been given unto thee,

heavenly mesengers realizing that thou art fully capable of rearing

them in fear and admonition of Thee, our Heavenly Father." " and

when the responsibility of thy family has grown less, thou shalt take

great joy in laboring in the House of the Lord for the salvation of

the dead." "Thou hast great cause to rejoice at the present for thy

standing in the Church before our Heavenly Father and of that work

that hath mentioned in laboring for the salvation of the dead, the

windows of Heaven will be opened unto thee, and the records and the

genealogies that will come to thee through divine guidance will cause

thy heart to swell with joy."

Letter 2 December 17, 1932

[Letter 2, handwritten letter]

DEC. 17. 1932 WELL CLARENCE THE LORD SAYS HE WILL HAVE A

TRIED PEOPLE AND MONEY IS NOT THE ONtfi' MAIN THING IN THIS LIFE, ALTHOUGH

IT WOULD BE A TIRAL TO HAVE NONE, BUT IF WE HAVE HEALTH AND STREGTH

AND REMAIN TRUE AND FAITHFUL To OUR RELIGION THAT IS WHAT COUNTS, TO LAY

TREASURES IN HEAVEN INSTEAD OF LETTING BE OUR GOD.

I HAVE CONFIDENCE AND FAITH IN EVERY-ONE OF MY CHILDREN AND

WHEN I FEEL A LnTLE DOWN I BEGIN TO COUNT MY MANY BLESSINGS. HOW
GRATEFUL I FEEL FOR EVERY OF YOU AND OF THE SACRIFICE YOU MISSIONARY

BOYS HAVE MADE IN LEAVING A GOOD HOME, FRIENDS AND ALL THAT YOU HOLD

DEAR, TO GO TO STRANGE LANDS AND PEOPLES, TO TAKE THE GLAD TIDINGS OF

GREAT JOY AND BE INSTRUMENTAL IN THE HANDS OF THE LORD IN BRINGING

HONEST SOULS TO HIS KINGDOM. WHAT A GREATER WORK COULD ANYONE BE

ENGAGED IN, AND WHO KNOWS WHATTHE FUTURE HOLDS IN STORE FOR US?

AND EVEN IF IT DID COME TO THE WORST AND WE LOST ALL OUR EARTHLY

POSSESSIONS, STILL WE WOULD HAVE A LOT OF TREASURES LAID UP IN THE

HEREAFTER, WE MUST TRUST TO THE KINDNESS OF OUR HEAVENLY FATHER

[-]

NOV. 18, 1931 AS THANKSGIVING IS DRAWING NEAR, I HAVE SO MANY THINGS TO

BE THANKFUL FOR, NOT ONLY ON THIS DAY BUT EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR.

MY HEAVENLY FATHER HAS CERTAINLY BEEN KIND OF ME ALL MY UFE.

ANY LITTLE TRIAL OF TROUBLE THAT HAS COME INTO MY LIFE HAS BEEN

FOR MY GOOD, AND I CAN SAY TRUTHFULLY OUR FATHER-IN-HEAVEN DOES

ALL THINGS FOR THE BEST.

JUNE 4,1932 THE PEONIES AND RED ROSES ARE ALL COMING OUT IN BLOOM. I

WAS JUST THINKING THIS MOMENT AS I WAS SPRINKLING, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL

WORLD WE LIVE IN, EVEN SO MANY PEOPLE ARE WORRIED AND BLUE AND

DEPRESSED. IF THEY WOULD LOOK AROUND THEM AND SEE SO MANY BEAUTIFUL

THINGS THE LORD WORLD HAS GIVEN US TO MAKE US HAPPY AND SUCH BOUNTE-

OUS CROPS PROVIDED, AS FAR AS WE CAN SEE THE BEAUTIFUL, INSTEAD OF THE

BLACK.

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 3, pg. 1]

Dear Clarence:

I sure had a

shock yesterday before dinner

when the .Post man brot your

letter a day ahead of time,

Was surely glad to know that

every thing was moving right

along even if Satan is trying

to hinder your progress, but

dont get discouraged keep up the

good work for no doubt good

things are to be acomplished

in that district and the Old

Boy knows it but be humble

and prayerful and go right

along trusting in a Higher

Power to direct and help you

to acomphish every worthy

desire, and your father and I

know that you are putting

in every ounce of strength

to

you posess bring sucessful

results , and we know you

[Letter 3, pg. 2]

are being blest for your efforts

Clarence dear I have just felt

that your prayers were offered

in our behalf and I am sure

Our Heavenly Father has heard

them, and I am so thankful

you father is as well as he

is and able to go to the office

and translate his business

and Kenneth is getting along

so fine . I have kept him in

bed until this afternoon he

is setting up for a little while

in the front room listening

in on the radio. I want him

to be careful on account of his

heart. I just cant fill him

up as we dont let him eat

bread, butter, nothing sweet

no meat and so many things

he likes we cant let him

have, Allie Dixon is giving

us some help with his diett

and I believe there is a lot

in dieting. The rest of us

[Letter 3, pg. 3]

are fine, I have felt much

better since my little trip up

the canyon, I have been eating

and sleeping better, I appreciated

Aug. 27, 1932
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that poetry you sent in "don't

worry", and as you say it does

not help anyone, I try to throw

it off but when I see so many

people down and out and many

needing necessary things and

the winter coming on my heart

almost stands still, for I am
not in a position to help as

much as I would like too, but

it is so general you cant help

everyone so as you say do the

best we can and leave unto

the Lord the rest, I was so

pleased and comforted when

you said you would throw off

everything that you could not

help, I feel bad after I write any

thing depressing for fear of it

depressing you but I guess I

am in the mood and put

[Letter 3, pg. 4]

my thots on paper, but I realize

I should write nothing but cheerful

things for you have enough trouble

to contend with, without hearing

of more from home,

now Clarence I have been thinking

of what you said in regards to

eating pastry cakes etc, I know

how the saints feel toward the

elders and want to treat them

nice, but if they only realized it

was doing you harm. I am sure

sensitive

they would not be so seme
about it, just tell them your

stomach is not very good and

you have to be very careful as

your father has been almost an

invalid for years with stomach

trouble and knowing what he has

gone thru you want to be careful

explain to them you appreciate

their kind feelings toward you

and you accept the will for the

deed but you must be careful

not to eat between meals

[Letter 3, pg. 5]

I was glad to hear you received

those Photos and magazines

but would like to hear of you

getting your garments for I know

you will be in need of them

if you dont receive them soon

you had better let me know

and I will try and get some

more to you, but perhaps they

would meet the same fate, as

you can not register them,

I was thinking Henry said when

he was in New York Earl Phillipps

got some union suits and they

marked them perhaps in Case

of emergency you could do that,

We sure did have a terrific

storm last night I never did

see the wind blow so hard it

blew trees down and we were

without lights for an hour or two

and it rained and hailed.

Arnold Taylor said it blew all

of his hay flat and all of the

corn down I am an[-]xousto

[Letter 3, pg. 6]

go down and see how my corn

fared, I got about 2 bushels

Thursday and I dried it, but it

was so tall I am afraid it

would be top heavy and go over,

I get a lot of cucumbers every time

I go down and the carrotts are

getting real large, the squash

is runing all over everything

in spite of the squash bug,

and I expect some big squash

if they keep growing, the potatoes

are doing fine, so you see we
have a lot to be thankful for.

so let us count our many blessings

and all will be well,

my eyes feel like it is bed time

so I will close and let Ruth

write tomorrow,

'

May the Lord continue to bless

in all things, give you health

& strenght, peace of mind and

comfort that you many know all

will be well, all [ ] with

love and kisses as ever Mother

Letter 4 September 1,1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 4, pg. 1]

Provo , Sept. 1.1932

My Dear Son. Getting an early

start, dont you think? but rather

than run the risk of not getting

your letter off, I thot I would make

a start to night and if I dont get it

f[-]inished to night will try and finish

to morrow. You see Alice has been

so anxious to go to Logan, so she

coaxed your father into taking

the trip, Kenneth is so much better

I went up to see the Doctor with

him the other day and he said

his heart was doing fine of coarse

there is still the leak but it

was going more steady than

it used to and it would be

perfectly all right for him to
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take the trip, Alice says Mother

does not seem very much thrilled

over it, I have missed our

yearly trip but I feel winter

coming on and so many things

will be needed I feel we can

[Letter 4, pg. 2]

it

hardly afford , but we have had

no pleasure to speak of and I

really think the change will

do us all good and will be just

as far ahead in fifty years

from now, I can imagine how

surprised Janet will be because

she has written so many times

saying she did not know how she

would stand it thru the summer
if I did not come and spend a

little time with her she will be

so pleased to have father go as

he has said all the time he did

not think he could stand it

but I dont think it will hurt

him as the weather is so

much cooler, in fact too cool

the past week snow on the

mountains and quite heavy

frost at night, when I went

to the farm last night or

yesterday I saw the corn all

down and the leaves all

slit thru the wind and hail

[Letter 4, pg. 3]

the squash leaves all black

tops of cucumbers nipped also

with the frost, but I noticed

quite a lot of nice large squash

but if the frost had not taken

the vines there would have

been tons I think. I have

never head of frost coming so early

it has not hurt things in

town like down there.

I got two or three bushels of

eoan corn dow[-] there I am
drying it and steamig some of

it for if we dont use it [- -]ur

self I can give it where it will

be needed. The pears and peaches

are coming on now, the farmers

were looking toward a good

price for peaches and apples

but it looks like they will fare

like all the rest almost have

to give them away, in fact

the farmers are letting their

tomatoes rot in the field

they say it dont pay to even

[Letter 4, pg. 4]

pick them, It sure does seem

a shame to leave things waste

and so many people hungry

it is certainly a fining time,

flour is going as low as 69C

48lbs, when I came in from

the farm to night I saw six

sacks of flour, but I found they

had been taken in on a debt

from the store two for me
two for Lynn two for Henry .

so if we have a little flour

ahead, some vegetables, and

fruit we will not starve this

winter even if things get the

worsT, Ruth has gone to the Canyon

with the mutual girls to Springdell

Alice and Ken will probably go

up the Canyon to close up the

house and bring Ruth home to morrow

night, so that she can go with

us to Logan Saturday
,
they went

this morning but were only

going to stay three days
,

beleive me that gang sure does

[Letter 4, pg. 5]

have a good time, always planing

or going some where, but it is only

innocent fun and they are a

lot of good kids, fay Fay Clark

drives an old car they have

there and they go all over in it.

Henry works late at night now

as the days draw in it is nearly

dark before they get up there,

Last night it was 10 Oclock when

I went to bed and he was not

home and I wondered what had

happened to him, but he told me
this morning the lights had

been turned [illegible deletion] on and so he

had a good time painting , I

beleive L[-]ynn is moving some of

his things up to night, his

house is not finished but he

wants to leave Johnsons by the

15 of Sept as they want to take

boarders, I tell Henry he will be

lonesome if we all go off and leave

him alone Sat. Sunday, and

(Monday, labor day) Alta wanted

[Letter 4, pg. 6]

him to go down there, but he

wants to go there for Wednesday

as L[- -]a is being married and

they want him to go thru the

Temple with them so he feels

like he will work on his house
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Monday and go to Richfield after

work Tuesday night, and come

back Wednesday night,

Arthur Maurine and family will

leave early Saturday morning for

Price to stay until Monday,

Mrs Goodridge left for Canada

this morning Maurines sister

Zatella had twin girls a few

days ago. Well I see it is bed time

we have a nice fire in the grate

with some pine logs Ken got

when we were in the Canyon,

May the blessings of the Lord

attend you in all you do

All [ ] with love and best

wishes for your sucess

as ever Mother.

Letter 5 September 10, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 5, pg. 1]

Provo, Sept. 10, 1932

Dear Clarence: Saturday night and

the end of another week, and three

days after the date of your two years

ago departure for the mission home
and to think you are 14 thousand

miles from home, And in that

length of time what a lot of Country

seen

you have (and a lot of water too)

before reaching Africa, meeting many

people and thru the Hand of Providence

being guided to our very own people

what an interesting two years

saying nothing /of the meetings and

spiritual feasts you have had

and how thrilled I am every time I

think of you being in Africa and

what an honor to be the only one

in all of the Dixon family to go to

your Grandfathers birthplace and

follen in his footsteps preaching

the same principles that he taught

and visiting in the very town

where he first saw the light of day

[Letter 5, pg. 2]

and walking over the same ground

that the early settlers your Great -

Grandfather included walked over.

It will be something for you to

remember all your life and

something that makes me happy

every time I think of it

I said to Alice this morning I do

hope I get a letter today saying that

Clarence has received his garments

and sure enough I did get it, I had

no idea they would charge duty on
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them being marked and washed

as you say it is pay out money

all the time but I am glad you

got them anyhow I was afraid

you would be needing them badly

Well we went to Logan last Saturday

afternoon and had a very nice trip

in fact I told Janet I felt as if I had

been to heaven for three days it

was so peaceful and quite out there

on the ranch, and Janet had

such good things to eat I beleive

I ate more than I have for

[Letter 5, pg. 3]

months and slept better, and

since I have returned home I am
still enjoying my food, and putting

on weight, I dont want to get as

heavy as I was \but I guess it wont

hurt to get a little fatter. I am feeling

much better and who knows but

what it is thru your and other

prayers in my behalf . And I trust

1 may continue and not let worry

get me in such a condition again

for there are as many and even

more to worry about with winter

coming on but as you say do all

you can and leave the rest to the

"Giver if all Good" and every day I

can see so many things to be

thankful for. Ruth says all she

can see is flour in every part of

the house, You see people turn in

produce on accounts and they

sent me two or three sacks of flour

Lynn 2 Henry 2 so I am holding

them until they get settled

then yesterday they sent me

[Letter 5, pg. 4]

2 sacks of whole wheat but it all

looks good to me, we are getting

most of our fruit that way too

it all helps, I have one bushel

of fine pears and expect more

To morrow the boys and girls

start to school they, are all peped

up about it Ruth is quite thrilled

about going to the high school.

Kent starts school at the Timp

Maurine wanted him to go to the

Y[-]. but it costs 10 dollars and they

cant raise it not now any how.

The nights are sure getting cold

we are glad of a fire in the

stove, Mutual is opening next

Tuesday night, Ken was out last

night asking people to come,

.he is going to be the secretary I

am glad because [-] it was hard

to get him to go last winter he

seems to be quite interested the
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only thing I tell him is his

penmanship I have been after

him all sum[-]er to practise

[Letter 5, pg. 5]

but he only laughs at me
The relief societies of the City are

planning a flower show and

exhibit of hand work in our

3rd Ward hall, last year it was

just wonderfield I never have

seen a better exhibit at any

fair, your father seems much

better to me, he walks back

and forth instead of riding

now that the weather is cooler

I beleive the exercise will do

him good, and I am so thank

ful Kenneth seems so well

again we can see so many

things to be thankful for even

if money is hard to get,

Joe's crops look wonderful

he only has about 11 acres of

beets but they look fine, has

quite a bit of grain but I

think wheat is only hanging

around 35C bus. he has a

fine lot of hay which he

generally can dispose of at a

[Letter 5, pg. 6]

good price last year he got 1000

a ton, but this year it so

only about half that much

due to such fine crops

raised by every one thru a

good supply of water . Every

where you go there is every

thing in abundance and no

one should suffer but I guess

there are plenty who do. Kenneth

said in his calls last night

he found one family of 13 sitting

around a coal oil lamps as their

lights had been turned off not

much to eat as the father had

been out of work for over a year

Well I just have to quit thinking about

everyone or I would go crazy, we
are all in the Lords hands and

say "thy will be done", I must close

for this time. Well Clarence I see

the girls have written so I will

close until next week with

heaps of love- from all the family

Mother
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Letter 6 September 16, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 6, pg. 1]

Provo, Sept, 16, 1932

My dear Son: Friday night, Having a

few moments to spare before retiring

for the night, that I would start

your letter, and finish later,

Have sure had a busy week, putting

up sweet cucumber pickles, tomatoes

five bus. of peaches, This morning I

found my pears were not ripe enough

so I decided to wash and put up

fruit on Monday instead of washing

as I expect 2 more bus. of peaches

for Henry and I have 4 bus of

pears waiting to ripen so you

see I will have a busy week

coming up, This is sure a strenous

time of the year but it is worth

the efforts put forth when I go

down in the basement and see my
shelves filled with, so much tempting

fruit and to think what it will

mean this winter to help out

our food supplies, I do hope the

poor will be able to get some of the

[Letter 6, pg. 2]

fruit to put up for there is an

abundance and it looks like a

lot will be wasted as people has

no money to buy, it seems like

they are not shipping many pears

or peaches as peddlers are constantly

coming to the door, The fruit is very

fine this year due to so much rain

& water, you can get water melons

as low as 1C each , I was just

reading the ads in the papers

to night and I was just saying

if a person only had money what

they could get for about . half of

what we have been used to paying

Maurine is all up in the air

they have asked her to be President

of the relief society, Aunt Sarah has

resigned, She has been out to try

and get counsellors, I think Mrs

Birch and Nettie Madsen will

work with her, It will be a

big responsibality but I tell her

if she will do her best the Lord

will help her and it will be

[Letter 6, pg. 3]

a good school for her,

The Primary and Sunday School

are also being reorganized,
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Sister Fielding has been helping

on my committe, but they have

chosen her the Primary, I hear

that they are asking Aldous to take

over the Sunday School I hope he

does for it is sure in a run

down condition, Alice has been

so disgusted because there is hardly

any of the officers at Union meeting

I will have to go to Union next

Sunday as our work will start

next month, We are going to take

up the Doc. & Cov. I trust we will

like it as much as the B. of Mormon.

I told Maurine she had better let

me out and then I could take

care of her children, but she says

no she need me badly,

Kenneth and one of his Chums have

been up Rock Canyon and down
slate to day on the horses and

then they rode them to the

[Letter 6, pg. 4]

farm, As Alice will not be able

to use them now she has started

to work this morning,, but she

sure has enjoyed riding up

near the mountains

I tell your father he should take

a little time off and ride once

in a while, he is walking back and

forth to the office and I really

beleive he feels better to have the

exercise, Ken is anxious to know

wether he can register next week

for school your father has never

Given him a definate answer

yet, I was telling him to day he

could register for the first quarter

anyhow, so I think he will do that

I hope he can. Harvard has been

working up to the Y. and he has

more than earned enough for

the 1st quarter, I dont know what

he will do about his books, but it

seems like the way is opened

all the time, It is getting late so

I will close for to night, Sweet

dreams,

[Letter 6, pg. 5]

Sunday night. Have just

come in from Church, and

if I dont hurry and finish

I wont get it in the office

I had to go to Union meeting

this afternoon then we
went for a ride, and got

some fine muscat grapes

and Crawford peaches,

Lynn is moving last night

and to day, they havent

got the water in yet but

Johnsen's are taking boarders

and Lynn feels they dont

want to deprive them of a

room .1 dont know how they

will get along ,but I guess

they will manage until

they get the water in, it

is better than paying

rent, but they will have

to sacrifice as they have

so many bills to meet

I sent them some vegetables

[Letter 6, pg. 6]

and a few things and they

have fruit so they wont

starve, even if they dont

have luxeries, they will

have the steam heat and

every thing comfortable and

nice.

I will have to close as

Ken will soon be back

Am[-] anxiously awaiting

to morrow for your letter

Am enclosing your P. Office

order and it gives me so

much pleasure it makes [-]me

feel like when I pay tithing

and I trust we can continue

the full amount every month,

All [ ] with love and

best wishes for your

sucess

,

As ever Mother

Letter 7 September 25, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 7, pg. 1]

Provo, Sept. 25 1932

My Dear Son:

Received your letter

Monday morning, was sorry to

hear you had not been feeling

very well. In one of your previous

letters you stated you had had

the headache for several days

it may have been the "flu"

working on you . I was glad to

note you were out tracting which

indicated you were better . I

do hope you will consider your

self and take care of your body

and because your expenses are

high you must not cut out

you eating for that is not

economy . I realize I feel better

when I under eat than

when I over eat but I am getting to

the stage in life when my
body does not require so much
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so I want you to consider

your health well as that is

the most essential thing every-

[Letter 7, pg. 2]

th[-]ing depends upon it.

I did not not receive your letter

yesterday, nor did I get a chance

to write as I have had a most

busy week and yesterday I was

just swamped, due to my pears

ripening so slow I had to put

some up even if it was Saturday

and how Ruth does hate putting

up fruit then as she likes to

get her work done, but she sure

is a good girl A goes thru the

whole house as Alice is working

now, Alta & the baby came Friday

night, and yesterday after noon

Lina & her husband came to our

Store to by a radio I had them

come for supper, then Sarah

Langston White came from

Bever to the Store to do some

shopping she came up and

stayed all night, She went to

Sunday School, Henry & Alta

went to Morgan to see Lina's

home, father has gone down to

[Letter 7, pg. 3]

the farm to see a man, so

while it was quite I thot it

would be a good chance to write.

We are having beautiful weather

altho it looked cloudy every

[ ]ing for a week and I thot

sure it would storm but it seems

to have cleared off , I hope it will

stay fine for a while until the

boys gets their dugway graveled

or I dont know how they will

get up and down if it storms

much they are waiting to get

teams and I guess the famers

are busy, Lynn did not move
up last week, Celestias Mother

went up and could see how
things were and would not

let them go until they get

their water in I dont think

it will be long now, as they

have the trenches about dug.

They go up nearly every night

to paint and they are getting

along just fine, Kenneth registered

[Letter 7, pg. 4]

last week, and Howard registered

for the whole year as President

Harris told him to and he

would see that he had work

enough in the Library to pay

for it . So you see the Lord

provides and Howard is the

best kid attends to all of his

Church duties I tell Ken I wish

he was as good to go to sacrament

meetings, he goes regular now

as he has the sacrament in

charge this month. Your father

seems to be feeling better I

think if business was better

and money not so hard to got

he would be O, K, but he throws

off worry much better than he

used to, I guess he knows he

has to , I am feeling fine now

and I am afraid I will get too

fat again, I have tried the forget

every thing and not worry I do

hope the Lord will give me
strength to over come all my

[Letter 7, pg. 5]

worries and fears, and I beleive

your prayers in my be half

have been heard, for why wouldnt

the Lord hear the prayers of

one who is so faithfully per-

forming His work,

Well it is nearly nine oclock

and I have just come home
from Church, we had a very

fine meeting, This afternoon &
after dinner your father

wanted to go for a ride Ken

drove us around the Timp -

loop and I never did see any

thing so grand the leaves

all colors. Dr Sperry is

living in our ward in Stan

Dixon's house and he gave the

talk to night on the birth -

right of Jos. Smith, One thing

struck me .he was speaking

of Jos who was sold into Egypt

and his writings found on

the mummies, He said probably

those writings was of such a

[Letter 7, pg. 6]

nature the people were not

ready to receive them of

coarse this may be just his

opinion but I thot I would

pass it on to you as we
have discussed that before

He is a wonderful man and

the only one the Church has

sent to do research work has

just recently returned from

the Holy Land,

Well Ken is waiting for

my letter so will have to

say good night and God
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bless you all ways all

send Love,

Mother

Letter 8 September 30, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 8, pg. 1]

Provo, Sept. 30_ 1932

Dear Clarence, You could never

guess where I am writing from,

but perhaps you can smell

paint or enamel on the paper which

would [illegible deletion] no doubt tell you

that I was upon the heights

at Henry's home sitting in a

nice easy chair listening to the

radio, He comes up nearly every

night to paint, I have not been

up for a week or two and thot I

would bring my Doc & Cov, and

journal and prepare my lesson

for you know next Tuesday is

the first in Oct, and so [
]

lessons starts then, and we are

going to take up the study [-]of the

Doc & Cov. I am very glad as that

is a book I have read very little

This lesson appears very difficult

being the introductory or maby
it is because my brain has

become lazy during our vacation

[Letter 8, pg. 2]

the past three months . When I

got my book out I found I had

left my glasses home so I decided

it was no use straining my eyes

and I found I had my pen and

tablet so it was a good time

to write your letter, as I expect

Sunday I will be quite busy

it is our Relief Society Conference

and each officer and teacher is

supposed to be there, Maurine was

sustained as a Relief Society President

last Tuesday, When they called on

her to talk she sure did weep

and nea[-]ly all the members

wept with her She seems to

be liked by nearly every one and

it looks like she gained their

s[-]ympathy for they try to do

every thing to help her , She has

real support in her two counsellors

Mrs Burch and Nettie Madsen

they are older women and have

had more experience, Ralph Snows

wife died Tuesday mornng and
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[Letter 8, pg. 3]

that was their first experience

to go and visit the family, but

Aunt Sarah says she will go

and dress the dead and do

those kind of things . Sister Eves

will still conti[-]e to look after

the poor and needy, and they

are [
] up their committees I

wanted to be released and have

a younger woman put in but

they would not release me.

I thot I was about thru with my
fruit but yesterday morning Will

Ha[- -] drove up and left me a bus.

basket full of grapes, so I made grape

juice I filled those bottles you used

to make root beer in because I

had used all my other bottles. Then

I filled one of those gallon glass jugs

you had syrup in down to the Lake,

Well I think there will be grape juice

to quench your thirst Jong after

you come home. Maby I will

enjoy it better then than I do

[— ] for I am so sick of all

[Letter 8, pg. 4]

kinds of fruit as I have put up

hundreds of quarts of fruit. Ruth

wants me to put up some mtrt

muscat grapes I dont know yet

wether I will or not. It has made
it nice getting it thru the store

We have had about 2 cords of cedar

wood, and a big load of aspen

already sawed up in blocks

so we will not go cold, and then

they are figuring on getting our

winters coal, men who have

large trucks and are owing the

store want to have it on accounts

so we will be alrigth if we have

flow which we have been

getting thru the store, all the

fruit, jam & homey, vegetables

from our own garden, plenty

of wood and coal, if we have

to go a little short of money we
have not suffered for one thing

I will be glad when the taxes

are paid but you see the

Lord provides and all will be

[Letter 8, pg. 5]

come out alright, In your letter

Monday you said if we could

not send you money you could

get along, where you stated you

would have so many pounds

dont cou[-]t too soon , If the elder

can pay you back and you can
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sell your bike but you dont know

and I do know as long as your

father can get the money he

will send it to you . If we cant

then you will have to do the

best you can, but we would

like you to have a little money

to go sight seeing when you come

home, but it sure makes me
feel good that you have a little

ahead in case of emergency,

and I am afraid you have

deprived your self of many things

in order to save as you have.

This little home of Henrys is sure

compact and cosy and when they

get their furnture in and arranged

it will sure be nice, They are

[Letter 8, pg. 6]

still working on their water trenches

but will soon be thru now, Lynn

has not moved yet thy have their

living room finished and kitchen

done all papered and it sure looks

fine . Sunday evening : Have been to Church

then went to see Aunt Sarah M[- -]k, Ruth

drove up this morning to invite her to dinner

and go to meeting with me, but found her in

bed, She thinks she will be alright,

I was sorry to hear you had that itch again

I heard of a formula today that was good for

heat rash and the itch to. take & tablespoon

each of copperas, Salt and Sulphur, in a

quart of water I imagine it would be

hot to dissolve it, I dont know how good it

is but it would do no harm to try it.

I see it is getting late so Ken will be here

for the letter to mail, now he is secrtary in

the Mutual he has to go once a month to

Sunday night meeting all send best love

and trust you are well and happy.

May the Lord Continue is blessings

to you at all times, as ever

Mother

.

Letter 9 October 8, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 9, pg. 1]

Provo. Oct. 8, 1932

My dear Clarence. Altho it is

after 10 P.m. I thot I would make
a start on your letter, Ethel and

the children came in from Price

with Albert Tuesday night, and

she is sitting up waiting for Elton

to come in to nght I think he is

bringing in the truck with a

load of coal. He and Arthur want

to go to conference in the morning.

I went up yesterday with Sarah

Fred Markham is teaching in

Salt Lake and he took us up

and brot us back last night

I enjoyed it very much but

it did not seem hardly

natural to have President Grant

absent at the opening of Conf.

Every one was happy to hear that

the operation was sucessful

and the President was

progressing very fine Bro

Ballard is also absent on

[Letter 9, pg. 2]

account of an operation for acute

[- -]pendicitis,

Maurine went up for Relief Conf

Thursday and stayed until late

last night, Alice took care of the

baby and the family

I received your letter this morning

you said it was raining 'we

sure did have a heavy one last

night for a little while, but

today has been very warm and

pleasant, and so it looks like it

will be good weather for the Conf.

Your father will think I am not

coming to bed as he went early

has not been feeling very well

the last few days I am afraid

he has been eating too much

fruit and things that was

not the best for his stomach

so I am going to put him

back on a milk diet for a

little while,

I was sure sorry to hear of

your friend passing away

[Letter 9, pg. 3]

but what a joy you must feel

when you read that letter written

such a short time before his

death bearing such a wonderful

testimony, and how happy you must

feel to think if you had never

accomplished one other thing in

that mission you were the

instrument in the Lords hands

in saving one soul, that is a

feeling of real joy , my eyes are

very heavy and I think I had

better retire and finish your

letter to morrow, so good night

and sweet dreams.

Sunday afternoon . Conf. has just

finished and we have had some

fine sermons. Sure had a

surprise a moment ago. A

young man came to the door

and smiled and said you are

Aren't

Sister Taylor Arrrt you, Well I
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have just ran in for a moment
to tell you how your Son in

[Letter 9, pg. 4]

Africa is , I asked who are you

my name is Peterson he said

I just arrived at 2. P.M in S.L.

City yesterday , I wanted him to

stay but his Sister & Husband

were waiting out side, he said

he had told no one he was coming

home and his folks would know

in about three hours, as he was

on his way home then, but would

come back again and have a

good visit. He said he was with

you when you met the Hu[-]pheries

called upon them just before

leaving and they treated him

very nice. I cant understand

them nor Cousin Will not

answering my letters as they

asked me to write again and

I did. perhaps they are afraid

we will try to convert them.

We had Henrys brother in law

Phil Hanson here for dinner

Alice went up on the hill

with Henry I think if they

[Letter 9, pg. 5]

get their water system going

he will go and get Alta next

week end, I dont think Lynn

and Celestia have moved yet,

It sure feels like winter today

rained this mornig and a

Cold wind is blowing now.

Your father is not feeling the

best today I wanted him to

stay in bed as I have put

him back on a milk diet, but

he is here by the fire watching

the logs burn, I think he will

be alright in a few days as

he has been eating too

heartily on things he shouldent,

and them things come up

to worry him, We were just

talking ad he has to

much to raise before the

end of the year he was

wondering if you could get

[Letter 9, pg. 6]

along on about 25 dollars for

a little while, We dont want

you to starve yourself for

that would not be economy,

but I do hope things will

pick up but it looks like

a struggle for a while, as

the Hollorn Judd Payment

comes due which is over

14 hundred dollars taxes and

other things,, I am sure your

father will send you as much

as he can.

Well I will be closing as

Ken will be wanting to take

it to post.

May the Lord continue His

blessings upon you at all

time give you health and

strength to carry on

All send best love

Mother

Letter 10 October 15, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 10, pg. 1]

Provo Oct. 15, 1932

Dear Clarence, Another week has

rolled around and brot your weekly

letter, for which I look forward to

a whole long week, How happy it

makes me when I read you are

happy and enjoying your work

and I do pray that you may be able

to say this to the end of your

mission , [-]n after life you will

look back upon your experiences

and think what a previlege it

was for you to go out into the

world amongst strangers away

from your loved ones, be put to

tests you could get in no other

way, tests that will make a

man out of you, . I must be

careful for where Elton was

on his mission he wrote home
telling me some of his troubles

[Letter 10, pg. 2]

instead of s[-]ympat[-]zing with

him I told him that would

make a man out of him,

and every once in a while

he reminds me of it,

It is the trials and the tribulations

we have in life that developes

our characters, and we hear

on every hand, when this

depression is over we will

see its advantages, I know

one thing we will appreciate

many things more, especially

if we cut down our indebit -

ness and stay out of debt as

far as possible. I have tried

to tell your father all our

married life the persen who

was in debt was surely in

bondage and in later years
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he has come to realize it

and retrench but we were

[Letter 10, pg. 3]

were caught like nearly every

one else but I trust we have

learned our lesson if we
ever do get out.

I believe if things were different

his health would be better

but we must look to the

future with hope and courag[ -
]

courage. If we have health

and strength that is the main

thing,

Your father has not been

feeling as well for over a week

his stomach has had a bad

turn, he has had nothing

but a quart of milk every 24 hrs

I told him he could do on that

if he had no strain on his

body he should stay in bed

to conserve his strength

He went to Salt Lake last

Thursday to see the Doctor

[Letter 10, pg. 4]

he took his powders, away from

him because it was making

his blood pressure go up so high

but he takes other kind of

medicine in tablets, he goes

to the office for an hour or

two and then comes home
and goes to bed. I sit in his

room and read to him nearly

all afternoon to keep his mind

occupied, he has not had hardly

any pain today and I think

he will be ok. in a few days

if he will only rest up and

not eat things he should'nt

I think that is what brot on

this trouble he thot his stomach

was alright and has been eating

nearly every thing,

Well it is late and I must go to

bed so will finish to morrow,

Sunday afternoon ,Last night

it sure looked like st[—

]

[Letter 10, pg. 5]

but it has turned out beautiful

today the sun is really hot.

Yesterday I got Uncle Charl and

some of Arnolds boys to go down
and dig our potatoes before the

storm came . I did not want

Ken to lift too much and he wanted

to go to Salt Lake so bad to see the

game of foot-ball between the Y. &
the U. they say there never was

so many from Provo to a game, as

it looked like the Y had the best

chance in years to win. but they

must have got stage fright and

lost to the U. a score 29-0, Well to

go back to the farm Uncle Ernest hauled

the produce up in his truck I had

about 53 sacks pototoe and a whole

load of squash, I am giving them

to my neighbors as no one here

were able to raise any on accont

of the bugs. I gave Charl 12 sacks

Arnold 10 sacks so that will help

them out a little, we would have

had more but there were lots of

[Letter 10, pg. 6]

small ones, I want to pay my
tithing on them also squash lots

of people could make a meal on

a squash. I told them to pick up

every potatoe even if they were

small I dont like to waste a thing .

Ken and some of his boy friends were

[-] taking a tree to be sawed up to

make snow shoes and it hurt his

neck or collar bone that was a few

days ago and do day it hurts him

very bad today I have just made a

date with the doctor to look him over

so Ruth is going to drive down to his

office. I hope it is nothing serious.

Alice has gone to Union meeting I

did not go to day as I thot I could

keep your father in bed but nothing

doing he is up and wants to drive

up to see how the boys houses are

coming so I guess I will have to

let him go . he seems to feel better

today. Am enclosing order for 25

dollars but trust it will not work

a hardship on you that you

starve yourself Your father seemed

quite worried to day he says

[Letter 10, pg. 7]

I hope that boy will not do without

things necessary for his health. I

trust after we meet the taxes and

Hollorn Judge Payment we will

be able to send more.

I am feeling fine and if I keep

on eating I will soon be as stout

as I was before I trust not thow

because I feel better when I am[-]

thinner.

Politics are red hot now last

night Pres. Hoover spoke the other

night Gov. Roosevelt,

Fay Clarks grandfather Halliday is

being buried this afternoon, he has

been sick for a long time.

Well I guess I had better close and

leave space for Ruth & Alice if they
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have tome to right,

I do pray that our kind and Heavenly

Father will still continue his blessings

upon you[-], give you health strength

and happiness in all that you do

and bring you back again to us

in peace and safety, all join with

heaps of love, Mother,

[the following documents were included in Letter 10]]

[Letter 10, pg. 8]

256 . N J-U---1 W .

Provo , Utah .

Oct. 16, 1932 .

Dear Bud :

It is late afternoon.

I have been busy all

day up to now, and I

must hurry because, I

may be busy again

right soon.

After Sunday school we
got dinner and did the

dinner work up, then

I took daddy down to

the lake for about an

hour. He hasn't been feeling

very well, then I took Kenny

down to Doc. Smith . He has

strained the ligements of his

shoulder and can't move his

arm or comb his hair -or any-thing.

But I think it will be better

soon.

I sure felt bad yesterday,

the cou[-]gars were defeated

by the Utes 27- 0 . The Utes

made two touchdowns

in about the first 10 min,

And it discouraged the

Cougars so bad they

could hardy play, but

[Letter 10, pg. 9]

- 2 -

they held them down pretty

good in the rest of the game

It was in Salt Lake . Kenny

went.

Friday the Provo High played

the Sp. Fork football team, and

they beat provo 7 - 0 . Making

a touchdown in the last

part of the last quarter . Thurs.

was the pep - rally for the

game , and we snaked danced

up to first north and first East

where there was a big bon-fire.

Boy did we run! I thought I

was flying there for a little

while I was being poped

so fast and hard. Wed. was

a barn dance over to the ward,

we sure had fun we sold-

candy and earned $1.50 (our

mutual class).

Fae's grandfather died Wed.

and his funeral was held to -

day.

Tuesday in school a Mr.

Reverend Hays from the pist

came

&
Psycabal <(sp.) church talked Oh gee!

to us.

Ch[ -
]
Clarence I didn't ret realize

what a wonderful Church

we have until he started

to tell of what he believed

[Letter 10, pg. 10]

- 3 -

It all seemed so wrong and

funny. He says there isn't

such a thing as heaven, and

that God didn't dwell in heaven

on a throne but the he was

a spirit which dwelled in

each person and that he was -

n't a physical being but only

a spirit ! Oh ! I'm so thankful

for the grand wonderful religion

I have . That man has strength-

& my
ened my faith in Christ church more

than anything. He also said

some things against our church.

But I guess it is what he be-

lieves.

I went horse- back riding

yesterday , and I am so stiff to -

day I can hardly move.

Well this is the limit

of my paper , so I must close

with heaps of Love and

Kisses.

May the Lord bless you to

do what is right and may

his spirit be with you at

all times .

Your Sister

Ruth .

Letter 11 October 22, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 11, pg. 1]

Provo . Oct, 22, 1932

My dear Son,

I was sure surpised

Thursday morning when I

looked into the mail box and

discovered your letter, have

received them on Fridays but
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never on Thursday . [Letter 11, pg. 4]

Was very pleased to hear that

you had gained four lbs trust that he had hurt his shoulder

you will continue and gain he has suffered great pain

four more,. It is Saturday and 1 had an X Ray put

night and your father and on it for 1 was afraid it

1 are sitting in front of the was broken but they say

fire place listening to a programme not but the bone is bruised

over K S. L. dedicated to the and the tendons are all

opening of their 50,000 watt pulled loose, he has been

station one of the finest in out of school nearly all week

the world, and beleive me he seems much better today

it has some volume will and 1 think eh will be

carry all over the country alright now..

even to the Islands Alta came last night and

Henry D Jr is sure cute and

[Letter 11, pg. 2] says nearly every thing

They wanted to go up to

so you had better listen in their home to night to sleep

and . perhaps you could hear but 1 insisted on them

it.. staying until Monday

We have had some rain here Well my dear it is time 1

the past week but 1 am was in bed as it is very

glad to say it has not rained late and the girls want

like you say it rains there.

To day is beautiful the sun [Letter 11, pg. 5]

is quite warm and 1 hope

it continues that way until me to go to Sunday School

the beets are all dug , Your in the morning as it is

father watches every morning rally day and they want

to see if there are any Clouds every one there,

in the sky , 1 guess a lot Sunday afternoon: Have just

depends on Arnold getting finished dinner and put your

his beets out for it looks father back to bed, he got up

like that is the only Crop and shaved and ate a little

that is bringing in any soup but he has suffered quite a

money. bit of pain all night and today

1 do wish things would so 1 think 1 will put him back on

pick up ; they are getting his milk again . 1 did not go

no better fast and that to Sunday School and 1 think 1

will read to your father to

[Letter 11, pg. 3] get him interested in Political

speeches.

helps to keep your father To night the Tabernacle

down, he has been on a Choir is giving a program[-]e

milk diet for two weeks in our Ward. If your father

yesterday he went to S L City is better 1 will go 1 am[-]

and Dr Bailey said he putting cold packs on his

would have some thing more stomach now that eased

to eat but 1 am not giving him during the night

him as much as he said

1 could 1 would rather go a [Letter 11, pg. 6]

little slower and graduall—

increase.. The doctor said 1 wish you were a little

he was better his blood nearer and 1 would send

pressure was down consider - you some of these large

able, but he still has some delicious apples 1 never did

distress , in his stomack
, see such beauties, but never

1 tell Ken 1 am going to mind 1 thin[-]k you will

put him in a glass case enjoy them this time next

for it seems like he has year,

some thing the matter with Well Clarence 1 cant think

him all the time 1 told of any thing else to write

you last week 1 beleive so will close and let Ken

take this letter to the Post
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office, I am so happy every

time I think of you being in

the work you are and I know

the Lord is blessing you and

as long as you continue to serve

Him you will receive blessings

amidst the trouble and strife

thruout the wold we have

much to be thankful for

all send love Mother

Letter 12 October 30, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 12, pg. 1]

Provo . Oct. 30. 1932

Dear Clarence, This is Sunday

afternoon and I am just starting

my weekly letter. Guess I have

not been in the writing mood or

else lazy. Did not get your letter

yesterday so will be looking for it

tomorrow.

Ken still has his arm in

a sling or when he goes out with .

out it he suffers pain, I want him

to go and see the Doctor again but

he says what's the use of runng

up bills, the X Ray showed it was

not broken only bruised and it

will take time to heal, he thinks

it is getting a little better every

day. I have to carry coal up get

the kindlings in and everything

that a chore boy does, for I wont

let your father do a thing but

I am thankful I have health

and strength to do it. Your father

[Letter 12, pg. 2]

is better today, he had a good

nights rest last night . Two nights

before he suffered pain all night

but he will go to work for 2 hours

each day, but he says it does

not hurt him as much as staying

home and worrying. One thing

that upset him I think was a

letter from the Bank to me saying

Arnolds note was 3 years past

due and his affairs were in a

bad condition and they would have

to take action on the security

and as I had signed a note to

secure a Real Estate mortagage.

they would like us to come in

and adjust things. I said let them

take the house I will not try

and redeem it for 35 hundred

but when we found I had

signed a note your father said

they would hold me for the balance

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

if the home did not bring the

full amount. Your father went

[Letter 12, pg. 3]

to see Alex Hedquist the Pres. of the

Bank yesterday, he said he had

not gone into it, your father said

we would try and take care of

it later on but could do nothing

now. so I dont know what they

will do.

They .are talking of closing some of

the branch stores to cut down
expenses and if they [-] close the

Springville store I guess I will

loose the building unless I can

rent it again, but I have got past

caring we will have to do what

is for the best and be thankful

for the many blessings that comes

to us each day, even tho we do

have have the bitter along with

the sweet, if your father can only

get strong and well again.

If business would only pick up

again I beleive he would get

better faster,

Well Clarence Dear we must not

worry any more than we can help-

better 12, pg. 4]

because it does no good to anyone

but must still trust in the Lord

and have faith He will do all things

for our best good and we are no

better than any one else and if

these trials are for our best good

good let we ask to have Courage

and strength to go thru it, for

I feel that in the end all will

be well with us,

Here I am writing as I would talk

to you , but I dont know if I have

used my best judgement it in

telling you these things because

being so far away things very often

appear worse than they really are

but I told you I would not hide

any thing from you nor have I so

I have told you the black side f

every thing so that you will know

the worst,

I have been up in the hill

and the boys houses are

sure nice and cosy

[Letter 12, pg. 5]

I have been to church and

the Bishopric were sure

scoring the people for not

coming out to Church, Utah

Stake has the lowest percent

in the church and The 3rd
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Ward has the lowest in

the Stake only about 13 %
so that looks bad and if

the people do not pay

their ward assessments

they will have to Close the

doors .

Well I think I must quit

or I will be giving you the

blues and I dont want to

do that for you have your

own troubles, so dont take

any of ours for you are too

far away to give any help

only with your faith and

[Letter 12, pg. 6]

prayers and soon we
will be saying "all is well

"All is well, so keep on

smiling every thing will

be alright and we will see

it is for our best good

and we have lots of things

to be thankful for.

Alta and Henry have just

come in and they will

take this letter too post if I

hurry

.

May the Lord continue his

blessings to you at all times

and grant you the desires

of your heart.

With heaps of love from

the family

Mother

Letter 13 November 5, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 13, pg. 1]

Provo . Nov. 5 1932

Dear Clarence: Received your

ever welcome letter this noon,

and it certainly sounds good to

hear you say you are still gainig

in weight, keep on so that by

they time you arrive home you

will be fatter than when you

left, that is if you feel well.

I am thinner than I have been

in years but I believe I feel

much better for it, for it seems

like when I gain in weight I

suffer with my feet if I am[-]

on them ag a great deal, I am-

feeling fine now and can do a

lot of work in a day for which

I am truly greatful for, for

nothing gives more satisfaction

that to be able to do the work

which faces you each, day-

better 13, pg. 2]

your father is feeling much better

He went to Salt Lake to see the

Doctor Wednesday and his pressure

was down below the 200 point

and he was less pain, the last

two days he has been to work

in the afternoons as well as the

morning.

Kenneth is feeling fine now
he drove me down to the Lake to

get some sand to put my Carrotts

and vegetables in to keep them

crisp during the winter, so you

see every thing is not as black

as last week and I should not

have written you as I did because

some times over night things

change, and about closing some of

the chain stores they dont know

yet your father talked to his

Bankers and they seem to think

if they close it would be harder to

open again if thy wanted to,

so I dont know what they will do

I will be glad when this

[Letter 13, pg. 3]

election is over for it is nothing

but one party calling the other a

liar, I do hope and pray that

which ever party is elected will

be able to bring business back to

normal, it looks kind of doubtful

for Reed Smoot and I think it

would be a misfortunate not to

send him back at this critical

time.

Pres Grant returned home
Thursday and anno[-]ced his

intentions of voting for Pres. Hoover

also Reed Smoot.

Albert received a cablegram from

Harrys Pres. stating that had taken

him to Paris to a hospital to be

operated on for appendicitis, that he

was on the road to recovery a

letter would follow, but it will be

over a week yet before they receive

it. I would not be surprised if

they release him for it will be

some time before he is able to

[Letter 13, pg. 4]

work, and Albert is not able

to keep him there, he has

been borrowing money for along

time to keep him there

I can hardly think for Pres. Hoover

is talking over the Radio, he is

expected in Salt Lake Monday and

will speak in the Tabernacle.

Your father is late going to bed as
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he is listening to all these Poloticial

talks, The President is thru and

you should hear the applause and

shouts of the people

I think I must close for tonight

and take him to bed,

Sunday: Well Clarence I thrust you

enjoyed your dinner as much as

I have, not that we had any thing

out of the ordinary but it just tasted

good m Creamed potatoes, Roast leg of

mutton (which I only paid 55C for it

instead of [-] 125 & 150 which I used

to pay when mutton was high)

string beans which Alice Canned

this summer while I was up the

[Letter 13, pg. 5]

canyon, cabbage salad, (cabbage and

potatoes grown in our garden
)

fruit and apple sauce cake,

your father had rice and I gave

him a soda cracker or two today

for an extra treat.

Kenneth said he saw Ken String —

ham the other day and he said he

still had the missionary spirit and

he and the other boy from Africa (I dont

know who he means) were coming down

to dinner some day. I have been

wanting him to come but have

never seen him since that Sunday

he and Will Knight came down.

I told Ken to try and see him and

tell him to come today but he

could not find him so will extend

the invation later.

I went to fast meeting today and

the house was packed, they have it

at 11 oclock and all remain from

Sunday school except the small

children. Two months ago I went

and Ruth and the gang asked

[Letter 13, pg. 6]

why I did not get up and bear my
testimony I told them I was too

frightened and they made me promse

I would . It certainly took courage to

do it before such a crowd, but I

wanted to bear it mostly to the

young folks, I told of the experience of

Nicholas G Smith taken from

your little mission paper and

told of healing the sick when the

flu was raging. I beleive these help

to instill faith into the younger and

they will know people can be healed in

our day as well as in the Saviour's

day.

The sun has never made an

appearance today it clouds up one

day and is fine the next

Well Clarence dear I have about

run out of news so will close

until next week and will

probably have some thing new to

tell you then .keep up the good

work even if they do slam the doors

in your face, keep on smiling and

all will be well . May the Lord

contin[-]e to bless you in all things

all join[-] with best love.

Mother

Letter 14 November 13, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 14, pg. 1]

Provo . Nov. 13 . 1932

Dear Son . Received your very

welcome letter yesterday and how
happy it makes me feel to hear

that you are well and happy one

of the greatest gifts that can be

bestowed upon man,

according to your letter you are

not amongst the unemployed

if you hold 11 meetings in one

day besides your other duties

I can hardly see how you can

do it. but the[-] Lord helps them[-]

who help them selves, and as

you say you are receiving so

many blessings every day

and why should'ent you when

you are engaged in such a

wonderful work, and the

Lord has promised to bless all

those who love him and

keep his Comm[-]andments

[Letter 14, pg. 2]

and I believe a missionary

does this as near as it is

possible to do.

We are all blessed when I look

around me and see our

basement room filled to the

ceiling with coal a big stack

of wood and kindlings, the

potatoe room half full of

potatoes, carrots, onions, and

apples, the shelves full of jam,

fresh fruit, pickles, catchup

and canned vegetables, health

and strength to accomplish

the things I desire each day

the family enjoying the best

of health except your father

and I beleive he is better

only he has a bad cold in

his head, and last but not

least a testimony of the gospel

which gives me assurance

that I have a kind and
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[Letter 14, pg. 3]

Heavenly Father who hears and

answers my prayers according

to my best needs, and if I

remain true and faithful

until the end I will be able

to enter his kingdom[-],

At this time it is true money

is scare and some times it

is a struggle for your father to

meet his payment on his

indebtedness, but so far we
has been able to do it and

trust we will continue to do

so, now I will leave you to

be the judge wether we or

blessed or not. I some times

think if I would only count

my many blessings instead

of worr[-]ying about everyones

troubles and wondering what

the future will bring how
much better off I would be

I am much happier now

[Letter 14, pg. 4]

than I was for I have come

to the conclusion I cant carry

everbodies burdens I will

do all I can each day for

everyone who needs my help

and leave the rest to the Lord.

Uncle Albert and family were

very anxious to get a letter

yesterday telling of Harrys Condition

but none came, so I guess it

will be another week before

any more news, but I feel

that he is on the road to

recovery by now.

I guess you father forgot to get

your money order yesterday

if they dont get it before noon

the office closes, it may no

be more than he sent you

last month as he has taxes

a big payment to Hallorn Judge

at and other things, and I

can see it worries him for

[Letter 14, pg. 5]

fear you will stint yourself

and not get enough to eat I

do hope it wont work too great

a hardship upon you.

Ken invited Kenneth Stringham

down to dinner to day, but later

on he told him he could not

come as he had to be iniated

into some club or missionary

organization., but would come
next week I was kind of sorry

because next Sunday is Union

meeting and we all go but father

so I will let him come and

have dinner then invite him

some other time and spend more

time,

Dinner is over and the girls are

doing the dishes so I will try and

finish. It is just like a spring day your

father asked me to go to the farm with him

but I felt I had better write. I think they have

about finished their beets, they did not [
]

out as well as they expected, and I noticed by

the paper last night the first payment was

a little over 4 dollars per ton, based on price

of sugar. Well now that the Democrats are

[Letter 14, pg. 6]

in they have promised prosperity so I dont

care which party so we have good times

again. It was sure a surprise to very

one no republicans elected. I was sorry to

see Reed Smoot let out for he has done so much

for Utah, but it is better perhaps as he could

do nothing with a Democratic Congress

things could not be much worse it seems

to me for there are so many unemployed

and the farmers are letting produce rot

in the fields rather than dig them at

an expense. I feel sorry for Pres. Hoover

and I do not agree with people when
they say he is responsible for the times

for it is general thro[-] out the world

but his being the lowest in

history shows people wants a change

I do hope they will not be permitted

to bring back the saloon, they have

promised beer and wine [—]eadiately

The ward are planing a bazar next

Thursday a turkey dinner to raise means

for light and heat. The Community drive

is on and Maurine is sure worried for

they have only a bout a third of their

allotment in. the Red Cross is in this

week also it seems like it is one

(turn to Ruths letter)

Letter 15 November 18, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 15, pg. 1]

$ 5.00

Provo . Nov. 18, 1932

Dear Clarence, How the time does

fly here it is Friday night and will

be anxiously awaiting the arrival of

your weekly letter in the morning,

I was just saying to day you will

be coming home before we realize

that your missionary labors in So

africa are at an end.

Albert did not get his letter from

Harry Saturday but one came Wed;
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it was ten days after the operation

and he said he was doing fine

thot he would be O. K. now,

Last Sunday night I saw Charles

in Church, and I had only been in

bed a short time when Stella came

and asked me to come over as her

father was very sick, he was suffering

a lot of pain , but would not listen

to having a doctor he said he would

be alright and for me to go home
which I did as I was afraid to do any

thing for him I thot it must be

appendicitis. About 4 in the

mornng Va Lera came over and

[Letter 15, pg. 2]

wanted to call the doctor. I went over

and he was vomiting such terrible

greenish stuff. Doctor Aird sad

in a minute it was an acute

attack of appendicitis and the sooner

he was operated on the better of Coarse

Charl said he was up against it for

money Aird said if he could raise

the hospital money he would wait

for the rest, so he was taken up at

7 am. and got there fine the appendix

was about 6 inches long, he also had

a kink in the bowel wieh which

would have requred an operation in

less than 24 hours, he is so thankful

it is over and he is doing fine.

Well the Ward dinner is over and

every one is elated over the sucess

of it I think they will clear a

hundred dollars, I don't know how

they sold so many tickets for when

they said they would have to have

a dinner to raise money I did not

thin[-]k they would be able to sell

a dozen, but I said to Maurine

the Lord helps those who help

themselves, and I tell you those

people did work, they cleaned and

[Letter 15, pg. 3]

dressed 11 turkeys and the Cook

at the State Mental roasted them

in their big ovens free of charge

his name is Olsen he lives in

Aunt Hattie MC home, he said he lived

in the Pioneer ward but it was all

for a good cause, They had a whole

pig it only weighted 68 lbs and was

sure fine eating I roasted 3 pieces

and made gravy, everyone said it

was sure a fine dinner,

Well our sixth Son and your younger

brother is stepping out tonight,

Florence Allen invited him to an O.S.

party at American Fork. He was asked

to join the Brickers I said not I was afraid

we could not finance him and another

thing I did not like him to go thru the

ination (spelling not guaranteed)

Alice said let him join or they may never

ask him again and she would try and

get some money for him. So now next

week is the annual banquet and if

he can weaH wear Henrys Tux I

suppose he will go. but I tell him he

is so unlucky I hope they wont

kill him. he is feeling fine now
and your father is much better

I tell him if he will still keep

[Letter 15, pg. 4]

on his rigid diet . he shall have

a nice piece of turkey for Thanks -

giving even if he does have to

suffer a little afterwards,

If he keeps as well as he is now I will

have the family home for dinner, I

think Alta's Mother is going to California

tomorrow with her brother, so Lina and

her husband will come here and Floy &
Phill are already here, so they Henry and

Alta will not be with us.

The weather was very cloudy and some

rain and it sure- looked like snow

but today it is just like sum[-]er I hope

it will not get very cold,

Today is Alice's birthday but we are

not even mentioning birthdays any

more..

Just think this time next month we
will be thinking about Christmas

I told Joe and Janet it would not be

Christmas without them and the

girls are so anxious to come.

I will enclose 5.00 for your Christmas

wish it was fine times that amount

and spend it for something which

will give you the most joy

including a right good dinner

for you, may not eat another

[Letter 15, pg. 5]

Christmas dinner in that land

again, It must seems strange to

be celebrating Christmas in such

hot weather and to think of us

in the midst of ice and snow.

Father told me last night he had

written for Elton and Jack Harmon

to come in for Sunday on business

and so I think we can expect

Ethel too,

I guess Ken Stringham will be

coming for dinner Ken hasnt seen

him since. It is our Conference

so I will prepare dinner mostly

on Saturday. How would you like

to step in and have a serving of

baked beans?, if Elton comes I

need not worry for he can do

justice to them. Tomorrow is home
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coming day for the Y. and the stores

are all closing for the big game between

the Aggies and Y. I think there is to

be a big parade before. Well my
dear boy it is past 10 oclock and my
bed time I was afraid if I had

company Sunday and Conferece to

attend you would get a very short

[Letter 15, pg. 6]

letter so to insure you receive a

little of the gossip and happenings

I wrote tonight, will finish later.

Sunday Afternoon:

Went to Church this morning but it

was nearly 1230 before I got home so

it made it a little late with dinner

Elton, Ethel & children Jack Harmon came

in this morning on business they are

going back to night, but I think they

will come in for Thanksgiving,

Your friends Stringham and Berry

came in for dinner we enjoyed their

visit and they seemed to enjoy the

dinner very much. I told them if they

were not going home for Thanksgivng

we would like to have them come

to dinner, I found out Elder Berry

was from Arizona and was batching

so I think he will be glad to come,

they will let me know . I wanted Ken

to go up the canyon and put some

poison around for the rats, so I asked

the boys if they would like to go up

for a ride Berry said he had never

been up Provo Canyon and would

enjoy it if they would not be gone

[Letter 15, pg. 7]

too long as he had to study, and

Stringham was expecting his young

lady from Salt Lake.

Elton and family have just left for

home ther[-]y were anxious to get to

Church as they have had a 3 day

Jubilee 50 years since Price Ward

was organized and they are finishing

with a programme in the Tabernacle

tonight. Four of the past Bishops are

still living.

Well Clarence I will not attempt

to tell you of the game yesterday

but I never did see Ruth so

thrilled over anything,

I went to a shower last night

for Ida Tanner ,she is going to marry

Laurence Hamblin from Arizona he

is in Washington working and going

to school. I had a nice time it

is about the first time I have

been out at night to a party for

over a year . it seems like I have

stayed in with . your father until

[Letter 15, pg. 8]

I dont care to go out,

I think they are going to close the

Helper store and Heber . they are

working on the others and [- -]y cutting

rents and every where they can they

may not have to close the others . they

dont know yet I hope they dont.

The gang is here popping corn and

having a big time, I have to go out

every once in awhile and remind

them to keep quiet

I am enclosing a P. 0 order for 25.00

trust it will not work too great a

hardship on you, and I am[-] sure your

father would send more if he could,

I guess the girls will write later

so I will close my letter and

they can mail theris later

May the Lord continue to bless you

in all things give you health &
strength to perform whatever is

required of you. May you have a

Merry Christmas and a Happy New
year, all join with love!

Mother

Letter 16 November 26, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 16, pg. 1]

Provo . Nov, 26. 1932

Dear Clarence,

Received your letter last

Monday, and another one yesterday

according to your last one you are still

having rain trust you will not

meet with any accident on the slippery

roads.

Guess you will be pleased to see Pres.

and sister Dalton again, you said in

your letter if President Dalton gave per-

mission you [-] would go and see if you

could get some genealogy. I appreciate your

attitude in this matter but I feel it

would deprive you of a lot of pleasure in

not being able to meet all the Elders for

perhaps you would not get another

chance, before coming home, but hope

which ever you decided to do you

will meet with sucess and enjoy

yourself. And above all I trust you

will not spend too much money
in trying to trace our ancestors. If

I was able to send money for this

purpose it would be different, and

[Letter 16, pg. 2]

I am sorry that things have gone the

way they have which makes money

so scarce for I would have been
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able to send you enough to do a

lot of traveling and research if things

were like they were when you left,

but I dont want you to use what

little you have and skimp yourself

of necessities, for perhaps it would

be impossible to get any more.

I do hope those people fill out those

sheets as I would like to get my
Aunts and husbands dates and their

Children, Do you ever hear from W.

H[- -]t [-]man or Mrs H[- -]pheri[-]? I wrote

them but they have never answered

my letters. Would you write again

if you were me?

Ken has just left for the Brickers

annual banquet. Did you say he

looked swell? well you should have

seen him decked out in Henrys

Tux. he should not have gone for

he has been in bed the last

[Letter 16, pg. 3]

day or two, in fact he has had a

cold of this flu that is going around

for a long time but he must take

care of himself, he does not seems

so sick now but it is in his head.

Henry was saying today that over

3/4 of the homes he visited today

were down in some places nearly

all of the family, but thank goodness

it is not in the bad form of [- -] years

ago , altho there is a lot of pneumonia

with it,

Lynn was in bed yesterday and

part of today, but father was saying

tonight there was some mix up on

a drape or curtain job in Sp Fork and

Albert had to go and get him to go

over I do hope he wont get worse after

it. Arthur was not feeling well last

night but went to work this morning

you father wanted him to come

home but he stick it out until

noon and then went to bed.

Maurine said Nan had coughed

[Letter 16, pg. 4]

nearly all night and so she kept

her in bed today.

We had a very pleasant time on

Thanksgiving day , Elton and family

came in Tuesday night and went

back yesterday morning.

We had Arthur and family. Lynn

& family also Eltons, We had two

turkeys they were very cheap and

come thru the store only 18c per lb.

The missionary boys did not come

down. Kenneth Stringham told Ken\

he would have dinner with the

folks he was staying with, Nello

Westover, your father stood the

confusion very well, and had

a sweet potatoe and some turkey

too. I have told him all the time

if he would only stay on his diet

I would give him some, and how
he did enjoy it. and wants to know

when he can have some more

I did not tell him I saved some

for his dinner to morrow

[document ends here]

Letter 17 December 2, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 17, pg.l]

Provo, Dec . 2 1932

Dear Clarence,

I can hardly beleive it is

December, The weather is just like

Spring, when I wake up in the mornng

and look out of the window there is no

frost on the roofs of the houses as there

used to be a few weeks ago, I have seen

warm days until Christmas but always

cold frosty nights, It is sure a blessing to

people that have little fuel, but I dont

know how the water supply will be for

next year, it looks very cloudy each

mornng like it will sure snow by before

the day is over it clears,

I wish it would snow I think it would

clear the atmosphere and help this

flu condition, Arthur was sick last week

and Maurine has been in bed since

last Monday, she got up to day and now
Kent is sick, I came home to prepare

dinner I happened to glance over there

and she was at the window beaconing

me to come over, when I got there

[Letter 17, pg. 2]

he was just coming out of a fainting spell, his Mothe

put him in a hot bath. Maurine says he is going to

be like her she used to faint when she was sick.

Our Relief Society Conf. went off fine, Mrs Paxman the

Stake President said it went off the smooth[-]st of any

she had attended, I am sure glad it is over, On Tues-

was a party for the retiring officers, We had a very

fine programme, They presented Aunt Sarah with a

very fine chair, Sister Eves with a nice leather bag

and Vivian Taylor with a plant, There was nearly

a hundred there and many who had sickness in

their homes.

Your father has not felt quite so well for a few days

has been sort of discouraged and blue and no life to

do anything we have sort of kidded him and tried to

cheer him up, he seems more cheerful today and

slept better last night. I wish things would take a

turn for the better and he would be better in his

spirits. I tell him we have just got to round up our

shoulders and go thru each day and ask they Lord to give
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us strength to endure all things.

Uncle Albert has been quite worred as they have only had

one letter from Harry since he was operated on, they got one

today he had been in bed in the Hospital for nearly 5

weeks but sat up in bed to write, I dont know just what

the trouble is. he said they were going to put the X Ray

on him the next day to determine what the trouble was

I think it is in the intestinal tract, I sure hope

he gets thru, he said in his letter it looked like

he would be unable to go to a new field for some
time, and thot he might as well come home. I

think Uncle Albert wrote some time ago to the President

and said if he was weak and unable to do much

work it would be better for him to come home as he

had to borrow money to keep him there had made 2

loans since spring and could not borrow another

dollar money is so scarce, so I rather think he

[Letter 17, pg. 3]

may get his release as soon as it is safe

for him to travel.

Ken and alice are here having a spelling match

or some thing. He sprung some thing on me and

how he is laughing, I sure need someone to

help me out with my spelling, but this [- -] a

real joke, they tell me I sure belong to the

English. Ruth has gone to the show she says

it is a double header and only costs IOC

those girls get a lot of fun out of things and

they dont spend much either.

Well my dear Son it is past your Mothers bed

time and I will loose my beauty if I dont go

for it is past 10 oclock and your father

has been in bed for nearly two hours

Trust we get your letter tomorrow, and I will

try and finish Sunday..

Sunday afternoon, Went to fast meeting

after dinner and then insisted on your

father going up to see the boys

homes as he has'nt been since

they moved, the sun was so

warm and nice I think he

enjoyed it very much_

[Letter 17, pg. 4]

yesterday your father went with

Albert to Springville Sp. Fork & Payson

I was quite worried when he did

not come to dinner, but he had his

milk with him, and came at four

I gave him some rice and crackers

and he after eating he sat in his

chair in the corner and slept

for about two hours, and rested

much better last night.

Sarah Mc just called me up she

came down with some people

Uncle MC came with her, he has

been very sick but is feeling

much better now . I understand

his business is in a very bad

way, but she seemed in good

spirits when she talked over the

telephone, she laughed and said

well every one you talk to or

[Letter 17, pg. 5]

know of is in the same boat

and she said I love to be in the

fashion, she is a scream when

she get going but I guess she has

gone thru a lot like the rest of us

but it will all come out alright

in the end if we can live thru

it and we have got it to do and

make the best of it.

Well I must close as it is our

day for the lesson and I am[-]

going to give it so I must study

a little more , how we did enjoy

you letter I laughed more than

for a long time.

May the Lord continue to bless

you with health, strength and

happiness, and accomplish the

things you desire,

All send love Mother

Letter 18 December 11, 1932

[ handwritten letter]

[Letter 18, pg. 1]

Provo .Utah . Dec. 11. 1932

My Dear Son Clarence,

Received your ever

welcome letter yesterday, and note the

difference in the weather conditions

[-]you speak of so much rain again and

last week we told you what beautiful

weather we were having, but what

a change, Friday it snowed and again

yesterday and while it is not as cold

as we expect it to be (I think the paper last

night recorded 8 above zero) still we feel it

worse than 8 below, due I suppose to the warm
weather we have had. I sure do pity the poor

people who have little fuel. 'And I feel thankful

we have coal and wood to keep us warm
The farmers and sheep men are happy to see so

much snow as it was so dry on the desert

they had to keep the sheep near the water

holes and as feed was scarce there they

had to feed them. I guess this storm has

been general, as Capt Dobsey said they were

so happy because California was covered with

a mantle of snow., Well I suppose we must

take what comes and be happy if we
can. I wish your father could pep

[Letter 18, pg. 2]

up a little , at times he gets so despondent

and down it depresses every one around

him he cant see the silver lining to

this black cloud that is hanging

over us he has about come to the
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conclusion "whats the good of anything"

"the worms have got all the cabbage"

We try to cheer him up and tell him

there is still hope for better things and

all will yet be well with us, I think

it is the weak condition he is in

that makes it worse. It is hard enough

for the strongest to fight . but when

weakened in body it depresses the

spirits. He seemed more cheerful this

morning I heard some one .whistling

I went in to see if it was Kenneth

Well Clarence all we can do is to

pray for him, and I am sure you do

that or he would not be as well

as he is.

Uncle Albert got a letter from Harry Monday

and they had not heard for nearly

three weeks and he had been in bed

five weeks .. has had 8 X Ray pictures I

think they located a growth on [page torn] of the

[Letter 18, pg. 3]

small intestines, wether they will have

to have another operation they did not

say, but he seemed quite discouraged

he said Dixon is badly worried but

no more so than the President, who
asked him[-] if he wouldn't like to go

home when he got strong enough, they

are anxiously waiting for another

letter. And I think it will be best for

him to come as Albert has been

borrowing money for a long time,

thank goodness we have had

to borrow no money for you yet

but father was saying today it looked

like the way wages were being cut

and our financial condition getting

worse it might be impossible to

raise money for you after this

months money . I think probably

he will talk to the Bishop and if

he thinks it is necessary he will

probably write your President

,

stating conditions. I know how
your father feels about this and so

do I but it looks like things will

be worse after Christmas for

[Letter 18, pg. 4]

awhile at least, and we dont want

to cause your father any more

worry than possible. He did not want

/me to say any thing to you before

he talked to the Bishop, but I told

him I promised You I would keep

you posted on every thing so that

you will not think I am keeping

any thing from you , for I have told

you true conditions, he is afraid

you will worry too much but there

is no need, you must look at it

in a sensible way as we are and

trust to the Lord to bring things

out for our best good, and we hare

so greatful to Him for allowing you

to go into that far away mission

field and do what you have and

stay as long as you have and if

every thing had been as when

you left your stay would have

been as long as your Presiding

officer wished you to stay,

I am sure you have done your

part and a good part too and

[Letter 18, pg. 5]

we are all proud of you, you have

given me more joy than I can ever

tell you and I am sure you will

come home with a testimony that God

does live and answer prayers than

when you left for you certainly can

feel that it was thru the guidance

of our Father in Heaven you were led

to our own relatives, and were enabled

to get what genealogy you have,

I was reading our blessings the other

night and we all have great promses

for the future, You have a very wonder

ful blessing and the greatest thing is

to keep the faith and remain true

and steadfast unto the end for that

is what counts, money is useful and we
almost have to have it for some things

but we cant take it with us when we
pass from this earth, it is the things

you are doing now that counts in the

kingdom of God , and I tell you father

he will have a lot of riches to his

credit when he goes beyond for the

means he has provided to send his

Sons into the ministry, and tho

[Letter 18, pg. 6]

things do look black at times and we
cant have and do as we would like

they are only minor things compared

to the many blessings we receive

every day . There is still quite a lot of

flu around Maurine is better but the

baby and nancy are sick again

Dot Dixon came down the other night

to see if I had that letter of Aunt Rye

and the gang you wrote . she is

writing a Christmas story and she

says she can remember every speech

even to me saying cut it out Albert

when they made such a discord

I dont know wether it was on your

record or the other one, we sure had

some fun that day, Well Clarence dear

I trust you will take this letter in

the spirit it is given and not worry

for that gets us no where and we
are alright only I did not want you to

be there without money . May the Lord bless
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you with courage, strength that you

may see things in the right way and

trust in the Lord for all- things at all

times. The Lord bless you for ever Mother

Letter 19 December 17, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 19, pg. 1]

Provo . Dec. 17. 1932

Dear Clarence, Saturday morning

,

You will no doubt think I have a

Ladys life writing on Sat. morning

instead of doing my work, but I have

been kind of indisposed for a day or

two alice being home thot I would

rest, Ruth is such a good little

helper too, I tried to get Ken to do

his mite, but he does not like to

do any kind of house work,

It has certainly been cold the

past week it went to 18 below then

to 24 and back up to 16 yesterday,

it has moderated to day and looks

like we are going to have some more

snow. I will sure be glad when winter

is past for people are blue enough

and this weather does not help

matters any I beleive we will

all feel better when spring comes

and the sun shines,

Your father goes to the store for

[Letter 19, pg. 2]

a little while each day but he

does not feel the best, they say work

never hurt any one but worry will

kill and I beleive it especially when
your father is in a weakened condition

and every thin[-]g seems a mountain

to him but the boys are working

and doing every thing they can

to help take his load, but all he

can see is the business going

under, but I hope and pray it

will come out alright, but we
must look at things in the

right way if we have to suffer

we are no worse off than others

but Art and all the boys are

optimistic and see the bright side.

I hear Taylor Bros Co have gone

into the hands of a receiver,

but nothing has been given

out public yet, (perhaps this is just

gossipp)

Well Clarence the Lord says he

will have a tried people and

money is not the main thing

in this life altho it would be
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[Letter 19, pg. 3]

a trial to have none, but if

we have health and strength

and remain true and faith -

ful to our religion that is

what counts, to lay treasures

in Heaven instead of letting

money be our God,

I have great confi[-]dence and faith

in every one of my Children and

when I feel a little down I begin

to count my blessings and

how greatful I feel for every one

of you and for the sacrific you

missionary boys have made in

leaving a good home friends and

all that you hold dear , to go to strange

lands and peoples, to take the glad

tidings of great and be instrumental

in the hands of the Lord in bringing

honest souls to His Kingdom .What

greater work could anyone be engaged

in? And who knows what the future

holds in store for us.? And even

if it did come to the worst and we
lost all our earthly possessions

[Letter 19, pg. 4]

still we would have a lot of

treasure laid up in the hearafter

and we must trust to the kindness

of our Heavenly Father.

Sunday Afternoon. Had a good nights rest &
feel alright today . It has been snowing

during the night, but the sun is shin[-]g

now. Alice is putting on her heavy togs

& going out for a juant as she and Ken

have agreed it makes people sick to sit

around the house. I was just telling your

father he and I should take a walk in

the crisp air, but they all laughed at us as

your father walks about Uncle George Taylor

and I am still a little weak they might run

us in for being intoxicated, so probably the

safest thing is to stay in,

Albert is here and he says they have heard

nothing from Harry yet . I trust he will be alright

Received your letter and am glad to note

your meetings went off so well, you will feel

releived now.

I was sure glad to know how you feel about

the money, you sure show a sweet spirit

and it makes your father and I feel better

about it. We will enclose a money order

today for 25.00 and it looks like we
will be unable to send any more as

next month they cut wages again

[Letter 19, pg. 5]

into produce, and it looks like we will

have all we can do. and I dont know just

how[-] you will get along, but I have

faith that the Lord will not forsake
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you as you have been willing to

share with others who were in need

of aid. but I would hate to see you

suffer, and you say if grand father

Dixon went without purse or script

you could, but things are different now
Altho I beleive firmly the Lord loves

his children as much today as he ever

did and nothing is impossible to

our Heavenly Father.

Your father had the Bishop come in

this morning and talked to him, and

he said he would take it up with the

Pres- of the Stake. The Bishop said it is not

only us but many others thru circumstances

over which no one has . control, and by

the time things are adjusted it would

be nearly your time, to be released, but

so they would not keep you over

time, thinking you had plenty of

money. Now Clarence I know you will

feel as badly about this as we do and

if your father had been well we
may have been able to adjust things

[Letter 19, pg. 6]

but I dont beleive the Lord requres us

to do things under some conditions,

and I know you will be blessed for

the willing sacrific you have made
and the untiring efforts you have

put forth in your work.

I dont know just when Joe & Janet

will be down I hope they will come
perhaps they will Cheer us all up

To day should have been union meeting

but Mrs Jessie Knight died and is being

buried today so they postponed Union

meeting, but are having Relief Society

at 3.30 but I thot it would not be

wise for me to go out.

Well my dear I must Close so this

letter can be posted in time

May the Lord bless you with health

strength and courage to press on

in the work and have faith that

all will be well and soon we will

be singing the good old son

"all is well "all is well"

all send love

Mother

Letter 20 December 25, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 20, pg. 1]

Provo. Dec. 25, 1932

My Dear Son.

You will notice from

the date. It is Christmas day

and Joe, Janet and family came

Friday afternoon it seemed
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good to have them come again

the home seems to have

come to life again for you

know Janet, and her pranks

a little note in each stocking

mine had a little bag of flour

one of salt, and sugar and a

penny, I cant really say who
the author of the note was

Alice or Janet, I will enclose

the notes and you can see

the contents. We all sure had

a good laugh and have had

a happy day, Your father said

he felt like he had something

to eat, he said if Maria did

not watch him so closely

he could have had some

[Letter 20, pg. 2]

plumb pudding, or mince pie

and other good things that go

with it, I am sure glad he is

feeling better he has been home
for about ten days and tried

to forget every thing, but I noticed

he has kept the telephone hot.

I can see he is getting better

every day and will feel more

like going to work, from

what I hear things in the

business are looking better

they are closing the Helper &
Heber stores the 1st of the year

and had about decided to give

up the Springville , but I beleive

they have reconsidered and

are going to try it out with

the other stores, after the 1st

they are going on another plan

cutting down expenses, but the

boys and girls in all of the

stores are more than anxius

to try

.

Arthur came in last night

[Letter 20, pg. 3]

and said they had a good

day. If prices had been as

high on goods as other years

it would have run away up

but it was very good much

better than they expected and

I do hope and pray that things

will turn out for the best.

I beleive nearly every one had

some thing for Christmas if

they did'ent it was their own

fault, for means were provided

Ruth said Arnolds children

had everything imaginable

sent to them, he is still working

for the R . F. ,C, but has been

in bed for about a week with
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this flu, he lost about 27 lbs

in a month, I guess this work

is not very pleasant as these

unemployed are a tough

lot to deal with many of them

never worked in their lives

and are the ones who stir

[Letter 20, pg. 4]

up the strife. Alta & Henry went

to Richfield, Lynn & Cess are

having the Johnsons up there

Art & Maurine stayed home, I

felt I did not want too much

confusion , I guess Elton and

family will be here for New
Years- The house has been full

nearly all day, the different

crowds going and coming

,

All seemed happy and having

a good time, The weather is

ideal for nearly a week we
have had snow but a lot of

sunshine and not colder than

8 below, that seems milk

compared with 24 below I do

hope it wont get that cold

again, but the shortest day is

past and soon we [-]ill be

looking for sunshine brids

and flowers, they say all

things come to them that

wait, so soon if we are

[Letter 20, pg. 5]

patient all will be well with

us. Janet 64ake was just talking

to annie Blake and her daughter

Thelma came home from her

mission yesterday , I said that

would sure be a happy Xmas

for all of them . I have been

thinking of you all day and

thot what a happy time it

would have been for us all

but as I say all things come
to those who wait and if all

is well we will be together

next Christmas,

It just seems like I cant think

of a thing to write as so many
people in and out and talking

I cant concentrate will have

to do better next time,

I will reproduce some of the verses

This is mine,

May your path be strewn with flour's
|
a bag of

|flour

That you may be the salt of the earth
|
of salt

Combined with the sweet things therein )
sugar

Never being broke while you have a pennie

in purse - (Penny [-]

[Letter 20, pg. 6]

Father

that

Do not weary by the way, but may your joys

may be suspended from your head to your

feet and always be glad you are able to eat

Some Suspenders, and garters , |

Joe

There was a young man from Logan, who thot

he was Sporty & gay. So he bought home gloves

with laces to match, and went whistling on

his way.

Some little white cotton gloves and

red shoe laces

Alice

There were three little maids of Lee

Who were as cute as Cute could be

But the one declined a husband to find

So died one of the old maids of Lee.

a little doll dressed in black,

Well I see my time is up and I want

to get some one to mail this on their

way to the Tabernacle sacred concert.

May the Lord Bless you with happiness

Health & Strength, that you have joy in

Life and in yous labors, and count

your many blessings especially that

in which you are now laboring

All join[-] with love Janet & Joe

included.

Mother

Letter 21 December 30, 1932

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 21, pg. 1]

Provo. Dec. 30 1932

Dear Clarence, Just one more day left

in this year, and soon we will be

starting on a New Year, and as I was

saying tonight things could have

been a lot worse as bad as they

are, and I do hope the 1,933 will

be no worse and a lot better, If we
only knew what the future held

in store for us we could settle

down and work to that end, but

we have to have patience and

take whatever comes and be

thankful things are no worse.

Arnold has been in bed for

about two weeks. I guess it is

Pneumonia , I was down today

and his tempture has broken

and down to normal and Aunt

May said last night is about

the first sleep he has had he

is very weak and it looks like

it will be some time before he

gets his strength back, I do hope
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[Letter 21, pg. 2]

and pray that he will soon be

around again and get his strenght

back again. Their baby has brm

bronchitis and has been very sick,

different people have taken the

children so that the house is

quiet. I just sent some Alcohol down

and Kenneth said the Doctor

was there and said he was

better.

The weather is just ideal quite

a lot of snow but it has been

melting today and quite warm,

it is sure a blessing for people

who have little fuel.

Your father is feeling much better

and has been going to work

for a few hours each day

and when he is better I feel better

too, I wanted Janet to see the

boys homes and so Ken took

Lynns car because it had

chains on and took us up

It looked pretty to see every

thing covered with snow

[Letter 21, pg. 3]

but I like the different colors

and green trees grass etc ,

Ken took his ski[-]es and you

should have seen Ruth go

sailing along when she came

back up the hill she looked

like a snow man. Imagine

it would be great sport.

I did not get your letter until

Tuesday on acco[-]t of the Christmas

mail and Monday being a

holiday . You say perhaps you and

your companion would go to the

Convention on your Motor bike

without puse or script, that is

a great undertaking such a long

way . but I do beleive if you

have faith you can accomplish

whatever you desire by the Lords

help, for we know wonderful

things have been accomplished

by the servant of God thru

faith and prayers, and my
prayers go out to you at all

[Letter 21, pg. 4]

times, and I feel that your

prayers in our behalf have

been heard and we have been

blessed, I sometimes feel ashamed

when I can see blessings showered

upon me and still I have a

fear of the future in other

words I do not have the faith

I should, for I do know that Our
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Father in Heaven does hear and

answer our prayers and grants

unto us the things for our[-] best

good, and after this trying times

of suspense is over we will look

back and see it was all for

our best good, I beleive we will

be tested and tried and it will

make our character stronger and

benefit us in many ways we
could receive in no other way.

Sunday afternoon. Dinner is over and

like the serpent I felt stupid and took

a nap, we had a fine big turkey I

only had a small one for Christmas

kept this thinking Elton & family

[Letter 21, pg. 5]

would be in, Lynn went out to take stock

and help to close the Helper store. Elton told

him they would not be in perhaps for

a month or more. Janet & family have

gone to Blakes in Vineyard for dinner

I sent dinner to Arnolds family who
were home. His tempture is below normal

but he is very weak.. The sun in shinng

so bright and warm to look out it is like

spring if it was not for the snow .

We had the Doctor come and test your

fathers pressure today, it was below the

200 mark and that is not so bad.

I received a card from Laura Hunpheries

I was so surprised as I have written

her and she never answered. I feel

bad I should have sent her a card of

some kind but I never sent out

one card this year, will try and do

better next year.

Elton sent in three dollar bills

and wanted me to send them to you

it was after Christmas and I put

them by, so will enclose them now

I guess it is never too late or

early to receive money.

I do hope you will not suffer for

[Letter 21, pg. 6]

things you should have, sometimes

I do worry for fear, but I do beleive and

have faith the Lord will provide for

you. It is certainly too bad things have

forced us to the time where we cant

send you money, but it has come to

that and it looks like we cant meet

the full payments to Hollow Judd Co

if they dont reduce either the principle

or interest, but we should worry every

one is in the same fix.

Dont you worry about us for if we have

to skimp on money we have plenty of

every thing else, as long as we have

our health and strength and remain

true to the faith that is what counts,

Ken Howard & Berlin are here talking
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about the party there were out to last

and did not get in until morning.

I dont know what this younger gen-

eration is coming too. You will have

to take your younger brother too

task, I must close as it is getting

late and I must send this to the

office. May the Lord bless you

at all times all joined with love

Mother.

[the other half of this plastic sleeve is empty]

Letter22 January 13, 1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 22, pg. 1]

Provo 'Jan. 13 .1933

Dear Clarence, Another week has gone

and to morrow I will be looking for -

ward for your weekly letter which

I enjoy so much.

I was just thinking the other day wouldn't

it be terrible if we had no language to

converse with each other, and never

knew the art of conveying our thots

to each other in words or symbols

written on paper. I love to receive

your sweet letters and I really love

to sit down and write to you for I

just feel like I am opening my heart

to you , sometimes I can almost feel

your presence near me.

We are sure having grand weather just

like Spring. Sunday afternoon.

Did not get very far with my letter as

your father wished me to read to him

so I felt that was my first duty and

could finish your letter later. I decided

I had better have a wash day yesterday

as the weather was so milk perhaps

I could dry my Clothes out doors

[Letter 22, pg. 2]

I only wash every other week and have

had to dry them around the Heatrola.

Another thing Alice goes to work Monday
and Ken and Ruth being horn on Saturdays

I would get a lot of help, but at 9 oclock

they called up from the store and said

Emily was ill, Ruth said it was a

put up job so Alice could get out of the

work.

How glad I was this morning to get my
Clothes all in and dry for it snowed in

the night and today.

Next Monday Leadership meetings start

so Alice will be house keeper and I take

a week off if I desire. Your father is feeling

so much better the last week or two he

can even joke and laugh sometimes,

and of coarse when he is better I am[-]

better, I am gaining in weight again and

sleep much better.

Received your letter yesterday was

glad to hear you were going to Convention

and I got the impression you were going by

rail instead of motor bike. I hope you dont

indulge in too violent exercise (not being

used to such things) to be laid up

especially with your basball games, I am
sure it will do you good to loosen up your

muscles. Your going to Jo-berg will mean

you do not go into the office, but go back to

[Letter 22, p. 3]

Port Elizabeth. You say the information you

received in regard to my grandmother

does not correspond with ours, but we
will not worry about that, I was glad to

know she was buried at Uitenhage I

knew she died there, I dont know if my
Grandfather was bured there or where.

Did you send a sheet to Uncle Will to fill

out. I would like dates of his wife also.

Clarence I do not want you to spend any

more money for I am fearful Hyou are

very short right now not sending you

any now. If things had been normal

I could have been sending your some for

research work, but things are different

now. Your father and I were talking the

other night and he feels bad to think

we cant send you enough to take in

a lot of the sights, when you are released

I was saying if you could sell your

interest in your motor bike it would

give you a little extra to spend as you

will get your transportation from the

Church, so spend every penny for we
have plenty to eat when you get here.

I think they are looking for Harry Dixon

about the 1st of Feb.

[Letter 22, pg. 4]

Maurine sure has some job until

she finds someone to do the social

work for this R.F.C. (the unemployed)

sometimes there are about 25 or 30 men
comes for orders signed by her.

The other mornig they send word for her

not to sign for any more as they only

had a little money, and it was just

for those in desperate circumstances,

it nearly sends me wild to hear some
of their woes, and I dont know what

Maurine will do if she cant find some

one to take it, As her family and Relief

society work is almost too much for her.

I do hope things will soon change for

the better, for it seems like there are

more coming in every day, one good

thing spring is coming instead of

winter and we must hope for the best

and take what comes as cheerful as

possible. I have been to Union meeting
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to day, and Sister Holbrook wants me
to conduct the lesson for next

month I told her I sure feel one

of the weakest in the class, as there

are so many teachers and Missionaries

but I supposed I wil have to do

what I am asked and I have

faith the Lord will give me aid,

[Letter 22, pg. 5]

Well Clarence Ken is a full fledged

"Bricker" now. Last Thursday finished

them up, they were going to extend

it another week because some of the

goats broke some rules , but the

School would not stand for it.

I guess it interfers with their lessns.

Ken asked me if I had said anything

about him . I told him I told Henry I

was afraid they would make him[-]

do something to injure him so he

said he would tell Phil to see to it,

Ken said they did not make him do

any thing like cleaning side walks

or runing races etc and he wondered

why. Henry and Alta just came

in they had their Conference in the

[Letter 22, pg. 6]

Tabernacle. Apostle Ballard spoke and

they reorganized the High Council and

put younger men in . Henry was

chosen for one, and was ordained a

High Priest. He teaches a class out there

in Sunday School. I have been so anxius

for Lynn to get in the work,

Lust Sunday they put him in Charge of

the Priests quorum, nothing makes me
happiers than when my Children

are doing their duty and help this

glourious work along. It is nearly

time for church so I must Close

Praying the Lord to bless you in

ail things, with heaps of love from

All Mother .

[The other half of this plastic sleeve is empty.)

Letter 23 January 20, 1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 23, pg. 1]

Provo .Jan. 20, 1933

My dear Clarence . Friday night is

here again, and it surely makes one

wonder where the time has gone

a week comes and goes so quickly.

We have had some very funny

weather during the past week , there

has been considerable snow and

a lot of hard winds, which piled
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the snow. One night I hardly

closed my eyes . you know how I

used to hate the wind to blow in

the canyon and I dont like it a bit

better now especially when it howls

and moans . Lynn said he thot

it was going to blow his house

dow[-]. It has been just like spring

today and the streets are running

with water.

I sure hope we will not have any

very hard freezing weather, it has

certainly been a blessing to

people with little fuel and not

much to eat. Altho I think people

were much better provided with

[Letter 23, pg. 2]

and I am sure the farmers

will be happy for this get will

give an ample supply of water

next sum[-]er. I trust it will

not spoil everything now and

turn out that terrible cold we
generally get in Jan .

I saw .an ann[-]ouncement in

the Y. News of the nw engage -

ment of Grace Dangerfield and

Curtis Harding ,. I dont know

when the marriage will take

place. I hear that Harry Dixon

set sail on the 20 of this month.

Albert got word from the Pres.

We did nor receive your

letter yesterday so will look

forward to to morrow, and if

I go to the "Leadership' meeting

I wont be able to get it untill

afternoon. Henry got a wire

from his Mother in law to

meet her last night. Alta

would be surprised because

[Letter 23, pg. 3]

her Mother told her she would

not come this year, because

it had always been so cold

she nearly froze . I am glad she

was able to come for she enjoys

things like that so much and

is so lonely . As Lina is marred

Floy goes to school here also

Phil, and Lee is teaching in

Monroe, Joe B[- -]s still rooms

with her , I guess she is like the

rest of us having her troubles in

a financial way , some thing

new for her.

I want to go to the funeral

of Dorothy Taylor Horton's month

old baby Arnold Taylors grand

Child died with pneumnia,

I see the folks are coming

from Sunday school so will
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have to rush dinner,

Be Good and may the Lord

still contin[-]e His blessings

upon you all send heaps of

love, Mother

[Letter 23, pg. 4]

Dear Bud .

Another week has passed,

and it has been a terrible

one. Exams by the dozens,

but we were repaid by

for, them, by a swel l basket

ball game, between Provo,

& Lincoln. Boy! talk about

agamewowee! Provo

made a basket , & then Lincoln

did, & then provo got a fowl

pitch, & Lincoln would get

a basket & then Provo, making

them only one point ahead.

In the last quarter, & only

about 4 min. to play, Provo

made a basket putting

them one ahead , & then a

fowl pitch . Boy talk

about the noise, you

couldn't even hear your -

sent . But if was sure good.

Today we are all hear

reading
| so we are all

going to drop you a line.

With heaps of love

& Kisses, Your Baby

sister Ruth. Fae said we all

flunked, we did

[following text runs up the right margin and around following the

edges of the page]

in our test, but we will pass I think because we behave so well?

But we are there all the time & hand

in ail our daily assignments , Will know

next week wether failed or not . will tell you .

[Letter 23, pg. 5]

Dear Bud:

The gang ( or part of the gang ) are sitting

in a circle reading and laughing. There

doesn't seem like there is anything else

to do. We may take a walk though. ,

you ought to see how pretty it is

out side. The snow is deep because

it snowed all day yesterday and there

is a pretty sunset. The weather is cold

but we don't care. I suppose you are

in hot weather.

I have been[-] going to write to you

for some time but haven't got to it

yet. or until now. Probably Ruth has

told you about school , All five of

us took the same classes . We are all

taking Geometry and it is such a

boring class we are hoping to pass

but we don't know how it will turn

out

.

It seems peculair to write this letter

now and know that you will not

receive it for a month. Maybe a mont[-]

from now there won't be any snow .

I had better close now so the rest

of the Kids will have room to write.

I hope my letter wasn't to boring after

reading Ruth's about the grand basket

ball game. From Cousin

Evelyn

"Hello."

I guess by this time you think I

have completely forgotten you, but

really I haven't. If you only knew

what a task it is for me to write a

letter, It usually takes all afternoon to

write a few lines and especially when

Ruth and Vesta are taking turns to see

how hard they can laugh. This after-

noon we are all reading fiction. It

is very interesting to ail, while we

[Letter 23, pg. 6]

are reading Ken is drawing pictures

of us, I would send you mine

only I am afraid I would scare

you to bad .(that isn't a slam to

Ken or anything)

Did you ever take a class of from[-]

Sam'il Biddulple If you didn't

you don't know what you missed .

we all flunked that is, Ruth, Vest

Margaret and myself . we all

had to take the test over but Vesta

she was the only luck one of the

bunch. I guess we all passed.

You can imagine what a teacher

has to put up with all of us kids.

Well I will leave [ ] for

the rest

.

Yours .

Fae.

P. S. Evelyn said to tell you the pen

ran out of ink before she finished .

Fae

Dear Bud

I guess this is a shock I hope[-]

it won't knock you over . I hope we
will soon see the smiling face

again in these chilly ports .

Honest to goodness Bud the

worst thing I do is write letters,

here is something to remember me
by "[picture of lips drawn in]" guess or maybe you [-Jalready

smack

know. Well here is my first & last

letter. I hope to see you soon

R uth jiggled me pardon the A
.

Vesta
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[Following text written in left margin]

P. S .I'm sending a letter -Bud - Dot.

Letter 24 February 4, 1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 24, pg. 1]

Provo , Feb. 4, 1933

Dear Son Clarence,

Received your letter

yesterday, which was a welcome

surprise, as it is generally Sat -

or Monday

What a grand time you

must have had, not only in

Spiritual but physical work,

and to think you all made
such a wonderful showing

in your baseball, as you

say it will allay a lot of

predijuice and give the people

a different view of what kind

of people the Mormons really

are , it would mean a lot

to you boys to all be together

for a little recreation mixed

with your convention work,

You state in your letter

you were going back to

Cape Town, to help a little in

the office, I was some what

[Letter 24, pg. 2]

foot specialist comes to Provo

every Monday and goes back to

his home in Logan Friday's

his office is in The Farmers &
Bank

Merchants. Janet asked him if

Alice could ride with him

and he was delighted.

I am sure Ruth will never

consent for her to go on a visit

in cold weather, again

The weather for the past week

has been sunshine and snow

storms, last night there was

frost on the windows, something

we have hardly seen in Jan.

generally the coldest month in

the year, it has been an ideal

winter so far. I trust we will

not have winter when we
should be having spring.

Well Clarence, Leadership

week is over and what a

feast I had, Alice being home
I attended every day and all

but one morning I went at

9-© 9 am & returned at about

[no more pages of this letter]
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Letter 25 February 4,1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 25, pg. 1]

Provo, Feb. 4. 1933

Dear Son Clarence,

Received your letter

yesterday, which was a welcome

surprise, as it is generally Sat.

or Monday.

What a grand time you

must have had, not only in

Spiritual but physicial work,

and to think you all made
such a wonderful showing

in your baseball, as you

say it will allay a lot of

predijuice and give the people

a different view of what kind

of people the Mormons really

are. it would mean a lot

to you boys to all be together

for a little recreation mixed

with your conventi[-]n work.

You state in your letter

you were going back to

Cape Town, to help a little in

the office. I was somewhat

[Letter 25, pg. 2]

disappointed, because you

said in one of your letters

you thot you would visit

Cousin Will on your way

back from the convention, and

I was thinking what a good

chance that would be to visit

him again before leaving for

home. You state in your letter

it may be possible for you to

be released the latter part of

April nothing definite, I am
just wondering all the time

what you are doing for

money as it is some time since

we have been able to send you

any, and your expenses to

the Convention would be extra

but I am so glad you were

able to go and see that part of

the Country. Your father was saying

it surely makes him feel bad the

way things have gone, we were

in hopes by the time you were

ready to come home we would

[Letter 25, pg. 3]

have enough money to send to you

so that you could visit any Country

you wished and Alice too I know

it will be one of the keenest disapp -

ointments of her life, she does not
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say much but I know how she has

been plannig for so long
,

Well Clarence dear we just Cant

help matters by worrying so we
must make the best of it, If we
had the means I would have liked

to see you spend much more

time in the mission field for I

know how scarce the elders are

now, but it is just impossible to

get money . It would not be so

hard if we had no ©bdi obligations

to meet and so much interest to

raise, for we have plenty to eat

and all the fuel we need taken

from people who cant pay money,

but it will be a struggle to buy

clothes etc, and I can assure

you money would have been

sent to you if we had it

.

[Letter 25, pg. 4]

Arthur spent four years in

Australia and at that time

it was not over a two or two and

a half year mission, but the

war being on no missionaries

were allowed to go into those countries

and we were happy to keep him

there and, I know we were blessed

it

for , And have been blessed thru

all of our five missionaries, not

for material wealth, but to know

that you were all engaged in the

work of the Lord to bring souls unto

him, what greater joy could a father

or mother receive!

I know you have enjoyed your

work and have been blessed greatly

especially in locating our relatives

it seems almost like a dream to me
as I never thot there was any of

them alive and with what information

you have given we can have a lot

of work done in the Temple and

you have been able to associate

with them and explain as far

as they would let you our

[Letter 25, pg. 5]

principles, and you are a living

product of Mormonism ( and nothing

to be ashamed of either).

Alice is still in Logan, we received

a letter from her today and she

said when walking down the side -

walks the snow was banked up to

your shoulders. It snowed off and on

nearly all last week, and cold did

you say. It went down to 15 below

zero last night. Father and I have

our bed still in the dining room and

it is sure nice now . The children

does not like the idea of turnig it

into a bedroom but it wont be

long now before we can[-] move

back again,

Kenneth and others about 15 brickes

went to the Winter Carnival to Vivian

Park today , and went to Wildwood and

cooked their dinner. I wanted him[-] to

get the snow off the roof but he said

he could not find a ladder so will

have to go again, he says there is

2 ft more snow now than[-] a week

ago I am[-] afraid the roof will cave-

better 25, pg. 6]

in. Floy Hansen Alta's sister was

made Queen of the Carnival. Ken

said she sure did look Cute.

He has gone to the dance now I told

him he should not have gone as he

got his leg kind of twisted up with

the Toboggan coming down a hill, I never

did see such a boy he never goes out

with out getting some thing the matter

with him, He says it is because I have

kept him tied to my apron string so long,

but you know better than that dont

you?

your father is better now than he

has been for a long time, it sure seems

good.

Elton came in Friday, brot a truck

load of stuff Ethel did not come, the store

out there is on a new plan the same as

the others if they dont clear expenses no

wages, it is making him hustle to keep

his interest paid up and expenses,

I think they will close the Nephi

store about the 1st of April, they would

not reduce the rent and they cant

make it without. I dont know yet how

they will make it with the Springville

store I do hope it can keep going as I

have paid nearly 45 hundred [-]n the

principle nearly a thousand [-]improvements

besides the interest & taxes

,

[Letter 25, pg. 7]

Sunday Afternoon

as usual I generally finish my letter

on Sunday afternoon or evening, I will

write and get Ruth and the "gang" to post

it for me as Kenneth is about laid up

today due to his snow sports yesterday

I told him he should not go out to the dance

last night and it did not help him any.

I have been to fast meeting and

left your father and Ken in charge of

Maurine's baby (Dixie) as she puts her to

bed and goes to Sunday School and our

fast meeting starts at 11 oclock, Ken

also put the potatoes in the over to

back, when I got home I made cabbage

salad & salmon loaf, and our dinner
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was over in a hurry.

It is sure cold today we have the heavy

Velour curtains between the rooms

drawn to kept the cold out from the

front and keep the library warm I

think it must have gone down below

20. but the sun is getting farther north

and more powerful every day and it

does not seem nearly so bad when we
know that spring is on its way.

Alta was here last night and she

says it is not nearly so cold up

[Letter 25, pg. 8]

to their place, she says it was thawing

off the roof of their homes .

I saw by the paper Celestia was to

sing at the fourth ward tonight

and they annou[-]ced in meeting she

would read that 3 act play in this

ward Tuesday night, she readsvery

fine.

Thelma Blake is home from her mission

and spoke in our ward last Sunday

night, she gave a very good talk .

I saw by the paper this morning that

Kenneth Stringham recently from

So Africian mission would talk in

Lake View ward tonight. I havent

seen him since Thanksgiving -

I must close and get the girls to

take this to the Post office.

I pray that the Lord will bless

you with comfort, health, and

strength, and grant unto you the

desires of your heart

,

all join with lots of love

Mother.

Letter 26 February, 1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 26, pg. 1]

Provo, Utah. Feb. [- -] 1933

Dear Clarence,

Do hope this letter

will find you . I little thot a week

ago when I wrote you , that you were

on the water then coming home,

My! what a shock. I received when
Arthur called me up . Wednesday morning

and said Mother I have a telegram here

and when he said Clarence I nearly fell

over, but when he read it and said

you were on your way home well

I cant tell you how I did feel, I did

look for your release soon but it

came so sudden,

How happy we were to know you

were taking the route you stated

it will be wonderful,

We were wondering if you had any
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money and we [-] sure do want you

to see all the sights you can while

it is within your reach, and as

you said you were going to London

we thot we would send money

[Letter 26, pg. 2]

to the head quarters . Your father is

sending one Hundred dollars so that

you can see things you would like

in England and America, and spend

every bit of it and see as much as

you can for the money .

The Elders in London can direct your

to many places of interest you would

like to see , Your father says to be careful

with your money as there are so many

pick pockets and sharks always watching

for a chance to rob you, and I

would say dont carry too large sums

to pay for things as many a man
has been robbed when he gave a

large piece of money and received

change back it is better to pay

in small change, but then you

are not a green horn now as

you have been out in the world

so long now, but it is best to be

careful anyhow .

I just phoned to Aunt Electa

for Pauls address , she said he

[Letter 26, pg. 3]

would be delighted to see you and

if we got word from you in time

what boat you are leaving on

Paul could come to the Pier and

meet you as it is only about six

blocks from his office .she could

not remember his tel . nu[-]ber

she said for 25 C you could send

a wire from the boat to him ,

I will give you his home address

it is Paul S Dixon

8740E[-]mhurstAvE.

Elmhurst Long Island

New York.

I trust you will see England and

then take your time when you

get on this side of the water and

go as long as your money holds out

for there is plenty of time as you

have nothing urging you home for

of coarse I dont mean that we are

not anxious to see you for we can

hardly wait, but while you have the

chance take it all in, and we will

[Letter 26, pg. 4]

have a good time this sum[-]er talking

about it:

When Ruth came home for lunch and

I told her you were on your way
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home she thot I was joking with her

but when she knew it was true she

said I feel like crying and beleive

she did too not for grief but for joy .

she phoned and told Dot she thot Ruth

was joking , she came down in the

After noon and said every one in

school knew it for she was so happy.

Well Clarence it seems like I have just

woke up out of a dream I can hardly

realize it . to think that you have been

so many thousand miles away done

such a fine work, And the servants

of the Lords have approved of it and

gave you an honorable release

and now we will soon all be

together again wont it be glourious,

And I feel to praise the Lord for it.

we have surely been blessed

dont you think ?

[Letter 26, pg. 5]

Alice went to Logan to visit with

Janet for ten days . came home
Monday and went to work, I was

sure glad she got back safe for the

trains and Autos have been

blockaded for days I beleive they

are open now it has been getting

colder every day for a week and

last night it went down to 32 below

one

only record higher in history that

was six years ago it went to 36

I was sure glad that you were not

here or we would have to keep you

in bed with an electric pad.

Ken went up to Wildwood last Sat

got on a toboggan and wrenched

his keen been out of school until

yesterday the doctor bandaged it up

he could not start the car this

mornig as it was frozen up so had

to walk and he was about all in

when he got home to night . I never did

see what an unlucky fellow he is

Ruth has gone to the basket ball game

[Letter 26, pg. 6]

tonight, she generally comes in so

thrilled, Your father is feeling better

than for a long time seems so much

more cheerful and better in every

way . he has had some pain in

his head and has made an

appointment with the doctor for

tomorrow . Well Clarence dear it is

bed time , we have our bed in the

dining room and I am sure glad

while it isrrt so cold. I will finish

to morrow .

Sunday afternoon, Just got thru dinner and

a

was told they were holding genealogical

meeting in the Tabernacle so I beleive I

will go . will have to hurry to finish

this and mail it.

I hear that Harry Dixon has arrived

home this morning, he visited with

Paul D and went to Philadelphia and

stayed a few days with Cliff Dangerfield

he is quite busy but took him to school

and he saw an operation ,

Aunt Alice gave me Cliffords address

and would like you to go and

[Letter 26, pg. 7]

visit with him it is

Clifford C Dangerfield

226 South 39 st

Philadelphia

she says it would be nice for you

to visit the medical school even if he

is too busy to take you many places.

I went up to Holts to a shower for Pauls

young lady Carol Reid from Manti, I

beleive I told you about he and Violet

she married another man.

Well the weather has moderated

considerable with a lot more snow,

I did not receive your letter yesterday

Guess it will come tomorrow. I shall

still expect some more letters, and

be sure and write when you get to England.

I have just heard that O. D. Campbell

died last night fell on the pavement

in front of J.C. Penneys last night

and fractured his skull

.

Well I must close and rush if I am
going to church.

May the Lord still conti[-]ue to

[Letter 26, pg. 8]

bless you with a pleasant and safe

journey home , all join[-] with

heaps of love

,

Mother

.

[following text is typewritten on the same page in blue ink with the

name "Ruth" signed in pencil]

Dear Bud ;

Talk about being knocked over with a

feather thats what I was when we received

the telegram of you t r returning. Boy!

I didn't know whether to laugh or cry.

I told everybody and their dogs about

you coming home , and when I phoned

Daughter and told her, she had to ask

me who It was phoning and I had to re-

peat the message about ten times. I

could hardly get down to business in

school. Hope you have one grand trip.

And a nice voyage home. Harry Dixon

just got home this morning. We havent
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seen him but he is feeling fine.

With heaps of love and kisses

You sister

Ruth .

Waitning patiently for your return.

Letter 27 February 19, 1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 27, p. 1]

Provo . Feb. 19 . 1933

Dear Clarence .

By force of habit I feel I

must write you every Sunday

guess it will not be too late

to reach you, did not receive

any letters yesterday will get

it to morrow I guess .

In your letter last week you

did not say any thing about

your release and it was written

on the 13 of Jan . so it must

have rushed you to get ready

Just think you have been on

the water over two weeks now
and that much farthur home
it hardly seems possible I

still wonder if I have had a

dream, Dont be in a hurry to

rush home take in all the

sights you can for you may

[Letter 27, pg. 2]

not have such a good chance

again .

Celestia was saying she

would like for you to get in

touch with Harold and Violet

as they would love to see you

she said she would write

them and tell them to get

in touch with Paul Dixon

so that they would locate you

The weather has moderated

to day although it is coudy and

has been snowing a little .

Ken went up to Wild wood
yesterday and shoveled off some

of the snow, but it was so

deep he had to go back today

to finish, he said he had

his snow shoes on and

walked right over the big

gate so you can tell how

deep the snow was.

[Letter 27, pg. 3]

but I dont suppose you will

see much by the time you

get here it will have melted.

Your father has not been

so well again his stomach

has not been so good,

I have just come home
from Conference, George Albert

Smith was amongst the

speakers, and he said the

end was not in sight things

would still get worse and we
would still see sorrow , but

the Lord was watching over

his people and if they would

live their religion and set

their houses in order keep

the Lords Commandments all

would be well, so we must

have faith and courage

[Letter 27, pg. 4]

We are looking for Elton and

family next Wednesday.

Dot Dixon was feeling so bad

because she hadnt written you

so I told her to take a chance

as I was doing so I guess

you will get a letter from her

.

I will close as your

father wants me to read

to him, will get Ruth to

finish.

All go join with love

and May the Lord be+

bless and protect you and

bring you home safe and

sound .

Mother

Letter 28 March 24,1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 28, pg. 1]

Provo, Utah . Mar. 24. 1933

My Dear Clarence: Am taking a Chance

in writing you again, trusting you

will receive it before leaving England

Received your letter from Durban

also the card and was so glad to

hear you were well, and I imagine

you would be good and tired of the boat

before the 34 days were over, but I think

that is fine to stop for a day or two

along the way , to give you a chance

to stretch your legs on land, also to see

the sights, I do hope you are enjoying

yourself.

We are all just fine now. When I

wrote you last your father had quite a

time another hemmorage. I kept him in

bed for nearly three weeks- he goes to

the office twice a day again and

really seems like his old self again

more than he has for over a year
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and I know it is nothing but th[—

]

[Letter 28, pg. 2]

the power of the Lord. I wrote Janet and told her

his condition and asked her to hand his name
into the Temple, she wrote back and said she had

done that and they have a special meeting at the

Temple every fast day and she sent his name there

and said she thot it would have been nice if

we all fasted and prayed for him about 9,30 when
that meeting as in session, we did Arthur and

family came over he being mouth, and from that

time he has been getting better, he takes no medicine

only his milk every hour and I am careful with his

diet, I am so happy I go and look thru the window

and watch him step off so briskly , instead of that

slow draging step step, he has gone to the store

tonight to meet the managers from the store

Dont you think we have lots to be thankful for?

I guess you heard of the Bank holiday, well we
felt it some, but as I dont have a great deal of money

to spend it did not make so much difference, The store

had a pretty good months collections in Feb. and made
out a lot of checks on the 1st of Mar. which did not get

thru and one still coming back as the Comm[-]ercial Banks

failed to open for business when all the other Banks

opened, it worried your father quite a bit, They tried to

merge with the Farmers & Merchants Bank but have failed

so far, Your father was talking to Preston Petersen this mornng

he says they will not liquidate but thinks they will be

able to open soon after reorganizing. I surely hope so, I tell

your father not to worry for they have certainly been blessed

so far and the Lord will still continue to bless them if

they do what is right, Sum[-]er is coming the sun is

shining brighter and I beleive everyone will look for the

bright side.

a letter came from Cape Town and it looked like

Cousin Laura's writing so I took the liberty of openig

it. She said how sorry she was not to have said

goodbye, and she wanted to send some Kaffiar Curios home

[Letter 28, pg. 3]

to me, but I would have to take the will for

the deed, she said she understood Mr Randall

was going home with you so it was too late

to send best wishes to him,. The two Mr
Smith's had paid her a visit the week

before and were coming again that night,

when you get to Ney York

Clarence I was thinking if your trunk

was over weight perhap you could take

some of your clothing like underware, shirts

or any thing and send it by parcel post.

Harry Dixon sent his home and the check

in a litter so they could get it out without

paying storage, Uncle Albert had to pay nearly

11 dollars they said it was 75lbs overweight

they did the same thing to another boy.. I

dont know if your trunk was overweight going

over, but I do know we could not have put

another thing into it. you never said any

thing about paying excess on it, I dont know
why they charge so much on this end, You

could find out if it was over, I dont know

what parcel post would cost you but I dont

think it would be as much

Trust you received Paul Dixons address

for he would like to meet you

Bessie Collins is going to Washington next

[Letter 28, pg. 4]

week and will marry Ike Hart I

dont know if you met him he stayed

at Aunt Electas, returned from a mission

some time ago. If you go to Washington

you may see her. Ida Tanner is married

and living there also.

We have had quite cold winds, but

I guess we can expect nothing else for

March, but the sun has been shining

bright to day and the bulbs are beginig

to sent their green leaves [-]up, I am[-]

glad you are coming home unto sum[-]er-

instead of winter, I am afraid you will

feel quite unsettled for awhile after being

busy for so long, and nothing to do but

you must make up your mind for it

.

If you get home before I clean house I

will give you back your old job cleanig

wall paper and scrubbing paint as

your Mother is getting old and I have

had rheumatism in my arm[-] and

shoulder quite bad lately. Alice is working

every other day now, I wish business

[Letter 28, pg. 5]

would pick up so she could work full

tie. Janet has been very anxious for

[-]me to come up. I told her in[-] my last letter

if we could arrange it when you came home
we would go up for a week and do some

of the names you got of our folks in Africa,

I feel you would enjoy doing their work for

it was thru your efforts.

Monday night I went up with Henry

and stayed until Tuesday I sure did enjoy

it as it is so quet no telephone or door bell

no callers, I stayed in so close with your

father reading to him that I sure enjo

enjoyed the change I will go again and

stay with Lynns folks, father says nothing

doing until the weather gets warmer as he

was cold all night,

I forgot to tell you we received a very

nice letter from Pres. & sister Dalton they

it was hard for both of them to see you

go as they had learned to love you

Well I see I must close but I do trust

you will spend the money you get in London

in sightseeing and enjoy youself and tell

us all about your travels when you return

home all send best love and anxiously await

your return, Mother
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Letter 29 April 23, 1933

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 29, pg. 1]

Provo . april. 23, 1933

Dear Clarence

.

When you get this

note you will again be in the

good Old U. S. A. We received your

cablegram Friday . I was rather

surprised as you were making

such a short stay in England, but

perhaps you are getting tired of sigh

seeing I know how it goes for I spent

ten days in London and we went

so hard and fast that I felt I

never cared to see another thing

I did not receive your letter

yesterday it may come tomorrow

We sure did enjoy reading your

twenty two page letter, and anxiously

awaiting for the rest to be told in

person, we are looking forward

to many hours of your travels

We are all fine at the present

time I still have that peskey old

rheumatism, and as I have been

doing some house cleanig and that

does not help it any. I was about to

[Letter 29, pg. 2]

leave it and give you something

to keep you out of mishief, but every

thing was so dirty . and so I put Ken to

work and he certainly did a good

job scrubbing the wall & ceilings and

wood work.

Your father is just fine more like

his old self he is out lying in the

Sun as it is one of the best days we
have had, he stays at his desk

nearly all day now and does not

take any medicine at all. about

two months age he had a hemmorage

behind the eye and cant see very

good so I still read to him I get

quite tired at times but the

famly all rebel at ready out

lou[-]d.

Business is holding it's own
and it looks like things should

pick up especially if silver goes

thru. I beleive your father is

feeling better about conditions in

business than for a long time

they are gradually paying the

Banks off and thru their efforts

[no more pages]
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Letter 30 February 8, 1931

[handwritten letter]

[Letter 30, pg. 1]

Provo . Utah

Clarence D Taylor Feb 8/31

"Cumorah" main Road .

Mowbray, Cape Province

South Africa.

Dear Son Clarence -

we have been very very

pleased to get your weekly letter giving us

an Account of your travels and your experience

and labors since you arived in your field

of labor and we are especialy pleased by the

tone of your last few letters showing that

you are getting into the work and that you

are enjoying your work more & more as

you get better acquainted with same

and you will find that there is no more enjoy-

able and profitable work in all the world than

missionary work for in it you learn to give

pure and unselfish Service to your

fellow man which is the bigest thing

you can give or do in this lifes work, you

have probably allready learned that the greatest

enemy of man in this life is selfistshness

and one of the hardest things to over come.

The greatest study of life
"
is ma n" and as you

Study and you will find him a selfish being

in fact most of his work and labor is urged

forward by or from a selfish s«tfish motive

Therefore I say that the blessing and priveledge

[Letter 30, pg. 2]

2

of missionary life is the greatest opportunity

of man to overcom this sordid enemey of

the human race un righteous Se lfishn ess.

Well Clarence I suppose you are anxious to

know how we are getting along here at home
while it has been a very sevier winter and

alot or great many people out of employment

Conditions are not as bad as in some other

parts the last week gives some indication

of warmer weather so that we feel the worst

is over Business Conditions have struck bottom

and we hope will soon being to climb so that

before 1931 closes we should be headed back

to normal condition

Our trade at the store has held up pretty

well during 1930 and prospects for 1931 is

fair and while we do not look for very much

pick up the first part of this year w4 we
hope for better conditions along towards

the latter part of the year.

Well Clarence I just Received word from

Lawrence that he wanted to see me so I

will close for this time praying God to be

with and bless you with His Holey Spirit

that you may be guided in your work

and be able to accomplish the work He

has for you that you may accomplish
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it in a way that will be pleasing and

acceptable to Him. as ever your

loving father

Arthur N Taylor

all of the Babies are the same it

is getting late and I am tired out

praying God to bless and watch

over you and protect you from

all harm or sickness I remain

your Loving Hus band

mama & Babies XXXX A[- -] Taylor
Letter 3 1 October 26, 1 900

[handwritten letter on Taylor store stationery; preprinted text indi-

cated with bold type]

[Letter 31, pg. 1]

Established 1866. T. N. TAYLOR, Manager. Branch House

Incorporated 1890. Eureka

[Printed picture of a piano]

TAYLOR BROS. CO.,

Furniture, Carpets, Wall Paper,

Pianos, Organs, Musical Merchandise,

Stoves, Steel Ranges, Hardware, Crockery, Glassware, Jewelry.

Philadelphia

Provo C ity, Utah, 10-26 1900

Maria D Taylor

Provo , Utah

Dear Wife —

,

Arived here Thurs-

day evening at 5:50 PM got up

early this morning and started

out sight seeing, we first

visited the U S Mint and see

how the Gold & Silver is rolled

out and stamped into coin this

is the place to see Gold &
Silver by the bushel, we
then went to Independence Hall

this was surely a grand treat

would not have missed it for

any thing, I bought a Book of[-]

Views and have mailed them

to you under separate co[—

]

which will explain all, I also

bought a small bill exactly like

[Letter 31, pg. 2]

the one here which I have

mailed under seperate cove[-]

we then went to Benjamin Frank-

lins Grave I met a Mr John

Bringhurst there and had a

nice chat with him he is an

uncle of the Bringhursts of

Springville, we then went up

to the Large Post office Bldg &
see B Franklins Statue, and from

there to Fair mount Park where

there was a number of places

of Interest but I will not mention

them here as the Views will

show all. this winds up the

day and the sight seeing

for the present as we much
make for the ship early in the

morning, all is well with

us De[-]r Rye and I hope you and

Document 32 January 31, 1933

[Document 32, telegram in purple ink]

[Letterhead running down left margin indicates telegram paper,

some words are in English, some in Afrikaans].

[Two stamps in the top right corner: one bears the numbers 0283,

the other is encircled and indicates telegram was received in Port

Elizabeth, 31 Jan 1933].

[Penciled letters Cly also appear in upper right corner].

D8 9

WOODSTOCK CT 29 11/45AM

TAYLOR

3 CUYLER STREET

PORTELIZABETH

DO YOU DESIRE LEAVE FRIDAY WITH ELDERS EAST COAST DUE TO

FATHERS FINANCES FIRST PRESIDENCY RECOMMEND RELEASE OTH-

ERWISE RELEASE DOES NOT APPEAR URGENT

DALTON

Document 33 January 18, 1932

[Document 33, printed slip to accompany a check. Predominantly

pre-printed text indicated by bold type- information in blanks type-

written; penciled information indicated by italic type]

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AGENCY

47 E. South Temple St., Salt Lake City, Utah

Zion's Saving's Bank Check

.

Attached Check No. 24284 New York Draft for $ 50 , 00

sent by Arthur N. Taylor for Clarence Taylor [the following hand-

written in pen] January 18, 1932

256 North 5th West,

of Provo, Utah.

This check will be paid at face value by the bank designated

thereon. If not, return this slip to us with full particulars.

Use your passport for identification.

Should you desire future checks drawn on another city, advise your

folks to that effect.

Instruct your folks of the absolute necessity of furnishing us your

complete and correct address, so that remittances will reach you

without delay. But, first of all, be sure yourself that the address

you furnish them is correct, and then write it clearly and complete,

so as to insure against any possible mistake in coping it by your

folks at home, who may not be familiar with foreign addresses in
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general. This applies especially to addresses of continental Europe.

Abbreviations, whether in names or addresses, are absolutely at

your own risk.

In order to avoid having your mail returned, notify in writing the

postal authorities of every change in your address.

Unless you have a return request printed on your envelopes, write

your own name and address on the back of all letters, and ask your

folks to do the same. Very few letters would go astray if this were

observed.

If you have occasion to write to us or to your folks abut a check, be

sure to five the number of it. The number identifies it at once.

It is suggested that you give the number of the check when
acknowledging receipt thereof to the person who sent you the

money. He has a receipt with the same number and will be in a

position to effectively identify each item.

If at any time you should have the misfortune to lose a check, the

first thing for you to do is to communicate at once, either in person

or in writing, with the bank on which hit is drawn, and order pay-

ment of it stopped. This is a matter which cannot be attended to by

us. It is expected that due diligence be exercised for the recovery

of a lost check, but when it becomes apparent that it is lost beyond

recovery, then you may request a duplicate.

If the bank should refuse to cash a check within a reasonable time,

owing to non-arrival of advice, notify us, giving the number of the

check, but do not return the check.

Document 34 March 8, 1931

[Document 34, printed slip to accompany a check. Predominantly

pre-printed - blanks filled in with type-written type]

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AGENCY

47 E. South Temple St., Salt Lake City, Utah

Mar. 8, 1931

Attached Check No. [number stamped in red] 28948 for $ [typed]

50. 00 £ 10-5-5 C. D. Tavlor

sent by Arthur N. Tavlor for Clarence Tavlor

256 North 5th West,

of Provo, Utah.

This check will be paid at face value by the bank designated

thereon. If not, return this slip to us with full particulars.

Use your passport for identification.

Should you desire future checks drawn on another city, advise your

folks to that effect.

Instruct your folks of the absolute necessity of furnishing us your

complete and correct address, so that remittances will reach you

without delay. But, first of all, be sure yourself that the address

you furnish them is correct, and then write it clearly and complete,

so as to insure against any possible mistake in coping it by your

folks at home, who may not be familiar with foreign addresses in

general. This applies especially to addresses of continental Europe.

Abbreviations, whether in names or addresses, are absolutely at

your own risk.

In order to avoid having your mail returned, notify in writing the

postal authorities of every change in your address.

Unless you have a return request printed on your envelopes, write

your own name and address on the back of all letters, and ask your

folks to do the same. Very few letters would go astray if this were

observed.

If you have occasion to write to us or to your folks abut a check, be

sure to give the number of it. The number identifies it at once.

It is suggested that you give the number of the check when
acknowledging receipt thereof to the person who sent you the

money. He has a receipt with the same number and will be in a

position to effectively identify each item.

If at any time you should have the misfortune to lose a check, the

first thing for you to do is to communicate at once, either in person

or in writing, with the bank on which hit is drawn, and order pay-

ment of it stopped. This is a matter which cannot be attended to by

us. It is expected that due diligence be exercised for the recovery

of a lost check, but when it becomes apparent that it is lost beyond

recovery, then you may request a duplicate.

If the bank should refuse to cash a check within a reasonable time,

owing to non-arrival of advice, notify us, giving the number of the

check, but do not return the check.

Document 35 February 3, 1933

[Document 35, Printed certificate]

[information in blanks are typewritten; signature is in ink]

CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

CLARENCE DIXON TAYLOR

This Certifies that you are honorably released from service in

this Mission. Your willing response to the missionary call, your

faithful and diligent labors in the ministry, and your constant devo-

tion to the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, entitle you to the grati-

tude of all into whose lives you have been instrumental in bringing

the light of truth, to the just commendation of your brethren, and

to the blessing and reward which our Heavenly Father bestows

upon those who serve Him with fidelity.

May the supreme joy that comes from the performance of a noble

work well done be yours and may your future life be enriched

by the fruits of past experiences and by enlarged activities in the

cause of human redemption.

February 3, 1933 Don Mack Dalton

MISSION PRESIDENT.
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Letter 36 February 1,1933

[Letter 36, typewritten letter on LDS Church letterhead]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

1st February, 1933.

Elder CD. Taylor,

3, CuylerSt.,

Port Elizabeth.

My dear Elder Taylor,

Enclosed is a cheque for £51.2.4 which is equivalent

to a second class transportation from here to England

and twenty dollars extra for Pullman fare in America,

of your motor bike. I do not know who will take it but

arrangements can be made. Also will you please sign the

enclosed voucher indicating that you have received a

cheque from the general fund.

Enclosed also are requests for railway transportation

in America. You are to retain the yellow and while and send

me the pink one signed. Please do this at once. Also I

will send to the European office a request for your steamship

transportation from England to America. Elders Randall

and Smith will have other information for you.

You will be able to make arrangements for your

ticket in Port Elizabeth. Tell them that you will buy

it in Durban or buy it in P.E. if you have time. I think

you will have plenty of money to see Palestine. If the

motor bike price is not satisfactory let me know. You

can write any other information or requests you deem
necessary.

In case you don't go please return the contents of

this letter.

Your gospel brother,

[signature]

Don Mack Dalton

[Following lines handwritten in ink.]

JUNE 8. 1932

PAID App. #10200 £20.7.0 51% OF MOTOR BIKE

FEB 1, 1933

RECEIVED App. 70.00 £ 14-0-0 FOR SALE

Letter 37 January 31,1933

[Letter 37, Typewritten letter on LDS Church letterhead]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

31st January, 1933.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

This will serve to indicate that Elder Clarence

D. Taylor is a duly ordained minister of the above-

named Church, and is therefore entitled to concession

rights over land and sea. Anything you may be able to

do will be greatly appreciated.

Yours truly,

[Signature] Don Mack Dalton

Don Mack Dalton, Mission President.

Letter 38 February 1,1933

[Letter 38, Typewritten letter on Church letterhead]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OFFICE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

"CUMORAH," MAIN AND GROVE ROADS, MOWBRAY, CP., SOUTH AFRICA

1st February, 1933.

Elder CD. Taylor,

Aboard "Adolph Woerman".

Leaving Port Elizabeth.

My dear Elder Taylor,

It hardly seems possible you are going home, and

you know I just feel bad, and I would like to take you

in my arms and have you close by me, because you have

always been so sweet and good to me, and done so many

little things for Sister Dalton and me that your memory
will be kept fresh and your life will be a fragrance

to yours. We both hope that your journey will be safe,

and that you will arrive there well and find your dear

Father and Mother all right, and that prosperity may
come to you and them.

I am awfully sorry you feel a bit disappointed

about the genealogy work, and I trust that you will not

blame me in case you are unable to get this work com-

pleted personally. I have been very happy to see your

distinct interest in this avenue of the gospel, and I

hope you will be able to continue.
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Sister Dalton and I thank you so much and deeply

appreciate your many kindnesses and the love you have

shown us. To have you here has been a source of

strength to us both. It is hard to say good-bye to

you. The little boys love you too and send their

good-bye. We hope to reach you in Utah some time.

Let me suggest again, Elder Taylor, something that

I have seemingly joked about, and that is that you find

you a good pure girl and get married, and that in a

reasonable time after your arrival home. You will find

a good woman is the best protection in life and the

finest asset for a man in the world. This advice is

given by me because of the bit of experience I have had

as a young man.

With Sister Dalton joining in sending love and all

good wishes, and we are sorry we cannot do more for you.

but we pray the Lord to bless you always.

I remain,

Your gospel brother,

Don Mack Dalton .

DMD/MS

Document 39

[Document 39, Newspaper clipping]

BASEBALL

LOCAL TEAMS FOR BIG

GAMES

Since their arrival this week the

Cumorah team of baseballers— all from

Salt Lake City, Utah— have been prac-

tising at the Wanderers.

The following local teams will play,—

For Saturday, December 31: Duffus

(c), Effren (c), Jardine (p), Hill (p),

Elliott (lb), Brunton (2b), capt., Hurry

(ss), Cawse (3b), Remington (cf).

Murray (rf), Price (If).

For Monday, January 2: Jardine (c),

Kolver (c), Davis (p), Thomas (p),

Nupen (lb), Bruton (2b), capt., Woods
(ss). McKune (3b), Smith (rf).

Cameron (If), Parfit (cf).

Johannesburg v. Combined Summer
League on Monday, January 2: Effren

(c), Kolver (c), Newson (lb), Keeney

(2b), Lee (ss), Veale (3b), Trollip (If),

Hepker (cf), Duncan (rf).

The other curtain-raiser will be

between Olympians and Western

Giants.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Document 40 December 20, 1932

[Document 40, Newspaper clipping, all printed except for the fol-

lowing handwritten in pen in top left corner:

"Star"

12 12/20/32]

MORMON TEAM AT

BASEBALL

GAMES IN PRETORIA AND
JOHANNESBURG

All the missionaries of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in

South Africa are in Johannesburg for

their annual convention which opened

to-day. This convention is being held

especially in Johannesburg this year

because of the three baseball games

arranged with Pretoria and Johannes-

burg. The first to be played at Pretoria

on December 26, and the others at

Johannesburg on Saturday, December

31, and January 2. Everyone of the mis-

sionaries is an experienced baseball

player, coming from colleges and high

schools, mainly in Utah.

These young missionaries, commonly

known as Mormon Elders, are unpaid

for their services, and are financed by

themselves or sustained by their

parents for the two and a half, or

three years they are in the mission

field. They come from various avoca-

tions in life to preach the Gospel and

return to the same avocation after their

mission, but always hold themselves

in readiness to "go on another mis-

sion" or assist some friend or relative

in so doing.

A handsome company of well-bred,

well-developed American athletes will

appear at the Wanderers grounds in

maroon and white suits on December

31, and January 2 to represent the

Mormon Church in baseball against

Johannesburg's picked team, instead of

the commonly conceived idea of Mor-

mon Elders, as depicted by Zane Grey

and Winifred Graham—men with long

beards, swallow-tail coats and elusive

ways.
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Document 41 December 23, 1932

[Document 41 Newspaper clipping with large black-and-white

picture, headline is cut off in the left margin leaving the letter A at

the beginning].

JOHANNESBURG, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1932.

A. CHALLENGE FOR DAVIS CUP?

[Printed picture of 15 members of the Mormon Elder baseball team]

MEMBERS OF THE MORMON BASEBALL TEAM WHO WILL MEET LO-

CAL SIDES IN JOHANNESBURG AND PRETORIA DURING
THE NEXT FEW DAYS.— Front row, left to right: Eldon Harris, R.

Knight, A. Clarkson, Evan P. Wright, D. M. Dalton (capt.), C. D.

Taylor, W. H. Godfrey, W. Strong and J. H. Smith. Back row: E. MacAr-

thur, J. C. Dalton, H. H. Smith, C. E. Randall, M. F. Smith and

Stanford T. Smith.

Document 42

[Document 42, Handbill printed on yellow paper]

The Mormons are Coming !

The only Sporting Events on these days.

Great Inter-Provincial Baseball

Matches

Transvaal

versus

Cumorahs

(Cape)

at the

WANDERERS
at 3 p.m.

Saturday, December 31

and

Monday, January 2nd.

Come and see the All American Team

from SALT LAKE CITY, Utah.

CURTAIN RAISER :

Pretoria vs. Johannesburg,

at 1.30 p.m.

Admission only 1'- - - - Scholars 6d.

(Watch papers for details.)

PRESS ART [Symbol] PRINTERS.

(PTY), LTD. [Symbol] JOH'BURG

Document 43

[Document 43, Handbill printed on orange paper]

BASEBALL

The Mormons are coming !

Pretoria Combined

Versus

Cumorah Baseball Club

from Cape Town.

BEREA PARK

3.15 p.m.

Monday, December 26th

The Cumorah's consists mainly

of American Students from

Salt Lake City.

[Symbol]

Minerva [Symbol] Pretoria.

Letter 44

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 44, pg. 1]

3

in cutting down expenses. The

Commercial Bank has not opened

yet I hope it will for D.T.R. has their

deposits there and we have a little

we were saving for interest but

we are not suffering,

We have put your father on a

budget (something he has never been

used to) and I have to keep check on

him to see that he keeps within it.

It is nip and tuck for me but I

am so thankful to have something

to eat, but it will make it hard to

get Clothes, but I am not compla[- -]g

if we can keep the business and

get out of debt, Alice has been so

sweet in helping Ken thru school

also helping Ruth, this month she

is working all thru, one or two

months she only worked one week

I feel more encouraged now than

for months, probably the warm
weather and sun shine coming

it is different, than looking forward to

a cold dismal winter_

[Letter 44, pg. 2]

4

and every day I see so many
things to be thankful for-

Aunt Rye Rossitter was dow[-] the other

day she says it looks like they

will loose every thing they have

and Frank is out of work

as everything but her home is

mortaged and they are pressing them

for money and they cant raise a

dolloar, I dont know what Aunt Sarah

& Mack will do he is sick all the

time and business apt to be closed

any day. She has always been so

sweet to every one I dont think she

will suffer for the lack of friends.

They tell me Harry Dixon was made
Supt of Sunday School this mornng.

he is still having trouble with his

stomach, Well I must close and
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will say "God be with you until we
meet again".

All send love

Mother

Letter 45

[undated portion of handwritten letter[

[Letter 45, pg. 1]

Clarence I was thinking if you could

spare a little change you could bring

Alice a pair of gloves I beleive she takes

the same size as I do 6 Vi

and a either a pair of gloves or a purse

for Ruth, now dont bring me any thing

for I have every thing I need and

by some thing for yourself instead

Mother

Letter 46

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 46, pg. 1]

(5)

let so many of the grand children

take them to school to read.

I was down to the dedication of

the Dixon school last night it

was fine and such a beautiful

building every thing inside right

up to date.

We gave a nice oil painting of Larsens

that is we are paying for it. I told

Aldous I wanted every child gr child

gt gr childs name if they only paid

5C it is quite an honor to have

such a monument to our name
more particular for our father

many people are talking and asking

why name it after the Dixons

but we couldn't help it we did not

ask them to do it - AN Merrill

said that night Aldous would

speak and represent one of the best

families who ever lived in Provo-

Alice came home yesterday with

a very bad cold she did not go

this morning but Lyn[-] had to

[Letter 46, pg. 2]

go out of town and she stayed

until six I have'nt seen her. so

sick for a long time it is what

so many people are having she has

a very sore throat, she is sitting

here by the fire now and feels

a little better.

Ken has taken your job cleaing

the wall paper I have cleaned

my bedroom to day and I am
ready for bed

All send a bushell of love

and wishes for you sucess

and a big share from Mother

Letter 47

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 47, pg. 1]

Sunday Afternoon. Have been to church

this morning and afternoon and I

sure did enjoy it. The High Counsellors

took up most of the time and they gave

some very good talks, also Joseph Fielding

Smith. It seems like nearly all the talks

run along the theme of Depression, and laid

stress on Gold and silver and this worlds goods

were only minor things and it was much

safer to lay up treasures in heaven.

And I beleive it too, We must pray for strength

and courage to face whatever comes to us

and acknowledge the Will of our Heavenly father

in all things

Received your letter yesterday you did not say

any thing about visiting with Wm Hartmans

friend did you go to see him? according to

your letter the people in Africa are just as

puzzled as we are and dont know what is

going to happen next, as you say we should

be thankful for enough to eat and wear

and we have not suffered in the least

as yet and have been able to pay our

obligations and enough for your check

also. Your father sent your check to Bro Winters

[Letter 47, pg. 2]

he told me to tell you but I cant get the

straight of it so will see if he want write

you a line and explain it, so I will

close with heaps of love from the family

Mother

Dear Clarence —
Your monthley Remittance may be

a few days late Reachein[-]g you this

month on ac'ct of taking up a Corres -

pondan[-] with Bro. Arthur Winter

Corncering the Exchange question

because of the Gold Standard

question in South Africa - in

working over this matter with

the Post Office people we find that

they do not give much if any

more than the Draft System

which we have been following

so if your money is a few

day late in Reaching you

don't get nervious . Every thing

is going along all OK all is well
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at home - trust all is the same with

your. - with love to you -Pray -

ing Gods blessing to be with you Father.

Letter 48

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 48, pg.l

7

stay home one day but he would go

yesterday to the office and never slept

hardly a bit last night for coughing

so he stayed home today and seems

much better tonight,

Trouble never comes alone, last Monday

morning Maurine Dixon was driving

down temple hill the car in head of

her stopped and she had to put on her

brakes to keep from runing in to it

the ground was so slipp[-]y the car turned

around and fore forced a boy into

the wall by the side walk the car

crushed his leg. every one said there

was no blame attached to Maurine

but they have been afraid they would

have to take the foot off but I see by

the paper to night he is improving poor

Maurine was beside hereself with

grief Aunt Leek said she would pay all

expenses it may cost her a thousand

dollars I beleive there was an

insurance wether it will apply in

this case I have not heard,

and so it goes, but as long as we
have life health and strength we
should be happy, Does it worry when

I open my heart to you I would not

[Letter 48, pg. 2]

2

have you worry because it is some

thing you cant help us I have said

your job is preaching the gospel, in

word ami action and work.

Sunday, afternoon. Just listening

to the Tabernacle service. A discorse

by B H Roberts . It sure is cold today

your father stayed home for a few

days and is much better and will

be able to go to work tomorrow I think.

I went up to see Aunt Sarah Monk
last night she has not been so well

I was sorry I did not get your letter

yesterday for I always take them up

for her to read as it gives her some -

thing to think about..

Little Johnny comes and goes to

Sunday school every Sunday mornng

as he was coming home with Alice

he fell on the ice and bumped his

head he crie dfor few min[-]ets

then said it II be alright in a

min[-]te he is sure cute and lots

of grit. Tomorrow starts leadership

I hope I can arrange my work

so that I can go as I enjoy it

very much.

Well I have nearly filled my paper

so will sign off Praying Gods blessings

upon you at all times all join with love

Mother.

Letter 49

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 49, pg. 1]

of thanks every day that you had

the previlege of g[- -]ing to that land

and in such an inspirational

way you found our relatives

it just seems liek a dream to me.

And so we will still do our best

and if there are any more information

to be found you will get it if not

we will be thankful for what we
have, I will return those Photos

as soon as I get time to go to the

Post office to get them registered,

And please thank those who so

kindly loaned them to you.

Yesterday I had H[-]ward and Grant

go down to the farm with me to

help do some more planting I told

them I had no money to give them

but in the fall they could have

vegetables, Kenneth is helping

in the beets, We have had a lot

of rain I never did see things

looking so beautiful, the crops

surely look promising if the frost

does not get them and it is

[Letter 49, pg. 2]

sure cold every night we make a

fire in the grate because your

father feels the cold quite bad

his stomach is better has had no

pain for fo[-]ur days now Altho I

keep him on a liquid diet, he went

to the Doctor today and his blood

pressure was too high it was

over 200 . so he has to be very

quite and so we did not go down

to chop will[- -]s today, he seems

cheerful and takes things in

a matter of fact way . I had to

order him out of the kitchen tonight

as I had hot rolls, radishes, and

mushrom sauce, Ken found

a great big one as large as a plate

on the beach, I could see your

fathers eyes sparkle and I was'nt

taking any chances, I will be glad

when he can take solid food

again , I am sure thankful to see

him as well as he is, goes to the
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office two hours in the morning

and two in the afternoon now.

[Letter 49, pg. 3]

we must take things as they

come and trust to the future

to bring us joy and happiness

again, I was so happy to day to

see for the first time most of my
family at Fast meeting, that is Alice

Ken, and Ruth, and they seemed

to enjoy it very much, Ruth wanted

to know why I did not bare [-]y

testimony as she had never heard

me. I told her they did not give me
a chance as they responded so

readily she said she would have

to go next month to hear me so you

see the future has something in

store for me. Clarence my dear if

you could know my feelings when

my Children are doing their duty

in the Church that brings so

much comfort and joy into my
life., Money and material things

are only for this world and it

[Letter 49, pg. 4]

true they are needful to a certain

extent but we cant take them with

us when we pass on from this life.

Have just been listening to Jos F Smith

he gave a fine sermon on fasting

and keeping the Sabbath day holy

he called the people to repent not

only the world but members of our

Church.

Clarence did you get those Photos

I registered them and feel that they

were very valuable, especially as you

were trusted with them.

Your father has just asked if we
wanted to go to American Fork with

him as he had to go and see a

man over there so will close

Praying the Lord to bless you in

every thing [-]you undertake for

righteousness sake, have health

strength, comfort, cheer and courage

to face every problem that confronts

you all send best love. Mother.

Letter 50

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 50, pg. 1]

7

The gang came in and it is

almost impossible to finish this

letter as they are all talking at

once.

You will have to do missionary

work with your youngest brother

he has gone up to Vivian Park

skying . I told him he knew

how I felt about it going on

Sunday, he said he had a date

was going on Saturday but Alice

told him he had to stay home
and help Mother because she

was going to wash- I have

had rheumatism in my
shoulder and I thot it would

be good chance to get him to

carry the water and empty the

tubs, and .Ruth cleans up

after, but I told him this morning

I would rather let him go on

Saturdays than break the

Sabbath day. It seems like

[Letter 50, pg. 2]

8

people make this day a day

of pleasure instead of worship.

We just had a little excitement

the girls ran out to see what

had happened a man was

lying in the snow in the road

he said he had to get to Salt Lake

as his Mother was sick, he

got up and started up the street

stumbled and nearly fell again

a car picked him up,

Art & Maurine thot he was

acting in order to get a ride

but it is hard to tell,

Well it is time to close as it

will soon be time for Church.

May the Lord bless you at

all times give you health

and strength to do what ever

you are called upon to do

And have His spirit to

direct you in all things

All send best love

Mother

Letter 51

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 51, pg. 1]

3

five, part of the time with out

even taking lunch, just as

soon as the classes at (12.30

noon) were dismissed the crowds

filled college Hall for the general

assembly . it looked like a

lunch room as people took

their lunch .

The morning I did not go so early

you father did not feel so well

and I waited for the Doctor to come

and take his pressure, it was
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not so high only 190. one night

when I came home he came from

the office in an awful agony, perhaps

you knew he had a rupture for

years and had worn a truss

but for the past year had left

it off. I guess it was due to

his weak condition that brot

it on the worst he had ever

had. the doctor had quite a

time putting it back again

but he is fine now. and I

will see that he wears his

[Letter 51, pg. 2]

4

truss. I guess Harry Dixon will be

coming in some of these days as he

was to set sail from Southampton

Jan 20. I trust he will be recovered

from his illness, the Pres. wrote

Uncle Albert and said he was much

better but would have to be on a diet

for some time, he is having trouble

with his bowels, I do hope he will

get better for his father has his

trouble the same as the rest of us

so many obligations to meet and

not much money, but we will all

have to have faith and trust in the

Lord. I was telling your father

yesterday some of the things I heard

up to the classes at the Y[-] and

I have come to the conclusion fear

and worry are the worst enemies

of man . and even tho the things

you fear and worry about the

most should happen oft times the

reality is not as bad as your

imagination, and so I am trying

to practise what I preach and I find

I am gaining in weight and feel a

lot better and if my father in

[Letter 51, pg. 3]

3

Heaven will give me strength I will

try to over come this fear & worry .

and count our many blessings

instead of feeling bad because we
cant have all the things we desire

when you look around and see

how some people are living it

makes you ashamed to think you

should do any thing but thank God for

His blessings every day .

I wonder every day how you are getting

along and if you are denying yourself

of the necessities of life, but I know you

have faith and I have too that the

Lord will provide for you for I know
you have given your best efforts to

help forward His work and you

have always lived a good clean life

and been a dutiful Son have never

caused us a moments worry when

you were out . Your father and I

have always had the utmost

confidence in you and why

should'nt you receive blessings ?

I was certainly pleased to hear you

were able to attend the convention

and mingle with the other

missionaries, for no doubt it will

[Letter 51, pg. 4]

6

be your last in So Africa . It was nice

of Sister Vice to entertain you altho she

being a widow you would feel a little

backward in accepting her hospitalily

but no one ever looses a penny who
helps the servants of the Lord. I have

a very kindly feeling toward her for

the interest she has shown in

our genealogy.

Since attending these genealogicial

classes and learning what rapid

strides are being made in modern

research, it makes me feel almost sick

to think I havent the means to extend

mine, and especially if you should come

home by way of England you could go to

come of those Parishes churches and look

at the records; But I beleive in times

after things become normal again (and

it is bound to come ) we will be able

to hire some one to do our research

work and I feel that you are going

to be the one to help me in this

great work. I have done nothing

as yet with any of those manes You

have sent me I felt it was thru

your efforts they were secured

and would like you to have the joy

of helping to do their work. I beleive

this is one of the most important

works of the whole church.

Letter 53

[undated portion of handwritten letter]

[Letter 53, pg. 1]

5

our theology committee has the

program[-]e in charge for our ward

conference to morrow night, and I

assigned parts to five women and

two were unable to be there so I

have just asked Aunt Electa to take

one and she consented altho it was

so late, I do hope no one else fails/us

but there are so many sick,

It is union meeting tomorrow too

and I was asked to memorize some

verses from the Doctrine & Covents.

it has been so long since I tried any
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thing like that, but I beleive I have

them about learned.

Well in regards to business it

may be a little better since some

of the beet money has come in but

it is still very bad, Your father is

working on plans to see if they

can make the stores take care

of themselves instead of closing

They will close the Heber and

Helper stores altho they will

[Letter 53, pg. 2]

6

have to pay the rent because the

lease is not up yet.

Your father went over and had a

talk with Mrs Reynolds and she

said she would hold off the principle

of 50 dollars I had payed her for

a year. They are cutting the rent

to 40 dollars a month and I used

to get 85 and I will have to pay

taxes, insurance and paving

th ey a re but I will try and make

it if I can for it will be the

means of saving it. They are asking

for a drastic cut in all of the rents

also still cutting wages

I think they will make another

cut in the wages here . they have

been taking 5 per cent in Produce

that means coal, wood, flour etc.

but I think they are going to make

it 10% now it will sure be hard

on the men who are paying so

much interest, but then we can

be thankful for any kind of a job

[Letter 53, pg. 3]

7

as hundreds of men have no income

but no one has starved that I know

of, and I feel that the Lord knows

what is for our best good and in

the end all will be well if we only

remain fir[-]m in the faith, live

near to Him and keep His Comandmets.

Well I must look over my lesson so

will finish your letter to morrow .

Have been to Union meeting called

in to see Aunt Sarah Monk she is

looking fine now has had a bad

back but it is much better now.

Will have to rush as it is our

Ward Relief Conference and I have

to cop[-]y my program[-]e,

All send best wishes and love

and may our Heavenly Father

bless you for ever,

Mother
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[Letters are handwritten unless noted otherwise; preprinted text in

these letters is indicated by bolded font]

Letter 1

[Letter 1 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

Office of the South African Mission

"Cumorah," Main and Grove Roads, Mowbray, CP., South Africa

"Homelia"

3 Cuyler Street

Port Elizabeth, CP

Dearest Mother, and Father and Family,

I just came in from tracting and

visiting investigators, and as it is after 4:00 P.M. I

will have to hurriedly give you my account for the

past week. First of all I was only too pleased to receive

your letter which I hatf found upon arrival. I

had waited this morning for it, but it did not come
until late, and almost gave me the idea, maybe it

would not be coming until next week, but it came.

And I enjoyed it so much, even like I do all your

letters. I received the money Order of £10-5-4 or $50.00

all right, and thanks even so much. I pray that

it is not working to great a hardship on Father, for

I would rather go without "purse or scrip" than to think

of placing more worries and burdens on his already

overcrowded, strong shoulders.

Elder Stringham certainly was fortunate

in making connections and arriving home so quick,

for he was released here on July 17, 1932, and you write

mentioning his arrival on the 14th of Aug. Fast traveling

and I am sure pleased to hear of his calling on you.

Mother, if you can help him out at any time while he

is going to school, please do it. He would certainly

appreciate any little favor I am sure, as you no doubt

know all ready.

Still flying around on our bike to

average about 3 meetings a day. Monday, we
called on the Saints at Uitenhage, but it appearing

like rain, we left early to avoid it.

[Letter 1 pg. 2]

This week, we are tracting in North End

of Port Elizabeth, on St. Patricks Street and talk about

steps to climb, in order to get to each door, it is

necessary to climb about 40 or 50 steps, arriving at

the top all out of breath, and almost impossible to

speak without breathing hard. From these houses

tho, one can certainly gain a most advantageous

and beautiful view of the Ocean and of Port Elizabeth.

The tracting is not so good as this area has been

tracted by nearly every Elder that has been here in

Port Elizabeth, which would be about an average of

every one or two years. If the Blood of Israel is here in

Port of Elizabeth, we will surely get and gather it all.

Yesterday the sun was terribly hot- to-day

there is none, for the clouds are giving fair warning

of rain. (Typical South African weather for this month.)

Certainly sounds good about business conditions,

about the Bank opening up, and that you are all

well. May the Lord bless Father to regain back his

health, and possibly take a little holiday in company

with you and Alice & Ruth, and come to Europe

next summer and maybe I could join you there.

That would be the best health restorer I know of.

Tell Ruth I will drop her a line one of

these first days, for I owe her so many letters which

I enjoy so much from her, that I will have to

begin paying her back.

Give my love to all. May the Lord

continue to bless you all, as he is doing

me.

Your loving Son & Brother

Clarence

S

"Pretty good hen scratching" (terribly) busy.

Letter 2 September 7, 1932

[Letter 2 pg. 1]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

Office of the South African Mission

"Cumorah," Main and Grove Roads, Mowbray, CP., South Africa

3 Cuyler Street

Port Elizabeth, CP
September 7, 1932

Dear Mother, Father and the Family,

Wednesday afternoon again, but instead

of the sunshine and birds, which were present last week, it

is raining most severally. Even tho' it makes us

feel a bit uncomfortable at the present, it is doing an un-

told amount of good to the dry and thirsty crops. As our

summer months of May, June & etc. are ushered in by the

in Utah

rainy month of April; so also is August & September

ushering in Summer time here with plenty of rain.

As I sit here writing, and occassionally glance

out of the window and see the many Kaffins pass by in

their bear feet, and ragged clothes, often carrying a basket on

their head, or a small baby attached to their back. Sometimes

these Kaffins do not even have a piece of dry bread for their

meals. After seeing the Calloused feet and poor method of

life these Kaffins live, then I can thank my Father in Heaven

for all of these many blessings which I enjoy from day to day.

Here in South Africa and especially in Port Elizabeth, you

can certainly see the best in the form of living; and then

with a turn of the head you can see amongst the "Poor

Whites" and "Colors", the filthiest and most dispicable

sight possible.

When it rains and makes these asphalt

roads so slick, that it is unsafe to ride a motorbike, we
have to walk where ever we go. So as this morning

was one of these rainy days we went tracting around the

north end of Port Elizabeth Business District. The majority of

calls were to Jews, but they must hear the message as

[Letter 2 pg. 2]

well as the rest of the world, so we handed out our tracts to

them. I had one or two good conversations, but other than

that there was nothing.

Just to give you an idea of the daily Routine

we have- you will see that there is not very much
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time to waste. For Example on Monday:

Arise 7:00 A.M. Shave, Dress, and eat breakfast of Yi pint

of milk and two pieces of toast. Then study to 8:30.

8:30-9:30 A.M. Class

9:30-12:00 A.M. Prepare for Tracting & Tract

12:00-1:00 P.M. Book of Mormon Reading class at Bro.

Listons

1:00- 2:30 P.M. Had a light Bread & jam & coca & cheese

lunch at Sister Lea[- -]and.

(Three times a week we hold a Primary or

Bible Study Class in the afternoon at the homes of Saints. Other

days betwen the hours of 2:30 and three are spent visiting

Saints, friends and investigators.

5:30 P.M. (Every night) a home class at Bro.

Dolle[-]'s. At present we are reading "Leaves from my Journal" by

Pres. Woodruff. Just completed reading "The Man No Body Knows"

by Bruce Barton.

6:30 a Light supper at Bro. Dolle[-]s mostly plenty

of Bread & Butter & jam or Syrup- with occassionally cooled

potatoes, eggs or meat. (We pay for what we eat here, for we eat

supper every night).

7:30-9:30 We usually have two meetings

on [- -]ch night So I take one of the Daller Boys with me
and Elder Smith takes the other, and we separate for the

Evening meeting again at Bro. Dolle[-]s afterwards.

Without the Motor Bike, it would be

impossible to get around to each place, not mentioning

the outlying Primary classes we hold 3 miles out at Sidwell

or 8 miles out to Mt. Pleasant.

It seems that we are helping the people

a lot, in creating a greater desire to read and study and

[Letter 2 pg. 3]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

Office of the South African Mission

"Cumorah," Main and Grove Roads, Mowbray, CP., South Africa

understand the Scriptures. It is a consistent and

monotonous g[—]d, but I know it is doing a lot of

good.

Last Thursday I received some very sad

news from Johannesburg. Just about three weeks

Previous, one of our newest Converts, the friend of Bro

Dippenaar who joined the church after reading the Book of

Mormon obtained from the 2nd Hand [—]ys, and also

one of whom the Picture you sent of Joseph Smith was for;

had been transferred from Port Elizabeth to Germiston,

Johannesburg. He was employed on a "Shunter" or Bro

Brakeman or Switchman on the Railroad. While at

his work he was killed by a train, that occurred on Aug.

27, 1932. In answer to a letter I had written to him, he

answered it on August 22, 1932, leaving a very strong

testimony as to the truthfulness of the Gospel and also

his receiving an answer to his desire to know if the

Gospel was true: Part of His letter as written on Aug 22!

"I just want to tell you Elder Taylor that I have

been desirous to know of the Lord (more) about the

Gospel and the Church, to reveal unto me in a dream

whether it is the true Gospel, because of so many

temptations following me now. So this (is the) dream

I had: I had been very, very thirsty and in front of me
was much water to drink and so I took of the water

and did drink until I could hold no more. After I

awoke this dream came clear to my mind. For this

dream refers to the Gospel you brought unto me, and

that I partook of it. So now I am truly convinced

and know that it is the Gospel of Jesus Christ and that

Joseph Smith was ordained of the Lord." He was baptized

only last May 24, 1932. It is certainly a beautiful testimony

isnt it? I will have to close now as it is time to be off

visiting so will close with Love to all. May the Lord Bless you.

Your loving Son, Clarence.

Letter 3 September 21, 1932

[Letter 3 pg.l]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

Office of the South African Mission

"Cumorah," Main and Grove Roads, Mowbray, CP., South Africa

September 21, 1932.

3 Cuyler Street

Port Elizabeth, CP.

Dearest Folks,

The past week has been a most miserable

week in regards to weather. Having been almost continually

raining. I even began wondering if we were going to have

another flood. In some parts of the Union it rained

12 inches of rain, which generally gets very little. Up in the

hills around Cradoch, where they get very little rain-

fall over 8 inches fell in the seven days. So it seems that

this rain has done a great good in soaking the thirsty

ground. On the other hand it did quite a lot of damage.

The floods being so severe that it washed one farmers whole

flock of sheep out to sea. Much of the highway has been distroyed

and washed out. One poor fellow, a Bus driver whom I

had sold a Book of Mormon to, was caught in one of these

water

places the ram was washing over the road and was

drowned. It appears that his car stalled in the middle

and he "got" out to crank the car. He had on a long heavy

overcoat which seemed to get entangled in his legs and the

current being so strong that he lost his footing. A few

days before 8 fisherman were caught out in the Bay, there

boat capsizing, washed upon the shore, but only three of the

drowned bodies have been found on one of the nearby

islands. Such is the news of Port Elizabeth.

Saturday night about 9:00 P.M. as we were

coming from the home of one of the Saints, the wind was

blowing so hard and the rain pouring down in such

torrents that before we were able to get home we were drenched

to the skin. In climbing up the 210 steps from South End

Valley, it was like wading up the center of waterfall, the rain

was just pouring down those steps in torrents.

[Letter 3 pg. 2]

We held Branch Conference here last Sunday,

and have effected sustained a fully organized Branch, which

is going to help the work grow here very fast.

They say that Port Elizabeth is the second

windiest city in the world, for the windy weather is just

coming in and it looks like it will continue for about

and other 8 or 9 months. And when it blows- it BLOWS .

This afternoon a Baptismal Service has been

arranged, when a young fellow who has been converted for

over three years, but due to his parents disapproval, and he

being under age then, has dilayed until now.
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Since getting the motor cycle and being more

adjusted to the climate now, I have been able to gain

four pounds in the past four months. So you can see

I am keeping well and getting on all right.

While tracting yesterday I met a Mr. Walker,

a Scotchman, who has a "Mormon" relative living in

Cardston, Alberta Canada. I had quite a long Conversation

with him, and gave him a few thoughts which I hope

will alter his viewpoint of the Mormon People.

This morning out of about 20 calls, I received

four refusals, and numerous "To Busy" answers. But all and

all it is our duty to call to the Non-interested to get and find

those who are interested and give them all a chance to accept.

I am looking forward to you letter of

next week, which did not come this week

Praying and trusting that you are all

well and happy. Especially that Father's health is

better and improving. May the Lord Bless each of

you, even as he is blessing me is the Prayer of

your fifth Son & brother,

Clarence

Letter 4 February 8,1933

[Letter 4 pg.l; typewritten letter]

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

Office of the South African Mission

"Cumorah," Main and Grove Roads, Mowbray, CP., South Africa

8th February, 1933

Mr. & Mrs. Arthur N. Taylor,

256 N., 5th West,

Provo, Utah.

Dear Bro. & Sis. Taylor,

Your son Clarence has been released and set sail

from Port Elizabeth on the 3rd February in company

with Elders J.H. Smith and C.E. Randall. They are

going via East Coast of Africa into Palestine and

Egypt. I do not know what his plans are beyond that,

but he may go into Europe and then on home. . I

presume he will write more to you about his plans.

He was in good health when he left and I trust the

Lord will bless him in his travels over sea and land.

You both partake of his release with him as

you have stood at his back as his financial supporters.

I am happy to inform you that your son has filled a

very dutiful and honourable mission, and has been

obedient, cheerful and sweet, and is loved by all who
know him in the land. It has been hard for Sister

Dalton and myself to see him leave because we have

grown to love him during his twenty-eight months stay

here.

May the Lord bless you dear folks for your affection

to your son and the work he has been doing, and although

you have not been in the mission where he has laboured,

still your hearts have been here, and I think through

your faith and courage the work has been made to grow

and flourish. Surely I think the Lord is pleased with

your labours as well as that of your son.

With Sister Dalton joining me in sending love and

good wishes, and ever praying the Lord to bless you.

I remain,

Your gospel brother,

[signature]

Don Mack Dalton, Mission President

DMD/MS.

Letter 5 February 16, 1933

[Letter 5 pg. 1; typewritten letter]

[W.L.A.G Hamburg logo]

"Adolph Woermann"

Docked at Beira, Portuguese

East Africa.

February 16, 1933

Dearest Mother,

Gradually each day I am getting closer and

closer to home and you. To-day we are docked here at

Beira about 500 miles from CapeTown, up the East Coast

of Africa into Portuguese East African Territory.

At the present time it is three O'clock in the afternoon

and the stewards are just preparing for tea. It has

been most terribly hot this day, my clothing is almost

as wet as tho' I had plunged them into a tub of water, and

I have been perspiring enough water from my forehead and

face to water the larger part of the Sahara Desert. If the

weather continues like it has the last two or three days,

continually getting warmer and warmer as we progress to the

[following corrections in blue ink]

be ing soon

equator I am afraid I will have melted away. All I have

felt like doing today was sit near an open window with

a fan blowing over my head- - and just sitting there, not

having the ambition to do anything, not even read or sleep.

Yesterday afternoon, early, the boat arrived at the mouth

of the Punge and Busi Rivers, but as the tide was out,

it was necessary to wait all afternoon until about four

O'clock for the tide to come back, so that we could go up

the River to the docks of Beira. This town of Beira is

comparatively young, and has made most of its growth during

the past three or four years. It is a natural harbour

and is the only outlet for the British Central Colonies

here in Africa. All goods going to Northern Rhodesia

and nearby colonies are taken from boat at Beira and

shipped inland over the Railroad. If a person had the

time and money, they could go directly west from here and

arrive at the Victoria Falls, Livingstone, and Zimbawie

Ruins. Many Tourists travel by rail from CapeTown up thru

the Union into Rhodesia, and then catch the boat here at

Beira for either the Far East and Orient or for the Med-

iteranean and Europe. The greater part of the population

here is Portuguese, but has a great number of English

residents. All of the development that has taken place

is due to English Capital and capitalists.

[Letter 5 pg. 2]

At first I did not think I would enjoy the German Style and

type of food, but so far I am getting along very well, and can really

eat most everything on the menu- - with the exception of saurkraut,

cooked cabbage, turnips and a few other delicasies. They have plenty of

meat at all meals, but I can surely say that these German cooks prepare
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it better than any other place I have ever eaten. Everything is kept

just spic and span, and must be done just so. We also have plenty of

fruit and all kinds of salad. It is somewhat different from the treat-

ment and the kinds of food we received coming down on the boat. All the

Stewards on the boat can speak broken English and are very accomodating

and always ready to do something for you. The only thing I do not like

bout this boat is the length of time it takes to get to port, and then

after docking it takes such a length of time to load or unload its cargo

and get away. For instance it stopped at Lorenco Margues for five days,

and during that time, there was practically nothing for us to see, and

we didnt have the money to go inland to the game reserve, or to make any

other side trips. After to day the holds of the boat will be practically

full, so that from now on there will be very few stops to unload cargo,

or to take cargo on the boat. The greatest part of the cargo we are taking

on now is various kinds of ore, hemp to make rope, and cocoanut meat to

make into oil.

So far, the people on board have treated us very fine, even tho'

they know we are Mormons, and one lady living in the Kenya Territories

has offered to let us stay at her home for as long as we would like and to

see that we were taken hunting leopards and deer. She has a Book of Mormon

and the whole family are very much interested. One thing on this boat that

I surly do not care for and that is the way the people drink their beer and

smoke. I have been unable so far to see one lady on the boat who does not

use that filthy little weed, the cigarette, and if there is anything in the

whole world that lowers the estimation of a woman in my eyes it is the

use of tobacco. I just cannot see that a woman who smokes is a lady. It

almost seems that the advertising and the efforts of tobacco compani s

have almost been fully realized when they made the statement that within a

very few years they would have every man and woman in the world using

nicotine. I guess we look quite a queer trio to sit down to the table to

eat, and instead of having a glass of beer, or tea or coffee to drink with

our meals, we have plenty of good ice water. And at tea time, we drink

water and eat the cake that is given. I am sure that some people really

admire us for our stand for they know that we are doing that which is

right, but they do not have a strong enough will power to resist them-

selves.

I am enjoying myself very much so far, although I do miss the

work that I have been engaged in. Already I am looking forward to getting

back home, and if possible to get to work and help, what little bit I might

be able to.

I do trust that all is well with each and every one of you, and

[following correction in blue ink]

sure

that you are not hav ng to many worries or troubles, I am are that the Lord

has answered our prayers in the past and that He will answer them

in the future and that is one of them, that you might be blessed at

all times.

May the Lord bless you at all times. Give my love to all.

Your wandering son,

[signed in blue ink]

Clarence D.

Letter 6 February 19, 1933

[Letter 6 pg. 1]

[W.L.A.G Hamburg logo]

On Board

"Adolph Woermann"
Cruising in Indian Ocean

off the Portuguese East Africa

Coast. 2/19/33.

Dearest Mother,

For a good long time I have wanted

to write only you a letter, the next best to

sitting down and having a real good heart- to

heart talk with you. Now that I am on my
way to you, I am counting the days and the

hours, and almost the minutes until I am in

your midst once again. I usually have here- to-

for, been so busy and occupied that I have never

given much thought of home, possibly the one

reason I have not been so homesick, of which

I am truly thankful, But now that I do not

have so much to do, I can hardly keep my
thoughts from one little spot on this great earth,

the

and to A two greatest and loveliest people- you

my Mother and Father. As I have so often

stated, and as I say again: I never will be

able to repay you, even tho' I spent the

remainder of my life time trying, for those

things which you have so generously given

me. As Abe Lincoln so truthfully and majestically

stated "All that I am" (which is nothing much),

I owe to you" My Mother & Father.

[Letter 6 pg. 2]

I just simply cannot make myself

think and believe that my missionary days

in South Africa are over, for they have

been such enjoyable days, and have given

me such a wealth of practical lessons in

life. At the present I seem to be in a

dream, and imagining that I am
moving from one part of the mission

field to the other, but no doubt I will

awaken with a start and realize that

south Africa, Our relatives, the Saints

and the wonderful climate- is only a

beautiful memory.

I am, indeed, sorry Mother that I was

unable to gain more genealogical information

in order to do more work for our deceased

ancestors. I had planned on going to Grahams-

town and Bathurst the following month after

arriving back in Port Elizabeth. That is the

fore part of March. But I have some information

and knowledge now how I can go about

getting further information. I think I will

be able to obtain what information is lacking

in the Dixon & Boardman Genealogy from

the early Bathurst Church records then correspon-

ence. That is my intention.

I had not really expected returning

[Letter 6 pg. 3]

quit so soon, but if I can lighten you

and Father's burden that is my first con-

sideration. I am thankful to my Father in

Heaven and to you my parents for making

possible this opportunity.

The past two months have been

unusually busy and interesting. Our varied

and playful convention at Johanesburg

was interesting and fully occupied, then

my trip down to Kimberly and to see those

gigantic man made holes, which in size
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made man so small and insignificant, but

revealed to me really what Co-operative

man can do, if he wills. Then at Cape Town

to have the opportunity of going into the

Government Archives and glean so much

information in regards the Boardmans.

It was a real rush for me to pack

up and leave with such short notice,

but I am surely happy that I am not

traveling alone. For it gets dreadfully

tired some with three of us. As I mentioned

in my last letter I am getting along in

a splendid fashion when it comes to

eating German dishes. The only trouble

is the time spent in getting to our dest-

ination, but one has to expect that when

[Letter 6 pg. 4]

traveling this way for all are Cargo boats,

fairly well loaded, and consideration is given

first to the cargo and second to the passengers.

There are about 185 passengers on Board: 35

1st class, 50 2nd Class, and about 100 3rd or inter-

mediate class. Returning missionaires are

supposed to travel not less than 2nd class,

but Pres. Widtsoe has granted those missionaires

returning by East Coast, in order to go to the Holy

Land, the choice of class. Upon leaving

Pres. Dalton appropriated to me the fare to England

by the shortest route 2nd class which amounts

to £47.0.0. He also gave to me £4.2.4 which is

equivalent to a Pullman Berth from New York.

Out of the £53.0.0 the Church has given me,

I will be spend £36.0.0 for Boat fare to Port

Said. Here I will leave the boat and go over

land to Egypt, visiting Cairo for about three or four

days. Returning back to Port Said I will go over to

Palestine and to[-] and visit the Holy Land,

making my headquarters at Jerusalem. The

length of time and the route I will take

from here depends largely upon the arrang-

ments I can make with the German Lines,

and also how many counties are on the

Gold Standard. £25.0.0 is my set expenditure

here, if they are off the Gold Standard. That is

cheap.

[Letter 6 pg. 5]

[W.L.A.G Hamburg logo]

5

At the present time the English

and South African Pound is only

worth about 12 or 13 shillings in a Country

that is on the Gold Standard, and I am
carrying all my money in Cooke's Traveller's

cheques, which has a par value of the Bankers

Buying rate on London. In order to get them

those Gold Standard Countries, it will cost

just about 40% more to me, and that wttl

cannot be met by my pocket Book.

To show you how these Europeans

cater to the Tourist Traffic. From Port Elizabeth

£41.0.0

to Southampton a boat ticket costs about £42.0.0

and a ticket as far as Port Said is £46.10.0, in other

words it really only costs about £5.10.0 to go that

great distance from Port Said thru the Mediterranean

to Southampton, including three meals a day

and a good bed at night. But if you take

another excursion boat up the Mediteranean

? ?

from Port Said to Genoa or Naples it costs

you £18.0.0 for the three days trip. Then

from Naples to Paris for train fare is £6.17.3 2nd class

To fly across from Paris to London would be

£4.10.0 about the same cost as to go by boat.

So you can see if I can get off as

cheaply as possible in the Holy Land, for the

[Letter 6 pg. 6]

three weeks I intend to stop there while

waiting for the next German Boat, I will

go inland over the Continent, but if I

cannot make it I will go directly to

Straight

Southampton by way of the-Reek of Gibralter.

When I get to London the office there

will arrange and pay my passage across

the Atlantic to New York, and then the

Eastern States Mission arranges railage

across U.S. If the three of us arrive in

New York together, John Henry Smith will

get his brothers car at Washington and we
will drive across.

If I land home broke and

all in rags do you think you will be

able to feed a poor tramp and give him

a bed to sleep in?

I will be in England tfet sometime

between the 27th March and the 26th of

April. So if there is any word you would

like to send, you can catch me there.

British Mission Headquarters

43 Tav[-]stock Square W.C.

London, Eng.

[Letter 6 pg. 7]

You will no doubt think I am
selfish to write mostly about myself, but I

know you will be interested in my itinerary

for the future, and since it has been two

weeks since I heard from you, I do not

really know what is happening at home.

I trust and pray that conditions

and circumstances are looking better, and

that you are feeling well, and as one still

able to doctor Father and keep him in the

best spirits and his mind off his many worries.

If there is anything else I can do, dont

hesitate to let me know. I am at your

service

Well, Mother, I havent said much
in this long epistle, but I really cannot

express myself on paper how I appreciate you,

and I hope from here forth I will be able
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to manifest my appreciation in actions.

There goes the supper gong, so I will

close with a prayer that you are all being

blessed as I am. God Be with you.

Your most affectionate son.

Clarence Dixon Taylor

(over)

[Letter 6 pg. 8]

We arrived here at Dar-es-salaam

at 2:00 P.M. Will sail again in 2 Yi hours

or at 5:30 P.M. Next stop will be Zanzibar

which is just 48 miles from here.

Plenty hot, but beautiful tropical

scenery. Most interesting.

Love,

C.DT

Letter 7 March 11, 1933

[Letter 7 pg. 1]

[W.L.A.G Hamburg logo]

[written in pencil] Swedish Consul

Enclosed: Jerualem, Palestine

Rosemary from March 11, 1933.

Juclean hills

Dearest Folks,

After a hard night of sitting up,

enroute from Port Said to Jerusalem, we
arrived here at Jerusalem at about 10:30 A.M.

tired, dirty and hungry. After leaving Port

Said at 8:00 P.M. last night, it was necessary

to change and cross the Suez Canal by

ferry boat into Palestine Territory at Katana

At 11:30 P.M, after having passed then the

customs, we began on train ride over the

desert, and then the mountains. I was really

glad to see the light, which made possible

the passing by of time by the sights.

We passed the some most

beautiful farming lands of grain, and orchards

of trees, including the world famous Jaffa Oranges,

also the evidence of spring shown by the newly

bursting pink peach buds. Getting nearer to

the rocky, mountaneous country of Jerusalem

was most interesting from a faming stand-

Point, because of the rocky mountains being

terraced, to afford available far[-]ing land.

[Letter 7 pg. 2]

One of the minor reasons for the Children

of Israel taking 40 years to reach this Land of

Canaan, must have been, that they were to

forget the land of plenty in Egypt, where life

was easy, and come to this land where a

struggle for existence in necessary. The old

adage "The land is good" was certainly

shown here.

I was greatly surprised at the amount of

activity and building that is being done. Most

everywhere you look, you can see a house or

store in process of construction. All the

outer building materials for walls are obtained

of the rocky slopes. The Arabs are very good

builders, and chisel and smooth the rocks

almost as meat in appearance as brick. All the

walls are very thick, and appear very substantial

The Windows are all barred with heavy iron

bars, for there is a most low type of individuals

who have no morale whatsoever. All they

think of is stealing, from who or how makes

no difference. They are the worst robbers I have

ever seen walls, walls, and buildings are of this

grey

one color, btrff stone.

Here, I am beginning my letter which

I started nearly a week ago and did not get
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time to finish. It seems we have been

doing so much and have been on the go that

I was just unable to finish at that time.

The stay here has been most delightful,

although I am now ready to move on.

It is a wonderful land but I would not

care to live here. Give me my Home in the

Rockies, anytime. The weather has been cold

and unsettled during our stay, even cold enough

to require the wearing of an overcoat. The

one and only real good day we have had was

spent on a picnic down to Jericho, where we
saw the old ruined city that was destroyed

at the time of Joshua. Since that time two

other cities learning the same [-]an[-] have

been built but each on a new site. At the

River Jordan, where Jesus was baptized, we
had a picnic lunch. Mr. [-]arsson, the Swedish

Consul, and two older ladies and Elder Randall,

Smith & myself completed the Party. From

here we went down to the Dead Sea, which

lies 1260 feet below sea level and contains about

27% salt, we went in bathing where a real good

time was enjoyed by us all. The water was

very buoyant even more so than Salt Lake.

[Letter 7 pg. 4]

In one hour we dropped from Jerusalem,

whose Altitude is about 2600 above sea level

down to 1260 feet below, almost 4000 feet. We
traveled on the old Jericho Road, walked on by

Jesus, saw the church built over the place where

Stephen the Martyr was cast out of the city and

stoned.

From near the top of Mount Olive

we looked do towards the Dead Sea out

over the wilderness (which was rolling

barren hills, with many cuts and ravines) where

Jesus fasted for 40 days, and also from whence

came John the Baptist cam e to the river Jordan

and baptized Christ.

Drove through the village of Bethany

the home of Martha & Mary & Lazurs. It is all

inhabited by Arabs now. Due to the changes

here in this land during the past 2000 years, there

are only about two places of Historic importance which
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Historians are dead sure of and that is Jacobs Well

in Galilee and the Cave where Christ was born.

All other places are thought to be the correct location,

but all are not time for there is not foundation

for such claims other than tradition or some
individuals fantastical idea.

With that understanding of probability I

will go on-

[Letter 7 pg. 5]
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In a small Canyon is an arch

and a few pillars around it which represents

the Apostles well, where Jesus and His Apostles

once stopped to get a drink. Going further down
on the top of a hill are some ruins where once

stood the Good Samaratin [— ]. Here the

Parable was supposed to have occured.

Looking across a deep, barren Gorge to

a strata of Cliffs, we were shown that the ca[-]es

in this rock was where Elijah was fed by the

Ravins, way down below I could see the Brook

Cherith. Just below this spot, to-day, is a

monastary inhabited so lely wholly by monks.

Traces of Roman habitations is shown

(aquaduct)

in one place here of an old water A duct along the hills

Before entering the River Jordan Valley. Mr
La[-]sson pointed out present Jericho, Jericho at time of

Christ, and Ancient Jericho. It is very beautiful due

to its abundance of green pastures and banana fields.

But it is really very warm. The walls of the

Old City are made of poor sun dried day mud
brick. Excavations are very busy digging around here.

From the old city you can see the hill, called

the Mount of Temptation.

The Moslems or Mohammeds have just

recently taken it upon themselves to build an alter to

Moses. It is all fictitious, but they accept it as truth

[Letter 7 pg. 6]

To me and to the majority of visitors,

the Temple Area Site of King Solomon or

what is now the Mosque or Church of Omer,

is of greatest interest. This area was

originally in the hands of the Christians, but at

Present is occupied by the Moslems'. Although

the Jesus could enter these gates they will

not as long as the Moslems own it. You

have no doubt heard of the wailing wall,

where all the Jews come to this wall, built

of many of the original Stones placed by Solomon

in his Temple. They nearly worship these huge

stones. Many surfaces are worn smooth from

kissing them. Their object of wailing as I under-

stand is to Petition Our Father in Heaven or the

old Prophets to give them back their Temple

the Mosque itself is located on the top

of Mount Moriah and the round shaped

building with its huge dome is supposed to

cover the spot of Solomon's Temple. The outside

is decorated with inscriptions taken from the

Koran, and is made of white & Blue glazed tile.

The floor inside is covered by Persian rugs,

which amounts up into the hundreds. The

Pillars with their tops & Cornish inlaid with

gold is very outstanding & beautiful. So also are

the fine remaining colored glass windows of the

3rd or 4th century.
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Directly under the dome is a large

outcropping rock, which tradition places a

most interesting picture to it. It was here

on this rock where Abraham was to offer

Isaac as a sacrifice, but found the ram in

the brush. As the Temple was built around this

rock, and there being a hole thru the middle,

this is attributed the sacrifi[— ] alter, where

the Animals were killed and blood was

do[- -] the hole th[- -] a channel to the

Brook Kedron in Jehosophat's Valley.

It was from this rock that Mohammad
and his trusty steed were taken up into

heaven.

in a cave

Underneath this rock A we were shown one

corner of rock where Jesus as a Boy of 12

talked with the learned men of the Temple.

A small arch cut into this solid rock, was

the throne from which Solomon gave forth

his wisdom concerning the two mothers

and one live baby.

It is a most beautiful building having

been built by the Persians, the Crusaders and

the Arabians.

In the Southeastern part of the Temple

Area almost 30 feet below the present s[-]nfare is

the Stable of Solomon where he kept his 600

horses. It is a very large room, all arched from

one pillar to another. At the bottom of the pillar

are holes where the horses were tried. One door

led led outside of the city, the other incline led up

into the Temple Area.
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From the old East Wall looking out

towards the Mount of Olives is the

Golden Gate on the Gate Beautiful. It is a

very beautiful structure but has been

sealed up so that it cannot be used, and

it will not be used again until the 2nd

coming of the Saviour.

There are two spots which are supposed to be the

torch of the Saviour, one in the elaborate building of

the Holy Sepulchre, the other in a beautiful Garden

situated at the foot of a hill which looks like a skull.

It is an incompleted tomb, with a shaft to let in

the early morning light. Two other unfinished

hollowed out resting plans were in the Tomb, also.

This is where I would [-]ec[- -]ine the real tomb is located.

All of the narrow, crooked, winding

sheets, and the people that live in them

nationality

are most interesting. Almost every kmd-ef

can be found here. With evidence of Poverty on one
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side to luxury on the other. In this compact

city there is always something new & different

to see. Such as Caravans of Camels crowding the

people aside to go down these streets, Herds of sheep, being

brought from their pasture to within the city walls,

The chanting & display of a funeral procession.

But above all, I enjoy picking out the

spots described and mentioned in the Bible,

and to be & see the same sights and conditions

that the Saviour saw and was. It is indeed

a great blessing to me of which I am most thankful

Besides being like an [- -] cicle half the time, I am feeling

fine & happy Will be glad to get home and see you all

anytime now. May the Lord bless you. Your loving son.

Clarence

Letter 8 April 2, 1933

[Letter 8 pg. 1]
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Mediterranean Sea

Off the Coast of Italy.

April 2, 1933.

Dearest Mother and Father,

It is a most beautiful Sunday

morning, on board the German liner "Watussi,"

here in the deep blue Mediterranean Sea, just

off the coast of Italy between Mt. Vesuvius and

Rome. The most beautiful part of all is that each

throb of the ship's propeller brings me just a

little closer to you and home.

It hardly seems possible that two

months ago to-morrow I boarded the "Adolph

Woermann," in great haste, at Port Elizabeth after

saying goodbye to the few faithful Saints there.

Although a little sad and blue about leaving,

I managed to eat the majority of German cooked

food, which was a bit peculiar to me at first and

not a bit appetizing, except the ice cream which was

delicious, and after a good nights rest partially done

to the rocking of the boat, I felt much better and

all ready to go ashore, as we came up the Buffalo

Room at East London. Here we visited some of

the Saints before sailing that afternoon for Denban

Natal. The ocean is very choppy and rough between

Cape Town and Denban, for it is here that the

Atlantis and Indian ocean currents meet, and of

which it was well described by one of the earliest
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Navigators, as the "cape of Storms," but I

still maintained my equilibrium and sea legs

and came thru without getting sick. All the

next day we followed the coast line of Natal

which was most beautiful all clothed in

a georgeous mantle of green grass and trees,

with a few native huts or fisherman's houses

dotting the landscape. That evening, which was

Sunday, the boat rounded the Denban Point

and we entered the natural and beautiful

Denban Harbour. Elder Randall, Smith and

myself, then unexpectedly went to church that

night were we gave the Elders & Saints and

unusual surprise. Elders Moe. Arthur & Godfrey, thought

that the I had come to take one of their place, not

knowing that I was on my way home. It was

a great relief to them when I told them I was

a released missionary, for they both like Denbar

and also the people. I stayed at the home of one

of the Saints that night and also the following

night, for the Boat was coaling, which took

two days and two nights. I liked Denbar very

much, it being very beautifully laid out, with

lots of tropical trees and plants, not only in the

Parks, but also around the homes. The City Hall

is the most beautiful one in South Africa. A

large war memorial shaft mean ly, has a continually

one of

burning torch. At present A the largest skyscrapers is

under construction. It was here from Denbar

that I sent you the telegram mentioning

my Departure from Africa. The taxi cabs here

at Denbar have a keen competition in the
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form of Native boys, all dressed up with horn

and feather headress, bracelets, bangles, teeth

claws and beads, unto draw the small

Rickashaw, similar to the Chinese. It is

such strenuous exercise that these boys

only live for 6 or 10 years after taking up this

Profession. They surely have wonderfully

developed legs, from so much running.

The three of us piled into one cart, when

it started to rain, for they have a cover over

them and it kept us from getting wet. This

was my first ride. We were very fortunate

in catching our Boat from here, but as Sister

Getaz stated," The Lord provides for His servants."

and He surely provided us with a ride from

on the opposite side of Docks, where we had

been visiting Saints and thought they would

take us to the Boat in their car. They did not

so we flaged a passing car and the young fellow

drove like mad to the Docks, just in time to get

on and say Goodbye to the Saints there to see

us off.

In order to pass some of the idle time

away. I cut up some old [- -]enu cards and used

the back of them to make a game of Rook- just

to keep us out of mischief. Late that night the

boat docked at Lorenzo Marques, where we
stayed for five days to unload & load cargo.

It was a very hot and tiresome stay here, for

there was such a little to do. If only we had
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the money; we had plenty of time to have

gone over to the Kruger Game Reserve. To buy

a lemonade here, they only charged from 1/0 to

1/6 a glass. While docked here I saw one of the

most beautiful tropical, electri[-] storms I

ever have seen. There was shut, chain and

forked lightening all racing thru the beautiful

clouds which they lit up as they chased each

other thru them until vanishing out of sight.
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The following night and day brought

us as far as Biera, which is a very young

Port, but is destined to grow and become a

big factor for a port of as an outlet to the Inland

English Colonies. There was not much to

see here, except the Park & Post office, which an

American millionaire had donated. That

night a friend of one of the Saints, a fine young

fellow (Bank Clerk) took all three of us to a

very crude talking Picture house, and later

to His club, then back to the boat in a taxi.

Two days voyage from Biera we
anchored in the Bay at Mozambique. From

the Boat we could see a very ancient old fort

of Portuguese workmanship. Here the mat[-]is

brought to the boat large white fingered

corals, all colors of birds fans and shells. It was

great sport to watch them bargaining with

the Passengers. I bought a small fan for a 30

which was pine was originally 2/0.

The night after leaving Mozambique,

at about ten O'clock, I saw a great flash of light

rise from the ship and heard a great puff follow.

[Letter 8 pg. 5]
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I didnt hardly know whether we
had been torpedo-ed or Bombed, and was

almost expecting the boat to sink at any

time. Soon, however, I found out that

it was nothing more than a flashlight

Picture being taken on the 1st class deck.

The most beautiful, picturesque and

tropical place on the whole voyage was

at Dan-es-Salaam. Before entering the river

the Boat had to wait for the tide to come
in, then we came onto what appeared the

most beautiful South Sea Island imaginable.

The whole place was a mass of green vegetation,

toward out by giant cocoanut Palm trees,

under which appeared large white balconied

buildings with red roofs. From the green grass

sloping down to the green water was a snow

white sloping beach. To me I could imagine

myself coming into the Hawaiian Islands.

If even I had about a year's vacation and

could bring you with me. This place would

be just ideal. While here we also visited the

Native Village composed of huts made of wooden

Poles and wood. We tried for about an hour to

get a picture of some of the Picanins, but could

not- for they were very shy. A nights journey

from here brought us to the World famous

island of Zanzibar, where the Sultan still

reigns supreme and has a harem of 10 wives.
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Immediately upon landing the cocoanut

oil was most sickening. I always have

been crazy about the smell of cocoanut and

also to eat it, but this rich smell almost

cured me. It is a most quaint and odd,

jumbled up city imaginable, but very interest-

ing. In the afternoon we took a taxi

and went out to the clove plantations, for

this is the outstanding crop here. In fact Zanzibar

and another little island nearly supply nearly

two thirds or the worlds supply. I was sorry

to leave this fragrant smell of cloves, even tho'

it at first reminded me of days gone by

when I used to have the toothache and

Mother used to put cloves in it to stays it

from aching. In these plantations are also

many Banana and cocoanut trees. We not

only visited the old Sultans ruined Palace, but

also the present Sultan's (summer) or Country

Palace. Zanzibar has a most wonderful

collection of Ivory, Ebony, Gold, Silver ornaments

and articles along with skilks, satins, carpets and

most any kind of product to sell to the Tourist.

For that is the merchants source of revenues.

Although it was most interesting here I was

glad to leave that night for Tonga. The

Boat among here the next moon. We were

now getting near the equator, and were
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continually warned not to go out in

the sun without a sun Helmet or two felt

hats between the hours of 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. And

no swimming at any port until after 5:30. P.M.

Bought a dozen oranges here for 6[-].

The next day brought us to Mombassa,

where it was very hot and dry and really

appeared to be night on the equator. The Town

was located about 3 miles from Docks, which

we rode in by Taxi and visited the Old Fort

Jesus, now a Prison over which the green

flag of the Sultan of Zanzibar flies, although

it is controlled by British. I was only to

Pleased to leave this hot box and get out

in the open sea where there is plenty of

fresh breezes blowing. The heat seems to have

taken off about six pounds since leaving Port

Elizabeth. That night we were offered a most

both

rare sight- that of seeing A the North Star

and the Southern Cross. The equator was

crossed to night without any mishap, and

with it the weather has been getting cooler,

why even I started sleeping with a sheet over

me.

You will notice that since leaving

Port Elizabeth, the boat has been making

many short stops to load or unload cargo.

It was a dis-advantage to the passengers

in respects to them getting used to the roll of

the ship and then stop long enough to

lose

get th[- - -] sea land legs, only to loose them

[Letter 8 pg 8]

by being sea Sick. I enjoyed it very much
for it afforded us an opportunity of seeing these

small ports and how life is carried on in
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them. From Mombasa our next stop was

[-]den, 7 days voyage, so the sports began

uninterrupted. Th[- -] being mixed nationality

on board made it a little different to get

the necessary cooperation desired, but we ran

them off in fine style. The Mormon's came

thru in fine style. Elder Randall and

Smith walked off with most all honors.

In between games I had turned wash-woman

doing all my own laundry, even to washing

my shirts. As I have no iron that I can

use on the boat current I have to fold them

and put them under books, or under the

mattress or just let them stay unpressed. They

do not look so bad- only like they had al-

ready been worn once. I have even

turned one of my shirt collars, and made a

fairly good job too.

Out of curiosity's sake the three of us

attended the big event of the boat- which

was a German Beer Party. It was quite clever

and well arranged, until the majority of the

Passengers had drunk a little to much beer

and started loosing their normal selves. They

were not drunk but just feeling good. I couldnt

call it a good time, for what I saw.

[Letter 8 pg. 9]
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One of the most interesting features

of the sports program was the Tug of

War between the ladies of the Intermediate

or third class and the ladies of the first and second

class. The expression on some of the ladies face

looked like they were pulling for life or death.

Our class won.

As we were traveling thru the

Red Sea, I decided that as now I had

been swimming in the Atlantic Ocean,

the Indian Ocean, and that I should swim in

the Red Sea. I had my opportunity by going

in the canvas swimming bath, the sailors

had rigged up on deck. The water here seemed

a lot more salty than the Indian Ocean.

Since that time I have been swimming

in the Dead Sea, which is terrible bitter and

a lot of fun to be in, until it gets into your

eyes. This morning I swam in the Mediteranean

Sea, but unfortunately it was in the Bath tub.

It was here in the Red Sea that the Boat

encountered a greater amount of tossing

and pitching than in the larger Indian

Ocean. It is strange how a little tossing of

the boat clears the decks and saloons of

many people - Sea Sickness
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I feel like a full fledged Desert Arab or

Bedouin, since our visit to Sudan. It

is located on the edge of the Sahara, and while

we were there a windstorm came up and

gave us a taste of a desert Sandstorm. The

sand was a most finely powdered grain, and

looked almost like powder both on your face

and clothes. It took the sailors about four

days to clean up the boat. We only stayed

here three hours, but it was plenty of time

to give me a perfect sand finish.

I had the pleasure of being invited to

the Captain of the Ship's quarters to help arrange

for a Derby Race. He certainly has everything a

person could want in a house, both for style

and comfort, he even had his garden of hanging

flowers with caged birds. Inside he had thick

Persian rugs, overstuffed chairs & settee & plenty of

largely colored pillows. His radio was not working

or we could have listened to that. I had the

opportunity of having any kind of drink I wanted

for a change, so I chose one of those new drinks-

a lemonade made with water. This Derby Race

is based on the same principle as horse racing,

even to have betting. A man and lady enters

the race. The man as the owner and the
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lady the Jockey. She wears his chosen

colors, consisting of ribbons and a Jockey cap.

The race consists of the ladies using a small

pair of cuticle scissors, which she uses to cut

a 4 ft. 6 in. ribbon. If she [— ] of the ribbon

she is disqualified. It is a lot of fun to watch,

if only there were no betting.

The night before entering the Suez

Canal, they had a real good fancy dress ball.

Elder J.H. Smith dressed up as the "Hunchback"

and took first place. He looked very good and

acted out his part well.

During our voyage I have had many

opportunities to talk to different people about

Mormonism. When we first tell them they

will hardly believe us, and some even

could not believe we were, even when

we got off the boat at Port Said. All who
knew us could see we were different, possibly

because of our keeping the Word of Wisdom.

Many admired us for our activity and

interest in sports. We would explain to them

the reason for it all was our Religion.

Since arriving at the Suez Canal, we
have more or less been in very cool weather

ever since, and still finding it cooler the

farther north we go.
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If I remember correctly, I wrote you

from Jerusalem, telling you quite in detail

of our visit in Palestine. I can add that I

enjoyed the visit very much, in fact it has

been the most worthwhile part of the trip.

I was a little disappointed to find that so

many of the Christian churches are commercializing

the Historical points of interest, and so many are

based solely upon supposed tradition. Our

trip would have been more complete had

we been able to gone to the Sea of Galilee, Cana

Nazareth and Damascus, but we werent able
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to. One of the reasons for our pleasant visit

at Jerusalem

was due to the people we were staying with.

Mr Laasson, the Swedish Consul and his

wife treated us royally and were always willing

to go out of their way to show us around

and tell us where to go. He even took one

day off to show us around to Jericho, the

Dead Sea and etc. The whole family seemed

just like one of our genuine Mormon
families.

The train trip from Jerusalem to Cairo

was much more pleasant than from Port

Said to Jerusalem, for we did not have to spend

[Letter 8 pg. 13]
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the night on the train, but traveled

from 8:30 A.M. until 10:30 that night.

We seemed to think that it was fast

day for about all we had was a couple of

think skinned Jaffa Oranges, crossing back

over the Arabian & Sahara Desert we saw

some typical caravans of camels wending

their way to the meanly oasis. Emerging

from the dry NM desert to the beautiful

blue waters of the Mediterranean as it

lapped the dry desert sands was a most

welcome and beautiful sight. As I stated,

we arrrived at Cairo at 10:30 P.M. Worn out

from travel and ready for bed— without

any place to go or no one to divert us. We finally

arranged to stay for the night at the Luna Park

Hotel which was fairly desent, but living true

to the form of all Egyptians; taxed us and over-

charged us to the extent that it was nothing

short of Robbery. The truth is I have never

been or seen or heard of any place that

are such money grabbers or such foul methods

used as are employed here in Egypt. From the

Government down to the urchin in the street

have the same corruption of getting "Bachchees"

or something for nothing
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After being in the "City of Night life", for

a couple of days, we decided about the

best thing for us to do, in order to get

by on our anticipated budget, we would

have to cut down on the number of places

to visit, for it was to expensive otherwise.

Most of our time was spent in the Bazaars

and places where we could not be taxed.

One day we spent at the Pyramids, and

were going to climg the larger (ch[- -]ps) Pyramids

but they wanted 2/0 to climb to the top-

can you imagine that- Paying for

working. At first I was a little disappointed

at the Sphinx and the location of the Pyramids,

for I had pictured them way out in the desert,

but I found them to be on the edge of the Nile

Valley, located in the sand region, but having

an asphalt road leading to it with a Hotel,

a golf course, and stores located just below it.

It is marvelous to think of how those

large stones have been put in place in

such a perfect way. They were, at one time

Plastered over and had a smooth surface, but

now they are all disfigured, due to being used

as targets by Napoleon and the Arabs.
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It was Napoleon who used the Sphinx

as a target and broke of its nose.

The Egyptian Museum was most inter-

esting to see the large Tombs, the statues

the wrapped mummies & their three or four

cases. The great slabs of stone with engraved

Pictures all over it, revealing the story &
History of this ancient people. One statue of

a King & Queen stood over 30 feet high.

The richness and splendor displayed

in the articles taken from King Tut's

Tomb was most amazing. I saw two

of the inner caskets in which he was buried,

being made of pure gold. All of His personal

Jewelry and belongings were also shown in

cases. Bracelets, rings, lavish Jewlry parts of

his remaining apparel, the Bier Holder, some of

his furniture such as chairs, tables, drinking

cups, weapons of defense, chariots and many

papyrus, both colored and plain. As I saw

many of these papyrus and then the wrapped

mummies, it made me think of the great

power that was given to the Prophet Joseph

Smith to translate the Book of Abraham.

For me I could not even make out one

Picture let alone a whole roll of Papyrus.

Not only have mummies of persons
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been found but also mummies & tombs

of animals have been uncovered. No doubt

many of them were worshipped by the

early Egyptians. It was well worth the

2/0 to enter and the morning I spent here.

The religion here is Moslem, with

a few Europeans who are Christians. From

the Citadel or Fort I looked out over the city

and was surprised very much by its size. It

contains over a million inhabitants and

occupies a most fertile and beautiful Valley.

To gain a living here would be much

easier than in Palestine. I supposed it is

to easy!! The old primitive method of

agriculture is still used, that is the oxen, the

Ploughing with a stick, the harvesting by

a sickle, the old water wheels to lift the water

which are turned by an oxen going around

in a circle pushing a pole. This still being the

same as a thousand years ago.

I was most pleased to know that

we could get accomodations on the next

boat, for we were told when we broke

our journey at Port Said that were were
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taking a chance in getting back on the

Watussi, in three weeks time for it

[Letter 8 pg. 17]

[W.L.A.G Hamburg logo]
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was already filled up at Mombassa.

We were treated very well and have

very good accomodations. The three

of us are in one cabin (outside) and

we do not mind eating at the second

Table. We even decided if it was necessary,

that we would even stow-away on the

boat for 5 days to get to Genoa, but we
are very lucky and do not have to.

The voyage has been very

Pleasant and to-morrow we arrive

at Genoa where we will continue

down to Rome and then up to Florence

and Milan into Switzerland and onto

Paris.

I am getting along very well,

only getting a little tired of traveling and

will be glad to reach home. I do hope

you are all getting along well and your

worries are not to great, (will finish to-morrow

when I land at Genoa)

This morning at 9:00 A.M. we arrived

in the harbor of Genoa, the place closely

associated with the early life of Columbus. It is a

typical seaport town, being built on the surrounding

[Letter 8 pg. 18]

which are all fortified with large fortresses.

After getting off the boat, I at first felt lonely

or queer to not see about a hundred Porters

quarelling and fighting over a travelers

luggage. Here there were half a dozen

well dressed Hotel Porters who were very civil

and polite- very few spoke English.

The cleanliness of the city the neatness

we
and polish found here, certainly told us A were

in Europe, a civilized Christian country.

How we are going to be treated

from here on is going to be interesting.

To-morrow night (Tues. April 4.) at 12:00

at night we leave for Rome, arriving there

at 9:00 A.M. Wed. morning. Will stay here for

a day or two- Probable get to see the Pope.

We are just leaving now to go

see Columbus[-] house and other sights.

May the Lord bless you all.

I can hardly wait until I see you all.

Give all a cheery "Hello" for me.

P.S. It will sure be good Your loving & Homeward bound

to hear from you- 1 Son,

hope for a letter at London. Clarence D.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Letter9May10/ 1933

[Letter 9 pg. 1]

Port Office

New York City.

May 10, 1933

Dearest Folks,

Just a note to let you know

I am O.K. Having a great time here, meeting

many old "y" friends. I am being treated

royally by Paul & Ora.

If my plans had worked out

like I had planned, I would have been

home to give you all a pleasant surprise

on Mother's Day morning.

To-nite I am leaving by Bus

for Boston, then after visiting around here

I would return to New York, catch my
train for Philadelphia & Washington, then

to Cinncinata, to Toledo, Detroit, Grand

Rapids, Chicago, St Louis, Kansas City,

then Denver, Price and finally home. I

have no idea what date it will be. If I

am doing wrong in taking so much time,

and can be of any immediate help at home,

let me know here at Paul's , and I will hurry

right on. I have taken all my Books out

of my Trunk and trying to find someone

who is going west to check it on their

Ticket or else I will freight it. I am sending

on my Trunk to-day. So it should reach you

to forepart of next week (Soon after you receive

for trunk

this card.) check A
is enclosed. I will pay all

[Letter 9 pg. 2]

Charges on this end, so you will not

have to pay anything, unless it is one or two

days storage at Provo.

I had counted on being home for

Mother's Day, since leaving South Africa,

and I am very disappointed by having my
plans fall thru. But I will celebrate post-

Rome Mother's Day and celebrate it when

I do arrive.

It surely seems grand to get back onto

good old U.S.A "terra firma" again, and

with such wonderful friends, treating

me so "swell" I feel like I am right

home- with the reception of s[—

]

you all.

I am surely thankful to know

that Father's Health is improved, which

is surely an answer to Prayer. I enjoyed

your letter received here at Paul's very

much, as usual. They were also "tickled"

to hear from you. They have a fine big

growing Boy" a real Dixon.

Give my love and best wishes to

all. I will be seeing you mighty soon

now. May the Lord protect and bless you

all. Your loving son.

Clarence D.
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[written along left side of the page]

Please get my trunk from D&R. H.W
on Monday May 5,1933.

C.D.T

Letter 10 March 3,1946

[LetterlO pg. 1]

"Winde[-]mere"

P.O. Goootolei

3-3-'46 Loansvaal

South Africa

Dear Mrs D. Taylor.

I received

your letter to my Mother I

regret to have to tell you that

my Mother passed away on

the 2nd of May 1945. My Mother

was on a visit to my youngest

sister & Brother in Pretoria

the Sister was teaching & the

brother doing war work she

had been with them about 6

weeks when she went to

Johannesberg to under go a

treatment for her ear where

cancer had developed when
she got there they couldnt take

her in as they were making

some alteration in the place

& they thought the noise would

[Letter 10 pg. 2]

2.

be to much for her so [-] my brother

in-law took my mother back

to Pretoria to stay a few more

days with them they were only

there a few days when she took

sick one evening & remained

restless all night, they got the

Doc in next morning to there

horror he said that Mother has

had a stroke then they could

notice that Mother was quite

paralysed all down the right

side & that her speech was very

indistinct. I was ready to go to

Pretoria the next day to spend

a few week with my people I

went to rest my self after lunch

before doing the last odd bits of

duty when I got a phone message

to say that mother ill & I must

come up at once. I was going

by train so we were limited

[Letter 10 pg. 3]

3.

to distace & rationed with

petrol my husband went to

the police & explained to them

what had happened they gave

him a permit with in four

hours we were at my
mothers bed side she couldnt

speack to us she only started

to cry we soon got her calm

again She never spoke again

& the right leg was quite life

less the arm got worse as

the days went by. My Mother

was quite helpless I stayed &
the next day the other Sister Nora

& my brother Dick came my sister

Mary was always with Mother

so I stayed & helped nurse we
were at my sister (Queen's) for 4

weeks & then we got the ambulance

[Letter 10 pg. 4]
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to move Mother down to the brothers

place as the sister had to go

back to Johannesburg to start

teaching there mother seemed

very satisfied when they shifted

her I had come home for a few

days & Sister Nora had gone up

to help, we where there 4 weeks

when Mother passed away very

peacefully without making a

noise or a move we four sister

brother & sister -in law were

with her when it happened

we never left Mother day &
night & she only lived on ice

cream & iced water which had

to be given with a teaspoon &
the last twelve days she never had

a drop cross her lips, she had

her wish granted she always

said she never wanted

strangers to work with her

we layed her out & the

[Letter 10 pg. 5]
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undertaker brought the coffin

& we put her in he only had

to go & seal the coffin & sent it

down by train to the old home
Mother would have been 79 in

August Mother is [ ] next

to my father the funeral was

on the 5th May. We were all

very thankful to think that

she didnt have to suffer with

cancer which would have

been dreadful we thanked

God for his blessing. I only

wish I am so perpared one

day as my mother was she

wrote to us children down
here the day before she took
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ill she finished all the odd

things that she had started

my mother was a great

[Letter 10 pg. 6]

6

knitter & was found of fancy

work such a none of her own
daughters are capable of doing

my sister Mary seemed so

lost she had been a good daughter

to her parents she never got

married I am glad she has

got a nice past & the people

that she is staying with are

so kind to her. I brought her

to my home after Mother

had passed away to stay as

long as she liked. I will be

54 on 27th June & I have been

grey since I was thirty My
Father was grey for many

years. My Mother only had

a few gray hairs & still I look

more like my mother than the

other children. I had all my
children home for JC ma[- -]

The Lon Cecil arrived on the

28th Oct. he was in

[Letter 10 pg. 7]
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Italy he was an air mechanic

now he is home for good he is

22 he joined up when he was

17 & came back a big man. the

youngest Lon Frank is away

at school he is 15 the eldest

daughter Winnie is 25 & married

& has a baby girl. Pat. She is 18

months they are staying with

us for a few months her

husband has gone to Rhodesia

& they are following up in

April the daughter Ina is 17

she is working in the standard

bank in Johannesburg

Since Cecil is home there is

always been some body here

we will miss our baby pat

when they go she seems to take

quite a lot of our time

[Letter 10 pg. 8]

8

we are having terrible drought

& heat the crops wont be up to

much the vegetable & flower gardens

a baring up we are having

very little wind to keep the

waters supply up. This

dreadful war doesnt seem

over although we have had

peace the different country

dont seem to agree Russia

is going to give a lot of trouble

yet I think There are a lot

disatisfied people since

the war in own own country

I hope your are keeping well

& that you will see many more

happy years & God bless you.

Yours Sincerely

Beatrice Eva.

Letter 11 June 3, 1945

[Letter 11 pg. 1]

Service Co. 109 Inf. APO 28

0/0 Postmaster, New York.

June 3. 1945

Grundstadt, Germany

Dear Mother,

I was most pleased to receive

your letter of May 23rd, written from Denver,

and also to know you had arrived there

safely and were now enjoying yourself so

much. I can just picture you out in

the garden picking peas, pulling radishes

and green onions, and gathering other

vegetables, as well as pulling weeds in

between breathes.

Just across the road from where

we are living is a large vineyard, but along

the net wire fence there have been peas

planted. Although we have been warned

not to eat vegetables grown here, I could not

resist the picking of one pod and eating the

contents, which tasted very good. I guess the

reasons they do not want us to eat fruit and

vegetables grown here is because of the lack of

foodstuffs for civillians, for what they

[Letter 11 pg. 2]
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raise is all they are to eat now and this

winter, and it all is very scarce. Also the

ground is fertilized with human excetia,

wherein lies a source of disease, unless properly

handled. Instead of having sewers or septic

tanks for their sewage, they keep it in a

large cess pool and then dip it out or pump

it into large tanks or wagons, which are

then hauled onto the farmlands and spread.

In order to see a show we have to

go by truck to Frankenthal, about ten miles east.

We travel over the famous Autobahn, which is

the super highways Hitler built connecting the

larger cities. It was over these highways he was

able to move his troops so fast from one

point to another. These highways are all

cement, with two strips of about 24 ft widths

seperated by a ten or twelve foot strip of grass

in the center. All cross roads either go under

the Autobahn in and underpass or go over the
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top with a well built bridge. All along these

underpasses or overpasses have been blown out

and the engineers have had to put in temporary

bridges. The gasoline lines which run parallel

with the highway are protected by guards, the

same as the bridges.

[Letter 11 pg. 3]

-3-

This past week I had my first taste

of cherries for almost two years. They were

not large and not to ripe but reminded

me of days gone by.

We are located in the Rhine Valley,

which is a very fertile valley. In riding

along the highway you see the farms which

are as one continuous farm for there are no

fences to seperate them. The different crops

such as potatoes, peas, corn, sugar beets, wheat,

barley, cabbage, beans, and hay; are all laid

out in very small plots. Some of the larger plots

are not over two or three acres. Some of the grape

vineyards cover more than five acres in size.

There is no need for irrigation,

for everything that is planted grows very fast

and seems to mature in a hurry, for it is light

over here after ten O'clock at night.

As far as we know, we are still

an Army of occupation, just how long this

will last it is hard to say.

Give my best regards to all the

folks. Keep happy.

Love,

Clarence

Letter 12 July 5, 1940

[Letter 12 pg. 1]

[pre-printed] Cable Address

Hotalpin New York

[image of a hotel]

John J. Woelfle HOTEL MCALPIN

Manager Broadway at 34th Street

New York City

[remainder is handwritten]

July 5, 1940

Dear Clarence [-]

No doubt you are doing

a good job of "batching" it by

now, We have been living out

of the "Automats" for the past two

days & a good home cooked meal will

taste plenty nice. When do you

expect Mother and Ruth back?

Today we had the most

perfect success in locating an

apartment. We are going to take

over Bill Edwards place during the

summer. He is going out to their

summer house. Its in a grand

[pre-printed]

"ONE BLOCK FROM PENNSYLVANIA STATION"

PLAN TO VISIT NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR

[Letter 12 pg. 2]

Location in Jackson Hights & only

20 minutes from my school. In fact

the subway stops right under the school

building. They are paying $65.00 a month

unfurnished & is letting us have it

including lights, heat, telephone, Bendix

washer etc. etc for only $40.00. It is a

four room apartment located on ground

floor. The address is:

Kenneth Taylor

3705-79th Street,

Jackson Heights

New York.

Everything can be sent to

this address as we move in tomorrow.

Have my school work all arranged

for-begin Monday morning.

Just think— a week of

married life & still think it as

wonderful as ever.

Its bedtime so will close.

As ever,

Ken.

PS. Tell everyone hello for us.

Letter 13 February 13, 1943

[Letter 13 pg.l]

To: 311th Inf. 78 Div. Rec 2/ /43 256 North 5th West

2nd B[- -]. Hq. Co.G. Johnston, Fla. Provo, Utah. Feb. 13. 1943

Camp But[-]er M.C.

Dear Clarence,

Was so glad to receive your first letter, It

seems like it does take a long time for the letters to come

especially, when a person is as anxiously awaiting them

as I am.

You rascal to leave like you did, when you knew you

were to leave. It gave me a slight shock when I received your

parcels, but a greater one when Henry said you had already

gone. Then I received your letter the next day, Then I looked

it seemed ages before I received your letter saying you had

arrived. I didnt write because you wer'nt sure of the correct

address, Dixie wanted to send you a valentine but I told

her she had better wait.

Received your letter today. You sure are having rigid

training, but I beleive you can take it. I thot you were

looking so fine when you were here last.

Where I read your letter and told Nancy how far you had

walked (she was here helping with my house work) she said

just imagine Grandma that would be like walking to

Wildwood.

You speak like you were expecting to be shipped

off soon I hope it wont be too far away, but I guess it

cant be as we want.

Evelyn Dixon Smith came home a week ago drove

her car all the way from Texas, another lady came with
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her. Dan is at Camp Wichita. Texas. Our neighbor Carlos

has had his exam. When he filled on his questionnaire

he had no children, he registered at Brisbee Arizona, They sent

word about having a son nearly two years old. I just heard

over the radio they will call men with families.

Betty found a lady to take care of her baby, and went to

Penneys to work, but she felt she couldnt leave the

baby he cried every time she fa left him. I dont think

she will go back. The boss said if she could only come two

or three hours a day. Evelyn has a job at the works

[Letter 13 pg. 2]

starting at $1.10 a month. She will go next Monday to work

Aunt Sarah Mc fell and hurt her back besides having

a very bad cold which settled in her head and she

has been frantic with the ear ache, it was better

[-] tonite as it broke.

Joe Johnson's wife was buried, [illegible phrase] Wednesday

she had a stroke

Ethelyn came down the last two weekends. She

seems to enjoy it so much, I saw in the news tonite

her brother in law 'Tip"s mother had just died.

Aunt May Dixon is in the hospital, underwent an

operation, I phoned Emma this morning and she said she

was doing nicely.

I got a letter from Alice today she said Roy

talked to Leone and she was going to be operated on for

a tumor. Arthur and John sent me some valentines.

Ruth seems thrilled to be thru school. She says she dont

know what she will do with her time. I think she will

find plenty to do.

I am still working on the history and enjoying

it a lot, but will be glad to get thru with it.

Last Monday we had a very heavy storm the

most snow of the season, but the sun has more power

now and it has about all melted, making the roads

muddy.

Well I had better say good night as I have

to write the folks in Denver.

Write at least every week for I feel that you are so

far away I am anxious to know what you are doing.

Love Mother

Letter 14 February 22, 1943

[Letter 14 pg.l]

To: 311th Inf. 78th Div. Received G 256 North 5th West

2nd B[- -]. Hq. Co. Johnston Fla Provo, Utah. Feb. 22. 1943

Camp But[-]er M.C. 3/6/43

Dear Clarence,

I was disappointed Saturday when I

didnt get a letter from you. I looked again today but

forgot it was a holiday. It may come to morrow, if not

I will be apt to think you had been transferred. In

your last letter you seemed to think that would be the

case.

Owen Dixon came home last Monday and was

leaving today. The time flies so. I saw him at Sunday

school but he didnt come over as he had to be on the

go so much. He looks very well. Poor boy I dont know how

he would feel when he saw the condition of his father,

yesterday in Sunday school we had reorganization

Rulan Boyson is leaving and Sidney Russell Supt.

John Hunter 1st Asst. George Choules 2nd Asst.

I went up to Henrys yesterday for dinner and stayed

all night and came down this afternoon when Henry

came down to get the children. The store was closed but

the schools were in full swing.

Vic graduated on the 15th came home Saturday by plane

and he is assigned to Dallas Texas and Fae is going with

him. Ethelyn Evelyn is working at the plant, and likes

it quite well

Dr Phil Hansen and his wife we at Altas for dinner yesterday

he seems to be gaining quite a good practise here.

In Alices letter Wednesday she said she was going to

make some cookies and hoped to send them to you

before you were sent away.

Clarence you know I would love to send you something

[Letter 14 pg. 2]

that you would like and could get it. Dont hesitate

to let me know.

I was wondering if you had forgotten to take

your shirts etc also toilet articles in the bath room

The weather has been bad the past week so much

fog. every night until late in the mornings

Then the sun comes out and warms things up

it is getting so much warmer. The fog has been

responsible for a number of crashes and accidents.

I will be glad when spring comes for every thing is so

dirty. I would like to house clean before I go to Denver.

Before I forget to tell you about Peter Whif. You mentioned

getting the Era from him. I asked Maud Markham. She said

they canvassed the [-]ard. They didnt give names of boys in

the service but said they could say who they wanted to

send it too. Peter said he sure wanted his to go to you for

he thot you was such a fine fellow, he also took

another for himself- When they met to report there were

six others wanted to send to you, but they decided to let

Peter send his. I think it would be nice for you to write

him a note thanking him.

I bought me a nice pair of shoes just before the

rationing, and now I will buy me a spring coat with the

money you send me. You see I am doing as you requested,

I see the hour is late and I must close, with a

prayer in my heart for your welfare and health

strength and courage be given you at all times.

Lots of Love Mother.

Letter 15 March 2, 1941

[Letter 15 pg. 1]

Price, Utah AIR MAIL 3/6/43

March 2. 1941 To Camp G. Johnston

Florida.

Dear Clarence,

You see where the March wind

blew me, altho March didnt come in very

fierce.

I hope you have received your mail

before now. I had just posted your letter

when the mail brought yours, with the new

address, I hope conditions of the camp have

improved, some difference from your quarters
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at Fort Douglass, but in this [-]an I guess

we will have to adjust to every thing

The main thing is win the war at all

costs.

When you return Provo river will

be too warm for you to bathe in. Perhaps

you will feel more at home swimming in

Emerald Lake on Mt. Timpanogos.

Aldous was in to see me Sunday, brought

Phylis's baby he sure a beautiful child 10

months old. Jack her husband is in Alaska

it has been 77 degrees below. He had to

make a trip three hundred miles away

and was invited to stay in a home or

hut I dont know which and he was

too warm to be comfortable, in other words

he was stuffy. He said it felt like spring

as the tempture was down to 30 below

Sorry I couldnt have got your letter off

sooner, I went to bed as usual and

was going to get in full time inviting

had just started a letter to the Publishers

[Letter 15 pg. 2]

ordering the American and Colliers sent

to you, When Elayne came in and sat on

the bed chatting the first time she has had

time to do that for some time, Her school work

and social engagements keep her so busy.

Then Ethelyn came and we all visited

until 10.30, She said she was going to write

you a letter, and I told her to tell you I

would write if possible, but if you didnt get

a letter you would know the reason why.

Sunday morning I didnt go to Sunday School

as I was expecting Janet, Ive and the girls,

that meant getting a big dinner.

They came about twelve, As we were eating

Ethelyns father came in to take her to the

funeral of a cousin who had died in

Avalon a camp in Catalina. Was only

sick two hours, they found later it was

the most deadly form of mengitis.

Well I had callers all day, and had

to give a talk in our ward reunion

which I had no time to prepare. I was

so jittery because I have been for over

six weeks preparing a history of our

ward for the Daughters of our Pioneers

and had so much to tell I hardly knew

where to start or stop.

I finally decided to talk on old land marks

Rhea wrote a poem on all the Bishops and

Counselors from 1852 when the ward was

organized until the present Bishopric.

It was very good there were about six

[insert between pg. 2 and 3]
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pages but I have decided to put in

with my manuscript.

The Co Historian Emma Huff came down

yesterday and we went over it. I gave her

20 pages to have typed. And will finish

the rest wile I am here, as it must

go to the bindery to be bound and in before

the 29th of March

Elton and Ethel came in and insisted

I go back with them, at first I said I

couldnt as I thot the Minks were going to

stay- but they only stayed over night and

went back yesterday. They are looking and

feeling fine, The girls looks like real ladies

they make about 1.50 a month and put

most of it on their backs, they are very

sweet girls, and seem to appreciate so

much now what Janet and Joe have

done for them.

We left Provo about 10 PM last night

the roads were grand for this time

of the year.

The sun is shining beautiful today

but the air is cold.

Henry is looking for a watch for you

I dont know what sucess he will have

as they seem to be very scarce, I hope we
can get one for you. I know how you

must feel to be without one

Did I tell you about Peter Wt Whif, sending

you the magazine, he was thrilled to do it

[Letter 15 pg. 4]

when you have time write and thank

him for it.

Fae and Vic left for Dallas Texas last

Tuesday. Helen Larsen came to see me
Sunday but only stayed a minute as

I had a house full of company, said she

would come again. She doesnt know where

Ron has gone and seems quite broken

up. I understand they are taking over the

Amusement hall for the Navy boys, they

will put them in uniforms, have their

classes and also meals, and be under

Army discipline.

Ruth said something about the medical Students

would be taken in to the service, wear uniforms

get a monthly allowance, their commission would

be dropped they would go in as privates.

She said Fred didnt like the idea, especially

for the younger students, there was nothing

definite yet.

Would you like me to send newspapers

to you. or any thing you think.

Enoch Clark came home for dinner [illegible word]
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Elton, Ethel and I are hurrying to get ready

for releif society. I want to mail this,

will try and be more prompt after this.

Remember Clarence I am constantly

hoping and praying for your welfare, and

be protected from sickness and all harm

I know you will do your part in every

thing assigned you, even tho it isnt what you

would choose, keep your chin up, smile and take, and

May the Lord bless you love Mother

Letter 16 March 7, 1943

[Letter 16 pg. 1]

256 North 5th West Received at Cp. Gordon

Provo Utah, March 7, 1943 Johnston, Fla 3/10/43

Dear Clarence,

Was disappointed yesterday when I didnt get

a letter from you, it may come tomorrow.

This week has been a hectic one, that is the latter part.

I went to Price Monday night, I think I told you.

Had a very nice time, until Thursday noon when
Elton came home and read a letter from Art, telling of Charles

disappearing Tuesday night and hadnt been found,

I came home Friday morning on the bus in the worst

blizzard you can imagine thru Spanish Fork Canyon

We got here about 11.30 instead of 10.15

They had found no trace of him then, they say it was

the greatest haf-} ma n hunt in Provo. Thousands of people

turned out, Police. Co officers. Legion men at night with

spot lights boy scouts, high school. Junior high schools

in fact men , women and children, It just seemed like

he had vanished into space

Stella was down washing in the basement and about

8.30 she heard him in the bathroom and thot he had

gone to bed, Alice and Virginia were at mutual.

They all went to bed. The next morning Alice had gone to

School and Virginia went into to get her coat and found

the bed hadnt been slept in

The only clue they had was. Albert Hickman and his

wife saw him down by Alfred Hardings place about 9 oclock

he went south, so they concentrated their searh search

in that direction, They had about 20 men on the river

in boats, and searched every inch from the mountains

to the lake. Friday evenig the Police phoned and said

if they could get some boys to fill two police cars

[Letter 16 pg. 2]

Saturday morning they would start from the steel

plant and go West, as a section foreman had seen a

man answering his description Wednesday morning

between 7-7.30. he seemed so cold and gave him a

cup of coffee and wanted him to stay- but he went on

and some section men said he was trying to get thru

a fence and got caught in the wire, they got him off

Arnold told the police it was criminal for them to let him

go in that condition, They could have taken him to the

hospital and he may have died of pneumonia there but that

would have been better.

That was Wednesday morning and they didnt report it

until Friday evening.

Stella drove Arnold Floyd & D[- -]gl[— ] bob went in the
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other group, and they went West down by the slaughter

house, Arnold saw a dark object and thot it was a

rag. It proved to be a coat. When he looked in the

pocket he found a pair of glasses one was broken

He thot it must be Charls, He told Doug to go along

the fence and look in the grass. About a block from

where the coat was Doug, came running to his father

and said something white was by the fence, When
Arnold got there it was Charles in his white shirt

sleeves, Arnold thinks he became exhausted, took

his coat off and either sat on it or perhaps layed

down, then he felt he must go on and left his coat

When he got to the fence he layed down and went

to sleep, He was in such a restful attitude, with

his feet crossed, showing he hadnt made a move

We are all thankful to think he was found

and not suffering. The suspense has been terrible

[Letter 16 pg. 3]

but now all are reconciled it is all for the best

and as life held no charm for him, and now he

can be with Virginia and happy.

A man was owing him money, and all day he

kept saying he had to go and see someone.

In the afternoon he went down the basement for a

skuttle of coal, and when he came up he told

Ruby that was all there was and he would have

to go and see some one, They think he started out

to find the man as he lives in the West part

and finding all the new homes being built got

confused and then went south to the tracks

We just cant imagine how he could walk

that far, he must have walked all Tuesday

night.

Orven just went back two weeks tomorrow

They sent a wire but I dont think they will let

him come. They have waited for an answer but

so far none has come- I think they are going

ahead with the services for Tuesday at 1 oclock

The girls have been very brave about it all

I dont know if you have heard from Henry,

I was going to ask about the watch, but I under

stand he went to Morgan yesterday.

Have you any idea how long you will be

stationed there, Hope living conditions improve

We are all well, The weather is very freakish

rain, snow, and sunshine today but quite cold.

It is 11-30 and time for me to go to sleep

[Letter 16 pg. 4]

Trust you are well and enjoying your

cold water swims. Keep on smiling that is

all we can do.

I do pray you will be blest and have

strength and courage to carry on

and lets hope, the war will soon be over

and we will all be together again

Love

Mother
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Letter 17 March 14, 1943

[Letter 17 pg. 1]

Received at Cp.[-]. Gordon

256 North 5th West Johnston, Fla.

Provo Utah. March. 14, 1943

Dear Clarence,

I was so happy yesterday to receive your

letter, When I dont get it I just wonder if you have changed

camps. You are certainly have varied experiences, some
not too good- but you have to take it and like it if possible

I suppose

I guess you wont know how long you will be stationed

there. As I read your address, Cannon Co does that mean you

have to fire cannons?

I hope you have been able to get your money changed by

now. If I had thot sooner I could have put a dollar or two

in currency in your letter, now too much in case it

got lost.

I was so interested in what you told me of the

concentrated food. Orven was telling me something

about the other day. I hope you dont get the one with onions

in, but perhaps even that would taste good if you are

hungry.

I saw a picture in the American the other day

where the saentic scientist who invented this process

was working- he said he liked the food prepared this

way- but admitted he liked his wife's cooking better

I ordered the American and Colliers sent to you- but

when I came home from Price, I found the American

here. I wrote back to know why as I told them to send

it to your address I sent it to them again and told them

to send it as soon as possible as you may be transferred

How will it be if you are sent over sea's will your mail

follow you?

Charles was buried on Thursday Orven came

on Wednesday, and was supposed to go back to morrow

(Monday) but a wire came yesterday giving him five

more days, The funeral was very nice, speaking, music

and the flowers were georgous and so many of them

[Letter 17 pg. 2]

ask for anything you would like.

There is quite a high wind and rain the last hour or two

neat nearly as bad a rain as you speak of only I am in

the front room where it is comfortable and warm.

Nadine Taylor called last night and said Ethelyn wanted to come

down but Margaret and the children have been sick, and her

Mother was still there.

I went over to see Sophia she has been sick with

this flu or whatever is going around, She said Garths wife had gone

down to see him- he thinks he will be there for about another month

and he wanted to see the baby so badly.

Wanda Snow came over to Charls, she was telling me her 3rd boy

had just left and the 4th was going the 1st April. Her son Dan who
has been with Orven is in the hospital with badly frozen feet.

Her heart was too full to talk. Well all we can do is to have faith

and pray constantly for our loved ones To night is the welcome

home for Paul Brown. The sun is shining again, and about church

time

Love from All Mother.

[Letter 17 pg. 3]

#3

March 26. 1943

Sunday afternoon.

We have received word from Price

that Jim has Infantile Pralysis,

They think it is in a light form

but cant tell much about it yet,

We hope and pray he will not be

crippled.

Ethelyn and I have just come

from Henrys place, where we had a

chicken dinner and every thing was

so delicious, She has just left, Nadines

folks took them back in the car.

Art was just in and he said if I wanted

he would drive me out to Price on Wednesday

[Letter 17 pg. 4]

I would like to see them before I leave

for Denver.

Mother

The girls have been very brave thru it all, and will

now settle down again. They have been very unsettled and

worried about him for some time, He is better off too

because he would never enjoy life again I dont think

and according to our beleif- he can now be with

Virginia and progress and go on- Anyhow the way the

family is passing on there are more over there than

here.

I was just thinking there is only Arnold and I

left out of 9 of Mothers children, I am getting on the shady

side of life too, but if I am still blest with the health

and strength to care for myself- not being a burden

to anyone- and to enjoy life as I do now- I would like to

live some longer- especially to be here when you return

and lets hope it wont be too long.

I received letters from the girls- They said they

sent you some cookies- but I doubt if you received them

Stella said she would make me some carmels to

send to you. I have tried to get some bars but they are

very scarce. Do you think it would be alright to send

something like that? I wish you would be free and

Letter 18 March 27, 1943

[Letter 18 pg.l]

Received at Camp Gordon 256 North 5th West

Johnston, Fla. 3/27/43 Provo Utah. Mar.

Dear Clarence,

Received your very welcome letter

this morning, I surly do look for them each

Saturday morning, I didnt receive Alices.

It may come Monday.

I get Ruths letters on Wednesday, so I have

two mail days to look forward to.

She is looking forward to my coming, altho

they say they dont want me to come too soon

and then want to go home, They would like

me to stay longer after the babies come.

I am doing some house cleaning. I did the

bath room yesterday, and Nancy helped with
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the work, and cleaned the wall paper in

my bedroom today. Kent came in tonite

and did the ceiling, for which I am very

thankful.

It is impossible to get anyone to help

in any way. Kent goes to school and works

in the store after and I dont want him to

work too hard- but he says he will clean the

rest of my paper.

I am surely thankful for this cozy little

apt. I dont think I would have courage to

go thru that big old house again.

The weather has been very unsettled rain,

sunshine, snow, wind, again sunshine and

cold, This afternoon it has warmed up

considerable.

[Letter 18 pg. 2]

I wouldnt have started to clean right now

if I hadnt been going to Denver, I dont want

to think of coming home perhaps in the

hot weather to clean house.

Ethelyn came in this afternoon, every

thing was upside down but after Kent

got thru we soon had things straight.

It seems so good to have her come

she is just like my very own.

While I was bathing she surprised me
by having the nicest supper all prepared.

It sure tasted good.

Sunday.

I was too sleepy last night to finish

this letter.

This morning when we woke up Ethelyn

and I talked until we had to rush to get to

church on time. She went up to the Y. and I

went to our Stake Conference. Jos. F Merrill was

the the guest speaker, Paul Brown of our ward

who has returned from a mission also spoke

It was nearly 12.30 when they dismissed and

by the time I walked home and got dinner it

was too late to go back.

Ethelyn wanted to go upon the hill to take

pictures of the family- seeing it is a nice day

I think I will go with her.

Grant Dixon is coming home to night for

about six days I think, Eldon is in Seattle

I beleive.

Orven Dixon went back Friday, they

extended his leave of absence for five extra

days. When he received word of his fathers

death. The fellow donated enough money

[Letter 18 pg. 3]

for his fare as he didnt have time to send

home for it. His coat was at the cleaners

and one fellow let him take his coat.

Elton, Ethel and Louise came in last Sunday

night, and went back Monday

Her father fed another pig for them and they

took it back- the butcher will cut it in pieces

and they put it in the locker. They are

sure fortunate.

Elton said the cost of bring the

pig was 5 dollars and 6 for feed. It would

be worth 35 or 40 dollars, and now you

cant buy meat half the time.

Ethel is working in the store as they are

so short of help, Elton and John Harmon

are laying the lineolum I think he said

a week

they put in 60 bathrooms a in the new
houses at Sunnyside- they have the contract

for 250. They could have had many more

big contracts but had to turn them down.

Elayne is helping in the Drapery Dept.

Erina quit, as she wanted to help her Mother

some, The Doctor said May shouldnt do any

thing for nx six month now she has been

operated on.

It looks like the spring is coming, the children

are out jumping the rope, and roller skating.

The season is going to be backward I think

I was thinking yesterday it was Ruths

birthday and some years I remember of

having her party out on the lawn.

I will look for the Atlas you speak of

[Letter 18 pg. 4]

altho I hardly know where to look. I put most

of your books in the attic and I will go up

to morrow and see if I can find it.

I was sure glad you got the cookies Janet

sent. Also the candy Ethelyn sent

I have had some of the folks on the lookout

for some bars to send, Nan brot a few in

the other day- but I may not be able to get

any fo more for another week so I think

I will put in a few peanuts and some

stick candy I have in the home.

It seems like the way they are rationing

thing even if you have money to buy

there will be nothing. You cant get ice

cream either only once in a while

5.20 PM
We have just come back from the Taylor

hill. Ethelyn took flowers out to the cemetary

but didnt get to take any pictures, the

men were at meetings, and Nadine Taylor

phoned and said her folks were taking

her back- but they had to leave then, When
we got here they were waiting.

She has promised to come down next week

end. Alta wants us to go up for dinner

and she will get the snaps she wants

then. Everyone is feeling fine, and

hope everything is going fine with

you. Do you have some Pals in this camp

are your officers kind to you?

Do you still have those bad headaches?

Well I must close and write my weekly

letter to the girls. PS. Aunt Rye Rossitter just

came in. She came down with

Aunt Alice and Jabe, She will stay

for our sisters club Thursday.

Lots of Love

Mother
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Letter 19 March 26,1943

[Letter 19 pg. 1]

Received at Camp Gordon

Johnston, Fla

Ap ril 2. 1943 256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Mar. 26- 1943

Dear Clarence. Have a few minutes before settling down for

the night. In order to get your weekly letter I have to write in

relays or when I get a chance

I expect Ethelyn down again to morrow or Sunday. I told her I only

had one Sunday more here- 1 was thinking I would be leaving

for Denver a week from to morrow (Saturday) but I find I mis-

counted a week. The 10 of April will be two weeks. I was very

happy to have this extra time as it would have rushed me a

lot.

I have done some house cleaning last week and also the kitchen

this week. It has been so nice having Rye Rossitter here.

Yesterday was our Sisters club and a good time was had by all

her dinner and table decorations were grand. May isnt too

well yet since her operation she still has a lot of pain,

but I tell her I think she has done very well considering what she

went thru

She wanted to know all about you and what you were

doing, I told her a few things, the tears came in her eyes and

she said, bless him I love him so much I dont think they

should send him to do things like that, and Rye Rossitter said

the same thing, you have surely won their hearts.

I told them there was many things in this war none of us

like but we just have to take it wether we like it or not

I guess every Mothers heart goes out to her boys at this time

but all we can do is to hope for the best and Clarence I want

you to know I have a prayer in my heart every hour of the

day for your welfare and safe return to us again.

Trials come to all of us, which helps build our character and

makes us stronger each time and more able to stand the

next jolt.

I feel more thankful each day for the testimony I have

that God lives and answers my prayers, and for every

trail or sorrow that has come into my life I can say

Thy Will Father be done, and I know He does all things for

our best good- if we will put our trust in Him.

[Letter 19 pg. 2]

Verl came in while we were there, he sure looks hale

and hearty- but he says flying is very trying.

Floyd Dixon made a solo last week, there was an announcement

made of it in the paper.

Grant Dixon came home last Sunday night and is leaving

in the morning. He went thru the Temple yesterday. He looks

fine in his uniforms- and not so fat- Altho he says he

weighs the same. He starts on his next quarter.

Fred got thru his exams Ruth said and is having a weeks

vacation, not doing a bit of studying. Levi is an M.D. now
They are coming to Utah for a short time.

Did I tell you Mayor A Moffits C[-]noveis baby died last week?

Poor girl has sure had trouble

Sophia has been quite sick I think it was the flu. She was

out to an club yesterday but quite weak- I called in today

to see how she was. I think a lot of it is worry too. She received

a message some days ago- saying Hunters only child a boy of

10 has something the matter with his hip- it is some kind of

a "strep" germ but I cant tell what it is. - his tempture is going

down from 105 but they dont know about his resistance

I hope you get the pkg I sent you. The bars are not what you

would choose- but you have to take what ever you can get. I

enclosed a few envelopes for I dont want you to be without

them. Would you like a tablet or paper? or anything just say

so. I have hunted for that atlas but cant find it. Art said he

would try and by one for you.

I asked Henry about the watch, he said it seems impossible to

too locate one. Could you use the one of your fathers?

I have finished my ward history 45 type sheets. It is being

bound, but I have the carbon copy. I can see many things

I could improve on if I had more time.

I have spent the afternoon with Maggie Hoover getting her

history- for it will soon be D of U Pioneer meeting and I must

have a history. Rye is up at Dangerfields and hasnt come in

yet altho it is past 10 oclock. She is going home with Aunt Fa[-]y

tomorrow. Do you get your magazines. And what about them if you

are moved? Trust you are well Love Mother

Letter 20 April 3, 1943

[Letter 20 pg.l]

Rec. Cp. Gordon Johnston. Fla

4/12/43 Provo. Utah. April. 3. 1943

Dear Clarence.

Received your letter this

morning, Was glad to hear you didnt

have to have the experience of going

thru a Florida cyclone

I am glad you are back in the

office again- perhaps tho it will not

be as healthful as out on the field

and in the air but I just cant stand to

think of you going thru all of those

things. I may be selfish as that

training is all necessary to run this

war.

How will that affect you will you

have to go over seas if the company

goes?

I am sure you do appreciate all

the letters and other things you are

getting. I guess that is about all we
can do for you

You dont mention if you finally

got your money- If not why dont

you say and I will send you a

little currency once in a while.

I hear Rulon Boyson received a letter

as the schools are over crowded.

Gene Olson our ward clerk died

[Letter 20 pg. 2]

2

at mid night last night he has

been sick for some time- first time

in his life.

Yesterday we went to Price, Art

was going out and Maurine, Elayne

Aunt May B. and I.

The weather was grand, the sun

really hot.
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As we drove three nurses were driving

away. One was sent from Salt Lake State

hospital and trained under "Sister Kenny". I

guess you have heard of her, and what wonders

she has done for Infantile Pralaysis.

The nurse taught Ethel how to put on the

hot packs, She will come again in May
I think later they give some kind of exercises

Elton or Ethel say this suspense is the

worst thing they have ever been thru

The young couple moved out of the basement

and Elton and the family moved in

They have been in quar[-]ntine for two

weeks and will be released in another week

That is Ethel and Ju[- -]

They seem to know such a little about it and

say, rarely if ever is there more than one

in a family have it. but being such a

terrible thing to cripple patents they take

no chances.

The nurse said thank God this

Pola Myneto is in a mild for in

Utah, One patient in Helper died, they

were the only cases know out there.

It is such a treacherous thing, when

[Letter 20 pg. 3]

3]

they seem to be better they develope

pains again- Jim went for three days

without and then the day before we
went he had a lot of pain.

They say when he can touch his head

with his knees he can get up- and

they are hoping and praying he will be

able to walk

I feel a lot better about going away now
that I have seen him.

I received a letter from Alice today. She

as

said I was thinking of going on a Saturday

she wondered if it wouldnt be better

if I went the middle of the week as

the trains are so over crowded weekends

Art got in touch with the agent and

he said it would be better not to go

weekends

Art thinks I should go Thursday

so now I will have to rush a little

faster.

Thank goodness I finished my
house cleaning today- now I can

rest more contentedly, knowing I will

not have to do it when I come back.

From a letter I received from Ruth

she thinks Fred may go to the

General hospital in Salt Lake,

when he interns. I hope so I

would hate to have Ruth go too far

away.

Did I tell you I bought me a

[Letter 20 pg. 4]

new coat, hat, and shoes and with

the dress you gave me, I have a

fine outfit with the money you are

sending me as I think that was

what you requested.

Ethelyn said she would come again

this weekend and I was looking

forward to her visit

Nancy said while I was away

yesterday- she called about 5.30

and said she was on her way

home as she had been quite sick

for nearly a week

Nadine called up tonite and said

she didnt know what was the matter

she talks such a little, Tuesday

morning about 10.30 she told Nadine

she didnt feel good and asked her to

teach her class. She told Nan she

would write me.

I am sure she is working too

hard and is near a breakdown.

To morrow is conference in Salt Lake

but only those with tickets are admitted

Fu[- -]ia came last night and went to

Bountiful for a family reunion today

Her father was to be there.

Well I think I have told you about

all the news. Love Mother

Letter 21 April 15, 1943

[Letter 21 pg. 1]

Cp. Gordon Johnston, Fla

458 Grape St April 15. 1943

Denver Colo.

4/10/43

Dear Clarence:

You will see by the above

adress, I arrived at my destination in

safety- Altho the trip was any thing but

pleasant.

Art, Elayne, and Nancy took me to

the station about 11.30 and waited until

nearly 2. A. M. The regular time was 8.57 P.M.

so you see what a wait we had.

When the train came in the conductor

told us the train was crowded

I nearly fell over when I went into the

only car available where he told me to go

It was such a dark dingy old thing

filled with soldiers most of them asleep

an older man got on with me at Provo

and carried my suit case, found me a

seat.- there was a soldiers coat hanging

above, and I was expecting every minute some

one would come and claim the seat. But no

one came until the next morning when one

came and to get something out of the pockets.

I went to move and he said sit still lady.

When I looked up I saw he was a Negro or

part not too black.

I was surely glad he didnt claim the

seat at night and I would have had to sit by
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him.

I finally saw 3 girls a few seats from me
The car was so hot we were all nearly

[Letter 21 pg. 2]

creamated, It seems a valve that controlled the heat stuck

and the brakeman said he couldnt move it.

When we went thru the Moffitt tunnel the smoke was so terrible

I held my handkerchief over my mouth and it was like a soot

bag. I was surely glad to get off altho it was nearly 9 oclock

at night and nine hours late

All the family were there to meet me, The boys on the platform

The girls in the car, I received such a royal welcome that

I forgot my tedious journey.

We were one happy family I being bombarded with questions

about everyone, We talked and laughed until after 11 oclock

and I told them it was past my bed time.

It sure seemed good to get into a nice clean bed, and

I did sleep the first in about 30 hours.

I had a very trying time before I left as the water

outside had leaky pipes. Arnold dug it up where the

old hydrant out side of the back door was.

He struck the pipe and found the leak, and the water

just spurted up. We had to shut the water out from

the house. Arnold connected some hose to Arts tap and

filled his bath tub and the other rented to use for flushing

the toilet. Mr Field was coming the next morning to see

if he could fix it. He was afraid the old pipe had rotted

along. Well I am here and cant help so why worry.

This afternoon Roy had to go out to the feeble minded

home to see about some leaky roofs. It was raining

in torrents but we all went for the ride, and

enjoyed it even if it was cold.

It seemed good to get back and sit in front of the

fire and eat on[-] lunch.

The girls are looking fine- but we will all be

glad when they are over the ordeal.

Roy has been working a lot across the street

where he is making a victory garden. He will sure have

[Letter 21 pg. 3]

hands full.

I left before your letter came

but guess they will forward it to

me.

I hope you are well and not

too uncomfortable.

Love

Mother

Letter22April17,1943

[Letter 22 pg. 1]

458 Grape St.

Denver. April. 17. 1943

Dear Clarence.

Received your letter yesterday

was so glad to hear you are still in

the office, even if you should have

to work over time every night, than

have you out on the rifle range

Happy to hear that you are well and

happy?

I am feeling fine and enjoying

my visit with the girls so much

and the boys too, especially the two

younger ones. John is so cute I

love to hear him talk and he can

sing so fine too.

Arthur said the other day his teacher

said he was the tallest in the room

and the best too- for he never talks

while school is in session

The flowers are coming but so fast

hundreds of daffiolds and Jonquils

and the tulips and others are coming

out. I wish my back was better

what a good time I would have

I got out in the flowers a short

time to day. but find I cant do too

[Letter 22 pg. 2]

much. Roy has taken a lot across

the street for a garden, It has been

plowed and part of it spaded. Today

he put manure on and is raking

that in. He does things so thorough

it should raise a good crop.

I brot some pink eye beans for

him to plant- he was very happy

about it.

Have heard nothing from home
yet. I ordered my Herald sent here

but so far none have arrived

The weather is sure changeable here, one

minute sunshine, the next cold with some

rain. It is threatened with rain tonite

and quite cold.

Well I think I will finish to tomorrow

as I am quite sleepy- we have been

out for a short drive and it makes me
sleep better.

(Monday) Will try and finish to morrow.

Held your letter thinking perhaps I

could give you some news of Ruth, but

so far nothing doing- 1 do hope they

both will not go to the hospital together

I guess I would get along some way.

Am very anxious to hear how
Ju[-] is getting along, but have heard

[Letter 22 pg. 3]

nothing since I was out there.

Yesterday I went to Sunday School

with Fred and enjoyed it very much.

John did not go as he didnt feel to good

and when we got home, they were

waiting for Fred to fix his head.

He fell in the garage and cut a

gash over his eye.

Fred swabbed it out with Alchol and

put a bandage on, John thot that

was fine after it stopped smarting.

They seems so much healthier than

they used to be, Perhaps having
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their tonsils removed has helped.

You dont have to coax Arthur to eat

like we used too. They play out all

day with the other youngsters, and

there are sure a lot of them around

this neighborhood now
Ruth just got a letter from Kent and

he said the boys in the reserve

from the Y. left, There were about

1000 people at the station to see them

off. He is going to summer school

I think he is looking forward

to getting in the draft, any thing

[Letter 22 pg. 4]

for excitement, Those young kids

dosent realize what lies before them

Perhaps it is a good thing they dont

I hear the girls calling me to

dinner, so long with lots of Love

Mother

Letter 23 April 23, 1943

[Letter 23 pg. 1]

458 Grape St

Denver, April. 23/43

Dear Clarence,

Received your ever

welcome letter this afternoon, Am
always glad to get it and know you

are still on American soil.

Have you any idea of how long you

will stay there, some time ago I thot

you said that place was condemed

and didnt generally stay there over

a few months. I was wondering if

it was a swampy country and the

mosquetos bothered.

This town is full of soldiers, every

car out this way is jammed, going to

and from Lowery field. Alice say they

train. Bomb[— ] there.

Yesterday and today it looks like they

mean business, probably revenge

for what the Japs did to our flyers,

who bombed Japan.

As we sat out on the lawn yesterday

and today, large numbers of those

hugh four motored bombers kept

flying over our heads to their landing

field at Lowery. They fly so low they

look like hugh monsters, I would

hate to think they were enemy

[Letter 23 pg. 2]

planes flying that low. They go all

night, too and make such a roaring

and terrific noise, I imagine they

are going to strike the house

Ruth has been so restless and
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disappointed since the 14 when the

Doctor said she would go to the hospital

But the last few days has tried to

adjust.

Since five oclock this morning

she hasnt felt too good, and went

to the hospital about 6.-30 this evening

I am so anxious for Fred to phone

I dont like suspense, but I am sure

she will get along alright as she was

in perfect condition.

Yesterday I began to think perhaps both

of the girls would be in the hospital

at the same time- but today Alice

is alright.

I guess I can get along alright

even if they do - this house is so

easily kept up. A colored girl comes

in once a week- she was here

this afternoon and will come

twice a week when Alice is away.

The flowers are so beautiful, as fast

as one lot goes another comes on

and the vegetables are coming in

fine, Pease, radishes, turnips, spinach etc

[Letter 23 pg. 3]

It will look almost like a farm, across

the street when Roy funishes planting

Well Ruth's baby girl was born at 9-25

weighs 8 lbs 6 oz a big baby I would say

Sunday afternoon.

I didnt get time to finish your letter or

I might say too excited that night, as

we waited until Fred came home which

was about 11 oclock. Ruth got along just fine

I was so worried yesterday as I hadnt

heard anything since Fred left that night

until after six last night, until Alice

drove me over, I couldnt imagine why Fred

hadnt called.

He left at 745 in the morning for his

exams for the army. He was taking them

from 8 until nearly six He hadnt seen

Ruth since the night before.

She said from 8 in the morning she

watched for someone to come in.

Of coarse I always expect something

has gone wrong. All I could think of was

Ruth wasnt getting along as she should

and Fred didnt want to come home or tell

me. When I got to the hospital I was so weak

I could hardly walk up the stairs, When I

got to the desk I was told it wouldnt be

visiting hours until seven oclock, I waited

for awhile and finally said I was Mrs

Kartchmens mother- just then Fred stepped

up and was I releived- He had just been

in the room for a minute and said he

would go and get me. It happened just

[Letter 23 pg. 4]

right for me to be there,

It seemed like they allow Fred lots of
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previleges- he put a mask on and went

into the nursery as I stood outside of the

window and picked up a baby, It had

such a lot of black hair, I told him he

couldnt fool me, then he picked up his

own, she is such a fat sweet little

thing I couldnt tell what color its

hair was.

Ruth says it looks different every

time they bring it in.

She looks fine but is kinda lonesome

Fred took his radio down for her and

some red roses.

This morning % Day lovely red

roses came from Kent sent thru

the florist here.

Elayne told me before I f left he was

going to do that when the baby came.

Before I forget I must tell you what a

thrill Arthur and I got yesterday afternoon.

He kept wanting me to go down to the corner

with him to see the soldier who was guarding

the road.

I finally said I would. When we went

on to the parking there were quite a few

people and children. I asked a woman
why the excitement, she said no one

knew exactly, but there was a guard

at every corner from Lowery Field down

and it must be some noto[— ]
person coming

perhaps the President of the United States

We stayed for a short time when we
saw a car with a red light coming

[Letter 23 pg. 5]

they said that was the police car, they

a lot of motorcycles, jeeps loaded with

soldiers and all kinds of rifles, and before

we knew what had happened in the

back seat of an open car was President

Roosevelt only a few steps from us he

smiled and waved his hands at us

I came back and Arthur went to play

down there, He came home and said

they came back on the other side of the

street going back to Lowry Field,

There hasnt been a word said about it in

the press- Roy said when he was out of

turn on a trip yesterday he heard the

Pres. was likly to come thru, as all

railroads had guards stationed all

along the tracks.

I received a letter from Art, and he said

Elton and Ethel had been in and

said Juan could sit up and walk as

soon as he was strong enough but he

was still quite weak. The damage seemes

to be in his toes and one finger- but

they think they can reeducate them

by exercise, I hope so, but am thankful

he is no worse.

They seem to be having a time at the

stores with their help.

Eltons girl who kept the books has left

Art lost two of his office girls and

one of the truck drivers from the whole-

sale dept.

[Letter 23 pg. 6]

he says they may have to work in

the office during the day and go back

at night to set up the furniture.

Roy is about ready to take me over to

the hospital. Seeing that you have

stationary I will send no more until

you let me know, dont be afraid to

ask for anything you need.

Love

Mother

8.30 P.M

Have just come from the hospital

Had our supper in front of the fire in

the grate- it seemed good for it is quite

cool tonite.

Alice and I think the baby looks

like Elayne did when she was born.

Letter 24 May 1,1943

[Letter 24 pg. 1]

5/6/43 at Cp. G. Johnston, Fla.

Denver. May 1st 1943

Dear Clarence:

I received your letter

telling of your going away for a

short time, according to what

you said you may be back by

now.

Ruth is getting along just

fine. I went out to the hospital this

afternoon, and she said the Doctor said she

could come home to morrow- after she did

some urging. He said she must promise to

be careful and not over do. must not

climb stairs for two weeks.

I insist they take my room up stairs

and I will go in their room to sleep

She will be near the bath room and

no steps to go up.

Alice is feeling fine, but will be glad

when she is over with it and as near

coming home as Ruth is.

I got a letter from Ethel- She said Jim

was out of bed sitting in a chair. When
he tries to walk he seems to have no

balance and goes over. The muscles

in his left hand seems to have gone

but they think thru exercise they

can be re educated.

The Doctor says in about a month

[Letter 24 pg. 2]

he can take exercise by swimming

and bycicle riding.

Jim wrote Ruth a letter and drew
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pictures of how he looked when he

was in bed with the packs on

also showing how long his hars hair

was until he had it cut that day

He was telling her how many air

planes models he was making

Ethel says the house is so cluttered

up she hardly dares step for fear

of stepping on some of his planes

materials.

Poor girl she says she is never rested

even when she goes to bed her bones

ache. And Elton is so short of help she

was going down that afternoon to help

in the store, It will be good when Julia

is out of school so that she can help in

the home.

Elayne said in her letter Heber C. Johnson

the oil man had died, Also Don C Williams

Alice got a letter from Evelyn Dixon Smith

she was in Pueblo yesterday on her way

to visit Din in Okla. and over the

weekend, and would be going back to

Provo Monday night or Tuesday, and

would like to stop off for a day to see

Ruth and baby.

She says she hopes sometimes in the

[Letter 24 pg. 3]

future they can be together, I guess

she means when he is thru school.

I received an announcement of the

marrige of Thorn Barrett and a Thomas

girl she lives in Salt Lake and has

been on a mission in the Eastern

States, They are being married in

the Salt Lake Temple, and will make

their home in New York, I guess he is

still at West Point.

Roy and Fred have been working out

in the grounds nearly all after noon

Sunday afternoon.

Went to Sunday school and fast meeting

Alice drove us to the car line, then we
took the car to church, I enjoyed it a lot.

Alice drove Fred to the hospital, to get

Ruth. The boys could hardly wait until

they got home to see the baby. No children

are allowed in the hospital.

They put Ruth to bed, but Fred carried

her down stairs for dinner, then we
put her to bed again. I think is is

better for her to take it easy for a

few days.

The baby is sure cute, has dark

hair- its eyes are blue but they

may go brown like Freds.

I beleive she is going to look more

[Letter 24 pg. 4]

like her father.

I dont know of any news that would

interest you, I have received one issue

of the Provo herald in nearly a month

Trust every thing is going alright with

you. I look forward each week

for your letter.

Love Mother

PS.

I tried to find Jims letter,

cant locate it, but will enclose

Ethels,

Letter 25 May 7, 1943

[Letter 25 pg. 1]

5/12/43 Cp. G.Johnson, Fla.

458. Grape Denver. May. 7/43

Dear Clarence,

Received your sweet Mothers

Day letter,

My heart was filled to over-

flowing when I read its contents

Perhaps I have misunderstood you

in times past, and felt that I meant

nothing in your life- Altho I have

tried in my weak way to show how
I loved you, and do a Mothers part

by you, and will always cling

to you, pray for you each day

and ask our Heavenly Father to guard

and protect and bring you home
safely to us.

Ruth came home last Sunday

and has been feeling fine, also the

baby. She is such a darling and so

good too.

I received a letter from Jim

today, he said he was writing

you, guess he will tell you all of

the news.

Also a letter from Henry yesterday

he gave me the welcome news

[Letter 25 pg. 2]

they had sent a check of $1,000 plus

3.75 interest to pay off my home.

You know how this would make

me feel.

The mailman also brought me
a letter from Lynn, Cess. John, Janice

Lynnanne, which I enjoyed very much.

I was glad you got the parcel. Alice

was afraid when you were sent

away, They would be very stale and

perhaps unfit to eat.

I had the good fortune to get some

candy bars and toffy Alice got some

chocolate bars Aria gets for you

whenever she can. And Alice baked

some cookies- we sent it off the

other day I hope you get them, I

know you will enjoy some thing like

that from home.

It has been raning off and on for

the last day or two, It will be very
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good for the gardens and farmers.

The flowers are so beautiful. All

colors of tulips, Iris, honey cycle Lilac's

etc. We have had radishes out of the garden

also spinach.

Well I must close as I have such

a stack of mail to answer.

Will try and write more next time

Love Mother

Letter 26 May 14, 1943

[Letter 26 pg. 1]

Rec. 5/19/43

Cp. G. Johnston, Fla. 458 Grape Denver, May. 14. 1943

Dear Clarence,

Received your very welcome

letter yesterday. Whenever I send you

letters you need not return them

unless I request them.

I dont know if I posted your letter before

Sunday, I have received so many

letters and written so many I cant

remember much what I have written

When we got up Sunday there was

a heavy snow covering the ground

The boys came in and took my
hand and led me into the dining

room, We three Mothers stood at the

table, where so many nicely wrapped

packages were waiting to be opened

Each one of us took turns, When
they were all opened, quite a change

came over the boys, they had been

so happy, jumping first on one foot

and then the other, They were very

quite for a few minutes, then they

said where are ours?

Roy took the boys and I to Sunday

School, as we drove along we

[Letter 26 pg. 2]

noticed many limbs broken off

trees, and many flowers were

broken, I dont think the frost did

very much damage,

The strawberries are a mass of

white blossoms.

I went out this morning and did

a little hoeing, the ground was

getting quite hard since the storm

I gathered a lot of such nice tender

radishes, spinach, and lettuce,

It will save Alice dollars, besides

you cant buy such fresh vegetables

The flowers and grounds are a

picture, I am so glad I am here

for I love the beautiful things

of nature.

Ruth is getting along fine, also

the baby she is such a darling

Her hair is dark and it looks

like her eyes will be brown.

The last two days she has slept

nearly all the time

I will be glad when Alice is

thru and doing as well as Ruth

I forgot to continue about Mothers

day. They had a very nice

[Letter 26 pg 3]

programe, and each Mother was

given a red rose-bud.

1 noticed a large jar or vase filled

with plants in bloom. It had a

very attractive covering with tinsel

trimming, The Supt. said a friend

had sent it in to be given to the

oldest Mother there, They called for

those over 60-65-70- there was just

2 of us, then 71 1 didnt want to

hold up my hand, but Roy insisted

Then they called for me to stand

up and give my name, I was

quite embarssed, The presentation

speech was very nice- then some

one said I was Alice Nelsons mother

and another nice little speech,

After dismisal crowds came and

congratulated me and said they

could hardly beleive I was that

old, So now I am well known to

the public and police, as Janet

used to say,

I am enjoying my visit here

very much, visiting with the girls

(boys too)

[Letter 26 pg. 4]

once in awhile I get a little feeling

of homesickness, to see the rest of

the family

I guess the boys at the stores are

having quite a struggle, having so

much help leave, and Lynn said

after the 1st of July it will be very

hard to get merchandise.

In a letter from Art he said last

month, they did 60,000 business

and 70.000 cash collections, He said

they were trying to build up a

surplus for later.

Did I tell you about them paying

off the mortgage in my home. I sure

was happy to hear it.

I was wondering just what kind

of training you are taking, On the

envelope I notice it is stamped

amphibious traning center. Just

what does that mean. Will you

have to fight on the water?

Do you have any idea how long you

will stay where you are.

I think of you so much and try

to picture you in your new environment

All send love. Mother
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Letter 27 May 22J 943

[Letter 27 pg. 1]

Received at Cp. Gordon Johnston, Fla

5/28/43 458 Grape St Denver, May. 22/43

Dear Clarence,

The mail man was surely good

to bring us so many nice letters from you

yesterday.

Was so glad you had so many remberances

on your birthday, Glad you enjoyed the cookies and

candy, and from what I hear letters are very

escential too.

I heard Kate Smith over the radio, the other morning

telling of her visit to so many soldier camps.

She said she observed the mail man was about

the most popular of any one,

When the mail arrived how eagerly each looked

for their letters, and the joy expressed in their faces

when they received them- but on the other hand

the look of disappointment to those who didnt get

theirs.

I have always tried to be faithful in

my correspondence, when you boys were in

the mission field- and now I feel I should

exert more effort than ever- you need more

encouragement now than ever before, and

if the boys gets gets enjoyment out of that, it is the

least we can do,

I must give you some more good news-

Beleive it or not Alice has a baby girl born

May 18th weighs 7 lb 5 oz. It has long black

hair, and so fat and cute, I think it is

more like John- can tell better when it

comes home and I can see it at closer

[Letter 27 pg. 2]

range. You can imagine how Roy and Alice feels

We have just come from the hospital and

Alice is looking so fine, and wants to come
home, The Dr dosent want her to be in too

big of a rush, when she told him her mother

was here, he may let her come on the 9th day.

We will have some lively times around here

with two young ladies only a month apart

in their ages.

Linda is growing to be lovelier every day

Ruth has so much milk, which accounts

for her growing so fine

I am so glad to be here and enjoy the babies

along with the mothers,

This has been a very important day, for all

of us, but especially Arthur. He is six years

old today, He has been looking forward to having

a birthday party, and didnt know what about it

when his mother went to the hospital, but Ruth

and I assured him with his Daddys help he

could have one.

I made a birthday cake and Ruth trimmed

it with candles and "happy birthday" in letters

Then I made 42 small cup cakes, frosted

them, and put a candle on each and lighted

it. We had hot dogs, salad, potatoe chips, tomatoes
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ice cream, and cake.

Roy brought some ballons and Fred blew them

up, after the lunch at noon, Roy took them

to the park, and amused them, much to

our releif, so that we could clean up the

house, The children brot such costly presents

[Letter 27 pg. 3]

I think its too bad the way people go to the

extreme, and the children enjoy it as much
when they receive a nickle as our kiddies

used to.

I have never seen so many toys as these

children have, and such costly ones either,

One thing they do take good care of them

We had the most terrible weather here

The hail played havoc with the vegetable and

flowers, After a shower this morning again

the sun came out and has really been hot

which will start things going again.

I hear the frost at home has done a lot of

damage, some farmers have planted tomatoes

4 times

I will try and get some more candy or something

to send you, as soon as I get a little more time,

If there is any thing you would like please say so

even if we cant get it we can try

Alice received a letter from Elayne, she said she

was chosen secy of her class for next year.

Nancy was chosen Queen for the girls day, and

wore Elaynes beautiful white dress, The girls at

the school gave her a corsage of 5 red roses,

She wrote Ruth and said she was thrilled about

having the honor but frightened.

I received a letter from Alta and the boys- She

said Henrys stomach was no better, she tried

to get him to stay home and rest for a few days

but he felt he couldnt- she says he does too

much for other people and since you are not

there it works a hardship on him.

It sure worries me for I know what a bad

[Letter 27 pg 4]

stomach means- and if it keeps getting worse

it will be serious.

Henry Jr says they have 50 biddies, and bought

two old hens to take care of them- He says they

are sprouting wings and he thinks his fathers

mouth is already watering for some spring frys.

Received a letter from Ethelyn this week. The

said her Mother received a cable from Neal for[-]

or Post mark

Mothers day. but no address or place was given

She said Knute had been in Utah for a week, he was

leaving for a training school in San Francisco. He had had

some very harring cases the past two months- some

times working sixteen hours a day.

Sunday afternoon. I insisted on Ruth and Fred

going to church this morning. The baby was quite

good except a little spell of colic- 1 had dinner all

ready by the time they got back. Roy has been

painting the 2nd story windows and screens on

the outside- has them all finished- After dinner

he insisted I had done my share, and he and
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Fred did the dishes and straightened up the

house, I decided I would finish your letter

before I took a nap.

This afternoon at 4 oclock there is supposed

to be an alert alarm and any one out will be

arrested until 4-20.

I am in Roys study writing and as I look from

my window I see men and women working on

their victory gardens.

I guess it was too warm yesterday, It has been

cloudy and looked like rain nearly all day.

I will seem good to have settled weather again.

Good Luck to you and keep smiling

Lots of Love Mother

Letter 28 May 30, 1943

[Letter 28 pg 1]

Address the letters Denver 7- and I will get them quicker. It is a new

Zoning.

6/5/43

458 Grape St Denver 7 Cp. Pichett, Va.

May 30. 1943

Dear Clarence-

Your letter didnt come until yesterday

Lately it has been coming on Friday. When it is

a day later than usual- my heart skips a beat or

two, thinking you have been sent away.

According to your letter that may soon happen

I guess we must hold ourselves in readiness

for anything if we are to win this war

and win it_we must.

When I read in the paper of these strikes to

gain a few paltry dollars- and realize what that

will mean to production for arms and etc, for our

fighting forces, and know what our men
are sacfricing their all- it burns me up.

I think they should take the leaders of these

unions and treat them as they would any

tratiors.

It is alright about the questions I asked

about your training- I didnt know there was

any secrecy about it. and shouldnt be discussed

I just try to think of how you look and what

you are doing each day, and along with my
thots goes a prayer for your safety and welfare

Have faith in your God and live near

to him where ever you may be, and He

will never desert you in the hours of trial

and need.

As much as I miss you I am proud to

have such a clean good son to fight

[Letter 28 pg.2]

for the freedom of our glorious Country

Every thing is going along fine here and I am
enjoying myself more than ever since the two

babies came

8 P.M. I quit writing as I heard Ruths baby crying

and was glad of an excuse to hold it. I soon charmed

it and it went to sleep, Then Alice's baby began to

fuss, I took it out of its crib and finally got it to

sleep.

Alice came home from the hospital Wednesday

morning on the 9th day- She nor Ruth like it there

that is they like home better.

Alice has been much better since coming home

in regards to feeding the baby, she didnt seem to

have enough nurse to satisfy it, Ruth has so

much her baby cant begin to take it all- so Ruth

nursed it for a few days, but now Alice seems

to have enough, Her baby looks so tiny compared

with Ruths- who is getting so big and fat- Alice couldnt

beleive it was the same baby.

We get along fine with the work, A colored girl comes in

2 days a week and Ruth is able to help a lot now

This home is so lovely and doesnt seem to get dirty,

I think they will have them blessed next Sunday

I tell the girls now they are getting along so fine I may

as well go home, Alice says she will be having a relapse

if I talk that way.

Freds Mother is coming over in June and she

wants me to wait and go home with her

Art said in one of his letters Lynn would be here about

the 18th, Albert was going to the market instead of him so

he will call too I guess.

I havent much news to tell you so will close for now

Lots of Love Mother.

I sent you a box of nuts and raisins Also a chocolate bar last week

Letter 29 June 6, 1943

[Letter 29 pg. 1]

Rec'd 6/10/43 458 Grape, Denver 7 June 6. 1943

Cp. Pickett, Va.

Dear Clarence.

This has been a very eventful

day. Alices baby daughter was christened

Christina Lousie, after her great grandmother

and Ruth s and Louise after her mother and

grandmother,

Ruths was christened Linda, It was

quite a sight, eight other babies were also

christened.

Christina isnt three weeks old yet, but

I wouldnt be here another month, and it was

nice to have them both go together

Mrs Kartchner came Thursday and she said

Alices dainty little girl made Linda look

like a big fat boy, she is growing so fast and

is such a good baby. Christina crys more, but

I am sure we are spoiling her.

Alice is feeling fine now- and I tell them

there is no need of me staying longer, They

protest and say there is nothing to take me
home for.

One thing I am anxious to go and open

up the cabin and see if I cant get Ethelyn

to go up there for vacation, I received a

letter from Elayne, she said Ethelyn was

down for Memorial day- and she didnt

think she looked a bit well- and quite

unhappy, and was going to have a vacation
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before long. I left the key with Maurine

but told them I didnt want any one staying

[Letter 29 pg. 2]

there for any length of time, or until I got

home to have the water turned on. Last

year there was breaks in the pipes under

the cabin as well as in the bath room

Rhea wrote and said The Taylor family from

Price was in for Decoration day, and Jim

seemed to get around fine, I havent heard

from them for some time, but am thankful

all is well with them.

The weather is still very unsettled, The folks

tell me if I stay until July 20th they can really

show me some summer weather

The frost last week, took most of the beans

some tomatoes, and potatoes, The peas are in

blossom and I got radishes and spinach from

the garden across the street.

I have been wanting to send you another

box of something, but hardly know what

to do if you are expecting to be sent out soon.

I was wondering if packages as well as

letters would be forwarded to you.

Elayne said Stella and Virginia were leaving

on June 7 for Chicago for two weeks and then

were going the Wa[-]cs. She said Kent had decided

to finish high school, this summer and start

college next year.

She said she had a job at the Steel plant filing

blue prints, she was to go on the 9th

Well I guess I had better sign off- until next week

Trust you are well- and as happy as you can be

under the circumstances, keep your chin up and

smile and all will be well. P.S. If you put no 7 after Denver

Love Mother we will get our letter quicker

Letter 30 June 12, 1943

[Letter 30 pg.l]

Reed 6/18/43 458 Grape St Denver. June, 12. 1943

Camp Pickett, Va.

Dear Clarence,

According to promise I will write

you another letter, or note was all the last

one was, but I am sure you would enjoy

reading the newsy letter I sent you from

Ethel.

I will enclose the others from Jim & Julia

they are interesting to me and I think they will

be to you.

The weather here is still unsettled, that

is when we go to bed the stars are shining

when we get up in the morning, the black

clouds hang very low and generally develope

into a real storm. The other day we had one

of the worst thunder storms, and the lightenig

was terrible I saw by the paper yesterday

it killed a man at Buckley field.

The flowers are coming out fine, pansies, peonies

and many other flowers.

The garden stuff is coming right along, I was

in hopes the peas would be ready before I

went home, but they are only in blossom

The strawberries are turning red but those

terrible robins, the old ones and young

ones pick them so fast I am afraid I wont

get one before I leave, and according to

word from Provo the berries are a failure

I got a letter from Art yesterday and he said

m[- -] & Dixie had been out picking for 2 days when
they were told not to come again as the crop was a

[Letter 30 pg. 2]

failure- The girls were quite disappointed because they

thot they could earn some money that way.

Its too bad when the farmer could get such good prices

for their produce, and money so plentiful and have

crop failures.

I guess it is the same with many businesses

Art said the month of May their sales were 80.000

and cash collections 90,000, but their merchandise

was rapidly going down. Some more of the boys

were going into the service in July. And that it

looked like they would have to run the business

with just the old (Gunners) and kindergarten

in the future if they could get goods to sell,

Henry has been having trouble with his stomach

and was going in to the hospital as soon as they

had room there for him. Lynn did that once, it

wont cost him any thing for hospetal fees the

store takes care of that.

I am sure they all have too heavy a load to carry

and I hope and pray it wont get them down.

They are having the Taylor reunion at Saratoga again

and they would like me to be there on June 23.

Mrs Kartchener wants to go back with me and

I am seriously considering taking the bus. it would

be much better than the train I came on, and it

is hardly ever behind schedule, Roy is going to find

out and we may leave on Sunday 20th Roy

would be home by then and take us down.

Everyone is fine here. Ruths baby has had

a rash on her face for nearly two weeks we
thot it was a heat rash, but it makes the little

thing very uneasy and fretful at times, Alice

thinks it is execema. but I surely hope it isnt.

Well I will close trusting every thing is going

well with you, I pray for you always, You had better

send my mail

Lots of Love Mother to 256 Provo

Letter 31 June 10, 1943

[Letter 31 pg. 1]

You need not Reed 6/15/43 458 Graper. June, 10, 1943

send the letters Cp. Pickett, VA

back

Dear Clarence: Just a note, as

I am enclosing some letters I got

from Price, from some of Eltons

family. They were so interesting

I decided to send them on to
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you. I know any kind of news

from home is appreciated

I will enclose one in this

letter and the others in my
letter Sunday.

We sent you a box of cookies

and two bars Atr Aria got for

me.

Did you get the box of peanuts

and raisins I sent some time

ago?

Now that you have moved
if you can get bars, perhaps

[Letter 31 pg. 2]

I had better send you other

things. If there is any thing

you would like just say the

word and I will be so happy

to send it to you.

I was so thrilled to receive

your letter, telling of the change

and to know you were in

civilization again. As the saying

goes "we have to have the bitter

to appreciate the sweet" and I

am sure you will appreciate

the lux[ ]es more than ever,

I only hope you can stay there

for a while.

We are all well and happy

here. Every time I mention going

home I have protests- but I feel

I have done my duty and now I

want to go to Wildwood.

Will write you regular letter love

Mother

Letter 32 June 26, 1943

[Letter 32 pg. 1]

Camp Pickett, VA Provo, Utah, June 26.

July 2, 1943

Dear [illegible deletion] Clarence,

Was so happy to receive your letter, and know

that every thing is going alright with you

I arrived home Monday morning at 11 oclock

Our trip was very pleasant, the scenery was

beautiful, going over "Loveland Pass", I dont know

if you have been that way, I remarked so many

times to Mrs Kartchner how I enjoyed the trips

we made to Denver you driving up over those

high mountains, and how I wished the war

was over, you were home driving me over

those same roads.

We arrived at Grand Junction at 12.50 and

they told us to change Buse's which would

leave at 2-10 a.m. The wait seemed so long- and

we all stood out side at the appointed time in

order to get on- for the bus was loaded when
we arrived there, and there was enough to

fill the bus from other sections.

We stood as close as we could so we could

get a seat as soon as it was open, I got very

tired standing, finally we got on, but so many

were unable to get on and pleaded they had to

get to jobs, in Utah, finally they put folding

chairs in the isles and we were crowded in

like sardines, and still there were about 15

left. The bus driver was at his wits end to

know what to do. Then the lady in charge

of the station got busy as the phone, trying

to get another bus, at 3.30 we were on our

[Letter 32 pg. 2]

way again, and reached Price about 8oclock

I had written the folks and told them I thot

they would take breakfast there, and I would

like to see them, but there was no one there

we walked to the store but every thing was

closed, then back to the hotel, I phoned and

Ethel said Elton went down and they said the

bus was 1 Vz hrs late, She said she would come

down and pick me up, I said no I must go on

she said we need you, I asked why she said we
need your moral support when they arrived I

asked what was the matter I knew when I say

Jim he was alright, the tears came in Eltons eyes

also Ethels, she said Grandma what runs in

your family, I couldnt imagine what she was

getting at, She said Bill Norman says Bishops

run in your family like wooden legs. Well they

made Elton a bishop yesterday. It sure gave me
a shock, He said Ethel cried all Saturday night

and I think it about put him in bed.

It would be very fine if they werent so hand-

icaped for help at the store, but I told him

the Lord always provides and he would be

blessed I am sure.

They came in Tuesday afternoon and

stayed until Thursday morning

Our reunion was a grand sucess. but it is

past 11 oclock and I am very tired and will

finish to morrow. Sunday afternoon

As it was Aunt Hattie's birthday, she was there

looking so nice in such a dainty new dress

and hat. The day before about 15 little children

in the neighborhood gave her a surprise. One

[Letter 32 pg. 3]

little girl came in and asked her if she would stay

in the back a little while, she said now dont

you peek Hattie promised she wouldnt, In a

little while she came back and took her out

to the porch where the children sat around

three tables, ladened with food, and a large

birthday cake decorated with Happy Birthday to

Aunt Hattie 85 years. You can imagine she felt

I thot it was the sweetest thing for those children

to do and they planned it themselves, too.

Frank and Clarissa insisted I go in the water

they had saved a brand new suit for me
it fit rather snug but served the purpose

Aunt Agues went in with me. She was

telling me how seriously ill she had been
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with that gall stone trouble, she was unconcious

for five days no one thot she would live, I

was glad she could go in the water with

me, as we had a very nice visit as I

stood under the hot water, and it helped

my back a lot.

Nellie & Stewart Morrison from Idaho were

there, also Mary Maud and her family except

Merrill, Everyone seemed so glad to see me and

I was happy to be there.

Our Taylors were out in full force, and the

youngsters said it was the best ever, I think

they enjoy it more because it was all free,

I was glad Eltons folks could be there, Jim

surprised me so you couldnt tell he had been

[Letter 32 pg. 4]

stricken with that dread disease, he seems to

have grown taller and is fat too.

Arnold and May have returned from Cal. last

night. They were gone about 10 day, they went

to see Eldon who expects to go over seas.

Floyd is there working in the anti craft or something

I just dont remember. Bruce is down there visiting

Tarn Taylor who is at U.C.L.A. Bruce expects to go 1st of

July.

Thursday night I went to an open house for

Nadine Taylor who was married to Dr Morrel

Ashby of Mass. but whose home was American

Fork. I think they have gone back there.

I asked her about Ethelyn, she said she thot [-]she

was going to Cal. I havent heard from her for a

long time

Henry came down and took me up there

for dinner, I came back with them and went

to the fort to see him baptize Tanya & Ly[ ]e.

I had a grand dinner, Fried, ch icken, green peas out

of their garden, turnips, potatoes & gravy, frozen fruit

juice for a cocktail, and ice cream and cookies,

It was a banquet for these times, as you cant bye

meat, and strawberries and raspberries are 30C for a

small cup, what we used to get for 5C,

I wouldnt care what we had to eat, if only this

cruel war was over and our boys home safe

again, Well we must hope and pray for the best.

Henry gave me your watch, I do hope you have

been able to get another one, as it is so hard

to be without the time,

With all my love and keep on smiling

Mother

Letter 33 July 2, 1943

[Letter 33 pg. 1]

Reed. Camp Pickett, Va.

Provo. July 2. 1943

Dear Clarence-

Received your interesting letter

this morning. It looks like you are kept plenty

busy. If you dont have too much today- work is a

blessing.

I was so pleased with the snap shot you

are looking well.

Cant understand why you didnt get my letter

I have never missed

President Watkins gave Henry a bushel of cherries the other

night, I guess you would call them culls, they used

what they could and he gave them them to me, I sorted

them over and put up 12 qts this morning

and they are very nice bings. Fruit is very

high this years, bing cherries 15C a lbs.

Nancy and Gloria Dixon go out and pick and

sort cherries, Nan earned nearly 4 dollars today

and Dixie get 5C a box for picking raspberries

It is only natural it will be high when they

pay so much for help.

I have only had one cup of strawberries they were

30C each. The same thing used to be 5 cents each.

I went to the canyon with Evelyn last night

and watered the lawn- and brot the spreads and

rugs to wash. I was going to wash them next

week- but this morning Spence Clark phoned and

asked if I wanted to go up the canyon to morrow night

and stay until Monday night, they had plenty of

room if I wanted to take some one, Sarah L will

go with me.

I wanted to take the spreads etc back so

after I finished the cherries I washed, they

were quite heavy and I am tired, I think

[Letter 33 pg. 2]

I will write later, and then I can tell you

more.

Monday evening, Have just returned from the

canyon, and enjoyed it so much. Every thing now looks

so clean and nice now. Sarah enjoyed it so much too

Jab[-]. Alice, Sarah Mc, Grace and family were there too

Jabe was called home this morning due to the

death of Kenneth Baily, who was killed in an accident

last night on his way from Price, ran into a

truck, His wife is in a very serious condition

Poor Jabe is having his trouble, so short of help, he

is working day and night, now Ken was assistant

Post master it will be harder than ever.

I dont know about going up the canyon, as you say

I shouldnt stay alone, and most of the children at the

present time are working in the fruit. Henry

left for Cal, this morning with Will Norman and

Sid, I wanted Alta to go up, but Wed. they have to

irrigate, and besides theri gas is low.

Henry Jr has quit the store, his uncle Phil said if

he was the folks he would let him take it easy for

the summer, I may get him to go with me.

The past two weeks there has been three different

attacks on girls, and the Chief of Police is asking every

one to be sure and lock their doors, I lock mine

every night.

Am having some screens made for my
bathroom, and bed room, also a door for my
kitchen, I will have good locks put on them, I was lucky

to get them as there is very little wire to be had.

I think I told you in my letter of Elton becoming a

Bishop, that office expired in exactly one week,

instead of being set apart as Bishop in the Conf.

Apostle Widsoe made him Pres. of the Stake.

It made not be as bad as a Bishop, I hope he
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[Letter 33 pg. 3]

will be able to make it and not break down.

They tell me Floyd Dixon came in early this

morning, Its too bad he couldnt stay where he was

for at least long enough to make his expenses

I think he has to report at Fort Douglas the 10th

of this month, I dont know he will fare as his

nerves are more to good.

Oh! while I think of it Lucile Christopheren called

the other day, and said there was a 40 or 20

dollar credit I forget which for you, she asked if

she should sent it to me, I told her yes, I thot

I could give it to Henry to deposit in your Bank

account.

I addressed a letter to you last week that Alice

has written and forgot your address.

I hope the babies will be good- as there is a

lot of things to do, while the garden stuff is coming

on picking and canning- 1 would liked to have

helped with it, but wanted to get home for the

reunion, I was so glad I was blessed with

health and strength to help them out- for

getting help is out of the question.

I went to Canyon Glen last Wed. to the old

Folks, I had a grand time

The D.U. Pioneers have asked me to write a history

of the early hotels of Provo, I tried to beg off but

they wouldnt take no for an answer, I was

supposed to have it completed in 20 days and

it has been nearly that long now.

I have asked several people for information

[Letter 33 pg. 4]

Guess I will have to get busy to morrow

I wish they would not ask me to do those

things any more, I dont feel equal to it.

It seems warm after being in the Canyon

I am in my house coat writing by the window,

Stella & Virginia are leaving for Georgia tomorrow

Well I guess I had better close and write

my weekly letter to Denver.

Be good and keep smiling

Love Mother

Letter34July11,1943

[Letter 34 pg. 1]

Camp Pinchett, VA Provo. Utah, July 11. 1943

July 15, 1943

Dear Clarence,

Your letter came yesterday

along with several others, One from Ruth

one from Postmaster I. A Smoot, I had

written him asking for information of

the old Bullock hotel- as I am trying to

write a paper on early hotels of Provo-

he could give very little.

I also received an honorary certificate of

membership of boys town- from father

Flanagan.- an assesment from Wildwood

resort Co, and some others of minor

importance, all in one day.

Poor Ruth is having a time with her baby

about like I had with Elton, crys after each

feeding, but still grows and grows. She has

so much worse, She is so thin and the

baby so heavy it nearly wears her out.

I wrote last night and told her to be of

good cheer I lived thru it and see what

an importa nt man Elton has now

become.

I have wondered what had become of

Ethelyn, I havent heard from her since

before I left Denver. I heard that she

was going to Cal. and was on a leaf of

absence.

I hope she doesnt join the army she

is not strong enough for that, I was

talking to Mrs Demos the other night

she said Helen was thru her basic

[Letter 34 pg. 2]

training at Camp Oglethorp Ga. And

said the training was very rigid, the

same as for the men, and the heat

was so intense many times they

had to carry out 25 in a faint, that

is where Stella and Virginia have gone

In regards to her coming to Provo

I am sure she could get a very good job

at the plant, but I would be loath to ask

her, because when Ruth comes home she

will have to come here I am sure, for

Fred will only get 20.00 a month while

interning, and it is impossible to get

living quarters there, fHj If it is alright

with them I would like them to come

here, Fred could only get off once or twice

a week and its only a short run from S.L.C

I could help her a lot with the baby too.

I dont know how we would manage, with

the babys crib and other things, but would

do some way.

I wish I could be of help to Ethelyn, she is

such a sweet girl, but so unsettled, I do hope in

time she can settle more and be happy.

Sometimes I almost wish she could find

a good man and marry and have a home
which she so longs for. She is such a

young woman to face life alone. I guess

then this war is over there will be

hundreds in the same condition

Bro Peterson came and put a screen

on the south door, also one in Arnolds

apartment and screens to my bedroom

window and the bathroom, I get a

[Letter 34 pg. 3]

a good breeze thru now. And best of

all I can take them out to clean the

windows on the outside, and they

have strong fasteners, now I fell so

well protected I can sleep much better

I am so thankful, the way my home
is arranged it couldnt be more ideal
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and we all get along so fine,

I dont know what I would do if I had

been in this big old house alone

when I hear of people waking up and

find someone in the bedroom. Dave

Murdock that lives over by Tillie Baileys

heard a noise and a negro stood there.

His wife died while I was in Denver.

and a great big fellow walked into the Allman

home over by Clarks.

A man got into the bedroom of Betty Roper

her father is Frank Roper, and tied a piece

of staturary in a handkerchief and hit her

over the head, her screams brot her father

down stairs, and the man ran and jumped

into [-] car and got away. They had to

take five stiches in her head.

The police has warned every one to lock

their doors

Yesterday I spent most of the day painting

the doors and under screens, I will give

them another coat tomorrow.

I see it is getting along for Sunday School

time will finish later.

Monday 7.30 a.m. after S.S. I was eating my
lunch, when Dixie came over and said

they wanted me to come over for dinner

[Letter 34 pg. 4]

I was nearly thru but she insisted

I go over for dessert, which I enjoyed.

Ice cream and root beer and cake.

It seems like this brot weather I dont

enjoy my food as much as I did.

I came home and worked on my
paper, Allie Coleman came down and

gave me some information about

the Bullock house.

Edna Taylor was to bring me some

about

of the hotel Roberts, Her mother built it and

ran it for two years when she sold it

to Roberts.

I am so anxious to get it finished

things like that worry me until I get it

completed.

Some man in R.I. Joseph Dixon

wrote Aldous for information about the

Dixons, he sent his Pedigree chart, and

Aldous sent it to me.

This man saw Aldous picture and

account of him being put on the Sunday

General board also Phyllis, in the Deseret News

I wrote him and sent my pedigree, but as

far as I could tell we were no relation.

So you see I dont have time to get into

mischief.

After Church last night Sarah L. came

in and stayed until after 10.30. I thot

was too late to write, so I am sitting

here by the window enjoying the cool

morning breeze writing I know you

like to receive your weekly on time

as I do. The children are all in the

fruit. Nancy has been earning about

[Letter 34 pg. 5]

five dollars a day for the past week

I think they will be thru tomorrow

and then probably start in the

raspberries.

Dixie and Douglass earn over

a dollar a day in the berries,

paying so much for picking is

making the fruit come very high

I want put up so much small

fruit, but more peaches, Ruth likes

them better, and I have a lot of

fruit left from two years I must

use up

I dont know just when I will go to

the canyon, I think Eltons folks

will go for the 24th.

This Thursday is sisters club at

Mays, I told her they could visit in

here and go in her place to eat.

I hope you could go and find our

head quarters, it would be nice for

you to contact some of our own
people.

I guess I had better close and get my
painting done before it gets too hot.

Trust you are well and happy.

Love Mother

Letter 35 July 18, 1943

[Letter 35 pg 1]

Camp Pickett, Va. Wildwood Canyon

7/23/43 July, 18. 1943

Dear Clarence

Your weekly letter did not

arrive yesterday, hope it will come

tomorrow.

Received one from Alice and Janet

I dont understand what Joe is doing unless

he is helping at the pea vinery Janet says

some times he works alnight, and she

gets so nervous and worried, but he is

making very good money.

It seems like money is flowing so freely

now even the children are making as

much as adults.

The farmers should come into their

own now. every thing we eat is

like eating gold, but the farmers are the ones

who have suffered in the past

Nancy is working at the cannery, that

is she has worked two nights gets 55C

an hour.

You will see by the above I am at

my sumer home again, for last night

and today, Evelyn was coming up, her

mother in law came down from Ogden to

stay over night.

I was quite tired and felt I would like

a restful night in the canyon, I put up
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today

31 qts of apricots, You will wonder why
I am putting up so much fruit, but if

Ruth comes back wether she lives with

me or else where she must have fruit.

Friday night I went up with Henry

[Letter 35 pg. 2]

he and I picked 1/1/2 hrs apricots of

your trees & they were quite small, but

such good flavor, and just right for

canning the trees are loaded. There is a

good crop every where, but are selling for

2.50 and 3.00 a bushel.

I received a letter from Ethel last week and

she said they would like to come down
and go to the canyon the night of the 22nd

Elton had to be back by the 29th so that

will give them a week. I will come then

and may stay for a time, I wish Henry

and his family could come up, He just

got back from California where he went

on business he looks and feels a lot better

his stomach isnt troubling him either.

I hope he continues that way.

Stephan was quite sick, and Alta surely

appreciates having her brother Phil a doctor

especially while Henry was away.

Dee and Ta[-]y went out to Vernal with

Floy, they will get a kick out of seeing the

Indian round up.

Lynns family are at Bricker haven. He

goes up Sunday afternoon when the store

closes.

I would like Arts family to come up

here but they are all working

Poor Dixie fell down the base ment

yesterday. She came running over to me
with her eye swollen and nearly as

large as an egg, she wasnt even crying

then Maurine came in as white and

wringing her hands I told her to calm

down she was hurt worse than Dixie

[Letter 35 pg. 3]

She said she was afraid to go down and

pick her up= for she saw a rake and

hoe lying there and the bottles Dixie had

in her arms, then she told her to go

to grandma's and she would come

over, after bathing it in hot and cold

water it looked a lot better when I left

but she was showing me her bruises

all over her body, and think she will

feel worse today

I have been getting a deposit slip from

the bank to show the 15.00 dollars from

you each month had been deposited, but

Henry said you wanted them to send

more to add to your account,

I received my slip this week showing

three deposits of 35.00 each, I made
out a check to you and Henry will add

it to your account.

Ful[-]ra came last Sunday with her two

children and Harvard came Friday

morning for two weeks vacation. She came

in a car with a friend.

According to letters from the girls in Denver

they are kept very busy, with the housework

and produce from the garden. Alice si

said in her letter she was up at 5 oclock

she and Roy picked 3 Vi bushels of peas

she took a bushel down to Arias they

shelled them and she insisted Alice

put some in her locker so she could

have frozen peas

I wish the peas had been on while

[Letter 35 pg. 4]

I was there, I like that kind of work

Ruth says Fred is in the army now

she says he looks fine in his uniform

except his shirts, she dosent like the color

she would rather iron a dozen whites

ones for him

Don Charles came in to see me for

a little while the other day. I was in

the midst of painting my screen door

but was glad to leave it and visit

with him. He is doing a fine work in

the Sunday school there, they have about

two hundred each Sunday.

It seems strange I didnt hear something

from Ethelyn do you know if she is still

in California?

Can you imagine me sitting up in bed

writing with a heavy blanket wrapped

around me, I think I will lie down
for a few minutes to get warm and then

dress

Well Clarence after a nice little nap

I dressed and dusted things up some

then went over to visit at the Clarks for

awhile, The Bullocks were there, and wanted

to know if I had seen Tarn while in Denver,

I did see he and his wife,

Did I tell you Dr John Clark was buried

last week.

I am expecting Lynn to bring some of my
things up after his church this afternoon

I went over ground and every thing is

growing so fine, Alta says it seems

[Letter 35 pg. 5]

like every thing of Buds grows.

The evergreens are growing so big and the

sumack is going to cover the hill if it

keeps growing.

The locust trees will soon be a

forest.

I picked a few Strawberries & raspberries

off Lynns patch, just below where you

planted the roses, I am glad to see

what nice gardens the boys have

I tell Henry now his chickens are

doing so fine he should get him a

cow. He dosent see it that way
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yet, I had better close and get

[Letter 35 pg. 6]

me some dinner.

Trust you are well, and still

on this side of the water.

Lots of love

Mother

Letter 36 July 25, 1943

[Letter 36 pg. 1]

Cp. Pickett, Va Wildwood Provo Canyon.

7/31/43 July. 25

Dear Clarence

It is noon, and I am sitting

on the porch enjoying the cool breezes.

It is grand to be here, not only enjoy the

cool and freshness of the mountains, but

the company of Elton and family, we are

having a lot of fun. and Elton hasnt been

idle all the time either. He has been doing

odd jobs which were badly needed, has

also fixed a latch on the front door that has

a string on the outside to lift it.

He would like to fix the wiring so that we
could have plugs for refrigerator and reading

lamps, but I think that is out of the question

They all seem to be enjoying themselves

I am so glad Elton can spend some time

here and rest up.

Jim seems about as well as ever,

but the doctor says he must not overdo.

Roy Hoovers boy Jimy aged 11 years

died last week with infantile prayl[-]is

and the paper stated there are nine

cases in Provo at this time, I do hope

it dosent spread. It seems a miracle to

think Jim got thru so wonderful.

Yesterday Art, Maurine, Nan, & Dixie

came up yesterday for dinner, Maurine

brot up some Native currant pie,

we had already made lemon

cherriye, and the first I have made in

[Letter 36 pg. 2]

months. Ethels father gave them such

a lot of nice vegetables, peas, beans, beets

carrotts and lettuce, Ethel brot a piece

of ham she had, and so we had a

fine dinner, and so the 24th passed off

very quitely in fact it seemed more

like Sunday.

I was a little disappointed when I didnt

receive your weekly Friday nor Saturday

but Monday I was surprised to get two.

and I was very happy to read its

contents, especially of your promotion

and your award, and I am sure

you will receive many more such

awards

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

Some times I know you have felt

at times devotiting your best e[- -] efforts

to duty didnt count for any thing

but I am sure it will bring big

returns to you

I wish you was'nt so modest

about recognition of your outstanding

merits, and let the boys your

brothers share with you and I in

this good news. I will respect your

wishes, but I know how the others

would rejoice in any advancements

that come to you.

I received your letter yesterday

also one from Alice, It must be

[Letter 36 pg. 3]

hot where you are, in that any trees

or shade, as I remember the snap you

had taken by the barracks

It was even warm here for a few hours

in the early afternoon, but how grand in

the evening, We sat out on the porch until

about 10 oclock last night, Art seemed to enjoy

until he went home.

Nancy and Dixie stayed all night. Elayne had

to work, she came up this afternoon with her

soldier boy friend and Alice Dixon and her

friend, they were on their way to Aspen

Grove, and were going from there over

to the Cascades.

I think Eltons folks will be going back

about Thursday, but I think I will stay

as the Calderwoods will be here for

two weeks and others are coming into

the camp. I am my own boss and

can go and come as I please, I may go

and stay with Cess a few days, Lynn

goes up Wednesday afternoon after the store

closes. They close all day Wed. the employees

work in the mornings and leave for the

afternoons, He goes up again Sundays after

noon when his meetings are over.

Henry came up yesterday and had

dinner and spent the afternoon, Alta went

to Richfield with Phil Wednesday and is

expected back today.

I see Henry is just driving in now I

guess he gets lonesome.

Ad Taylor and Mary Rex and Delenura came

[Letter 36 pg. 4]

op for the ride, Mary says his work

has brot him out for two months

he has to spend most of his time in

Salt Lake.

Monday I received a letter from

Ethelyn, she said it was the first she

had written to Utah since leaving, Her mother

was coming home, but she was going to stay

another month, I wish she could have

spent some time up here, but she says as

bad as she would like to it will not be

possible.
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Well it looks like old times to see our

porch full, Marion and family came up

and Act & Mary, Rex & Dele[-]rma besides other

neighbors.

It seems like I cant concentrate to

write, I doubt if you can make sense

out of it, so I better close as they keep

talking

All join with love.

Mother

P.S. 9 P.M.

I have been nearly all afternoon trying to

write, and now I have forgotten something very

important. Hal Dalquist drove up this afternon

and is going to do the wiring we wanted

Elton says there is too big a load on the

wire as it is now with the refrigator.

M.

Letter 37 August 1,1943

[Letter 37 pg. 1]

Elkins, W. Na.

Aug 10. 1943 Wildwood, Aug 1.

Dear Clarence: I received your newsy

letter yesterday, and was so glad

you had been able to take that trip

I hope you will be able to have many

more, especially since you know where

the church is located. Even tho there

there are few in attendance, the spirit

of the Lord, can be just as great, and it

is a change for you too as you have

stuck so closely to your post.

Eltons folks left Thursday morning, and

I sure miss them, Mildred Calderwood

McKay and family left at the same time

Everything was so quiet in the camp

but I enjoyed it, it's a stillness, with

such a peaceful feeling you cant get

anywhere else.

Evelyn and Elayne brot the girls

from the office up, there must have

been 20 girls, they had a b[- -] fine bunch

they brot Dixie up to stay with me,

I think she has been a little home
sick as there was no one to play

with her.

I dont want the folks to feel

I should have some one with me
I am not a bit nervous

[Letter 37 pg. 2]

The children like to be here but

they like company.

Tuesday evening we went to the

hot pots, Ethels father and mother

and their grandson from Cal.

"Dad" Scott was like a youngster

in the water

Neither Mrs Scott nor I swim

and we didnt want to get our

hair wet, but it seemed like every

where we went they were diving

into the water and my hair was

soaked as much as if I had been

diving.

Elton had to go to the store

Wednesday morning and I went

down to get some things I had for-

gotten, I was nearly cooked by

the time I got back at 1 oclock

Elton is such a good scout he

brot every thing I had out to bring

and then went to the coal

yard and brot two more sacks

of coal, which should last as

long as I am here,

I said then I am not

[Letter 37 pg. 3]

going back until the weather

cools off. It was even hot up

here, but it has been cloudy

for several days which has

cooled it a lot.

It looks like Spence and Ruby

have come up to stay, When they

went down last week he said he

was going to arrange his work

so that they could stay two weeks

as he hadnt a vacation for 3 years.

Dixie and I have just had our

lunch, we didnt have breakfast as

it was fast day.

I think some of the folks will be

coming up

Wednesday afternoon we had

quite a family gathering, Henry and

family came up and brot us some

nice ripe cling store peaches,

Art and his family and of coarse

Eltons were already here

The folks in Denver seem to be

kept busy picking and canning fruit

and vegetables. I hope they dont

over do, for the babies are full time

[Letter 37 pg. 4]

jobs.

I received a letter from Ethelyn

some time ago she said it was the

first she had written to Utah

I have felt for a long time she

wasnt well, and now I am more

convinced than ever, I wrote

right back a long letter, and told

her she need not answer if she

didnt feel like it, and I would keep

on writing just the same and

tell her all the news.

I told her if she came back and

felt like coming up here I would

be very happy to have her.

I wish she could get to feeling good

again, she is so conservative and keeps
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never

things to herself so much, you know

just how she does feel.

Hal Dalquist came up Wednesday and

finished the wiring job. It is so nice

to to have something to plug the refrig.

into, also the mixamaster and radio.

Well I guess I have told you about

all I know. Will close with lots of

love to your from Mother

Letter 38 August 7,1943

[Letter 38 pg. 1]

Camp Pickett, Va.

Aug 16. 1943 Wildwood Provo Canyon

August 7

Dear Clarence: Your letter came thru

in a hurry, I got it yesterday, also

Alices, They generally come on Saturday

I am certainly enjoying my stay here

Altho we have had a lot of heavy rains

they have only lasted a short time

which made every thing so green

and fresh, and it isnt cold either

Thursday I went home with Spence

Clark for a few hours, to get some

things I had forgotten, and while

there an electrical storm came

up so suddenly, it sprinkled a little

as I was coming from the store, I

had hardly got into the house when
it came in torrents, nearly every

one said it was about the worst they

had ever seen in Provo

When we got up here they said it

was only a nice little shower.

It has rained some every day, but

the sun came out and it was

warm and nice.

This evening I was sitting out on

the porch writing, when Alice Dangerfield

and Grace wanted to know if I wanted

to go for a ride, When we got down the

Canyon aways, It was just such

another rain as we had in Provo

[Letter 38 pg. 2]

we came back but I had to sit in the

car it was pouring down so I couldnt get out

afterwards the sun came out before it set.

and no flood either that I know of.

Last Wednesday afternoon Henry and

family came up and brot Helen Swenson

Ream up to see me, She is visiting here

from Cal. Poor girl she was telling me
all

she has four of her children with rheumatic

fever, and her husband an M.D. too.

Alta brot fried chicken from their own
coop, baked beans, cake etc. They

couldnt stay long as Henry had a meeting

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

also D. I think they will come up to

morrow and hoep they will stay the

week.

I fare very fine, I was invited to the

Dangerfield cabin for a trout dinner

one day too, Curt has very good luck

fishing, I saw he and Uncle Jabez going

out tonite. Grace says Jabez dosent have

very good luck tho.

Ruby cooked a dinner for the cemetery

workers today, they insisted I go over

to eat, We had stewed or creamed chicken

potatoes, and such nice tender corn on

the cob. hot rolls, and lemon pie.

The men then worked and felled a tree

which Ruby was afraid would fall on their

house it was sure a big one.

I get panicky some times when the wind

blows hard in case some will blow on our cabin

[Letter 37 pg. 3]

Sunday morning, and what a heavenly

day, the sun shining, the sky so blue and

every thing so peaceful typical of a perfect

Sabbath day.

I was quite interested in your letter telling

of the different kinds of gas, but I hope you

nor none of the rest of us will ever come

in contact with its deadly fumes.

1 wonder some times if the Germans in

desperation will use it.

Elayne came up last night with Evelyn

and Alice Dixon, they all work so hard it

is a change for them.

Kent went to Denver last night with one

of his boy friends by the name of Clark, he

has never been out of Utah and Kent thot

it would be a nice thing for them to go

on their vacation together.

I received a letter from Janet, she says she

has never been so lonely, Joe has been

working at the Vinery, coming home at 11 oclock

2 & 3 in the morning, and the little

radio is out of commission and they cant

by batteries for it. She says their crops have

been fine, they sold the 1st crops of hay for

18.00 a ton in the field, and the 2nd was fine

they had taken 26 big loads off 12 acres and

he had another 8 to cut.

They think their barley will go 100 bushels to

the acre, they were very anxious to get it

cut, I saw by the paper last night where

they had a terrible electrical storm

[Letter 38 pg. 4]

the lightening had set two [- -] places on

fire, and the rain had done a lot of

damage. I do hope it didnt ruin their

barley.

According to Alices and Ruths letters

they certainly keep busy, picking and canning

peas, and other vegetables.

Well I havent much news to tell you

so had better close
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Keep on smiling and try to be happy.

Love Mother.

Letter 39 August 15, 1943

[Letter 39 pg. 1]

Montrose, Va Wildwood Provo

Aug 22. 1943 Aug. 15 1943

Dear Clarence.

Looked forward to yesterday

for yours and Alices letters, hers came

but missed yours, hope it comes tomorrow

I get Ruths Wednesday, so you see I have

two mail days to look forward too,

nothing pleases me more than letters

from my loved ones. I know you must

feel the same, when you are away from

home they are more welcome than ever.

Since last Wednesday, I have spent practially

the best part of the day away from my cabin

Last Tuesday evening Clarissa Eastword

came and asked if I would do her a favor,

her dear friend Jennie Brockbank from

Salt Lake and husband came down for

the weekend, and she was taken suddenly

ill Saturday night, Two doctors came up

one advised they take her to Salt Lake to

the hospital, the other said she couldnt be

moved, They gave her Sulfa dreig drug, and

said it may be 48 hours before they could

determine the trouble, The pain was so

terrible the first night she passed right

out, her husband thot she was dead.

It is so hard to get any one to care for sick

people, Clarissa asked if I would go up,

I told her I was no nurse, but would do

any thing I could.

[Letter 39 pg. 2]

I went up Wednesday morning and

found her a very sick woman, the pain

seemed to have centered in her groin

and leg, making it impossible to move

it at all.

I told them it looked like what I had when

you was born milk leg, I think they

call it phlebitis now. they said both doctors

said it wasnt that, but I was quite

satisfied in my own mind, as I was

the same, but as time went on there was

no swelling, then I said I was mistaken

Thursday night her cousin Preston Hughes

who married Maurine Murdock came

back, and he said he was convinced now

it was even if there was no swelling

He was going away for 10 days or two

weeks to study, and had a bed in the

back of his car to take her to his hospital

in Spanish Fork. He said she was getting

along alright, he asked who was taking

care of her, when they said Aunt Rye Taylor

he said you couldnt get any one better,

he said when he came back in 10 days

if she would like to go to his hospital they

had every equippment for her comfort

I said yes but they havent this good

cool pure air and such pure water.

She agreed with me, now I have promised

to stay with her as long as she stays here

in fact she wont let any one else touch

her, I think as I have had it she has

more confidence in me, and I have

certainly been blessed in moving

her when I sponge and bathe her

[Letter 39 pg. 3]

to get her in a comfortable position

I told them as I still suffer with my back

I could take no chances on lifting, but

her husband is such a grand help, but

she wont let him move her. I let her put

her arms around my neck and she can

help her self a little, and to rest her I gently

move her leg less than an inch at a time

until I get her on her side to relieve her back a

little. It reminds me of when you had to move

me so carefully when my back was hurt.

Well her husband insisted I eat there, at first

I rebelled but Jennie said please do, he has

been so worried he cant eat alone, and am

I glad, I have never eaten food cooked and

served better by any person. The first day

he asked what I would like for dinner, chicken

ham or steak, as I had a chicken dinner at

Clarks the day before I choose steak and was

it delicious, This cupon business, by the time

I buy a lb of butter or a little cheese I have

none for meat and if I did I wouldnt

buy what is in the show cases.

Provo is hit rather hard as this years

qutos are governed by last years, and the

population has increased so much, but

I think they are trying to adjust those

things now as there isnt enough food

to supply the demand.

The first breakfast I had up there, he put 2

set crisp pieces of bacon, an egg a weiner

fried potatoes, and a stack of the most

delicious hot cakes I have ever eaten

I said I positively could never eat all

[Letter 39 pg. 4]

all of that, but I never left a crumb.

His wife says when ever they have a

party up here he always plans and cooks

all the meals, I go about 9 in the morning

and it is generally 12 noon before I am
thru bathing and caring for her, he does

all the house work, wont even let me
wash a dish, says if I will only care for his

wife he will be the most grateful man

on earth.

His daughter came down the other night

they had been frantic because every time

they phoned he wouldnt let them come, they

told me they imagined every thing, thot perhaps
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she had a stroke or infantile praylis as there

is such a lot of it around. The eldest daughter

had a baby last Tuesday and is still in the

hospital quite ill, the baby died Thursday

that makes three lovely baby she has lost

one after an other. Jaundice sets in and they

die, The youngest girl is to be married 7 of Sept

and arrangements were being made for a swell

"Tea" next week.

I get quite embarrassed the way they all feel

about me taking care of their mother.

I have never met them before, but they put their

arms around me and cried and tried to tell

me what I had meant to them.

They are down this after noon and I begged off

from having dinner, as I had five invitations

to eat dinner, I went to Dangerfields, Alice, Jabe

and Sarah Mc came up last night I, havent

seen Sarah for so long. Fanny and Mick came

up for dinner too.

Arnolds folks came up too, also Fred and

Maud and the children Aunt Sarah L didnt

come, she may come later.

[Letter 39 pg. 5]

Delena has been up for over a week

and she has the cutest youngsters, She

has had a sore throat and been in

bed for a couple of days, took the Sulfa

drug, but is up and around today.

I dont know if you are interested in

all I have written, but there isnt much

to write about up here and I have

to write some thing.

I hadnt seen Lynn nor family for such

a long time until last Wednesday

they came and wanted to take me to

stay with them a few days in which I

had promised to do, but it was the first

day I had been with Mrs Brockbank

and I just couldnt leave her.

I made a date with them for a week

from today, but the way things look

I dont think I will be able to go.

but I am still enjoying the canyon

more than ever if that be possible,

especially having my meals cooked for

me
Monday 12 noon.

Grant Fisher came to sit on my
porch, he just came from the hospital

a short time ago, after an operation

it was something like hernia only

more serious, he is getting along nicely

now. Irene Osmond is here alone

like me her mother has been in

[Letter 39 pg. 6]

Arizona with Marcia, but I beleive she

is coming back this week. Nan married

Mr Grass an older man, who has a

furniture store at Murry or somewhere

out there,

I was quite worried about my patent

yesterday afternoon and evenig she

couldnt sleep or rest in any position

I was going to get them to get in touch

with a doctor this morning, but she

had a better night and seems much

improved this morning.

We had quite an electrical storm

last night, but I didnt let myself get

too frightened, Delena and Rex being

so near helped a lot.

Well I must finish and get this

into the mail or it wont reach in

the usual time.

Trust you are well and happy?

try to be anyway

Lots of Love Mother

Letter 40 August 22, 1943

[Letter 40 pg. 1]

Camp Pickett, Va Wildwood, Provo. Canyon

Aug 28. 1943 Aug. 22. 1943

Dear Clarence= I have been so disappointed

in not receiving your weekly letter.

The last one I got from you came two days

earlier than usual. I am just wondering

if it is possible you have gone out on the

rifle range, or been sent over seas.

I suppose we must expect any thing these

days, but where every you are, you are in

the hands of the Lord, and my prayers

night and day are for your safe return

home, after Victory is ours.

Wherever you are I will continue to send

your letters to the same address, in hopes

you will receive them, and that they

will be a comfort to you

Everything is going along fine at home

as far as I know, I went down to our Sisters

club at Aunt Fannys last Thursday, Jabe came

up during his noon hour from the Post office

and took me down and Parley brot us back

his wife and Inez were here for a few days

also Sarah Mc. They all went down Friday

Alice and Jabe came up last night and

brot Harold who came up last night and

surprised them, He has a weeks vactaton

Grace and Art also came up.

I was so glad to get some advice about

my patent, as her Doctor went on a

vacation or I should say to do research for

[Letter 40 pg. 2]

10 days, and I have felt quite a responsibility

Harold says she must be kept down for

six weeks- that is where the danger comes

in phlebitis, it is a clot of blood and if it

moves it may strike the heart or brain

and they die.

They have been worrying wondering if I

could stay with them the four weeks more

I said there was nothing to hinder only
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the fruit is coming, I may bring the

pears up here as they ripen so slowly

and they thot perhaps they could get someone

from Salt Lake to come for a day or two

I dont intend to put up too much for

peaches are going to be 350 bushel and

pears more than that they say.

As far as I am concerned I use very

little, but if Ruth comes home she is like

you for fresh fruit, and then there will

be the baby to consider too,

I feel like I just cant leave this dear sweet

lady, she depends so much on me, and I

have certainly been blessed in caring for

her, She couldnt do better, her tempture is

normal today, and she had the best nights

rest since she was taken sick

They are so grateful to me, but I told her

yesterday, I was in the same condition that

she is when I hurt my back, and my
sister cared for me for three weeks. I told

her then I didnt want her to get down

but I hoped someday if I could be of help

to someone I would in a measure pay

[Letter 40 pg. 3]

the debt I owe to Sarah Mc. of coarse I

didnt think I would be needed so long

Kent came home from Denver, but I havent

seen him yet, some of them may drive up

this afternoon

While I was down town the other day I

didnt go home at all. and just as we were

eating lunch in the lovely back lawn with

such beautiful flowers Elton and Ethel came

and said they came in on business, then

drove up the canyon to see me, Th[-] [-]s the

first time I have been away, but they

came to Fannys.

Monday afternoon. Elayne and Nan

and Dixie drove up yesterday afternoon

and Nan said she was going to bring

me a letter that came a long time ago

but had forgotten it. I asked who it

was from, she said Uncle Bud, I just

wanted to shake her for not bringing it

I told her to mark Wildwood on it and

I would get it today.

Last night about 9 oclock as I was

coming from Brockbanks after giving

Mrs B. a rub and fixed her for the

night, I met Elayne and Alice Dixon

coming to find me, Art, Maurine

Elayne Dixie and Helen Saunders

from Salt Lake were here, Art handed

me the letter and was I glad

[Letter 40 pg. 4]

before I got it tho. Henry Alta

and the children came up and

he told me you had gone out

to W. Va, I was so relieved, hope

you will enjoy the change

I am enjoying my self so much

have seen more of my relatives

since being here than in a year

at home
I went up to see Emma yesterday as

I saw a car there, and I ran into the

whole family, Edith and her husband

and his parents, Arnold & Emma, Aunt May

and Leah and her family came down.

Arnold and his family, I think May

is going to stay for a week.

I havent heard from Ethelyn for a

long time, I have written her,

I guess I had better close or the

mail man will leave without it.

With all my love

Mother

Letter 41 August 28, 1943

[Letter 41 pg. 1]

Camp Pickett, Va Wildwood, Provo Canyon

- 9/5/43- Aug 28.

Dear Clarence, No letter from you today

this being the day I look for your letter.

Hope you are still in the mountains and

enjoying the cool breezes as much as I am.

The weather is ideal, warm in day time

and so cool and nice for sleeping

Rex brot the truck up to nite to move

Delenna down, I will miss them a lot

they have the cutest children, and her baby

is one day older than Alices.

I want to sleep here as long as I do

not feel nervous, if I do I will go and

stay at Brockbanks, but would rather sleep

here, so far I have enjoyed sleeping alone.

Osmonds are still here and will be for awhile

yet I think, they are expecting Waldo this

week he hasnt been home for four weeks

not since he had his foot taken off.

Spencer, Ruby and Hannah Pike came up

today to stay until Monday.

I will have a house full tonite, Elayne

and her soldier boy friend, Alice Dixon

and Maurine Hoover and theirs, I told

them if they would like they could stay

all night, as I would be sleeping here

I told them these boy friends were

not permanant, they agree with me, they

are at Camp Williams, and I guess amy
life gets quite tiresome, The one Elayne

[Letter 41 pg. 2]

goes with I think is from New York

his brother is a minister and has put

him thru school, another a catholic, but

they agreed not to talk religion, they seem

to be good clean boys

The girls get so bored for all the boys their

age are in the army. I wish some

boys parents would take you in and

make it pleasant for you.
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I am supposed to make hot cakes for

their breakfast, so I will not be able to

care for my patient as early as usual

she is getting along nicely as far as I

can tell, altho her doctor hasnt been for

over two Hvee weeks, He has returned

home, but had to go to Salt Lake for two

days medical convention, I hope he comes

up in the morning. It is 3 weeks tonite

since she was stricken, and I guess in

another 3 weeks she will be able to be

moved back to Salt Lake.

I went down home last Wednesday

and brot back a bushel of pears, and

every thing to put them up with

they ripen so slowly I can only do a

few at a time,

They will have to get someone to stay

with my patient while I go down and

put up my peaches,

I received a letter from Ethelyn

last week, she is still in Cal, and

doesnt say when she is coming home
or how she is feeling, says it will

[Letter 41 pg. 3]

be impossible for her to spend any

time with me in Wildwood. She says

she is very anxious to get back to Utah

and resume her visits with me again.

They hadnt heard from Neal for some time,

he is in some port in Australia for a

short land duty.

K[—]te has been in Seattle for some

time, but wrote he had been ordered

to go to Adak in the Aluetians.

Bill had received his navy uniform

she said he was thrilled to get it as he

was so self-consious in about not being in

the service.

I guess you hear all the news from

the girls, Ruth says Linda has started

to creep in her bed and gradually works

herself up against the head board in the

corner, and then it hurts and she crys

She seems to be very forward for her

age. She says Fred is studying very hard

for his basic exams in about two

weeks, and it will be that way until

Dec. And perhaps even worse when he is

intert[- -]g according to what I hear

since there is such a shortage of Doctors

I received a letter from Alice yesterday

She said Leone v Olive Roys sisters were

visiting with them, and Rhea got there

Wednesday night, and she had just

arrived and they were listening to all

[Letter 41 pg. 4]

the news from Provo, Roy said if his

sisters would stay he would drive them

back on the 5th Alice says she is afraid

to come or let the boys on account of the

epidemic, I wrote and told her I thot

she had better be on the safe side

and not risk it, but I know it will

about of break her heart to see Roy go

without her. Sunday evening.

I have been helping the girls get dinner

and it was very delicious, I made hot cakes

for breakfast this morning.

Before they go home they are going to have

watermelon and cake, If I dont quit eating all

these good things I will put on so much

weight I will be unable to work

It has been very freakish weather today

clouds, sunshine, then showers, and this

afternoon we had a terrible thunder shower,

but it is clearer tonite.

Alta Henry and family came but they didnt

stay long as they said it felt like winter

[underlines in red]

and Tony was barefooted, and they had no

wraps. It didnt rain at home home.

Henry said it looked like they would be able

to get that Ercanbrack property, I guess they

told you about it.

We have a fire in the grate and it does

feel good, I will be glad to hear from you

again, may the Lord bless and give you

corage and strength to perform your work

well and return to us again Love Mother

Letter 42 September 5, 1943

[Letter 42 pg. 1]

Camp Pickett, Va Wildwood Provo Canyon.

9/11/43 Sept. 5 1943

Dear Clarence:- your letter went to 256 again

It seems strange all the rest of my letters

and even yours (advertisements) come

up here, but I got it in good time Friday

night Roy brot it up, as he was down

visiting with the boys at the store and

had supper with Maurine and Art, they

gave him the letter to bring up.

He called here Thursday evening on his way

from Denver, his sisters Leone and Olive

have been there visiting and he brot

them back, Alice nor the children didnt

come, I wrote and told her not to take a

risk as this Polio or infantile Paralysis

is spreading so, I heard yesterday there

are 24 cases in Provo.

Mrs Offeret told me yesterday, three of

Paul Stewarts children have it they think

They took them down from the canyon

two days ago, they are sure the little girl

has it, but the boys temptures wassnt

was'nt very high.

Dr Calder wood told me this morning

it is almost definate it is carried by

flies, when I look at Jim I think how
good the Lord was to him.

Elton and Ethel drove up for a few minutes

last week and they said he had got

his merit badge for life saving in
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swimming.

The Clarks and Hannah Pike came

up last night to stay until tomorrow

[Letter 42 pg. 2]

The camp is quite lively again for this

week end as to morrow is Labor day

I have never seen it so deserted for

the past week, When I came home after

giving my patient a rub for the night

it is so black down the road you would

have to just feel your way if it wasnt

for a flash light,

I trip along as brave as a soldier

and then I come into my bed room

and draw the curtains and read or

write, but if I see the Osmond light go

out I say my prayers and jump into

bed and snuggle down as cosy as can

be, with such a peaceful feeling I go

to sleep and hardly wake until 5 or 6

oclock in the morning.

The sun dosent get up until 9-30 so I

just lie until I am ready to get up.

Mr B. insisted he come home with

me every night, but I told him no

if I had a flash light I would be alright

so when he went to Salt Lake he got one

for me.

We moved the lady into the main

room where we have the fire place

as the mornings and evenings are

quite chilly, I am releived for I didnt

know how they would be able to move

her, but four men lifted her quite

easily.

We had to get her in there before

Tuesday as her youngest child is

[Letter 42 pg. 3]

coming down to be married at 11 oclock

Tuesday morning, her brother is a counsellor

to the Bishop and had permission to marry

them, then they will go down and be

married in the temple, btrt they let them

do it that way so the Mother could see

the bridal party and marriage.

Dont you worry about me overdoing

for I am having a ladies life, the

only trouble I am afraid I am
putting on weight especially around

the waist line, I dont lift or do any

heavy work, I am enjoying it all

a lot, The canyon never was more

beautiful and I am enjoying every

minute of it.

I finished putting up my bushel

of pears yesterday, but when I find out

if I can get my peaches from Sanheis

I will have to go down for a couple of

days and they will have to find some

one to come up for that time

Elayne and some of the girls came

up this evening, She is going to Okla,

to help Evelyn drive, Don is thru one

school and is now in another and

wants her to come, she said she

would pay Elaynes way back to

Denver as she was going there

on a visit before school starts

[Letter 42 pg. 4]

Alice has surely had a lot of company

Rhea is coming back next Wed.

I cant tell you much news while

I am here

Glad you are back again in your

barracks, for I know you will

enjoy yourself better.

The hour is late and I must

go to bed

Good night and may the Lord

guard and protect you wherever

you go

Lot of Love Mother

Letter 43 September 12, 1943

[Letter 43 pg. 1]

Cp. Pickett, Va. Wildwood Provo Canyon

Sept 23. 1943. Sept. 12. 1943

Dear Clarence-

Received your ever welcome

letter, glad to know that you are still

at Camp Pickett, altho it sounds as

tho you would soon be on the move
again, but I suppose we must expect

that.

I went down home Friday morning

to put up peaches, as Art phoned and

said they were ready. I wrote Mrs

Soulier a note ordering them, but

was quite disappointed they are the

worst I have ever had, large and

some very small, they looked and

tasted better than I expected, I put most

of them up Friday, Arnold was going

out to Palfer[-]nans farm for peaches

and I went out to get some tomatoes

for I didnt know when I would

get a chance to get them again

Doris and I picked a bushel of

choice ones ripe enough to can,

I put up nine qts yesterday

morning, and found out Spencer

& Ruby were coming up the canyon

about 1 oclock, so I put the rest of

[Letter 43 pg. 2]

the tomatoes in his car to finish

up here, will have to do them

to morrow or they will be too ripe

Mrs I. A. Brockbank cared for my
patient while I was away.

I dont know just when she can
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be taken home, I told them I wouldnt

mind staying another two weeks if

I had too, the six weeks will be

up next Saturday, and I hope they

can mover her then,

myself

I am enjoying more than I can

tell you, the canyon was never

more beautiful, the coloring is

so gorgeous, and in such a

short time too,

Today has really been hot and

sultry, last week quite cool

especially at night.

Roy came up to see me several

evenings, he left for home Friday

morning.

I was so happy when reading

your letter, to hear that he had been

able to get you such a fine match

I know how you would enjoy it.

for when I am up here without

a time piece I am practically lost.

[Letter 43 pg. 3]

I havent seen Henry for sometime

was so glad to hear that you had

received the payment for your home
so you could apply your share on

the other.

Arthur came over the other night

to see me when I was down home
he said the store had paid out

40 thousand dollars in bonus

to the employees, he and Lynn

were able to pay Janet, he said

he was now out of debt, you

know how pleased I would be to

hear that,

I think the estate is clearing

off a lot of indebtness, and above

all my home is cleaned off again

The Lord has certainly blessed us

and I feel that I am one of the most

blessed women in the world not

with wealth, but in having such

a wonderful family, all living

such good clean lives, thru the

teaching of the wonderful church

to which they belong, and Citizens

any community would be proud

of, These mean more to me
than all worldly things

[Letter 43 pg. 4]

and I am proud too to have such

a fine son, to go into the service

and when necessary fight to uphold

the standards of his country.

Clarence, I was thinking if you should

be sent over, why couldnt you make up

a code, then you could tell me different

places you go. This may not be feasible

but I was wondering if it would be

alright.

Grant Dixon came in the day

I was down home, he is going to

Wendover Utah, he is now a Qt,

Lt. He surely looks fine in his clothes

is much thiner too.

Eldon has gone to the Pacific,

Aunt Sarah Dixon came up to see

me and we had such a grand

talk two hours was'nt long enough

for us to tell all we had too.

Mrs Kartchner came up with Ray

and his wife and her sister and

husband from Salt Lake.

Irene Osmond is sleeping over here

at nights as her Mother has gone

to Ogden, it is much wiser to

have company. The Brockbanks

want her to go up and eat there

[Letter 43 pg. 5]

with me.

Rhea came home from Denver

Wednesday, and is loud in her

praisis for the treatment she

received there, she says she

feels like a different person.

The higher grades of school are

opening tomorrow, I dont know how

long it will be for, in Salt Lake they

did the same, but there were 7 new
of Polio

cases and now they have closed

all the schools there.

There have been 3 or 4 deaths in

Provo, some older people are getting

it too, Mrs Don Clayton in Orem

died yesterday, I do [-] hope it dont

spread for it is a terrible thing

I see it is past my bed time, and

I should write Alice & the folks

I have had so much company

I have been unable to do any

writing today.

I do pray that the Lord will

bless you with Faith, Courage and

strength to face what ever comes

to you is the loving wish of

Mother

Letter 44 September 18, 1943

[Letter 44 pg. 1]

Cp. Pickett, Va. Wildwood Provo Canyon

Sept 25, 1943 Sept. 18. 1943

Dear Clarence,

Not being at home I dont

know if there was a letter from you or not.

I expect you are out for your training

by now, but thot you might have written

before you went.

I thot perhaps I would have been home
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this week, but told the Brockbanks I

would stay another week, but I did want

to go home then, they thot perhaps they

would take her to the Hughes hospital in

Spanish Fork as they had no one to take

care of her at home,

Then Dr Preston Hughes came over

to night, and they told him I couldnt

stay longer, he said they could takeher

home next Saturday after noon

I just hate to leave they are such

grand people and have treated me
royal,

Mrs B told Clarissa Eastmond

the other night she would liek to

adopt me and they would give me
the best the land the land afforded

I told them after a week or ten

days when I had got things done

I wanted to do at home, if I could

[Letter 44 pg. 2]

releive some one for a week I would

be glad to go, Mr B. said when you

talk like that it makes a big lump

come up in my throat.

I have enjoyed it a lot, the fact

that I am here in the canyon at

this time of the year, it is the first

time I have even stayed this late

and surely the most beautiful

month of all.

The colors on the mountains are

just georgous, and this past week

has been about as hot as any time

only we dont feel it so bad because

the days are shorter, last night there

was a warm breeze blowing and

it was warm nearly all night

in fact the early part of the night

I had my feet out of bed, can you

beleive that? after sleeping under

woolen blankets most of the summer
I put up 10 quarts of pears for the folks

today and they were quite thrilled about

it. Spencer and Ruby and Hannah Pike

came up this afternoon, he says

he has sure had a lot of funerals

and graves to dig.

[Letter 44 pg. 3]

Flora Fisher came up with Virla

Berrell, it seems nice to have people

in the camp, it has been quite deserted

Irene Osmond has been staying here

for about a week and it does seem

nice to have company in the house

She went down yesterday to attend to

some business and put up some
corn. She eats up to Brockbanks

and enjoys the food as much as

I do.

I will have to get in touch with

one of the boys to come and take me

home, I think I will close the place

up for the winter, I dont think any

one will be coming up now.

I got a letter from Ethelyn, she said

she hadnt heard from you since the

1 of July, thot perhaps you had been

shipped over, until I told her you

were still on good old U.S.A soil

which she was glad to hear.

She says she is very lonesome and

anxious to return to Utah, but it looks

like she will be there until Christmas

She felt bad because she had to

resign her job at the University

[Letter 44 pg. 4]

she never says she is sick but

she must be.

She said she met Grant Dixon

at Church and he gave her an

invitation to attend his graduation

exercises and she promised, but was

too ill to keep the appointment.

She said her mother wrote and said

she would go down again and stay with

her but she knows her mother is needed

at home.

If I hadnt been away so much

and transportation wasnt so terrible

I would go down for a while, but I am
a little homesick to be in my own

cozy little apartment.

I sent word for Henry to go and look

for that book and send it to you.

I am glad you asked for it, for I

am sure you will get a lot of comfort

out of it.

The last I heard of Aunt Sena she

was in a very bad way.

Elizabeth Taylor is being married I

was invited to her shower today but

couldnt leave here, and just think I

missed our sisters club Thursday

too, but I will be able to catch up

soon I guess.

Well Buddy dear keep your chin up and

smile, and remember your mother is still

praying for you. Love Mother

Letter 45 September 26, 1943

[Letter 45 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] Provo, Utah. Sept. 26. 1943

OCT. 4. 1943

Dear Clarence:

Received no letter this

week, I think you did tell me when
you were out taking the new training

you would be unable to write or receive

any mail.

Well I am home again, Lynn came

up about four oclock yesterday afternoon
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and we sure had a load. I was too

tired after getting home to do anything

except clean the refrigerator, ta+k

take a bath and go to bed.

I was up at 7.30 this morning and

even tho it was the Sabbath I just

had to empty some of the baskets and

cartons in order to move around in

my small apartment, I brushed a

little of the dust off things to make

the home liveable until I could

give it a better cleaning

The Brockbanks decided to take

Jennie to Spanish Fork hospital

for a week or two, as they had

no nurse at home in Salt Lake

to care for her, I nearly broke

[Letter 45 pg. 2]

down and tell them I would go

with them until they could get

some one, When I went to the car

to help fix her on the stretcher

she put her arms around my neck

and wept so I could hardly stand

it, but I told her after a week or 10

days at home if they needed me I

would go back to her house and

help her for a week or more.

I feel that they have overestimated

what I did for her.

He came down just as he was

leaving and we were packed up

ready to go, Lynn was around the

cabin fixing the water he went

around and handed him a letter

to give to me when we got home

When I opened it, I felt bad for in

the letter was a check for 50.00

and the sweetest letter. I didnt

know what to do, Lynn send send it

back, but after reading the letter

I decided not to do it for fear of

hurting their feelings

[Letter 45 pg. 3]

I think I will copy some of it and

let you judge if you think I was

right in not sending it back.

He wrote,

Dear Aunt Rye, I have a collection

of canceled checks, so if you will endorse

this check on the bank just as it is

made out, (he made it to Aunt Rye] not

even Taylor) then go to your bank and

cash it, it will add greatly to that

collection.

Now Aunt Rye I know what

you are thinking, and I also know that

some time during your life there has

been some little thing you have always

wanted, or wanted to do, but just felt as

tho. [Well you know what I mean] so accept

this little rememberance and go and do it

and make the Brockbanks family, happy

again, just like you did that Wednesday

morning in August, when you walked

into our cabin, just like an Angel

from Heaven and brought us happiness

and with you love and tender care

you have done for us something that

will never be forgotten, so do this one

little thing now and make us happy

again, and with our love and again

many Than ks and may the blessings

[Letter 45 pg. 4]

of Heaven ever and always be with

you Lovingly A.G. and Jennie Brockbank.

I have been thinking how I would

answer them, I have finally decided

I will tell them I will put that

amount along with the luxury money

you send me each month, and start

a Itrxttry fund and when I feel

there is some thing I would like but

it is a little extravagant, I will

from my
feel free to do it my-my fund.

I told her you gave me strict orders

to spend the money you send me
each on my own self.

They have been so grand to me
in every way I have felt well paid

if it was for nothing more than

giving me such fine meals for over

six weeks, and no house work or

cooking to do but just live like a

lady. Then too he has given me so

many things they manufacture themselves

such as cleaners, furniture polish two

different kinds, floor wax, shampoo,

a grand broom and so many things

I cant tell all, also paid Mr Offeret

to bring me logs for the fire place.

[Letter 45 pg. 5]

Well Clarence I guess you would like

to hear some home news, but I havent

been home long enough to visit and get

the low down on things yet.

I received a letter from Janet when I got

home yesterday, she says they have done

very well on their place this year

they paid off 1,2.00 on their home and

one of the loans with the money

the boys sent with a little added to it

They are in hopes of finishing paying

off their home in the spring when

they sell the rest of the hay

She wants your address, says she is

ashamed she hasnt answered your

last letter

It sure seemed good to go to church

again, I went to Sunday school and

to meeting to nite. They put in new

officers in the M.I.A. I didnt know

hardly any of the men, Maud Markham
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is still President of the ladies.

There are so many strangers moving

in, I dont know whats the matter

with our people such a poor attendance,

you hardly seen a young man
anymore.

[Letter 45 pg. 6]

Henry came for me to go to his

place for dinner, and I spent the

afternoon there, and visited Cess for

awhile too as the men had to go

back to meetings.

Henry and Alta brot me down in

time for church, They took me around

to show me the houses that are going

up, some of them are nearly up to

the barns of the State Mental Hundreds

of them and still the Chamber of Commerce
are pleading for more homes to house

the workers who are coming in soon

when the Geneva plants starts operations.

This beautiful peaceful little town will

never be the same again.

I guess you hear from the girls

so I wont tell you any thing about

them,

Henry said they sent your book

trust you got it,

Trust you are well and as happy

as you can be under the circumstances;

May our Heavenly Father guard and

protect you and bring you home
safe and sound to us again when
our Liberty is assured us.

With all my love Mother

Letter 46 October 1,1943

[Letter 46 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion]

[ Oct. 31. 1943 Provo, Utah, Oct. 1, 1943

Dear Clarence: Was so pleased to receive

your letter today, and to hear that you

were back again at Camp.

You dont go into details about your

trip, but it sounds like you might

have been on a voyage.

As I read your letter it sounds like

you are expecting to go on a long voyage

of coarse you cant tell when, and I

will be wondering where you are

going, and praying for your safety

I will be anxiously waiting to hear

from you, and where you are,

but wherever you are your Heavenly

Father will and can protect you

I called to see if Henry had been able

to get your watch repaired and sent

to you, I know how lost you will

feel with out it. He was in Salt Lake

Alta said and she said she thot

she heard him say something about getting

a part for your watch.

Elton and Ethel came in this morning

he went on to Salt Lake to conference

and Ethel stayed here, I think she

may go with him in the morning

[Letter 46 pg. 2]

Altho no women will be able to go

to the meetings.

I listened to the opening session of

Conference this afternoon over the radio

and I enjoyed hearing the new

apostles speak Andre Spencer W Kimball

and Ezra T Benson were sustained.

I remember Benson living at Uncle

Roys place when he was here going

to college, and was such a fine

young man, he has been in Washington

for the past four years, I think he was

in the agriculture dept.

I have been quite busy since I came

home. Monday morning I cleaned the

basement so that I could put my
fruit away. Tuesday I visited

Mrs Hoover to see about the history

of her life I am writing.

Wednesday I went shopping to see if I

could get a hat, I couldnt find any

thing I liked, but I did get a pair of

yesta shoes to wear in the

house for comfort

Yesterday I washed the curtains

bed spread etc. and ironed for a

short time this morning, until

I had to make another trip to

get a little meat, cheese, bacon and

[Letter 46 pg. 3]

wanted to get butter, but none was

to be had, After to morrow you will

have to pay 16 points for a lb of butter

that would take all the red points

for a week. As I have been away

so long I had some red stamps saved

they had to be turned in today or they

would be void.

I was surprised to see how prices have

raised, I bought a tiny cantaloupe that

other years I would pay about 3 cents

for and it cost me 12C.

Elayne came back from Denver Tuesday

tired with her long ride, but enjoyed

her visit to Denver very much.

Well the 10.30 P.M. broadcast is just

furnished and that means lights out

for me, good night, my dear boy.

Sunday afternoon.

Dear Clarence, I was some what

shocked yesterday morning when I

received a card giving the change in

your address, I have been expecting

it for some time, never the less

when it came, my courage failed
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me for the moment, but in a

few moments my faith and courage

[Letter 46 pg. 4]

was restored. And my thots will

be with you and a prayer in my heart

each hour for a safe voyage.

on the radio

I have been listening to the speakers

at the General Conference in Salt Lake

their talks were very inspirational

and have given me more faith

and hope to carry on each day.

Aunt May came in this afternoon

and gave me the surprising news

that Verl was going to be married

next Friday, I dont know the girl

but her name is Hodson and

she lives in this ward I think

He is transferred to Logan and

will take his wife there to live

I hear Maurine Dixon has a very

dear Gentleman Friend I think his name
Niyan

is Child he is a widower with a

little girl 6 years old, He isnt much

older than Maurine, I dont know

how it will end.

Elton came in last night and we
had a nice visit, Seems to be

taking his new position in the

right way, plenty of work attached

it to it and he looks some thiner.

May the Lord bless and protect you

is my constant prayer. Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 47 October 10, 1943

[Letter 47 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] 256 North 5th West

NOV. 7. 1943 Provo. Utah. Oct, 10. 1943

Dear Clarence,

Was surprised to receive

letter

your very welcome yesterday. I had been

thinking of you all week or since I

received the card telling of your change

of address, that you were coasting along

on the briny deep, this shows we
should not jump at conclusions, should we
I am glad to know that you are still

on the soil of good old U.S.A and

are well.

As they have been warning people,

parcels for overseas, couldnt be sent

after Oct. 15 for the boys Christmas presents

Startrips candy Co are packing 5 lb

boxes of candy to send over seas,

they are in metal containers all

packed ready to mail, I ordered are

and Art is sending it out tomorrow

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon

It is your Christmas present, and if

it comes to you before you leave

you can do as you like, If you could

keep it and had room to take it

with you, it would be nice for

Christmas, but do as you think

[Letter 47 pg. 2]

best.

I received a letter from Alice yesterday

she said they made cookies to send

my
you, but when they received vow
letter telling of change in your address

they decided it was too late, and Aria

was going to help them make a

Christmas cakes, she puts them in

cans and seals them to insure

their freshness.

Verl Dixon came in Wednesday and

asked if I would go with them to be

married, when Aunt May knew I was

going she said she would like to go

I got her clothes ready and she

enjoyed it a lot.

I have never met the young lady

until then, but I like her a lot

She was one of the most beautiful brides

I have seen, had a lovely white satin

dress. After the ceremony, we all

went over to the Hotel Utah and had

a grand fried chicken dinner a in

the Empire room, The first time I

have eaten there.

It was some class neg colored

waiters, silver service and every

thing complete.

Erma and Edith drove up

[Letter 47 pg. 3]

and took her parents, Verl and Adryne

stayed in Salt Lake, and we came

home with Erma, Verl has to report

at the air port in Logan in the

morning as Instructor, they will

make their home there.

As I witnessed the marriage and

the joy expressed by the couple, I couldnt

help but wish I could see you doing

the same thing, You know some time

my dear boy your Mother will pass on

not perhaps for years, but before

I go I would like to see you settled in

a cosy little home of your own, a nice

wife and family.

You have been such a wonderful

son to me I am sure you would

make a wonderful husband

and father, I know what you will

say you want to take care of me
but I am perfectly able to care for

myself and I hope it will be that

way for a long time yet I am
well and happy, enjoying life to its
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fullest extent, only one thing could

make me happier and that would

be to see the war end and you

return home safe and sound.

[Letter 47 pg. 4]

I went to Conference both sessions

today and enjoyed the speakers talks

and the peaceful influence that was

there, I often wonder how I would

feel if I was deprived of going to church

and how I prize the testamony I have

that my Father in Heaven lives and

answers my prayers and guides and

directs me each day, This means more

to me than all the riches of the world.

I am so proud of each of you wonderful

children, yes the eight of you (or I should

say seven, since dear Kenneth passed on

to join his father) have and are living

such clean lives, none of you have

ever smoked, drank strong drinks,

neither tea or coffee, things that are

not good for the body nor for the health.

When I think I am nearly 72 years

and as active as when I was 50 years

and enjoy such perfect health, I attribute

it to having indulged in none of these.

It nearly makes me weep when I

hear of many of our boys going into

the service and giving way to temptation

that oft times ruins their lives and

and the lives of their loved ones too

all these or most of the terrible things

that are happening are due to liquor

which deprive its victims of their sences.

[Letter 47 pg. 5]

I need not write this way to you

Clarence for you have been proven

and know the consequences of riotious

to those who do such things

living, If we only live as our religion

teaches us we still be true to our

teachings and church and true and

obedient American citizens, and

when we feel weak and discouraged

we can go to a higher power and tell

our troubles and have faith that

petition will not go unheaded,

I am sure at times you may have

a longing for home and loved ones

the same as we have for you, so

lets unite our faith and prayers

that victory will soon be ours

and we can all be together again,

when I returned from Salt Lake I

was told Maurine Dixon had been

down to show me her diamond ring

she got for her birthday, and is she

thrilled, they are looking for a house in

Springville, may be able to get one by

Dec when it is completed, They say he

comes of a very fine family.

Did I ever tell you Allie has a baby

boy and Sarah a baby girl. Gladys is

very proud of her baby boy. She thot perhaps

Ivan was going to have a furlough

but I guess not so he is going to Princeton

[Letter 47 pg. 6]

to school and wants her to go, he has

never seen the baby.

Paul and Ora wants her to go to N.Y.

and stay with them, it would only

be about a 2 hour ride for him to go

and see them when he could get away,

I have been busy again arranging

a program to be given by the other

Daughters of Pioneers Camp in honor of the

old Elm tree planted on our old home-

by my father

stead, I think it is about 68 years old.

they are going to put up a marker on it.

Celestia is going to sing "Trees," Rhea is

writing the history in Poetry, and

Arthur D will offer the dedicatory prayer

I will introduce the brothers wives

and who are now living and lived

there when first married and first

children born on the spot.

John and Sarah Aldous their first, your

father and I. Arthur D was our 1st. Ernest

and May Emma their 1st The men are dead but

have invited the wives to be there.

Thursday is our Camp Provo meeting

I will read the history of Margaret Hover

that I wrote, and so you see I have

plenty to do which makes me happy.

Perhaps I shouldnt write such long

letters, in case they should be censored it

would take so long to read them. Please tell

if I shouldnt, I saw Vern green this afternoon

at the art exhibit of Flora Fishers, he said to tell you hello.

Lots of Love Mother

Letter 48 October 17, 1943

[Letter 48 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] 256 North 5th West

NOV. 9. 1943 Provo, Utah. Oct. 17, 1943

Dear Clarence:

Your weekly letter did

not arrive yesterday, It may come
later, of if it dosent I will know you

are somewhere, perhaps on the water

or land

We must be prepared for any

thing to happen in these days, but

where ever you are Our Heavenly Father

is mindful of us and does every

thing for the best.

This past week has been a very

busy one for me, which is not unusual

for me lately, I am a great deal happier

when I am busy, especially if I can
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help someone else to be happy.

Monday visited on my district.

Tuesday Relief Society meeting

Wednesday had so many caller

I did little else but entertain them

Thursday read the history of Margaret

Parks Hoover, at our Camp of Daughters

of Pioneers, I wrote it before I left

for Denver last spring. She was

so thrilled I felt well paid for doing

it. I think I told you that they wanted

me to get a programme, for Friday

when the Daughters of Pioneers were

going to put a marker on the old

[Letter 48 pg. 2]

Elm tree that stands on an old

homestead, where Tillie Bailey [—

]

as near as we can tell it is about

68 years old

I gave a short sketch of the family

so that the six page poem Rhea had

written could be better understood,

She is surely clever at such things

told the story as the tree relates it

Celestia sang "Trees" very nicely, after

refreshments Arthur D gave the

dedicatory prayer under the tree

It was a beautiful setting the grass

is so green and well kept, with Tillies

nice home near, The sun was shining

so warm and cast its shadows on

the green leaves of that large Majestic

tree the frost hasnt touched it yet.

I had the farm girls there who went

back to the old homestead as my
brothers brides, also my sisters

Alice and Sarah, all in all it was

a very enjoyable day.

To night after church we are having a

fire side chat for the special interest group

of the M.I.A. I am having Celestia

come down and review the book "Green

Pastures, they say she does it very well.

I dont know what I will be called

upon to do next week.

After Sunday School this morning

Aunt Sarah L and I were visiting

when Henry drove up and

[Letter 48 pg. 3]

insisted I go home for

dinner, He comes down for the paper

each Sunday as they leave it at the

store.

On the way up we called for

Phils wife and children, He has gone

deer hunting, These poor Doctors it is

a break for them to get away once in a

while for they are under such a nervous

strain. I think he has a very good practice

and is at the hospital a great deal of the

time

I guess you hear from the girls, they

keep you informed on what is happening

in Denver.

Arts family all seem so grow up, they

are all so busy. Kent and Nan work at

the store when not in school, Elayne is

taking training at college, and I hear

some very flattering things said of

her teaching, She has been going out

some lately with Grant Fisher, after his

return from the mission Field he

underwent an operation, when he

reported to the draft board they said

his condition would be better in a

month and to come back then

Sarah Mc came and stayed with me
Thursday night and Friday, so that

she could attend those meetings

Tory is coming home on a furlough

to morrow. It hardly seems worth

while he gets 15 days, 5 coming

[Letter 48 pg. 4]

5 going and 5 days here. Aunt Sarah

seems to like it out there, but now they

have cut the gas ration to 3 instead

of 4 gal it is hard to get in and out.

Henrys little boy Stephan has been

quite sick again he is better today

Tuesday I am to be one of the judges

of election, I dont feel as nervous this

year as I did last

This road has been buried with

deer hunters for several days, I was

just reading in the herald the Mr
Offeret and his brother in law. killed

a 300 lb cinnamon bear above

Wildwood I am wondering if that was

what Irene Osmond and I heard one

evening when we were strolling up the

canyon road, there was a crackling

of bush on the hill just above us, and

I can tell you I never went for a

walk again before I came home
I see it is time for Church will finish

later.

10:30 P.M. have just got home, had a very

enjoyable evening, Cess read the play

so well, we had a good time out too.

I trust you are well and fit.

I am so happy and contented, because I have

so many things to keep me busy, Of coarse

where you are and what you are doing

my prayers ascend in your behalf.

and pray for peace to come that our boys can

return home. God Bless your my boy Love Mother
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Letter 49 October 25, 1943

[Letter 49 pg 1]

[illegible deletion] 240 North

Nov. 14. 1943 Price, Utah, Oct. 25

Dear Clarence,

I think I told you in my
last letter I was coming to Price for a

short visit

I came last Saturday morning with

Hal on the store truck, We left home about

six in the morning while it was still

dark, so you will know I had a good

time, As the family always say if you

are going on a trip be sure and go early

or Mother wont enjoy it.

The ride thru the canyon was fine a

little cold but we had the heater on and

the big truck rides so easy more so I think

than the buses.

Elton has been working day and night for

over three weeks, helping renovate the

Tabernacle for the Stake Conference, They have

had high scaffolds put up to clean the

painted walls and ceilings, and the women
scrubbed the benches which were afterwards

varnished, also scrubbed and waxed the floors

lineolum was laid in the othet outer halls

with strips of carpet down the isles, it made
a big improvement all of them, but everyone

was tired, They still have a lot more to do

and will take more time for it.

I dont beleive I have ever enjoyed a conf.

more, Marvin O Ashton of the Presiding

Bishopric and Clyde C. Edmunds the head

man of the milk white egg ass'r, also

[Letter 49 pg. 2]

of the Welfare Committe of the Church, stay[-]d

here Saturday night, They are sure fine men
and doing a wonderful work

I think this welfare plan is one of the

most wonderful things. Men are sent

from all over by the government to study

our plan. I think Bro Edmunds said they

there were now 90 store houses built and

operating, also many industries established

I think he said there were over 50 million

cans of food put up this year, and that

commodity

is only one comod ity . These things will mean

so much after the war, at the present time

money seems so plentiful, and nearly

everyone who wants to work can,

I hope people will look to the future and

get out of debt and put some thing by, for

I am afraid after this is over we will

have another depression as we did before

Many are doing that thing, while others

say why worry we will get along someway
and lets enjoy to day.

It is appaling the liquor that is being

consumed since so many have moved
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in, and the sad part of it so many mothers

are working and let their children run

the streets, which will exact a heavy toll

in the future of the man and womanhood

of our country

What a responsibility the parents of this

day faces, I am so thankful my children

are raised and have come thru so clean

and wholesome, I know you have all

met temptations and every you have

[Letter 49 pg. 3]

withstood them you have been made

that much stronger. You will never know

the joy and happiness that fills my heart

when I think of my eight wonderful children

who have kept their bodies clean and

pure, never using tobacco or strong drinks

no profane language or live immortality,

and now that you are away from your

home and loved ones I still have the

same faith in you, and I also know

that whatever you are called to do for

your countries sake you will give the

best you have to for the freedom of our

glorious country.

I was so proud of Elton when he stood

up to preside before that large congregation

of people yesterday and the masterful way

he conducted, yet with such a sweet

humble spirit.

The evening session was held in the

Helper ward, with the visiting Authorities

in attendance, Their new church was

dedicated, It is one of the most beautiful

little chapels I have seen, and was built

under very trying circumstances,

Four years ago the site upon which it

stands was a rock pile, The rocks had to

be split in order to get them in the trucks

to be hauled away, upon excravating they used

tons of explosives to blast the sod solid rock

upon which it now stands.

They purchased a school building when
the town of Heiner was desered for 1.000

[Letter 49 pg. 4]

which furnished the brick, some doors

windows, hard wood floors and the heating

system, the ground is now landscaped

with beautiful lawns and walks.

It is certainly a credit to such a few people

I know the harder we work for a cause the

more united and happier we are.

They said men, women and children, cleaned

brick broke rock, painted and did most of

the labor. I met so many people who I

havent seen for years, I was so pleased to

meet Annie Redder I guess you remember her

she lived over by Gid Clarks, her husband

is a counselor to the Bishop there, and she has

been Releif society Pres. until a month ago. Her

brother Me[-]vin Redden is a chaplain in the

army, I cant imagine it unless it is because
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of his music.

I came intending to stay a week until the

truck came out Saturday, Elton receved

word he is to go to Provo for a Welfare meeting

next Friday, that makes it fine for me if

we can be ready, but I have receved so

many invitations out.

Since the snow storm last week (when so

many deer hunters, including 4 Provo and PI Grove

men lost their lives, amongst them Owen Ash who
married Donna Olpin they lived in our ward

when first married) it has been like summer

again the sun is really hot

It seems so nice to visit here and enjoy the

children, who I dont get to see very often now
they are in school, Julia is quite a nice

young lady now. Louise is a lovely child

Jim and Paul are getting big fellows too

I havent heard from Ethelyn for some time

I wrote her a long letter, according to a letter

from Fred they have made reservations for a

roomette for 26 Dec, but it takes that long ahead

to secure transportation He will intern at the General in

Salt Lake. With Loads of love Mother

Letter 50 October 31, 1943

[Letter 50 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] 256 North 5th West

NOV 25. 1943 Provo, Utah. Oct. 31. 1943

Dear Clarence:

Returned from Price

Saturday evening. Elton had to come

in to a Welfare meeting and the whole

family came.

Art forwarded your letter to me
and I am always glad to receive them

also to know that you are still on

this side of the water.

I am sure if you had the time you

could take in many of the historical

sites, of the Revolutionary war day, as

the New England states are full of

them.

I tell you what we will do, when

&tire

the war is over, and gas rationing

is a thing of the past, we will buy

a new car and take in some of the

sights I didnt get to see when I was

there.

Grandma Beckstead was telling me
today they had a cable from Owen stating

he had landed, The last letter they received

he was on a big ship on the Atlantic,

of coarse he couldnt say where he had

landed

I had a grand time in Price, It was

their conference,

The weather has been bad ever since
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[Letter 50 pg. 2]

I came home, yesterday it was a real

blizzard for an hour or two, I was glad

it q[-]uetined down before the folks went

back, as the canyons are so bad in

a storm.

The grandchildren are all growing

up so fast you will hardly know them

when you get back.

The more I see of Jim the more grateful

I feel to our Heavenly Father for restoring

him to his health and strength without

hardly any deformanities, I did notice

a slight limp when he has been

sitting and gets up to walk, he is

supposed to take exercise all the

time.

Even with the new treatment

for Polio Im afraid there will still

be lots of cripples, I read in the paper

the other day, where a young man
and his wife were both taken to the

hospital, but it is on the decrease,

I received a letter from Ethelyn the

other day, she said the Doctor had

given her permission to go to work

She was working for I believe she

said the Blue Diamond, a steel

corp. her boss was the head man
and that meant she had a private

office which she apprecated a great

deal, The wa[-] was interesting and

not hard. Dr Horsphal had granted

[Letter 50 pg. 3]

her a leave of absence for a year.

She is still taking treatments she

says. Have you heard her say what

was her trouble?

She says to tell you hello, and hopes

you dont have to go over seas.

I wrote Ruth last week and told her

if they couldnt find a place in

Salt Lake (and I dont think they can

if there is one to rent it will be too

high in price for them to reach.)

She was welcome to come here

with me, I am crowded but we
could still crowd for the babies

bed and what she really had to have

The same heat, light, and food would

cost her nothing.

Fred would only get off from the

hospital once or twice a week, or

I think that is all the interns

get, and he could ride the Orem

or bus. but I said I didnt want

to interfer with their plans, I wanted

them to do the best they could,

if they want to come I would be glad

to have them.

There was a picture in the paper

yesterday of Seth Smoot who has

just graduated from Cal. medical
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school and has gone to the L.DS

[Letter 50 pg. 4]

hospital to intern.

Ruth says Fred will only have 9

months to intern and will then

go in the army

Bruce Dixon is here, will go back

to morrow. Alice Dangerfield phoned

this afternoon and said Cliff came

in and surprised her, he would

like to go to Cal. to see his family, as

he hasnt seen them since they

left Panama, but may receive

orders to move on any minute.

Poor Cliff I think army life is quite

boring to him. even tho he is a

high man in the medical line,

but I think it is the best thing could

happen to him, he has always had

all the money he wanted and never

been diciplined.

I see people going to church so I had

better get ready.

We had lovely music on the violins by

Prof Swenson & Christensen.

Stanley Guin gave a wonderful talk on

Oliver Cowdery. I went out to the Cemetary this

afternoon and put flowers on your fathers and

Kenneths graves. You remember it is just 3

years today since Kenny left us.

I wrote Ethelyn a long letter, for I know this

is a difficult time for her.

I was just wondering if I should write such

long letters, do they censor my letters I write to

you, yours are all censored.

Good luck to you and God Bless you my
dear Son. Love Mother

Letter 51 November 7, 1943

[Letter 51 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion]

Nov. 27. 1943

256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Nov. 7. 1943

Dear Clarence,

Another week has passed

and your weekly letter was again missing

I dont know if you are still on land or sea

but where ever you are I trust you are

safe and well.

I thot of you today at our fast meeting

Ashton Fielding was there in his uniform

also Howard Lewis in his sailor suit

and Lester Taylor Jr.

Art called each of them and their mothers

to the stand and talk for her a few minutes.

Howard talked for a short time and then

broke down and cried, and the congregation

with him.

It seems he was on the ship that

was topeded torpeded, and the ship was

brot in for repairs so he is on a

furlough for a short time, He has been

so home sick and after such a harrowing

experience guess he hates to go back,

my heart goes out to all of the boys

but especially the young ones who

have never been away from home

before. Lester has been in Denver but

is going somewhere else. He stayed

with Alice while in Denver for one

night, and she says he seems changed

[Letter 51 pg. 2]

and really a nice boy. I just spoke

to him but didnt time to ask

where he was going.

Eva Warner phoned me yesterday

she phoned Arts home but no one was

home, so she called me to ask about

a book, she said in the summer he

asked for a book of Mormon, but when

she got wor[-] of him missing she

didnt send it.

Then he was reported a prisoner in

Romania, She got a card from him last

week, parcels and reading material can

be sent to them if sent direct from the

publishers.

I am renewing your Readers Digest

for your Christmas present as last year

I know you enjoy it, Also the Colliers

you can then pass them on to some

one else who dosent get any.

I hope they will reach you where

ever you may be.

Each week brings its work.

Tuesday I was at the polling place from

7 a.m. until nearly 10 P.M. The voting was

Dynary

nearly twice as heavy as at the election

due to a spirited campaign, and

some [- -]d stinging which I detest

Mayor Harding went in again with

about eight hundred majority over

Walter P White head. B.D Palferman won

[Letter 51 pg. 3]

twelve hundred over McGure, Iva J

Benson went away ahead of Mary

Smith who has been Auditor for

19 years.

Thursday night I went to a shower

at Aunt Fannys for her grand daughter Naomi

Friday I had Aunt Sophia and her sister

Eliza who is here from Arizona. They came
here for dinner and we spent a very

pleasant afternoon.

Friday night Janice and Lynanne

came and stayed over night, Saturday

Henry D Jr, Tony, Dixie, Douglass and Doris

Dixon, were here for dinner, I let the girls

go out and buy what they wanted for

dinner, they wanted weiners but Dixie

said grandma they cost 5C each I
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told them that was alright it was my
treat.

They had weiners burns, potatoe chips

and they couldnt get anything to drink

except (7 up) I had jello with cherries

in it and honey cookies.

The boys cleared the table and put the

chairs away. The girls did the dishes, and

we were on our way to the show,

"Human Comedy" which was very good.

Well we all had a grand time.

In Alices letter she said John cried

because no one sent him letters as

they did the others. I was going to

write him last night, but was too

tried, This morning I got a letter

[Letter 51 pg. 4]

from him, I couldnt read it as it

was all scribbles. Arthur printed his

but can only read a few words

I shall write and tell them some

thing I imagine they would like to

hear.

Alice said they hadnt heard from

you for a long time Ruth has had

one of those bad sore throats again

Fred was giving Sulfa drugs

Kent is all up in the air as he

has less than a month to decide

what he wants to do, He wants to go

in the Navy, but his parents doesnt

want him to go into that.

I told Art yesterday I would let him

do what he wants to, he should be the

one to decide.

Helen Chipmans Father is at her home
he has had three strokes and is in

a very poor condition, his wife is

not well, which makes it hard

for Helen.

The last time I talked to Henry about

your watch he said the jewler was

unable to get parts and was making

one which take a long time, I am so

sorry you have had to wait so long

for I am sure you miss it a lot.

I will be anxiously awaiting news

from you, but must be patient,

and trust in the Lord to bless you

where ever you go or are, God Bless

you my dear son Loads of love Mother

Letter 52 November 14, 1943

[Letter 52 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] Salt Lake City. 11.32E. 2nd So

12/7/43 Nov. 14 1943

Dear Clarence:-

You will see by the above

address I am on the go again.

Wednesday Art and Maurine were coming
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up here to see if they could get a watch

for Kent, I think he will go into the

army this week he has had his

physical exam.

I have been wanting to come up here

for some time, to see Mrs Brockbank

and my cousin Rye Rossitter who
has just got out of the hospital, and

I told Art I would like to go with them

and of coarse they were glad to take me
Mrs B had been home from the

hospital for three weeks, She had a

trained nurse from Smithfield near

Logan, she was a very dear friend and

came as they couldnt get anyone else, but

she felt she had to go home
The Brockbanks were going to phone me

when I walked in, They wanted to

know if I would come and stay for

two weeks or more if I could

Well I could hardly refuse, but told

them I would have to be home for

Thanksgiving as I was having the

family home.

I came up yesterday morning

but was very upset before coming

[Letter 52 pg. 2]

about 7.30 in the morning Maurine

and Dixie came over to tell me
D.TR had been robbed during the

night and about 3.000 dollars had

been taken,

We drove down and you should

have seen the sight, they had pried

the lock off the safe and taken all

the money, opened all the safety boxes

of the boys by prying them open

and then all the bands and papers

of all kinds in a heap on the floor

I thot about fathers watch which

I knew you put there, but that wasnt

taken, there were several watches in

the boys boxes but they were all left

no bands or checks were taken so

that made 2.000 in money.

The boys were all so excited I came away

not knowing all the details but I noted

an article in the tribune this morning

I will send it if it is still here.

It was quite a shock to us all, but

no good to worry about things that

cant be helped.

I am feeling fine, the weather is

so beautiful, and these people are so

grand to me. They have such a lovely

home, and every thing a person could

wish for, Mrs B is on crutches and

I hope she will be able to walk before

I have to leave

[Letter 52 pg. 3]

They are so thrilled to have me
they keep telling me how much
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they appreciate my being here, He says

you didnt come to work but just

be a companion to my wife

I brot a bottle of mince meat up

from home and made some pies

for dinner and they turned out very

well.

We had our Daughters of Pioneers

last Thursday at Aunt Sarah L's house

it was very nice.

Next Thursday is our sisters club

at Lindon, I told Sarah Mc I would

try and come, but since I have

been thinking about it I am afraid

it would tire me out leaving about

noon and coming back about 6 at

night and it would be dark before

the Orem arrived

I may drop her a card explaining

things

Helen Dixons father Mr Chipman

died and was buried Friday.

Maurine Hoover was married

last week in Nevada.

Her father and Mother went that

far and the young man came

[Letter 52 pg. 4]

from Cal there. She is marrying

one of the soldiers boys that wsere

up to my cabin in the Canyon

this summer.

I think Art and Maurine are not

feeling too good about their only boy

going into the army, I hate to see the

will not

youngsters go. for I think it w ill be

easier for them to overcome temptation

than the older boys

I wonder every day and night where

you and what you are doing

and I do pray this terrible war

will soon be over and peace will

come to the earth.

I will be so glad to hear from

you again, and we will be

thinking of you when we are

all together eating our turkey

with a prayer in our hearts that

you will be with us this time

next year

May the Lord give you courage

and strength to do the things required

of you each day,

And that you will return to us

again safely

With all my love
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Letter 53 November 28, 1943

[Letter 53 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] 256 North 5th West

December 20, 1943 Provo. Utah. Nov. 28. 1943

Dear Clarence,

I was so surprised to

receive two letters from you the same

day. The first or regular letter written on

22nd of Oct. You didnt say but I imagine it was

written while on your way. As the Vmail

was on Oct. 31 and you had landed then

The regular letter and airmail came

the same day, one written 22nd Oct. and

the air mail 14th Nov. so you see what a difference

in time.

I think I will send this by air and

you see how much better time it makes

than regular, I sent last weeks V. mail.

I have written each week since you

have been in the service, and hope to

continue.

I was so happy to know that you

were so well housed, some difference to

other places you have been in

I can imagine a little of what the old

castle looks like, I have visited many

of them when I was in England.

Trust you keep well I know how damp

that climate is, but that is better than

being in the North regions, where it is so

cold and hardly any day light.

Well my first grand son left Friday

morning for Salt Lake where he was to

leave that night for Camp Farragut Ida

I think, He couldnt get just what he wanted

but is in the medical corp Navy

Russell went with him I hope they can

be together. I was glad he could be here for

[Letter 53 pg. 2]

for our Thanksgiving dinner. Art came over

and asked if I would like to go over and

sing happy birthday to him and Russell

It wont be Kents until 5th of Dec. but it was

Russells. They were asleep, but soon were

awake. Art and Maurine gave him a fas

fine gold watch, Elayne made him a

birthday cake, it looked beautiful when
the 18 candles were lit, that was our

center piece for the dinner table.

Elton and family came in Wednesday

afternoon and went back Friday evening

We had a grand time, the only thing that

could have made it better would have been

to have you and the girls there.

There were 23 present. We cooked the first

dinner for the children, there were 11 at the

table what a jolly time they had and how they

did eat, all that was left of one turkey was

the bones, their mothers were afraid they

would pop.

They went to the show, Maurine and Cess
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washed those dishes, After a couple of hours

of visiting we started the next dinner

When I got back from Salt Lake I told Elayne

she should invite Grant Fisher to dinner, she

has been going steady with him for some time

he expects to go into the service soon.

He has been working at the plant and didnt

get home until 3.30 so he had our 2nd

dinner at 4 oclock. He seemed to enjoy visiting

with the family for an hour or two.

Alta and Ethel washed those dishes with

my help, When the children came home
the boys went out and bought 2 gals of ice

cream and sherbet, we ate this with

the birthday cake

Altho I am crowded in my small

apartment, everyone seemed to enjoy it

[Letter 53 pg. 3]

as well as when we had the whole

house, as long as I feel as well as I do I

want to have my family home at least

one day a year.

I looked at the grandchildren and decided

most of them are not children any longer

Elayne is going on 22 and is such a beautiful

girl, and Kent 18 and in the service, Nan

& Julia and John nearly full grown, and

so it goes. You will hardly know them when

you get back.

Henry took Stephan, and had his hair cut

the day after Thanksgiving, he was so disgusted

when all the children called him their

little girl.

Henry came down and wanted me
to go up there yesterday, I told him I had

my dinner, he said Grandma Hansen was

coming, I went up and had a five oclock

turkey dinner. They brot me back at 6.30

in time for church, which I enjoyed very

much. The Adamson family from PI.

Grove gave the programme, one girl has

just returned from a mission, another girl

played the violin accompanied by her

sister on the piano

I have been going to ask you about your reading

material. I have renewed your Readers Digest

but hardly know about the Colliers I imagine

that will be running out, Have you been getting

it, and what about the Era did you get that

I think Art is sending that to you

May got a letter from Eldon today he

[Letter 53 pg. 4]

said he found an old copy of an Era

and how he enjoyed reading it and

would like some more.

He is on one of the Islands in the

Southern Pacific.

Ethelyn said in her letter they hadnt

heard from Neal for over two months

I think they are plenty worried too.

People are worrying about Christmas

Alice writes from Denver saying she

would like to skip it this year, you

cant get anything you want and the

price is terrible.

I heard the same complaints in Salt Lake

also the same in Provo

I think I will do this year as I did

last, give stamps and that will give

our soldiers boys help to gain victory.

The weather is perfect, altho the sun

has gone nearly as far south as it can

go it gives some heat in the middle of

the day.

I had a wash day to day the first in

a month, I had all my table linen to do

up also my lace bedspread and curtains

in my bedroom and nearly all of them

dried.

I just wonder if you do your own washing

how you get the clothes dry over there.

I see it is getting late so will close.

Praying the blessing of our Heavenly

Father will attend you at all times, give

you courage and strength to do the things

required of you With all my love

Mother

Letter 54 Decembers, 1943

[Letter 54 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] 256 North 5th West

DEC. 28. 1943 Dec. 5th. 1943

Dear Clarence,

Your V mail arrived on

Tuesday Nov. 30. I have misplaced it or I would

give the date it was sent.

I sent you one V mail and the last

one by air, let me know which way you

would rather your letter go

I am happy to know you were still in the

same place and are alright.

This morning I went to Sunday school

and fast meeting, Then to Arts for dinner

it was very nice, wish Kent could have

been here to help us enjoy it, as it is his

birthday.

I received a letter from him yesterday

he arrived at the training Station Farragent

Idaho last Sunday a week ago. said he

thot he would never tire of traveling on the

train, but he sure had enough and then

some before he got there, He thot being Sunday

they would let them rest, but not so it only

took them about 3 minutes to cut his hair

and then take a lot of inloculations.

They appointed him chow runner, You would

perhaps know what that means better

than I.

The first thing in the morning after

chow they go to the drill hall where they

have their first swimming test, they have

to pass two tests before leaving Farragut

and it was surprising how many didnt
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[Letter 54 pg. 2]

know how to swim.

[-] He is anxious to know how Uncle

Bud is since he left and he has only

been gone a week, so you will have

to write the lad and cheer him up

some, He said the boys all look forward

to Sunday not for religious purpose, but

to get a rest.

He and Russell have located a

Mormon church, and have found some
other fellows who are Mormons and if

they can get away will go Sunday (today)

I hope they can for I feel the boys need

religion now more than any time,

especially those youngsters like him

His blood pressure was up the same there

as it was here too high I think, for a boy

18 years. I wish he was'ant such a nervous

temperment

Elayne is up in the stars today, I think

I told you she was going out with Grant Fisher

he gave her his bricker pin last nite

They both seem very much in love

I guess he will have to go in the service

in another week.

I hope every thing turns out alright

we all like Grant so much.

Nancy sure has a lot of admirers

I was over there the other night, and

two called and after she had gone out another

one came.

Can you imagine Dixie, a young

boy invited her to his home for his

[Letter 54 pg. 3]

birthday dinner at 11 oclock on Saturday

then they were going to the show in

the afternoon.

night

Wednesday the store are having their

annual Christmas party, I guess I

am invited as I was told I was

always to be a special guest.

I think they are having a turkey

dinner, it will sure take a lot of

birds to carry for that crowd if

there are as many as last year

about 200 I beleive.

Maurine and Nan came over last

night and invited me to go over and

stay at their home Christmas eve.

I know how they will miss Kent,

Alta phoned and wanted me to go up

there for Christmas dinner, I told her

I would if none of the others gave me
a special invitation, you remember we
were up there last Christmas, and

I dont want to be partial.

I am just wondering what you will

be doing, if you will have some of

the good old English plumb pudding

like I had the Christmas I was there

I am not worrying about you for I

know Uncle Sam will see that all

the boys has a good dinner

You never tell me just what your

line of you work is, are you still

[Letter 54 pg. 4]

doing clerical work as you did before

you went over.

I understand Owen Dixon is in Ireland

he too is stationed in an Old Castle,

Virginia is coming home after Christmas

I think she likes Army life.

I think Maurine Dixon was married

last week, but I havent seen her, I understand

they went to Dos ie Boise Idaho to Sarahs

and Clyde was going to marry them

They will live in Springville.

I do hope you get your Christmas pkgs

there should be several, Alice, Ruth, and

Aria from Denver, one from me, Henry

and Lynn. Ethelyn was telling me
she had made a pair of woolen socks for

you and mailed last week. She said they

were quite worried as they havent heard

from Neal for over three months.

Three weeks from today Ruth and Fred will

leave for home. I dont know what their plans

are. If she wants to come home I will crowd up

more and love to have them.

I want to tell you to let me know if I write

too long letters, if you would rather me
write the V mail, I want to do what is

for the best,

Remember we are all praying for

you and ask on Heavenly to let His

influence direct you and that you

will be able to do your part well and

return to us again when peace

returns to the earth.

With loads of Love Mother

Letter 55 December 12, 1943

[Letter 55 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] Provo Utah. Dec. 12. 1943

1/21/44

Dear Clarence.

Your letter will be one

day late as I failed to write last

night, It seems like Sunday is a busy

day. It should be a day of rest, from manual

labor and attend our churches for

spiritual food which is so vital

to every person.

Yes I do attend my meetings and

forget about work, but other things

crowd in to.

After Sunday school yesterday I

had dinner with Arts family, and

picked up the different paper to read

in order to keep up with the news.

Came home to write, but had a nap
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instead, then Henry and family came

down, the boys brot me a Doz of those

brown eggs I like so well.

Last Spring when they got their

biddies I told them to let me have

the 1st day, You should have seen their

faces when they came in all smiles.

I gave them 65C for them, they thot

that was too much, I told them that

is what I would pay at the store,

I think they said five hens had

started to lay. I am so glad they are

taking interest in things like that

[Letter 55 pg. 2]

all children should have some hobb[—

]

hobbys as well as their grand mother

I have had several invitations out

for Christmas Maurine and the foks

want me to sleep over there Christmas

eve. Cess phoned and invited me to

dinner up there, but she has her

folks and Alta and Henry will be

alone. So I think I will go there

you remember we went up there

last Christmas, so you see I dont

lack for places to go.

How time flies and changes come

It dosent seems so long ago when

you children were small and

each bring their socks or stockings

under the mantel, yes there were

eleven counting Father, Mother, and

Janet.

Now I am alone, Father, where

I trust can look down on us and

see the changes too, It is now past

three years since our dear Kenneth

married and in such a few months

he was called to join your father

all the rest are married and have

homes, and you were left to take

care of me, and Clarence I want to

assure you I havent forgotten the

many sweet things you did for

me especially thru your fathers

long illness I never could have

[Letter 55 pg. 3]

stood it with out your help

Then when Kenneth was ill you

did so much to help Ethelyn and I

and I am sure will be blessed

for all these things, and now you

are so far away.

After our evening services last night

I went to the Tabernacle with Art and

Maurine Dg[ -
]
Dr Florence J Madsen

gave a concert it was just grand

She is a wonderful conducter, I

noticed there were very few men
in the Chorus compared to other

times, The ladies looked beautiful

in their pastel colored evening gowns

It was 10-30 P.M. when I got home, to

late to write.

I think I told you last week of

Grant giving Elayne his Bricker pin.

Last Wednesday night we had our

annual Christmas party at our store

The employees all came in from

the branch stores. The long tables

looked beautiful with all the Xmas

trimmings, and the store the lower

floor has been newly papered and

all woodwork painted, and very

choice decorations are throughout

They served a turkey dinner. With

[Letter 55 pg. 4]

the cooks and helps there were

about two hundred ate.

After the tables were cleared, dancing

was indulged in

During the evening Julia spied a

beautiful large diamond on Elaynes

finger, of coarse we were all excited

about it, It is a beautiful ring

Grant brot it from Brazil when

he came home. This has been a

whirlwind courtship, and they are

both very much in love.

Everyone commented while they

were dancing at the store that night

what a beautiful couple they were

Grant left from Salt Lake this

morning for Tucson Arizona.

Elayne went up with his parents

to see him off.

Kent writes about every day. I read

two letters from him today, He has

passed a lot of exams and I thinks

they will justify him joining the

hospital corps.

He said they had been out

I think running races, he came in

6th and Russell his ch[— ] came

in 1st out of [-] 130. He says the

boys that smoke dont have the

wind and endurance they should

[Letter 55 pg. 5]

He says he is glad he never has

taken to smoking, and I certainly

hope he never will. So many young

boys do it because they think it

makes them more manly, but

later in life they regret it. and I

do hope he will never be tempted to

take the first drink, I feel that is

the worst thing that could ever happen

to him, So many times I have seen

men take one and it was their down

fall as they never could let it alone

again.

The papers are full of the most

gruesome crimes, due to drinking

I am entertaining the sisters next
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Thursday and of coarse we are

expecting a good time

I forgot to tell you after the programme

which was a very good, most of the

members kept us roaring with laughter

Asael Dalquist said he had some

thing he would like to present

He unrolled a white satin scroll

with gold fringe on the ends and

21 blue stars were mounted on it

and under each star was one of

you boys names that left the

store to go into the service, It is

hanging from the balcony, and again

[Letter 55 pg. 6]

this year they gave one new silver

dollar for each year of service.

The women got the start of the men
this year and voted to receive Vz

with their husbands, the husbands

voted No but the women ruled

Maurine and Cess got 11 new
dollars each

Stella Dixon has taken a position

teaching at the Snow College.

De Veda Taylor was telling me she

takes the Ephraim paper, and it

stated they had heard from Neal after

88 days, he cabled he was well and

a letter would follow. I havent heard

from Ethelyn since, but I know they

will all be so happy to hear from

him.

Maurine and Elayne are giving

Gerry Steedman a shower Wednesday

night, She and Bob will be married

next Friday. Gene Needham Jettas

youngest daughter was married last

Thursday. I received the 1st letter you

wrote Oct 29th last week it sure was a

long time coming. Thanks for the nice

Christmas card. I do hope you are

well I hear there is such a lot of Flu

in England and Wales. Take good care

of yourself and remember I am always

praying for you your Loving

Mother

Letter 56 December 19, 1943

[Letter 56 pg. 1]

[illegible deletion] 256 North 5th West

JAN 7. 1944 Provo. Utah. Dec. 19th 1943

Dear Clarence,

Was disappointed yesterday

again when I didnt receive your letter

as near as I can tell it has been

over two weeks since I received a

letter from you.

Your letters are very short and to

the point, not like my epistles, but

I enjoy them and miss them greatly

when they dont care.

Trust you are receiving mine for

I have never missed writing you

every week.

I saw an article in the news last

night and it said letters sent in Sept

were still piled up in England. I think

the last one I got from you was dated

29 Oct. in fact it was the first you

after

wrote before you landed.

I received another beautiful Xmas

card this week, I think you sent

it 16 November it has such lovely

sentiments, Thanks so much.

I do hope you dont get the Flu if

you havent already had it.

I hear there is a lot of it over there.

We have a lot of it here, but thank

goodness it is in a mild form

[Letter 56 pg. 2]

The folks in my apartment are

sick, that is little Carl and today

Betty is down. They are taking the

Sulfa drugs and that seems to

help.

We had Santa come to our S. S.

today he had the real old sleigh bells

on. the same kind the horses wore

when we were young and went

in the old bob sleighs sitting in

a bed of straw and wrapped in

quilts with hot bricks to keep our

feet warm. Those were the good old

days when we were care free and

didnt have to have heart ache over

war.

When it started to rain yesterday

I told the children around here it

would turn to snow and we would

have a white Christmas, It is now
Sunday afternoon and still raining

I hope it will soon before it gets

thru, the ground has actually been

dusty. I think a lot of the sickness

would clear up if it did snow.

As far as I know none of our family

have been sick only slight colds

Friday night I went up to the Timp

school, Dixie and Douglas took [-]

the leading part, they sure did

fine and looked their part with their

black faces

[Letter 56 pg. 3]

Thursday I had the sisters club

for a hot dinner. I served a leg of lamb

mashed potatoes, sweet candied yams

brown gravy, string beans and corn

canned by Alice and Ruth in Denver,

cranberrie sauce, sweet pickles, celery

cottage cheese, my own whole wheat
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bread, and butter Ruby sent me, also

mince pie.

I decorated the long table with green

leaves of wild grape Alta gathered in

Rock canyon, among these I stood little

red Santa's made of wax and with a wick

and place cards

in his cap to light as a candle

We all ft enjoyed it so much as you

know how we love each other.

Aunt Sarah L hasnt been well for

some time, we were so pleased to

have her here, altho she couldnt eat

she has gall trouble.

Just think one week from today

the folks from Denver will be here

that is if they come right then, but

now days you cant depend on

trains, air service or busses.

In Ruths letter last week she said

they had decided if they could get an

apt in Salt Lake it would be better

because Fred would only be an

interne for 9 months then

would have to go into the army

[Letter 56 pg. 4]

and she would like to be near to

him as long as possible, and

they would not be living so far

away but what they could come

home quite often. They came to Provo

until they find some thing or can

get settled

Kent seems to be getting along

alright, he sure writes a lot of

letters home, I guess when he gets

going full blast he wont have

much time to write.

Henry was just in and wanted

to take me up there for dinner, also

Art gave me a scolding because I

ate here I told them I had so much

stuff in the refrig. that had to be

eaten, Henry was saying he got a letter

from Ethelyn she likes her job so much

Dr Horsphal wrote to see if she could come

back the 1st of the year, but she will have

to stay there until June any way for her

treatments, I dont know the nature of

them.

I am feeling fine I hope I

dont get the flu as I have been in

many homes where it is.

Trust you are well and still in

the old castle where you were

glad you have some recreation

it will help you a lot

I do pray for you night and day

and I am sure the Lord hears my prayers

Love Mother

Letter 57 December 25, 1943

[Letter 57 pg. 1]

JAN 7. 1944 256 North 5th West

Provo, Utah, Dec. 25th. 1943

Dear Clarence,

Received your letter yesterday, written on Dec. 7

You said you had moved temporaly but thot you would be back

in the old Castle for Christmas. Trust you enjoy the day

I realize you could not enjoy it as you would at home, and

too where we realize the work you are engaged in cant bring

happiness to anyone at home or abroad, We know the cause we
are fighting for is a just and righteous cause and we have

to put our feelings aside and have faith in our kind heavenly

Father who knows all things and pray for peace to come to the

earth again soon.

Have had a very nice Christmas, so far and it is

9 P.M. I am in my robe sitting in bed writing as usual. I feel

relaxed when I do this, I write awhile or read until my eyes get

tired then turn on the radio which is by the side of my bed

Arts family wanted me to come over there and sleep last night,

since Kent is away I was to make up the number.

Shirley Taylor Elaynes cousin is teaching in Nev. and they

wouldnt let her go to her home in Canada, so she stayed there too, It

was a lot of fun sitting in front of a nice fire in the grate, and looking

at the heavily loaded tree with all it glitter and sparkle from the

many colored lights.

As usual Nancy had a date, and the others were all home,

it was after 12 midnight when all went to bed, It was hours before I

could go to sleep, things of the past year seemed to come before me
also things of the future at 7 a.m. we were ordered to come down

stairs The the excitement of opening our present was great, and

beleive me they were lavished in all, especially Elayne since she will

now be needing so many things for her hope chest.

Santa was kind to me too, Alice sent me a box filled with all goodies

fruit cake, cookies different varieties of her own make candies etc all

packed in such colorful packages. She said she didnt know

what to send me and as I was living alone and didnt like to cook

for myself, nothing could have [—]ted me better. Art as usual sent

roses and a lovely letter as he always writes. Ethelyn sent a

work hand bag she had made for me. Well I cant begin

to tell you have what I got they were all very nice

[Letter 57 pg. 2]

Later we went to Aunt Louier, Rhea and Amy went with me
over to the Dixons. Did I tell you grandma Beckstead is living

there and is so contented and happy, she was up at 6 a m and

went the the others in Valer[— ] car to Rubys home and had a

lot of fun with the others

I havent heard if Virgina was coming or not, She was

supposed to come 29 (Wed) but there seems to be trouble, the rail

men are supposed to strike on the 30th and that would be the worst

thing that could happen. The Pres. is trying to settle it but so far

hasnt done it, He threatens if they cant the government will

take over.

I really feel wicked about these strikes, they should

send the strikers or at least their leaders to the front and let

them suffers some of the hardships our boys go thru for

a very paltry sum, The more you give them the more they

strike, and they have high wages comfortable homes family

and every thing to what our soldier boys have.

About 11 P.M. Henry came and took me up there for dinner

It began to snow and the hill was quite slippery but we
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made it, I was scared stiff but Henry only laughed and said

that was nothing, They had much more snow than we
had, everything looked so beautiful, It just made Christmas

as the roads had been dusty, until it rained for several

days until Christmas eve.

We had such a grand dinner, and I went down and

visited with Lynns folks for awhile in the after noon

The Johnson family were there.

I took my gown and thot if the roads were too bad

I would stay all night, Art, Maurine, and Elayne came

up in the evening so I decided if I came down with

them it would save Henry a trip. They left the car

at the foot of the hill and I enjoyed the walk down
the hill in the snow.

Arnold came in last night to borrow a stamp and

we got to talking until 11 oclock it was too late to

finish your letter then.

This morning I went to Sunday school, there was a

very poor attendance I dont know if it was too much

[Letter 57 pg. 3]

Christmas or due to so much flu going around,

At 2 P.M. I went with Arts family up to the Fisher

home for dinner, we enjoyed it a lot. Afton and her

husband was there also Asaels Mother who stays with

them during the winter.

We came home and I am writing before I go to

church tonite, The choir is giving the programme, last

year it was very good. It is quite slippery as the snow

has been melting but I will have to get someone to

hang on to, wish it was vou

We had a real feast in church the choir did itself proud

the sweet strains of music under such an effecent leader as

Prof. Swenson and Alene Summons as organist, were certainly

inspiring. Verl and his wife were in the choir they came down

for Christmas Jo Geraldine Steedman and Bob Halliday were

married. Jack Halliday is here on a furlough and was married last

Thursday.

According to your letter you would rather have a regular

letter than a V mail I was wishing I had some air mail envelopes

as I know you will get your letters so much quicker, and Henry

and Alta were apologizing for such a small gift, they didnt know what

to give me as I have most every thing, when I opened and found

a box of this paper and envelopes I told them it was just what I

had been needing for so long, they said I could put six of these

sheets

and it wouldnt be over weight, now dont get excited because I know

you dont like too long letters, I have certainly written you an epistle

in this but there are so many things I want to tell you, as it

is about one year now since you left

It was so nice to visit in the different homes and see what the past

year has done for them all in a financial way. Art is entirely out

of debt. Lynn and Henry all but their homes, and our estate obliga-

tions

are cutting down very fast, as you know this has been my
one great desire to get out of debt. I am glad the boys have all

worked to that end, for no one knows what next year will

bring, People are already being alarmed as the government

is closing so many plants. The small arms plant in

Salt Lake has closed which let out 10,000 employes

They have ordered the structural steel work stopped now

[Letter 57 pg. 4]

Altho work has started and they are operating it now

Some say the other will continue later, our Senators are

working on it at Washington

Art was saying today it looks like Wilford Miller will

have to go next month, they may have to close down

the upholstery dept.

I have received so many lovely cards and letter at

this time, I sent June Bartlett a card and letter and

he wrote me such a grand letter, he is still in the

hospital, but says he can see an improvement, can walk

on crutches a little ways and is hoping and praying

that he soon will be able to go without his crutches

and home to his wife and children.

Before I forget it you mentioned of receiving the readers

digest, American and colliers, I subscribed for the Era

I do hope you get it for it has so many wonderful

articles, that is faith promoting, I cant remember

when the American and Colliers runs out, if you know

and you would like them write and tell me and I will

renew. I already renewed yours readers digest, I want you

to have every thing like that as I know you love to read and

then you can pass them on to someone else who dosent have

them.

Well if I dont stop I will be using 10 sheets, and I should

be asleep it is 10-30 and we are going to get up at 5 am to meet the

train Ruth and Fred are coming on. Maurine and all the kids will take

me down I guess some others will have to wait for their letters but

I want you to have yours wether they do or not

Remember I am constantly praying for you, and as the

scriptures tell us- "Be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed, for

the Lord, thy God is with thee withersoever thou goest,"

With all my love

Mother

Letter 58 January 1, 1944

[Letter 58 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

1/21/44 Provo Utah. Jan 1. 1944

Dear Clarence- Can you imagine the past year has

closed and today we start on another year, I hope the coming

year will not be any worse than the past, but from what

some of the leading men of the Nation say, we can expect the

worst year in history I do hope this time next year war

will be a thing of the past and all you boys and girls will

be home again.

Virginia got home this morning for about 10 day

furlough, she was surely thrilled. She looks so cute in her

army uniform. I asked how they could get one small enough

for her, she said it was size 12 the smallest they had, She looks fine

and seems to enjoy her work.

Jan 2 1944. I got sidetracked last night and couldnt finish

your letter. Rhea came over and stayed so late, It is the first

time she has spent that much time for a long time, as she is

so busy with her teaching and taking an extension course

Well it seems like I just cant write, Maurine came over

they are having a fire side chat at her home, of the younger

crowd, she had been here for over an hour, So now she has

gone I will try again.

Fred, Ruth, and Linda came last Monday morning

they were so happy to come home, but sad at leaving

Alice and family, Linda is such a lovely little girl, she has

a cold and is quite fretful.

Fred went to Salt Lake yesterday to start his intern
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ship in the General hospital Ruth went up with the Dixon

girls to meet Virginia, She went to look at an apartment they

had heard of, I dont like the idea of her taking it as they

cant get a blower to blow the heat up, it is an old house

being remodled, Ruth wanted that gas heater we had in

the back bedroom, but I gave that to the junk man, I

was always afraid of it, Lynn came in last night

and I was telling him, he told her not to consider

such a thing. They would have to pay 35.00 a month for

it. I tell her not to be in too big of a hurry to decide

[Letter 58 pg. 2]

I know she would like to be with Fred, and in that

particular neighborhood because it is only about 3 blocks

from Freds brother Rays place, and Ruth could take her

washing there, It is up near Rye Rossitters.

We are quite crowded with the babys crib and all but can

manage. I am very comfortable on the studio couch, Ruth

wanted me to go to my own bed since Fred has left but

I like this bed just as well.

I went to church tonight and met Eva Warner. She was

telling me she has just received two cards from Deb.

one was written 25 Oct. He was one of the flyers who bi[-]ned

the oil fields in Romania, said some of the boys were still

in the hospital, and he felt he was fortunate to get out as

well as he did. He is in the prison camp there, and seems

to be getting along alright.

Arts folks havent heard from Kent for a few days

I guess he is kinda getting over his homesickness

The weather isnt a bit seasonable for this time of the

year, Since Christmas we have had considerable snow

but s in ce so mild none of the windows have even been

frosted.

To nite Ruth and I were startled with a flash of lighteing

and such a heavy clap of thunder, it hailed then rained

and may snow a little before it gets thru.

Hope you are back again the old castle, for I know you

wouldnt like living in those huts and wading thru

mud and water

Clarence you tell me of those dances, but I am anxiously

waiting to hear of you dancing too, I think you used to like

to dance when you was in College, and now you need

it more than ever to pass the time away.

I trust you are well, in that damp climate for I

know when I was over there I was chilled to the

bone at times.

Ruth was over to Elaynes and Fred has just called

from Salt Lake I had dash over there after her.

[Letter 58 pg. 3]

It seems nice to have her home again.

I let her go to Sunday School today and I got dinner

and invited Arts family over. Shirley was here so she

came too, and the last minute Ben Alward came

to Arts and came over too. so we had quite a family

dinner

Fred said one of the interns were leaving the hospital

and he had been to look at that apartment, it is a semi

basement, two rooms and a bath, with all lights and

heat furnished, so I think they will take that, it would

be much better to be warm that is 35.00. they cant

afford any more than that, I think he will only get

about 20.00 per month. They have saves some as Ruth got

a monthly check from the government while Fred was in

the army, now he has gone into the hospital he is out

until 9 months when he is thru interning, then he

goes back again into the army.

Janet keeps writing me that she is expecting me to

pay them my annual visit, I have told her several times

I felt I should stay home for awhile

I feel less than ever about visiting as it seems like we
have had quite a bit of trouble with the stoker, one thing

we have had such terrible coal they dont wax it any

more, I had Blumenthal come up and adjust it but today

I had Glen Dixon come over and it seems to be going OK
now, but I like to be around and kind of keep a check on things

Glen was telling me they are laying hundreds of men off down

to the plant, I am just wondering what they will do with all of

these houses they have built.

I guess I have told you about everything, will close

Praying the blessings of the Lord to attend you wherever

you may go or whatever you may do

Lot of Love

Mother

Letter 59 January 8, 1944

[Letter 59 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

FEB 2, 1944 Provo, Utah. Jan. 8. 1944

Dear Clarence:

Received your letter dated Dec. 25 or Christmas

day, this morning. Was so glad to hear you were back in

the old castle and had a good turkey dinner and enjoyed

a quite day.

Was so glad you received all of your Christmas

packages, and I know you will enjoy their contents

It made me feel sad when you said some of the boy hadnt

received a package. I know you would share your good things

with others, but some how it is the thought that some one at

home is thinking of you,

If you havent opened your post[- -] can I think you will

get a surprise for Alta filled it with nuts and raisins

and I think you would enjoy them more than post[- -
]

I am glad you like the Readers Digest, This is the first year

I have sent it to Ethelyn and every letter she thanks me for

sending it to her, Also Havita and Bill said they want to thank

me too because they read it too, and Ethelyn says she can pass

it on to so many,

I think I will continue to have that for my Christmas

present to the families, every one, that I send it to say it is one

of the best because it last a whole year, and it saves me
a lot of worry. I bought 20.00 worth of defense stamps and gave

them to the children so you see how easily I got off.

I hardly ever go in a store as my wants are few.

Sunday evening, Rhea came in last and then one or an-

other we came in so I didnt get very far. Today Ruth had a chance

to send her things up, as Deb and Ethel were going to take his

sisters car up she came down for the holidays and the weather

was so bad she was afraid to drive back. That made two cars

to take all the stuff and there was sure a lot of it. Ruth decided she

would go to. otherwise she would have to go on the Orem, and

that would be hard with the baby. I thot it would be better for

her to go in a car and go direct to the home.

Alice Dixon was driving Virginia up to catch her train

Elayne went too, and they took some of Ruths things too

You see I have been for about 2 years accumulating and
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[Letter 59 pg. 2]

things as some canned goods before the rationing came, also

fruit jellies and jams, and some canned vegetables Alice

sent her

I hated to see her go, they have only been gone about 2

hours but already miss them. The baby is so cute, but very tiring

and needs so much attention. I tell Ruth no wonder she is

thin by the time night comes I am sure she must feel

worn out.

Fred came down Wednesday night about 9 oclock and

had to leave about 5 the next morning. He is supposed to have

every other night off and every other weekend off. I guess

he will be kept very busy, as there is a lot of sickness.

Mrs Frank Alder died last week, Also brother Robert Sauer.

he died very suddenly had been to s+r school registering students

This afternoon I was over talking to Maurine after Ruth had

gone and we saw a man staggering along, when he got to the

corner he turned East and fell, we were quite excited and she

said we had better go out and help him up or he would freeze

The snow was so deep you couldnt hardly see him, I was

just coming over to see if Carlos was home when a man
in Delia's apts came out they had been watching too. I went

and told him I had better send for the officers or he would

surely freeze to death, I asked him his name he mumbled

something I couldnt understand I asked where he lived finally

we decided it must be the hotel over Levens clothing store

as he said it was by Kovo. I noticed white spots on his

face and I told the man to help him walk and I got Maruine

to send for the officers, They picked him up, but I am sure

if he had laid there long he would have frozen stiff.

When Maurine and I say him she said how would you

feel if you saw one of your sons in that condition, well

I could only breathe a parer to my Heavenly Father in

gratitude for all of you wonderful children, and I do pray

you will all have strength and courage to resist the

first drink or smoke, then there will be no need to

fear of ever being in the condition of this poor man.

The snow must be 2 ft deep I have never seen it so

[Letter 59 pg. 3]

deep and such long icicles hanging from the house since

1937 when I had those snap shots taken of Aunt Louis hedge

I sent to Africa. We are blessed to have a nice warm house

A week ago we did have trouble with the furnace it wouldnt

feed, most of the plumbers laid it to the poor coal every one

has been getting, and I had a ton put in from the

yard after it had got wet, they dont wax the coal now

but this had been chemically treated and the dampness

caused it to clog and wouldnt feed into the furnace, Glen

Dixon came over and helped it a lot and by mixing some

of the dry with the wet it seems to be going fine, for

which I am truly thankful, I have kept a fire in

the grate ever since Ruth came so we didnt suffer

Today was conference but I didnt go, some time ago I had

trouble with my ears it was painful and throbbed at

night until I could hardly sleep, It seemed to be going with

the flu that was around although I didnt feel sick only

for a day was a little below par, since I can hardly hear

when people talk to me when I go to church or hear half

what the speakers say.

Ruths baby wasnt well last week and when a rash

appeared we sent for Phil Hansen who is practicing here

he pronounced it measles, but we decided it was german

for the rash went in two days and she has been fine

since When he was looking in her ears I asked him to

look in mine, he said it looked like there was a lot of wax

to put 3 drops of oil in 3 times a day for 3 days and to come to

his office and he would wash them out, I think the oil

is softening up the wax which has made my hearing

worse today.

Art said they had a very fine conference, Le Grande

Richards of the Presiding Bishopric was the visitor and

I always enjoy hearing him. I think I had better close and

write some to Alice, for she is so disappointed when she

dosent get her weekly letter on time, With fondest Love Mother

Letter 60 January 1 6, 1 944

[Letter 60 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

Feb 13. 1944. Provo. Utah. Jan. 16. 1944

Dear Clarence:-

Received your weekly letter on

Wednesday, Jan. 12. I think you wrote it on New
Years day. so you see it came thru in very good

time.

The letter you wrote Ruth on Christmas day

just came yesterday, I received mine written the

same day nearly 2 weeks ago. The air mail

is so much faster.

I was so glad you got Ethelyns package, I

think you have been very fortunate in receiving

all that was sent to you. I was glad you opened

mine and enjoyed the candy before you had

so much.

It was good you had so many to open

on Christmas morning or as you say it would

have been just another day.

I have heard some of the folks complaining that

as the packages had to be sent so early the

boys received them, and opened them but when
Christmas came they had nothing, so you were

wise to keep yours and feel the Christmas

spririt.

Well it just seems like I cant get on with this

letter. I was the Fishers knocking at Arts door and I

knew Art had gone to Priesthood meeting and Elayne to the

hospital, so I went over there. They brot such a beautiful

water color picture of some roses that Grant sent Elayne for

Christmas it is a beautiful thing Asael made the

frame for it. They also brot a lovely potted plant for

Maurine.

I guess I havent told you that Maurine was

operated on last Wednesday morning for a cyst or

tumor on her internal organs. Dr Merrill said it

was much more serious than he thot it was

[Letter 60 pg. 2]

She is getting along fine, yesterday had a lot of gas pains

I went up Thursday afternoon and stayed about 3 hours

she was saying how glad she was not go have those

pains, they were giving her hypos then, but they took them

away yesterday and then they started. Elayne went up

this afternoon and said she was feeling a lot better

I guess I sat in a draft from the window opened from

the top I took cold and yesterday I decided to stay in
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bed, I must practice what I preach that is what I say

if you stay in bed a day or two you will get better

quicker.

I am OK this morning except my head is still

stuffed up and my ears also. I have had trouble for

some time with my ears I could hardly hear.

I put oil in and then had Phil Hansen wash them out

last Monday, one ear felt better but he said the wax

was just like cement, he gave me a prescription to put

drops in for a few day and he would try again, I was

going up Friday but wasnt feeling too good and my ear

had ached so didnt want to touch it.

I hope I can have some thing so that I can hear better it is

so embarrasing when people talk to me
I was invited over to dinner by Nancy she said she was

going to teach Elayne how to cook, and I want to tell you

every thing was cooked perfectly, I helped Dixie do the dishes

Elayne came over and we have been talking for about

two hours, she is some busy girl as she is Pres. of the

Val Norn unit and it is rush week with so many

parties and responsibilities. There are about 60 girls going

to Elaynes home for a party to morrow night, I told

Maurine I would go over and help out all I could

They are expecting Kent home about the 26 of this month

I hope Maurine will be home by then

You asked for Owen's address I think he is still in

Ireland. Sgt. Owen Dixon 39681905

Hqs. Brty. 2nd Inf. Div. Arty.

A, P.O # 2% Postmaster New York N.Y.

[Letter 60 pg. 3]

I thot I wouldnt go out today as the weather is Zero last

week one morning it went to 11 below, it has been

thawing some today but the snow is still deep, which

assures the farmers abundance of water.

Harvard Dixon came in today they have offered him

him a job at the plant, in the chemistry Dept, and

think that will defer him. It is a very good job and

I hope he can make good. Fulvia will not come yet

as they couldnt get a teacher there and she has signed

up to teach for the rest of the year.

I received a letter from Ruth I wanted to laugh and cry

Poor girl every thing was dumped in the middle of the

floor, the baby was hungry and she had to search for

her food, then the milk she took form here was spoiled

she finally got up courage to tap on the neighbors door

to get a little milk they didnt have any but went up

stairs and got some from a neighbor. Fred was still at

the hospital wouldnt get off until the next night, his brother

helped to put up the bed but found they had left the screws

in Denver, they managed to fix it up some way by putting

it against the wall.

The next morning she didnt have a knife to cut the orange

and nothing to squeeze the juice out, no can opener to open the

can of milk, finally found a nail. The baby was lonesome

and cried and screamed, and when Fred came in at 7 oclock

She was crying with Linda, Fred was sick I guess it

was what I had for he had the ear ache.

On Wednesday when she wrote everything was better

she found several grocery stores, Drug store, even a picture

house not more than 2 blocks away.

Elton came in Wednesday night thinking they were

going East Thursday morning but it wasnt until

night, so he went to Salt Lake to spend some time

with Ruth, and I am sure she would be thrilled to
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have him. I think Lynn was expected home today, from

California. Alice called last night thot I must be sick as

she hadnt received my weekly letter, when I began to talk

she said she knew then I was sick as I talked like it

I assured her I was alright not to worry. I wrote the

letter but cant understand why it didnt reach them

Trust you are well and every thing is well with

you praying the Lords blessings upon you at all times

Best Love Mother

Letter 61 January 22, 1944

[Letter 61 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

FEB 3. 1944 Provo Utah. Jan. 22 1944

My dear Son:

Have been looking every day for your

letter but so far it has failed to arrive I hope you

are still in the old castle instead of the battle front.

Arnold got a letter from Eldon this week he said he

was now permitted to tell just where he was stationed

in the Solomon Islands.

This week has been rather a busy one for me, Monday

Elayne had a rush party at her home, about 60 girls

were there, as Maurine was in the hospital I felt I

should go over and help all that I could. It was a very

nice and colorful affair with all the girls in their

formal dresses, They all seemed to enjoy themselves,

The next day I washed and packed all the dishes to

be sent back, I did not go to releif society in fact

I havent been out to church for three weeks, one

thing it has been so [-] cold and another week I

was sick, this past week it has been so slippery

I was afraid to walk on the ice.

I was in hopes they would keep Maurine at the

hospital for another week or 10 days as they hadnt had

as big a crowd as usual, but Wednesday night she

said they were just swamped, and Thursday morning

Art came and told me she was coming home in 20

minutes.

I have been over there practically ever since, her

mother comes over some of the time, I have been

teaching Elayne how to wash today, while Nancy

did most of the house work, Dixie has to go to school

until 2-30 each Saturday, as school closed for 2 weeks

during the Polio scare. Now they have to make up

for lost time, She helped some and does all the

shopping, for which she is very effecient.

Wednesday Art received a letter from Russell

[Letter 61 pg. 2]

Taylor who has been with Kent all the time, stating

that Kent was sick, then Thursday a few minutes

before Maurine came home a letter came from Kent

saying he was in the Naval hospital with

pneumonia, We didnt let Maurine read either until

night, you can just imagine how she felt, as he is

the idol of her heart

Sunday afternoon. Friday night Russell came in to see us

If Kent hadnt been sick he would have been here too, The

heart-breaking thing about it is he and Kent will be in different

companies now, he thinks Kent will have to be in the hospital
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at least a month and then get his furlough and come home for

15 days.

Art wired Glen Y Richards the chaplin as he has taken

quite an interest in Kent and Russell, He wired back that he

had contacted the hospital, and they said his condition was
favorable, and would go personally and see him, In the meantime

the [-] Commander wired telling them their son was in the

hospital with a respitory condition, if it becomes serious they

would wre wire.

The folks seem reconciled that every thing is going

as well as can be expected. Our prayers go out to him and

I feel that he will soon be alright.

I have spent most of my time over there as I am sure it

would be impossible to get help, yesterday I helped Elayne wash as

she has never done any before. Nan did very well with the house-

work Elayne and I got the dinner today, and just before noon Ruth

called from the station and wanted some one to help her home
we were all so thrilled to see her and the baby again, the baby

has learned to do so many cute little things, and she is looking

so well, I wanted Ruth to stay for the week but she thinks

she should go back about Wednesday.

Every thing seems to be going fine with her. I do hope ev-

ery thing is well with you. The deep snow is fast melting due to the

rain this afternoon. I will close, Praying the blessings of

comfort and peace be given you with health and strength and

courage be given you

With all my Love Mother

Letter 63 January 27, 1944

[Letter 63 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

21 FEB 1944 Provo Utah, Jan. 27, 1944

Dear Clarence-

I was so releived to get your letter

yesterday- It had been two weeks since I receved

your last one- your letter explained the reason

for the delay, that was some experience for

you not a pleasant one either and not the last

I imagine as long as this war lasts.

You will notice I am getting an early start at your

letter- You said to fill the six pages I was allowed, in

order to do that I have to do it in relays- no I wont ask you

to write that much either. I will be satisfied with what

you wrote this week 4 pages I think that was the most

you have ever written.

There are many things I would like to know in regard

to just what kind of work you do in the service Co and if

you have some nice buddies to chum with etc. but I guess

you are not supposed to tell too much.

I dont think you ever answered if you have been receiving

the Era I hope so for you need some spiritual food as

well as the other magazines. I wrote the Collier Co telling

them I didnt know when your subscription expired, but

I wanted the American and Colliers renewed- that was

about a month ago- 1 am sure they will take care of it

for you.

Do you ever meet up with any Utah boys over there?

Alice Dixon was telling me yesterday. Virginia was taken

to the hospital when she got back from her furlough,

with the Flu. I guess that is the best place for them

when they are sick.

What do they do with the sick in your company when

they are out doing field work, I guess there are no hospitals

near.

I received a nice letter from Kent to day- he says he

is getting along nicely but dont like to stay in bed and

is so lonesome for some one to talk to. wishes I could

drop in and and talk to him.

[Letter 63 pg. 2]

Maurine is getting along fine. The Dr hasnt been

for 3 days I was in hopes he would come tonite

before I came home.

I mixed and baked bread, and put up some apples

I was afraid would spoil and other things and I was

quite tired and came to bed where I am writing

this- 1 am so glad I have health and strength to

help them out for it is impossible to get help.

Arnold May hasnt been well and the Doctor told

her to stay in bed, Gloria broke her arm over 6 weeks

ago but the Dr says not to use it too much for over a

month altho he has taken the cast off.

Howard has accepted a job down to the plant in the

assaying Dept I dont know how he likes it- the last

time I talked to him he said it was so different to

what he had been doing, Fulvia is teaching school

down there and will not be able to come until about

May.

Ruby Clark was over to Maurines the other day

and she said Fae and her baby boy had just got home
from the hospital, and word came Vi[-] had been trans-

ferred to Texas- the Dr said Fae would not be able to

travel for a month or six weeks.

I know about how Ruby feels she would have been

back there before now if she dare leave Spence, not

that he is any worse than usual- but there is a

constant worry.

I did enjoy Ruth and Linda so much and hated to

see them go back yesterday- of coarse I know Fred and

Ruth want to be together as much as possible for 9

months soon slips by and then he will have to go in

the army.

She seems quite happy in her first little apt.

The folks in the next are very nice to her and the baby

I would have gone back with her, if I hadnt been with

Maurine. The weather has been so bad I havent been

out for over three weeks I am afraid of falling and I dont

want to hurt my back again.

[Letter 63 pg. 3]

Friday night 10-30 P.M. A few more lines before I retue

I have been writing a few pages to the folks in Denver

comes

Then when Sunday it will not be so hard to finish

and get your letters on their way.

When I looked out this morning I saw every thing

covered with snow nearly as deep as the other, it looks

like we are going back to the days when I was young

we had such deep snows, in some parts snow was

as deep as fences you could barely see the tops of the

posts.

In some parts of southern Utah every thing was

so dry and now they have so much they are afraid

of feed shortage.

Cedar had a very heavy fall last week, and I

noticed by the papers to nite this fall o[-] left them 31
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inches of snow more.

Every one is so enraged to day when they read in the

papers and listen over the radio to the outrageous

treatments the Japs have given our men.

I think I had better sign off for to nite.

Sunday 5-30 P.M. Washed my hair last and read the news

then it was almost too late to write.

As I sit or lie in bed I have such a satisfied and contented

feeling to have such nice warm rooms and every thing so cozy and

comfortable- while out side the weather is 8 below zero according

to the papers and 22 below at Vivian Park.

We have had a lot of trouble with the furnace this year,

one thing the coal has been so bad. Glen Dixon finally took

the wheel or agitator out sawed something off so it would go

lower and catch the worm since it seems to go fine,

I am truly thankful for those kind of things sure do worry

me
We got M Maurine -up and into the living room sitting

in a large chair in front of the grate, She feels much better

than she did yesterday.

We had a very nice dinner to day cooked by Elayne

and I.

May has been in bed for nearly a week

[Letter 63 pg. 4]

she had such a lot of pain in her chest and Arnold

sent for the Dr this morning, it must be some thing

like pleurisy he gave her a lypo and that eased the

pain. Her heart is bad has been for years, I hope

she will soon be better. I cant do much for her as I

have all I can to helping with the work and taking

care of Maurine.

Arnold helped with the washing last night and

Howard helps a lot, Gloria will stay home to morrow

I think, If I was younger I could help more- but I feel

I must take are of my self or I dont know who would

take care of me if I get down. I am feeling fine

now.

I havent been out to church or any thing for about

a month the weather has been bad and the roads

slippery

I think I will go to nite- Dixe and Douglas

said they would go with me to keep me from falling

I like to go and partake of the sacrament it builds me
up in my spirits

I just dont let things get me down. I turn off the

radio when I cant stand to hear the war news

but there is a source I can go to for comfort and

peace- and my prayers are always in your behalf

and others who are facing hardships and dangers

and I do pray our Heavenly Father will give you

courage and strength to carry on each day and

night- keep up your sprits and lets hope it wont

be too long before you are with us all again

and war will be a thing of the past.

I received notice your Colliers& American will be

renewed and sent to you.

With all my love

Mother

[written on the back top up the left side]

Jan. 27. 1944

Letter 64 February 1,1944

[Letter 64 pg. 1]

[preprinted Naval logo] UNITED STATES NAVAL HOSPITAL

FEBRUARY 1, 1944 FARRAGUT, IDAHO

Dear Grandma,

I wrote a letter the other

day to Aunt Ruth. I didnt know

her address so I mailed it to

your house. I would like you

to forward it to her if you would.

Mama Joe writes me
& says that Mother is feeling

fine & is sitting up now. She

says you are doing the cooking

& is seeing to everything around

the House. You know Grandma

I think it is is really swell of you

to do all that. You've always been

so swell though, anytime we
needed help on anything you were

always ready to help us. I know

I've appreciated all the things you've

[Letter 64 pg. 2]

ever done for me.

I hear Uncle Bud has

been on [-] Manuevers. I'll

bet that they really put them

through the ropes. I dont think

taht I would enjoy the long

hikes the Army has. The Navy

has hikes but they arent near

as bad as the Army's.

I'm still in bed &
am feeling better every day.

I will be glad though when

the Doctor tells me l[-] can get

up for a while. Today is my
sixteenth day.

Well I hope everything

is going alright at home.

everything is

I know it w ill be A with you

& Mama Joe holding everything

down.

Love

Kent.

P.S. Pardon the awful writing but

I still have to write in bed.

Letter 65 February 5, 1944

[Letter 65 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

MAR 9. 1944 Provo. Utah. Feb. 5, 1944

My Dear Son-

Nearly another week has passed an your

weekly letter hasnt showed up yet. Art said when he came
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home for dinner Henry had received a letter from you- 1 was

glad to hear you were alright

The sick and afflicted around her are getting along nicely

Maurine is able to be up and around- altho she is still

Kents

weak- She has somewhat worried yesterday [- -] his

letter her said the Doctor said he may be able to

stand on his feet Monday, when he came he

said no and wrote something on his chart- the

he said he had lobar pneumonia and still

some pain in his chest, and quite a pain

in his left side, all Maurine could think of was

his heart- When he left Dr Merrill said it

was fine then- of coarse we always think of

the worst when we are away from them,

I told her he was in the right place no

matter what was the matter with him as

they would keep him down until he was

well.

Elayne got a letter today and he said he

was feel ing much better, but very tired of

lying in bed, he had been working a jig saw

puzzle and sent some money to Dixe to get

him one.

I am quite tired to nite as I helped Elayne to do

a big wash, I am very thankful I have the health and

strength to do a little here and there to help others

[Letter 65 pg. 2]

May is still in bed. I think she will be able to

come down stairs tomorrow- I havent helped with

their work - but I have bathed and rubbed her with

alcohol and fixed little things for her to eat.

It is amazing what I can do and how well I

feel, I feel this is a great blessing.

They tell me Sena is very low. I have never seen

a case like how she has hung on for years

almost in a dying condition- It would be a

mercy for her to go as she is wearing everyone

out.

I received a letter from Janet again this week

asking when I was coming up- every week nearly

I tell her I cant see my way clear at the present

but she still keeps on.

Now that the sick people are getting better. I have

the Daughters of Pioneers coming up also the Sisters

Club at Aunt Sophia's, I guess I will have to try

and go- but it seems like I am home such a

little time and I almost hate to leave it, I enjoy

it so much- in fact I wouldnt change this cozy

little place for the old castle you live in

I was just reading in the church section of the News

the soldiers in Britain now hear the Tabernacle choir

every Sunday morning at 10-30- 1 was wondering if

you can hear it where you are

Elton and Ethel and Louise came in last Tuesday

and stayed until Thursday

Elton enjoyed his trip to Chicago and his stay in

Denver. Sunday afternoon, I went to Sunday School

this morning and enjoyed it so much, It has been

[Letter 65 pg. 3]

five weeks since I went last. The sun is shining so bright

and makes you feel spring is on its way, It is terrible

under foot the snow is melting and makes rivers of the

roads.

If the sun shines for a few days as bright as it is to day

will dry every thing up.

As I write I see a truck moving Hubbards from the house

next door- 1 sure hope we dont get a mess like we had

before

Nancy stayed home and cooked dinner, John L Russell sent

a nice chicken yesterday- I cleaned it and we had creamed

chicken, peas, mashed potatoes, cherry jello and oat meal

cookies.

Elayne is still on the go, now she is in a beauty contest

which she didnt want.

I want to write Kent so I will close and enclose his

letter to make up for what I didnt write

Praying day and night for you welfare and safety

I know if we seek the Lord in humility He will answer

according to our best needs

With all my love

Mother

Letter 66 February 13, 1944

[Letter 66 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

MAR 8. 1944 Provo. Utah. Feb. 13. 1944

Dear Clarence.

Am always glad to receive your letters, even tho

last few weeks they have been late getting here

I dont like to hear you say you still have that cold you contracted

when you first arrived there, and do wish you could do something

to get rid of it, as the damp climate is not good for the lungs

I would hate for you to have lung trouble.

Art received a letter from Kent yesterday, he was so happy the

Dr had examined him and said his lungs were now clear

I hope he will be able to get a furlough and come home
Maurine is getting along fine now gets around some but not

able to do very much.

Arnolds May is able to get up now. I was just talking to

Jabe about Alice- she fell a week ago and hurt her back some

but I guess it is the old trouble gall condition- she is right

in bed- Etta, Parleys wife is caring for her. Cliff is here for a

few days he is moving his family up to Washington where

he is now ass't Supt. of a Hospital I have forgotten the name.

His family have been in California ever since they came
from Panama- he couldnt take them to where he was

going, but now he thinks he will be stationed at that place

for some time.

May was telling me she received a letter from Eldon and he

said he was being moved- he must have been on a ship

then as he said they were sitting around a crude table

talking- but rather unsteady [- -] the deck, - He said one day

before this he went out a short distance from camp and it took

find

him over an hour to get-ba his way back- as the jungles

are so dense.

Fred and Ruth and Linda came down yesterday afternoon

he got another fellow to change shifts with him, I got a letter

from Ruth and she said they would be down Sunday as it

was Freds day off- but I was so happy when they came
sooner- It is so nice to have them near enough to
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[Letter 66 pg. 2]

come home, Alice says she sometimes feels enven ious

envious of Ruth living so near to me, and the rest of them

living so near.

I have had a rather hard week since I came home
to keep house again, Monday I did a six weeks wash

and Tuesday did my own ironing and mangled some for

Maurine and May.

I was going around my district Wednesday but we had such

a heavy snow storm I didnt go until Friday, I went to the

daughter of Pioneers Thursday.

And did a real job of cleaning some of the soot and dirt

from some of the rooms. I have never seen such a dirty

winter as this has been and I am sure glad spring is on

its way. We had a spell of s+rH sunshine and warm weather

and we really thot spring had come- when along comes

this deep snow and zero weather- 1 see by the papers the

weatherman promises warmer weather.

queen

Elayne was a candidate for the sweet heart ball last

night. Another girl won- but Elayne was an attendant

she looked so beautiful.

Grant just graduated and as he is being sent to the

next school in Sandiego he would have 2 days to stay

over here- she was wishing he could be her to take her to

the ball, he has just drove up to Elaynes, his parents

met him. She will be up win the clouds for the next

day or two- She is some busy girl I dont see how she gets

her lessons, so many outside and social affairs. She

is taking her training as this is her senior year.

I was at Arts for dinner, it was Nancys turn to do the

dishes, a young man called- Nan came running in and

said hurry up and finish as Jimmy is here and he is

going to wipe the dishes for me, I wall watched him

from the other room and he did a very good job of it

and away they they went on their bikes, nothing

[Letter 66 pg. 3]

worries her. I wish Elayne was more like her she

does it too much.

I was going to take care of Linda while the folks went to

Sunday school, as Fred never got a chance to attend to his

religious duties, he took her over to his Mother as she never

goes. They had dinner at his sister Ethel's it was her little

girls birthday. Mrs K went back with them to stay amongst

her children for about a week.

I think I told you of Janet keeps writing for me to come up

it seems like there has been so many things to hinder

and I have written and told her- then comes another letter

saying I will not take no for an answer- Now my patients

are better I have about decided to go this weekend- of coarse

not until after Thursday as that is the Sisters Club at Aunt

Sophia's, and if Sena is no worse I will go Friday for a

couple of weeks, and visit Ruth in Salt Lake for a few days

when I come back.

I am just wondering about Sena, during the past two weeks

the doctor said she couldnt possibly last thru the day, now

she seems to have rallied some, I wouldnt go just now
if I thot she would die soon- but she has been over two

years in a dying condition

I have just come from church and we had a very

good meeting, and the choir sings so well it is worth

going to hear them if nothing else.

I must write some other letter so will sign for

Praying for the protecting care of our Heavenly Father

to be with you constantly- That you may have

health and strength and courage to carry on

and remember we are always praying for you

With all my love

Mother

[written on the back top up the left side]

FEB. 13. 1944

Letter 67 February 19, 1944

[Letter 67 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 191 East 3rd North

MAR. 14. 1944 Logan Utah. Feb. 19, 1944

Dear Clarence:

You will see by the above I am paying the long looked for

visit with Janet and Joe- arrived here yesterday afternoon at about

4 P.M. after a very tiring journey- left home at 840 in the morning

spent two hours in the waiting room in Salt Lake- then on

the Bamberger to Ogden, then transferred to the Utah- Idaho, and

I guess you know none of these trains are very comfortable

Joe met me with his car for which I was glad, much better

than a taxie.

It is so restful being here- 1 do appreciate having such grand

friends where you feel so much at home, and such a sweet

peaceful influence.

The weather has been terrible again the past week- another

deep snow- with sunshine and than- then freeze over and

a little snow on top making it dangerous to walk.

Aunt Sophia fell and broke her right wrist Tuesday morning

while she was in the clinic there were 3 Arm brake factures

and one leg- that was just one place.

I tell you I stay at home or if I do go out I sure watch my step

I dont want any thing to happen to me or I dont know who would

take care of me
I was glad to get away, as nearly every house I went in last

week there was trouble.

Tuesday I went up to Alberts home, no one goes in to see

Sena but I thot I could show I was interested, It is a very strange

case- it seems like she is down on her back, gall trouble, heart and

high blood pressure, Elta is taking care of her.

I went in to see Aunt Lonie she hardly ever goes out on account

of her rheumatism or whatever it is, and she was quite sick

with a bad cold.

Maurine and May were still on the sick list, altho much

better. Thursday was our party at Sophia's- we didnt want

to post phone on account of her arm we each furnished

and it didnt make it too hard, before I went I called

on Aunt Hattie as I heard she had fell and cut her head

It was lucky the Doctor said she didnt mashes her

[Letter 67 pg. 2]

her head, She hasnt been out since before Christmas as she

has been so afraid of falling- but this evening the paper was lying

in a puddle of water, she was afraid if it was left they wouldnt

be able to read it. she didnt notice ice on the step as there

was a little snow, she fell and hit her head on a sharp piece

of cement. She was up and around I tell her she is like the cat

with 9 lives only the 9th hastnt come yet. Sera Lawrence took her

to the Doctors and dresses it each day. Then I went into Aunt
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Lizzies and she isnt feeling too good. About a month ago something

went wrong with her gas and it escaped enough to make
her sick, in fact she passed out as soon as she dropped

into a chair in Mrs Eduards apt, It was hours before she

came too, and hasnt felt just right since. Then I went to

the party Aunt Sophia's arm pained her a lot, but felt no

worse for us being there I dont think, Sarah Mc wasnt there

she was sick John Manson drove over for her, but she

couldnt come- 1 havent seen her since she was at our

home in Dec at the Sisters party.- that is one thing that

makes it bad living out like that.

May was there and seemed so much better, Maurine also

went out to a party- 1 went over after she came back, but

was very tired- She was also worried about Kent as she

hadnt heard for 5 days and he always has written every

day. The last letter he send the Doctor had examined him and

said his lungs were clean, they also took an X ray picture

and would know the results the next day, and would

write then and let them know, but it had been 5 days

when I left and no word from him, of coarse Maurine always

thinks the worst. One of his friends gtrl wrote to a girl and

said he never had seen anyone so home sick as Kent.

I guess being in the hospital hasnt helped him any.

Janet sure has a house full tonite. Viola and Norma came

this after noon, then this evening a soldier boy Viola

is going out with came- he had to work later so couldnt

come with the girls- he seems very nice and seems to

think a lot of Viola, His habits are good neither takes

liquor or tobacca. and seen

[Letter 67 pg. 3]

clean in himself. His home is in Dayton Ohio, He flew

for some months then his eyes went back on him

he said, He seems alright and favorable to our religion

of coarse you never can tell about people you dont

know their back ground, I dont know about Norma

the young fellow that gave her a diamond came to see

her last week but she dosent seem to think too much

of him, I think she gave him the ring back. She has

so many admirers she can hardly settle on one

Janet has an old gentleman staying here- he works in

the temple, he was here for one month but Janet wouldnt

board him only a room, then his quorum asked him

to stay another month and she decided to board him he

is such a nice man. 80 years old but dosen look

or act more than 65 or 70. so you see Janet has to

make up a lot of beds.

I was nearly stiff when I got up this morning as it

was so cold the windows were frosted, and I guess I am
spoiled having my rooms heated.

Sunday afternoon.

Had a good nights sleep last night, Janet slept with me
and we had the electric pad in bed- which was almost

too warm.

Janet and I nearly talked our selves out yesterday and last

night we didnt get to bed until nearly midnight.

We didnt get up too early as we didnt go to Sunday school

Had a very nice dinner, The girls and Bob. or (Red) as

everyone calls him he has hair about the color of yours

I love to look at it, went out to see Joe Carlson as he

has been very ill. they brot back some very nice

Chocolates and he has been feeding them to me, I do wish

I didnt like candy so well, I cant refuse when it is

offered me, I dont know how long I will be here I intent

[Letter 67 pg. 4]

to visit Ruth in Salt Lake on my way back. If any

thing happens to Sena of coarse I would have to go right

home.

Grant Fisher came last Sunday and I understand he

can stay until 4th March- he wanted Elayne to marry him but

when I left she was undecided but I dont think she wants

to as she couldnt get ready.

I think I had better close and let Norma post this

when she leaves tonite- she is going back and Viola

is going to stay for a few days, She had a job at Tooele

but it took 4 hours a days going and coming, She quit

and will try for another job when she goes back.

It is nice to have a visit with the girls again

they are beautiful girls and are living good clean lives

They sure do spend their money on clothes,

I was so glad to read your interesting account of the

party you had I wish you would enter into those

things more, You mention about dancing, but dont

say anything about the girls being there.

I do hope you are well and your cold is better

I do pray you will be protected wherever you go and

in whatever you do

My prayers are always for you. that our Heavenly

Fathers protecting care will be with you always

The girls and all wish to be remembered

to you and will write some time

Best Love

Mother

Letter 68 February 26, 1944

[Letter 68 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 908 South 11th East

MAR 9. 1944 Salt Lake City Feb. 26. 1944

Dear Clarence- Last week I wrote you from Logan and now
I am here at Ruths- came yesterday morning. Verl Dixon and

his wife were going to Provo and I came as far as Salt Lake with

them on the train

I understand they are closing some of these air bases. He

expects to report for duty next Tuesday- dont know where he will be

sent, they have been going to the temple twice a week ever since

they have been up there, and every one there seems to think

such a lot of and when we left the temple that night, so

many expressed regret at them leaving

I was very happy to have Verl help me with a lot of work

and he was able to get them to give us a special session

at night which we all enjoyed so much, and meant a lot

to me.

I did enjoy my visit there very much, altho only one week
I intented to stay another- but received letters from Art, Elayne

and Maurine, saying Kent would be home on Wednesday and

Maurine said they were going to Salt Lake to meet him and

wanted me to go back with them, as Kent would be so

disappointed, I thot I could stay the week, then I would

get Ruth to go down with me
I stayed with Aunt Rye last night, Fred and Ruth came

down they was saying if they could get some gas coupons

Ray would take us down in his car, Will Rossitter said he

seldom used his car and would be glad to let us have

enough to go to Provo and back, as it is so hard to go on

the train with the baby and I have a lot of luggage
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and it is Freds day off from the hospital and he would

be able to go to and get back in time for his work.

Elayne wrote and said she and Grant were coming over to

see me when they found I had gone to Logan and he sure

did want to see me before he left, he is leaving Monday
Maurine is having a dinner Sunday and the Fishers are

[Letter 68 pg. 2]

coming down and wanted me there too, I am so glad they can

go if it is only for the day it is a change for Fred too.

The day before I left Logan Art forwarded two of your letters

to me, one written 6th Feb. the other 13th. I hardly understand

your letters are dated from one to 3 days before they are

stamped by the army postal service, Do you know when they are

censored before they leave there or after they arrive on this

side, all of your letters have been the same army examiner Lt

C. CM So Elton, Leod, nothing has ever been taken on except once

a long time ago, I think it must have been (0. K.) You said I am
feeling fine and everything is.- that was cut out.

I am so interested in your description of the castle and surroundings

as they were the things I enjoyed most when I was over there

One thing I cant imagine you ever getting those heavy things

dry in front of the fire place, Well I promise when you come
home I will relieve you of that work and make a better job

of it too- You are fortunate in having warm water and some-

thing to wash in- some have to take them to a running

stream of cold water and pound them on the rocks,

so you still have something to be thankful for.

Ruth says the folks came here when they came to meet

Kent- she says he is quite thin.

Maurine was operated on for a cyst or tumor or something

of the kind- they had to take some of her organs out, I think

she is getting along alright or was when I left.

I am so happy to be here with Ruth and see how she

manages in a little apt all on her own. And she is

a real home maker even tho it is a very humble one

but much better than I expected it would be, with a nice

gas range, refrigator and other things. And very nice

people, the baby is in her walker she goes right in

there and laughs and jumps into the girls arms,

and they seem to love her and Ruth too- We have been

out for a walk this afternoon, the air was a little cold

[Letter 68 pg. 3]

but Linda didnt care, Ruth takes her out rain or shine

she is such a darling little girl, and Ruth gets such a lot

of pleasure out of her

Well I think I have told you some of the most important

happenings up to this time and will finish when I get home
Sunday 9 P.M.

Rays wife wasnt very well so he didnt go, Fred drove us home
When I got here I found Maurine busy with the girls help

getting the dinner ready. The Fishers, Afton & her husband they live

at Ogden, Grandma Fisher and Grant, Fred and Ruth- well there were

15 of us and we had a very nice dinner, I made the rolls

and every one said they were very good

Fred and Ruth went back about 5 this afternoon, Art said I would

have to introduce Aunt Hattie, Clarissa Eastward was coming down

to do it but her son Jef- came home, and the other boy who had

been home on a furlough was leaving and she couldnt come
I was to give a short sketch of her life, I wrote it some time ago

but when I tried to find it I couldnt so had to give the best

I could from memory.

Bea Russell was to introduce her mother Grandma Moore who

was 90 years old last Sunday, the congregation sang happy

birthday to her.

Hazel Daw Merrith presented her mother Mrs Daw who is a

Pioneer too. There were other people who had lived in the ward

70 & 80 years.

It was a very good ward reunion with many people from

all over town being there who had lived in the ward, even

Prof. Wolf Poulson. The choir was wonderful too. Verl and his

wife sang in the choir,

It really seems good to get back to my little apartment

again and settle down for a little while, how long I dont know.

Kent was so pleased to see me, he is thinner and has grown I

think he is 6 ft.

Bruce Dixon is home I havent seen him yet. I understand

Grant is coming next week, and the next Evelyn and Don for short

furloughs.

Grant Fisher goes Tuesday, We have had a very nice day

Did I tell you Henry had taken Lynns place as Bishop.

I must close as I want to hear the Church hour. Bro Widsoe

is the speaker, Keep smiling and trust in the Lord and

All will be well Love Mother

[written on the top back left side]

FEB 26. 1944

Letter 69 March 5, 1944

[Letter 69 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

MAR 28. 1944 Mar. 5. 1944

My Dear Son:

Can you imagine the letter you wrote last Sunday

(27 Feb) came yesterday, not even a week, it makes me feel we
are not far away after all.

Feb. 20

I received the one you wrote Atwo days before it was

about 12 days coming, that is about the time it takes for most of

your air mail letters.

You speak of meeting a boy from Spanish Fork, I have often

wondered if you didnt meet up with some of our Utah boys, there

are so many over there some where.

Marie Garmel came over the other night to get your address

for Raymond, when he knew you was over there he said he

would like it. he is in London or near there I think

I hope you will be able to get in contact with some of them

If they keep sending so many service men over there whatever

will they do with them. England is so small- The Elders used to

tell me when I was over there, if I got on one of those small trains

and it got going full speed they couldnt stop it before it ran

off into the sea. I guess that is why they are turning over the Castles

and grounds- 1 always did think it was ashamed for all these

hundreds acres of ground around the castles going to waste

and so many people living in crowded quarters

I am sure glad they that castle when you landed over there

it is much better than you had in some of the camps

you were in before you went over.

I realize too why you are there too, and it isnt a very

happy thot either, I listen over the radio and look thru the

news papers to see if anything about the invasion- then I

offer a silent prayer in your behalf, that Our Heavenly Father

will give you courage and strength to do what is required

of you and take that terrible fear away from you which
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must g[- -]b every boys heart, all we can do is to hope and

pray for this terrible war to come to an end, and let all

you home loving boys come home.

I received a letter from Alice and she says her children

have been exposed to measels. she gets so panicky when she

[Letter 69 pg. 2]

thinks her children are sick. I wish I was nearer so that

I could run in and help her and cheer her up a bit at such

times, I am glad Ruth is as near as she is I can see her

once in a while.

You said for me to hire some one to clean house for me, you

dont seem to know it is impossible to get anyone to help,

When Ruth left last week she said not to start until the smoke

and dirt had gone and she would come and help me- 1 think I

will let her do it, especially to climb the ladder

Kent made a very good talk in fast meeting. I think they

take him to Salt Lake tomorrow to go back to camp Farragut.

he dosent know where he will be sent, Maurine said today she

just hates to see him go back- I said how do you think he feels?

I was asking May to day where Verl had been sent- she said

he was still at Fort Douglas, If the weather cleared a little

Arnold and Erma were going to take her his wife up as Verl

gets from 6 tonite until 12 midnite.

The weather has been terrible the past week some deep snows

then a little sunshine to melt then a little wind to dry the

mud- last night a real blizzard which left more snow.

The sun was shining when I went to Sunday school and in

an hours time large flakes of snow, then when I was home-

ward bound sunshine, and now, wind, sunshine and hail.

Grant Dixon came home Friday night, came by plane is far

as. Salt Lake, went back early this morning only had 24 hours

leave, came to get his car as he now has 20 miles to go and the party

he was driving with had to leave.

May read me a letter from Evelyn yesterday. They are hoping to

get 10 days off on the 12 of March. She said Don look on the bu ite n

bueltive board to see if he had graduated- it wasnt among the

flight officers, then he saw his name amongst 10 others promoted

to 2nd Lt. and opposite his name- it said he graduated with the highest

of any since the school started

I have just come in from Church- it was fine when I

left so didnt need my umbrella, but when I came out it

was snowing I had to run to save the feathers on my

[Letter 69 pg. 3]

hat from being spoiled. Rhea just came in and wanted me

to go to the young folks fire side chat, They wanted all parents of boys

in the service, I dont like to go out at night- and I dont want

to get my feet week some times I have aching joints and I dont

want rheumatism. Did you say I see old age creeping on?

Aunt Alice has been in bed for over 3 weeks, but I under-

stand she is sitting up today.

Aunt Sena seems to be the same Melvin had to go back

last week,

Maurine and May seem to be getting along OK.

Maurine is greiving because she cant get in and work as

she used to.

Elton and Ethel came in for the day Wednesday but

went back the same day.

Next Tuesday evening the PI View ward are holding a

& counselors

ward reunion honoring Lynn who are retiring and

Henry & counselors who are coming in, I told Henry it

was an invitation for every one and that I would like to go

too and honor my two Bishop sons.

I spoke to the agent about you not getting the Era and she is

going to see about it. It may e a good thing if you sent a

statement you would would like it renewed.

About 50.00 check I have received every one. It is put to my

account, then I make a check to you for 3500 to be put to your

account, so you see I am taking the 1500 you asked me to go

and am using it for things I like to do- and dont worry

for I have more money than I can spent- Did you ever

thing such a thing could happen to me.

Every thing is going along fine and trust it is

the same with you

Praying constantly for your welfare

Your loving Mother

[written on the top back left side

MAR. 5. 1944

Letter 70 March 11, 1944

[Letter 70 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

APRIL 5, 1944 Provo, Utah, Mar. 11. 1944

Dear Clarence, Again this morning I received your letter

written Mar. 5- it is so unusual for a letter to come thru

in such record time.

Dixie came over and read the letter you wrote her, she

was so happy about it. said she was going home and answer

it to night, I know you enjoy their letters a lot, she also

received a letter from Ruth for her birthday, she said Linda was

all broken out with a rash which looked very much like

scarlet fever, Fred was on duty and couldnt leave but sent

up two daug h ters doctors- they said they knew it wasnt

scarlet fever, they didnt know just what it was unless

heat rash, she dosent seem sick.

Last Monday morning Maurine phoned and asked if I

had my breakfast- altho it was 10 oclock I was a little late

and hadnt had it- she wanted me to come over and eat

waffles with Kent, He asked if I wasnt going up with

the folks to see him off I hadnt thot of it, as I

knew they had a car full- Maurine insisted

there would be one less coming back, We left about

one oclock. went up to Ruths- she had been

washing I told her to hurry and get ready to

go to the show with the folks, she felt I should

go- 1 told her I would enjoy it more staying

with Linda, and I knew she would enjoy it

She admitted it would be a break for her

as the weather had been too cold to take

the baby out for two days- she was so cross

She is quite a hard child, as she is quite

restless. I wish I was nearer to give Ruth a

rest once in a while.

I cut out a little dress and took it up to try
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on her it sure looked cute, now I am going

to make some more- the first I have made
since Ruth was a baby.

The folks wouldnt have supper, but Art went

out and bought some ice cream and chocolates
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Ruth had some ginger snaps and we all enjoyed

being together.

We went to the station, sat in the waiting

waiting for the train- above our heads in the

gallery a loud speaker blared out Mrs Arthur

N Taylor, Mrs Arthur N Taylor- report at the desk.

I couldnt beleive it was me, Maurine said

it is you- Art said come on Mother- It seemed

like that room was a mile long, the man
handed me the receiver- 1 told Art I could hardly

breathe let alone take, for him to take it.

It was Ruth then I talked to her, she said

she found my glasses and knew I had to have

them, was sorry she had given me a scare

she said as soon as she called she knew she

should have called Art instead, I finally got

over it but the things that flashed thru my
mind in those few minutes.

Kent seemed reconciled to going and Maurine

did fine

Tuesday after relief society Cess took me
up to their place, we got ready and went to

their ward reunion- which was in the

form of a testimonial for the out going bishopric
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They served a hot chicken dinner to 350 adults

and 125 children in the afternoon, their

membership is only 650- it was all very

nice, I slept at Henrys- the next morning I

went back to Lynns place and served on

their machine- enjoyed it all so much, Alta

came down and had dinner with us, she brot me
down when she came after the children

Thursday was our D. U. Pioneers meeting we had a

very nice time

Janice had ticket for a high school play and she

wanted to take me, - it was Dixies birthday and Janice

was going to stay with her the weekend- so we both

went with her- 1 made ice creams and had root beer

and things they liked as I had them over here for

supper.

I have been out cleaning some of the leaves out of

the roses hedges- they are spreading out into the lawn

as soon as I can get some one I will have it thu[-]ed

out. Bob helped me some, but we didnt get it all done

on the north side, I was so glad to put the hose on

and wash the soot and dirt from the porch and

pavement, also gave the lawn a little sprinkling

which made it look a lot greener,

Sunday night I was so surprised when I looked out this

morning to see snow on the ground after such a nice day

yesterday.

I feel much better now than I did this morning as I had

to give 2 Vi minute talk- You would think I get over being frightened

after these many years, I felt weak- but finally felt

better after being up, Aunt Sarah L has been quite sick again

with gall trouble, was able to be to Sunday school, I had her come
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over and have dinner with me. she cant eat much- nothing

with butter cream or fats We met May and I asked her to

come two-she began to weep and said they didnt get a letter from

Verl yesterday as he promised if he wasnt sent out.

I made a fire in the grate and we had such a pleasant

afternoon, I am so glad we live so close together where we
can see each other once a week if not more for we all love

Clarence I dont think I answered you about the arms Plant

closing down that was in Dec. I think that let about

10 thousand people out. The structural steel plant was

stopped. Many of the Western States joined together to protest.

There were rumors that it was to be sold to Russia- only a few

weeks ago a group of Russians were going over it- but no one

seemed to know what it was all about . Sen. Murdock came out from

Washington to investigate and demanded to know why they were

here I saw by this paper this morning, it is decided to go

ahead in finishing it. I hope they do for it would be terrible

after all of the building, gone up.

Well I see it is late and time I was asleep.

Praying for the Lord to Bless you in everything

you do. Lots of Love. Mother

[written on the top back left side]

MAR. 11, 1944

Letter 71 March 17, 1944

[Letter 71 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

APRIL 18. 1944 Provo, Utah, Mar. 17. 1944

Dear Clarence-

It seems much easier for me to get your

letter posted on time, if I write a little earlier than leaving

it until Sundays- when I have company or go out.

I have been writing Alice the same way.

It seems like I have been out some where nearly every day

this week, The days come and go and I dont seem to accomplish

any thing I plan to do

Monday being stormy I decided to work on genealogy or

histories I started to write my brother Johns history, didnt get very

far as there was some information I didnt have that I needed

Then I began working on Pedigree charts and family group sheets

I got a lot of Boardman and Ashton names from the

genealogical library a long time ago. These people were my
Eng

fathers line from Lancashire. It is very difficult with what

little information I have to connect parents and children

If the war hadnt started when it did I could have gotten a

lot of valuable information from a Parish church

I contacted, at Ashton in Makerfield, near Wigan, I hope

the records havent been destroyed.

I have given up hopes of getting any records from the

London district in Russell square. As that would be near

the district I imagine that has been banned. It is near

Gordon sq. where our Church headquarters were located.

The weather has been terrible, It stormed Monday night

and was at the blizzard stage Tuesday, I was supposed to

go over to the church house at 10 oclock in the morning

to help cut and sew carpet rags, but it was so terrible

I didnt think anyone would be there, I finally ventured

out with the snow drifting in all directions, and such

a deep snow too- when I got there the room was full

these releif society women are never daunted,

They quilted 3 quilts and nearly furnished the 4th besides

a lot of balls for carpet.

at one oclock they served a nice hot dinner, then we
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had a meeting honoring all past presidents and

counselors, I was really tired of sitting as it was after

4 oclock before I finished.

The next morning I went up to the serving center and

did the same thing again, after sitting for five hours

my back ached as bad as if I had been standing or

working all day. It was worth it tho for we received

5 dollars for the releif society, for the rags cutting

and serving they give that to each for all over 60 hours

we had 16 women and 68 hours, many didnt put

only a few hours. You see they can do that because

they have the rugs woven and sell them.

Yesterday was our sisters club at Mays, she was so

happy, had received a letter from Verl he is in Denver

at Buckley field- had talked to Alice and was going to have

dinner with her Sunday if he could get off.

about 4 oclock while we were al together we received word

that Sena had passed away, Mildred came back from

Denver the day before, and they are letting Melvin come
home from Georgia, will arrive tomorrow.

It is a blessing for her to be releived from her suffering.

Albert asked me if I would go with the girls to select her

clothes as they had never seen those kind,

They called for me this morning, and we went over

to Essie Selchs, she makes them beautiful, and the girls

were thrilled with them.

The funeral will be Monday at 1-30 in the 5th ward Chapel

They do not allow funerals on Sundays any more.

Poor Albert I dont know how he will ever get out of debt-

Alice Dangerfield was telling me it had already cost

him five thousand dollars, and the whole family

nearly one worn out.

I recieved a letter from Alice, all three of her children have

had the measles, the babys was a light case, they had

such coughs which caused them to throw up and

with nose bleed the bedding had to be washed
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I received a letter from Ethelyn, I hadnt heard from her

for so long, I wrote her and she answered, she wasnt well

had the flu and seemed to be feeling down- she said

Dr Horsphal had asked if she could come back in March

but she had to decline, and where they are living the

lady had sold the home and they would have to find

another place to live, and conditions were as bad if

not worse than in Provo, She receved a V mail from

Neil and he was going back into service.

Sunday evening

Intended writing you last night, after my work was done

I was so tired I took a bath and rested in bed. then I turned

the radio on, and found it was the last game of the tournament

Provo and Box Elder were playing, Can you beleive it I listened

until the end- and it was so excited. I have never heard such

shrieks and screams- Provo 35 Box Elder 28, The boys took Coach

Summons on their shoulders while the crowd snake danced

they couldnt get order or find the coach to give him the

trophie.

Nancy and Julia stayed with Ruth and had a good time

according to them- they just came back this evening in

a blinding snow storm- they phoned for some one to come

to the station and get them. I was disappointed as I thot

Ruth would be down to day as Kartchners went up, and it is

the funeral tomorrow. It is her birthday- she told the girls

she didnt want to come, as Fred will be home and they

will celebrate her birthday there.

Elton and Ethel came in this evening, he had a regional

welfare meeting to morrow night. I hope it isnt bad weather

like it is to nite, The sky was as blue and not a cloud

when I went to conference this morning, a little cloudy

this afternoon, with a blizzard tonite.

We went up to Alberts as Elton and Ethel wanted to see them

They were at the mortuarty so we went over and had a

hard time getting back as the snow just started to fall

Melvin got home. Also Mildreds husband, and Norma's
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husband is coming from N.J. and will be here in the morning.

I beleive I forgot to tell you of the fire Elton had in his

home last Sunday night at 7 oclock. he was at Church

at Glendale, when his counselor drove over and told him

he had better get home as his house was afire. Julia said

he drove so fast and went over the fire hose- the chief was

going to fine him one hundred dollars.

They were sitting by the window and say a little fat

man came running they were laughing about him

when he came to the door and said lady do you know

your house is afire, Ethel ran to the phone but they

said the fireman were on their was some neighbors

had turned the alarm.

Ethel was telling me tonite she didnt think the roof was

burned nearly as bad until they started taking it off

The water did most damage as they poured it on to the

roof and into the attic- it ran down and the kitchen is

being replastered and papered as well as other rooms as

soon as the workman can get after it, This rain and snow

isnt helping any.

They dont know if it was a defective flue or a spark blew

under the shingles. It is a blessing it wasnt in the

night or the children would have been trapped as it

was over the hallway and the stairs. When I look back and

think of Lynns little girl saved from drow[-]ing and so many
other miraculous escapes I do feel to thank God from the

bottom of my heart for His preserving care. And I do know
if we will live near unto Him and keep [- -] His commandments
he will protect us.

I didnt get your letter yesterday as I have the past two

weeks, may get it to morrow.

I do hope your cold has left you now that sp ring has

come you will feel much better

Praying for you night and day- that you will be

blest with health, strength and courage to carry on.

With all my love

Mother

[written on the bottom back right side]

MAR. 17. 1944

Letter 72 March 25, 1944

[Letter 72 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

APRIL 6, 1944 Provo, Utah, March 25. 1944

Dear Clarence-

Received your letter Tuesday. It was in a different
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envelope from what you usually send, and had a different

censor, been opened on the end stating who censor was.

I cant understand why my letters were so late reaching

you when I get yours so promp, and how disappointed you

would be each week when you didnt get your letters

It looks like spring is never coming- altho the days are getting

so long- the sun has more power too which melts the snow

more quickly, I have never seen so many blizzards and I

mean it.

This morning the sky was quite clear- I thot sure we
were going to have warmer weather- as it was piercing cold

winds yesterday, I walked up to the Y training school

with Elayne and we nearly froze before we got there,

Tony phoned one day and asked if I would go up

there and tell the children about my mother crossing

the plains. I phoned Flora Fisher to see if he was

right, She said 3 of 4 other grand mas were going

Tony and Lorraine marched up so proudly to

where I was sitting and introduced me.

Flora wants me to go back again Tuesday and

tell the children some thing about the

settlements of Provo- 1 think I will tell them

about the 2nd Fort and why it is now
Sorviette Park- 1 have three stories in the

history I wrote of this good Indian.

They presented we grand mothers with some lovely

daffiolds.

I think I told you last week of Sena passing

Melvin came home, and had to leave Thursday

Mildreds and Normas husbands came also

for the funeral. Poor Harry is in New
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Guinea, he will feel his Mothers death keenly

his wife seems much better, is working at the

Post office every day

The funeral was very nice, I was surprised

to see such a turn out as it was such a

cold stormy day. The flowers were beautiful

too, Aunt Alice wasnt able to go altho she

can go from one room to another.

I received a letter from Alice Wednesday

saying Evelyn and Don Smith called on them

Sunday on their way to Provo, She said she and

Roy had conceived a wonderful plan- they hoped

I would agree, as they were coming back that way

it would be nice for me to go as far a Denver

with they and have such good company

It seems like I no sooner get back from one trip

and settled in my cosy little apartment and feel

I am settled then comes another invitation or

demand to be on my way again.

When the folks came from Ogden where they

had been visiting D[-]ns Mother, they finished

what Alice and Roy began.

I have thot it over from every angle and

have decided if I am going it would be about

the best time, as I cant clean until the furnace

is turned off there is so much smoke and

dirt- and think I can arrange for some one

to read a history in the D.U. Pioneers.

I promised Janet as I cut my visit so short I

would go to Salt Lake for a week and we would

visit together. Alice suggested in one of her letters

I get Janet to go with me. I wrote before I got this
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last letter from Alice and asked what she thot

about it- now I must write and tell her I think I will

go- leave here next Friday stay with Ruth Friday and

Saturday- take the Bamberger Sunday morning and

meet the folks in Ogden where we will take the

train at 12-30 for Denver. Alice said it would be nice

for Janet to come and visit and come home with me
I dont know if she would leave Joe. she said if she

came to Salt Lake it would be when Joe could go out on

the farm- if he was in town with nothing to do he

would be too lonesome.

Maurine let the window fall on her hand the other

night, the doctor fixed it up for her and I thot it would

be a long time before she would be able to do any thing

but it is getting along fine, Her sisters Zatella and

Barbra came from Canada Thursday, Zatella has been

operated on for gall trouble and has come here to recuperate

Bob is considering coming here to make her home
she wants to be near a college where she wouldnt

have to send her children away to school,

I was talking to Ruby Clark this morning- she said they

had a robbery the other night. They came home about 11

oclock and found things upset, The diamond fell out of

her ring some time ago she put it in an envelope with

some pearls and other things- which were left, but the

diamond and pearls were taken, a fountain pen, money

and other things,

The officers are investigating, some boys who have been

in trouble before, she says if you cant prove it you

can do nothing

I was asking Art last night if they had heard anymore

about the robbery at the store, He said a man here in

town rented his basement rooms to two men- they

were there for a week, and were away most every

night and stayed in- in the day. one night
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they were gone all night- came in about 7 oclock

in the morning- they appeared to be very nervous

one and then the other would come up and look

up and down the street - they left and he never saw

them again- when he heard the store had been

robbed he told the officers and gave their description

They think they caught them in Cal. breaking

into a store where pistols and guns were carried-

but I dont suppose they can do anything about it.

I saw a picture in the paper where they were

rolling their slabs of steel- and will start in earnest

in a month or more- They are advertising for more

men. it looks like they are going to draft such a lot of

men.

The last few days they have been inferring the time

has about arrived for the invasion- 1 know what that

will mean a terrible struggle and who knows but the

end of the war. The suspense must be rather hard on

you men waiting for the signal to go.

when I think of it I get cold chills- but I know the Lord will

give you courage and strength to do what ever you are

called to do, you must muster every bit of faith to your

aid- You have always lived a good clean life and are very

deserving of blessings in the hour of need, and our prayers

assend in your behalf.

Sunday 11 P.M. Have just come in from our fire side chat
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had a very pleasant evening. It is too late tho for an old

lady to be out, so now I will close again praying

every one of you boys and bring you home safe and

sound again to us.

With all my love

Mother

[written on the top back left side]

MAR. 25. 1944

Letter 73 March 29, 1944

[Letter 73 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 908 So 11th East

APRIL 21. 1944 Salt Lake City March 29. 1944

Dear Clarence-

your

Did not receive wou ld letter as yet this week
I am here at Ruths home, came this morning with Henry

and Alta in his car.

I think I told you last week in my letter I had decided

to go to Denver as Evelyn and Don were going back that way

They left Provo on Monday to visit with his mother in Ogden

and I was to meet them there Sunday and leave for

Denver on the 12-30 U.P. I was coming up here Friday and

stay until Sunday, but Alta called yesterday morning and

asked if I wouldnt like to go with her this morning as she

was coming- 1 hardly knew wether I could make it or not

but I did. Henry found he had business here too so it was

much nicer coming in the car. I was glad I came earlier

because Evelyn called a few minutes ago from Ogden to ask

if I would like to go Saturday instead of Sunday. That would

suit me better as Roy would be able to meet us then.

I will have a nice visit here with Ruth too.

We had quite a shock Monday morning. Maurine came

over crying and said Western Union had phoned a message

and said Kent was in the hospital he said his condition

wasnt serious- couldnt write for three weeks. Maurine said

she knew he had been in a wreck or been shot. I told her

he had no car nor a gun I didnt think- 1 rather thot it

must be some thing contagious or he wouldnt have stated how
long before he could write.

Art phoned Chaplin Richards yesterday and asked if he

knew any thing about what ailed Kent, as in his last

letter he said he had been to Bro Richards home for Sunday

dinner. Bro R was surprised when Art told him he was in

the hospital- when Art said Kent couldnt write for three

weeks, he said Oh! scarlet fever- but all the cases up there

had been quite mild, since they give the Sulfa drugs that

knocks it- they only have to be in bed about 4 days, but

are quarintened in for three weeks. I think the folks feel

better about it now- altho they dont know for sure whats

the matter perhaps they will hear later
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Thursday afternoon.

If I add a little each day you may get all the news

Fred came home about 5 last night, after supper they wanted

to go to the hospital to see his brother Rays new baby,

Brockbanks wanted me to go there and stay- said my

room was always ready. I accepted the invitation as Fred

would be here-

They came for me about 7-30 and took Ruth and Fred

as far as the hospital. Then we drove thru the City cemetery

up to the Moseleum and along that drive West until

we reached the road to City Creek Canyon- drove along

that road and past memory Grove- Then to the State

Capitol where we watched a glourious sunset.

Spent a very pleasant evening- had breakfast that is

Jennie and I at 10 oclock, I called on Clarrisa Eastmond

and visited for awhile, then called on Rose Kartchner who

is staying at Rays while his wife is in the hospital, their

home is only two doors from Clarrissas, then walked over

to 10 East to visit Rye Rossitter- walked about 10 blocks back

here I enjoyed it a lot as the sun and air was so grand.

spent the remainder of the day and night with Ruth as

Fred was at the hospital, I had Ruth go shopping while I could tend

Linda.

Friday visited with Ruth all day, Fred was home for

supper, about 9-30 Brockbands came and took my
suit cases and I stayed there all night and

he took me to the Station, one of their friends

makes such delicious candy only for friends

since things are rationed, as she wont

sacrifice the quality and it is very costly

They gave me a box to take on the train

for refreshments Evelyn and Don said it

was the best chocolates they had ever

eaten. I took the Bamberger- when I arrived

at Ogden Don & Evelyn were there to meet me
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we took a taxi and went to the other station, Dons

mother , sister and brother in law were there

We went into the train, but found only seat, finally

Evelyn and I went into the ladies rest room or

lounge I have never seen one like it was a Challenger

switched on to our train. Evelyn and I sat there until

Don came to the door and said there was another seat

I had her go in to be with Don- 1 had a good time as

all the ladies in the car came in to dress and visit

I had an arm upholstered chair, and later on I put the

other chairs together with my coat and the upholstered chair

I had a very comfortable bed, I had company off and on

all night as the different ones kept coming in to see how
I was fareing. I told them I thot they envied me my
cosy little room.

We arrived here this morning before 7 oclock- Roy was
there to meet us, Evelyn and Don came up and had

dinner then Roy took them back to the 1 oclock train.

Verl Dixon stayed all night last night, went to church

and to Primary Conf. tonite I was sure glad I was here to

go. it was one of the nicest programs I have seen

It sure seems good to be here again with the folks, and

the children are so sweet, Christenia is such a dainty little

girl, I love all of my grand children so much and must

spend more time with them. That is where the 1500 a month

goes for all these little luxuries.

You keep writing about the 50.00 the government sends. Yes

I receive it on about the 7th of each month, then I make
a check to your account for 35.00 that gives me the 15.00

I have always got. which is ample for my needs

I must close as it is getting late.

As yet I havent received your letter, hope I get it soon
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Praying for the Heavenly Fathers protecting care to be

over you at all times, all join with love to you

With my fondest love Mother

[written on the bottom back right side]

MAR. 29. 1944

[circled] 21

Letter 74 April 9, 1944

[Letter 74 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 458 Grape St. Denver 7

APRIL 21. 1944 April. 9. 1944

Dear Clarence-

Another week has gone, but your

weekly letter is missing, Trust you are receiving mine

as I write each week - Hope you are still in the old

castle instead of the front- but I suppose you will have

to be there too as others have- In life it isnt always

the things we would like to do- but where duty calls

us- in this case we abhor war but feel we
must even sacrifices our lives if necessary to

protect our country, homes and loved ones, the

only thing we can do is to have faith and pray

for this bloody conflict to soon be over, when
we can all be to gether in peace and security

The past week has gone very fast, Monday

we washed, Tuesday to relief society where

Alice gave a very fine lesson- Wednesday Roy

had to go to Estes park to give a talk at the

Rotary club at the Hotel, Alice, Arthur, John and

the Aliens who live in the apartment and I

went with him, I was up there about three years

ago when Roy had to go to a Sloan Foundation Convention

but I had no idea it extended over so much ground

We drove for miles and every where we saw such large

beautiful summer homes from the foot of the mountain

to the tops amongst large pines,

We saw such large hotels and lodges in some

of the most isolated spots, over looking a very senic

country.

We met Dave Condor who was at Yellowstone

Park for 12 years, has been at Estes for the past year

He graduated in the same class as Roy and Alice

While Roy was in a session at the Chamber of Commerce
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Dave said if we would like to drive a few miles he thot

he could show us a herd of Elk- but when we got there they

had left- we did see a summer camp for the rich boys and

girls- one of the best in the U.S. They pay from 1800 to 2000

dollars for.

We left home about 8 in the morning and got back

at 7 in the evening, Aria took care of Christina.

Friday afternoon I went to Alice's literary club, and she

did herself proud in giving the lesson.

Friday morning Viola Mink called from the station Alice

told her to take a taxi and come up as there was several

hours between trains, She was on her way from Texas

where she went to see her boy friend

Alice wrote Janet yesterday urging her to come out for a

couple of weeks and go home with me, She has been

promising for so long. I hope she will.

We have had several lovely days, but it has been raining

all day- 1 went to Sunday school this morning but didnt

see many easter finery, As I write there is such a

grand programme on the atr air.

I received a short note from Art last week, enclosed was a

letter written by a Coorsman for Kent saying he had scarlet fever

but was getting along well.

I enjoy being here with the folks, especially the children

John is still the same cute little fellow and such an

ambitious child- going to be a worker like his father I

think, [-] Arthur puts me in mind of Kenneth when he was

young, so dreamy and care free. Christina is such a darling

dainty little thing and so good.

Well I have run out of news. Hope I hear from you soon-

May Our Father in Heaven bless you at this time more than

any time in your life, is my daily prayer for you- have faith and

Keep your chin up and all will be well Love

Mother

Letter 75 April 15, 1944

[Letter 75 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 458 Grape Street

APRIL 30. 1944 Denver Colo 7. April. 15, 1944

Dear Clarence,

I was sure happy to receive two of your letters the

same mail forwarded here. One was written 19 March, and the

other 2 April, that was the day I arrived here.

Was glad to hear that you were well- I am sure you will

feel better when the sun shines if for only a short time- the summer
is beautiful in England especially in the country

The weather has been very changeable here ever since

I came, with two heavy snow storms, yesterday morning when we
got up the ground was covered, and it had clung to the trees which

formed ice when the sun came at out it glistened like diamonds

Today the sun has been shining all day and it would really

be warm if it wasnt for a cool breeze blowing.

I took care of the baby while Alice took the kiddies to

Primary-the boys wanted to go and see the picture of Buffalo Bill.

Alice and the boys met Roy and went for the 1 oclock show as Roy

didnt have to work this afternoon. He is out trying to rake a little

amongst the flowers, I dont know when he will be able to plant his

vegetables there has been so much moisture, and this ground is of a

clay formation which dosent dry out very soon.

It seems like the time is just flying- this last week I have put

in a good part of the time sewing- 1 have had material in the

house for a long time but no machine, and have made several

aprons.

Alice has been wanting Janet to come over for such a long

time and wrote her wanting her to come while I was here. Yesterday

a letter came from Janet making all kinds of excuses, she has

another old Gent doing temple work and wont leave until

the last of the month- when she told Joe he said he would die

if she left him that long, One of her friends Joe Bullock has just

got back from a short term mission and he said he

couldnt get a seat, had to stand up part of the time.

I put a note in Alices letter she wrote again last night

I told her Joe didnt die before he had her when he was

batching, and the cellar was full of all kinds of canned

meat, vegetables and fruit- and two weeks would soon
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[Letter 75 pg. 2]

pass and I felt I was conceeding as much as she would

be if I stayed two weeks longer, Alice said Mother if Janet will

come would you stay two weeks longer, I finally said I would

altho I told her before I came it would only be for 3 not more

than 4 weeks

There are many things waiting for me at home and it

will be getting so warm to clean house. We sent a very

pressing letter and I am sure if she dosent come now she

never will, When Viola was here a week ago on her way back

home after visiting her boy friend in Texas we told her to insist

some time ago they promised to pay her fare here, but Janet says

Viola sold war bonds to pay her expenses down there and Norma
isnt much better off- they spend so much on clothes I am afraid

they will never have any thing

I told Janet I was sure it wouldnt be money that would stop

her- as she had the other old Gent two months and that would

be 70 dollars and now this man would be another 35.00

I think they did very well on their crops last year- the boys

paid off what they were owing her. and she told me they paid

off one mortgage and quite a bit on their home
I am using the money I receive from you for all these

side trips I know that is what you would want me to do.

I think Verl Dixon must have been shipped out, as he phoned

Alice last Saturday and said if she didnt hear from him by

Friday she would know he had left.

Paul Dixon called on Monday afternoon and stayed until the

next morning. He had been to Conference, also to California to

visit Allie and Helen- Sarah came from Boise Idaho and they

visited with Maurine for 3 days in Springville- he said it was

worth the trip to visit in Maurines home and see how happy they

were. None of us have ever met her husband but they say he is a

nice

man. but quite retiring.

Clyde Summerhays has been transferred to Salt Lake.

Sarah will not come
until June when school is out. She has a lovely little baby. Paul brot

the picture of Allies baby and he is a beauty.

I cant tell you much news from home as I only get a note

from them. May Our Heavenly Father bless and protect and give you

the courage and strength each day to perform your duties.

Fondest Love Mother

[written on top back up the left side]

APRIL 15 1944

Letter 76 April 22, 1944

[Letter 76 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 458 Grape Street

MAY 5. 1944 Denver Colo 7. April. 22. 1944

Dear Clarence.

I received so many of your letters in one week I

suppose I must not expect too many altho they are due.

So far I havent received any this week. As I hear reports of

the invasion taking place or expected to anytime, I am wondering if

you will be able to write or receive any letters, I will continue to

write every week as I have been doing and take chances on

you getting them, that is the least I can do to help you keep

up your work in these trying times

I know you must all be under a great nervous strain

It is the greatest in your whole life, and I hope and pray you

will never have to face another like it.

We are all very anxious at home too- If I couldnt kneel in

prayer and ask my Heavenly Father to watch over and protect you

and give you courage and strength to endure what ever

comes to you or what your duty calls, and [- -] have faith in

that Higher power to do that which is for our best good- it

would indeed be a gloomy drab world.

There has hardly been a good warm day since I came

here. When I looked out of the window this morning the

ground was white with snow, just as soon as that

melts more comes, I think they are having about the

same kind of weather at home from what I hear, so I

guess it was the right time for me to come, as I could

not have cleaned house if I had stayed home, Ruth

said she would help me but not until the furnace

was turned off.

I received a letter from Ethel, she is so funny we
sure did get a laugh out of it. She said Elton and she came

down for Conference, Art and Elton went to church and she

visited with Ruth for the day. As Maurine had a house

full of company She & Elton went over to sleep in my

[Letter 76 pg. 2]

apartment, when they left on Sunday morning she

took the key to Salt Lake with her instead of putting it back

on the transane, and Betty was quite put out because she

wanted to turn the heat up. but she said they went

suffering for it was turned up to 80. Then Monday

morning Ethel went to the store and shut the door

and it locked- at night when they were going home
they came for their bags and couldnt get in, Elton and

Arnold had to take the window out of the bathroom

and they found the key on the buffet. Elton had left

it there not knowing he was supposed to put it back.

In a small envelope she put a clipping and marked on the

outside "another case of polgamy" When I took the clipping

out I was the picture of Elton standing with three beautiful

young ladies, Gold and Green Queens"

I received a letter from Elayne - she said Maurine Hoover was

home with her parents as her husband had gone over

seas.

Art sent me a letter from Kent the first he had

written since he was out of quarentine, He said he wasnt

a bit sick as his tempture was only 100, they could hardly

beleive it was scarlet fever until his hands began to peel

then they were sure of it.

I think I told you in my last letter Alice had been

urging Janet to come over ever since she had been in

Denver, She wrote again and Janet made all kinds of

excuses, and said she had an old Gent staying there and

would be there until the end of the month.

We wrote right back and told her there would never

be a better time than now and I would stay another

two weeks and go home with her. Joe could get along as

she has a basement full of all kinds of vegetable, fruit

and meat. We received a letter yesterday saying that

was the last straw and she would leave Salt Lake

next Wednesday 26th We are quite happy about it for I know
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[Letter 76 pg. 3]

Alices

she would never feel satisfied until she had see Janets

house and family, so it looks like I will be here six weeks

instead of three as I had planned.

I am enjoying it so much being here with the folks and

especially the children. The baby is the most lovable, dainty

little thing I have seen.

Sunday afternoon. Verl came and had supper with us

last night, he is being transferred to Pecos or something like

that Texas, he leaves next Wednesday for home when he

has a 15 day leave or furlough, he doesnt know just what

he will do, but hopes he wont be transferred to the infantry

as 30 of his co have been- many of them have years of

experience in flying.

We went to Sunday school this morning. Verl went with

Tom Bullock and wife for dinner at their home, so I dont know

if I will see him again or not.

As I look at the Calander I am reminded it will be near

your birthday when you receive this letter. I cant wish

you a happy birthday and send a gift, but I do send a

mothers blessing to her 5th son and pray for your safety

and your return home sound in body and mind

before another birthday.

The sun came out so warm this morning then

a cold wind began to blow making it very unpleasant

Alice and I have had the baby out for a walk during a brief

spell of sunshine- but was glad to come in again as it is

still cold.

The Olsens came to visit us this afternoon for

a short time they are very fine people- he is a teacher

at the same school as Roy- they are Mormon people

I cant tell you much news as I dont hear too much

from home. Trust you are keeping well and fit, I am
feeling fine except my back and that has bothered me
a lot the last few months, but I guess I cant expect it

to be much better. Bless you my dear boy and may

peace and comfort fill your heart,

Love Mother

Letter 77 April 30, 1944

[Letter 77 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 458 Grape Street

MAY 11. 1944 Denver Colo. April. 30. 1944

Dear Clarence-

I was so happy to receive your letter in such

a short time again. Arthur forwards them here for me.

Was so glad to hear you are keeping well under the

suspense and strain you are under.

I listen each day and night for the news and follow it

carefully- as near as I can figure the time is getting short

when the big blow will be struck, and I am sure our

armies will be victorious it just cant be any other way

for we are fighting for a just cause, we did not start

this but we must protect our land and homes.

I dont see why selfishness and greed will lead people to

kill not only their enemies but it results in the same to

their own. and what is gained by war after all the

horrors and bloodshed of millions of innocent people

who cant help themselves.

I am sure many of our boys who are at the front war

wonders what it is all about, after they have been in

homes where they have been taught it is wicked to

kill and do harm to any person, now they are being trained

to have nothing but hatred in their hearts for their enemies

and the more they can dispose of the greater their glory.

I am sure the Lord will hold them guiltless when they

are fighting a just cause

Well at last we got Janet here she arrived Thursday morning

at 9.45. it seems so good to have her, and I am sure

she is enjoying it too,

To day we had such a grand dinner of real green

peas (Frozen) and such delicious leg of lamb, with

mashed potatoes, brown gravy, cabbage and pineapple

salad, pumpkin pie with whipped cream on top

and other things. Janet had two servings of every thing

but pie, such a thing she says she never remembers

[Letter 77 pg. 2]

of doing before- if she keeps this up I may have to take

a fat woman back with me.

at Sunday school this morning we met Lester Taylor sen

he is returning from a buying trip in Chicago

Alice invited him up for dinner but he had to catch

his train for 1-30.

After the children wake up from their naps we are going

over to the city park and let the children see the animals

and we will go thru the museum.

Wednesday we are all going down town and have dinner

with Roy. Aria will take care of the children.

Roy will be gone nearly every day this week, some trips

will take him two or three days.

As far as I can tell we will be leaving for home about

a week from next Tuesday, Janet feels she must get back

and I would like to be home for Mothers day

Janet thinks it is alright to go thru the moffett tunnel that

is the way she came altho she was in a much better

car than what I went over in a year ago. it gets there

quicker and that is what she wants, I thot it would

be nice to go thru royal gorge but it takes many more

hours- that goes thru Provo and I felt I should get off

there and wanted her to stay over for a day or two, but

she wants to stay with the girls a few days in Salt Lake

and insists I go with her, as she promised Ruth I would

come and stay with her a few days, so I hardly know

what we will do.

Well the family is awake so I had better get ready

9. P.M. We drove over to the City park. While Alice and

Janet were going thru the museum I had the baby in the cart

while the boys were in the swings or going down the

chutes. Then I took them over to see the lions, wolves

Polar bears and other big bears, Alice says she has

never seen such a large crowd not even in the

[Letter 7 pg. 3]

summer time, It is really the first warm day we have

had. and still there was a cool breeze blowing

I hope the weather stays goods while we are here at least

It has rained nearly every day this week, some part of it.

Roy hasnt planted any garden yet.

Yesterday he did plant 200 strawberry plants, as he dug

the old ones up.

The daffoilds and narc[-]sis are coming out, and the tulips

will be out in a few days if the sun stays out long
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enough

In Arts letter he said George Taylor Bacels son had

his foot cut off at the Geneva plant by the electric train

I didnt hear the details.

Verl left Wednesday for a 15 days furlough at home, then

he goes to Texas

I was sorry to hear of your having your grade lowered

you gave no information why, so if you dont care to

tell me it is alright- but I dont want you to feel too

sensitive over it, you will have many things worse

than that in life, I am sure there are many disappointments

in the army when I hear of so many cases, but we have

to take many things we dont like-all that matters is

how we take things- so just keep your chin up

and every thing will come out all right in the

end. Remember I will always pray for you, and

you must never cease to call upon your Heavenly

Father at all times for courage and strength to face

what ever you are called upon to do.

My pen has got so bad for dropping ink I am writing

with one of tenets Alice's.

I must close as it is getting late, with my best love

and blessings Mother

[written on the back bottom, down right side]

April 30, 1944

(M)

Letter 78 May 7,1944

[Letter 78 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 458 Grape Street

MAY 17. 1944 Denver 7 Colo. May. 7. 1944

Dear Clarence-:

Received no letter from you the past

week, but as things now stand you may not be able

to send mail out. until I receive further word from

you I will hope and pray that you are alright.

I know the suspense you are going thu must be very

hard on every one. there is no turning back every

one must put his shoulder to the wheel and push

on to victory- which we hope will soon be achieved

We have had one or two fine days during the

past week, Saturday it was really hot and we
thot Summer was surely here, the jonquils, daffoilds

and tulips just popped out, Today it has been cloudy

nearly all day and now this evening it is so

black and it has started to rain in torrents ,

Roy has been unable to plant any thing, the

ground has been so wet. last year we were

eating things from his garden, such as spinach

and radishes,

We are having a very nice time visiting etc

Tuesday went to releif society, Janet enjoyed it so

much too, found so many relatives of people she

knew in Logan.

Wednesday we met Roy in town and went

out to dinner with him. He had to catch a train

for a place called La Ma[-]r. he had to appear in

court something about soil conversation, - he is State

sectry. was gone three days, got back at 1-30 this

morning- after he left for his train we girls

[Letter 78 pg. 2]

went to the show, and enjoyed it a lot, Orla took

care of John and Christina.

Thursday sister Walker came and had lunch with us

I served on Friday and took care of the baby while

Alice took Arthur to the Denver U. where they were

having honor day with a May queen. Arthur had

to be crown bearer. In the afternoon she and Janet

went I was

were invited too to the literary club, I felt I could do

more good by taking care of the children

Yesterday we went to the grocery store and to a

place where they sell gold fish, the children here had

3 Fred gave them, two died and the other looked so

lonely, I bought 2 more for the boys birthday as I

wont be here, when I went downstairs this morning

I saw both of them had died.

This morning we went to Sunday school and fast

meeting. I was so happy to see so many service

boys there, who bore such beautiful testimonies, many

of them had been in the mission field, but said they

were able to do more missionary work now than

before, as many wanted to know why they were so

different in their habits, such as abstaining from the

use of tobacco liquor, tea or coffee and led such good

clean lives, altho many times they were ridiculed and

and called sissys etc, little preachers, or deacons and

other things they had a testimony of that which they

believed was right, and felt they had been blessed

by living up to the teachings of their homes, and church

Janet and I are planning on leaving for home on

Tuesday morning over the D & R.G. which goes thru

the Royal garage, I will go right thru Provo to Salt

Lake with Janet, then stay a few days with Ruth and

perhaps she will go back with me and help to clean

house, and be there for Mothers day.

[Letter 78 pg. 3]

I received a letter from Henry yesterday, according

to his letter they have been having the same kind

of weather we have had, he said they had a strong

wind which uprooted trees and tore some of the

shingles of his roof-

They had quite an experience with Phil Hansen's baby

it had whooping cough and it went into its lungs

and caused pneumonia, when Lucile went in to

look at it she found it blue and in a convulsion.

Phil and Dr Merrill brot oxegen and then took it

to the hospital, where 3 doctors and 3 nurses worked

over it for over two hours before it revived- as they

have no ward for contagious diseases they had to take it

home, they had it under the Oxegen and it is getting

along fine now.

John had the croup very bad a week ago, which has

left him with a bad cough, then the baby had it and

still coughs badly, yesterday and today I have been

suffering

I am writing in Roys study- but they have a

nice fire down stairs in the grate, Alice is playing

the piano and they are all singing, I think I will

join them,

This time next week I expect to be with most

of my family again after nearly 7 weeks. Wont it be grand

when you can join the family circle again- so keep
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your head high and your chin up with a prayer

in your heart each day and hour, and remember

your Mother is always praying for you and the

rest of the boys in the service who have left

their Mothers

God Bless you my dear Son until we meet

again Mother

[written up left side top back]

MAY 7, 1944

Letter 79 May 16, 1944

[Letter 79 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

MAY 28. 1944 Provo- Utah, May 16- 1944

Dear Clarence-

Janet and I arrived in Salt Lake last

Wednesday morning, took a taxi up to Ruths, in

the afternoon Maurine and Nan came up, we had

them stay and have supper with us. Janets girls

came up after after work- Fred also got away from the

hospital for a short time, it was his week on the

emergency shift- we had a little table well filled

about 9 oclock the girls ordered a taxi and I went

down and stayed all night at their apartment, and

went over to the index bureau the next morning

wanted to spend a little time at the genealogical

library- during the summer it doesnt open until

1 P.M. on Thursdays, so I couldnt wa[-]t as Ruth and

1 decided we would go to Provo that afternoon on the

2 30 bus, it seemed good to get into my little apartment

even tho it had six weeks dust and dirt

Henry phoned and asked if Ruth and I would like

to ride to Price the next morning as he was going

on business, of coarse we were delighted to go, as

Ruth hadnt see some of the children

The ride was grand every thing is so green

and beautiful, and in Springville the trees were

all out in bloom.

Ethel served a delicious dinner, choice beef steak

from the locker also cream cake with frozen

raspberries also from the locker.

Henry was anxious to get back so we didnt

stay long after dinner

Julia had a very nice dress to wear that

night as she was graduating from Seminary

[Letter 79 pg. 2]

Elton was to present the diplomas- It seems like all

the grand are growing up so fast I have to look up to

them. Jim is such a big husky.

That night after we got home from Price Ruth and I

went to the Beta Sigina Phi Mothers day party- it was a

very nice affair and each Mother received such a

lovely favor.

Fred came down on Sunday morning and Ruth

went over to Kartchners for dinner as the family

were all together.

I had dinner over to Arts it was very nice,

I came home in the afternoon to write you and

Alice, but I had a house full afternoon and

evening until 11.30- Then yesterday I was cleaning

house and Don Taylor Bacils son came in to

get some information on genealogy as he has

become very much interested in it since being

in California.

Thursday 10. P.M. What time I am having to finish

this letter. I think it is the first time since you have

been in the service I have failed to write you on Sunday

regardless of whe wether any one else got their weekly letters

Last night Art came over and said he had a little time

if I wanted him to clean the paper in the front room

I was very glad to drop everything and Ruth and I

cleaned the S[- -]er part of the walls. It was late

when we got thru and I was glad to go to bed.

My bedroom looks so nice Ruth scrubbed the rug

all we have to do is hang the curtain.

I took the Venetian shades down to wash them and

now I cant put them together again, Lynn will

send one of the men from the store to put them up

[Letter 79 pg. 3]

they would have come this afternoon but I was

going to Etta's from Sister's Club, and Ruth went with

Rhea and the teachers go thru the Geneva steel

plant.

We went to the show and from there to Etta's

place where we had a nice lunch and visit.

Ruth came down and brot the baby, as she hadnt

seen hardly any of her Aunts.

I have received three letters from you since I came home
two of them were waiting for me. also your lovely little

booklet [-] with your own sweet sentiments written in

it made me very happy to read them.

I had 5 boxes of candy- a pair of hose, ear rings and a box

of stationary from the Nelsons, a towel set, and many other

things and a very happy Mothers day.

Aunt May Dixon was out showing Verl some thing about

fixing the roof to keep the water from running down the bricks, she

fell over the lawn mower and threw her shoulder out of place

she went with us to day but is suffering a lot of pain.

Verl went back a week ago and is now in pesos, Texas.

Grant Dixon came home for a furlough yesterday

Aunt Sophia says to tell you she is still thinking of you.

also Aunt Louie- poor woman she can hardly get around

she has rheumatism she will work and is so miserable

because she cant do as she used to.

I am very tired to night but will try and write

as usual.

Trust you are well and keeping fit under the

strain you are going thru, my prayers are

ascending in your and the others boys behalf

for the Lord to give you strength and comfort

and preserve your lives

Lots of love Mother

P.S. Owen Dixon is in England some where he wanted your

address, I gave it to Stella to send to you

[written down right side bottom back]

MAY 16, 1944
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Letter 80 May 21, 1944

[Letter 80 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West
MAY 29. 1944 Provo Utah- May 21. 1944.

Dear Clarence- Imagine my surprise yesterday when I received

two letters from you, a V mail written on your birthday, and

the air mail written last Sunday on Mothers day. I noticed

it was censored on Monday 15 and got here on Saturday the

20th some speed I would say- it makes me feel you are not

so far away.

Clarence I was very much touched by your sweet senti-

ments I love you too as I do all of my children, and pray

continually for your success and happiness- and especially you

spared and return home safe and sound in body and

mind

I have enjoyed so much having Ruth and Linda here

altho it has been a very hard week, house cleaning isnt

easy especially since we have had such a dirty winter

It is all done now except the hall, and scrubbing the

front room rug and polishing furniture.

Fred called Ruth last night and is so lonesome without

her, Henry was going to Salt Lake yesterday to a republican

convention and he would have taken her, but Alta wanted

us to go to

I would rather her go in a car because I think she

is pregnant and riding makes her sick- if she does go on

the Orem I think I will go with her and help her with the

baby. I try to help her all I can, I give her 10.00 a month

the 20.00 at Christmas for she and Fred, and every time

I go up I buy a lot of supplies, I have told her every time

she comes home I will pay her fare and 60C fare

charges each way for it is too hard riding the

bus with the baby.

I have finished all the fruit she needs in fact

there are so many ways I can help her.

[Letter 80 pg. 2]

She and Fred have been saying all the time they would

not raise a child alone, but I was in hopes they would

wait until Linda was at least 2 years old. If all goes well

it will be in Dec.

Ruth says when Fred leaves the hospital in Sept. they gen-

erally go into an army school to make up the years internment.

If that is the case he would be some where in the U.S. at the

time, of coarse those things are for themselves to decide

and no one else's business.

I told her some time ago I would like her to go into my
apartment when Fred goes, she said she wouldnt want to

turn Betty out.- but now I know how she is I insist

it will be so nice for both of us.

Bettys sister wants to come and stay with her as

her husband is over sea's and they havent room here

so it will work out just right,

I knew Ruth would not feel right as we were getting

40.00 a month and 2.50 for the garage, she said she

wouldnt feel right not to pay as Fred would get a

good pay in the army. I said if she would feel better

about it she could pay 20.00. 1 talked to the boys and

Art said why charge any thing, I told him how Ruth

felt about it. I can make it up to her in many

ways, It will be empty until Sept as I would not

want to rent for such a short time
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Ruth has gone out a lot and had a good time

since being her, so many to tend the baby.

I have tried to keep her from working so hard

but you know how she is. I am going to give her

10.00 and pay her way home.

Art cleared the paper or I dont know what we would

have done as you cant hire anyone

[Letter 80 pg. 3]

Thursday was our Sisters Club. Ruth went with

Rhea and other teachers to go thru the Geneva plant

and see them roll steel, she said it was very inter-

esting, after she came back she put Linda in the buggy

and came down and visited with the Aunts.

This morning Nancy took care of Linda while we went

to Sunday school- After which Henry came down and

took us up to "Oak Crest" as Stephen says, we had a

grand dinner- Then about 4-30 we went to the Fred

Dixon residence for a garden tea. You can imagine

how beautiful "Buck's garden is this time of the year

the whole lot is walled around with the most beautiful

lilacs of all kinds they are a mass of lovely blooms

rows and bed of such large beautiful pansies,

and I think you remember what georgous tulips

he always has- yes there must have been thousands

of them all shades and colors.

Helen made the cakes and 20 gallons of sherbet

like Maurine used to make, it was all so delicious

Hundreds of people were there, I told them they should

give their friends an invitation to visit their garden

and enjoy the beauty of it but not have the work of

entertaining and refreshments.

Ruth has gone to the seminary graduation exercises

at the Jos. Smith building. Kent would have graduated if he

hadnt gone to the army.

I am listening for Linda, The weather has been stormy

with a lot of rain, now that the sun shines every

thing looks so fresh and green.

Your evergreen trees, Lo[- -]ts[-], and other trees are going

you will be surprised. The apricot trees are loaded again

and the fruit is as big as marbels [— ].

I had better close as I want to write to Alice, Art

gave me this [- -] little leaflet the Church are putting out once a

month

especially for the boys in the service. With loads of love

Mother

[written left side bottom back]

MAY 21 1944

Letter 81 May 28, 1944

[Letter 81 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] Wildwood, Provo Canyon

JUNE 8. 1944 May. 28. 1944

Dear Clarence- You will see by the above I am in dear old

Wildwood- I have never seen it look more beautiful than at

this time. There is a yellow carpet of dandelions amongst the

fresh green grass, every where you look all thru this resort

with the mountains towering so hight on each side of the

cabin, with the ever greens and among them the service berry
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and chocke cherry trees a mass of white blooms.

Generally when I have come in the spring the sheep has

have been in and eaten every thing in sight-a week or

two after it begins to look better after the rain or the grass

has been watered

I am sitting on the porch writing- the view down the

canyon is just as grand as it was 38 years ago when we
purchased a share- every thing is so peaceful-only for the

roar of the creek, I dont know if there isnt so much high water

this year or of the weather is too cool to melt the snow in the

mountains, but I was surprised yesterday to see it so clear and

not roaring, rolling boiling with such thick muddy water over-

flowing its banks.

I hardly knew how I would get up here to clean my cabin

as they to have rationed the gas to 2 gals a week. Spence and Ruby

said they would like [-] me to go With them when they went to

clean up- this past week they have been very busy getting the

cemetary ready for decoration day. Flora Fisher phoned me Thursday

and said she was going up the weekend if I would like to go, I was

very glad to come, I have slept with her and eaten our meals to

gether

When I opened the cabin I was so surprised to find everything

so clean and free from rat and mice damage, I did find

4 mice dead in the traps which I set expecting to go back

again last fall but couldnt make it. dont you think I am
getting brave to take them out of the trap? I find you can do

most anything when you have to. I did have trouble when I turned

the water on. You see before you left you didnt show me how to

drain the pipes. While I was in Denver last year. Art, Elton and

families came up and found about 10 breaks- this year

I decided we would drain them. I turned the water out of the

[Letter 81 pg. 2]

drained the tank made a little fire in the range to day the water

jacket and when Lynn came to take me home I told him to take

a plug out to drain it. When I saw Elton I told him what we had done

and he said there was another one under the step- as I couldnt

get back I phoned offeret, now I find out they couldnt find it hence

more plumbing troubles. Mr Offeret fixed the out side under the

house and I was able to use the water. All but the wash bowl we
will have to get a a new goose neck, now I find water coming from

under the toilet bowl I dont dont think it is s leak- 1 think he will

come & fix it it before I have to leave this afternoon

I cleaned every thing up and hope I will be able to spend

some time here.

Elayne and some of the girls drove up last night, she said

her father told her Eltons folks were coming in for decoration day

If they come in to night I think they would like to come up here

and stay over night as they usually do

There are about 40 girls one of the social [- -]rts- the ten-

nis court has

been kept busy the last two days

Elayne and her group were up here last week, there were

60 in her crowd and 40 in another, girls are very much in the major-

ity these days

Nancy wants to bring about 10 of her girl freinds up some

time soon

I received a letter from Ethelyn last week with son a check

for me to fill out to pay for flowers for Kenneths grave- she said she

would liked to have been here but it was impossible

I wish decoration day was a week or two later as the peo-

nies are in bud but I am afraid they will not be ready

Ruth went back last Monday I went with her to help take

care of Linda she was so restless Ruth was nearly worn out by the

time we got there.

I slept at Rye Rossitters and had a nice visit with her- the

next morning I went to the genealogical library, but it seems like I

cant get very much, I took some sheets to the Index bureau

and went over to the Temple to see if I had any names there

I met Andrew Hartley there, he is an officiator there now. he was

telling me his wife died very suddenly about two months

ago, while I was waiting for the recorder some one touched

me on the shoulder I turned around and saw Jennie and Will

Knight, they seemed so pleased to see me. He is in the Presidency

there now. It is now after 11 oclock and many things have

happened since I started this letter at Wildwood Asel brot

[Letter 81 pg. 3]

Elayne up after Sunday school for dinner. I had Mr
Offert over to see if he could fix the toilet, we found it

was cracked inside he fixed it the best he could, but

it looks like we will have to get a new one, The other

one isnt giving too good service.

We left the canyon before 6 as Elayne had to be to church

as the choir was giving their fare well concert and will rest

for the summer, we were a little late getting down but I hurried

and got ready and it was very fine

Elton and family were here when we got home, I was going

to write but we were at Arts and the time slips by so

quickly—

Louse wanted to sleep on Uncle Buds bed in

the front room so I had to make her a bed

I think probably we will take our flowers out tomorrow

night and go to the canyon and sleep and stay until

Wednesday morning- 1 may go back with them and

go to the Manti Temple, It looks like I am here today

and gone to morrow, but things happen so fast I cant

keep up

I still have some house cleaning but I guess it will

wait. I am my own boss can work or let it go-

dont you wish you were in my class.

I looked for your letter it may come tomorrow.

It is late and I must say good night may our Heavenly

Father guard and protect, and give you courage and

strength in the hour of need

My thots are with you and my prayers always

With love

Mother

[written right side bottom back]

MAY 28. 1944

Letter 82 June 4, 1944

[Letter 82 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

JUNE 14. 1944 Provo, Utah, June 4. 1944.

Dear Clarence-

Another week and not letter from you,

Art was telling me last night it was announced over the

radio, that many people were worrying about not getting letters

They said as things are now letters must be censored more

thoroughly and that takes more time, but they would come

in due time. It will make no difference to me about writing

as I shall continue my weekly letters and hope for an

answer as soon as possible
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An announcement came over the radio about 3 oclock

yesterday afternoon that the invasion had started, I was up town in

the car with Maurine and Elayne, one of the girls from the

plant told us she heard it- one of the girls there fainted and

others petrified -in a few minutes later they said it was
an error by the correspondent.

Everyone here in on such a tension waiting to hear

and I can imagine how you boys over there feel the

suspense must be terrible. I dont think I will faint when
the news comes as I never do such things, but I will

pray to our Heavenly Father for His protecting care to be

with you.

When I was in Denver some of the churches told

their people when the news came the bell would ring

and every one was to pray, I feel that is the only thing

we can do to help- not only at that time but always.

I know nothing is impossible with the Lord and I have

felt to acknowledge His hand in all things- even to parting

with my loved ones- it isnt how we die but how we
live that counts, not only for this life but one beyond

which is Eternal Life

The trials and sacrifices of this life are sent to

us to try us- if we overcome them we are made that

much stronger and better

Every trial that has come to me has made me
more mellow and more sympathic for the other person

[Letter 82 pg. 2]

I started this letter before I went to Sunday school-

1

mean I started there and was told it was our conference

I have been away so much I dont know what is going

on. Leo Taylors wife came along in the car and took

me up to the Tabernacle.

Levi Edgar Young was the principle speaker and his

talks were very fine, instead of missionaries reporting

(there are only 2 out in the stake. Reed Powell is one)

there were several service boys. Earl Wallace is

home on a furlough and he gave a very fine talk.

I went again this afternoon, after I called at Eves

Sister Eves was in bed again and Bro E is about

there what with having so much to do in the

home besides what little work outside he is able to

do and worry about Dora- She is still in the

hospital with bughts disease and it has gone to her

lungs, they had to tap them yesterday, if they

could get her kidneys, to work it would pass off a

lot of poison

This evening I went to the (bacuralette) exercises

(excuse poor spelling)

in the Joseph Smith building. Elayne wore her cap

and gown, she looked very nice, Wednesday she gets her

diploma, Tuesday I am going to the emeritis exercises

I got my diploma as you will remember two years ago-

not for how much I knew but because I went to the academy

over 50 years ago when Dr Karl G. Maeser was teaching

Well Clarence your mother doesent seem to settle down.

I think I told you last week of going to the canyon to

clean up the cabin, and had to have a new toilet

the frost cracked the other one.

I took Elton and family up Monday afternoon, Tuesday

morning Elton and I came down to decorate the graves

Ethel stayed up there and cooked the dinner, Art and

family went up for dinner, Maurine took an 8 qt

[Letter 82 pg. 3]

freezer full of the best sherbet, it rained quite hard

in the afternoon and nearly all night.

Wednesday morning we came down- 1 packed my

case and went to Price with them- the ride was

very cool and nice- every thing looked so fresh

and green

Friday we went to Manti Temple- it has been

redecorated and everything looks so beautiful

Elton, Ethel and I were guest of President Anderson

for dinner. When we was going back it just

poured with rain, That night we went to a

testimonial for a lady who has taught school

continually for over 40 years and Primary for 35 and

has kept fresh flowers in the church, also the Methodist

church where she does janitorial work, and she is sure a

lovely lady. I told her I thot that was much better

to give flowers to her now than after she had passed on.

I came home on Saturday on the big store truck

with Hal.

I am going to try and stay home for a few days if

nothing comes up,

It is now 11-30 and I have about a six weeks wash to-

morrow- but that isnt as big as one week when you

were all home,

Good night my dear son and God bless you with

strength and courage to do the things required of you,

Love Mother

[written up left side top back]

JUNE 4. 1944

Letter 83 June 11,1944

[Letter 83 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] 256 North 5th West

JUNE 19. 1944 Provo Utah, June, 11, 1944.

Dear Clarence- It seems like the days are so long now
and the evenings so short, it is 10 oclock before I realize

it. This has been another busy week. Sunday I went

to the exercises for Elaynes graduation, one of our new
apostles Spencer Kimball was the main speaker, I

enjoyed his talk so very much,

Monday I did a big wash- Tuesday I attended the

class of the Emeritus Club- 1 enjoyed meeting many
people who went to school when I did 54 years

ago- it was a lot of fun trying to recall names and

faces. We had lunch there, and attended the Alumni

exercises in the Auditorium- then over to Pres. Harris

home for a reception- it was held in the garden

which is very beautiful this time of the year

refreshments were served there too.

I was tired but after a nights rest was ready

to go again the next morning for the closing exercises

We sat from 9-30 until 12-30 which was a little tiring

for my back, but I enjoyed it all so much.

Guess what-Elaynes name was on the folder

as having passed with high honors. She was very

tired what with school work and so many social

engagements.

That night Grant called from San Francisco
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she was out with a group picncing. Art and Maurine

got in the car and found her at Canyon Glen.

Grant wanted her to come down as he has been

assigned to his ship, but would still be there for

about 10 days. She leaves in the morning, I am
going to Salt Lake with them to take her up

there, we will have to leave here not later

than 6 oclock as her tran will leave at 8 oclock.

[Letter 83 pg. 2]

my renters left last Saturday, they wanted a larger

place as Bettys sister wants to come and stay with

them, I have been cleaning it and was going strong

Friday after when Fred and Ruth came down with

Linda she is sure cute. Fred scolded me for getting

on the ladder so I told him it would be a good job

for him to clean the wall paper ceilings which

he did, I did up all the curtains yesterday and

every thing looks so nice and clean.

I thot I might rent it for two or three months to

sumer school students or a couple one man
came and looked at it and liked it a lot but

he thot it was a little too far from school, he

was a middle age man
I dont want to rent it to any one only until

Ruth comes, I would rather have it empty.

Fred was so tired he had been up all the night

before delivering babies. It was his night off on

Friday and one of the fellows exchanged days with

him Saturday and Sunday was also his day

off, so he had a good rest.

They left this afternoon, he said he wished the

hospital would give him a month off.

I hope he can get a week off in August and they

could spend it in the canyon.

Ruth is looking a lot better and seemed to enjoy the

visit, and I am sure Linda did, she had so much

attention she will surely miss it when she goes back

I think we will spend some time up there with them

to morrow

I wonder each hour of the day and night where you

are and what you are doing.

Tuesday morning before I got up I heard the news

boys calling extra Invasion as I had my window

up I turned on the radio and was stunned for

[Letter 83 pg. 3]

the moment, but I got a firm hold on myself. I was

glad I had an appointment to go to the college at the

Y it helped a lot. I guess people who never have

prayed before if not on their knees in their hearts

my prayers have been constant, I do hope they

will be made manifest in your behalf. I am sure

our Heavenly Father will do what ever is for our best

good, according to reports it wasnt as bad as expected

but I guess it was plenty bad.

I see the time is late and I must be ready when

the car goes at 6 a.m.

Good night my dear boy and God Bless you

Monday night. I was up at 5 oclock this morning and off

by six. the ride was very pleasant altho cool, as it has

been the whole spring, I dont know how the crops will

come if we dont have more sunshine, the Strawberries are

coming on now but very expensive 33 cents a cup. that is

the ceiling price, and too much to pay- 1 guess you

remember when we used to sell them for 5C a cup.

Elayne was a little t[— ] about traveling, but one of her

girl friends who graduated with her shared her sleeper,

and Grant will be there to meet her.

We went up to Ruths, Maurine, Nan, and Dixie went to

bed for a couple of hours, Art took Linda out for a walk

Gilner drive is just across the street from Ruths and Art

said the homes and gardens are very beautiful.

I went over to the store and bought some things for dinner

we all enjoyed it so much.

Then we went to the show- and it was a long one too

a double bill I think.

One part was a picture of the invasion, as I saw the boys

slide down the gang plank into the water and wade to the

shore. Amidst flashes of gun fire. I said to Dixie I wonder if

Uncle Bud is one of them.

[Letter 83 pg. 4]

according to reports our forces are doing as well or better

than was expected- 1 do hope and pray it will soon be

over and this blood shed will cease.- yes for ever-

May was telling me tonite she received a letter from

Gloria who went to California with Grant, that she

said she was Ethelyn at Sunday school and she

said she was coming to spend some time with me
in the canyon this summer I was so glad to hear

it- 1 am sure it will do her good,

Nancy and her friends came home last night

and said they had a grand time up there.

Rhea spent the week in Ogden last week, Edna and chil-

dren came back with her and Aunt Lo[-]ee has a house full as

the other grand children came down too.

Erina was telling me yesterday that Verl has been appointed

as an instructor I think he is in r iorida ,
Texas,

I sure do miss your letters and will be glad when you

can write again.

I hope you are receiving mine as I try to tell you

a few of the happenings of home, which will help in a

small way to make you forget the hard things you

have to meet each day

Again I do pray the you will be protected and

have strength and courage each day to go on and

do the things required of you

With lots of love

Mother

[written up left side top back]

JUNE 11, 1944

Letter84June17 / 1944

[Letter 84 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] Wildwood Provo Canyon

JUNE 28. 1944 June 17, 1944.

Dear Clarence-

I do miss your weekly letters- but I suppose

we must wait patiently until you are allowed to send

letters.

As I read the papers and listen to the radio telling

of conditions at the front my thots go out to you and I try
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to picture you in different places or taking part in this

terrible battle.

Monday morning I went with Arts family to Salt

Lake to take Elayne to take the train for San Francisco

afterwards we went up to visit Ruth, Maurine Nan &
Dixie went to bed as they were up so early that morning

Art took Linda for a walk around Gilmer drive which

is just across the street from where Ruth lives, she was

fast asleep when he brot her back

I went to the store and got some things for dinner

I cooked the dinner while Ruth did her washing

after dinner before going home we went, to a show
They thrived a spot on the screen of the invasion

it was a true picture. It showed where they were loading

the ships with supplies, and even big Cats which

when unloaded plowed thru the water and up the

steep banks.

The men in the boats ran from them into

the water, with their rifles held high and their knap-

sacks on their backs, I said lets see if we can see

Uncle Bud. several times when one of them looked

up from under their tin hats I could almost see you.

Stella was telling me yesterday that Owen was

in the 2nd division and that was one of the first

in the invasion.

0 my it makes me sick when I think of you

boys having to go thru such terrible things when
you have been taught what a terrible thing it

[Letter 84 pg. 2]

is to take life- but on the other hand you are

fighting for a righteous cause- the cause of freedom

what would life be to any of us if we were under

the rule of such a monster as Hitler

I am proud to have one of my son frig fight for

such a cause, and I want you to know by day and

by night your Mothers prayers ascend in your behalf.

and I do pray that this cruel war will soon

be over and your life will be spared to return to

us again sound in body and mind.

1 am on the go again- just when I begin to feel

settled for awhile Flora phoned to see if I would like to

go to the Canyon on Friday afternoon and say until 5tmr

Sunday night, I was glad to come especially to see

how the pluming was working- and I find it alright

It seems like it is one expense after another- but when

thing

I come up here and find every so fresh and green

after so much rain- and every thing so quiet and

peaceful I thing it is worth every thing we pay

out.

I was thinking last night, it is 38 year this

month since we bought an interest in this

resort, and during that time I can count up nearly

30 heads of families or one of a family head that have

passed away- there are only a very few left. I begin to

feel like one of the last leaves left hanging on a tree.

As I sit here and ponder on the past I have had

some very exciting experiences, with Wild animals

which didnt turn out to be so wild- marooned behind

7 or 8 floods, do you remember when your father was

up here so sick and the doctor had to climb across

the ledges to get here, and I think I can see you

and Alta wading thru water to reach here.

[Letter 84 pg. 3]

through it all we didnt suffer very much

I remember the many times you and Don Dixon

used to get up at 4 oclock in the morning and start

out early to lead the cow 13 miles, and how tired

you were-but didnt the milk taste good after the

cow had been in that fresh green pasture, and

so it goes one experience after another.

I slept with Flora last night- she is coming to sleep

with me tonight-as Afton and her husband and

Bill Firmage & wife are coming to stay at her cabin

It has been so cold I had to make a fire in

the grate. Flora has gone to a party up to the

Moffitt cabin and I am as cosy and quite as can

be.

Moffitt

Mayra Conover has married again-, she was in the

army and he was too but he was discharged on account

of a rheumatic heart, They came in to Clarks when

I was over there tonite. he is a fine looking fellow, she

is out of the army too I think by what she said.

I see it is 10-30 by the clock and it is getting real cold

will finish tomorrow.

12 noon. Just had breakfast, washed the dishes and came

out to get this good fresh air. The sun is shining brightly but the air

is quite cool. I am sitting in the porch swing of Calderwoods

listening to the chirrup of the robins and other birds, and how

good it seems to hear the roar of the creek again. The high

water is over but there is a lot of water

Lynn and Cess were up to their canyon home on decora-

tion day she said they found every thing in good condition. I didnt

think she and the children should go up this summer and be alone

so much because Lynn will not be able to go as often as usual due to

the gas shortage, and besides she is expecting a baby in Sept. I hear

that the Mutual girls are going to their canyon home this summer
and that will be company for her I think Art and Lynn are going East

on a buying trip in July-It looks like some more sheep are coming in,

are part of the Stewart herd come in last week but it didnt do much

good as the grass is still high and that makes the mosquitos worse

altho we havent seen one this year

[Letter 84 pg. 4]

but as I am saying that one just bit on my arm so I guess at soon

as it warms up a little more we will have plenty.

Mr Offert said there would be two more herds of Stewarts coming in

I have just been over to the Clark cabin, they came up

for the party last night and stayed over for today. They brot

such a beautiful boquet of roses and Flora has her panels

has sketched them now we have them down here to my
home and she is painting them- you know what beautiful

pictures she makes. Ruby Clark says she would like to

buy this one. I often wish I could paint but I supposed I

must be satisfied admiring my daughters work and other

peoples.

Flora has given Grant three beautiful paintings

Grant gave Elayne a beautiful dinner ring for her graduation

it was what they call a golden topaz stone he brot from

Brazil.

I am anxious to hear from her how she is enjoying

herself. I told her I thot they should get married there seeing

he couldnt come home- He did want to come for graduation as

he was in Elaynes class. When he goes out there is no telling

when he will be back as these ships go all over the world.

I am glad she is getting such a good clean young man.
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Kent seems anxious to get out of Farragut altho he is in a

good assignment, I think he put in his application in the

Navy to go out on a ship- he says he feels he would be doing

more for his country.

I guess I had better be thinking about dinner for you

know we have to eat in the canyon, we didnt have

breakfast until 11 oclock and it is now 3 oclock.

Keep your chin up and do a good job, with a prayer

in your heart for strength and courage to face whatever

you are called to do each day and hours, and I am sure

our Heavenly Father will hear our appeal.

With Love Always Mother

[written bottom right back]

JUNE 17. 1944

Letter 85 June 25, 1944

[Letter 85 pg. 1]

[portion of letter cut out] Wildwood Provo Canyon

JULY 6. 1944 June 25. 1944.

Dear Clarence- 1 was so surprised and happy to receive two

letters from you last week- the one of 4 June received two days

before 28 of May.

I was afraid to hope for a letter for some time after the

invasion. I could imagine you being right in the thick of it

and was so thrilled to know you were still in England- of coarse

I expect you to do whatever you are called and expected to do

but nevertheless I am glad you were spared that long.

I am here in Wildwood again, after another busy week and it seems

good to settle down again for how long I dont know- 1 never know

when I will be up and going again.

Last Monday I went around my district and paid a visit to

the Eves home, Dora is still in the hospital and sister Evas in bed

Bro. E. is so worried besides waiting on his wife and the worry of

Dora he has his work to do besides serving customers in the

store, most of the time he has to close the doors. I told him he must

be related to job. and I hoped he would be as firm as him.

Tuesday I cleaned my fruit room and was surprised to find

I had so much fruit left. Ruth has taken all she needs and Mrs

Kartchner has also furnished a good share too.

You see I am away so much. I decided I would take a about

a doz bottles to help the Eves some, as I didnt send them any last

year, they appreciate every thing so much.

Tuesday afternoon I went with a group to the temple- Art

& Maurine also went, one of the new members of the ward, drives

one of the Geneva transportation buses, and he took us about 25 in

our group. We all enjoyed it a lot,

I was especially happy as I met Vern Hall and his wife in

the temple, he is a son of Uncle Alf. Hall of Hurrican. Vern lives in

Murray.

I met them once a long time ago at the genealogical library, they

were so thrilled to see me, I also met Clarence Foulger and wife

there too, also Jeanne Wright Gum. Evans sister, her husband is in

the army and she is living with her parents.

It was one oclock when we got home, I had to get up early the next

and take care of things I had neglected in the house, and to [illegible

word] for a party for many. And Taylors wife.

Thursday morning Art, Maurine and I left for Price, as Ethel had

phoned for us to come for a birthday supper she was giving Elton

There were 16 seated at the table, his counsellors, stake clerk, and one

[Letter 85 pg. 2]

or two other couples.

I don't want to make your mouth water but I must tell you

what she had. We fried 10 spring chickens, potatoes, gravy, spring

salad (you wouldnt care for the onions) creamed corn, hot rolls

birthday cake with 44 candles, and the most delicious sherbet

we had a grand time.

Left early the next morning for home, for the funeral of Elvira

Felt I guess you remember her she was E[-]ch Clarks sister and

a girl friend of mine. The funeral was to be held at 12 noon as

they were taking the remains to Manti for burial, Art had to

take charge of the services here.

In the afternoon we put up lunches for our Taylor reu[--]n

at Saratogo.

Elton and family came in also 3 of Julias girl

friends. Aunt Hattie whose birthday we were celebrating

was 86 years old on that day '23; she is as spry as a young

girl. I said I wouldnt go in swiming this year, but when
Uncle John Taylor, Edna & Nadine came, Edna wanted to go in

but wanted some one else to go, Nadine says there is Aunt Rye

and I an sure she will go, and in I went and enjoyed it

as it helps take the kinks out of my back.

Edna and I were the only ones of the older group to go, not one

of my daughter in laws even went.

We had a short programme and a good lunch, and you know

how the children enjoy their food after being int he water for

four hours.

Elston brot the girls and I up here after we went home
to get our things. We were all tired out and went to bed as soon

as Elton left, and didn't get up until 10:30 the next morning.

Elton and Ehtel came back last night and slept here, but left early

as they went down to sc scotts to dress spring chickens to take

home and put in their locker. They just came back to get Louise

they were very tired having cleaned 86 chickens, Elton furnishes

the feed and Mr Scott takes care of them. They have just left for

home and I think the girls will stay a week.

Then I don't know what I will do maby stay alone or get some

one to come up

If the weather still stays cool people won't want to

come, for several days this past week it has been real

warm but cool at nights. Yesterday it was warm, cool last

night, warmer this morning, this afternoon a real
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thunder storm, it fairly shook the cabin, and rained in

torrents I was almost afraid of a flood.

I had another surprise Ethel found two letter in the mail

box from you. one was dated 22 May written before the ones

I got last week it had the post card I had thot was lost.

I received the picture of the castle, but if it hadnt been held

by a little glue on the end it would have been lost I am
afraid, as the edges were all worn.

I imagine the post card is a picture of the same only a

different view, it is certainly a beautiful structure. I will

take good care of them for you. I let Elton take the first one you

sent to show one of his friends who came form that country

to see if he knew it.

I got a letter from Ethelyn she said she was in hopes of

spending some time with me in Wildwood but was disappointed,

as she expected to return to Utah but has to stay longer than she

expected she has never told me what what went to California to take

treatments for, and of coarse I never ask her.

Elayne came back last Wednesday and said she had a

very nice time, but she looked very tired. If Grant gets a
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furlough I think they will be married in Sept

Ruth wrote and said some of the interns from the hospital went
around the loop last Sunday and enjoyed it so much the others

wanted to go and if Fred could get off they would go too, and m
call in at Wildwood for a few minutes and have a piece of

cake if I was there, I have wanted all afternoon and when it

rained so hard I thot they had either gone back or would come
here for shelter, It is after 6 oclock and they just drove in

for a few minutes, there were two other Drs and wives

in the car, two other couples went on down.

I offered them some cake but they said they had eaten

so much, they finally did have a little.

Ethel left 3 spring flyers and said if Ruth did come to

give her one as she has been wanting some so badly I

was glad she was able to get it, I told her I had some grape

juice and ginger ale I could give them, she laughed and said

that was too tame for them as they wanted beer.

Well I have exhausted my source of infomation and

will close. Praying the blessings of the Lord to guide and protect

at all the times lots of love Mother

[written bottom right side of back]

Mo Elayne and Dixie came up Wednesday night. Art and

Maurine went to Canyon Glen for Kinaurs party, the girls

left them there and drove up for a couple of hours
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They brot me your letter and one from Alice, It just

amazes me the short time it takes for your letters to reach

me during this fierce fighting, It was dated 18 June

censored 19 and I got it 28.

I was so happy to hear that my letters were reaching you

in such good time, Some times when I have been so busy

or something happened to hinder me from writing I have

felt inclined to put if off for a day or two thinking it

would be a long time before it would reach you as

the invasion was getting nearer, but now I am
so thankful I didn't as you were able to get them as

you quick or even quicker than before.

I will try and do that much to keep your spirits

up for know when I am away there is nothing

I enjoy more ghan a letter from home, even telling

JUNE 25, 1944

Letter 86 July 1,1944
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CAMP TIDWORTH, E146

JULY 12. 1944

Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 1. 1944

Dear Clarence.

I think I told you in my last letter I was

here at Wildwood, with Julias girl friends. Ethel came after them

yesterday. I think they were quite disappointed, they were having

such a good time they didnt want to go home- 1 enjoyed them a lot

they were as fine a group as any I have had up here. I let them do

most of the work. I did help some with the cooking.

I stayed alone last night- 1 did feel a wee bit nervous when

I looked up and down the camp and not a light to be seen any

where, as soon as it was dark which is about 9-30 I went to

bed and had a good nights rest.

Some difference to nite nearly every place is taken many

people got off for Monday as Tuesday is the 4th and that gives

them a good holiday

I understand the Summerhays family and Maurine Dixon

child are here I saw the children but guess the others are busy

cleaning their cabin, and I dont like to bother people at that time

The Clarks came up this afternoon and brot Ruth and Linda

I knew she was in Provo as she wrote and said she thot she

would come down Thursday and stay with Mrs Kartchner for a

few days.

It seems so good to have them here. Linda is so cute.

I was thinking today how nice it would be if Fae. and baby

could come home, The Clarks were ready to go down and visit

them but couldnt get transportation, and Fae wrote and told them

not to come as the weather in Texas was terrible.

They got a letter from Fae today she said there had been

some talk of transferring Vic to Florida, the Mayor told him that

when he was the Colonel he asked if he could have preference he

said he thot so and Vic told him he would rather stay where he

was in Texas

They have been hoping he could get a furlough in Aug. and

come home, and it wouldnt be so far from Texas.

guess

the little details as I tell you- some times I wonde r

you wonder why I go in details so much as you

all used to bawl me out for writing such lengthy

espistles and would say who wants to read all

that. Well I am taking a chance on you reading

every word I write and even wanting more if I

am a judge.

I will still continue for it will give you something

to think of other than army life- When you came

home and I have occasion to write you it will be

shorter- but until then beware.

In your last letter it read "somewhere in England" I

think that is the first time I have noticed that and

it had made me wonder if you had left the castle

any way it warmed my heart to know that you were

on not at the battle front, of course we cant expect but

what it will come to that some time somewhere,

but when that time does come go into it with a

firm faith and a stout heart and know there

is One who is always over His children, and

you have always lived a good clean life and

kept His commandments and you can call upon

Him for aid knowing you have a right as that is

a promise given to all who serve Him and keep

his commandments.

The Dangerfield called for a few minutes today

Roydens wife was with them, I guess she was

on her way to Okla. she left her children in Washington
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with her sister and Royden, Alice can hardly

walk any distance without help, it sure seems to

bad when we get old to be crippled up.

I like you was very much surprised to be able

to get anything out of Taylor Bros stock, I dont go

into details of the business of the family I leave

that to Henry he tells me he tries to keep you

posted on those things

Yes Aunt Sarah did benefit some, altho I

think she only had about 15 shares left- they

had to give so much to different parties for
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security, but it was a blessing for her to get it

now, I often look at her and wish she could

be blessed as I am a littl[-] place of her own
instead of with children all the time, altho she

says when she goes to Aldous home or any where

she gets so homesick to see the children in

fact she says they never bother her- but

you know what a good see sweet soul she is

always wants to make the best of every thing,

It is thundering and lightening I am sure glad I

have company to nite. there are a few drops

of rain it may turn into a thunder shower

last week it was so cold and today so hot

it has driven so many people into the

canyon.

I see it is 10-30 I had better close for now.

Sunday night.

I guess Ruth has told you most of what has transpired

nothing of much importance except a very delicious dinner

of fried chicken (Ethel left us two last week) and those

good peas from Radcliffe, Maurine went out and picked

them yesterday Mr R let his farm out as he has

gone to work, his son and daughter has gone into the

service. Every thing tastes so good up here- Flora sent

us a piece of Asaels birthday cake, I had already made

a chocolate cake.

It was so hot last night I could hardly sleep, they

say it was terrible down town- it has been very

sultry and warm today too- with thunder and

lightning and some little rain. It is cooling off now-

In one of your letters you said you were receving
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your magazines very well I am so glad for it

helps a lot to have plenty of reading material. I think

you said some thing about the Readers Digest I hardly

under stand if the reduced offer is for now or after

the war.

They made a price of 1.50 for all service men
at Christmas time, that was for one year.

I wish you could tell me when you issue

of Colliers and American run out. I think you will

find it with your address on the front page

I want to renew it so that it will keep going

Art, Lynn and the other boys are going East to the

furniture Mart tomorrow-After they come

back Art and Maurine are going to Farragut to

see Kent I think it will be about the 19th

Kent said he could visit with them every night

and get one day off. they have made reservations

at a Hotel but 5 days is all any one can stay

there.

Helen Ward and her parents drove up this

afternoon- she has such a darling fat little baby

looks just like "G".

Ruth and I walked up to the Dixon cabin

and visited with the folks. Sarah has such

a lovely baby girl 9 months old. Clyde will stay

here for a weeks vacation. I dont know how

long Sarah intends to stay. Maurine is going

down Wednesday andl think Ruth and I will

go down withthem-

I will wash and iron and arrange to come

back and stay for the summer, I am afraid I

couldnt stand the heat down there.

I see it is bed time- will close Praying the

Lords blessings to be with you at all times

Your loving Mother

Letter 87 July 7, 1944
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Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 7. 1944.

Dear Clarence-

Am so sorry this letter may be a

day late. I have had quite an exciting time since Eltons

folks came last Friday night, I told Jim when I

was out there he could bring his boy friend Grant Faucett

and Terry Harmon felt so bad because Paul told him

maby he could go, but he didnt ask Ethel, and when they

were ready Terry cried so hard they brot him, he is a

very quiet nice little fellow

I told Henry and Alta they could leave the children

here while they went out to Vernal, so Saturday night

there were 13 of us, Ruby had Julia and Louise go there

to sleep Tony and Dee slept in sleeping bogs and Steven

with me so we all had a good time-

When I asked what they wanted for breakfast

they all said- well you know I am sure- yes hot

cakes and more of them.

Elton decided it was time I had some new

lineolum on the bath room, he put cement and felt

on the floor- then he noticed how worn the kitchen

was and a we wanted some coal and he had his

truck here he would get what I needed from town,

In looking over the bath room he thot we could

makes some improvement, so we dashed down as

the lumber yard closes on Saturday at noon

it was then 11:15 but we made it, as I have

been so careful about what little coal I had he

thot he would get me enough, I think he must

have got about Vi ton. I am glad because if it

is cold next week when Alice brings the baby

It was so cold last week I had to go out in the

sun to keep warm, since I have so much coal

the weather has warmed up so. in fact it is

the warmest of the sumer, even the nights

are warm.

Yesterday it looked like old times to see the porch

full again, Maurine her sister Bob. and the girls

came up, Later towards evening the Kartchners

came up, they could only stay a short time

as they had Rays car and they were in a

hurry to get back to Salt Lake before dark.
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I hope they can come next week when the Nelson

are here, Fred said he couldnt without he could get

some one to work for him. They were surely disappointed

Fred said Dr Pugh called him and said the

Dean of medicine has selected him to be the

for 9 months

company Dr. at Garfield if the army would release

him. of coarse Fred wanted to job. The Dean

D.C.

got in touch with Washington to get him released
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They said they could do nothing as his orders

had been sent, When they came yesterday

they said they were trying again and would

know today- they didnt seem to have much
faith, Fred said they would give him a nice

furnished house, with a three room basement

for an office where he could take his own
patients and have what he could make from

them, and 4 hundred and fifty dollars a month,

and just think what it would mean to

him such a fine experience, and would be

a help in getting a place after the war

Well as Ruth says they must get used to disappointment

I guess every thing will turn out for the best.

Maurine and Nan stayed all night and today

I dont know when they will go or how as Elayne

took the car back with the follks.

They dared Maurine to go swimming in the river

this morning, as it has been so long since

she has been in. She borrowed Joan Zabriskies

suit and Ethel said she could still swim, even

if the water was cold that early in the morning

The boys and girls sure do enjoy it. they even

made Elton go. he had been working so hard

all day laying lineolum in the kitchen- it was

a good thing he Ju[-]a and Grant here to help him

take out the tank, range, and refrigator.

He didnt stay long in water, the youngsters

called him chicken, I know you will be

delighted when you see how nice every thing

looks and Elton sure knows how to lay
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lineolum he did such a good job. It looks like

as soon as we can get a hold of a stone we will

have to have one. It was out side and I cleaned

it before they put it back, I found a hole in

the back of it like the one Willis came up and

fixed it, It dosent draw too good but I can get

by for another year or more if I have too

I am so grateful for every improvement

Elton had his father in la[-] come up and

help in the bath room- we have put in a

door not as wide as the old one, and Mr Scott

brot up some cement, gravel sand etc. mixed

cement and made the shower room wider

Elton got some plaster board and lineolum and

will put it on the walls to shed the water

We will enter from the East instead of the North

the enterance we used to have will be built

up to the ceiling,

I wish Elton wouldnt work so hard, yesterday

he took the children in the truck up to Lynns

and brot back a load of wood, he says he is

going to see that I keep warm, he has sure been

grand always fixing up some thing I need doing.

I received your V mails one dated July 15

and one Saturday dated 23 of July.

I guess that is why I didnt get your letter for

over two weeks because it wasnt air mail,

Well I am rather tired and will close so that

I will be able to get this in the mail to morrow.

I received a letter from Ethelyn, She would loved

to have visited here at Wildwood this summer

but cant make, now she wants to come about

Christmas if she can.

I am always so glad to receive you letters

if they are very short, and know that you

are alright

I do pray the Lord will continue to bless

you at all times and bring you home to us

safe and sound-

Love Mother

Letter 88 July 8, 1944
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Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 8 1944

Dear Clarence-

Was so happy yesterday just before I

left to come to the canyon I received your letter for

which I was thankful, it was dated 25 June and

made good time- each week I looked forward to

your letters, and when they are late it makes me
wonder if you have been moved on.

I noticed this letter was from England- so I knew

you hadnt been sent to France.

I was talking to Stella Dixon yesterday just before

I left I didnt get time to say much to her as Flora

was waiting to bring me up here- She did say

they had received a letter from Owen that day.

and he was "somewhere in France" he is in the 2nd

division and I think that was one of the first in

the invasion

I think I told you Ruth and Linda came up last

Saturday with the Clarks- 1 think she enjoyed it a lot.

Maurine, Elayne, and Nan came up on the 4th and

brot a freezer on the most delicious sherbet, Elayne and

Ruth went down early with the Fishers to attend the

movie Dr Wassell which every one said was very

good. Maurine and I took care of Linda- she was

broken hearted when she found her Mother had left

her- 1 think she was frightened and lonely in the

canyon. As soon as we drove home in the lane and went

into the house she began to laugh and said Mama
even when she couldnt find her mother she was

more contented.

I was glad to care for her and let Ruth go out for

a little change. She was going home Wednesday as

Fred would be home that night- but she got a letter

from him saying he would work for some of the fellows and

get off Saturday afternoon and come down and stay

over Sunday so that gave her more time,

I had a chance to come up yesterday with

Flora, and load her car with all my stuff

and Dixie and her girl friends too

I expect to stay for the summer now
The weather is beginning to warm up now
altho there is generally a cool breeze blows part
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of the day.

I am looking forward to your coming home
when gas is not rationed and I dont have to

depend on other people- Altho everyone is so

sweet and urges me to go with them.
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There are always little things to repair and

take care of which I am unable to do- still

I am not suffering any- 1 am very comfortable

and as I look around and contrast the different

between now and when we first came up her

here- it is almost unbleivable.

Art and Lynn left for the East last Monday

and expect to be back about the 14th

I think Lynns folks will go to their canyon home
then, and Art and Maurine will got to Farragut

on the 19th for a short visit with Kent.

I was in the store while I was down the

other day. Henry seems to be a very busy man
I took out a bond. I feel everyone should add

their write to help us on to Victory.

I was surprised the morning of the 4th to see Will

Norman and his wife. Lynn told them to go

and spend the day at his canyon home. Henry

Alta and family and George Norman Jr and family

went up. they wanted me to go and have

a fried chicken dinner and ice cream

Ruth didnt want to go as she thot some of the

Kartchners might come up.

I had a lot of company that day. Aunt Fanny &
Mickey Aunt Sarah Mc and Nancy, the Dangerfields

but Aunt Alice didnt get out of the car as it is

so hard for her to get in and out of the car

Grace and Curt & children were with them.

Josephine Taylor & Patty they were so happy

to have Richard home he came in that

morning. She feels so badly about her home
burning to the ground about Christmas time

they didnt save hardly any thing.

Vivian Lesters wife was telling me the

fire was turning point for Bob. As he
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got Sixty five hundred insurance for his home
I understood her to say Bob was buying Ada

home- he turned that to Taylor Brosil and

the insurance money he used for stock and

now has his own business, the M.R. Taylor

Furniture Store. They have made apartments

in the back of the store. They say Bob did a

big business and made a lot of money last

year.

Josephine was telling me what a beautiful

home they had- just finished remodeling and

furnishing two months before the fire.

Henry was showing me the contract for the

old Lewis property it is ours now.- It seems

so strange how things have turned out. to secure

the right of way for our buildings and all this

extra we never expected, when any of them

told me what we would get for that stock

I told them to just right write it off I was

sure we would never get any thing out of it

The thing that pleases me most is the

attitude Uncle Tom is taking and doing

the right thing by all. I am sure he

will die a much happier man, and

his brothers and all will have a different

feeling toward him,

Money matters often create such hard

feelings in families- I do hope our family

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

will always be as fair and square to-

ward each other as they are at the present

time- After all what good does it do a person

to hoard money they cant take it with

them. I often thing of Grandpa Taylor how
careful he was and didnt even have the
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necessities of life, and some of those he

left it to Pheobie. her son squandered it.

Harold went from bad to worse and neglected

his business, I understand his brother sent him

to a santarium, he is back and doing business

again, he was telling Art he never wants to

touch liquor agian.

Poor fellow he lost his wife and his son

i n a rmy camp

died in Cal. at some army base, and sometime

ago his son Philip was making his last

flight before taking his furlough, he was

killed-so now Harold has only Rowena left.

Monday morning. We have just had breakfast and

the girls are doing the dishes, while I finish this letter

by the time the mail man arrives.

I didnt get a chance to write yesterday- you know

what Sunday means up here- so much company

Saturday night Henry and family brot Ruth & Fred and

Linda up- - they went to Canyon Glen for supper and

drove up here for a short time, Just after they left Clyde

Summerhays and Sarah drove up thinking they could

visit with Henry and the rest of them as Clyde saw

Henry at Canyon Glen. The benifiecal life insurance was

having a convention there.

Henry was telling me Annie Blake phoned and

wanted to rent the apt. for her sons wife for a month or

more- they have been living with the Blakes as George

helps his father on the farm, the wife is alergic to something

there and had to move into town.

Henry said they understand Ruth will want it the

later part of Sept.

Alice Dangerfield was to come and stay with me for a

couple of weeks- she didnt feel too good and went back

last night to have a check up,

Dr Merrill has been in the hospital for some time, I heard

it was a heart attack, but some one said it was an operation

wont be back to his office until 1st Sept.

I see it is time I was closing in order to catch the mail

Praying the Lord will bless you with health, strength and

courage and peace of mind that you may do the things expected

of you With lots of Love Mother

Letter89July15,1944
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Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 15. 1944

Dear Clarence: Received your always welcome letter

in record 8 days from time it was censored.

It seems so grand to be able to receive your letter so

regular, especially at this time

The weather here in the canyon has been perfect

for this time of the year, some times almost too
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cool to be comfortable at nights. I have never seen

the camp so deserted for this time of the year. I think

one reason is the gas shortage, and the mosquitos are

still quite bad, they usually go about the 24th I hope they

do this year.

I have had Dixie and her friend here for over a

week. Alice Dangerfield came last Wednesday and is

enjoying it so much, she said she has slept better the

last two nights than she has for the past six months

poor thing she can scarcely walk across the floor

she says the trouble seems to be in her back, altho her

legs still cramp. Jack Wilson

Elayne and her soldier boy friend A he is almost like her

brother, he travels all over the country for the army I dont

know just what his work is, and Bob. Walkers a boy

she thot she was in love with so long, he has just returned

from a mission his home is in Canada, They came

up yesterday after and had a game of tennis, where they

got in the car to go home they couldnt start it. a truck

pushed them below the mud slide.

Elton & Ethel with Art and Maurine were coming up

here, they saw them sitting on the mountain side but

didnt know they were having trouble, until they all walked

back to Wildwood, and Elton I guessed pushed them bo

down.

Elton showed me a letter he received from the

1st Presidency of the Church, advising him he had

been chosen Vice President of the regional Stakes Welfare

to assist Charles Rowen Pres. of the Provo Stake in that

work. I supposed that is the reason he came in last

night for the meeting. This Welfare works is
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going to be a mammoth affair. The Church is trying to

take all the people off the old age pension given

by the government and State, I am afraid it will

be very difficult after these people have been getting

40.00 monthly, I understand the churchs attitude,

they want the people to retain their independence and

those who can work to earn at least part of what

they receive.

Art and Lynn got back from the market Thursday

night, they stayed with the Nelsons over night I think

I didnt get a chance to say much to Art as Elton had

to go back for the meeting.

I think Elton and family will come up next

Saturday night and stay over the 24th. and then come

for their weeks stay the 1st of Aug.

Sunday 1 P.M. I thot I was getting a good start on this

letter but had callers. Jabe came up and brot Arnold

May and Doris are in the canyon. Arnold said our

garage was set a fire yesterday, A little Roundy

boy and his cousin, (they live in Mrs Becksteads

home) were playing with matches, and set some

sort of a tent or something some of the boys in the

neighborhood had been— it was on the East side

of the garage,

Elayne was up stairs and heard the cracking

of wood- when she looked out of the window she

saw the flames and called to her Mother to call

the fire station- when Maurine phoned they said

two or three people had phoned but gave no

address and where waiting, Maurine said they

were there before she could get out of the house

They said they soon put it out and the only damage

was the East side of the garage scorched- for which

I was very thankful.

I dont know if Henry insure it or not- if he

hasnt I know he will, There are sure a lot of kids

in the neighbor, a family who moved next door on

the south from us has quite a family I think

most of the younger ones are girls, they are clean
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people and keep the place up better than any one

I have seen there, and the children are not any in

the class of Robe rt or I havent seen any distruction yet.

I have a renter in the apartment- It is Annie Blakes

son Georges wife- he helps his father on the farm and

I think they have apartments in the parents home,

but she has to move away from the farm in the

summer she is allergic to some thing about horses

They understand it will only be for a month or two

as Ruth will occupy it. We let them have it for 25.00

they pay the gas for the refrig. and their own electricity

and clean the place up. I did it or the worst of it

but they say this girl is very neat and clean

Elayne knows her and says she is a very sweet girl.

I was talking to the boys about heating the water

when May and I want to wash or use extra we
have to turn the heat up and it heats the house

in the hot weather, they all have the seperate heater

of electric or gas for sumer then switch it back to the

furnace when it is turned on- they say it costs

very little more than burning the coal.

Art and Maurine came up last night to a party

at Erina's Boshards they brot Elayne up- she says

she is past 22 but they still feel they shouldnt leave

her home alone.

Nancy works on night shifts at the cannery

and Dixie was up here.

It is Mays turn to entertain the Sisters this coming

Thursday. I told her she could use my house in

town but I thot it would be nice if they could

get transportation and come to the canyon

even Aunt Louie when I asked her about it thot it

would be fine, (even tho she dosent like canyon) May is

here now and I told her to come here as this

place is larger than her cabin.

Henry. Dee and Tory called yesterday afternoon
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they had been on the Timp hike, The car stalled on

the way down but they coasted as far as Wildwood

Marion Offeret who works at a garage in town was

off for the afternoon, he found a broken gas feed

fixed it up with an old one then Monday will

put a new one in. Tony made to the top and

was very happy about it.

I think Lynns and Cess must have gone to their

canyon home yesterday, Dee said John went on

the bike with them, but went to their cabin on

the way back.

I was asking Art about how sucessful their

trip was- he said it is still very hard to get

merchandise- but in the main their trip was

very worthwhile, Business is keeping up very

well about 64 thousand dollars in June I told him

I didnt know what they had to sell, he said the
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drapery Dept. over 11 thousand dollar for that month,

but it is getting harder to get stuff.

I feel we have been greatly blessed, and must

prepare for the future for there is bound to be a

let down.

I see it is dinner time and Jabez will be getting

hungry. We had a trout breakfast.

Monday noon) Had so much company all afternoon

and evening I couldnt finish this letter.

Tom and Delenna came up for a short time, he would

like Mary to come up as her children are so delicate

and [-] need this pure water and fresh canyon breezes

May came down for a visit we tried to get her

to stay until after Thursday when the Sisters Club

meets here, she hadnt any clothing now only what

she had on. Erma says she will try and get her

to come back next Tuesday. It would do her good

she worries so much over everything.

She says Verl has such a sweet baby girl

about 3 weeks old- he has been moved some

[Letter 89 pg. 5]

where I forget where she said, but it is so hot

warm
even the drinking water is like that in the hot

pots.

Saturday night Alice had Jabe bring up a doz

buns and weiners, we made bon fire in the

back- the girls cut some melons to toast the

dogs on, Elayne came just as we were ready

to eat and she enjoyed it with us as well as

Jabe and Alice- it was so nice sitting outside

by the fire- and two that kept the mosquitos

away. John came down from their camp in order

to catch a car going to take them up to Heber

to give the programme for a church some where

up there. Maurine said they gave it in the 3rd

ward last Sunday night, and she said how good

it was and complemented John on his speech.

It is a group of boys in their ward one of the

quorums, they have their chorus too.

I am so glad to see John do these things he has

changed so much in every way and is really

a handsome young man- has grown so much

you would hardly know him.

Lynn, Cess and the children came down and

visited until after 10.30 John was supposed to get

here by 10, they all got so sleepy I told them to

go back and I would have John sleep here

and Lynn could take him down in the morning

with him. It was 11 before he came- said after

church the people had them eat- they had

prepared a real banquet and that made them

them later getting back.

The mail man will be here before I

post this if I dont hurry.

I dont try to tell you any thing of the war

news I guess you hear plenty of that

I do however keep posted on it and with a

[Letter 89 pg. 6]

prayer in my heart for the protection of you

boys who are going thru bitter experiences you

or I never dreamed would come to us.

Well it is hear and we have got to do the very

best we know how to keep our country and other

peoples free- even tho it is taking some of the

young men and flower of our nation.

We must continually seek Our Heavenly Father

and ask Him to give us all strength and

courage to endure all things- that is our

only source of comfort.

Keep your head high and your chin up

and feel that all will be well.

With my love and prayers for you

Mother

Letter 90 July 22,1 944

[Letter 90 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 22. 1944

Dear Clarence.

Received your ever welcome letter in

just 7 days from the time it was censored.

Was so happy to know that you were receiving mine

regular. Every week when your letter comes and I have

read that you are safe and well I breathe a prayer

of thanks.

You never mention any of your activities and

I often wonder just what you are doing. I was surprised

when the girls were up here one eveing to hear what

Owen had said in a letter they had received that

day- he said he was writing in a for hole and how

glad he would be to be home again where he could be

free to do some of the things he would like, as there

was no freedom in the army.

He told of being in a ship when the fire-works

started and when they landed of seeing so many

dead Germans on the beach and wading thru

blood and mud, and when they had finished one

job they had to go to another- No wonder he

would like to be out of it all- as I know you all

will when the victory is ours and peace comes

to the world again.

From reports it looks like Civil war in Germany

perhaps they will kill each other off and save us

the task.

My radio has quit on me, the light comes on

but no sound. Elton fixed it for me once before

and I am hoping he can do it again- he took one

of the tubes out of the big machine and I brot it up

there, If he cant fix it I will bring yours up

that I have in my bed room for I cant be without

the news. It is almost impossible to get tubes

now.

Aunt Alice stayed with us for about a week

until Grace came, they went down day before

yesterday to see the [ ]ture prade in Provo

I see they came back tonite, and Uncle Jabe

just drove past.

I am expecting Elton and family in tonite

[Letter 90 pg. 2]

when they were here a week ago they said

they would like to come, as they have Sunday
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and Monday being the 24th, it is nearly 9 oclock

and they havent come yet.

The camp has suddenly come to life today

It has been so quiet not a soul stirring,

summer
The Osmonds are here now Irene is out of school

Flora Fisher, the Clarks, Holts and many others

I like to see my friends and know they are

here, but I dont mind being alone for awhile

I guess I will have company from now on

I told Dee and Tony now summer school was out

if they would like they could come next week.

Then Eltons family will have their week the

1st part of August. And Alice and family about

the middle of Aug. and I guess by that time

it will be time to go home, and settle down again.

I received a card from Art yesterday, they were

in Pocatella where they had to lay over for 5 hours

He said the Orem jumped the track when they

were on their way. but none of them were hurt.

Tuesday night we had quite an electrical storm

the lighening lighted my room for over an hour

I was alone and when the terrific cracks of

thunder came I just offered a prayer that I

would not be too frightened and would be

protected, I had a calm peaceful feeling

but I still couldnt help but think of so many

people who had been struck lately, one lady

in Salem was killed- it rained quite hard

but the next morning it was beautiful

It has been some what cloudy yesterday

and today at times but a cool fresh breeze

has been blowing making it delightful.

I am so cosy and comfortable here and I have

such grand friends always wanting to do some

thing for me. Ruby came over and brot my
dinner they had eaten and insisted they had

more than they could eat, but it was delicious

the salad had small onions in I guess you

wouldnt like that would you? or have you

learned to like them by now.

[Letter 90 pg. 3]

I do hope when you come home you will eat

better than you used to- it did worry me when

I cooked different things and you wouldnt like

them- I was afraid you didnt eat enough to

sustain you- 1 still have fruit left from 2 years

I eat such a little and I give Ruth all she wants

They say the apricots are beginning to ripen, your

trees were a mass of blossoms- 1 will have to go

down and put some up I think or have them

sent up here.

I hardly tasted a strawberry, they were

3 dollars for 12 cups, and raspberries are 40.5 for

12 cups and cherries are high too - I don't think

they are worth it, I think Ruth is putting some

cherries up. I have quite a few of those large bings

left from last year. I guess the peaches pears and

all the large fruit well be expensive too, but they go

farther, I promise you no matter what price fruit

is when you come home you shall have all you

can eat and then some to pay for what you have

missed for nearly three years.

I received a letter from Janet yesterday, she said

Viola was out of a job. I guess the place where she

worked was experiemental some thing about Aluminin

and it didnt work out. She was going home for a couple

of weeks before looking for another job. Some time

ago Janet wrote and watned me to go and visit

while Joe was at the pea vinery. I wrote and

told her she shouldnt make such a request when

she knows how I love the canyon. She is now

beginning to bear down on me for my winter visit.

I sure feel I am a lucky person to make all

these visits and still want me back again.

I do hope I will have judgement to know when

to quit before I lose my welcome.

July 24 Eltons folks came in yesterday instead of Saturday

night. He has to go to Salt Lake on church business

in the morning , and as he is coming back as soon

as he can. so I have decided to go and visit Ruth

for a short time, I think Ethel will go too

[Letter 90 pg. 4]

Lynn and family called on their way up this

morning, they took the children down to see the

parade.

We have sure had a lot of callers- Elayne

and Nancy, and the Zabriskie children came up

I would never have known them they are all so

grown up, Barbara has moved here to make

her home.

This evening we rode up to Bricker- haven

it is so lovely up there, and Lynns home is so

cosy and nice,

I guess your letter will a little later if I

dont get a chance to send it down as the

mail man left before I finished it.

It is now 10 oclock and we must be up

early so I had better close-

Ethel brot 3 spring fryers and two big water

melons and we sure had a treat.

I will write try and write more next

time May the Lord Bless and protect you

at all times and give you peace and

comfort

Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 91 July 29, 1944

[Letter 91 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

July. 29. 1944

Dear Clarence- Another week has nearly gone and

I do miss your letter, as they have been coming

so regular and in such a short time, when I dont

get it I wonder if you have been moved on to the

front lines.

Do the boys get their mail when they go into

battle. I hope so for they need it more then, than

any other time, Well we must hope for the best and

put our trust in our Heavenly Father, that is really

the only way.

I feel that you will be blessed in time of need

if you have faith, you have always lived a good
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clean life and kept the commandments and

therefore you have a right to blessings, and my
prayers ascend at all times for your safety.

According to the reports I hear over the

radio and news papers Germany crack up

sooner than was expected, now they are having

trouble among themselves.

I do hope and pray this blood shed will

soon end and peace be restored to all nations

Tuesday morning we left for Salt Lake, Ruth

and Linda were so pleased to see us, I had Ruth

leave the baby with me while she and Ethel

went shopping they left at 10 oclock and didnt

get back until after 4 in the afternoon, I

know she enjoyed it a lot.

Fred got off a little earlier in order to see us

before he left. He thinks he may be sent to

Philadelphia, Camp Carbyle, that is where a lot of

the interns are going. Many of them had received

telegrams and he was expecting his any time

He thinks he will have to leave about the 1st of

Oct. The past week or more has been cold in

the mornings and a cool breeze blowing during the

day- today has really been hot. It is 9.30 P.M

I am sitting with the doors and windows open

while I am writing and it is very pleasant.

Flora Fisher had their group up there tonight

for a birthday dinner for 3 of them. Asael came

[Letter 91 pg. 2]

and wanted me to go up I said no, but he took

me by the arm and I was helpless, I enjoyed the

meal as well as meeting all the folks

I know they play cards and I dont care for

that, I told them it was my night to write to you

they all said to remember them to you. The

Moffitts, Weights, Bullocks, Fishers, Clarks, and may
others.

Ethel left me 2 spring fryers and I am
inviting the Clarks, Fishers and Bullocks they

drove in tonite, Reva has been out to the

ranch with Roy all summer, he was sick for

a while and she had to do every thing, as they

couldnt get help. She was telling me they have

sold their sheep, but intend to keep the ranch

and get some one to take care of it, for them.

Sunday 7 P.M. Didnt finish last night, and was

busy all morning getting dinner, they all seemed to

enjoy it a lot

I had the chicken which was delicious, mashed

potatoes, and gravy, corn, string beans jello salad

hot rolls which Ruby had left from her party

last night and Flora brot some apple pie.

This evening Ruby drove us up to Hoover where

we got some fresh eggs, also some beautiful sweet

peas and snap dragons- It seems like the colors are

more brilliant here in the canyon.

The Calderwoods and McKays came up to day

I dont know how long they will stay

Dont you think I have been brave to stay alone

so much, some times no one else in the camp

unless it was Dr Oakes who drove up nearly

every night-

Weekends there are always more people

but I dont mind if there arent so many I always

have something to take up my time

I thot Alice D would be back the middle of the

week or this weekend but she didnt come
Arnold was operated on Wednesday for double hernia

[Letter 98 pg. 3]

and they took his apendix out too- Ruby phoned

May when she was down- she said he was on the

table 3 hours and it was much worse than they

expected, the last reports were that he was getting

along fine. I think they will bring him up here

when he gets out of the hospital- he couldnt stand

it to be in bed up stairs it gets so very warm
I think Evelyn will soon be coming home

I thot some of the folks would be coming up but

I guess this gas rationing is the reason. Ruby said

Maurine told her she would like to come up and

tell me all about their trip but they only had 3

cupons to last until Sept. 21st

I have told them- so many time they should go

easy on the gas and have some on hand for an

emergency- but they are that way as long as they

have it they go.

I guess Henry is home by now but I harldy ever

see them now I am here. Now he is Bishop he cant

get away on Sundays. I heard that Alta went to Richfield

while he was away.

Lynn called Wednesday evening and brot me nearly

1 Vi bus of apricots from your trees, they were small but

very good flavored. I bottled 19 qts and made 4 qts jam.

which was very good.

Monday morning- one more attempt and I may

get this finished before mail time.

The camp seems very quiet this morning,

Mildred McKay and Midme are out on the tennis

court playing. It seems strange to have every

thing so quiet in this cabin- but I am enjoying

it for a change

I have been reading a very good book

Ruby Clark wanted me to read, its title is

"Time of Peace."

It is really cool this morning. I havent made

a fire as I have my electric plate. Hal Dalquist

[Letter 91 pg. 4]

repaired it for me last year and it works fine

I do appreciate having the refrigator up here, it saves

me dollars in food- especially while I am alone. I

do use near all the food I cook and that takes

care of it.

Every thing here is so cosy and comfortable

I guess that is why I like to stay here, I am
glad my pioneering days are over- but I am glad

I had them or I wouldnt appreciate the conveniences

I have now. I am thankful we have been able

to enjoy our summers here the past 38 years

and too while you children we all small and

could be with me- Now I suppose it will have

to be the young grand children and my friends

I do hope Alice and family will be able to

come, Ruth and Fred may be able to come for

a few days at that time too, I am so anxious

to see how the two baby girls act toward each

other-
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Well I had better close or the mail

man wont wait for my letter.

Hoping I receive a letter from you this week
As ever your loving Mother

Letter92 August 12, 1944

[Letter 92 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon

Aug. 12. 1944

Dear Clarence-

I thot I may receive your letter today

but it didnt come, I did read a letter from you

yesterday, it was by mistake tho.

Sister Osmond brot me a letter I said that is from

my boy. I didnt look at the address, but when I

began to read I found it was for Ruth and Fred

well, even if I had noticed it wasnt for me, I am
afraid I would have read it any way, One thing

I did notice it was adressed to 256, and I also

noticed it was France instead of England.

The last letter I got from you was blank- not England

I thot that was strange, now I am inclined to

think you didnt want me to know, but I

would rather know every thing, I dont feel quite

so panicky about you going to France now as I did

before the invasion. I do know the Lord can be

with you where ever you go.

I wish you could tell me some thing- 1 some

times wonder if you are a little too cautious of

coarse I dont want you to write any thing

you shouldnt.

The past week has been a very busy one

Elton worked nearly every day, and Jim and his

friend did a good share too. in helping to lift the

range, refrig. and other things, and did many
other things which were a great help.

The folks left yesterday morning and I have been

busy for the past two days cleaning things up and

getting ready for the next group

I painted the bath room walls ceiling etc. in

white, with the new toilet and the shower enlarged

it looks so nice, and the kitchen floor looks so

nice. I scrubbed and waxed them. Probably I

am spending too much on a home used only about

three months- but I hope the rest of you will enjoy

it. for many years as I have, when I am
gone.

Wednesday Elton took us all to the hot pots

The McKays children went also in the truck

it was a lot of fun. we all went in the water

[Letter 92 pg. 2]

Monday evening. It just seems like I cant finish

a letter any more even when I get a good start

I started a letter to Orven Dixon over 10 days ago

and just mailed it today

I had company all after noon. Maurine & her family

came Art didnt come as he has to be on the job

of for Church, Then Henry and family came, we
all waited expecting Alice, Roy, and family any

minute. They came abgout 7-30, left Price
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at 3.00 and drove to Pleasant Grove after

visiting with Art for a few minutes.

We were so happy to see them- The boys

are having the time of their life- most every

thing is new and strange to them,

Roy took his boys and Delenas children

in the river this afternoon, they said it

was fine only cold.

Kent called the folks up Friday night and

said he was going out to sea. probably the

Hawaiins islands, I received a letter from him

last week and he was so anxious to go,

It nearly made Maurine sick after he told

her that she could hardly talk to him

it was too bad Art wasant home.

Virginia Dixon has gone over sea's her A.P.O,

is New York. I hate to see the girls go that

far away-

It seems strange to me the most of the

boys and girls too want to go over.

Well I hope you will all do a good job and

finish this deadly battle and come home
safe and sound

I hope while you are over there you will

contact some of our boys and girls too, It

seems too bad you have been practically alone

[Letter 92 pg. 3]

as far as people from your own state is concerned.

The reports from the news and over the radio are

very encouraging. I hope it is all true and it will

keep going that way.

We are expecting Ruth and Fred any minute

Ruth phoned Art Friday night and said Fred could

get enough stamps to come down if they could

drive up and get them, so Maurine and the

girls were going up this morning to get them

It will be so nice to have the girls and

their families to gether again. I am so anxious

to see how the babies react toward each other

I was too late to get your letter in the mail

so I will make it shorter and send it back

with Maurine or who ever comes, and then

it will not be a day late as it would be if

I wait until the mail goes tomorrow.

I will be looking each day for your letter

if you dont write much it means a lot.

just if it was only a few words to know

you were all right

May the Lord bless and protect you where

ever you go or what ever you do.

We all join with fondest love

Mother

Letter 93 August 18, 1944

[Letter 93 pg. 1]

Aug

Wildwood Provo Canyon

Aug. 18, 1944

Dear Clarence-

I was so happy to receive your letter of

Aug. 4 yesterday, and to know that you were well
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As near as I can guess from what you said

in your letter, you must be in Normandy as you

said the apples were turning red, and I have heard

quite a bit about our soldiers when they made
the invasion there, of being in orchards behind

rock walls.

I can imagine how those poor people would

feel to come back to their homes with only a hand

full of necessities and find their homes looted

but I guess they could take that better than

have the enemies there, I think you will see quite

a difference in Europe now and when you were

there last.

I am so glad I saw London and other

places when I did, they will never be the same

again, all thats matters now is that it will soon

come to an end and you can be home with us

again.

I was so surprised when I heard they had made

the 2nd invasion, when I received your letter I knew

you wasnt in that as you spoke of the people

returning to their homes.

We ate having a grand time with a lot of confusion

thrown in, the babies are so cute, even if they do

try to take away from each other.

I have never seen Roy relax so much, he has been

to PI Grove several times to pick cherries and today some

apricots, took them to the cannery, they are letting

Ruth and I have quite a lot of it, That is sure a

snap to have them already canned- we furnish the

sugar and they charge 9C a can, the fruit was

given to Roy for picking it.

I guess Ruth and Fred will have to leave

[Letter 93 pg. 2]

Sunday as he must be on the job Monday morning

I would have liked for Ruth to have stayed and gone

when Roy and Alice goes to Salt Lake about Thursday

but Fred thinks he will be leaving in about 6 weeks

and they want to be together as much as possible

so I wont say anything.

Ruth is looking so much better and feeling so

much better too. Linda is a handful I think

she is cutting teeth, but the smartest little kid

she says nearly everything.

This afternoon we went to the hot pots and

what a grand time the youngsters had, especially

the babies, they stayed in as long as we did

and then screamed when we took them out.

Lynn and family called in on their way to

their canyon home to nite, they want us to go

up for Sunday dinner, I dont know if the Kartchner

can go or not as they will have to find a way

down town, and his brother will take them back to

Salt Lake.

Harold and Violet Brown are here from New
York visiting. Cess said to night they had taken

her father and Mother to Cal. by plane. I guess

Uncle Jess thot it was rathe extravagant, but he

went just the same,

Well it is bed time, I will continue later.

Monday afternoon. It seems like when I dont

finish your letter at first, it is almost impossible

to get it mailed in time go with the mail.

Yesterday Ruth and Fred went down and we all

yet went to Lynns for dinner, I wish you could

see his place it is a picture, one of his dreams

came true. Every little nook and corner has

some thing clever.

Alice, Lynn, John, Janice, and some of the other

children were sketching and some of them

[Letter 93 pg. 3]

were very good water color sketches of the

cabin, we had a very nice dinner and enjoyed

every thing so much, when we got back we
found Henry here, his family went to Vernal for

for a couple of days with Harvard and was comng

back with Ham. last night, he has some hay

fever, but I think his stomach bother him

more than that.

Today the Nelson went down to Provo and PI. Grove

to do a little visiting and show off their children

Tomorrow I will take care of them while they go

to Salt Lake for a dinner with Leone and Stella Fenton

they wanted to return some things the Nelsons had

done for them while in Denver

Thursday I think they will go to Salt Lake and

take the children, they want them to go to the

temple grounds and tabernacle, as Arthur has

been learning about them in Primary, I think I will

go and stay at Ruths and take care of the baby

It seems very quiet today with all of them away

I am sorta glad tho for a few hours quiet as

there has been a lot of confusion with the babies

and children, but still I enjoy them all so much

and will be glad to see them tonite.

I think they will leave next Monday a week

from today, John Taylor is going with them

and do some upholstering and slip covers for

them on this vacation.

I have just been up to see Arnold, he is beginnig

to get around a little now. on my way back

Ruby called me in and insisted I eat dinner

Roy and Reva Bullock, Flora was there too, she

is always doing something like that, but it

was delicious.

Well I think I have told you about all the news

and I will close Praying the Lord to bless and

protect and give you courage and peace of mind

Best Love Mother

Letter 94 August 28, 1944

[Letter 94 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon.

Aug. 28. 1944.

Dear Clarence-

It sure seems lonesome this

morning since the folks left. My home has been

one of confusion the most of the summer, each

family has to bring so many things for their needs

I dont try to keep things straight

When Ruth was here we had two little baby beds

Alice brot hers and I borrowed one from Alice Dangerfield

for Linda.

The Nelsons left about 7 this morning, they
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will travel as far as Craig Colo, to day and stay there

over night, as Roy has to interview a boy there for the

Sloan fund. It makes it much better to have a break

with the children, and I imagine they will get into

Denver in good time to morrows. They seemed to have

enjoyed their trip a lot.

I have never seen Roy rest and relax as much
as he has on this trip, and Alice said she too felt rested

and ready for work again, Christina is such a darling

I could almost imagine it was Alice over again

her hair is just the same color, only she is so much
smaller, and is such a dainty little thing, and so

lovable, different from John only when he is on his

best behaviour.

Saturday afternoon Roys friend Reed Starley and

family came up from Nephi, he works in the Bank

down there. Roy was down town, so they waited until

he came back- we fixed supper for them.

Sunday. Roys brother John came up with Leone, Elizabeth

Bill and his wife, we were having an early dinner

and invited them to stay. They seemed to enjoy it a lot.

About 2 30 we went to PI. Grove where Roy had to pick

up some fruit they had canned Then made a few

calls on friends in Provo. could only stay a few minutes

at each place as we were due at Maurines at 5 oclock

for supper, Alta and Henry came up the canyon

Friday night and wanted us to go to their house for

dinner Saturday, we couldnt go as all three of

[Letter 94 pg. 2]

Alices children were taken with vomiting that day

it was the strangest thing, they were perfectly well

all morning the boys were out playing ball, and the

baby ate a good dinner all at once the boys began

vomiting and just then the baby began to cry and

Alice found she had thrown up all over the bed

from then on we had a merry chase, the bath

room wasnt large enough to hold us all, I had to

take the baby outside, after they were exhausted they

lay quiet for a time then they would all commence
again at the same time- we were all so alarmed Alice

could think of nothing but Polio, as they say there

are several cases again.

Roy went to the phone and called Phil Hansen, but

he was in Salt Lake, so he talked to Dr Cullimore and

he said it was almost in an epidemic form but

they would be alright in 24 hours, in fact after 3 hours

they were as lively as could be, we didnt know if it

was the tea or ginger ale we gave them or what but

they have been fine ever since.

Lynns two girls came down to stay, they had slept there

one night but I didnt let them in again that day

I gave them their meals out side, as I didnt want

them exposed if it was some thing serious- Josephine

Taylor wanted them to stay there all night, and

I had them come back for hot cakes the next

morning. Lynanne is at Dr Cullimores staying

with her little girl for a few days. Cess had their

little girl at Brickerhaven.

Alta helped with the supper at Maurines last night

and it was very delicious, Elton had to be here for a

Welfare meeting tonite, Art phoned and he and Ethel

came in yesterday afternoon, it was very nice

to be all together in such a beautiful spot as

Maurines back lawn bordered with lovely fall

flowers.

John A went to Denver with the folks, he is

going to cut patterns for Alices slip covers and

also upholster some of her chairs.

Janice had Merl Taylor (you remember Josephines

little girl she is only 11 but head and shoulders

taller than Janice) stay with her last night as
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she was alone, it is now afternoon, they wanted

to go in swimming but I am afraid to trust them in

the river alone, I finally decided I would go with

them altho I couldnt swim if any thing happened

to them, they wanted me to go and write while

they painted as Merl had some paints, they are having

a lot of fun as I am too.

I am sitting on the grass on the river bank in

the shad of the cotton wood trees, with a cool fall

like breeze blowing. It looks like they are getting ready

for their swim- so I guess I will finish this when I

get back to the cabin.

Thursday we went to Salt Lake, Ruth and I

visited together and took care of the babies while

Roy Alice and the boys went sightseeing. They have

made a ruling recently that no one can go into

the tabernacle, none except service men. the

boys were so disappointed the guide at the door

said I cant turn children away and he took

them thru and explained things to them, he called

Alice to go and see the baptismal font, after they

came back Ruth had a nice lunch ready and

we went to liberty Park,. I went on the merry-go-

round but not on the ferris wheel, I took care of

Christina but Fred and Ruth insisted on taking

Linda and she just squealed with delight, she is

one of the smartest children for her age I have seen

she can say nearly every thing, and understands

every thing.

I was sure surprised to receive 4 V mail letters

from you in one day- but it was a happy surprise

I enjoyed hearing about the people where you have

been stationed. I think you enjoyed more watching those

hungry people eat that bread and jam more than

eating it yourself

I have been reading some about the fox holes,

the Germans dug all thru France, and I imagine

you have been occupying one of them.
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Pictures in the different magazine and papers

show the people of Parish showing their gratitude

to their liberators, I can imagine how they

would feel after being under the German rule

for 4 years, and I supposed other countries will

feel the same when they are liberated.

I am so thankful you are well and able

to eat three meals a day, I do hope you

will have the same appetite when you return

home, then I would be so happy to cook for

you.

I think I will write to Virginia Dixon I

dont think they have hear from her yet.

her adress is New York, so I guess she is

somewhere over there.
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Arnold went down yesterday and was going

to try and go to work today.

May our Heavenly Father continue to bless

and protect you where ever you are, I am
still praying for you.

Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 95 September 3, 1944

[Letter 95 pg. 1]

Wildwood Provo Canyon.

Sept. 3. 1944.

Dear Clarence-

I expect this will be the last letter you will

receive from me from my summer home. I hope you will be

home to enjoy it with me next year.

As I read and hear reports, its seems impossible that our

armies are making such rapid progress. I try to picture in

my mind where you are and what it is like to be chasing

the enemy to his own country again, Then again I hear that

that they will resort to gas as a last resort, I hope this is not

true not only for our own people but for there's also, as the Allies

will have to do the same and it is such a cruel method.

It was quite cold last night and altho it is noon I still have

to keep a fire. The leaves are beginning to turn and there is a feeling

in the air fall is on its way.

I have Lynns two girls here, he will take me home next

Wednesday I think, I will drain the pipes and close up for

the winter, as I dont imagine any one else will want to come

up, and after I get home it is so hard to get back again

Henry is on his vacation and they drove up the other

night with the children, I have given them an invatition

to take their turn along with the rest of them, aparently Henry

dosent care for the Canyon or the beds, or it makes his hay

fever worse, I dont insist on anyone coming I like everyone

to do the things they like best

Arts folks drive up quite often it seems like they cant

get together long enough to stay long. I understood Elayne and

Nan went back to Price with Elton and Ethel last week

It seemed very lonely when the folks left last Monday

in fact the camp looked deserted the past week, it has

suddenly come to life again, there were lights in so many

cabins last night.

Merril Clayson and family came to stay until

Tuesday. The Clarks are going to stay that long too. Labor

day is Monday and that gives the working people a chance

to take a little holiday, I dont know if Arnolds folks are

here or not as I havent been up that far. I must quit and get down
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I wanted Merl Josephine Taylors youngest girl and Janice

Clayson for dinner and they seemed to enjoy it a lot.

After dinner I walked up to see Arnolds folks, he was

there but the last minute May couldnt come as Evelyn was

sick, I guess she over did as she moved last week into her

own place, and painted the floor etc. Arnold is looking fine

after being at work one week, he says he tires quite easily.

It is rather quiet here to day I generally have so many

on Sundays. Alice, Jabe, May McCoard and Lloy. Cliffs wife

she will live perhaps in the East where her Grand mother

lives.

Monday Labor day. I didnt rush to finish your letter last

night it being a holiday the mail man wouldnt be here

Jabe and Alice came up a few minutes ago. they

enjoyed it so much yesterday they thot they came up

and eat dinner here, I decided I would close this

letter and let him take it down to post

I do hope you will get your letters where every you

are, as it will give you some thing to think about rather

than war.

Are you still in the mail service, and

do you have to fight?

I do pray our Heavenly Father will guard and

protect you in the future as [- -] He has in the

past, that you will be able to return home soon.

Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 96 September 8, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. 8 Sept. 1944.

Dear Clarence:

I arrived home safe and sound Wednesday

evening. Lynn came after me, I had Lynanne stay with

me for company as Janice went down with her folks the night

before. She was quite lonesome as there were no one

left in the camp but us.

I have enjoyed the summer so much but was ready

to come home, I beleive I must have felt a little home
sick, when there was a soft baby breeze blowing

and the leaves began to fall, it always gives me a

sort of low depressed feeling.

It has been so wonderful for me to be able to have

every one of my children except you, and every grand

child except Kent . This is the first year Lynns girls

were able to be there since their folks have had a cabin

of their own. Two years ago they were all ready to come

when Roy and Alice insisted I go back to Denver with them,

and last year I was with Mrs Brock bank. They had

a grand time as Merl Taylor and Janice Clayson and

some others were there to play tennis and go swimming

Yesterday I spent most of the day cleaning cup boards

bath room and bed room- today the front part of the

house.

Gloria Dixon was washing and got her arm

caught in the wringer, her mother was at Evelyns

Floyd took her to the Doctor, it was badly burned but

will be alright in a few days

Rene was over here and she and I furnished the

washing. Asael brot me a bushel of tomatoes

they werent ripe so I decided to keep them

until next Monday.

I just phoned Mrs Soulier and ordered two

bushel of lemon Alberta's, I was thinking as Ruth

and Linda will be here I had better get more for
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they both love fruit about as well as you do.

I am afraid I will have to get ten bushels when

you come home, but I promise I will give you

your fill.
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I told Asael to get me two bushel of pears, he said

he was getting twenty bushel as the 20th to send out

to Price, I was figuring that many would cost 60 dollars

at 3.00 dollars a bushel, he We would have sold about

a ton for that prince when we had a fruit farm.

I didnt put up any small fruit this year as

the raspberries wend 4 dollars for 12 cups, altho the

peaches and pears are expensive they go so much
farther than the small fruit.

You say the apples you see in the orchards there are

small, it is the same here if they are all like the ones

Asael brot Maurine today, the Grave[-]ste[- ]n they are

ve[-]g good flavor but smaller than any I have ever

put up.

I received a letter from Janet and she said they had

such a fine stand of wheat it was up to Joe's shoulders

Thains were working their combine in the next

field- there was a strong wind blowing and it blew

a spark into their wheat and in 15 min, it was all

acres

gone. 5 acers in all, she said they had a fine stand of barley

hay and some sugar beets.

The weather is quite warm here in the afternoons, and

not as cool as the canyon at nights, I had a hard time to

sleep last night.

I received your V mail 17 of Aug. the day before I left the

canyon, then when I came home I found your air mail

Aug

of 13 of 5ept here. I think that is the 1st air mail since you

have been in France as I read I can almost see the

destruction left by the ruthless enemy. I guess you will

see poverty and want amongst those poor people what

ever will they do when winter comes. You must be

traveling thru the country behind the enemy, and
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have to sleep on the ground where night over takes

you. It looks like you will not be able to sleep on

a nice beauty rest mattress when you return home
I havent heard from Alice since they went home- 1 did

get a letter from Arthur written at the hotel in Craig

it was only a line or two printed, thanking me for the

good time I showed them

I think the mail went to Wildwood Thursday

morning before I had time to order it sent here again.

I may get it tomorrow, I am sure she would write her

weekly letter

Maurines folks went to Salt Lake yesterday and

spent a little time with Ruth and Linda. Ruth thinks

they may move down about the 24th as Fred leaves

on the 27th

The renters will move any time, she said they

would go on the 12th their rent is up then, but she

had talked to her husband and would like her to stay

for another week until they get the corn and hay up

She has asthma and is very bad there be OK here,

they may have to move to town altogether, I like

them very much,

Sunday 9:30 am. Having a short time before I get

ready for Sunday school. I am looking forward it to it

yesterday morning I received your airmail of Aug 27.

I am so sorry to know that you are having that

trouble with your feet, You may remember Ruth having

it at one time when she went to Jr High school.

Erma Boshard was telling me Dean had it since

he has been in the service and had to go to a hospital

she said Bliss has had it and she soaked his feet

in Clorax. and washed his socks in the same

solution and it cured it after trying every thing

else, I hope you can get some thing to cure it
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dont be backward about seeing a doctor about it for

some times it proves very serious.

I received Alices letter also she said John was sick

all the way home and the baby too- but they are both

better now.

Owen Dixon sent me she such a sweet letter. I

wrote him, in it I told him I had always been interested

in the family and now that both of his parents had left

I would like to be as father and mother to him, he said

you will never know how that made me feel I just

broke down and cried, I know how you brot us warm
food for a long time when we were young and I do

appreciate so much all that you have done for us. -

he says he never knew a mothers love and how has

missed it so much, and he paid, such high tribute to

his father and his teachings, and now it is his greatest

desire not to let him down, but to live the principles

of the gospel as he would desire. I didnt think it was

in him to write such fine letters, I see it is time

I was getting ready.

Well I went to Sunday school and enjoyed it a lot, have

also had my dinner and washed the dishes- so now I

am free to write until 3:30 when Sarah L and some

other ladies are coming to decide on what we shall serve

at our daughters of Pioneers meeting Thursday.

I have been away so long I had forgotten the meetings

started this month- and worst of all I had no history

ready. I have never failed in having a history for each

month while I was Historian of the other camp

and the 3 years I have been in this camp.

I talked to the Co. Historian to see if I should read

a history that had been read before, she said they

would rather I didnt, the main objective was to

search harder to get the original Pioneers histories
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she said she would like me to read the history

of the old tree we had a year ago- our family

gave the programme- now I have got to get that

ready.

Yesterday afternoon I made some calls, visited

with Aunt Hattie for about two hours; she is just

as spry as ever had just got thru scrubbing

and waxing her big floor. Will wants her to get[- -]

some one in to clean but it is impossible to do

it. I visited the Eves. Dora is still in the hospital

and I think her parents have about given up hopes of

her recovery. She is so bloated she cant scarely breathe

altho they tap her quite often and she suffers so much
too. I feel so sorry for them all Sister Eves being in such

a helpless condition.

I do hope you will keep well and be able to carry

on until Victory is won, and May the Lord bless

comfort and protect you always

Best Love Mother
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Letter 97 September 16, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Sept. 16. 1944

Dear Clarence

Received your very welcome letter yesterday

dated Sept. 4th . I do appreciate getting your letters so regular

as your letter heading was blank I dont know wether you

are still in France or some where else. I hope it is not on

German soil as bad as I want to see our troops there.

It seems as our forces are getting into that territory

ficerster

the fight is getting frereest , but where ever you are my
faith and prayers go with you.

This week after washing and ironing were done, I put up

my tomatoes, and had another bushel that was very ripe

but went up to Lynns instead.

Tuesday Lynn asked the man to see if he could get them

the two bushel of peaches he had ordered, as Cess was expecting

to go to the hospital any time, He went over the orchard and

found that many ripe, they were the lemon Albertas the

George

kind I like. I think they got them from Mr Mulenstin

they got them Tuesday night, but the stork beat them

to it- she went to the hospital at 10 oclock that night

and a baby boy was born to them about 2 A.M. Wed.

morning. You can imagine how happy they are to have

a boy especially John, that makes me 20 grandchildren

10 boys v 10 girls, I havent been up to see it- Lynn says it

has long black hair. I went up and canned the peaches for them

Nellie Morrison Aunt Lizzies daughter died Monday she

has been ill for about a year, they buried her in Twin

Falls Idaho. Aunt Lizzie wanted to go, but they knew she

couldnt stand the trip any other way only by car, and

all the cars were not in a condition to make the trip

but they couldnt get gas. so Basil and Elmo went.

I went over two afternoons, I understand Edith is with

her Mother. I have been over to Eves twice this week
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I think they have about lost hope of her ever getting

well- she has been in the hospital 5 months and

has suffered continually. Her husband is working at the

Geneva Plant and making good wages or they never

could make it. I dont know why people have to suffer

so much.

I have been quite worried about Henry they took

X Ray picture of him yesterday to see if it is his

stomach or gall stones or some thing else, they wont know
the results until Tuesday, he really should stay home
and relax- but he is like the rest of the stubborn men
I will sure be glad when you are released to return

home you could help him so much. Art said he

has releaved him of some.

Aunt May and Evelyn went to Salt Lake Thursday, Elayne

went up this morning and came back with them today.

They visited with Ruth, and Fred was home this afternoon

everyone tells how cute Linda is they all say she is one

of the smartest children for her age,

They will be here a week from to morrow. Fred quits the

hospital on the Saturday, The people who have been in my
apartment are leaving Monday- Ruth will need do no cleaning

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

every thing is spotless, some difference to what Betty left.

I received a nice long letter from Kent yesterday, he is in

Honolulu and seems to like it. he wants me to send

your address so he can write you.

I received a nice long letter from Ethelyn, she said if you

came home this winter it would be nice for us to go

down there, I am not planning any more trips for some time

at least, especially Ruth in her condition I will want to

stay near by and help her all I can

Sunday afternoon, Have been to Sunday School, had my
dinner and all set to finishing my letters

The weather has been beautiful, the nights much
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cooler- but last night was quite warm again, I think

it must be a weather breeder, the wind is blowing and

clouds are gathering, I think it has been over 3 months

since we had any rain, we have plenty of water for

our lawns.

I think the farmers would have welcomed rain

some time ago , but now they are in the midst of their

fruit harvest they would rather it didnt come right now.

Elayne got a letter from Grant and as near as he could tell

her he will be home soon, how long he can stay they dont

know- 1 think Elayne has made up her mind she dosent

want to get married yet, so I dont know how things will

turn out. She has had her first week in school and

was a very tired and worried young lady, Their school

is so overcrowded especially her grade the 3rd they are

trying to do some thing about it.

Bro and Sister Powell resigned from our genealogical class

this morning. - they sold their home in this ward and moved into

to take care of her Mother and are now in the 2nd ward- we
sure hate to see them leave.

I have been wondering if you are still in the mail

service still- if you cant answer it is alright.

I do hope you feet is better, and you are not suffering this

too great hardships.

Ronald Larson and Helen were in Sunday School he has

he will stay

just come from the Pacific- for how long I dont know. Also

Carroll Williams- I just shook hands with them.

I do pray our Heavenly Father will bless you where

ever you are or what you are doing-

With fondest Love

Mother

Letter 98 September 24, 1 944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah Sept 24. 1944.

Dear Clarence-

I was disappointed yesterday when no letter

came from you- 1 suppose I must expect them when I see

them, I hope they wont be too long between intervals, as long

as I can hear from you I feel more satisfied, about you.

Grant Fisher came home Saturday morning, and is leaving

to morrow night- could have stayed until Tuesday, but couldnt

get reservations then

They are at Wild wood today- the Fishers went up yester-

day they invited Art and Maurine to go up today for dinner,
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Ben Alward was at Sunday school so I invited him to

come and have dinner with me- he seemed to enjoy it a

lot.

Fred Ruth and Linda arrived about one oclock, I am so

happy to have them so near to me, I think they will

be very comfortable

Last Wednesday Freds mother and I went on the

Orem to Salt Lake and went to the Temple with Fred and

Ruth- we enjoyed it a lot, I came home Thursday as it was

sisters club at Aunt Rene's and you know I couldnt miss

that. That is about the only time I get to see Aunt Sarah Mc
as she is with Nancy and the gas situation makes tt

driving hard.

Alice Dangerfield looks bad- says she suffers

all the time- Altho she isnt bed fast.

Lois Vern Dixons daughter daughter was married last

week had a reception in the Joseph Smith building I

was unable to go as I was in Salt Lake at that time

Helen Taylor Ad & Marys daughter is being married

tomorrow night at T. N's home Art is going to marry

them, he is a boy from Ogden I think and is

an intern in Medicine, I think they will live in

Utah.

Gideon Clark had his barn and hay burn up the

other night, it was such a blaze people from all
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over town came to see it. I was in my bed room reading

and listening to the radio to the radio and didnt know a

thing about it until the next morning- I am glad

I didnt for fires always terrify me so much

Thouse the horses were loose and pawed the door open

and made their escape. The granery near by filled

with grain was saved.

I was so surprised Friday night to read in the

Herald of Nadine Taylor Ashby being granted a divorce

from Robert Ashby- She came here early in the sumer

to have her baby here- they say she had a very hard

time it was a cicerian birth. I think they have

been married only 1 Yt years, the grounds were

mental cruelty. I feel so bad when some thing like that

happens to our young people.

Stella Dixon was over here, she is leaving in the

morning for Iowa, where she stays 2 weeks then

goes to Pasadena Cal for 3 months and I forget where

else she will be in the medical corp and is very

pleased about it. I hope she will be satisfied this

time and stay with it- but I guess she will have to

Virginia is in Naples Italy.

Bruce Dixon came home yesterday- he is an

Insign. looks very nice in his blue, with gold

braid and buttons, he will go to Maine, to a

fine school there, he is studying radian.

I see it is nearly church time, our genealogical class

have charge. Dr Wylie Sessions will be the speaker.

I hope when you are released you will be

able to do some genealogical research in England.

If the records havent been blown up.

I trust you are well and not suffering too many

hardships, May our Heavenly Father guard and

protect you every hour and bring you home
safely to us. Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 99 October 1,1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo, Utah. Oct. 1. 1944

Dear Clarence:

I was so happy to receve your letter

Tuesday, it means so much to me to hear from you

each week, and know you are well, of coarse I realize

even the best conditions is very bad. I do hope and

pray that you will be able to take what comes

without suffering too much.

I went out to Sera to the show last night with Art

and Maurine- it is the first time I have been to a

show since I was in Denver, I enjoy going out there

it seems to relax me so much, one of the news

flashes was the Yanks going thru France and the

reception given them by the people, I dont go to shows

for one thing they show some of the horrors of war

and I just cant take it- but I did enjoy that so

much last night, most of it was in colors, one

part especially was worth the price of admission

It was featuring Zion National Park and Bryce Canyon

with the Organ and Tabernacle Choir of Salt Lake

rendering several numbers while the scenes were

flashed on- it was just voices you couldnt see

them.

This past week has been a busy one, I did

Lynns washing and ironing besides putting

up peaches and pears, and Thursday I went to

Dora Eves funeral, she died Sunday night at 8-15

It was a blessing to see her go as she has suffered

so much for over 5 months, Her Parents are very

reasonable, altho they will miss her very much
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I think her husband will take the children and go

back to Springville and live in a little home he has

there near his Mothers home.

Ruth and Fred have been quite busy arranging their

apartment, I think Ruth will be very comfortable there

I am so thrilled I had it for them- The boys and

I felt she neednt pay rent as the improvements

are all paid for I think Henry said, but she said

she wanted to pay- so I told her she could pay 20.00

a month if she would feel more independent

we pay the gas for the refrig. I know I can

more than make it up to her in many ways

We all love Linda so much, she says every thing

I think it is marvelous for she is only 17 months

old- 1 hope we wont spoil her Ruth has been so

wonderful with her, and she minds her mother

so well, and she never touches anything or gets

into mischief. Fred made a nice box for a sand

pile and filled it with sand- but I dont know when

she can play in it as it rained nearly all day

yesterday. They say this is the first rain since

June 2. (We had a just a sprinkle not enough to wet

the ground) the b longest dry spell in history, altho

there has been plenty of water for lawns and gardens

Fred left this morning with two other doctors in

a car- he hated to leave Ruth and Linda- he is afraid

she will forget him.
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It seems like it has all been coming and going

the past week or two. Grant came on Saturday- he

and Elayne were up the canyon and when they

came down Sunday night there was a telegram

waiting- telling him to be at a Convey officers meeting
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in San Francisco at 11 oclock Monday morning, he had

no reservations- his father drove him up to Salt Lake

at 4. a.m. Monday and was lucky enough to get a

cancelled reservation on a plane.

Stella also left Monday, Bruce Dixon came on Friday

and left Thursday . and Fred this morning

Roy went to Salt Lake Friday morning for a government

planing convention of 11 States, He went to PI. Grove last

night and came over here, after 4 oclock, he could

only stay a few minutes as his train went at

5:30 It was our Stake conference today- Iwent

this morning also afternoon, and enjoyed it so

much, the new apostle Mark E. Peterson gave such

wonderful talks, It was one of the best attended I have

seen since the stake was divided.

I went over to Wallaces to a little affair for De Vae and

his bride, they were married Friday, he is on a

furlough and thot they would get married, he is only 18 and

seems such a kid. Almost like Kent getting married

Kent is in the office where he is stationed, Maurine says

h[- -] his letters sound a little homesick.

Monday morning- 1 didnt finish your letter last night

as I had the headache, the first in months- guess a little

too many meetings in one day, I had better sign off as the

mail man will be here soon

I do pray our Heavenly Father will grant unto you

peace of mind and comfort as far as possible, bless and

protect and bring you safe home to us. when this

terrible war is over.

Best Love

Mother

Letter 100 October 7, 1944
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[preprinted AIR MAIL + border]

256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Oct. 7. 1944.

Dear Clarence:-

Received your V mail letter yesterday

altho it was a short letter, I did appreciate getting

it. It means so much just if it was only a word

or two to know that you were alright.

I noticed that you were able to state where you were

If I had an idea you were in that vicinity I would

have noticed more closely what was said about it

on the radio

I hope you will soon be stationed where you can

have good lights to read by and then I will expect

longer letters, Does your magazines reach you now
that you are near the front, I hope they do,

Do you think I should rescribe rescrible again

if you have access to any of them I wish you

would look and see when they expire I cant

remember- it would be on the adress with your

name.

It is time now to get packages off to those over

seas- it is so hard to know what to send you

as you sent so many things home I take it you

can only carry a limited number of things with

you. Again I am sending you candy from

Startups like I did last year, if you cant eat

it all I am sure there will be many who
would like a little sweets

This has been another busy week, as it draws

to a close I cant beleive another week has gone

time fairly flies, I guess that is because I keep

busy all the time.

Ruth got two letters from Fred- he left last Sunday

and said it rained and even snowed 10 inches in

Wyoming- He was in Chicago and hadnt landed

at his destination. Ruth is feeling fine also
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Linda. Now that they are settled they will be very

comfortable. Can you beleive it I am eating 3

meals a day, as Ruth and I eat together it

makes it better for both of us

Yesterday I finished Lynns ironing, I have been

doing his washing and ironing as they couldnt

get help in the home. Cess phoned this morning

and said she was feeling fine and thot I

wouldnt have to do it any more, I was glad I

was able to do that much for them.

I also made peach jam and Chili sauce yesterday

and in the late afternoon went up to see Aunt

Alice, she is in a bad way, altho I thot she looked

better. Did I tell you Dora Eves died

Sunday 10 A.M.

As I start this morning the 115th

Annual conference of the church is just commencing

I write as the music is playing, I have listened to

every speaker for the past two days, and it was very

inspirational, I am so grateful we have the radio

to bring these things right into our homes

Ever since the war no one only the Priest hood

members has been in the tabernacle due to transportation

and other things.

Pres. Grant was present at each morning session

and his secetary read his sermon which was so

wonderful, one of his best I think, and to think in

another month he will be 89 years old

Apostle Benson will give the church of the air sermon

this morning.

I couldnt find Ruth when I got up and went

over to Maurines, and found she and Linda, with

Maurine, Elayne and Ethel on the bed with Nan

& Dixie being entertained by Linda she is so cute

I hope they dont spoil her, as Ruth and Fred have
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been so sensible with her and dont want her spoiled

Elton took the women to Salt Lake when he went

yesterday morning.

Art and he have gone this morning also

Arts counselors. The weather has been perfect not a

cloud in the sky and the sun almost as hot as summer
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We have had no killing frosts, which the farmers will

appreciate until they get their fruit in. for which they

get such good prices for.

Ben Lewis called up the other day said he only had

such a short time to stay, and wouldnt be able to see me
said he was going to be married, I saw this in the news

yesterday and will enclose it.

Thursday Henry took me to American Fork where he went

on business to see the Robinsons. She is the grand daughter

of Nels Rasmussen the boy father and mother took into

their home, they were living at Dragerton the new
camp out by Sunnyside. he was transferred to Geneva

and they are buying a home in Am. Fork. They are very

talented and lovely people- she wrote me a letter and

wanted me to visit them. We called for Sarah Mc
at Lindon, took Ruth to visit Nancy while Sarah

went with us and had about an hours visit

until Henry called. He is looking better altho he

still has pain

I received a letter from Virginia Dixon last week

She is in Naples, She says the conditions of the people

there are terrible, little children look like little old men
their faces are so drawn, their mal nutrition, She says

she is grateful for the teachings she has received in the

home and especially that of the word of wisdom. When
asked to smoke and refuses they look at her like you wasnt

all there. Many of the boys who drink the wine go blind or paralysed

they sell any thing to the Americans knowing they have money.

I do pray that you will continue in health and strength

to perform your labors and stand the hardships you

are called upon to suffer, Protect you and bring you

home to us safe and sound.

All my love Mother

Letter 101 October 15, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Oct. 15

Dear Clarence:

This is Sunday afternoon, the sun

has been shining most of the day- It has been a

wonderful fall no killing frosts as yet and nearly

as warm as summer time in the middle of the day.

I guess the boys will be glad if this good weather

continues, until they get their road completed, I

dont know what theyll do to get up and down

Lynn took Ruth and I up last Wednesday

afternoon to take care of the baby while Cess went

to a party. It looked like they were taking over

half of that hill down, I insisted on walking

up as the buldoser was working, when we
got about halfway up- it started backing up

I thot it would bury us and I tried to run

up hill thru all of that dirt and rocks- well

I just couldnt take I about lost my breath and

had to stop.

It sure looked good to see the trench dug

to Henrys door for the water, He was telling me that

it would be a good thing to continue right on

past Lynns and across to the other property

and when things loosen up and some of them

want to build the water would be ready

If they did that they would have to borrow

more money. I guess they have had such a

time getting the machinery there, they would like

it to stay until they do it all.

It has been cloudy off and on the past week

the weatherman said cloudy and rain today

but the sun is still shining.

I was so happy to receive your air mail
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dated 1 Oct, it came on the 11 of Oct, I know it must

be very discouraging this time of year, when

the days are so short and the nights so long, and

being without lights or heat makes it that much

worse, As near as I can tell you must be near

Acchen where such feirce fighting is going on

I have been wondering being in the mail

service if you have to fight. I know so much

mail going over it must take about all of your

time sorting and getting it out. Do you have

to censor any of the letters? I think you told

me once they didnt censor the letters from here

It looks like some of the hardest fighting is on

the farthur they get into Germany. You must be on

German soil as you speak of the "mark"

You will be an expert in the exchange of so many

different kinds of money, amongst the collection of

movies of different countries your father collected

was a gold piece. I think he said it was 20 mark

and about equal to our five dollar gold piece, at one

time we were hard up and we turned it inot

the bank for about 4.50

Fae and Vic came home last Monday and you

can imagine how thrilled Ruby and Spence were

to see them and little David he is a very nice

little fellow, They are in Logan visiting or near by

visiting his folks, they will be back to morrow

We want to entertain them some time this week.

Arnolds wife had a heart attack last week and

was very sick, the doctor says she shouldnt

go up and down stairs, and Evelyn put her in

her car and took her to her home, it is a

long way from her I think it is 7th East and

3rd North. She couldnt get a telephone unless she

was a service man[-]s wife with a child. Dr Smith

signed an order for one as May was quite

serious, they put it in the next morning and

Evelyn hopes they will leave it in until Feb. when
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Do you still get your magazine now?

Evelyn expects her baby. I went in yesterday and

house

supervised the children in cleaning their wo r k

and helped Gloria with the washing- its too bad

May hasnt taught her children to work and

keep things clean. They report May being much

better to day.

It seems so grand to have Ruth and Linda here

we eat all of our meals together, Linda comes in

as soon as she is up in the morning and holds
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out her hand and says "come here" I say what for

and she says [- -]rsh, and I have to go- and at

noon she take my hand and pulls me in saying

eat, If I don't go she runs back screaming.

Ruth seems contented I dont supposed too happy

you know her she takes every thing and says little.

Every sportsman is getting ready for the deer

hunt, and the duck season is now open.

Delbert Warner was in Sunday School and is

to give a talk to nite on his experiences, He was in

a prison camp for over a year in Romania,

and was released when that was taken.

I had better close and get ready for church

it seems so good to be able to attend after being

away so long this summer.

You mentioned your mail being delayed. You

did not say if mine was also.

I do pray for you continually night and

day, that you will have health and strength

to carry on each day, that you will be able

to adjust to every condition you meet up with

I know our Heavenly Father hears and answers

prayers when asked in faith, and I read of

so many testamones of our boy in the service

who bare testimony to the mercy of God in their

behalf in the hour of need- Keep up your

courage and pray for this terrible war to be

over so you can return home safe and sound

Much Love. Mother

Letter 102 October 22, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Oct. 22. 1944

Dear Clarence-

So far no letter this last week, I guess

you are all right, as Henry said he received one from

you dated Oct. 7. I think he said you were in Belgium

I hope your living conditions are better there.

I think it was Thursday night I dreamed of you

your skin didnt look as pale as when you were

home you were not much heavier but you looked

well. I almost feel like you were here, and I still

feel that way. I guess we cant look for that for

they wont give you a furlough I hear Bill Howe
wired from New York he was on his way home

He has been in one place in Africa for two

years, his mother was telling me.

I hear they are giving a lot of the boys furloughs

and transfering them to the Pacific.

The news from there is very good and it

looks like General McArthur will make his

promise come true, when he was ordered out- he

said I will go, but I am coming back.

Tuesday at our relief society we had a party

and played games at small tables- from which

we were served a delicious hot dinner.

Thursday was the sisters club at Aunt Loues

you know her food is always the best, and

we enjoyed it a lot. Sophia said Hunter was

coming from Cal. for the deer hunt, Mel also was

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

here, she said Alene always enquires about you

as dozens of other friends of yours do

Elayne received a letter from Virginia last

week and she had been to Rome and
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went to Vatcian City and met the Pope he asked if

she was an American girl she said yes and touched

her hand and said God bless you. She said she

may not have been impressed as she should have

been, but she was impressed with the kingly

clothes he and his swiss guards wore, she

contrasted these with what the Italian people

she was among wore- it is so pitiful to see

their poverty.

I guess all of our boys and girls will

appreciate their homes in the tops of the

mountains more than ever before

After Sunday school I went over to see

what damage the fire did to Rene's roof

while I was at Sunday school, she discovered

it before I did a great deal of damage, quite

a big hole. I guess it was a spark or

soot on the shingles. She has insurance for it,

I picked a bunch of lovely white chrysanthums

the frost the last few nights has touched

some of them- but the weather has been

wonderful- almost too warm in the day

and quite cool at night.

Friday night Alice Dixon drove. Ruth, Evelyn

and I out to the packing house in Orem to get

some apples. I have wanting some for a

long time but they are so expensive Asael brot

me a bushel of Rones, I guess they would be 250

or 300 I was passing Safeways the other day

and they were marked 319 for Romes's. Well

we got delicious and Jonathans for 50C bushels

they were all washed and we could have

our pick to sort any of them and they
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were grand, we are going back next week

and get some Romes to bottle

Aunt May is much better she is still at

Evelyns, I spent the most of the day in their

place helping the children clean house.

They can work if some one works with

them.

Wednesday night Maurine, Ruth and I

gave a dinner for Fae and Vic, Spence, Ruby

Asael & Flora Fisher.

We had a large roast of beef, hot rolls potatoes

& gravy, yams candided, pineapple salad, and

relishes and mince pie I made, and I had

good luck for once, with them.

Fae and Vic went back yesterday, they have

a very cute little boy David.

Buck Dixon has a baby boy- they did want a

girl but I guess a boy was very welcome

I am so glad to have Ruth and Linda I was

saying yesterday it seems like a different house.

Ruth went to the chicken roost last night with
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the Kartchners to celebrate the mothers birth day.

She left the baby over there this morning and went
to Sunday school, and went over there for dinner

Have just come from church, we had a very good

talk by Bro Barlow a new member in the ward

We have such a lot of new members in the new
district north and East of the Park, they are about 300 families

living there, of coarse they are not all members, but a

lot are and should be in our meetings.

Polohets are getting very hot. They want me to be a judge

of elections again.

Again I want to tell you my prayers ascend in your

behalf for your health strength and protecting care

Lots of love Mother

Letter 103 October 28, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Oct. 28. 1944

Dear Clarence. I was so thrilled this morning

when the mail-man brought your welcome letter

of Oct 7, It has been a long time coming, but it was

so wonderful for you to be able to go into detail

and tell me the happens of a year (that is some

of them)

I was rather disappointed when you were

telling about the small tenders loaded with cargo and

landing their cargo on the beaches. You said mrc

unluckly a- then the censor cut out about 3 or 4 lines

Then you continue from this time until day before

yesterday we have slept on the ground.

That is the first time your letters have been cut

only once before just one word was cut out.

It was so nice to be able write that much, I

didnt under stand weather youw ere in the

invasion or not.

You must have seen some terrible things, I

do thank the Lord that your life has been

spared.

I think you told me you were still in

the mail service, does that that take you very

near to the front? Do you censor any of the

letters?

Have you met any of the boys from home that

you knew? Owen Dixon must be some where

around there- he is in the 2nd Division and was

in the invasion. I hear of the 1st and 3rd over

the radio but never hear mention made of the

2nd. are you still in the same Division. You were

Perhaps I have asked too many questions if you

feel you shouldnt answer that is O.K.

I heard yesterday Harry Dixon is in the

Phillippines. It looks like all the boys are going
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to the Pacific instead of the Atlantic, when

they are sent out now.

The weather has still been nearly as warm

as summer in the day time but cool at nights

with some frost

Aunt May is still at Evelyns, she has been very

ill, was some better Thursday able to be up

and Evelyn invited Maurine. Elayne, Ruth and I

up for supper- it is the first time I have been

to her home- it is very nice and she keeps it

so clean and nice, ad her supper was delicious

May had another heart attack last night

and is quite bod today- 1 am glad she is up

there they couldnt possibly manage here, and there

would be no one to care for her.

I went in mornings and on Saturdays, but I dont feel

equal to take care of my own work, and go in

there and try to drive the children, so I havent

been in for a week

I dont want you to think I am sick for I am
well only I cant do what I used to, altho I think

I can.

It is so grand to have Ruth and Linda she

is so much company, and the cutest little thing

I hope Arts kids dont spoil her They have had

her over there most of the day. every where they

have gone in the car they have taken her

I was saying tointe history is repeating itself

you all did the same with those children.

We had the over stuffed set slip covered they

look so nice and make Ruths apartment look

so much more cheerful, She is fixed up very

past

cosy and seems perfectly contented. The pat week

I have been writing the history of Bishop Lewis
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Sarah's father, I am recopying it, which will take

me some time as there is over 12 pages of type-

writing paper. I love to this work for those dear

people I knew and loved, Maurine Hoover Crouley

is doing my typnig for me, I have had her

do that history of the Ward I wrote and a lot of

other histories, it is such a help to have some

one do this work, it only costs 6C a sheet.

Sunday 2.-30 Went to Sunday school this morning

Ruth gave such a fine 2 34 minute talk, every

youngster sat perfectly still which is something

unusual. She had the talk well prepard.

Politics are getting very hot, and a lot of und-

shi[-]ging is going on. which I detest

I have been asked to as as judge of election, I

guess it will mean a lot more counting, as it

is State and National.

Kent seems to be enjoying his work I havent

written him for a long time, it just seems

like I cant keep up with my correspondance

I am glad to note in your last letter you

were well and I do hope you will continue

that way.

I pray the blessings of the Lord to be

with you each day and night, that His

spirit may be with you to give you peace

and comfort and protect and bring you

home safe and sound.

With love of love

Mother
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Letter 104 November 4, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Nov. 4. 1944

Dear Clarence- 1 was happy to hear from you last week

even tho it was just a (V mail) If I remember correctly

you asked me to write, but not V mail. Well I understand

conditions are different with us. I imagine from what

you have inferred once or twice you were with out lights

as the daylight is getting shorter if you have no lights

to work overtime I dont see how you will get thru

with the mail each day. and so many Xmas pkgs

coming too. I want you to know I am very glad to

get a V mail, and know you are alright.

It has been cloudy part of the time during the

past week, Tonite it looks like storm and is cold

enough to snow. We cant complain for it has been an

ideal fall even tho no rain for 4 months.

The flowers are still blooming.

For two days I have been putting up apples and wish you

were here to enjoy some of the delicious apples raw.

Last night I attended a meeting for the judges of election

I am to be one of the counters. There was such a large

crowd they had to go over to the 1st Ward Chapel, I was

glad to hear the instructions as I have never acted

when it was the Presidental and State, We are to

have two sets of Judges, and that will help before

the polls close.

I read in the paper of Ry De Greys death at her

sisters home in Nibley near Logan. The funeral will

be held in Salt Lake Monday morning at 1 oclock.

I want to go if I dont have any other way I will

go on the Orem.

Grace Dangerfield Harding and family are here
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and may go home tomorrow. I think Curt wanted

to go hunting Pheasants.

Sophia came over and said if John could make

business contacts up there he would take us

up- 1 would rather go and come back the same

day. It is our Releif society conference Sunday

night and I am supposed to open the meeting by

prayer.

I have to be back early Tuesday morning

and be at the polls before 7 a.m.

Art just came in and said he had been over

to Davies. Rachel died at 2. P.M. today of pneumonia

of two days illness. He said Bernice wanted me to

talk, but I said No I couldnt do that.

I have always admired her and spent many
happy hours in her home- especially when I was

gathering data for the Third Ward history- she gave me
much valuable information. I will be unable to go

to the funeral as it is Tuesday- election day.

I see a busy week before me.

May is still at Evelyns, is still in bed and

very weak, she dosent seem to gain her strength

very fast, I feel like I should go in and help- 1 did

for a couple of weeks but find I cant take care of

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

both places- Arnold was just in and said they

had cleaned the whole house tonite. It wont hurt

the children to do things.

Elayne, Alice, D. Rhea all went to Salt Lake for the

N.E.A. Convention. Maurine went up with them
I guess they will be back tonite.

Politics are sure getting hotter each day. I have

just been listening to Gov. Deweys speech. I guess the
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Presidents speech was given earlier. I didnt hear it.

There is a lot of mud slinging for which I dont

approve.

They were talking on the Soldiers vote last night

I was wondering if you had sent yours.

I received such a nice letter from Virginia. She says

she was so happy when she found the place where

the Mormon church holds forth. They hold Sunday

services and Wednesday night a social. She said

they treated her so fine, and it was so grand to

meet some one from home, and partake of the spirit

of the meeting.

You have never mentioned ever finding a

church over there. I do wish it possible for you

to go if there are any around where you are

stationed, it would build up your spirits- as it

did her's. She says she has only been there two

months and when she thinks of home it seems

like a far away Heaven- She says she knows how
the fellows who have been over there 33 months must

feel. Cess was down today and she said the road

is all graded and they are putting gravel on it

She says it will be such a grand road.

They have just announced the President of the D[— ] S.

so I will take time out.

Well I have heard both of them- and I still think

a change would be good, I dont think any one man
should stay in office too long.

I ordered 2 turkeys today. I hope I can get them

for Thanksgiving- which will be on 23 of November,

a week earlier than it used to be

Monday night, I have just arrived home from Salt Lake

I went up last night with Grace and Curt Harding

they had been here visiting at the Dangerfield home
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I was getting ready for Sunday school yesterday

when Cess called and wanted me to go and see

the baby blessed. They named him George Terry

that is the children named him. Hes growing so

fine and is such a good baby too.

I had dinner there and enjoyed it a lot, had to come

home early to get ready to go to Salt Lake.

I stayed at the Rossitter home and enjoyed it a

lot. Frank was home on a furlough and expects

to go back tomo rrow Friday. He looks fine altho he

says its no snap the traing they got at Camp B[-]s[-]tner

North Carolina. I told him I thot that is where you

were. He thinks they are dismantling that camp

and he will be sent over seas.

The funeral was very nice, but very few people

out side of the family, I went up to the cemetary

it has been years since I was up there
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I enjoyed my visit with the different people

I havent seen for some time,

Will Rossitter took me to the station and I

arrived home at 8:30, I was so sorry I went off in

a hurry last night and didnt post your letter, but

I get you will get this extra page. I must try and

write Alice also- altho it is very late- and the

radio is broadcasting the last minutes of speeches

of the candidates.

I hope I will get your letter tomorrow.

May the Lord bless and protect you and

give you health and strength to carry on.

Love Mother.

Letter 105 November 12, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Nov. 12. 1944

Dear Clarence: It is nearly time for Church- 1 started

to get my writing material about 3 oclock after our

dinner and my nap- Then Stella Dixon came in

and we have been visiting ever since, and it is now
5:30- She is home for a week on her way to Cal. from

Des Moins Iowa. It looks like she will have a very

interesting course- 1 am glad she is so happy about it

all- as she has been so discontented for so long.

I was so happy to receive your letter of Oct. 29th Friday

you state you are in Germany- 1 wish it was Berlin

and the whole thing was over, I know it must be cold

and miserable, for it seems like Europe in November

the winters in Germany are very cold.

I dont see how you are going to get all of your mail

out especially if you have no lights, and this time of the

year it gets dark about 4 oclock.

I was wondering if your Division was under Gen.

Patton as I have been following his movements.

It has been raining a great deal of the past week

the wind blowed all night and most of today

This afternoon it has been raining quite hard

Grant Dixon is home on a furlough for a week I told

him I dont see how he gets so many- he said the

last time he was here for a couple of days it was

on business, He has surely been lucky to stay in the

U.S. all this time

Tomorrow is the funeral of Jim Pierpont who died Friday

of a heart attack, he was 83 years old- Services will be held

in the 3rd Ward chapel.

Yesterday afternoon I visited the Eves family and

took a loaf of fresh bread that I had baked.

I think Sister Eves is looking much better than

when I saw her last.
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May is still with Evelyn- She is much better and

able to be up and help her self some.

I have just returned from Church, we went in

a pouring rain, but it wasnt quite so heavy coming

home. Bro Valentine of the B.Y.U. spoke very well, and

the music was very good, we have a choir to be

proud of. We had a very good turn out considering

the weather

You will be surprised when come back

to see so many strangers, I wouldnt be surprised

to see them divide the ward some time later

Nancy took care of Linda while she went with

me. . Mrs Kartchners takes her while we go to Sunday

each Sunday. She went out to Sera with Elayne

and some of the others, It was "Dragon Seed" they

liked it so much. So Maurine and Art and Dixie

and I went last night- it was some of the best

acting I have ever seen. It showed how the natives

of China live and how cruel the Japs treated them

when they made war on them.

I just couldnt hardly take it when they treated

the women and their screams went thru me
I guess it was true and worse in many

places.

It was so sad to see the Chinese farmers

set the torch to their homes and fields and

fly to the mountains and caves.

They ran the invasion of Normandy, according

to what I saw it was as you described, the

old ships submerged and the plontoons for about

JS mile made a road where the trucks and

other equipment rolled along. I could imagine

it all with the airplanes over head and
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the harbor filled with ships of all kinds. I guess

you have seen many things you would like to

erase from your memory for ever.

I renewed the Readers Digest for you I hope you

are receiving them for I know you used to like

them, and others would like to read them too.

I also renewed the Era last week I hope you get

them too, you should have the spiritual along with

the other.

According to your letter the American and

Colliers wont run out until March and April

Nan just came in and she said to tell you

John Markham is Pres. of the Jr Class of Provo high

and he also plays on the foot ball team as tackle

you cant imagine what a great big fellow he is-

I have hunted up some more information and

have started two or three more histories, I am so

anxious to have these worthy Pioneers who helped

make our country what it is recognized and given

credit for what they did.

Elton and Ethel came in for a few minutes the

other evening. Elton came in for welfare meeting.

They had others with them and had to go back.

Ethel said she was afraid if she didnt bring

my roaster in I wouldnt give them any Turkey

for Thanksgiving. I told her I had the electric, but

she said remember we have two turkeys.

I hope we can get them, I did hear there was

a question, the armed forces were to be served

first, Well I must write Alice a letter,

I do pray day and night for our Heavenly Fathers

protecting care to be over you no matter what

land or where you are.

With all my love Mother
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Letter 106 November 17, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Nov. 17, 1944

Dear Clarence-

I was in hope the postman would

bring me a letter from you today, but he passed me
up- better luck tomorrow I hope.

I listen to the broadcasts and try to imagine

just which group you are in, where ever you are I guess

you see more excitement than you care to as the

weather gets colder it makes me shiver to think of

you being perhaps with out heat or lights, I hope they

furnish you plenty of warm clothing- 1 couldnt

understand why you sent those wool socks

home
The nights are getting cooler all the time

and this morning there was a heavy white

frost on the house tops, In the day time the is

quite warm. I hope it stays that way until after

Thanksgiving Day.

I am beging to plan my menu, as it will

be next Thursday Nov. 23, instead of the last Thursday.

I have ordered two Turkeys, Art says I can be

sure of them, There was some talk about not being

enough to go around and the service men came

first, now I heard over the radio there are

plenty- they came rather high 50C a pound but I only

have the family once a year- and I have

plenty of money- so why not spend it.

Altho Ruth and Linda will be here, there will

be two less that were here last year. Kent & Grant

Fisher. I am counting on 25. we dont count Lynns

youngest son.

I was in hopes you would be home
this year- but I guess we cant
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on anything these days.

Yesterday was our Sisters gathering at Aunt

Fanny's- we always have a nice time there

Doris and Mary came down and called for

Aunt Sarah and Nancy. Fanny is our Secy

and Treas. and a good one too. She read her

yearly report, and writes it up which makes

it very interesting to hear of what took place

each month that has passed.

Alice Dangerful was there but she looked very

bad, May was there for part of the time and

she is looking so much better I think she

will come home next week. Arnold is getting

a Studio couch for the down stairs room

as the Doctor says May must not go up and

down stairs.

At last the carpenters have come and are

buiding a small porch on the south of my
kitchen- for the past two years when it rained

and snowed I couldnt get the door open- then

too my kitchen being so small I had no place

for kindling and coal for my fire place- only
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in the basement where I had to go out in

the wet, At first I was just going to have

a sort of projection or hood to shed the water

after thinking about I decided I needed a place

to put things- when I have had peaches, pears,

or apples if I didnt want to run back and

forth to the basement I had to put them in

my [- -]nette, I am having it barded up pent

may and screen, with some shelves to put

things. I am very happy about it, also
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a covering over the top of Arnolds North door- it

has always been so bad since the guttering

leaked so. I am so glad I will have the

use of this little place for Thanksgiving as I can

put so many things out I havent room for in

the house or kitchen.

I see it is getting late, I am going to take

care of Linda to morrow as Ruth is going

to Salt Lake with Maurine, Elayne and some

others, She has an appointment with her Doctor

up there.

Maurine drove Nan and some more school

this morning

girls up to Logan or Hyrum for a ball game
between So Cache and Provo, they came home
Maurine so worn out and Nan so hoarse she

could scarcely speak Provo won- but they said it

was the most exciting game they had ever seen,

Sunday afternoon.

Yesterday Ruth and the others

went to Salt Lake and didnt get back until about

9 oclock last night, I got along very well with Linda

she sure is a mamas girl, I am sure we will

get along fine while her Mother is away at the hospital

The Doctor say it could happen any time this week but

if it dosent to come up next Saturday prepared to stay

I will be glad when it is all over and she is back home
safe and sound

I forgot to tell you in my last letter I was one of

the judges of election, and your ballot came in

it was brot down early in the after noon

Everything went Democrats but the govener is in

doubt. Bracken Lee Eltons mayor from Price is still

talking of a recount. In this county he was 2000 in

the lead. Gov. Man beat him only 1000 in the whole

state. I dont know just what the out come will be

I have been to Sunday school this morning
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Tonight is our Ward conference, Art is very anxious

to have a full house, as the Stake Presidency and

High Council will be present

Grant Dixon is home on a furlough, I think he

leaves Wednesday, Stella left yesterday for Cal-

for her new assignment. She seems quite thrilled

about her set up for the future, I hope she will

be contented and happy for once

I hope Virginia dosent get too home sick- it is a

long way to Italy for a girl- but I guess she will have

plenty of company, I received a lovely letter from her
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she said she had only been there two months

and she didnt know how the boys could stand 33

months of it as some of them were.

It looks like storm last night and this morning

but the sun is trying to break thru now.

I hope it dosent storm on Thanksgiving day, and

that Ruth holds out till after

I havent written Janet for a long time, and

it will be her birthday on the 23, so I better

spend a little time on a letter to her.

Clarence I wish it were possible for me to share

a few of the hardships for you I would gladly do

it to give you a little relief. Be of good cheer and

keep a stiff upper lip and a stout heart, and

I am sure Our Heavenly Father will hear our

prayers and answer them according to the

best for all

Much Love Mother

Letter 1 07 November 26, 1 944
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Dear Clarence-

I began to wonder if I would be able

to write your Sunday letter, We left for Salt Lake

yesterday. Maurine, Nan, Alice D, Ruth and I. The

Doctor told Ruth when she was up there a week

ago, he expected her to come back some time during

the week, if not to come Saturday and he thot it

would be then. She went into the hospital and stayed

there until after noon today, but nothing doing.

I phoned Alice Dixon as she said she would come

up and get us if she had to come back.

Elayne and Nan came with her.

I stayed at the Rossitters. I wish she didnt have

to go back up there, altho I realize she will have

a very good Doctor and much more attention than

here, she said there were 10 patients in the maternity

ward and 14 nurses, of coarse I dont know how

it will be when she does go, and they gave her

such a nice private room.

The thing that worries me most is the roads

It snowed 7 in. in Lake Lake and 2 here Friday

and the roads were very slick and bad up there

Alice Dixon came from Ogden that day, she took

her grandmother and Rubys family to spend

Thanksgiving day with Va Lera, and said around the

point of the mountain you couldnt see when

we went up yesterday it was slick in some

places but Maurine drove slowly and we arrived

in good condition, and they were fine this

afternoon, altho a little snow began to fall

just as we got to Orem.

Our Thanksgiving day was another sucess
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according to those present. The folks from Price didnt

get in until almost noon.

We had two nice turkeys and served the young

folks and children at the first table and they

did justice to one of them. After they went to the

show we reset the table and did justic to the

2nd turkey and all the other good things which

goes with it. I dont think I will tell you all we
had or it might make you feel dissatisfied with

your rations. I hope you had turkey and

other good things on that day, I heard them

say our boys in the service where ever they

were would get a good hot turkey dinner

Fridays Nov. 24

I received your letter dated Oct. 22nd it was

written the week befor the one Oct. 29. which was

the last I received over a month ago.

I look every day for your letters. I guess they

didnt have room on a plane- and next best a

slow boat. They are always welcome when ever

they arrive. I enjoy them, even tho I know they

are not written under the most favorable

conditions, I try to picture how you live in

such bitter cold, I guess they harden the men

to it or they never could survive.

I do wish this thing could be over before the

worst weather sets in.

I had a happy surprise Wednesday when Neal

and Ethelyn called on their way to Ephraim. I

think they wil be back about next Wednesday

I hope they will stay all night, I told Neal I would

like them to and he said he would love to as

there were many he would like to see. he

looks so fine, and Ethelyn looks so good and

she says she feels like a different person- that

Doctor has done wonders for her
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She says she has so much more energy

and strength too.

Eltons folks didnt stay over for the weekend

like they generally do, but went home Friday

Ethel said she would like to have gone the first

thing in the morning when she saw the

snow, as she says she dreads going thru

the canyon and over the summit.

When we went to bed Thanksgiving night

the moon and stars were shining so bright

and when I looked out the next morning it

was a great surprise to me, and everyone else

Everyone is feeling badly about the appointment

of Pres. Harris to fill the vacancy of Pres. Peterson

at the A.C. College, his name was amongst

22 others. Aldous was one of them.

I dont know who they will get to fill the

vacancy at the B.Y.U everyone si surely

loved him.

The radio is just broadcasting a message

a recording form Pres. Grant, instead of the the

weekly Sunday nights broadcast. It is

very fine, and he bore such a powerful

testamony, It was his 88th birthday on the 22nd

of November.

I do pray Our Heavenly Father to bless

and protect you each and every moment
that you may have health and strength

256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Nov. 26, 1944
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and courage to carry on each day until

this bitter struggle is won and you return

to us again safe and sound Love Mother

Letter 108 December 2, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Dec. 2 1944

Dear Clarence:- Was so happy to receive your letter

yesterday. Of Nov. 5. Altho it was nearly a month

coming, I noticed you were still in Germany, and

the way it looks you may be there some time

and the fighting seems to be getting fiercer each

day. It seems so terrible that such things as war

has to be when so many lives are sacrificed for

the lust and greed of a few, and people who have

lived at peace with every one. should have to go

and takes lives and do things against their

teachings in order to live in a land of peace

and have freedom for themselves and others

I was so in hopes it would be all over before

the cold bitter weather sets in.

I was so glad to hear that you had lights

again, I know what it means to you to be able

to read again for it is your amusements, Was
glad to hear you say you had read the Era

You never mentioned it having received it along

with the other magzines you spoke of. I have

resubscribed for it for you for another year.

I am glad you passed it on to the other Utah

boy- 1 am sure any thing from home would be

appreciated, and the other magazines you should

send around to any of the boys, They say that is one

thing they miss so much.

I have often thot I should subscribe for the

Herald and have them send it on to you

but I suppose a daily paper would take up

too much valuable space. Any thing you
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would like make a request and if I can

possibly get it I will send it to you.

as soon as you get your Christmas packages

let me know I am anxious to know what

condition they arrive in, I hope you will not

wait until Christmas as I think there was

several boxes of candy so enjoy them while

they are fresh?

Well Ruth is still here and feeling pretty good

Her Doctor was down from Salt Lake Thursday

he called her up from the hospital and told

her to come up for an examination, which

she did- he said every thing was alright and

he couldnt understand why it didnt come, he

said if labor didnt start before next Monday or

Tuesday she had better go to Salt Lake and

stay- He was here giving lectures to the Doctors

She says if she does that she would like to

take Linda with her to stay until she went to

the hospital, I told her to have her Mother in law

go with her, they would stay at Rays home, and

then she could bring the baby back

She insist I stay for the Christmas party given

by the store, she says they would phone as

soon as every thing was over. I realize I cant

do any thing, when I was there last week

I stayed at Rye's home until she came.

I would feel a lot better for her to be there

where it wouldnt be so far to go to the hospital

especially this time of the year the roads

are so bad and slippery most of the time

It has been so threatening all day and tonite
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it has started to rain, which undoubtly will

turn to snow.

We were all so shocked Thursday to learn that

Wilford Miller Hans son was killed in France

on the 26 of Oct.

I have been busy for the past week sending

Christmas cards to each of my nephews and

Virginia all over Seas, and it has taken some

time as I write inside of each one. also Dan Charles

and others on this side

I have been working on more histories, as people

seem to think they cant write them so I am doing

next best and doing it for them. I have written Robt.

Dugdales history I dont know if you remember him

also his Mothers, and will soon start on his

Wifes. I enjoy so much doing it, I have always

loved history, I guess that is the reason I enjoy

genealogy so much, I have sorta laid down on the

job in that line lately.

I was happily surprised Wednesday evening to

have Ethelyn and Neal drop in and stay all

night and didnt leave until Friday evening

He stayed at the Allen hall, I never did see people

go so hard and fast, evey one wanted to entertain

them.

Ethelyn wanted me to go to a concert given

by a world rennowned Pianist. Irene Osmond asked

her to go and said she had a ticket for me
also. I enjoyed it a lot. They left for Salt Lake last

night as Ethelyn has to leave for Cal. today Sat 7

Sunday afternoon. I went to Sunday school this morning

in a storm which looked like it would turn into a

snow storm, but this after the sun has been

shing altho the clouds are low. I will close as it is

nearly church time. My Prayers are always for you that

Our Heavenly Father will continue to Bless you and

bring you safe home. Love Mother. P.S. John L Halliday

says Hello to

you
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Letter 109 December 10, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo .Utah. Dec. 10. 1944

Dear Clarence-

Your loss seems to be my gain. I received

two letters from you in one day- written Nov. 13-25

are from Germany and are from Luxemborg. I take it

from your last letter your last move was better

as you said it was good to get back and see civilian

people, altho I guess none of it is too good, even the best

of it, What a shame you was cheated out of a good

turkey dinner, and under more favorable circumstances

too, I was sorry to hear of you having those terrible

headaches, I hoped you would be able to overcome

them before now.

I do hope the food will become more palalible to

you so that you can eat it, if you cant, you

will run down and not be able to stand up under

the strain you are going thru. Clarence I want you

to exercise every bit of faith you can with mine

and ask the Lord to bless you, to make the things

that are so trying to you become less and that conditions

will improve in your behalf.

I wish it was spring or sumer instead of winter,

but I guess that is one thing over which we have

no control and that is the weather

Maurine and I took Ruth up to Salt Lake last Tuesday

and left her at the hospital, and we came home, I began to

get worried after two days when I heard nothing, and

Wednesday night I put in a call for Ray Kartchners

residence, they rang and said they could raise no

one, I told them to keep trying, but as soon as I hung

up Mrs Kartchner called and said she had just

come home for a party, I had the operator cancell

the call. She said Ruth stayed in the hospital all
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night Tuesday, all day Wednesday and that night, and

Thursday morning the Doctor said she could go up to Rays

and come back Saturday. She went and he said if nothing

happened before Monday to come at 8 oclock to the hospital

and they would start labor.

Ethel & Deb. Tregagle were going up this morning

and asked me to go with them. She was feeling

quite well and had gone to see the folks she lived

with, so I went over to the Rossitters and had dinner

with them, Wills sister and husband were there

I had a nice visit with them. They were married

in the Temple the same day you father and I

were.

I went back about 3 oclock and they were

back. Linda was glad to seem me too.

The Kartchners are all so grand to Ruth and

Linda, and the Doctor is grand to her. and I am
sure she will get enough attention from the

nurses, there were only on 6 patients in the

maternity ward and 14 nurses. I guess it is

all for the best that she went to Salt Lake, as

this hospital is so crowded some times they
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can only stay 5 or 6 days and short of nurses they

cant give the attention Ruth will receive

We brought Mrs Kartchner and Linda back with

us. I put her to bed, but I have been in about

10 times she is so restless, she has a slight

cold.

The sky was clean and the sun shining but the

air was very cold, near Salt Lake I noticed

boys skating on a pond frozen over. Nan was

just in here and she said she had been up

to Wildwood and the skating was very good.

Verl Dixon was in the other day with his wife
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and baby it is a darling, and you can imagine

how proud Verl is of her. He sure hates to go back

he told Aunt Louie he hated the sights of a plane and

he wished he never had to step onto one again

I saw Kay Jensen at the store party Wednesday

night, he seemed so happy to get back. I asked Art

why he was'nt wearing his service clothes he

said he was released on account of his condition

I dont know what is the matter with him.

The party was a grand success as it always is

The parents or wives of the service men who
had worked for the store were invited, and were

they surprised when the Mother or wife was

called to the platform and presented with a silver

dollar for every year the boy had worked there

Horace Peays wife received 14 dollars, Aunt May
11 for Eldon and Bruce. I received 8 for the service

you had given. My. I feel quite rich with the

15 you send each month, 7 I made for Judge of

election and now 9 from the party, my tithing record

is increasing, and I want you to know I am
spending it, when we can get things, when
you can get them they are double what they

used to be

I am buying a bond every drive, and I gave

Dixie a check for 24 dollars to get me stamps

from school to give to the grand children for Xmas.

You asked about the election, the Democrats took

everything- it looks like Eltons friend Bracken

Lee from Price his backers are going to have a

recount he was the Republican against Gov. Man,

I dont know how it will come out. Monday night

I held your letter to tell you the news if there was any

I received word Ruth has a baby boy born 10 minutes to 1 oclock

I got word a few minutes after, they said Mother and baby

were fine no particulars, but I am so releived to know it is over

and every thing alright. With loads of love Mother

Letter 110 December 17, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah Dec. 17. 1944

Dear Clarence-

Do you realize it is nearly 2 years

since you spent Christmas at home. I guess it seems
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much longer than that to you.

It dosent look much like Christmas weather, only in

the mornings when the house tops are covered with

a very heavy frost, it is very cold only in the day when
the sun shines for a short time

Dixie and I went out yesterday and got a Xmas tree

I put some of the trimmings on yesterday and she is coming

over to help me finish it this afternoon.

Oh! I almost for got to start your letter with the

good news that Ruth had a baby boy born last

Monday Dec. 11. it weighed 6 lbs & 5 oz one oz less than Linda

Ruth wrote me when it was two days old. she is so

thrilled about it, she says she is already making plans

for his future, and hopes he will grow up to be as

fine a fellow and that her little Kenneth will bring

as much joy into her life as my Kenneth brot into

mine.

I havent been up to see her, it is a question

of gas these days. Maurine said if I could wait until

Tuesday she would take me up. When we brot Linda

back from Salt Lake a week ago she had a cold in

her head and she hasnt felt too well all week. Last

night she had a little tempture. and now this afternoon

she is quite hot I have put her to bed and she is having

a nice sleep, I do hope she will soon get over it and

be well when her Mother comes home and for Christmas

I didnt go to Sunday school today nor last Sunday

I guess I am skirking my duty.

Monday evening. I didnt get very far with my
letter yesterday. Linda was so fretful I did

nothing but take care of her. Mrs Kartchner
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went up to see Ruth yesterday, she says

she looks so fine but is anxious to get home
She wanted to come Thursday but the Doctor

said not before Friday. I would rather her

stay until Saturday and then she would be

rested for the home coming.

Dixie and I got a tree she decorated it

and put the lights on and it looks very

pretty, Linda keeps saying pretty tree Lindas,

May has been home almost two weeks and seems

to be feeling fine, they have a very nicely trimmed

tree and you know Maurine always has one.

Last Wednesday was our Sisters Club at Aunt

Sarahs she always has every thing so nice

I took Linday- was glad when Elayne came

from school and took her over to see her room

decorations and Santa Claus, then she brot her

home and gave her supper

The folks are all well as far as I know and

I hope they will continue that way thru the

holidays any way. Henry seems to be about

alright. I guess he has to be careful of his eating

Grandma Raile was buried to day- she was

91 years old.

I cant write any more as my baby says

is dinner ready Grandma, I dont give her much

but liquids.

I do pray you have light heat and food

under better conditions, and your health will

hold up under the terrible strain you are

going through, I pray constantly for the Lord
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to bless you and bring you home safe and

sound.

Much love Mother

Letter 11 November 28, 1944
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[Outside of Card Christmas Greetings,

Soldier Son]

[written inside a pre-printed Christmas Card]

256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Nov. 28. 1944

My Dearest Son!

It seems strange to be sending Christmas

greetings this soon: I hope your pacakge reached you

all right, and dont wait until Christmas to enjoy then

treat your self to a little each day

It seems like a contrediction of words to wish you

a Merry Xmas- when we know the conditions you will

celebrate under- But try and put a little cheer into to

it if possible, with a hope and prayer in your heart

for some thing better in the near future.

We will all be thinking and praying for your

protection and safe return home to those who love you

I am sending cards with a few lines in side as I am
doing to you. I have sent Virginia's, and Owens, I now

have Don Charles, Eldon and Bruce Dixon, Harry and Melvin

Dixon, and Freds birthayday card which must reach

him on Dec. 6. and his Christmas card. Aunt Sarah Mcs

birth day on Dec. 7.

Did I tell you Fred was assigned to a hospital in

Brentwood Long Island N Y. He says the classes are not

too large, and some of the best instructors in the country

in that line of Phychiatry, I will be glad when we can

send him good news from Ruth- for I know he must

be very anxious. The weather has improved- it has been

a beautifully sunshing day - I hope it will continue until

after she goes to the hospital in Salt Lake.

Again with my best wishes and love

Mother

Letter 112 December 24, 1944
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Dec. 24. 1944

Dear Clarence:- It seems ages since I received your

last letter, dated Nov. 25. You were then in Luxemborg

This past week since I hear the news over the radio

and newspapers, my heart has been very heavy, as

it seems the Germans have gone into Luxemborg also

Belgium, they say they have taken 20,000 of our men

I do hope and pray you were not amongst them

for they say the crimes the comitt amongst their

prisoners and captives are unbelevable for a people

who profees to be the culturial people of the world.

I can assure you our Christmas will not be a
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very happy one, and we are anxiously awaiting a

letter from you telling of your safety.

The greatest news of the past week was Ruths

return home yesterday. She has a grand baby boy

he is gaining so much each week, and is very strong

and robust.

I had quite a time with Linda, on Monday
I took her temperture and found it was nearly

104. Maurine called Dr Merrill, we found the trouble

was in her throat, it had white spots on it. I worked

with her. and the next day she was better, I didnt

tell Ruth any thing about it, I knew it would worry

her and she couldnt help any. She is fine now and

so glad to see her Mother and little baby brother

"Kenny" she talks so cute.

Elayne took her to Sunday school this morning

as they were having Santa Claus. It certainly gives

one the Christmas spirit. Tonite our choir is

putting on a cantata. Last year it was very good

The weather man promised a white Christmas

but so far we have had nothing but rain
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for the past two days, and the it is so mild.

I bought a nice little Christmas tree and put it in

Ruths apartment. Dixie trimmed it and put lights

on it. Linda is so thrilled with it, she say Lindas

petty tree.

Maurine always takes such pride in her

home and trees, she has cleaned her house

from top to bottom.

Ruth and I are invited over there this

afternoon for a 5 oclock dinner, they are having

their turkey today instead of tomorrow, so

that they can enjoy their Christmas better

They have invited the Fishers and Mrs Goodridge and

Barbara.

Henry and Lynns folks would liked to have had

us go up there, but I think it is too soon for Ruth

and the baby to go out

Yesterday morning Henry and Tory brot me a

nice chicken % Doz ears of corn 1 Pint of fresh

raspberries and some peas out of their locker

Summer or winter we can now have things

as fresh as they come from the garden with

out, but thru the freezing process.

Last night I went over to Eves as usual with a

box of fruit bottled, a loaf of fresh whole wheat

bread some small mince pies and cup cakes I had

baked, Sister Eves seems much better. Altho they

miss Dora this Christmas. I also called on Aunt

Hattie Mc. and took her some things, She is surely

remarkable.

Have just come in from church, it was so

nice they have such a large choir and so many

fine people come into the ward who have musical
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ability.

Our dinner over to Arts and Maurines was

delicious- well I wont tell you what we had in

case it makes your mouth water.

Tuesday Dec. 26 as we had callers on and off nearly all

Art

day yesterday, and last night and his family. Mrs Goodridge

Barbara and her family and drove out to Sera to the

show it was very good, entitled when Irish eyes were

Smiling. I didnt get a chance to finish your letter.

Santa was very good to me as usual, in fact I

looked at the loads of things he sent to every home

and I remarked what a shame some of it couldnt be

sent over to some of the poor little children in some

of the countries who would have scarcely enough to

eat say nothing of luxuries.

Nan came and woke me up and said just slip

on your housecoat and come and see Linda open her

presents, I wish you could have seen her eyes as

she saw the doll buggie, then one doll and another

and she had a lot of them- when she sat in her

little ricking chair and began to rock there was

music like a music box- it is very clever and

she loves it.

While the excitement was, long distance was

calling. Denver was on the line, I was so thrilled

to talk to Roy, Alice, Arthur and John. And from what

they said Christina was as excited as Linda.

Last night after I got home the show "Price"

called and I talked to Elton, Ethel, Jan, Paul & Louise,

Julia was at Castle Gate, and this morning I was so

thrilled to get your letter, So I have seen or heard from

every one of my children. Your letter was dated 3 Dec. I do

hope I hear from you again soon. Trust your cold is

better- and again I do Pray that Our Heavenly Father

will bless and protect you and give you health and

strength and courage to carry on.

Lots of Love Mother

Letter 113 January 1,1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Jan.l. 1945

Dear Clarence:-

Here it is the new year, and as I look

back the old year treated me very good, my health

has been perfect, and I had the privilege of visiting with

each of my families. The only thing that would have

completed wo u ld
,
my happiness would have been to have

you home well and happy with us all Lets hope we
can all be together before this 1945 closes.

I still have a very uneasy feeling about you since

I heard of the Germans invading Luxemborg, where

I presume you were, as the last letters I received from

you were from there. I do hope and pray you are alright

I am waiting anxiously to receive a letter reassuring

me.

It looked like we might have a good snow for

New Yorks, on the North side of buildings where the

cant reach there is a thin coating, there are still

clouds and we may have snow, which the farmers

will need for water next summer.

Ruth took the baby to salt Lake to the hospital

for a check up, he now weighs 10 lbs the Doctors were

very pleased with the progress he is making, and
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Ruth feels so fine much bet ter than she did when

Linda was born, I have a time to hold her down.

they used to tell me when I felt the best was the

time I was more apt to over do. She went to a

movie one night last week with the girls, Last

night, Elayne, Evelyn, Alice Dixon and some of the others

went over to the "Chicken Roost" for dinner, Ruth

came home but the others went to the show.

I like her to have a little pleasure for she is

so sweet and takes every thing in such a

matter of fact way. Fred seems to be getting along

alright, I hope he can stay at that hospital

for a long period of training before he has to go over
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Stella Dixon came last Friday for a stay of

six days enroute to one of the largest hospital, it is

in Battle Creek Michigan. She seems very happy with

the future set up. I am glad she is contented for

once and I hope it will last, I think I told you of

her and Virginia joining the UAC's over a year ago

it was before the army took them in and if they

wanted to with draw they could. Virginia stayed

with it and is now in Italy she knew she had

had experience in office work- but Stella said as

she had majored in food it looked like she might

be put in the kitchen or bakery, so you can know

how thrilled she is with this work.

Floyd Dixon is in Camp Roberts, and Grant was

home last week on his way to Florida, Arnold

now has 4 sons and one son-in-law in the service

There was a terrible wreck yesterday morning on the

Southern Pacific, they say it was one of the Nations

worst for 1944. There were two sections and no 2

telescoped no 1 there are known to be 48 dead and

nearly a hundred hurt. It was in the swampy
marsh land 14 miles west of Ogden Utah. It was

almost impossible to get help then only by rail.

32 were soldiers and Sailors dead, it seems terrible

when such things happen, they seem to think the

engineer had a heart attack before he could stop the

train.

I forgot to tell you I received your V mail written

in Nov. Also the magazine "Yank" it was very

interesting, I received your Christams card

the envelope was nearly torn in two, and the

card or folder was torn some, not bad, tho

Its a good thing the words were written below

in English or I couldnt your greetings.
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Linda is so cute she can carry on a conversation

in her way- 1 beleive she will be as good a

talker as her Grandma Taylor- wont that be a

tradgey.

I havent received a letter from Kent for some

time, but according to letters received by his folks

he is getting along alright, In one of his letters

he said Gibly Jones came in to see him. that

made him very happy to see some one from home
I only wish you had a buddy from home to talks

things over. It would pass the time much better.

I hope the weather over there isnt too cold

although there hasnt been much snow, but I have

felt it keenly.

Lynn and Cess are having their annual New
Years party-where the friends go at 9 a.m. for break-

fast and stay all day, coasting, skiying, sleeping

reading hiking or whatever they feel like doing.

Lynnanne wanted to come and stay with me
last night and to night, Art took the girls to

the Lake skating and took her down, she said

the skating wasnt too good as it was covered

with snow.

I guess I have told you every thing I can

think of at the present time.

Again I want to tell you I am praying for you

continually, and I am sure the Lord will hear

and bless you, and give you strength and courage

to take whatever comes to you.

Love Always

Mother

Letter 1 1 4 January 7, 1 945
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Jan. 7. 1945

Dear Clarence:- Yesterday I was very happy to receive

your letter written Dec. 10. Was glad to hear that you had

received some of your Christmas presents, I only hope

you were able to enjoy them before Christmas, as I

know there were a lot of them sent to you. As you

didnt mention mine I take it for granted you hadnt

received it as well as the others you hadnt sent

mentioned.

Clarence I have been so unhappy since I heard

of the Germans going thru Luxemborg. As I have heard

nothing from you since, I can assure you I have spent

some anxious days and nights, not knowing just what

your condition is. It seems so terrible for so much

blood should be shed and so much suffering and hard-

ships to so many people, especially at that time of the

year, when the world should be celebrating the birth

of the Savior, when Peace and Good Will should cover

the earth, instead of hate and bloodshed.

There are many God loving people even in the ranks

or our enemies who would like to live in peace, and

happiness.

The only comfort I have is to go to my Heavenly

Father in prayer and ask His blessings upon you

He know where you are and what your needs are

and will bless you accordingly.

Well the old year has gone and nearly a week of

the New Years. I do hope this New Years will be bring

war to an end when all of youcan be home again

with your loved ones

I know you must be suffering from the cold as I

hear over the radio, of our troops fighting in weather

below zero. I do hope you have warm clothing and food

to sustain your body.

I havent felt too well the past week I guess I

have had what ailed Linda, while her
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Mother was in the hospital, I stayed in bed one

day as I was afraid of pneumonia, my lungs were

so tight. Since I have had such a terrible cough

but Ruth got some cough syrup for me and other things

I am feeling alright now, and went to Sunday School

this morning and I hope I can go to church tonite

The weather the past week has had flurries of snow

rain and sunshine with the tempertures almost spring

weather. We were wishing for a good heavy snow

fall, but only a light fall which soon melted

Friday I celebrated my 73rd birthday so you see

I am getting a real old Lady. Elton and Ethel came

in and surprised me they stayed over yesterday

and have just gone back today. They left all the

children at home. It seems so good to have them

drop in so often on business and pleasure.

Ethel says she was so worn out Sat. night

before Christmas she could hardly get home and

has decided she wants to stay home now for

a change. It was a big help yo her to go into the

store when help was so scarce. They were so thrilled

with Ruths baby Kenneth, he is growing each day

and it seems like he is changing in looks, some

times he looks like one and then another person,

he is so different from Linda, she never did sleep very

much, and he sleeps all the time, Ruth

has to wake him up to nurse. I bought a

buggy for him last week and Ruth has taken

him out for a little ride this afternoon.

The Kartchners are all so grand to Ruth, Rose

does her washing and ironing the past two

weeks, she is lucky to have such good in-

laws.

Nancy Mc Conachie Armstrong had her

baby girl last Tuesday morning, and the sad

thing about it was it was smothered in

the birth. They say it was such a pretty
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little thing long black hair and such a perfect

body. They all feel very bad about it. I think

Aunt Sarah feels as bad as Nancy they were all

counting so much on it, and it will be a blow to

Tony who is serving in Italy.

Maurine was saying the draft board had called

Lynn Goodridge, he is past 38 and you remembered

he had stomach ulcers, and about a year ago he

had something strike his eye and can scarcely

see out of it, but they passed him at Fort Douglass

I dont see how they can do it, and too he has so

many cows and farming with no one to do it.

They seem to be calling in all the 4.F. for service

or war jobs.

I have just come in from Church, it was our

genealogical night, and Bro Martineau had one of his

wot fellow workers come down and give a talk. I enjoyed

it a lot. The music was very fine, especially the violin

duet by Prof Swenson & Loyal Neilson.

Helen Ward Allen received a cable from Glen saying

he hoped to see her soon- She has been expecting him

from for so long, as he has make more than 70 missions

flights. I know how happy he will be to get home

again and see his lovely little baby girl

I received a nice long letter from Janet, in fact

it was six pages the most I have ever know her to

write, She Viola's young man gave her a diamond

ring. She dosent know when they will get

married.

Well I had better sign off as Alice will be disappointed

if they dont get their weekly.

Again I want to tell you I will never cease

praying for you for I love and am praying you

will return to us safe and sound

Much love Mother

Letter 115 January 14, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Jan. 14. 1945

Dear Clarence. I do wish I could hear from you

the last letter I received was written on Dec. 10th

have heard nothing from you since then, not

since the German assault.

I received a letter from Harry, written on Dec. 26, he

said things were going well with him, and he

has enjoyed the very best of health the past year.

He said he had a very nice Christmas, but Christmas

in "Somewhere in the Philippines." isnt like a good old

Xmas at home, and would give all he owns to be at

home with his wife and loved ones again, I guess

Melvin feels the same, he is some where over there

where you are.

I wish you could have weather like we have

had for the past several weeks - it gets better each

day. You can imagine it was March instead

of Jan. supposed to be the coldest month in the

year. There isnt a spot of snow to be seen and the

sun is shining so brightly and warm.

Ruth caught cold last week, it settled in her breast

and she was quite sick for a few days I kept her

bed for the most part and is fine now. She

has taken the children out now for a walk.

The baby is growing so fast and is getting so cute

Linda is so much company, and talks so

as her grand mother Taylor.

Friday night our genealogical class had a social

Mr& Mrs Loyal Nielson entertained us and provided

us with such a delicious lunch. I told them

I had been accused of many things, but never a
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council reader, those in charge of the programme

asked me to do just that, I read a story instead

This morning I had to give a 2 Vi minute talk

I gave a few highlights in the life of John Henry

Smith, who spent his boyhood days right in

this neighborhood I took 5 minute tho.

It never raines but it pours according to the

Releif

saying. Edith Booth Pres. of our Stake Rele
[
-

]
Society
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came down and gave me an outline and wanted

me to give a seven minute talk, I tried to tell

her I couldnt do it but to no purpose and I suppose

I will have give it next Sunday morning at

a Stake Convention for Mothers and daughters.

while the men are at Priesthood meeting in

the Tabernacle, after which they have Stake Conf.

I dont know why they ask me to do these things

as I get so frightened

Elton and Ethel came in Friday night, they

went right back as soon as the Welfare meeting

was over.

Alta was telling me they are having their

Ward reunion this week, It is 54 years since

the ward was organized
,
they are having a

hot chicken dinner as they did last year

she said she wanted some thing not so much

work, but Henry thot a chicken dinner would

be better, I told her they should let the men do it

or at least help, they wouldnt want any

more. It isnt all together the eats but the

association of each other that counts.

Henry was sick for a day or two. he may

have had what Alta did, but he got over it

sooner than she, I am glad he is feeling

better and his stomach is so much better
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Friday I am having the Sisters club. I

sent a card to Rye Rossitter writing her

to come down for it and stay a week or

even more if she feels like it.

I have just come in from Church, A N

Merrill gave a very good talk. At ourSunday

school this morning there were 425. the house

was full, our night sessions are not so

well attended. Art went to the 1st Ward

to talk.

Well Clarence it looks like I have run

out of news, for now.

I do hope the mail man will bring me
a letter from you in the morning stating

that you are alright

I do pray that your life will be spared

that you will be able to return home to

those who love you. I pray the Lord will

bless and comfort you and give you

strength and courage to carry on.

Love Mother

Letter 116 January 21, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Jan. 21. 1945

Dear Clarence- You will never know how much

lighter my heart is since I received your letter of Dec. 23

The letter before that stated you were in a little Valley

and the light snow fallen on the trees on the hills above

you made a very beautiful sight

After the Germans break thru- 1 read a report that

when the Yanks had reached a little valley there was

not a living creature there, they found a few bodies

in Kaki uniforms, lots of Germans, some time after

some German prisoners said the Yanks had fought like crazy

dep[- -]ron- and the last they saw of them they were being

marched off as prisoners- That made me feel that you

had been taken to a German prison camp
My letters were written only half heartedly- not knowing if

you would receive them - but my prayers were offered

continually, that was my only source of comfort- and I

can assure I received that comforting influence as I have

in the past when in trouble I am sure they were

heard and you will be protected.

I received your V mail dated Dec. 30. and noted you were

in France- that was good news to me as I think

you are farther from the front.

It looks like the Russians will reach the German

capital first and I almost hope they do- the Russians

will mete out punishment to them the same as they

gave.

Evelyn got a cable from Don yesterday, he said missions

completed will soon be home. May came dashing in the

bathroom when I was taking a bath- she was so excited

she could hardly talk. I am so glad and hope he gets here

before she goes to the hospital- she expects 19th of Feb

but the Doctor said yesterday it may be in 2 weeks

I dont understand tho how he has finished when he

only went over in Sept. May said when they pilot

the big boomers he does over such dangerous country
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they only have to make 35 missions- she thinks he

will come home and probably be sent some where else.

Fred expects to be appointed to another place 10th Feb.

he told Ruth he has hopes of getting a furlough, he is

hoping he can.

The past week has been a busy one. I think I told

you I gave a talk in Sunday School last Sunday.

Thursday I gave the history I wrote of Bishop Lewis

Sarah's father- everyone seemed to enjoy it as he

had a very wonderful life

Friday I entertained the Sisters Club. I had a hot

dinner at 2. P.M. it is easier that way as I can set the

table before they came and and cleared it as soon

as they were thru- giving plenty of room. All seemed

to enjoy it so much.

Thursday was the day- but the D.U.P. had to change

their day so I had to have my mine Friday. Sarah Mc
came in Thursday, thinking it was then. I was at

the D.U.P and didnt see her. Ruth fixed her some

dinner and visited with her. She could only stay a

short time as the neighbors came back for her when

they were thru shopping.

They feel so bad about Nancy's baby. She is home

and getting along well.

Today was our Conference, while the Priesthood meeting

was in session. They had a Mothers and daughters

convention, it is some thing new this was the first

they have had- it was in the 3rd Wd. there were 24

234 mothers and daughters present. I had to give a

short talk. How women can honor Priesthood appointments

of family members. I told Edith Booth Stake Pres. of

told her

Releif society when she came and asked me I couldnt
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think of any thing I had done- she said havent all of your

sons been in the mission field, havent you had

4 sons bishops, and havent you a son Pres. of Stake

I said yes but I take no credit for it- She said
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you cant make me beleive you didnt do something

to influence their life. She left me an out line and went

there was nothing else I could do, In desperation I asked

Art if he could remember anything I did to impress

he told me many things I little knew he had

noticed, so I made up a talk and received many
very favorable comments about it.

I tell Ruth I have so much to think about the past

few week now I feel so releived. but I wont need

to look for for a job, I am getting histories compiled

to make a camp book I want to have it bound

next month. I have to have 300 pages, you know

that will take a ho lot of histories, at last I have

found two girls to do my typing, that was what

was holding me up.

I dont mind this kind of work in fact I love

writing histories- but not speaking in public.

Our choir sang at Conference today- it was

wonderful- the speakers all commented on it.

We have so many people moved into the ward

especially the men with so much musical

ability- Alice Dixon took her car and brot me
back for each session, also Rhea, Amy, and Elayne

they are all in the choir, Amy didnt go back this

afternoon as she was having chills and fever, she

had a solo part put Ethel Lewis sang it for her.

I was glad for a ride as the roads were icy.

Altho it hasnt been cold like Jan. weather usually

is, a week ago it registered 59-

I cant think of any thing more to tell you

I think Ruth is going to write you so she

will tell you what I forget.

Praying at all times for your health, strength, faith

and courage to sustain, at all times,

Lots of Love Mother

Letter 117 January 28, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah Jan. 28. 1945

Dear Clarence: The sun is shining as bright as a spring

day. Altho what little snow is left on the ground cracks

under your feet as you walk along. You are always

warning me to watch my step. I can assure you I do

It seems so easy to slip on a small piece of ice. I dont

want to fall as I know the results of a fall.

If we dont have more snow I dont know what the

farmers will do for water next summer- 1 dont

think it has registered zero yet. I am glad it hasnt

been any colder, We are having trouble with the rad

radiation in Ruths living room, last winter we had a

little trouble once in awhile, but now it has been off

for two days, it used to come on and then go off.

I had Parley Larsen come up and look at it he

said it could be the valve was cloged or not enough

pressure- said he would try and get his men to check

it some time, but they havent been yet. Henry said they

are so busy and short of men. The bedroom is alright

so it is alright to bathe and take care of the baby-

I have a fire in the grate and they can stay in

here.

I have been taking things easier the past week

after a busy time the week before. Ruth and Elayne

went to the show Friday night, they said it was so

good they wanted me to go. You may have a chance

to see it "Since you went away" is the title. Evelyn

said her husband Don had seen it over there

May was saying yesterday Grant was going back to

Cal. from Florida, His lady friend Anna Sti[-]ky of Idaho

is going to the Y. she phoned Evelyn and said he

wanted a date with her Tuesday, I never did see

anyone have so much time at home. I guess most

of them are "enroute". Bruce writes he is about thru
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in the school where he is and will go to Boston

to school for 4 months those boys seem to be getting

the breaks, they never could pay tuition to such

schools.

I have been hoping I would get a letter from you

it has been about 2 weeks since I got your letter

written on Dec. 30.

I was talking to Vera Choules Lawrence after Sunday

school today, she says Don was operated on for

apendicitis, as soon as he is well enough he is

having time off to come home
I received a letter from Kent the other day, he

seems to be enjoying himself- that is when he

can go to church and meet so many of his friends

from home, he said he was in hopes he could

get off the next Sunday as Miss Hymns one of

his high school teachers is over there and she

had invited he and 5 others to her apartment for

dinner. I met her up at Wildwood to Flora Fishers

home last summer, she told me she was going

over there to teach school, she said how much she

thot of Kent and hoped she would be able to see him

Janet wrote and wanted me to come up- but

I dont think I want to go while the weather is

cold, I like to be her in case of any emergency

and I dont want Ruth to wash until the

weather is warmer, and too I am in the

midst of binding our camp book for D U. Pioneers

or rather getting histories typed for it.

Helen Lewis was going to do some, she hasnt

brot them back yet, and I have a lot more

for her to do, I hope she will finish them

Maurine Hoover has been doing quite a few
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but she has her little baby, she also has been at

the store to take the place of Novda Christensen S[- -Jpkins

while her husband was here, It takes a lot of histories

to make 300 pages and that is what I have to have

for the book. This being Historian is a lot of work but
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it is so interesting I have all ways enjoyed history

learning of people and places

I often think of you and wonder where you are or

what you are doing, especially since the weather

is so cold

According to reports everything is looking much

more favorable for our side- but you used to

tell me you couldnt beleive half that was in

the news papers- Well if it is wrong write and

tell me different

I see it is getting time for Church so had better

swag sign off- with a prayer in my heart that

our Heavenly Father will guide and direct and

give you health and strength, and faith and

courage to carry on and return to us safe

and sound, in the near future and

remember we are all behind you with our

faith and prayers.

Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 118 February 9, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. Feb. 9th 1945

Dear Clarence:

I was so thrilled yesterday morning

when the Postman brot me a letter from you dated

14th Jan. I was glad you were still in France, trust every

thing is still well with you. It means so much to us

all to receive your letters.

I too remembered it was 3 years since you went into

the service- well be of good cheer we will all hope and

pray it will soon be over and all of our boys will be

home again.

I received a letter from my cousin Laura Humphries

1 wrote her in the fall, but little expected an answer so

soon, She was so pleased to hear from me again said

it had been 2 years since she had heard from me
and wondered if something had happened to me.

Her son Dick has been in the service in Italy for about

a year, he is in the air force but cannot fly as he has

a weak heart, he is in the office during ground work

Her Eldest son was one of the first to enlist, but he was

recalled by his firm. He works in the office all day

and then trains men for the service. And is Mayor of

Welfare and a lot of extra work besides, and he is

very tired. He has 3 children 2 girls and 1 boy.

Dick is the only one of her children not married

Her eldest daughter Joan is married to Mayor Webster

he is from England, is an engineer in Civil life

he is hoping to come to Africa to make his home. Joan

will go to England to meet his people, They have a baby

girl just over a year. They are with Lania for the duration

the husband is in East Africa, but was coming home
on a furlough. The other girl is married and has

2 little boys the baby a month old

Mr Humphries is just the same seems so well and

strong, but his memory is not as good as it was, and
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he is getting hard of hearing- she hadnt had any help

for about two weeks and it is hard for her to care

for him as she cant lift and do what she used to

as she is getting older (61) She says how she would

like a vacation and pay us a visit in my
mountain home I speak, but of coarse that is out

of the question- unless things change after the war

and expenses are less, but she says she wont

give up hopes, as things come to us when we
least expect them.

She said to remember her to Clarence & she hopes

if you should come out that way you would call

on them as they are nearer to town and quite easy

to find.

I have gone into detail because I thot you would

like to hear about them, I sat right down and

wrote to Winifred Beamish, I dont know why I have

neglected writing, I guess I thot it would be hard

for the mail to get thru.

Wednesday Alta drove Ruth and I up to the

Hospital in Salt Lake. The Doctor said Ruth was fine

and she had the children examined, the baby weighed

13 lbs 4 oz. and both were in a good condition

I wish you were having weather like we are and

have had all winter, the undone have never been

frosted, I have been thinking every day we would

have a heavy snow storm and the bitter cold

weather like we usually get this time of the year

Today has been just like spring- it has rained for

several days and washed the soot off the pavements

and every thing, looks so clean. I guess we mustnt

built hopes too high- we may be disappointed.

Ruth took the baby to meeting today and had
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Art bless him and give him a name. He will

be now know by Kenneth Taylor Kartchner. He behaved

very well

We are very happy to know that Evelyn had

a baby girl this morning it weighed 7 lbs 8 oz.

She has been very sick for about 10 days with

a baid bad cold or the flu- and she coughed so

hard and then had a spell of vomiting for about

60 hours, Maurine went to the hospital with her

at mid night and the baby was born at 9 oclock

We have been very anxious on account of her

heart- but Dr Merrill said she got thru very well

I hope she will continue to get along,

sent

Don set a cable 2 weeks ago that his missions were

thru and he hoped to be home soon, they havent

heard any more from him.

Grant Dixon has been here for a few days is on

his way from Florida to Cal. again, he had his

choice and he chose there, He has been home 4 times

in 5 months, most of it enroute.

Henry left for California last Wednesday morning

I think Alta said he would be back next Friday.

Alta was asking me if you had mentioned getting their

Christmas letters and presents. I told her I didnt think

you had received it because you have mentioned those
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you had received. I was glad to hear you had received

so many more even after Christmas, and that you and

you Buddies enjoyed them.

I heard that the Germans had confiscated a lot of

mail also packages so if you dont get all of yours

they may have got them. I hope you will be able

to received all of our letters for I know how you enjoy

receiving letters from home. May the Lord continue to bless

you at all time lots of love Mother

Letter 119 February 11, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah Feb. 11. 1945

Dear Clarence:-

It is rather late to start writing your

letter, but I have been busy all day. Went to church this

morning, you would be surprised to see what a large

attendance we have now- at our sacraments meetings

too.

This afternoon I worked on reports I want typed to

put in my D U. Pioneer book

To nite the 1st Ward choir came down and gave the

programme, and our choir went to their ward and

took charge of the programme, after there was a Stake

Gleaner girls Fireside chat in the Releif society

rooms, Eunice Bird Wadley gave a review of the

"Robe" which was grand. I heard she had given

it 35 times and you know how well she does every

in that line

Monday afternoon

It was so late last night when I began your letter

and I just couldnt finish it, I always like to get yours

in the post Monday morning even if Alice's has too

wait a day or two. I did adress some valentines

to the Nelson children in Denver and caught the mail

man as he was leaving. This is sure a busy world

but I think everyone is happier when kept busy I

know I am, the only thing the time goes so quickly

I cant seem to catch up I hope to have more time

when I get my camp book ready and bound

Ruth is kept busy with 2 children I do the washing

as I dont want her to get cold as she did before

when she hung out the clothes, I have just got thru

with a big one, the babies make so much

Ruth is out with the babies she takes them out

every afternoon for an airing. The baby is getting so

big it seems like I can see him go every day
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and Linda talks so much and is so cute. I love

them so much. I wish I was a little nearer to Alice

where I could run in and see the kiddies- but I

hardly ever see those that live right here, this

gas rationing makes it bad for driving for pleasure

Elton & Ethel came in Friday and went back

Saturday morning, they both look fine, sometime

when I have a little more time.

Did I tell you Evelyn had a baby girl. Gloria just

came in and said Don sent a telegram, saying

he had just arrived in New York and would probably

be home about the 17th I am so glad he is coming

now he can help out as the Doctor said she must stay

in bed for 24 days. I guess he wants to guard her

heart. She seems to be getting along fine.

I saw Don Charles yesterday he made a short talk

in Sunday school, also Deb. Warner. I dont know

where he is stationed but he said he would be able

to meet with the 3rd Ward more often now he was stationed

closer, I bet he feels different now than he did a year

ago when he was a prisoner in Romania.

I guess Don is at the same place. I didnt ask how long

he was staying.

Will you be surprised if I tell you your little niece

Nancy is playing in a basket-ball league. I will omit

one of my pages and enclose a clipping. Nan just came in

on her way from school. I told her to go home right now

and write you a letter, she says she cant write good

letters but she promised she would, perhaps she will tell you

all about it. She is some girl nothing boyish about her now.

Elayne was just in her, this school teacing keeps her

busy. I have the radio on and most of the war news

is good, I hope you are well and your work is

easing up some, I got a little pamphlet from Art I should

have been sending them to you each month I had forgotten

them. I do pray that our Heavenly Father will continue

to bless and protect and give you health, strength and

courage to carry on. Much love Mother
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Hello! Bud

Mother said I

could shout hello

on the back of her letter

Love

Art

Letter 120 February 18, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Feb. 18. 1945

Dear Clarence:-

Was very happy yesterday morning

when the mail man brot a letter from you dated

Jun. 8 [or 2] the other letter I received about two weeks

ago was Jan. 14. it looks like my letters to you

have gone about the same way. I guess one made
the air mail and the other the slow boat.

It doesnt matter when they arrive they are always

welcome.

I was sorry to hear of you losing most of you

Christmas packages, was it the Germans who
took them or was it when you were you were

on your way to France you lost them. I am glad

you ate the one box of candy I was reading where

the Germans when they broke thru Luxemborg

and Belgium took every thing of the Yanks, and I often

wondered if yours went too.

If you could tell me I would like to know where you
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were and how you got out when the enemy got there,

of coarse if it isnt the thing to do alright, but so

many of the boys write detailed accounts home.

Where ever you are now I hope you will be safe

I guess you will be happy when the spring comes

and the weather gets warmer,

I think I have been telling you of the wonderful

spring like weather we have been having, not

a bit like winter, but today we are having the

worst snow storm of the season- it snowed a

little last night, and if the weather had been

cold it would have been deep, but a lot of it melts

when it reaches the ground- it looks like it will

be like it was last spring, cold weather and

lots of snow. Well there is one thing about it wether

we like it or not we cant change the weather
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I received a letter from Ethelyn last week she said

how glad she was to have a visit with Lynn and

Henry, I didnt even know they had visited her

I was in the office last week to see Henry but I

didnt have time to talk to him only a minute, as

I had Linda and she was looking for Nan and

I was afraid she would fall down the steps.

I received a lovely Valentine from Iney Taylor Sulton

in a pretty heart shaped box containing a dainty

little apron she had made, a letter accompanying

it. I filled out some papers for her last fall for the

D.U. Pioneers, and this was the way she showed her

appreciation for it. she stated Henry had paid her a

short visit, and how they enjoyed it.

Walter and Agnes were down there for Christmas

She was quite sick I understand, I think it

was pneumonia, they are home now, but I havent

seen them yet.

I guess you are wondering what kind of a pen I am
using, I let my pen fall and broke the nib off I

have sent it back to the Sheaffer Pen Co.

Last but not least last night as I was sitting

at the table I looked down and discovered I had

lost the diamond out of my ring, I havent any

idea when or where it was lost. It may have

gone the drain when I washed my hands so

much, if it had been the ring I could stand a

better chance of finding it- Well I tell Ruth there

is no need to worry- it has served its purpose

for 52 years. And too my hands dont look good

with rings on- the only thing I wore it for

all the time was that it was so sweet of you

to have it reset with a request that I wear it

all the time
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Glen Allen and Helen were down here Thursday

night- he has been home for nearly a month

and is leaving the 24th of this month for California.

I imagine he will be an instructor- as Helen

and baby are going with him.

Don Evelyns husband came home yesterday

She came out of the hosptial Wednesday, and

has not been too well since, I guess she had the

flu- so many of the women had it while they

were there. I think she is better today. Arnold

came in a little while ago and asked me to go

up for a few hours and releive May as she is

quite tired- she isnt at all well she went to the

Doctors and had an examination Friday, I guess her

heart is as bad as Evelyns, and her blood count

is low. I am glad Don can be home now he can

help out a lot. He has made 35 missions and came

home I dont know how long he can stay or where

he will be sent.

Ruth prepared a Sunday school lesson for this

morning Elizabeth Santer asked her to give it as she

was going to be out of town. She is helping Rhea in the

mutual class. The two stakes are meeting in the

1st Wd chapel. 15 of the General Board members are coming

from Salt Lake, they wanted her to go- 1 didnt go to

Sunday school as it was so stormy to take the

Children over to Kartchners. I thot I could go tonite

Arnold asked me to go up to Evelyns, I couldnt go now

as Ruth has gone up there and is going to an "open

House" for Glen Allen- they invited me but it is so far

and the weather so bad I didnt care to go. I will

go up to Evelyns when RUth comes back.

I do [-] hope I get a letter from you written later

than the one I got yesterday. I do pray the Lord

will bless you with health strength and courage

to carry until the peace is ours Lots of love

Mother

Letter 121 February 25, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. Feb. 25. 1945

Dear Clarence:

Can you imagine receiving 3

letters in one week from you. one Jan. 22nd

Jan. 28th and Feb. 4. The Feb. came before the one

28 Jan. but it dosent make any difference

when they were written just so I hear from

you, I was so glad to hear you had better

quarters with lights if only for a short time

hope it continues, I dont like to know you still

have that cold in your head hanging on

I hope it clears up as the weather gets warmer

Last week we sure had winter the deepest

snow of the season, then a few days of sun-

shine, and yesterday snow and cold winds

it looked like winter was on its way instead

of ending- the sun came out while I was at

Sunday school and melted all the snow and

the highway is dry and even dusty- The

road equipment helps so much in removing

snow and slush, and the sun has so much

more power.

Janet has been writing and urging me to

pay my yearly visit, it seems like there is

so many things comes up all the time I

couldnt see a jumping off place, she said she

wanted me to remember I only gaver her one

week last year and I had to stay longer to
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pay up for it

I have made up my mind in a hurry

I have been working on histories so long

and now they are all nearly ready for

binding, and the county Historian says
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for me to go right now and she will

help me index it when I come back, I

will only stay 10 days as we have to get it

to the Bindery at that time in order to have

it bound for our convention in on Mar 24.

Janet said if I would come she would come

back with me, so what visiting we dont

do there we can finish here

Another thing that made me decide now
Maurine is taking her Mother up to Salt

Lake in the morning to catch the 7 am
bus for Canada, and I could go on the

same bus as far as Logan and it would

be company for each other, I havent told Janet

I was coming. I will take a taxi up to her

home.

Fred called Ruth on the phone from Chicago

last night to tell her he was on his way

he couldnt say where, In an air mail she

got a few days ago he said he thot it would

be the Pacific, but the way he talked last night

it would be a northern route, and it would

take until Tuesday to get there, Art was

wondering if it was Brementon Washington

and he was going to the Aluet[- -]na Islands.

They were both sick to think they wouldnt

give him a furlough as they thot they may

if he passed thru here enroute to the Pacific-

and there the six fellows (doctors, have done

nothing but lay aroudnt he hotel and later

tourist camp where they were staying

when they could have spent that time

home, waiting orders from Washington

Well I guess you have to take and do what
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the government says and like it Ruth has

been so fine through it all, but she cried

bitterly last night.

I tend the children nearly every night

for her to go out with Elayne and the girls

they go to sleep and are very little trouble

Friday night she went to the game with

Deb. and Ethel Treagle she said it was

the first time she had been to the high

school since she left there

Eldon Dixon sent a wire to his folks

he had landed in San Francisco and would

be home in 10 days

May is staying with Evelyn she isnt getting

along at all well. They are afraid she has an

abcess in her breast which keeps her temperature

up, I am sure glad Dan is home for May

couldnt do much as she isnt well, Gloria

stays there but she goes to school

343

I wish you could see our baby he weighs over

15lbs and is only 2 Yi months old and is so good

hardly ever crys. And now he laughs at me
when I go in and tries to talk to me, he is so

different from Linda, she has always been a

restless child and still is, she is one of the

brightest children I have seen, and such a

memory, I just love them both so much.

To night is our ward reunion, As we cant

use the amusement hall we have it on

Sunday night, I think it has been organized

96 years, I must get ready to go. the sun is

shing so bright you hardly realize it is 6:30

Praying the Lord to continue to bless and

protect and and His spirit to gude and d[-]nest

and give you comfort at all times love Mother

Letter 122 March 4, 1945
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191 East 3rd North Logan

MAR. 4. 1945

Dear Clarence:- 1 arrived here safe and sound last

Monday morning , You can imagine how surprised

Janet was when I walked in on here in her kitchen

as she was talking to Annie Blake- 1 didnt tell her

because I wasnt quite sure if I could make it

I dont think Maurine Mrs Good ride or I slept but

little if any Sunday night as we wanted to get up

and leave at 4:45 to pick up Mamies sister Barbra

at the Geneva plant where she works, We arrived at

the bus station in good time and got a good seat

It is the first time I have come to Logan on the

bus and it is so much easier than making all

the changes on the different trains, the only draw

back is the crowded conditions most of the time

Janet told me if I would come she would go back

with me, She got a letter from Viola the other

day- she said her boy friend was coming from

ill. on the 21st of March and wanted her to be

married then, she wanted her Mother to come

down from Logan to Salt Lake and help her plan

for it. I think we will leave her Wednesday,. I should

go right home, as I have a D.U. Pioneers meeting on

Thursday I have a history to read. Janet wants me
to stay with the girls all night and go home the

next morning. She says she will get the girls to

go to Provo on Sunday with her.

I got a letter from Ruth Friday saying Elayne

came over so excited and said she had received

a letter from Grant saying he would he home on

March 31st so I guess that means a wedding

Ruth said she hadnt heard from Fred, but

was still in hopes he could get a furlough

Sunday night about 10:30 Doris came in
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and said her father wanted me to come in

all I could think of was that Evelyn was worse

I opened the door and dashed in and saw the

boys and Arnold smile, the next think I saw

Eldon, I was sorta dazed and wondered if I was
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dreaming, I knew he had landed but they didnt

expect him home for a week, he looks so well

and more matured , instead of being pale like he

used to be he is brown and more rugged looking

He was sure thrilled to be home, the 1st time in

3 years. It seems he hasnt had a break like Bruce

and Grant, perhaps he wasnt up in his Math-

like the others they say they have been very good

in that line.

Ruth forwarded Alice's letter to me and she

they received a letter from Paul Dixon

saying they were pulling up old ties in

New York to go West- he was taking a position

with K.S.L. in Salt Lake, after being away

16 years, It too bad he didnt come while his

Mother was alive he could have been such

a help to her, It looks like the family are coming

back to Utah.

Maurine lives in Springville, Gladys is in

Provo while her husband is over Sea's, Sarah lives

in Salt Lake and now Paul is coming back.

I think he would have come long ago if Orva

would.

We had our ward reunion last Sunday night

to a crowded house, a fine programme.

Art called up Ben Bullock. Katheryn Saxey

Will and May Clayton and I. he gave us some

old time pictures, and so many minutes to

tell who they were- it created a lot of interest
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I was kind of glad to get away for a change

as I had been working on histories for so long

in order to get them together for binding.

Mrs Huff our Co Historian said for me to go and

she would get them to hold up the binding until

I got back, then she would come and help me
index them, it will be a rush, but I will

feel more like doing it when I get back.

I sure miss the babies, it seems like I

have been away ages.

Ruth forwarded your letter here, I am glad

to hear you are still in France, although as I hear

of the troops pushing nearer to Germany I

suppose you will be moving behind them in

that direction.

I do hope your head cold will clear up

and you will get better food. I wish you

would take more vitimines it would in a

measure help to offset the poor food which you

cant enjoy. I do hope you are feeling better than

when you wrote last time if you can only

keep well things you are compelled to do wont

seem so hard-

Have you got your Christmas packages distributed

yet I hope so- you may be able to relax a little

then.

I hope your winter is ending instead of

beginning as ours seems to be the past 3 weekends

It snowed nearly all day yesterday and all day

today, until it is very deep- Janet and I went

to fast meeting today, and it was over our

shoe tops, when we came out the snow

plows had made paths. I guess Provo is having
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the same as the New stated it started there

and came North. I know Logan always has

more than we do. I guess the farmers will

be glad.

I have spent considerable time at the

genealogical library here and expect to go again

tomorrow.

Yesterday I went thru Janets records I

prepared some time ago. I find I cant work

too long on them any more I get nervous, so you

see I am sure getting old when I cant sit all

day at those kind of things.

Joe says he could sell a 1000 tons of hay if he

had it a man is here now begging for some

he gets 20.00 a ton. I think he had over 70

tons, he dosent raise many beets now on

account of lack of labor. I understood him to

say they are going to pay 15.00 a ton for beets

this year , he and Janet seem to be very

well. I dont know of anything else to

tell you only try and get rid of your cold

I do pray for you constantly and trust

you will have faith and hope and never

cease to pray. I am sure Our Heavenly

Father hears and answers our prayers

according to our needs

Lots of Love

Mother

Letter 123 March 12, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo Utah. March. 12. 1945

Dear Clarence-

I left Logan on the 3:10 bus Janet

came with me on Wednesday, We stayed all night

with the girls in Salt Lake, and I left on Thursday

morning arrived home about noon. I was in time

for our D.U. Pioneer meeting, where I read the

history of Martha Dugdale, which I had written

When I got home after the meeting Ruth called

my attention to some red spots on her arms I

looked at her chest and there was some on it.

Maurine came in and said she knew it was

the measles, I told her she had both kinds, she

said you could have them again, Willis Cuiter

had been out of the store for over a week with

German measles, and we thot that was the

matter with Ruth, as she wasnt sick, not to

be noticeable, she hadnt had any temperature at all

nothing only a headache and sore throat, by

night her face was covered, I called the Dr

and said I thot it was German measels

he said if she wasnt so well to call me the

next and he would come down
She was so much better the next day I didnt

call as the rash had gone from the upper

part of her body, She was up and doing her

work Saturday, after dinner she said look
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at my stomach and limbs, and there was

a fire red rash. I called the Doctor and he said

do you want me to send a scarlet fever

sign down. I said Doctor have a heart- he

said it sure sounds like it, he came down
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and when he saw it he said you could

never see a more perfect scarlet fever rash.

You can imagine how Ruth and I felt. I said

what will we do about the children, he said

you can do nothing as they have been exposed

he said for Ruth to keep on nursing the baby.

He asked who lived with me I said no one

then he said I could stay in my own apt.

and Ruth in hers and I could go and come
I said no I wouldnt shut my self off from

her he said will I knew you wouldnt,

Ruth beged of me not to confine myself I

asked her how she would feel if I closed

my door against her- she said I guess I would

go crazy. The way it is now the sun shines

so bright in my rooms and Linda can run

thru all the house

I insisted on Ruth going to bed although she said

she didnt feel like it- the Dr said it was these

mild cases where the worst form of kidney

trouble developed, Dora Eves was one of the sad

cases he said- Many school children have had

it and went right thru them without knowing it, and

now they are having trouble with their kidneys

so I dont want to take any chances, She sits

up to nurse the baby, and bathe him as she

said it would hurt her more to have me do it

yesterday morning when I went in she said she

couldnt close her hands as they felt swollen

and her limbs ached. I called the Dr and he

ordered one of the Sulfa drugs which I think

was for the throat- that is what brings on
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rheumatism. She hates to lie in bed as perhaps

you remember when she was a little kiddie.

I think she will be alright in about a week. I

do hope and pray the children doesnt get it- if they

do I guess we will have to do the best we can

and I know the Lord will bless one with health

and strength to carry on.

It seemed like it was the right time for my
visit to Logan as I made up my mind in such

a hurry, Janet and the girls were coming down on

Sunday for the day, I made whole wheat bread

mince and cherry pie, sweet potatoes, and a

large roast of meat- every thing for a good dinner

I had to call them Saturday night and tell them

not to come- we were all so disappointed and Janet

and the girls were so anxious to see Ruths baby

I had a grand visit in Logan, but it seemed it

was timed just right for me to come home

I dont know what Ruth would have done, as no

one is allowed to come in for 3 weeks.

Mrs Kartchner took the washing and sent it back

ironed so nicely, which is a great help, I am
feeling fine.

In your letter I dont know if it was the V mail

or the other stated you were in Belgium. I hope

the Germans are too far away to make a surprise

attack on that country again, I do hope you have

moved before this to a kitchen that serves better

food, I wish Clarence if there is any thing you

would like you would sed send a request and

I would be so glad to send it.

I have been surprised at the many things

some of the boys send for. Fred wrote some
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time ago and asked for an iron, flash light,

clothes pins, line, his scout knife and other

things, In the letter Ruth got to day he said

when he was in the express office a fellow

was sending an iron home, and he took

it insight unseen, he also bought himself

a fountain pen a life time for $15.00 the colonel

said in his work he should have two.

I guess he has gone over as Saturday the express

man brought his cases. I guess he has gone to

the Pacific as his A.P.O is San Francisco, and he

sent all his heavy clothing home, The two letters

that came to day- said delayed by U.S. Censors

I guess they keep the mail until they are on

their way.

Ruth is so brave about it all never complains

but Saturday I did see tear drops, I am more

thankful every day she is here with me.

Elayne is in suspense as she was in here visiting

after Ruth had broken out, and they are supposed

to be married on the last of the month or the

1st of next.

I understand Erma Boshend has gone to

California to live for 6 months any way.

I dont know what her Mother will do as Erma

did so much for her, the Sisters meet with May
Thursday- but I guess I wont be there, Verls father

in law was buried today. I dont know just where he

is but I think in the Northwest.

I do hope and pray you are well and alright

and I know the Lord will bless you if you live

near to him and have fat faith.

Lots of love Mother

Letter 124 March 18, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah March. 18. 1945

Dear Clarence:

I have been looking for a letter form

you the last few days, but so far none have arrived

as they have been more regular lately. I notice

your last letter was Feb. 24.

Henry was asking yesterday about you and if I

had heard from you lately, He said he was

sending your watch, I had no idea you
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had been with out it so long, I dont know

how you got along with out it but I get

we can do any thing when we have to

I hope it reaches you safely

I received a letter from Ethelyn last week

she said you wrote her Feb. 24- it was

only a V mail as you dont write very long

letters to her but she is always glad to

hear from you;

I think Ruth said she was writing you

the other night, so I suppose she told

you how she was getting along, I am
truly thankful she has had such a

light case, but we have taken every

precaution for her not to get any

complications thru taking cold, I have

tried to keep her down as much as possible

To day is the first time she has dressed

altho she was up and around nearly

all day yesterday.

I am so glad that the children didnt

get it. I dont think they will now
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poor little Linda dont know how to act, as

she has been used to going over to Arts

place, every time any of them come over

she says please take me over to your

house, She just loves Art and she runs

to the window and says theres Art he

will take me over

The Doctor came in this afternoon

I told him many people think Ruth hasnt

had scarlet fever as she hasnt hardly

been sick, he said he was positive when
he saw the rash, but he wants her to be

careful still, She is taking silicates for

rheumatism altho her joints are better

He says for her to stay in 21 days and

be sure, She promised Elayne to take her

school while she was away if she gets

married, and that depends if Grant

gets home on March 31st as he wrote in

the last letter.

We were afraid we may not be out

of quarniten for it but if all goes well

we will.

Verl Dixons father in law died and Verl

came to the funeral, I didnt get to see him

but he called me up on the phone he had

to go right back again.

Our Sisters club met at his Mothers home
last Thursday. I was unable to go but they

said they had a very nice time
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We are surely having our winter or at least

snow- it snowed all day yesterday without

a minutes let up, Ruth and I spent a good

part of our time admiring the beautiful scenery

I have seen beautiful sights but dont think I

have ever seen the snow from such a picture

it hung from the trees in such long feathers.

When I look out of the front door this morning

I discovered a large limb of the old box elder

across our path, I had to get Arnold and Bob

to move it before any one could walk out,

It was so cold icicles hung from the roof. The sky

was so blue and clear until this afternoon, when it

clouded up and big flakes of snow fell now the sun is

still shining with a few clouds.

Did I tell you we had the house painted on the out

side, it sure looks fine- the man came to paint

the little room we added on the south, and he asked

if we wanted the whole thing done I told him it sure

did need it, he said he had about 3 weeks before the

other houses were ready. I phoned the boys and the

house is all done, even the basement enterances

Bro Humphries who lives across the street died yesterday,

he is being buried at PI Grove.

Ruth got a letter from Fred, he had been out 3 days

said for 2 days he hardly knew if he was dead or alive

only he thot he was too sick to even die, was well

enough on the 3rd day to write although he felt rather grogy

he seems to have had a case of sea sickness. We are

wondering how he got the letter ashore, of coarse we dont

know where he is bound for.

I noticed in the paper a picture of the new President of

the B.Y.U. I will enclose some of it I am afraid the whole

article would be too heavy, it may not be.

I do hope you are getting better food, and good weather

and not too close to the Germans

I pray for your safety, and trust you have got

rid of your cold.

With lots of love Mother

Letter 125 March 25, 1945
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Provo Utah.

March. 25. 1945

Dear Clarence-

Another week and no letter, I had

an idea you must be amongst the troops ready

for another invasion, and there for the mail is

held up, as it was before Normandy invasion,

We heard yesterday that the invasion over the

Rhine had taken place, I do hope this will mean

the end of the conflict over there for everyone

and especially for us so you can return home

and all be together again.

My prayers are for your protection day and

night and I feel that our Heavenly Father is mindful

of you and will hear our prayers and bring

you home safe and sound, You have always

lived a good clean life, and while you have your

faults and failings as we all have, you are

entitled to the blessings promised to those who

serve God and keep the commandments

I guess none of us at home will ever know what

you boys had suffered in hardships even tho you

are not in actual combat.

I was reading in the church section of the news last

night, about a Salt Lake boy who was in a Jap prison
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camp, he had been moved to several prison camp
in the past three years, and was in Manilla when
they heard the booming of the yanks, but he was hoping

he wouldnt be moved to Japan, he wrote seven letters

on scraps of paper over a period of two months, and on Dec. 13

was the last, he said he was going, and was giving the

letters to a Lt. in a hospital who was too weak to take an

if he was liberated by the Yanks they would get them ,The

conditions there must have been terrible, and he only

weighed 105 lbs although a big man, he said he wasnt so afraid

of the Japs- but they may be sunk by our booms or under

sea crafts,- which probably happened as a Jap ship

carrying our prisoners to Japan was sunk. He bore the

grandest testimony, and how thankful he was for the

parents who had taught him the principles of the gospel
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and that he didnt smoke, as that seemed to be the

worst thing that affected most of the men not to get

tobacco, although most of them were dying of starvation

they would trade food for it,

It seems so terrible for people to have suffer things

worse than death, and after all what is gained

by war for greed

Ruth is just fine hasnt hardly been sick at

all, some people think she didnt have scarlet fever

but when Dr Merrill stripped her to the waist and

saw the rash, he said he had never seen a

more perfect case, and she had the rheumatic

condition also- but we have taken no chances

have kept her down until the last week

she is doing her work and caring for the

children.

I am taking advantage of being in and no

coming in- by painting my kitchen it makes

such a confusion with every thing out of the

a

shelves, I didnt do to good job at first so now
was the time, It has taken me a week as I

cant do much at a time and I felt I could take

as long as I wished- it is quite hard work cleaning

ty but you feel paid in the end when everything

looks so clean and fresh.

I guess Elayne will be married on Tuesday

April 3, Grant phoned her last Tuesday night

he had arrived in San Francisco had to go to

Seattle and expected to be back the 1st of this

week.

Maurine has been up to her eyes in

cleaning house and getting things ready

They will have a reception the night after

they are married in the Joseph Smith Lounge.

Ruth is going to teach for her while she has

a vacation and I will take care of the children

I am so thankful the children are so well

The baby is growing and so healthy and fat

and Linda is so cute, I am so glad they are
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here with me, I enjoy them all so much, and

I feel so much better to have Ruth her now

that Fred is away.

Ruth got a letter From Kent and he said he

and Fred had been out together all day and

how grand it was to have Fred there for a short

time, He said he mentioned being sea sick the

first 2 days out and hoped he wouldnt be on the

coming voyage- so Ruth dosent know yet where

he will be stationed.

We will be out of quarinte[-]n next Thursday, altho

I go into Arts once in awhile, as I feel there is no

danger of me carrying any thing, they have found

out it comes from the throat, they used to have

to stay in for 6 [-] 8 weeks until the scaling

was over, for there was where they thot the

germ lurked.

Aunt Lo[-]ie isnt very well, she was so dizzy

all the time, Rhea insisted she go to the doctor

and he said she had high blood pressure

and I guess she has a cold or flu with it

Rhea said yesterday both she and her mother

had been in bed all day, Rhea has sinus

quite bad.

The weather today is a lot different from

last Sunday when we had such a heavy

snow, that is all melted and the grass

looks really green today due to some good

strong sun rays.

I was unable to go to the D.U. Pioneers convention

yesterday, They called me up last night and

I won 3rd prize for getting the most histories

in 2 years-per I got a dollar. I had 22 histories
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and five Native histories, I was sorry I couldnt

get my book bound in time to take it there

for inspection- but I will have it to circulated

around the ward as soon as I get out I will

have it bound

Alice and Roy keep writing for me to go on

my annual visit- but I dont feel like I want

to, as I go away in the spring and come back

in the summer, I dont get any time to do extra

things I would like out doors

I was talking to Bob the other day and he said

he would help me, I want the rose hedge on the

south cut back as it is taking so much of the

lawn, I would like a new fence as this one is

a wreck- but will leave that until the war is

over. I am so happy to have the house painted

again it looks so clean and nice now.

I want the surroundings to look as good as

possible.

Ethelyn is still urging me but I will

wait for my traveling until you come

home and we can go in a car,

I have written on both sides of the paper

so it wont be overweight, and will enclose

some clippings.

Lots of love Mother
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Letter 126 April 1,1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. April 1. 1945

Dear Clarence-

It is nearly 11 oclock and I am
just starting to write your letter. It has been a

very busy day for every one around here.

This morning I went to conference in the Tabernacle

Joseph F. Smith and Ferrell Castro were the visitors

Herald Clark took charge, as President Murdock

was called to Salt Lake on account of the death of

his father in law Stephen L Chipman.

I didnt go this afternoon as there was so much

excitement over to Arts place getting ready for the

trousseau showing this afternoon, We had the

family come over for dinner as well as Elton and

Ethel who came over for dinner as well as Elton and

Ethel who came in about noon.

I think there must have been over 2 hundred

people call to look at Elaynes things. They are

surely lovely. Maurine served cake and some of

that good sherbet you enjoy so much- we hope

it wont be too long until you enjoy it with

us again.

Ruth is going to start teaching tomorrow

for Elayne, they will get some one for Tuesday when
Ruth goes to the Temple, with us. Rose Kartchner will

go too and take care of Ruths children at Rays

home.

I understand Spence and Ruby Clark is going

there, I am so glad as they are getting along in

years and you never know when some thing

might happen.

Clarence before I forget you asked me some

time ago to renew your magazines and it

slipped my mind I cant remember if I did or
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or not but I hardly think I did. I have none of

the magazines to get the address so if you will

look on them and send it I will immeadiately

renew them for you- so sorry I neglected.

If you would like any thing please send a

request and the post office sends them thru

without any trouble- but dont send for some of

the things Freds asks for such as large sheets

and pillow cases- Ruths says nothing doing

it is almost impossible to get those things

now- she send him clothes line, clothes pins

record books etc.

She hasnt heard from him since he was with

Kent- they said he was going on the water farther

It seems so good to be out again. I celebrated

by going down town and paid 25.00 for a dress

it is rose colored one I wanted it for the wedding

It is terrible what you have to pay for everything

I have seen the time I could have got a dress like

that for 10.00

I also paid 8.00 for a hat over twice what I
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ordinally pay. I knew it would please you to

know I am spending the money you send me
monthly I feel almost like a millionaire.

I hope you are not st[- -]ting yourself. I was

so happy to receive your letter of Mar. 1st also

one of Mar. 10. and so glad to know you were

fareing better, some class to have fried chicken

I do hope they keep it up and serve you better

meals.

Friday I went to Nephi to attend the funeral

services of Charles Hall, who died Modnay
he was past 91 years old. They wanted someone
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on Charles side of the family to speak and

requested Art if he could come, but he was

unable, on account of taking charge of the

services of Margaret Hoover at the same time

The Hoover family wanted me to talk they

said their Mother thot more of me than

any one out side of the family- about 1 H years

ago I wrote the history of her life, and she

did appreciate it so much, Art told them I

was going to Nephi- then they wanted him to

be one of the speakers, When Jack wrote we
hardly knew what to do, I went down to the

store and asked Lynn he said he had to

teach a class at the Y. at that time, I then

appealed to Henry but he had a date with the

dentist and would be unable to get another

for perhaps months. I told Art the best thing

would be for him to write a few sentiments

and I would take it for some one to read

He said he would do it if I would read it

I rebelled at first but could see that was the

only way out. I wrote a little two sorta

giving the back ground of the De Grey family

They were very pleased with it, because they

knew none of those things, and so many

wanted a copy. I had already given it to

the Pres of the Stake who sat by me and

asked for mine and Arts, as he would make

some copies and send to Brent who is on a

mission, also he would send copies to

each of Charlies grand sons in the

Service. I was so thrilled to meet so
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many of my relatives and friends, many I

had never seen and other years. Also one

of the elders that was in the conference house

with me, he spoke after me and said how

happy he was to take part on the programme

with me as it had been 43 years since we
took part together, and how the elders

appreciated me as a mother while in

England.

Well Clarence dear I must say good night

for it is mid night, and I will have to be

up early to take care of my family

Tuesday night, It seems like there has been

so much confusion around here, and so may

thing to do getting ready for the trip today.
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I was up a 5 oclock this morning in order to

help Ruth get the children ready. We left at a little

after 7 oclock, called for Mrs K. to go and take

care of the children at Rays home
We have had a grand day, there was about 14 of

us went thru with them. Will Knight performed

the ceremony and he did a good job. Elayne looked

beautiful. After we all went to the Lion house

there was about 25 there and had such a

fine dinner.

The only bad thing was Art was quite sick

last night, and he could hardly go thru the

day, he came home and went to bed. I hope

he will be able to go to the reception tomorrow

night. Ruth and I went up with Elton,

Lynn & Cess Alta and Henry cameup later to
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see them married, Ben Alward was also

there.

Ruth will teach again tomorrow and

I must be up early to help her, I am too

sleepy to write more tonite

so if I post this you will get another

with all wedding details in it.

Hope you are keeping well and may
the Lord bless and protect you at all

time I pray

Love Mother

Letter 127 April 8, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. April 8

Dear Clarence:- 1 was very happy to receive your

V mail written on 18th of March, and the other one

written on March 23. Was so glad to hear that you

were well and enjoying warm spring like weather

I will be very glad to receive the magazine you

speak of sending me.

I imagine you are going along with the army

and seeing plenty of scenery and plenty of things

you dont want to see. From the reports I hear

each days it shouldnt be too long before, things

in Germany come to an end, I guess we must

not build our hopes too high for in war nothing

is too sure.

Ruth received a letter from Fred the other day

and it said "still some where on the water." He must

have been out over 2 weeks, and he said it is so

hot they dont sleep with anything on and when

they get up in the morning the bed is wet, and

he feels so tired he can hardly get around, but thinks

when they get used to the heat they will be alright

He says the navy has a way of taking and receiving

mail from the ship- but I dont think Fred has

received any since he left the East, and Ruth writes

him most every day. She and the children are

getting along fine, the baby is getting so big I can

hardly lift him, Ruth is teaching for Elayne

I beleive she enjoys it if it isnt too hard on her

with what she has to do in the home and for

the children

We had a very nice time in the temple, there were

14 of us went thru, and over 20 to witness the

ceremony, Henry & Lynn couldnt make it so
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early in the morning as they had to get the children

down to school and so they came for the ceremony

and dinner at the Lion House, which was very

delecious

Ruth went and her Mother in law who took the

children up to Rays while Ruth went with us

Ethel and I went window shopping while Elton

went to the church offices to make appointments

with some of the authorities at Conference.

The wedding was a high affair, I dont think I

have seen so many at a reception, Elayne looked

beautiful, Linda was the little flower girl and she

sure was cute in a little blue silk dress, before

the crowd came she was going all around the

hall singing and dancing

You cant imagine what a lot of presents she got

I dont know where they will put them all

I dont think Elayne feels too good- too much excitement

and hustle bustle, I think.

Uncle Arnold has had flu for about a week and

they have been giving him Sulfa drug and it hasnt

helped him too much, when the Dr came yesterday

he found congestion in his left lung and thot they

had better take him to the hospital where they

could give him pencillin treatments, I think

that was the best thing they could do, as they

are in such crowded condition in that

small room, and May isnt too strong to take

care of him, I think he has been paying a hospital

fund, I hope so anyway

The weather has been just beautiful the past

week, but it has been cloudy most of the day

today- the grass is getting greener every day

I have been listening to most of the sermons today
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I was very much impressed with the talk

Howard McDonald gave, he is the new President

of the B.Y.U. he seems to have a very fine humble

spirit I judge he will make good in that

position. Ruth says all the teachers on Salt Lake

liked him very much.

Bro Samuel 0 Bennion, and Rufus K Hardy

died recently and Milton Hunter I think he

used to be in Provo and a Bro Young from

Ogden took their places.

I enjoyed hearing Hugh B Brown tell of the

conditions in England, he was brot home
from there and under went a serious operation

but must be better now.

We have just got in from Henrys, Elayne & Grant.

Art & Maurine Nan, Dixie, the Fishers and Elton & Ethel

they went home soon after supper, He has been

to every session of conference, as well as two Priesthood

meetings, and appointments with some of the
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church Authorities, He was surely tired of sitting

down. Ethel has been here for a week, Elayne and

Grant are going out there tomorrow. And stay until

Tuesday, Elton says they have their conf. next

Sunday.

Alta had such a grand supper as she

always does, you will hardly know the boys they

are growing so, and such nice little fellows

We are going to Lynns place next Wednesday

night for supper

I guess I must close as it is 11 oclock and my
bed time, good night and God bless you

my dear boy and bring you home safely to

us Love Mother

Letter 128 April 15,1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo, Utah. April 15. 1945

Dear Clarence-:

Was so happy to get your letter of Mar. 31st

Ruth received her written at the same time,

I noticed you had said where you were, it had

been cut out, but Germany was left.

In Ruths it was given as East of the Rhine Germany

I looked to see if they had both been censored by

the same person, but they hadnt, so I guess it

is up to the one who censors them, what they

themselves consider important.

I have imagined you were going right along there

with the army, and I wouldnt be surprised to hear

of you being close to Berlin or some of the other

important cities of Germany, according to what I

hear and read,

Of coarse you boys were all shocked as we were

to hear of our President passing away, That was

a grand way to go, but such a shock to his loved

ones and not only this nation, but every other

even Japan expressed sympathy, I do hope and

pray the new President will be able to carry on

the work nearly completed by F.D.R. and that

a successful campaign will soon be won.

According to the report no person has ever been

more loved, respected and mourned by people

all over the world, while some of us may have

differed with some things which he did and some

things which he didnt do, still he was a great man
and had an interest in his fellow man
Ruth and I were saying while eating our dinner

every radio broadcast have been different ones

extolling his virtues, and we appreciate it all, but

I think some things are carried too far, when
it goes on all the time for days.

I am glad you are having good weather
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over there, you deserve it as you had the bad

cold weather when it should be, and we had

the good when it should have been bad, now

we are paying for it, there were very few warm
days in March, and so far wind, rain, hail,

and snow this month, I wore my fur coat to

Sunday school this morning and was none to

warm, it has snowed some each for several

days, and it seems to be so cold. Generally all the

fruit trees have been in blossom long before this

I guess it is a good thing, I wont get the fever

for housecleaning so bad when it keeps cold.

I think Ruth is going to teach again this

coming week, and next week we will start to

clean, she wants to go to Denver, the folks

have been writing for a long time for me to

come, Roy said he wouldnt expect me to stay all

summer but they would like Ruth too. I told them

not to expect me as I felt I wanted to take care of some
things I have neglected when I went to Denver the

last two years in the early part of April,

I was telling Henry the other night I would like a new
fence on the south side the other is a wreck and an

eye sore to me now that the house has been

painted.

I love to go places when I can go in the car, but

traveling isnt a pleasure on the train, I hope we
will be able to get a new car when you are home
to drive it, did I ever tell you I sold ours and

I have been so thankful ever since that I did.

It got to be a night mare to me, I was always

having to have something done to the battery, and

over ten dollars for a leak in the carburator I

think that was where it was, Lynn had some

one run into his car and smash it, so that

he had to have another. I asked if he wouldnt

take ours, as it was a constant worry, not
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in use- he said he would if we got different ones

to appraize it just as it was for someone else

they three different experts do that, He paid me
and I have seven hundred dollars put away to

pay on a new one, Henry was telling me Lynn

had just paid out about 300 to have it fixed up,

and then too I rent one garage to Alice Dixon and

last fall another to Wallace's De voe had a car

and when he went into the service, his wife

couldnt drive it, so they were glad to get a place

to store it, that gives me five dollars a month for

the two of them, 2.50 each.

The past week we have gone out so much to

delicious suppers, Last Sunday evening we went

Henrys place they had the new bridal pair

the Fishers, Arts family Ruth I, and Ethel & Elton

who went home early, Elton was so tired after

conference

being at the general since Friday. Lynn and Cess were

there also. Wednesday night we went to Lynns place

and Friday night we went to the Spencer Clarks

and had the most delicious suppers, and a very

good time.

Grant and Elayne went to Ogden yesterday morning

to stay until today to visiting Afton Grants sister

Grant leaves next Wednesday,

They sew spent a couple of days at Eltons place

in Price.

It seemed good to be able to go to Sunday school this
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morning it has been about 6 weeks since I was able

to go as it has been conf. for the past two Sundays

Last Thursday we had our D U Pioneers meeting and

I read Sarah L history in honor of her birthday

this month, I also read Johns, every one seemed
to enjoy them.

Arnold is getting better and I think they will

bring him home tomorrow or soon.

It is nearly church time so I must close

I do pray the Lord will continue to bless and

protect you at all times.

Lots of Love Mother

Letter 129 April 22, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. April 22. 1945

Dear Clarence- Received another of your letters

dated April 8, it came in about 10 days. It seems the

mail, that is your letters come thru so much sooner

the last few weeks than they have been, I am
anxiously awaiting the arrival of the magazine you

said you had mailed.

I was so glad to hear you had received your

watch, it must have been terrible with all

you had to go thru and no watch to tell you

what time it was.

I was so glad to hear you were having good

weather which was making every thing so

green and beautiful- it would be quite a contrast

from the little villages you speak of to the destruction

of the larger towns where every thing is nothing

but rubble, If reports are true as they are now
on the out skirts of Berlin, and towns they have

passed thru it is unbleavable to think the

super race could commit such diabolical acts

in making humans suffer and die in the

way they did, in the discovery of the furnaces

and torture machinery, and in Life magazine

a picture of one of the Americans taken prisoner

at the time the Germans broke thru, I have

never seen a skeleton and still had life, he

had only been in the prison camp 3 months

and it showed how hundreds were starved

and others beaten to deth death, and here the

German prisoners are fed on meat, ice cream

and other fine foods according to one of the

Senators, he thot they should be put on bread
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and water for a time, and send some of the food

over to the countries who are starving.

It looks like the Germans will never give up

in a broadcast today it said Gobbels had

called on the people to take an oath they would

fight and kill to the end, but the higher ups

have fled to the Hitlers hideout in the mountains

The Deamons, they have shed so much blood they

dont even consider their own people.

I dont very often write write war news

but I get so burned up I have to explode once

in a while.

The last few days has really been hot, I saw

in the news in Salt Lake it registered 81 degrees

a record breaker, and last Sunday there was

snow and I wore my fur coat I was still

cold.

Today the sun has been warm, but a cold

wind was blowing. I enjoyed the Sunday school

this morning, and we had the Mormon Choir

down tonite to our ward it was very nice too

after church I went down to Estella Burches with

Aunt Sarah for a fire side chat, Elizabeth Sanders

read a play, she did exceptionally well. Ruth was

one of the hostesses, they served meat pies and

postion.

They brot Arnold home from the hospital

Tuesday, the Doctor told me his lungs had cleared

up nicely, but there was a murmur in his

heart and he would have to stay in bed about

10 days, I knew they had no place down stairs

in their place to care for him so I had him

brot into my bed, he did appreciate it so much

on Sunday Doris was sick and complained
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of a pain in her side she had a temperature and

vomited too. Monday they sent for the doctor and

they took her to the hospital Monday evening and

operated for appendicitis.

Sidney Russell Jos little boy had a ruptured one

and was operated on the day before he is about

four and was a very sick child, they took him

home today witha tube for a drain.

They brought Doris back today, she is getting

along nicely.

Howard has been in bed for several days

is better today, now Fulvia and their little

boy are down. I think it must be the flu.

Evelyn was going to Texas where Dan has

been assigned to go to school for six week,

she didnt know how she would manage to

drive with the baby- Gloria was going with

her, but Don phoned yesterday and said he

could get off for 6 days, so he arrived tonite

by plane and will drive her down.

I dont know how he rates, I guess it is

alright.

Tomorrow is Lindas birthday, it dont seem

possible she is only 2 years old, she is the

brightest little kid I ever saw, she talks so

plain, and can remember nearly all the

nursery rhymes, and trys to sing every thing

I do, and the baby is the grandest little

fellow, I sure love them, I am glad tho

that Ruth is thru teaching and I guess

she is too it was quite hard on her to

hurry with the children before getting ready

for school

I have about decided to go to Denver- for

I cant see Ruth travel with those two

children, I am trying to get things taken
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care of out side, I want a fence put up on the

south, I was down to the store last Monday

and the boys said thot I should go to Denver

I told them if they would get the fence put

up before I went I would consider it

I want to take care of the slats that come
from what is left of the old fence, for fire

wood for the grate and for the canyon

and if I am not here it might be carried

away

I want to go to Salt Lake some time and

see about getting a genealogical worker to

help on my records, I can see I cant make

the connections I want, and I dont know how

I can spend my money in a better way.

I feel bad when we go to the temple and have

no names, just tonite I have been asked if

I had any and they have run out of womens
names at the temple.

I under stand some of my Dixie relatives

living in Salt Lake are trying to get a family

organization on the Brooks and De Grey lines

Vern Hall wrote for your address saying he

wanted to get in touch with our boys over

there, it may be possible if they were in

England they might get into some of the

churches. If you do get think there is any

chance, I could give you the information

I see it is past 11 oclock and I should be

in bed. Good night and God bless you
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and protect you in the future as He has

in the past, give you strength & courage

to carry on.

is the wish of your loving Mother

Letter 130 April 22, 1945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. April 22. 1945

Dear Clarence: I was very happy to receive your letter

yesterday, written April. 15. Thanks for the free ticket

to Berlin, when the word came yesterday that the

Germans had surrended, I decided I would use the

ticket and let you escort me thru what was

left of Berlin- when the word came it was only

a rumor, I decided I will wait for awhile, and

when you get your release- beat it for home as fast

as you can and dont wait for me.

When I heard the news I was skeptical as the

last war we had a false alarm and I didnt

want to build hopes too high, but when the

whistles began to blow, I cant tell you the

feeling I had, I hope the next news we get will

be authentic.

I dont know just how they will arrange it for

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

you boys who have been over there this long

I hope they dont send you to the Pacific.

I was going to get this letter finished this after

noon, but I decided I would make a call or two

I called at Eves, but they were not home, I havent

seen them since before I went to Logan.

I walked up to Dangerfields, it was Alices

birthday. I was very tired and hot when I

got there, After I had rested awhile I felt fine

Grace insisted on bringing me home, Alice came

too and we met Sarah Mc going there, so she

got in the car, Grace said it would be nice

to go for a ride, so I came and picked Linda

out of the sand pile and Ruth and Kenny went

too, We went upon on the hill, and every

thing looks beautiful, the apricot blossoms

are gone and the peaches are out.
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Henry and Alta were not home, but I showed

the folks thru the house, Then we went to

Lynns place and visited, it was so hot driving

home, we were nearly cooked- some different

from some days past when it was snow

and so cold.

I have finally got my book to the binders

and feel quite a relief.

The boys got our tickets for Denver leaving on

the 16th of May. and we have a compartment too

which will make it so much better with the

children.

I hope we can start our house cleaning this

week now the weather is getting so warm,

Tonite I went to Church we had the

Mendleson chorus it was very fine, too

Ruth went to the Drug store to get some cans

to put some nuts, candy, and cake, in, I wish

you would send a request letter for some of

these things and I would be so glad to send

them to you, I will renew your magazines

if I can find their address, I dont take any

magazines any more as I dont get time

to read them, I do take two daily papers to

keep me abreast of the news,

sorry to hear of the trouble you are having with

your teeth, if you had the kind I have you

would have no trouble, only when eating nuts

of or food fruit with seeds in they get under

my plate, Vera Dixon was married Friday
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night, She looked very nice in her wedding

clothes. The reception was a very nice

affair.

Arnold dressed today and has been in

their place nearly all day, he seems to be

feeling fine, Doris is up and around too.

Grant came home for a 2 days last week

to see his father, and see after some of his

finances.

Evelyn and Don left Wednesday for

Texas, he got sick days off to drive down.
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I understand Floyd is coming home this

week for a furlough, I saw Verl Dixon at

Sunday school this morning he is on his

way to Reno. I forget where he goes from there

he is leaving his wife and baby here.

Aunt May left Friday for California to visit

with Erina.

Ralph Dixon has been sick for some time

he has been to several doctors and has gone to

Seattle to another one now. It must be a condition

of the nerves his hands and feet go numb. I did

hear it was thru smoking so much and had

nicotine in his system. Aunt May was very

worried over him, she said it was is nerves, you

remember he got hit on the head while working, and

she to thot it may be that, It dont pay to dabble with

liquor and tobacco, and his wife is no help she does

the same things. I think she is in Idaho with her

folks well it is 11 oclock and I want to wash

tomorrow, so must retire, Good night and God

bless you my dear Son, much Love Mother

[Newspaper clippings between Letter 30 and Letter 31]

[picture of Elyane Taylor]

MISS ELAYNE TAYLOR

soon to marry Lt. (j.g.) Grant A. Fisher

INTERESTING

NUPTIAL NOTE

Much interest attends the ap-

proaching wedding of Elayne

Taylor, daughter of Bishop and

Mrs. Arthur D. Taylor, and Lt.

(j.g.) Grant A. Fisher, son of Mr.

and Mrs. Asael H. Fisher, also of

Provo.

The popular young couple will

exchange vows in the Salt Lake

temple Tuesday, immediately fol-

lowing which Mr. and Mrs. Fisher

will entertain at a wedding dinner

at the Lion House.

Invitations are issued by the

bride-elect's parents for a recep-

tion to be held in the Joseph

Smith building Wednesday eve-

ning from 8 to 11 o'clock.

Both young people are gradu-

ates of the Provo high school and

were members of last year's BYU

graduating class. Miss Taylor was

president of the Val Norns and a

member of the White Keys.

Lt. (j.g.) Fisher a naval armed

guard officer, has just returned

from 11 months' active duty

aboard a merchant vessel in the

Philippine islands. He served a

mission in Brazil, and while at

the Y, he was affiliated with the

Brickers.

Guests have been bidden to a

trousseau tea for Miss Taylor, to

be held this afternoon from 3 to 6

o'clock at the home.
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[additional clipping]

Lt. (j.g.) Grant Fisher, U.S.

naval armed guard officer, arrived

Tuesday morning to spend a

three-week leave after 11 months

active duty aboard a merchant

vessel in the Philippine islands.

Son of Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Fisher,

he has been in service for nearly

17 months. He is a Provo high

school an Brigham Young uni-

versity graduate and was recently

promoted from Ensign to his pres-

ent rank in the navy. When his

leave is expired he will report to

San Francisco, Cal., for assign-

ment.

Letter 131 May 6, 1945
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256 North 5th West

May
Provo. Utah. April 6. 1945

Dear Clarence: Received your letter of 21st, It does

seem so good to be able to receive your letters more

regular again- but best of all to feel that you are

practically safe again- not to have that feeling of suspense

thinking you may be in the hands of those ruthless

Nazis, where they treated their prisoners in such a

cruel manner,

Clarence I feel that our Heavenly Father has been

merciful to you- guarded and protected- yes I know

you have suffered many hardships and dangers

Henry and I were talking the other day and agreed

it was a good thing your name wasnt sent in for

officers training camp, that would have put you right

in combat you have been near enough the front

Now the next question is what are they going to do

with all the millions of our men- 1 hear they are

going to release two million to return home, I

hope they will let you come home instead of going

to the Pacific. I realize the more men they put in

that area the sooner the thing will be over.

I guess we are all selfish in regards to our own
loved ones we all want them home. The only

thing we can do is to hope and pray that

ever is is for the best, and acknowledge the

hand of the Lord in all things

In your letter you speak of the leaves and

flowers coming out, every thing is so beautiful

here every where you look, I noticed the white

lilacs of Maurines are coming out, and the flowering

shrubs are aglow with varied colors- Last night

we had a terrific, wind thunder, lightening, and

rain storm, I was in the bath tub and it

fairly shook the windows, it has rained a
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little today. Altho the sun has been shining a little

while this afternoon- 1 love spring every thing

looks so fresh green. It also brings house cleaning

time which we enjoy when it is thru.

I cleaned the bathroom and my bedroom this last

week, Ruth cleaned the ceiling and I help with

the walls. I have about decided to leave my front

rooms until we get back from Denver. Art and

Ruth have decided I must not clean house- they

say they will get some one to do it for me- but I tell

them that is impossible you cant get help for any

price, it is hard for Ruth to do much extra work

as she has her hands full with the children

Friday Ethel called me up she said Elton and she were

at the store and on their way to Nephi to attend John

Harmons wedding, he is marrying Emma Cole her

home is in Nephi- she has been living in Price and

acting as school supervisor I understand John

is leaving the sotre on the 15 of May, to take over

a business for himself, he is buying the Sells

furniture there, I think his wife is anxious for

them to go there, Elton will sure miss him I think

one of the boys who is teaching school out there, and

has been putting time in after school, will go on

full time he would rather be in business than

in school, I think Elton and Ehtel are coming in

tomorrow.

The Seminary graduation exercises are being held

in the Joseph Smith building tonite, Nancy is

graduating and Art says he will take me up

with them, there are no meetings in our wards

Julia graduates from high school on the 18

I think. It seems no time since they well all

in the 1st grade. My! I am sure getting old the

children are growing up so fast they are leaving me
behind. I guess that is as it should be, They are

a lot of fine boys and girls any grandmother
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could be proud of, my hope and prayer is that

they will go to be as fine men and women
as my children are in the church in the

community. I do feel the Lord has certainly

blessed your father and I in sending such

choice spirits into our homes to guide and direct

and set a worthy example for them to follow.

Today is Lynns 47th birthday, and Elton will be

45 the 22 of June.

I guess you knew Fred was in the Ma[-]aranias

and then hospital tho hardly completed is now
going full blast, in one letter Fred said he had 68

under his supervision, and then the next day

another group was brot in which made them

wring their hands and almost tare their hair

in an effort to find room for them, he says

he goes from 6 a.m. until all are taken care

of. Arnold is up and around, he had four

teeth out Friday which had abcession. I tell

him he should be alright now. he had his

appendix out last summer where he was operated

on for hernia. Doris is getting along fine since

her operation for apendicitis.

Art hasn't been feeling too well for a few weeks

and the Doctor discovered there was pus in his

tonsils, and he will have them removed next

Friday. I see it is about time to get ready to

go- 1 will close praying the blessing of Heaven

be bestowed upon you. all all times with

loads of love

Mother

Letter 132 May 1 3J 945
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256 North 5th West

Provo. Utah. May 13

Dear Clarence-

Received your letter dated April. 28th

yesterday. I see you were still in Germany. Altho

I guess you couldnt say what part. Now that the

war is over will your letters be still censored

and cant you tell me a little more of your

activities? How do you feel now that the terrible

conflict is over there, have you any idea if

you can be discharged or if you will have to

go to the Pacific, if s odo you think you will

get a furlough? Answer these if you can if

not it is quite alright

To me I can hardly realize it is all over there

it seems almost like a horrible dream I have

had and the suspense of knowing you were in

the danger zone, and now I can relax to a

certain extent, but will still be very anxious

to know what is in store for you. Well all we
can do is to hope and pray that you can come

home
Elton and Ethel came in Monday for the

store meeting, I decided seeing that I would do

no more house cleaning until after I get back

from Denver, that I should go to Price with them

for I know they have felt I have slighted them

as it has been a year since I was there.

When the children got up the next morning

they were very much surprised to see me in

bed. I enjoyed my short visit very much they

were all so sweet to me
Elton came up in the truck and took me
out to the church farm, it is astonishing what
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they have made since I was there last, they

have filled up deep revines and cut down hills

and made useless ground to produce crops

and they have built a new shed for the farm

implements, also more pig pens, they have

about 20 of the finest pigs, and expect some

little ones soon. Elton is so enthused about it

all. I came home on Wednesday evening on the bus

I had to be here for our D.U.P. meeting on the Thursday

I was disappointed in not getting my book, as the

girl who stamps the covers was away, her father
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had died, and I couldn't present it at our last

meeting.

Art had his tonsils out Friday morning and

they brot him home this afternoon, he feels

below

b
[

-]aw par, but every thing is alright. Altho his

throat is still quite sore.

This is Mothers day. I went to Sunday school

and it was crowded to the limit, the programme

was very good they presented each mother with

a small potted fushia it had two blossoms on

and was very beautiful, I went up to Lynns

for dinner and every thing was so delicious

I visited a short time at Henrys and then

in company with ©r Tony, Lynanne & Kathyrn

I roamed over the new road to the new
division until we came to such a deep gorge

it made me dizzy to look down- they wanted me
to go down and up the other side to see a mag-

pies nest with 4 little birds in it- but I didn't

want to go- and I told them to put the little

birds back in the nest as the mother and

father birds were going wild flying back
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and forth. I was thinking of you as I walked

every thing looks so beautiful and green, the

hills are covered with wild flowers- 1 was

so surprised to see how you evergreen trees

had grown- 1 noticed small green apricots

in such an abundance on the trees.

Alta picked an arm full of lilacs they were

so beautiful, Lynn brot me down in time

for church, the weather has surely been

changeable it has been sun shine and showers

we have had such a lot of rain this month

I guess that is what makes every thing

so green and beautiful.

Floyd Dixon has been home for two or three

weeks and leaves in the morning when he

expects to go overseas.

I understand Eldon has a 10 day leave to come

home and get married, Arnold was making

out the lists for invitations today- he thinks

it will be about the 1st of June, the girl is Jean

Dastrup daughter of Byron Dastrup, she seems

a very nice thrifty girl.

The night I left Price just as I got on the bus a

lady told Ethel an explosion had just occurred in

the coal mine in Sunnyside, when I got home and

heard the report over the radio, there was 23

men killed and seven injured.

I guess the next letter you receive from me
will be in Denver, we leave Wed. 5:57 P.M. so you

can address your letters there for the next month.

We are all fine and are praying for the

Lord to bless and protect you at all times

Love Mother

[Newspaper insert between Letter 132 and 133]

Society News

Phone 432

Popular Young Couple Given

Largely Attended Reception

Lt. (j.g.) Grant A. Fisher and his lovely bride, the

former Elayne Taylor, received congratulations and good

wishes from hundreds of guests attending the reception in

their honor Wednesday evening at the Joseph Smith build-

ing.

Included among the more than 500 relatives and friends

were many from Salt Lake City and other parts of the

state.

The parents of the bride, Bishop and Mrs. Arthur D.

Taylor, were hosts on this delightful occasion. Lt. (j.g.)

Fisher is a son of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Fisher, also of this

city. The young couple were wed in the Salt Lake temple

Tuesday by Pres J. Will Knight.

Forming an artistic background for the bridal party

was a fan-shaped lattice of green,

and featuring an arrangement of

lilies and silvered leaves and

green foliage. This was banked

with huckleberry and tied with

a huge white satin bow. On eith-

er side were lighted white tapers

in floor-stand candelabra. Bou-

quets about the reception hall

were made up of daffodils and

iris, pear blossoms and roses.

Guests were greeted by the

parents of the bride and groom;

Douglas Davis, navy medical

student attending the U. of U.

who was best man; the groom and

bride; Miss Nan Taylor, sister of

the bride; maid of honor; Mrs. Af-

ton Graham of Ogden, sister of

the groom, and Mrs. Geraldine

Halladay, an intimate friend,

bridesmaids; little Linda Kartch-

ner, flower girl, Mrs. Josephine

Goodridge and Mrs. Arthur N.

Taylor, grandmothers of the bride

and Mrs. Joseph Fisher, grand-

mother of the groom.

The bride wore a handsome

model of white satin, with yoke

of chiffon, dainty with seed-pearl

trimmings. A tiara of orange

blossoms held her fingertip veil

and she held a bouquet of red

roses with a white orchid. The

attendants were in frosted organ-

dy; Nan in yellow and Mrs.

Graham and Mrs. Halladay in

pink, and they held nosegays of

summer flowers. The tiny flower

girl was frocked in blue taffeta,

and held a miniature nosegay.

The bride's mother was in blue

crepe and Mrs. Fisher in electric

pink, and their corsages were of

gardenias.

Greeting the guests in the hall-
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way were Bishop and Mrs. Lynn

Taylor, Bishop Henry Taylor and

Mrs. Arnold Zabriskie.

Mrs. Henry Taylor was in

charge of the serving. Mrs. Don

Smith, Mrs. Fred Kartchner, Miss

Helen Booth of Spanish Fork,

Miss Isabell Hales, Miss Alice

Dixon and Miss Virginia Zabris-

kie poured and Val Norns of the

B Y U and other friends of the

bride served.

A handsome Madiera cloth cov-

ered the table, arranged with a

centerpiece of Easter lilies, and

pink and white snapdragons.

White tapers were in candela-

bora on either side.

String music was played by a

trio composed of Evelyn Hilgen-

dorff, Rayma Johnson and Helen

Jean Jones, and solos were sung

by Harvey Staheli, Dorothy Gil-

chist, Amy Dixon and Mrs. Ira

belle Johnson. White Keys and

Val Norn girls surrounded the

newlyweds and sang their Sweet-

heart and Bride songs.

Mrs. Elton L. Taylor of Price,

and Mrs. Frank Cole presided in

the gift room, assisted by Dixie

Taylor, sister of the bride; and

Mrs. Vernon Crowell.

Lt. (j.g.) Fisher is to report in

San Francisco, April 19. He is a

naval armed guard officer and

has just returned from 11 months

aboard a merchant vessel in the

Philippines.

Letter 133 May 23, 1945
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458 Grape Street

Denver. Colo. May 23. 1945

Dear Clarence-:

Art forwarded my mail and

your letter of 4th of May was with it. It was longer

in route than many of you letters have been

lately- 1 enjoyed reading its contents especially the

sweet sentiments for Mothers Day.

I also received the copy of the "Yank" magazine of which

you spoke some time back, and I read the 1st

article with great interest and with shudders too

thinking and know what you went through

it must have been most nerve wracking and

torturous, and again I breathe a prayer of thankfull

ness in my heart that your guardian angel was

near and led you to safety

I hope when you return the memories of it will

not be too terrible for you to tell us in detail

how you escaped- it seems I had the right feeling

that you was in there- and many wakeful nights

I spent trying to image just what your fate was

I felt that you had been taken prisoner and perhaps

was suffering a worse fate than death

I finally decided if I didn't quit thinking I would

go crazy and I just couldn't do any thing about-

but I could pray earnestly for your safety- and I

am sure Our Heavenly did save your life.

You speak of champaign v wine being given to the

men to celebrate the crossing the Rhine- its too

bad they couldn't have had some thing better

for some of the few of you who didn't indulge

in such things- such as choice fruit, ice

cream or the like- well you could celebrate

in your heart any way- as we all did

Now I am wondering where you are or

where you will be sent. I hope not to the
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Pacific- 1 was reading in the paper last nite

to Pacific

they were sending Hodges 1st army over enroute to

the U.S. each man to receive a 30 day furlough

We are all hoping and praying you will be sent home
Have you tallied up your points- even tho you

are not in combat they tell me you receive your

credit for being in that division- you have done

your part and endured the hardships and dangers

the same and your work is just as escential

It is such a relief to know you are safe and in

better living quarters than you were.

As Alice was writing you Sunday I said I would

write later, We left home a week ago today, the

train was due the minute 5:57 we had a

very nice compartment, with wash basin

toilet, hooks for our coats and every thing

so compact and private- it is the only way to

travel with children, I didn't sleep too well as I

felt stuffy in such close quarters, Linda had a cold

before we left, and I guess that was the reason

for all of us contracting it. Ruth was quite bad

my throat was quite sore and my head stopped

up- poor little Kenney could hardly breathe-

1

think we are all about over it now.

It seemed so nice to see all the folks here again

Christina is so much like Alice when she was her

age only heavier, she is such a dainty little thing

her hair is the same color and so thick and

heavy- 1 dont know what she will do if it keeps

growing so- Arthur is growing so tall, and John

is the same cute little fellow- he insisted I sleep in his

room- 1 have Arthurs bed and Arthur has a bed

in Roys den, I didn't sleep there last night as

John has the croup and Alice had to care for

him. The family have all gone to have the

childrens pictures taken for Roys Fathers day gift
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Every thing is looking beautiful after so much

rain- today however has been so warm it

will make every thing grow. The tulips are

all out and they are beautiful in their varied

colors.

I have been into the garden and gathered

radishes twice, also lettuce and spinach
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and asparagus- 1 must not forget to says

green onions planted especially for me and

they are surely good. It seems so fine to go out

and pick the stuff and eat it while fresh

The strawberries are in blossom I hope they

ripen before we have to go back- 1 hardly

had a taste last year as they were so

expensive and not too good.

I hear that sugar is going to be very

expensive I mean scarce- 1 still have

some fruit left over in case you should

get a furlough.

It will be hard to put up fruit if we cant

get sugar;

It is some problem with these two girls

who are so near the same age, and have

never had to give up to anyone, now each

one wants whatever the other has It takes

each one of us to refree the fights- 1 think

they are getting better each day and will

eventually adjust- they are so cute and they

love each other regardless. The children have all

been put to bed, and hope to have a little peace

I trust you one well and enjoying life better,

Much love Mother

Letter 134 May 27, 1945
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458 Grape Street

Denver- May. 27. 1945

Dear Clarence-

I wrote you Wednesday as Alice wrote

you on Sunday- 1 thot I would write tonite in

case no one else wrote- 1 didn't want you to be disappointed

This morning when we went to Sunday school it

was so warm we wore no coats, This afternoon

a cold wind came up and tonite it is thundering

and lightening and raining- it seems like the

weather will never settle down.

I was so happy this afternoon to go with the

folks to have Arthur baptized- It was his 8th

birthday last week, he was quite thrilled about

it. Alice made an extra nice dinner- had ice

cream and chocolate cake for desert, and she bought

him a nice book.

John wants to know how it is Arthur has 3 cakes

this week, one for his birthday, and his primary

teacher took them to the Park and had cake

and now today.

The Olsens came in this afternoon- he teaches

at the Denver U. they are very nice people.

Aria's husband is here from over seas but

is at Camp Carson, he comes home every week

end, I dont know what is the matter.

We are enjoying our visit very much altho

there is a lot of confusion when the children

are awake, as the two little girls do a lot of

scrapping nothing to hurt each other.

The baby is growing all the time, he has

two teeth now and is getting so cute.

We still have our colds in our heads

which is very annoying especially to the children
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I dont remember if I tod you of Pres. Grant

passing on. I understand George Albert Smith

is the new Pres. and he has chosen the same

counselors. I miss our home papers and news

Art forwards our mail to us here- he wrote

me a short letter last week- he said his throat

is still very sore but otherwise he was getting

along alright.

Ruth thinks Fred is in Japan- he wrote that

we are sure the censor cut it out but we could

make out it was that- he seems to be getting

along alright. Ruth writes every night and I

guess he does the same, because she receives

one nearly every day.

The flowers are all coming and are so beautiful

The garden is growing fine. I get radishes

lettuce, onions, spinach nearly every day

it is so grand to have it fresh from the garden

My! but it is just pouring down and such

large hail stones have fallen, I guess it will

ruin the flowers and garden stuff, it just

seems like the farmers and fruit men suffer

loses in their crops. I hope the recent frosts we
have had will not kill the fruit, altho it looks

like they are cutting our sugar down so much

they claim it is thru poor management at Washington

It looks most of the people like our new President

Truman- he is making a great many changes

which seems to be for the best- 1 hope so

any way. I hope Russia will change her

attitude and be more cooperative,

it looks like the Germany Government is a

thing of the past, so many of the brutal
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butchers of so many millions of innocent people

are taking the easier road out by killing

themselves which is too good a fate for

them- still they say most of the German people

are as haughty as ever and many have

expressed themselves as says the Allies should

feed their people and build their cities and apologize

for doing the damage they have, they will

never acknowledge they were at fault in

starting the war. I hope they will fix it so

they can never start another, and let them

feel a little what other nations have had to

suffer thru them.

I will be so glad to hear what you will

have to do- of course we all hope and pray you will

be able to come home- but dont feel too bad

if it dosent turn out that way- lets hope

the war in the Pacific will soon end and

all can return home.

I have run out of news so had better

close.

Praying Gods blessings upon you where

ever you may be-

All join with Love.

Mother
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458 Grape St

Denver- June-3- 1945

Dear Clarence:- This has been a wonderful day-even

for S. School

if it has rained some. Just as we were ready Roy

brot Ann Ollerton from the station, she was on her way

to Provo from Texas where she has been visiting for

two weeks. She went with us to Sunday school and

fast meeting where Roy confirmed Arthur a member
of the Church-

After a very nice dinner, Roy and Alice took her

back to the station, Then we left the children with

Aria and went out about 12 miles from Denver to

Mr Swans beautiful estate, an invitation was

received, on it was a picture of a bunch of Iris and

a nice little poem about these flowers- and it said

The Iris's were having "an at Home" from May 24th to

June 24th Last week an announcement came saying to

to the cold and stormy weather the "Iris" would not be

at home until another week, The sun was shining

when we got there, but as we went around the spacious

grounds it sprinkled not enough to hurt I have never

seen anything like it I told Alice I have seen pictures

and read of such places but never expected to be on the

spot. There are about 30 or 40 acres with hills and dales

covered with wild flowers and cacti from the deseret

at one place on the brow of the hill was small lake

and around it was hundreds of a pale blue iris

underneath this was a rock wall or terrace, along

this were thick rows of another colored iris- then

another terrace or rock wall with other colors of iris

etc. Ruth said I wish Lynn could see this if he

had the money what wonderful landscaping he

could do up there around the bend of the road-

Then we went up dozens of large red stone steps
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and on to gravel walks all lined with hundreds

more of iris- in every direction you looked you

could see them- then along the outer or back of the

lawns were scores of bridal weaths forming a hedge

in front of them were peonies by the hundreds

I have never seen such georgous white irises they

looked more like orchids I cant begin to tell you how
beautiful the view from there, it was very much like

the view from "Taylors hill" only there was more to see

below us on one side was a good sized lake used by

all the owners of the different estates around there, with

sail and row boats on them- the path from the

Suan home was lined on each side with blue and

yellow iris- it led right down to the boat house on

the Lake.

Letters of Maria Dixon Taylor and Clarence Dixon Taylor

In the green pastures near the home were

such fine fat sheep grazing. I cant begun to tell you

how lovely it all was as Roy went for the car Alice,

Ruth and I were crossing the lawn to go and meet

him, when Mr Suan left his group of friends and

came over to us and asked if we had seen his

vegetable garden, he asked if Roy had gone for the car

he said how glad he was to have us come, especially Roy

and Alice again, he seems to be very chummy with Roy

I told him we were from Provo of coarse Roy had introduced

me as his mother in law. he said he liked Provo very

much, and he did like the Mormons. I told him I

was glad of that, then he told us his wifes grandfather

was the person who brot our prophet Joseph Smith

into the world, the he said if you would like to see

his picture come with me into the house, we were

very happy to and followed him in, he opened a

door into a long hall where living all of these old

pictures of his ancestors, amongst them was

the picture we wanted to see, I asked his name
and he said it was Doctor Dennison, he showed

us other pictures and said in reading of their diaries
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telling of the hardships they went thru in Pioneering

I told them I had been writing a lot of Pioneer histories

and has them bound into a book, he said how
I would like to read it- has Roy a copy of one? I

told him they were typewritten for our D of Pioneers

and only one copy- Roy says he is very interested in

those things, he let him take the book the life

of Jessie Knight some one sent him, and he enjoyed

it. He and Judge McCarty of Utah are the Trustees of the

D & R.G. railway - he is also Vice Pres. of a Bank here

also a Federal Bank, he must have plenty of money

as his home is very beautiful inside-

Well I guess that is about enough of that.

I received your letter this week written on 13 May
according to it you are not sure when your

release will come as you havent enough points,

but try and dont be too disappointed- I know you

must be fed up on seeing so much destruction

and heart aches, and perhaps homesick when

you see so many going home, but try and

be as happy as you can and lets hope it

will all soon end and you can all come

home, I hope you wont have to go to the

Pacific but if you are called there is nothing

you can do about it

I dont hear much from home I guess they

are all busy.

I think we will stay about 2 weeks longer

We are enjoying ourselves very much.

It is late and I must close with lots of love

and may God Bless and protect you

Mother
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